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INTRODUCTION

-.- Research lnftiatton Program - 195

AFOSR has provided funding for follow-on research efforts for the
participants in the Summer Faculty Research Program. Initially this
program was conducted by AFOSR and popularly known as the Hini-Grant

Program. Since 1983 the program has been conducted by the Sumer Faculty
Research Program (SFRP) contractor and is now called the Research
Initiation Program (RIP). Funding Is provided to establish RIP awards to
about half the number of participants in the SFRP.

Participants in the 198S SFRP competed for funding under the 1985
RIP. Participants submitted cost and technical proposals to the
contractor by 1 November 1985, following their participation in the 1985
SFRP.

Evaluation of these proposals was made by the contractor.
Evaluation criteria consisted of:

1. Technical Excellence of the proposal
2. Continuation of the SFRP effort
3. Cost sharing by the University

The list of proposals selected for award was forwarded to AFOSR for
approval of funding. Those approved by AFOSR were funded for research
efforts to be completed by 31 December 1986.

a The following summrizes the events for the evaluation of proposals

and awrd of funding under the RIP.

A. Rip proposals were submitted to the contractor by 1 November
1985. The proposals were limited to $20,000 plus cost
sharing by the universities. The universities were
encouraged to cost share since this is an effort to
establish a long term effort between the Air Force and the
university.

8. Proposals were evaluated on the criteria listed above and
the final award approval was given by AFOSR after
consultation with the Air Force Laboratories.

C. Subcontracts were negotiated with the universities. The
period of performance of the subcontract was between October

1985 and December 1986.

Copies of the Final Reports are presented in Volumes I through III

of the 1985 Research Initiation Program Report. There were a total of 82
RIP awards made under the 1985 program.
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INTRODUCTION

Research Initiation Program - 1985

AFOSR has provided funding for follow-on research efforts for the
participants in the Summer Faculty Research Program. Initially this
program was conducted by AFOSR and popularly known as the Mini-Grant
Program. Since 1983 the program has been conducted by the Summer Faculty
Research Program (SFRP) contractor and is now called the Research
Initiation Program (RIP). Funding is provided to establish RIP awards to
about half the number of participants in the SFRP.

Participants in the 1985 SFRP competed for funding under the 1985
RIP. Participants submitted cost and technical proposals to the
contractor by 1 November 1985, following their participation in the 1985
SFRP.

Evaluation of these proposals was made by the contractor.
Evaluation criteria consisted of:

* 1. Technical Excellence of the proposal
2. Continuation of the SFRP effort
3. Cost sharing by the University

The list of proposals selected for award was forwarded to AFOSR for
approval of funding. Those approved by AFOSR were funded for research
efforts to be completed by 31 December 1986.

The following summarizes the events for the evaluation of proposals
and award of funding under the RIP.

A. Rip proposals were submitted to the contractor by 1 November
1985. The proposals were limited to $20.000 plus cost
sharing by the universities. The universities were
encouraged to cost share since this is an effort to

* establish a long term effort between the Air Force and the
university.

•. Proposals were evaluated on the criteria listed above and
0 the final award approval was given by AFOSR after

consultation with the Air Force Laboratories.
.a .

C. Subcontracts were negotiated with the universities. The
period of performance of the subcontract was between October
1985 and December 1986.

Copies of the Final Reports are presented in Volumes I through III
of the 1985 Research Initiation Program Report. There were a total of 82
RIP awards made under the 1985 program.
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760-OMG-027

2 Maximum Voluntary Hand Grip Dr. Samuel Adams
Torque for Circular Electrical
Connectors
760-OMG-068

3 Temperature Dependence of Ion- Dr. Lucia Badcock
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760-OMG-097
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10 Investigation of the AFWAL PNS Dr. Robert R. Chamberlain
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Heat Transfer Calculations at
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fluorinations of Unsaturated
Systems with Xenon Difluoride
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of a Vertical Shear Layer
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26 A System Approach to Bias Dr. Dah-Nien Fan

Correction of IRLV Measurements
of Turbulent Flows
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OPTIMUM DESIGN OF STRUCTURES WITH MULTIPLE CONSTRAINTS

RNV. Grandhi
Assistant Professor
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Wright State University
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* Summary

This report presents a design optimization algorithm for structural weight minimiza-

tion with multiple frequency constraints. An optimality criterion method based on uniform

Lagrangian density for resizing and a scaling procedure to locate the constraint boundary

were used in optimization. Multiple frequency constraints of equality and inequality types

4 .were addressed. The effectiveness of the algorithm was demonstrated by designing a num-

ber of truss structures with as many as four hundred and eighty nine design variables. No

attempt was made to reduce the number of design variables by such procedures as linking

and/or invoking symmetry conditions. The design examples include a ten bar truss, two

hundred bar truss, a modified ACOSS - II and COFS (Control of Flexible Structures)

mast truss. All the structures contain nonstructural mass besides their own mass. The

algorithm is extremely stable and in all cases the optimum designs were obtained in less

-- than twenty iterations regardless of the size of the structure and the number of design

variables.
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Introduction

The optimal design of structures with frequency constraints is extremely useful in

manipulating the dynamic characteristics in a variety of ways. For example. in most

low frequency vibration problems the response of the structure to dynamic excitation is

, primarily a function of its fundamental frequency and mode shape. In such cases the

ability to manipulate the selected frequency can significantly improve the performance of

the structure. Similarly the aeroelastic characteristics of an aircraft wing are primarily

governed by its torsional and bending properties which can best be studied by the lower

torsional and bending modes. In fact, in most narrow-band excitation problems control of

the frequencies in the critical range is tantamount to control of the dynamic response.

A large amount of literature related to the optimization of structures with frequency

constraints is available. Most of these papers present design algorithms based on a single

frequency constraint which uses only the information about the fundamental frequency and

the associated vibration mode [1-5]. A few papers however, consider multiple frequency

constraints [6-9]. A brief description of the previous research work is given below. This is

by no means the complete literature on frequency optimization.4

Miura and Schmit [1 minimized the structural mass of a cantilever beam and a wing

structure with a fundamental frequency constraint. A mathematical programming method

0 based on an interior penalty function was used. This method can be used in conjunction

%with design variable linking for optimizing practical structures. Refs. [2-7. 91 employed N

%i optimality criteria methods in designing minimum weight structures. Minimization of

s.tructural mass subject to a fundamental frequency constraint and maximization of the

fundamental frequency for a given structural mass has been considered in the design of

'-%%%, r,ods and trusses by Venkayya and Tischler 5]. Elwany and Barr [6j presented r,,ult.-

.Or the inininium mass design of a cantilever beam subjected to multiple (up to three)

t, ioi;d{ frel. ,ncy co'iit rait. . A variational pro'eld rf, wa.. i-edvl in d(erivi th,, i ,Ce,.-

@l 32-3
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sary conditions of optimal design. The resulting integral equations and their solution are

continuous function of spatial variables. Fleury and Sander [7] used a generalized optimal-

ity criteria method for designing beams with multiple frequency and buckling constraints.

Basically the method is an extension of the conventional optimality criteria approach or it

can be viewed as a linearization in mathematical programming. Pedersen [81 has addressed

beam problems with constraints on the first four frequencies using a Linear Programming

method. Khot [9] has considered a truss structure with two frequency constraints and

found interesting anomalies in the convergence. Olhoff [10] presented results for maximiz-

ing a higher order frequency subject to a given volume constraint. He uses a variational

approach and derives the optimality condition in an integral form. The resulting optimum

shape is a continuous function of the spatial variable.

This research work examines the problem of finding the minimum weight structure

satisfying the frequency constraints. The design problems considered are optimization (i)

with a single (fundamental or higher) frequency constraint (an equality constraint) and (ii)

with constraints on multiple frequencies (treated as equality and inequality constraints).

The optimality criterion method in conjunction with a scaling procedure has been used to

design a minimum weight structure with frequency constraints. The algorithm developed

by Venkayya and Tischler [51 has been used as the basis for the development of the present

multiple frequency constraint formulation.

This algorithm based on an optimality criterion approach is very efficient and reliable

even in the presence of a large number of design variables. The optimality criterion i!

v derived by differentiating the Lagrangian with respect to the design variables and the rim-

!" irnum weight design should satisfy this criterion. The essence of the optiniality criterion
1..

is that at the optimum the weighted sum of the Lagrangian energy density nillt he rb" t

Sariiv in all the elements. The optiniality condition consists of the gradient- (coiir;t lilt-
Mi ad o ) eCtive function) and Lagrangian multipliers. The gradients of the frquency ((t-

.
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straints and objective function can be derived analytically from the dynamic equilibrium

equations and the expression for the objective function. In the case of a single constraint.

the evaluation of the Lagrangian multiplier is simple and straight forward. However, in the

case of multiple (active) constraints determination of the Lagrangian multipliers requires

approximations. The basic equations are nonlinear and also the inadmissibility of non-

positive Lagrangian multipliers presents additional difficulties. In this work, Lagrangian

multipliers are approximated using simple expressions derived from single constraint con-

ditions. The optimization consists of three basic steps. The first step is analysis of the

structure followed by scaling and resizing. Analysis gives information about feasibility or

nonfeasibility of the design. Scaling is for obtaining the feasible design. A simple scaling

procedure is developed for multiple frequency constraints. An estimate of the scale factor

is obtained iteratively to reach Ltle frequency constraint boundary. The resizing algorithm

is derived from optimality conditions.

This report discusses the optimality algorithm, resizing procedure. and scaling tech-

niques for multiple frequency constraints. The effectiveness of the algorithm is demon-

strated by using large structural design applications with hundreds of design variables and

multiple frequency constraints.

,J%.-
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Problem Statement

The structural optimization problem is stated as follows:

Minimize structural weight

n

W(X) = PIztlt (1)
t=1

subject to behavior constraints

2,_ 2 =0 j = 1,2,.k (2)
I ' gj~g'X) = a)l -

g2 > 0 j=k+L.k+2,...,m

and side constraints on the design variables

Xt > xt (3)
-p

where p, is the density, 1, is the length, z is the design variable, xz is the lower limit on

the design variable, ,, is the jth natural frequency, .4) is the specified value of the jth

frequency, n is the number of design variables, and m is the number of design constraints.

32-6
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Optimality Method

The optimality method consists of two steps. The first step involves derivation of the

"-. optimality conditions and associating them with an energy condition in the structure. In
4..- the second step, an iterative algorithm is derived with the help of the energy condition to

achieve the optimality condition.

The Lagrangian formulation for the above stated problem is written as:

L(x, A) = W(x)- A,g,(x) (4)

where L(x. A) is the Lagrangian function and the A's are the Lagrangian multipliers. The

unknowns are the design variables x, and the Lagrangian multipliers A,.

Minimization of the Lagrangian L with respect to the design variable vector x gives

the condition for the stationary value of the objective function as:

- aW (x) 0 ()

From equation 5, the optimality condition can be written as

,=1 i= 2. n (6)

where
dW1l9z,=~ - ,W/8z, ()

46. . Equation 7 represents the ratio of the constraint to the objective function gradients with

e respect to the design variables. These ratios can be associated with special forms of energy
-0. densities depending on the type of constraints. For the case of frequency constraints.,C,,

is computed as follows.

The eigenvalue problem corresponding to the undamped linear system is written as

,A 4

32-7
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* where j is the jth natural frequency, (0 is the jth eigenvector or natural mode of the

structure, and K and M are the stiffness and mass matrices respectively. The mass matrix

, M is a combination of the structural mass, Ms, and the nonstructural mass, Mc.

In this research work, the natural frequencies are calculated using the Sturm Sequence

method 11.121 in conjunction with a bisection procedure. By using this method any

desired frequencies and the corresponding modes can be computed without computing any

of the remaining frequencies and modes.

The square of the jth natural frequency of the structure can be defined by a Rayleigh

quotient as:

W (x) = 0Kj

where superscript t denotes the transpose. Substitution of equation 9 in 7 gives the ex-

pression for e,) as:

{,}' ki {Oi}_ {wfot m-{} (10)
e= Pt1X(10. Q el -- Pixil,

* where k, and m, are the ith element stiffness and mass matrices respectively in the global

coordinate system. The eigenvectors were normalized using the expression

. ,M,= 1 (11)

In deriving the e,, expression, the stiffness and structural mass matrices were assumed toF, be linear functions of the design variables. This is true for truss and membrane elements.

and needs minor modification for bending and other types of finite elements.

The solution of the optimization problem involves (n + m) unknown quantities, where

n is the number of design variables and m is the number of Lagrangian multipliers cor-

responding to m constraints. The optiniality condition described in equation 6 gives r

v,,iarions. The additional m equations can be computed by writing the original constraint

rondlitiorl, a, follmow.:

32-8
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From the Rayleigh's quotient in equation 9, the derivative of the frequency with respect

to the design variables can be written as

dw 2W 2 ( 2

dx, - J X, (

where "j is the ratio of the nonstructural modal mass to the total modal mass and is given

by
ot MCO3

") = 1, M(13)

Substituting equation 12 in equation 7 gives.
e = ow/ox, ),I, (14)

Equation 14 for active constraints takes the form
~n

Z e,,p, x,, = 2 = 1.2 ..., m (15)

Combining equations 6 and 15 provides the necessary equations for determining the La-

grangian multipliers as follows:

Kn

e) Pe, xe Ai = Y)Wj j = 1, 2. m (16)
'U. 2=1

or

HAG (17)

where the matrix H is given by

H = etDe (18)

H is of the order mxrn since it involves multiplication of mxn. nxn. and nxm matrices.I and G is a vector of D is a diagonal matrix and its ilh diagonal element is given by

O D,, = pX,, (19)

The elements of rnatrix H can not be determined explicitly because the e and D matricV,-

Mar furictiorLs of the design variable vector which is itself unknown. Equations 6 and 17

;ir d 1111linewar sers of f(I lations. m rid they have to be solvedl by it erative method
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Optimization Technique

1. Resizing Algorithm

The optimality condition for multiple frequency constraints can be stated as, "The

weighted sum of the Lagrangian energy densities corresponding to multiple frequency con-

straints should be equal to unity in all the elements". This can be achieved by satisfying
the condition given in equation 6. By multiplying both sides of Eq. 6 by xzp and taking

the ptu root (a = 1). we obtain

k-1 = X, Ce kl (20)

4where a controls the step size. and C) contains the weighting parameters which can be

*: approximated as functions of the Lagrangian multipliers. Superscripts k and k + 1 are

introduced to denote the iteration numbers. The iteration scheme is repeated until the set

convergence criterion is satisfied. If there is no minimum size constraint for an element.

then the quantity within the parenthesis is equal to unity at the optimum.

The design is started with an initial value of a as 0.5. After a design cycle (i.e.. scaling

the design to a feasible region and resizing the design using equation 20) if the objective

function increases from the previous iteration. then the a value is reduced adaptively. The

smaller a value avoids larger changes in the design when it is closer to the optimum and

gives a stable convergence. It acts like move limits on the design variables. The lowest value

for o is taken as 0.001. If a becomes smaller than 0.001. then the resizing is terminated.

2. Sealing Procedure

In the optimization scheme after each resizing. the design variables are normalized to

ha v, a maximum value of unity. The normalized design vector iiav nort he acceptable.

thi caling-it to the feasible region is essential, otherwise ,o11 of the constraints fay he

violatel. This hvlps 1onit oring the progrvs of each ,ile(igln cycle and also finding the aCtive

32-10
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constraints. At the end of each resizing the normalized design variables are multiplied by

a scaling factor i. and it is computed as follows:)a
The Rayleigh quotient for the j1 h frequency at the current design is written as

P (M, +M')O (21)

where ";,, is the unscaled frequency. By scaling the design variables by a factor A ,. the

desired frequency ,;)d is obtained. Then the Rayleigh quotient becomes

.jd - 6t (A)M, + M)0 (22)

* In this equation, it is assumed that scaling the structural members by i, implies that

K and M, are scaled in a similar way. This is certainly true in membrane elements and

N needs modification for bending elements. The nonstructural mass M, does not depend

on the design variables, and hence it is not multiplied by A,. Equation 22 can be further

simplified to relate the desired frequency. Id with the unscaled frequency. .:,, as

d A3d= 1- -+ 1 )o (23)

where rj, is the ratio of the structural modal mass to the total modal mass and is given by

Pto M,
7j = Mo (24)

also.

+7 ±> = 1 (25)

Now the, ratio r2 is (lfired asL4a = = -"  (26)
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Then the scaling parameter corresponding to the jth frequency becomes

jr2
A 1- for r2 r7j < (27)

and

A, r2 for ri2 (28)

One scaling parameter A, is computed for each constraint, and from these values one

value is selected based on the type of constraints. If there are all inequality constraints.

then A is selected such that the most violated constraint becomes active. If any one of

the constraints is an equality type, then the scaling parameter corresponding to that one

is used. This formulation handles only one equality constraint, and the rest have to be

* inequality constraints. This is so, because after scaling more than one constraint can never

be made active unless it is a repeated frequency. Besides. if there are more than one equality

type constraint, there may not exist a feasible solution. Since the frequency constraints

are nonlinear functions of the design variables, repetition of the scaling procedure may be

necessary in some design cycles.

3. Role of the Lagrangian Multipliers/Active and Passive Constraints

The Lagrangian multipliers are computed by using simple approximations. Here the

A's are considered merely as weighting parameters, and they are computed as if there is

only one constraint.

The optimality condition for a single constraint is written as

e,A == 1,2 ..., n (29)

-.1,bstituting Pt , in equation 15 givC :

I n2
n- -' ((30)

32-12
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where A takes the form
W

A -(31)

and W represents weight of the structure. The jth Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to

the th frequency constraint can be approximated as:

A =)(32)
?7()

It is evident from Eq. 32 that in the absence of nonstructural mass the value of the
Lagrangian multiplier becomes indefinite. The structure can not be optimized for frequency

constraints alone unless some nonstructura] mass is associated with the system. As a

matter of fact, nonstructural mass is the major part of the total mass in most of the

aerospace structures. The nonstructural masses are due to aircraft engines, payloads.

" actuators, hinges, etc. Optimization in the absence of nonstructural mass is only possible

when additional constraints such as static displacements or stresses are present.

The concept of active and passive constraints is crucial in the multiple frequency con-

straint problem. The active constraints are those within a certain percentage from their

respective limits. The remaining ones are passive constraints. The resizing formula (Eq.

20) uses the Lagrangian multipliers corresponding to the active constraints. The active and

%passive constraints decision was made at the outset (after the first iteration) of the design

and no changes were made during rest of the design. The iteration was continued as long as

there was improvement in the design (reduction in weight, for example). It is worthwhile

pointing out some characteristics of the emerging designs during the iterations. If only

a single Lagrangian multiplier (corresponding to one active constraint) is participating in

the iteration, the weight of the structure reduces rapidly and the step size adjustments

- (o value) have to be made very early in the design. This happens because the inactive

freqiuencies tend to cluster toward the active frequency and niode switching can destroy

"-II1,other convrgence. However, by adjusting the value of o, the optiuiniiitn design can he

32-13
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I

approached more smoothly. The price of reducing a is reflected in an increased number of

iterations. In the other extreme when the number of active constraints are more because

. • of the larger percentage specifications around the limiting values, then more Lagrangian

multipliers participate in the resizing. Iterations using more Lagrangian multipliers pro-

duce two interesting characteristics: first, the problem tends to be overconstrained, and the

resulting optimum corresponds to an upperbound solution. The second characteristic is

that the clustering of frequencies (at least among the active ones) is significantly reduced.

Also the inequality constraints stay away from the constraint boundary. The step size (a)

adjustments do not play a significant role, because the iteration converges quite smoothly.

The percentage value for finding the active constraints varies from problem to problem,

but usually within 5-10%c from the constraint limit would be adequate.

'_V 4. Optimization Algorithm

AAn outline of the design optimization procedure is given as follows:

(i) The design starts with uniform sizes for all the design variables.

(ii) At the current design, the desired natural frequencies and the corresponding mode

shapes are calculated using the Sturm Sequence method.

liii) The design variables are scaled to the constraint boundary in order to satisfy all the

JI behavior constraints. The Lagrangian multipliers are evaluated.

iv) The Lagrangian energy is computed for each mode in each element. e, A is evaluated

for all the elements. The design variables are resized using equation 20.

(v) The design variables are normalized with the maximum value of the design variables.

Repeat steps (ii) to (v) until the set convergence requirements are satisfied. The steps ii)
1o -r to."n E.00 ,iii.'€ to (v) constitute one iteration. In Eq. 10. ej can become negative for sonie clhienwt. if

the floristrictural mass is substantial. i.e.. the square of the natural frequency multiplied

N 1\h the molal kirictir ,',i'rgy 1 larger than the modal potecntial ,nvergy. In thi- c'ave,. the

32-14
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corresponding design variable takes its lower limit value and the e,, contribution in Eq.

20 is zero. This creates aberrations and takes a few extra iterations in converging to the

optimal solution. So. whenever there is a substantial amount of nonstructural mass. it is

better to use only the modal potential energy for eU in all the elements. This provides a

stable convergence in design optimization. All the problems solved in this work employed

just the modal potential energy because of substantial nonstructural mass.

%
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Numerical Results

0 The effectiveness of the optimality algorithm is demonstrated by using a ten bar truss

(Fig. 1). a two hundred bar truss (Fig. 4), a modified ACOSS - 11 (Fig. 7) and a COFS

* model (Fig. 10) as design examples. The emphasis here is in solving large scale structural

design problems with hundreds of design variables.

1. Ten bar truss

The structure shown in Fig. I is made up of aluminum with Young's modulus. 10 psi

and weight density, 0.1 lb/in3 . At each of the four free nodes 2.588 lb-seC2 /in nonstructural

mass is added. One design variable was assigned to each structural element. At the initial

4 design. all the cross-sectional areas were 1.0 in 2 for each member. The design was scaled

by a factor of 9.5318 to obtain a 4000 lb initial weight. The lower limit on the design

variables was 0.1 in2.

Ref. 5 presents optimization studies with different fundamental frequency limits. In

this work, first the structure was designed with a higher order frequency constraint alone.

The structural weight was optimized with the second natural frequency constrained to 'ix

different values. The second frequency was required to be 10. 15. 20. 25. 27.08 and 30 Hz

in six different cases. Ten design variables and one frequency constraint were considered.

Table 1 presents all the frequencies and the structural weight at the optimum design in

[ £ all these cases. Table 2 gives the optimum design variables. The variation of the optimum

weight with the second frequency limits is shown in Fig. 2. From the results obtained, it

is clear that the optimality algorithm can be effectively used in designing structures with

'e a higher order frequency constraint.

After this. the ten bar truss was des(igned with multiple frequency constraint,. The

,.rctural wight was minimized such that the fundaniental. second and third fre(,inrici,,

wr. coitratiried. Tablo,- 3 and 4 presen t t he riiIlt (0 t ,ii t itInhr differeTnt ()1n-Tra itit

a-[%%
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conditions. The first set was with 1 " 7.0 Hz. the second with .,q = 10.0, the third with

= 7.0. and '2 >13.0. the fourth with 10.0, 2 15.0, the fifth with . = 7.0.

., >15.0, and -;3 >20.0, and finally all inequality constraints, .Ul !3.5, -.2 >10.0. and

. >14.0 Hz were considered. Table 3 gives all the frequencies at the initial and optimum

,i -signs. and Table 4 consists of ail the design variables at the optimum. The iteration

history for .:I -> 3.5. -.2 >_ 10.0, and -:3 >14.0 Hz is shown in Fig. 3. It took seven

iterations to reach the optimal solution. In the last three iterations there was not much

change in the objective function. As explained in earlier sections. at the most one equality

constraint was considered in any set and the rest were inequality types.
'P

2. Two hundred bar truss

The two hundred bar truss was formulated by Venkayya. et. al. [13] for demonstrating

the computational efficiency of the optimality method in designing very large structures.

The structure shown in Fig. 4 has 77 nodes, 200 bar elements, and 150 degrees of free-

dom. At each of the 75 free nodes 0.5 lb-see2 /in nonstructural mass was considered. The

"triicture is made up of steel with Young's modulus. 30.0 x 106psi and a weight density

of 0.2S3 lb/in 3. 200 design variables were assigned to the 200 bar elements in structural

weight optimization. At the initial design all the cross-sectional areas were 10.0 in2 . The

"I lower limit on the design variables was 0.1 in 2 . The initial weight of the structure wassPW
a

99634 lb. and the first five frequencies at the initial design were 2.87. 13.02. 13.72. 31.92.

and 37.68 Hz. First. the structure was designed with a fundamental frequency constraint. 4

Variou. fundamental frequency limits were considered starting from 2.0 to 8.0 Hz. Table

5 preents the first five frequencies and the optimum weight for different fundamental fre-

, 'ie " limits. Fig. 5 -.hows the variation of the optimum weight as the freqiency liit

i% inc reased. The strictiural weight incrv'w,!- very rapidly at the higher treq'uiicy liit-

Beyond a rt ain frequency .iit, it is u1)t pot .- ihh to desivn a practical ,tructilre Nx .

,i,- r1-" w a. d, i g ie'd w it h t w o fro,!ii tI cy 'coic tra L!- -t -- .. () H a ii , " ( l Hl Ti ,
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optimum weight of 5226.5 lb. was obtained in seven iterations and the iteration history is

given in Fig. 6. The first five frequencies at the optimum were 3.0, 9.01. 9.41. 14.39. and

14.78 Hz. Also, the same structure was designed with w1 = 4.0 Hz and -'2 >10.0 Hz. The

optimum weight was 9220.9 lb. and the first five frequencies at the final design were 4.0.

10.0. 11.04, 14.46. and 15.78 Hz. In both the cases the second frequency constraint was

satisfied as if it was an equality constraint. The design variables at the optimum for both

the cases are given in Ref. 14.

3. Modified ACOSS - II

The ACOSS (Active Control of Space Structures) model II was developed by the C.S.

Draper Laboratory [151. The structure consists of two subsystems: the optical support

=- structure and the equipment section, which are connected by springs at three points to

" allow vibration isolation [Fig. 71. In this work. ACOSS - II was modified to have only the

optical support structure, and it is fixed at the three springs locations. Also, a couple of

nodes were removed from the original model. The modified ACOSS - II consists of the

upper mirror support truss, the lower mirror support truss, and the metering truss. The

finite element model is shown in Fig. 8; it has 33 nodes and 113 truss elements. All the

elements are made up of graphite/epoxy with Young's modulus. 18.5 x 106 p.si and weight

density, 0.055 lb/in'. The lower limit on the design variables was 0.1 ir 2 . The initial

cross-sectional areas were taken as 10.0 in 2. At the initial design the weight was 18709.S

lb and the first five frequencies were 1.21, 2.71. 4.21. 10.33. and 10.48 Hz.

The modified ACOSS II was designed with 113 design variables under two different

Sots of frequency constraints. In the first set, the structural weight was minimized ;uch

that the fundamental frequency was equal to 2.0 Hz. The optimum weight was 11687 3

lt arid the first five frequencies were 2.00. 2.04. 2.39. 5.19. and 5.68 Hz. The ,'rci t

'r'pwricy is. vry clie to the fundamental f, vquriry. Iz thle erond .et. the cow tra iit-

,.) Hiz arnd > 3.0 Hz. The optinurn weight w;a, 1120.2 lb amth le first fivf,

%
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9frequencies were 2.00, 3.72. 4.46. 6.78, and 7.22 Hz. The structural weight was increased

by 133 lb (approximately 1}) to separate the second frequency from the fundamental one.

All the five frequencies were well separated. Fig. 9 shows the iteration history for this case.

A large reduction in the weight was obtained in the first four iterations, and afterwards

the reductions in weight were very small. Ref. 14 presents the design variable values at

the optimum. In this example, the second frequency tries to approach the first one very

rapidly, so both the Lagrangian multipliers were used throughout the optimization.

4. COFS (Control of Flexible Structures) Model

The Mast Flight System [161 is composed of several subsystems. The primary structural

4 component is the beam assembly (Fig. 10) which is called the COFS model. The beam

cross section is triangular with the longerons located at the vertices of an equilateral

triangle. The truss structure repeats itself in two-bay segments. There are 27 two-bay

-,egments for a total of 54 bays. A typical two-bay segment of the truss structure is shown

in Fig. I1.

The structure consists of 489 truss elements thus 489 design variables were considered

in the design optimization. All the elements are made up of graphite/ epoxy with Young's

friodulus, 18.5 x 1 0 f psi and weight density 0.035 lb/in3 . The initial cross .ecrional area

evre taken as 1.0 in 2 . and the lower limit on the design variables was 0.1 in 2 . The structural

weight was minimized such that the fundamental frequency was equal to 0.18 Hz. At the

initial design the weight was 1407.42 lb and the first five frequencies were 0.2038. 0.205S.

1.4570. 1.4570 and 3.6324 Hz. Fig. 12 gives the mode shapes corresponding to the first.

third and fifth frequencies. The second and fourth modes are similar to the first and third

rv,(-pt ively due to the syrnietry in the structure. The optimum weight was 25S.35 1,. and

thew first four fr,,quencies wore 0.1800. 0.1802. 1.1068. and 1.1221 Hz. The second fre (iency

I- not equal to the first on,. and sini larlv the fourth ofii, i. riot oqual to the third one, Tt,

optim.it;zthil algorithlin creatvd ll .sNIIIIletrv inI the .trurcflir . thliu, the repea;ted fr, 'ii¢'r ,
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~condition is eliminated. Most of the design variables reached their lower limit, and mostly

i the longerons contributed to the weight. The bottom longerons are much stronger than

~the top ones. The details of the optimum design are given in Ref. 14.
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Conclusions

JIn this research work the minimum weight design of structures with multiple frequency

constraints was obtained using an optimality method. A simple resizing scheme in conjunc-

tion with a scaling procedure has been used. Once again the optimality criterion method

has shown to be very efficient in designing large practical structures with a small number

of iterations. The number of design variables considered was very large. All the structures

contain nonstructural mass besides their own mass. Whenever the nonstructural mass is

.mailer compared to the structural mass. aberrations occurred in reaching the optimal

design. Also. if there were two frequencies very close to each other, the switching of modes

caused abrupt changes in the distribution of the variables, and hence caused oscillations

* in the structural weight. It took a few iterations to get a stable convergence.
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Table I Ten Bar Truss
0 Initial and Final Frequencies for a Specified Second Frequency (Hz)

Frequency Initial w2 10.0 w = 15.0 w = 20.0 w 25.0 w 27.08 w 30.0
I No. Design 2 2  2 2 3

d 1 8.96 3.26 4.92 6.64 8.40 9.17 '0.34

2 27.08 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 27.08 0.00
, 3 27.45 10.19 15.07 20.13 25.00 27.11 30.13

- 4 51.25 16.01 15.30 21.51 27.66 30.96 35.42
5 58.00 18.08 22.21 30.39 39.34 43.96 50.73
6 64.73 22.96 24.28 32.81 41.32 45.54 51.39
7 66.87 25.21 39.49 52.53 65.35 70.40 78.90

* 8 80.85 27.25 41.64 55.89 70.49 76.84 87.71

Weight (lb) 4000.0 304.5 637.0 1251.5 2243.8 2865.9 4143.9

.
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Table 2 Ten Bar Truss

Optimum Design Variables (in ) for a Specified Second Frequency (Hz)

Frequency 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 27.08 30.0
Limit

Element No.
1 0.910 2.313 4.435 7.699 9.598 13.720
2 0.821 2.154 4.140 7.224 8.979 12.866
3 0.910 2.313 4.435 7.697 9.598 13.720
4 0.821 2.154 4.140 7.223 8.979 12.866
5 0.768 0.602 1.223 2.195 2.905 3.907
6 0.570 0.353 0.760 1.382 1.850 1 2.774
7 0.712 1.723 3.413 6.211 7.898 11.075
8 0.712 1.723 3.413 6.211 7.898 11.075
9 0.581 1.037 2.114 4.017 5.431 8.460

10 0.581 1.036 2.114 4.003 5.431 8.460

KWeight (Ib) 304.5 637.0 1251.5 2243.8 2865.9 4143.9

qN-25'041
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* Table 3 Ten Bar Truss
Initial and Final Frequencies (Hz) in Different Constraint Conditions

0.. w 3.5

Frequency Initial wi : 7.0 1 10.0 w 1 7.0 wI  10.0 1 > 15.0 w2 
- 10.0

No. Design w > 15.0 w > 15.0 > 14.0
212 - w3 2. W3 1.

1 8.96 7.00 10.00 7.00 10.00 7.00 4.40
2 27.08 10.96 13.73 15.58 19.16 15.61 12.14
3 27.45 16.27 22.29 16.93 24.52 20.17 14.00
4 51.25 18.21 25.19 18.75 27.16 20.77 17.89
5 58.00 27.39 38.04 29.13 38.71 28.76 19.58
6 64.73 29.55 42.21 30.30 40.53 29.76 22.96
7 66.87 47.92 65.79 46.93 67.66 53.88 34.01
8 80.857 50.34 69.93 49.67 71.38 56.03 35.72

Weight (Ib) 4000.0 1137.3 2614.0 1172.6 2736.3 1308.4 489.17

.
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Table 4 Ten Bar Truss

Optimum Design Variables (in2) in Different Constraint Conditions

* 4...

m 
= 77.0 w = 10.0 w - = 7.0 3.5

Element 1 7.0 I 1.0 6I 1 15.0 12 > 15.0 > 0.0
,. -. N o . 2 >  1 5 .0 2 >  1 5 .0 w 0 0 w 3 > 1 .- W >- 20.0 w3 _ 14.0

1 6.045 13.965 5.511 13.147 5.672 2.306
2 1.969 4.437 1.937 5.683 3.823 1.304
3 6.045 13.965 5.511 13.147 5.67% 2.306
4 1.969 4.437 1.937 5.683 3.823 1.304
5 0.100 0.100 0.207 0.488 0.646 0.639
6 0.100 0.100 0.414 0.517 0.321 0.557
7 3.206 7.579 3.616 9.093 4.191 1.029
8 3.206 7.579 3.616 9.093 4.191 1.029

* 9 2.226 5.009 2.414 4.110 1.604 0.800
10 2.226 5.009 2.414 4.110 1.604 0.800

Weight (lb) 1137.3 2614.0 1172.6 2736.3 1308.4 489.17

3-2.-2
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Table 5 Two Hundred Bar Truss
0 Initial and Final Five Frequencies (Hz) for a Specified

Fundamental Frequency

Initial Design 2.87 13.02 13.72 31.92 37.68 99634.0

Frequencv Limit

-20 2.00 6.24 6.66 10.69 12.64 2365.7
3.0 3.00 8.19 8.92 13.67 13.81 5004.7
4.0 4.00 9.79 10.90 14.43 15.66 9198.4
5.0 5.00 11.24 12.71 15.13 17.17 15500.9
6.0 6.00 12.61 14.28 15.90 18.13 24830.6
7.0 7.00 13.93 15.86 16.90 19.65 38683.3

48.0 8.00 16.74 19.08 20:15 j24.16 61186.7

322,
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ABSTRACT

A study of the flow through a solid-fuel (75 % hydroxylterminated polybutadiene and

25 % cross-linked polystyrene) ramjet combustor is presented. The computations were

carried out using both the infinite reaction r-. e kinetic model and the global reaction rate

kinetic model. Also included in the study is the effect of an added mixing zone on the

combustion efficiency.
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4 I. INTRODUCTION

Solid-fuel ramjet has gained interest in the recent years as a propulsion device for

*, specific defense applications. As the use of this device receives increasing attention, it

,- becomes increasingly important to develop theoretical models to describe flow through the

various ramjet components: in particular, the complex flow through the dump (sudden-

- expansion) type combustors. Theoretical studies of the combustor flow field. especially the

*5 parametric type. will lead to a better understanding of what goes on in the combustor.

and thus to a better design. The insight gained by these studies will also help in planning

the combustor test programs and in better understanding the test results.

Much of the analysis of SFRJ combustors in the past has dealt with correlating the

fuel regression data with mass flux through the combustor. A discussion of the various

* correlation formulae i~i given in Ref. 1 (section 4.3.4). This reference also has a discussion of

the more recent formulae that include, guided by one-dimensional analysis. the dependance

". of regression ratres on the chamber pressure and the combustor inlet air temperature.

SAlmost all of the two-dimensional calculations of the SFRJ combustor flow. up till

now. have been carried out by Netzer. and by Netzer in cooperation with others (see. for

Sexample. Refs. 2-5). These calculations were carried out by adapting the 2-D elliptic flow

4 . coties developed by the Imperial College (6.7) to the Fllgeometrv. In Ref. 2 ca'ciilat ions

of combustor flow were carried out using vorticity and strean function as the dependent

variables. Radiation was neglected and fast chemical reaction (mixing lirited comubustion
;e we alsirrt. The results of calculations were in good qualitative agreement with tile

experirrintal daia (also obtained by the alithor) for piexiglas. Ii Ref. 3 calculation were

[ reljeaie(d for an all-h,,dro(arbon fuel. The re'gre-sion rattl- were Too low ant n ,rt% e rnlt r irl\

"- i creTicNrt'tl b,\ )o obtain a more r istic v% ll )I , th l h Wail l mratrret tm \ Ittt , i

1, h(. U t it < . ral at ,rti pla a ,liinaiwt rol,t I dt i rot arl,,f it ,. , 1 tl

I arlti I hi. ,ti t I t rttliatloni :r ili- ;1l, lat m ], ' t tet o n' r lm i i- I h t\\ regr, --ioii r.itt-.

. l .te l',Jrl aflt X ~ z r ( r" wI,'all d Jill, ' 1 . 1, l l -I .. ..i P rI.'' ' 11"Pl", 
)r :  [ 1 ri.,I,

li, rt, .t ., If ,r,' -irti Ila r t o t ill)" ' o t l ci,,< (", I r W T , k It i i ,l ,-4. (dt o 11rfi ~ - ' 1!,, : :,) l ,( :;,,

ilj r ,I' ,l I I , 'rt~l l , I I I ,i l i i' : I' k l l /o r Itt' il ' i i ri " -" ' "'.".-%w ' .
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the results of their calculations with the experimental data. Results of the calculations.

carried out for plexiglas, were similar to those obtained earlier without the radiation effects.

As pointed out by the authors, radiation plays an unimportant role in combustors using

plexiglas fuel.

.An interesting approach to the modeling of liquid-fuel dump ramjet combustors. called

modular'" modeling, is presented by Edelman. et.al. (8). The model makes use of the

modular concept. in which the combustor flow field is broken down into various interacting

components, each with its own distinct How characteristics. This approach allows rapid

calculation of the combustor flow, thus making it feasible to conduct parametric studies.
%.I Our approach to compute flow through the solid-fuel dump ramjet combustor. presented

- in this report, is based on this modular concept.

Flow through the solid-fuel dump ramjet combustor is considered as made up of three

0 . interacting flow regions. P, R1. and R2 as shown in the figure below.

lIegioris l? I andi P2. rfIprCt'ntr. Tc-(tt llV t Ii r I lt 1i1T. zoles attie (n lus r

Inlet and ~tC th li fl-f nel-grani -iep. Pegioni 1) r(Ipr('~(it, th rest of thle c(tribiistot-

TIIC /lo fltt% lm, thlrwigli 1) .ir I lilretle t 1 t'w, 1[1(1 thiIH. Ca het It cCmiille!dI i~ir

0. p~rlboi It m i- . l' t C in g I? I md l? 2 Twed I I i Io i a u it (i her ii--ng r ig l ;tC

CC i-. or r ni otl#' ('C 1nt trIC ] I I \Ct rtf r t i t t I~ IIC t ii tt gIc

I1 find *).T iv t m d , 1( i hi ; r :)I(I h m i w o %i h

It, % ft' p oi c -o i

.- g/-,*/// .. '-..,.... 5 */// 5f */*

,"I. -H .:
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how the combustor efficiency is effected by the mixing zones that are appended to the

combustor.

* In section I1 is given the basic intoductory information. This section includes infor-

mation about the computational method, the solid fuel and its properties. the combustor

geometry, and the defination of some basic terms used in this report.

The Ramjet Technology Branch, PORT. of AFWAL Aero Propulsion Laboratory has

an active research and development program in the area of solid-fuel ramjet combustors

(see. for example. Refs.9, 10). The present work is conducted to provide theoretical support

to the PORT's exerimental efforts.
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II. INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION

.(OMP'TTIONA L METHOD:

All the computations were carried out using a modified version of the computer code

given in Refs.1l and 12. The original code computes the mass. momentum. and energy

transport of a single species for two-dimensional 'parabolic* (boundary layer type) turbu-

lent flows without any chemical reaction. The code was modified,

(i) to compute the transport of four species; N2, 02, Fuel. and the combustion products.

(ii) to include chemical reaction; two kinds of chemical reaction models were used. (1)

infinite reaction rate, and (2) global finite reaction rate.

(iii) to incorporate fuel evaporation from the surface; the rate of of fuel evaporation from

the surface. iif, was calculted from the equation.
@

where 0 is the heat transfered to the fuel grain surface and h is defined later on. All the

wall fluxes (mass. momentum. and energy) were corrected to take into account the effect

of mass addition (blowing) from the surface.

The computations were carried out using 21 streamlines (grid points normal to the

flowd) and an axial integration step equal to one-tenth of the combustor diameter.

21

FFEL AND ITS PROPERTIES.

The solid fuel and its properties used in the coiputaions were as follows:
-'iel: 757 Iltydroxylterniinated polybutadiene (IITP!1) k.

25"' crosslinked polys tyrene' (ClPS),

IlI ", IOf CO ll tioIhIP-t 1 1 15.,(;) k. kg,
,'O: 5 ihionivlri A.ir Vliuol ratio ]3.3H,

- ,, 1.7(0 k. kg

't'.1ru' i, / I lie lailil he;o l e\aporatiori r i rlhe .- l h1 alpt ni eeded to ))eat the

r I to e 111c rc i fied w Ill letrli erai ire.

e, ,'1 ! .2-1 1If.
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COMBUSTOR GEOMETRY .4.ND FLOW PAR.4,IETERS:

All tie computations, except those given i n section VI. were carrie(d out for flfu I rig

a 10 cm port diameter combustor (see the figure below.

r..

t777'777

. The flow was started with the following parameters.

Velocity = 170 M,'s

Temperature = 1200 K

Pressure = 7 atrm.

Fuel wall temperature - 980 K.

In all our calculations. we used ideal gas law, fixed constant pressure specific ieat eutil

to I1.338 k.J kg-C (air at 2000 K), and both Prandtl and Schmidt numi tbers equal to one for

all the species. The combustor geometry and the starting values of the flow parariiet ers

" were selected to simulate the experimental conditions of Schado% et, al. (Ref. 13.

_E"I.\'ATI ).\S .1" .- ,TE( MF fi..sH" "Et.\1S I'.1, ) I.N TH-i ? I

uu:ril)ilt ir 'fhi iWuuc%: (' r [ ust ot ef l( v ;t a 1 ) '1 ' tia n a i . ti :

AV (r)

v-. 'rr i , is tic ra ,e, (iII kg .,I , liich tOw f l i , ev)aporit g !rO I 11 1c .gi,

33-6
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Radial Flame Location: Radial flame location is defined by the position of maximum

in the radial tern perat ure distributiou.
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III. INFINITE REACTION RATE COMPUTATIONS

S
During this set of computations the combustion was considered to be mixing limited

with a simple one-step chemical reaction (infinite reaction rate kinetic model). Thus. 1 kg

of fuel arid r kg of 0- (r is the stoichiometric ratio of 0Y mass to fuel miass) produced (1 - r)

kg of combustion produts. and fuel and oxygen could not co-exist.

Results of the computation of the combustion efficiency as a function of the axial

*, distance are shown in Fig. l. The solid curve shows the actual computed results and the

dotted curve is a smooth approximation to it. We note that the combustion is diffusion

limited. The axial distance is shown normalized by the combustor diameter. However.

since the radial diffusion transport of the fuel and the oxygen is not scaled linearily with

the radial distance, these results may not apply to a combustor of different size diameter.

The wiggles in the computed results are due to the finite grid size normal to the flow

direction. Within a given grid cell there is complete mixing and. thus. there is no diffusion

limitation on the combustion. Figure 2 shows the effect of the grid size normal to the

flow on computed combustion efficiency. We note that reducing the grid size reduces the

4 vavelength and the amplitude of the wiggles.

In Fig.3 are shown the computed radial variations of temperature. 0- and the fuel at

* an axial distance of 62 cms from the start of the calculations. These dist riblitions are

S.hat one would expect with a one-step chemical reaction model. They are in (tualitstive

agreement with the experiniental data. The predicted flame temperature of 4000 K is

* mornmuch too high coMpared with the experimental value (IRef. 13) of approximatelv 250( K.

The predic-,cd flame temperature is close to the local adiabatic flatte temperat tre. Also

I iI this figure is the flae, temIrT(ra Ip r(- calcul ted ,%it h t I, heat of react ion reduced

* ar t ifi all v 1 25 .

'
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IV. FINITE REACTION RATE COMPUTATIONS

& eDetailed reaction mechanisms have been so far developed and tested for only a limited

% number of relatively simple fuels such as: H'., CO. CH4 , CH3OH, CH 2, CoH. The present

state of art is far from poroviding a detailed finite reaction model for the kind of fuel used

in the present study (Hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene - C33H 1, 30). For complex fuels

in the parafin family Edelman and Fortune have developed a quasi-global reaction rate

model. This model uses for the first step the chemical reaction.,

n mnC,,H,,, - -O' -r H, nCO,
2 - 2

and. from there on ases the detailed reaction mechanisms for H, and CO (along with 02

and N2 of the combustion air).

In the present study a global reaction rate model was used. A general form of the

*global reaction rate model is given by,

""- = -A f(I T) C r C",2 e-i/
dt A

41 where C., and C,,, are molar concentrations of fuel and 0,...a , and a- are constants:

*F a function of pressure and temperature; and, (E/R) the activation energy. All the

coefficients appearing in the global reaction rate model are determined empirically. All

our attempts (literature survey and private comunications) to obtain information about

these coeeficients (or of some simpler global reaction rate model) for the fuel used in the

present study were fruitless. Thus, the computations were carried out with the simplest

version of the global reaction rate model, i.e., with f(p.T)- = , I2 =. With the mole

* fractions (' and (',. converted into mass fractions. X! and X,_.. the global reaction rate

model used in the present study is given by.

I'-' -: - ,. \1 .\A. , : r "

L, 171

Sinrc :N and i'; are still riknown the cornputatiors were carried out witi .\ aitid l' I? as

pararrieters. lor a given value of 1K;/l. A was varied From a high value where iet( finite

remitiot rate results were almost same as tlie infinite reaction rales reslh, to ;I lm\\ \alui

hI olow which t lier, wa, 11o co l ) , toll. 'I'lie resullt, oh taiet foh r (Iliere t vahin , [ I-" I?

,',,r,,,s (~ l~ti il\,, sirtilar. 'lhi'-. Ow hv, pre elle teiill(- ,III\ Imr I? (.00t0.
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In Fig.4 is shown the combustion efficiency, 7,., as a function of the axial distance. z.

for E R = 10.000 and for A = 107 .10 , and 3x 10 . For A greater than 10' the results

were very close to those obtained with the the infinite reaction rate model. And. for A

less than 3, 10- there was practically no combustion. From Fig.4 we note that for small

values of z. . is higher for higher values of A. as expected. However. for large values of

,, approaches roughly the same value for all values of A. This limiting value is close to

the one obtained with the infinite reaction rate model. This implies that for large axial

distances the combustion is diffusion limited.

In Fig.5 is shown the radial distribution of temperature at the axial distance 1.02

meters from the start. The curve for the case A = 107 was too close to the infinite reaction

rate curve, and therefore is not shown. From this figure we note that as A decreases the

flame temperature decreases and the flame becomes broader. For A = i , lo' the predicted

flame temperature is comparable to the observed experimental value (Ref.13).

In Fig.6 is shown the axial variation of the radial location of the flame. Once again

we note that for A = 107 the global reaction rate model approaches the infinite reaction

rate model. From this figure we also note that penetration of the flame into the core flow

decreases as A decreases.

%

% 33-13
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V. EFFECT OF AN ADDED MIXING ZONE

In the previous section we have seen how the combustion is limited by diffusion. It is of

some interest to investigate how the unburnt fuel (accumulated adjacent to t h,' fuel grain;

will diffuse and burn if the combustor was extended beyond the end of the fuel grain: t hat

is. if we were to add a mixing zone to the cornbustor.

In this section we have studied the combustion eiicrincv of a combustor with riiixi TIg

zones of various lengths added to it. The computations v ere carried out h, 'Tlif\ i ug

the code so that beyond a specified axial distance the fuel evaporation rate wa, set equal

to zero. The radius of the mixing zone was set equal to the cornbuttor radius: and. thus

there is no step expansion. The figure below shows the geornetry of the cornbustor wit a

mixing zone.

t*t

%o0
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solid curve are for cases (ii) and (iii). respectively. From these figures we note that the

c o m bts t io n e f i c e u c v in c r e a s e s in t h e m ix in g z o n e r a t h e r r a p id ll fo r s h o r t c o r ib u s t o rs

i follow ed by m ixing zones (case (i) indicated above): but it rises m ore gradually for long

comu)stors followed by a mixing zone.

Saic ulIat ions wore repeated this t imre using global fi nite( react ion rate model with 4i.
F) and .- 1, s ,,,10 T he result., are shion i n Pig.. ( o i;)aring Ihese results wt}

th o se g iv en in F ig 7 . w e n o te th a t th e rise o f c o m b u s tio n (efi( ie c v in th e u itin g zo n'e

markedly slows down % heni the reaction proceeds at a finite rate. An nierestilig point To)

n o te in F ig 1 is th a t th e c u rv e m a r k e d I n e v e r re a c h e s to ()("; b u t fl a tte n s o u t a t a b o u t -I" .

A look at the radial tem perature Out pots revealed that thi> flattening out of the r

1 as-oc atei with !he flame ia lng practicallv gone out.0

H"
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VI EFFEC~T OF ('OMBI'STOR PORT DIAMETER

Al\l the computationis presenltedl so!'ar \erc for a (ohlilIitor wii h a port idamelcr W! 1(

crns. Thu results of these conpl t aTlioll> %kAe prescrllti AH h 111t(\ diItar loliald'ii

* - byy the (ornuustor port NI::io(c H,, Ii%t\ci . onlct t 1iW<o Illiio:. I iti-

not s c a Id 6) '1I( o i i l , 1 te ~:ix i iI\ r I a tti o I i o Vt )I i lI ) ( r I t . i, i V

by the port liaritcter. calcl.dirail-i %were carrel out pAl ort dlarrtttr vIt rt it: I'

A II te ot her % arial dhlc I n t, \t, io I I it, oIt! pe itt !I tl rc, I 111t c: c

t he previous comlpuitationls III Fig.i) ar, hfov %i tht rt~I>of t hetc~'. iI

ft iiite rit I ac' t'iC 1 7t ate' rlei,. They art, comrprtoi 'A 71tt t- Ill )r t f

llarTIVer comiuso cgi(~iIae t res uit 1-or T~ IT It iT :.lt

combustors, usinig glohai mtln rec' 1 or. ra te niolteL [r I- ' r, '- :1
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ABSTRACT

This report identifies and evaluates automated image processing

techniques for the segmentation of Landsat Thematic Mapper data

for a set of earth surface conditions of interest to the U. S.

Air Force. A review of basic techniques and developments in

image processing strategies is included as is documentation on

, ..- the existing and anticipated operational global earth surface

spaceborne remote sensing systems.

For each of the conditions of interest, a review of previous

segmentation activities, a consideration of signature extension

possibilities and suggested strategies for successful automated

image processing techniques is presented. In addition,

appropriate Thematic Mapper data and associated ancillary

information which include the conditions of interest are

identified.
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INTRODUCTION

Current, reliable information on conditions at the earth's

surface are necessary for many U. S. Air Force activities. Those

conditions may be dynamic or static and may include such features

as population density, land use or cover, topography,

0 transportation networks and soil parameters. Information on those

features are important for Air Force navigation, reconnaissance

and Intelligence Interests.

One tool of increasing importance in obtaining earth surface

information is remote sensing. Remote sensing has recently been

* expanded greatly by the use of new platforms such as earth

orbiting satellites and the Shuttle Missions to acquire

information; the use of sensors in more portions and combinations

of the electromagnetic spectrum such as active microwave, thermal

infrared and multispectral scanners; and the incorporation of

computers in the handling and processing of remotely sensed data.

Because of the potential need by the Air Force for, information at
w

essentially any point on the surface of the earth, it is

*important to determine what utility can be made of data from

operational, ongoing, essentially global spaceborne remote

sensing systems. The data most suitable for this need are from

the Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor of the Landsat series of

I
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satellites. TM is a seven band multispectral scanner with 30 m

spatial resolution collecting data at a sixteen day repeat cycle

for all areas between 81 degrees north and south latitude.

Because the Informational needs of the Air Force may require a

short response time and must be very accurate, automated computer

image processing techniques may be the best methodology to obtain

the necessary information. This study has identifed and

evaluated the application of various automated image processing

.. techniques applied to TM data for segmentation of a specific set

of earth surface conditions of interest to the Air Force. The

* set of conditions is listed in Table 1.

Section 2 of this report briefly reviews some of the basic image

processing strategies important in remote sensing of earth

surface features. This review includes various signature

extraction techniques, both per pixel and contextural, and

strategies incorporating multitemporal, multisensor and ancillary

data sets. The concept of ancillary data is extended to the

*. development and utilization of geographic information systems

[O (GIS). In addition, the possible use of expert systems or

artificial intelligence in image processing is considered.

* OSection 3 documents the orbiting parameters and sensor and data

characteristics of the Landsat based TM sensor. )ther current or

planned spaceborne sensing systems which meet the requirements of

operational and near-global coverage are also presented. These

systems include the older Landsat based Mu'tispectra. 3canner

l.. ..- 4-
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(MSS), the new French Systeme Probatoire d'Observatlon de la

Terre (SPOT), the NOAA based Advanced Very High Resolution

C. Radiometer (AVHRR) and future developments of the Landsat and

SPOT series of spaceborne sensors.

TABLE 1. SURFACE CONDITIONS TO BE EVALUATED

PHYSIOGRAPHIC

Slope

Surface roughness

Streams

Lakes and reservoirs

Wetlands

Snow accumulation

Boundary demarcations
(walls, fences, hedgerows)

Loose soil

Sand

Coastal beaches

VEGETATIVE

Pasture

Mixed cropland

Brush

Forest (evergreen, mixed, deciduous)

* Height and density of vegetation

Orchards

Agriculture

WildlIfe habitat

%%
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Section 4 assesses the likelihood of sucessfully delineating the

conditions In Table I using automated Image processing techniques4

applied to TM data. This section includes an extensive review of

- previous attempts to identify these features as presented in the

open literature and when appropriate, Identifies the most

- successful techniques or suggests new strategies. Problems of

both temporal and spatial signature extension difficulties due to

climatic and site factors are presented for selected conditions.

Section 5 is a summary of the possible success of automated image

processing by parameter of interest and suggests future research

efforts.

Appendix 1 identifies TM data sets for geographic locations in

the United States which contain combinations of the parameters of

interest. In addition to the availability and quality of TM and

MSS data for those sites, appropriate ancillary data which would

be useful in developing processing strategies or assessing the

accuracies of processing results are documented. These ancillary

data Include topographic maps, land use and land cover maps or

digital data, digital elevation data and aerial photography.

There were several assumptions or limitations made based on

requirements of the Air Force which were considered in this

Sstudy. The of these was, the poss:ble need for data on a near

g 'oba' b-si s. 7h :mi ed .he range -f possible sensing systems

wn Zon '-wml be ev i i,3*-d A ,second assumpt Dfln wis 'he

J e .'.o-1e ,i 3 :
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actuality this is a very difficult constraint with existing

systems as currently configured. However, this constraint may be

0 ameliorated by the use of the existing archive of data and

-selecting data within the climatic time frame of interest.

It was also assumed that there would be some limits on the

availability of ancillary data for many areas of possible

interest and that traditional methods of field checking for

training site selection or cluster signature identification may

not be possible. Finally, it was determined that the spatial

domain of typical interest would be on the order of 25 km per

side.

%
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V. 2.0

IMAGE PROCESSING

Image processing techniques for remotely sensed digital data can

be divided into two basic areas. First is image enhancement

which is simply a range of data manipulations, both geometric and

radiometric, to provide an image product which can be more

easily, rapidly, and accurately interpreted by an analyst. Some

of the commonly employed image enhancement techniques include

edge enhancement, density stretching, and scale matching.

The second method of image processing, and the focus of this

study, is data classification. These techniques involve using a

computer to examine or manipulate the digital data using a

variety of algorithms to eventually classify the data, usually on

a pixel by pixel basis, into themes or categories of interest

such as land cover or occasionally land use. While image

enhancement assists a human interpreter, Image classification is

more generally viewed as data manipulation without a human

interface. While removing tne human component in classification

:s frequently the goal of artificial intelligence or expert

systems, Image classification as It Is currently utilized

incl des a s:gnif,'-nt amount of human interacton. An important

:isue r.n 'rmat. n extr3c. on from remotely sensed data :s the

re' a re r, m3nf-mach :r7- 1 c n. Th t .s- of sn s

e frt ws 3v. - , :Tia,, tJ mage .3 ss 5 3:23t; z2

5 "".
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techniques with extremely limited human interface for the

specified list of parameters. For most of those parameters,

o image enhancement techniques for analyst interpretation may be

equally or more effective than classification. The purpose of

this section is to briefly review some of the techniques,

problems, and developments in automated image classification.

2.1 SIGNATURE EXTRACTION

0

The traditional techniques of image classification depend upon

the use of multispectral digital information and the concept of

* unique spectral signatures. The basic premise is that features

of interest will have unique spectral signatures and that a

computer can be trained to recognize those signatures and then

classify the digital data. Initially in the development of

classification techniques, spectral signatures were collected in

the field or laboratory for matching with the digital values

collected by remote sensors. This technique was gener3a'.v

ineffective for a variety of reasons including comp'exi: :es

the energy flow profile. Curre2:[.y mos- spectral srgnat e

obtained or extracted from tne : d, . : l

either supervised on unsuperv:seJ -ne n:. 2.

classification.

-e One method of signature extraction ;s superv:sed ;r " .

hfeld selection. This :S3j e5 * e an3 yst c3n ,en.:v 'e

more homogeneous areas :f 'he fe-lur-s or : .i ":-r: :. .3r. erJ "

r wt.r tn , s Jata 3 ;r ,3 ge MP. he -,mF2tr r,

"0
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"nose training sites and cabculates the digta' s.at:st::s wh:

are considered to be the spectral signature for that -reme. . .&

,ecnn .que relies upon the abi ity to Jdent ify re: ,able *ra:n:7.g

sites either by ancillary data or field visits. For many areas

ot potential interest to the Air Force, the abi'.ty to ident fv'

training sites may be difficult because of limited access or

anc '.ary data.

A second method of signature extraction is unsupervised or

clustering. This technique does not rely initially on ground

information. Computer based algorithms are employed which based
0

ujon a statistical sampling of the image data, group the pixels

.nto spectrally similar clusters. It is assumed that these

*-,. iusters are representative spectral signatures for unique

surface land covers. The task of the analyst then becomes one of

assigning the proper land cover to each cluster signature. This

can sometimes be done based on recognizable reflectance curves

water, green vegetation, and bare so;! or some knowledge

-D' the surface conditions. Frequently, a combination of

cs:;pervised and unsupervised methods of signature extraction are

:ombined in hybrid signature extraction prior to classif carton.

A significant problem in classification directly related to tre

J:fferences between image enhancement and zlassiiat :n theme

.. :. :eatire categorizat:on. It s important to recogn:ze tna-

•ees dent f 1,3be by the image na ys- m.ay n-" te Je! . in" -

a -
-. ... 3itmated image c" ss: f< :,3t',n. One :of rP~ >-m :r. $ -

., ..

*' ' *
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t o r.I e n t e jEfference between land cover ar.d land ;se

A,;: a'ed :mage c'ass ficat on :3n gener l l7 Y el ;neate " and

c- overs sicn as grass or forest but no: land ise scn as 's :ne

forest being used as timber or recreation. it is the 4nfere.'>d

abl ty of the image analyst to incorporate more than simp'y the

tonal or igital values available for automated image

classif'caton which allows the determination of land use in

addition to land cover.

This categorization problem is evident within this study where

some of the conditions of interest, such as pasture, are land use

categories which can more easily be delineated by an analyst and
4

image enhancement and not a land cover such as grass recognizable

by automated classification. Classes used by an analyst cannot

always be extended to automated classification; this problem may

necessitate a new classification system.

2.2 SCT PICAT:ON

After a reasonable set of signatures are extracted for the data

""t o- f :nterest, algorithms are employed to c'ssfy al' pxeis

w :n 'ne scene :nto one of -he specra. s!ana::res tased on

1,,c- ,t3 :s*t03. r''ec. There 3re 3 number :f

- -r:r.-n n md.n ,.n.,um cistnr, ce, xar 3 .e ep:ped 3Fl n n3x ,-

I n e .ir owir-p i 'W-irp

* -i
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- 3ss oat .o system emp :ved.

Frequently 'n class~fhcat~on, the 3!tet pr - are e.*ner

statist:ca informatior., such as the number -.e7-sres f.

or dec:duo2s forest, or as mapped information. AV2',

product should be assessed for accuracy which may be d.ff

dependIng on the ability to have "truth" agains. wncn to

determine the accuracy. It is more diff'cult to acnheve Tapped

accuracy than statistical accuracy. With mapped output there is

generally employed a smoothing or filtering algorithm to

generalize the Information into more useful and identlflable map

units. This study is to obtain mapped information. For many

areas of interest to the Air Force, it may be difficult to assess

the map accuracy because of the lack of ground truth.

-" 2.3 DATA SELECTION

A significant issue in classification is what input data to

u ilize. This includes common parameters as seasoriality and

sca e considerations, amount and type of preprocessing and

posslble data transformations. For mu.tispectra" data :

sometimes advisable to only select certain 3va 'ab'.e bands o

reduce the complexity of data manipu'ations. A -ommon banA

..elect :n technque *s trnsformed divergernce =35? .3t-ons.

-r T.-*

-Sr
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aTa 3Y 3. 3 C. .te~o3 C r r a r~
". . e'npora' jata sets are extreme. y. :r • en - " -

and for o ass.f:03t: n of seasonally dynamiz pnen.cne. ..

veget3 in. Somet 'mes two or more Jates are necessary a

t-e feature separation desired. W.th the 3Ja a " . .-

n many regions of the e'ectromagnet c spectr-m, t.ere are

attempts to spatially register data from different sensors fcr

classificatlon. This has been done with multispectral scanner

data such as MSS or TM and radar.

Because of problems associated with per pixel classificat on,

there have been numerous suggestions to incorporate contextural

or texture information in classification strategies. Visual

interpretation of remotely sensed images relies on pattern and

association. However, typically with per pixel automated

classification, the only Inputs are the reflectance or em ttance

values for each pixel. There are many land covers which might be

more easily identified if contextural Information, the

relationship of one pixel to its neighbors, could be utiliz.ed in

automated classification. Various texture measures based on

digital value changes from pixel to pixel have been utilized as

input data values In signature extraction and oassificatton.

ntner cs: yi t c :ncre 3se -A3 3 i 3- ton, 32:jr 3CV 3 t

.10
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"p :. es 3re <nown and can be assigned

x. e , y c an be incorporated in the

-. :f.-".:q pr::es5. For example, frequently two forest types

-' - 3:9:3 .. - v sep3arable but they may occur at different

e. " eev3on information are known, they can be used

sez3r3_e :ne :zrest class into separate types after initial

-a:eg:r'zat:'n. Th:s may be part of a hierarchical

z ass'f f.at;2n strategy.

The incorporation of ancillary information with remotely sensed

raw data values or classified theme information is essential!;I

the construction of a geographic information system (GIS). A

GIS historically was and still may be a set of scale and

projection matched thematic maps for an region on transparen:

material so that they can be overlaid to produce new aps.

frequently, a GIS is computer based and can be an ex-re--..

powerful tool for many applications. In the ccn'ex -

study, a GIS may be a method to increase clas5.:. -"

or to use remotely sensed classificat'on rest."

information collection or analysis ... .

2.4 SIGNATURE CCNFUS TN

There are -sv; ,

I
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mixed pixels, too unique signatures or not sufficiently unique

signatures.

Mixed pixels are non-homogeneous pixels where there are several

land covers or features within each pixel. In some cases this is

a function of too small a spatial resolution and in others, the

complexity of the natural or cultural environment. Complex

natural environments may be transitional areas between

ecosystems. Cultural complexity is typified by most tropical

agricultural areas where the field sizes are very small, there is

a highly overlapping crop calender and a mixture of crops within

fields by Intercropplng. It is arguable as to how beneficial

smaller spatial resolution data may be in solving this problem.

Smaller resolution data rapidly increases data handling problems

and in some areas, may create too many signatures. Certainly in

extremely heterogeneous areas, smaller pixel size will not be an

asset in automated classification but it will be an asset for

image enhancement and interpretation.

Too unique a spectral signature occurs when a feature of interest

produces many different signatures. For example, fields of corn

many have many different signatures as a function of soil type,

stage of development, moisture availability, topographic slope or

orientation, and row compass orientation among others. It is not

expected that there will only be one signature per classification

theme but there is a threshold of too many signatures.

Signatures which are not sufficiently unique frequently occur

34-14



among vegetation types which can not be separated based upon the

available spectral Information. Sometimes this can be resolved

by; I) a different date of data or multitemporal processing, 2)

Incorporation of ancillary data and a hierarchical classification

strategy, 3) the collection of more spectral bands, or 4)

multisensor data sets.

A significant problem with image classification is temporal and

spatial signature extension. Signatures obtained from one data

set may very likely not be usable in another data set collected

for the same geographic area at a different time (temporal

extension) on for a different geographic area (spatial

extension). The reasons for these difficulties are due to both

changes in the surface conditions or changes within other

portions of the energy flow profile.

Changes in surface conditions may be a function of seasonal

vegetation phenology, moisture changes due to precipitation

events or cultural activities such as crop harvesting,

deforestation or grassland burning. Energy flow profile changes

0 may include different sun angles or sensor direction or more

*likely, atmospheric changes. There are various strategies, such

as atmospheric modeling which are usually extremely complex and

.0. rely upon a variety of ancillary Information, to compensate for

s!gnature extension problems. These strategies have varied

degrees of success. There are no universal ways to resolve these

difficulties and in an operational context, such as is being

34-15



considered in this study, it may be advisable not to depend on

signature extension but rather consider each data set

0 independently.

K2.5 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an aspect of computer science of
considerable current interest and potential which may have

* applicability to remote sensing. Artificial intelligence can be

defined as that part of computer science concerned with symbol

manipulation processes that produce intelligent action.

Intelligent action is a decision making and implementation

process that is goal oriented and based upon a logical reasoning

*, path. A general knowledge base is expected to guide this

reasoning process. The basic problem when attempting to

implement AI is the exact form of the computer input/output (I/O)

and internal data structures. The nature of human reasoning and

memory is not perfectly understood and thus it is impossible for

a programmer to write computer code that emulates human thinking.

The re'ationshlps betwen AI and Its various subfields such as

natural language processing and expert systems are not clearly

understood. Natural language processing allows the machine to

accept queries and deliver responses in ordinary, or close to

ordinary, English. This removes the necessityof having to

translate commands, questions, and database information into a

programming language and thus greatly reduces programming time.

Natural language processing is far from perfected. Operational

34-16



systems do exist, but the operator must use a limited vocabulary

list and closely adhere to a simplistic grammar structure. The

problem of word context and subtle Implications so pervasive in

English language use has yet to be dealt with in a robust manner.

Natural language Interfaces work well in a constrained universe

where all concepts (as expressed by words) and all relationships

(as expressed by grammar) are limited and can be well defined.

In image interpretation, this ability to precisely define all

possible conditions does not currently exist.

Expert systems codify human experience in a set of rules that can

4 be followed by a computer. Classically, this is done by
extensively debriefing a human expert, and constructing a

computer program for use by a non-expert. This program

"interrogates" the non-expert, prompting him with a branching

series of questions. These questions lead the program logic

through the path of rules from the expert's knowledge base. As

with natural language interfacing, expert systems work well in a

closed universe where all possible conditions can be accounted

for in a branching rule based logical structure.

nr4% A primary problem with expert system construction is dataB! acquisition and structuring. This is the establishment of a

IM- database structure that Is simple enough to be queried, yet

complex enough to utilize all the interlocking rules of thumb asI set out by the expert. The exact method of debriefing the expert

has been found to affect the final expert system to a significant

34-17
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degree. A problem with this debriefing is that the computer

programmer involved in constructing the expert system must be

competent in the subject material as well. Special computer

languages have been written to make this task easier such as

Prolog and Lisp.

Computers are capable of making near instantaneous decisions when

sufficient evidence is present to make a logically clear cut

decision. Humans are able to make probabalistic decisions based

on fragmentary evidence. Slight indications that a condition is

true may sum up to a definite conclusion on the part of the human

expert. At the same time, these indications (evidence) may be

meaningless if considered individually. The ability of humans to

make decisions in this way is often called "fuzzy logic', or

"fuzzy set theory*. Problems in this realm may have several

partial solutions or multiple ways to arrive at a single solution

that is probably correct. The logical structure of such decision

rules is currently imperfectly understcod and cannot be performed

by a computer.

Human experts also learn throughout a problem. After solving (or

even failing to solve) a problem, humans are more able to examine

a more difficult problem. This concept of self-teaching through

problem solving is called heuristic reasoning. At the present

time, computers do not possess this ability.

Automated image understanding is an advanced Al function

important in many disciplines. It is considered a vital

34-18
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objective in national defense research where the speed of new

weapons systems does not allow sufficient time for human response

to potential threats. Currently, image understanding (or

interpretation) Is still in a very basic research mode. In the

defense community, there is extensive work on the automated

recognition of aircraft and missles. These shapes are

graphically 'primitive'; they can be decomposed into simple

squares, cones, and circles. This has been a requirement for

machine recognition of objects. The object must be able to be

described mathematically so that an image can be compared with a

mathematical 'template".

In remote sensing of the natural world, this mathematical

description is virtually impossible because of the diversity in

form and type of materials. This can be readily seen in the

signature extension problem. The extension of spectral

signatures developed for one geographical area into another has

not been very successful. Ground truth must be established for

the new area before accurate classification can take place. This

Is a result of the great diversity of the earths cover and that

very few places on earth are identical. If the climate is the

same, then the elevation and vegetation are often different; if

the elevation is the same, then the soil moisture is probably

different. All of these factors dramatically affect the spectral

reflectance of the terrain and severely limit the automated

recognition of earth surface features or conditions.

34-1q



Despite the great amount of discussion and prognostications

concerning the universal applicability of artificial intelligence

* applications in image processing, there has been little

application of these techniques found in the literature of

environmental remote sensing. Although there is not a clearly

documented reason for this trend, two factors can be Identified:

1) SPEED. A large emphasis has been placed in AI development upon

processing speed; often, this is a stipulation of defense

applications. In remote sensing of the environment, there is

little need for real-time processing.

2) COST. The development of an operational Al system Is extremely

costly. Thousands of hours of time are required for specialists

to program every possible option and parameter into the machine.

This level of effort is not easily available in environmental

remote sensing.

*There are possible applications of aspects of AI in automated

image processing for environmental conditions such as considered

in this study. Those applications will be most successful

initially in some combination of man-machine interaction where a

sequence of analysis keys will be considered for various

r locations and ancillary information.

34-20
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3.0

SPACEBORNE REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS

The focus of this study was to examine those remote sensing

systems within the civilian sector providing data which might be

segmented to identify the specific features of interest. The

limitations on the data systems included being near-global,

operational or near-operational, and providing accessible data.

The primary systems of interest are the sensors of the United

States Landsat series of satellites, the French SPOT satellite

aand the NOAA meteorological sensor AVHRR. The orbiting and

sensor characteristics of these systems are described In this

section.

3.1 LANDSAT

The primary operational spaceborne remote sensing systems for

land surfaces have been the Landsat series of satellites and

associated sensors. The first of these satellites, the Earth

Resources Technology Satellite I or ERTS 1 (which was renamed

Landsat 1), was launched by NASA in July, 1972. It contained a

four-band Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and a three-band Return

Beam Vidicon (RBV) sensor. The RBV never collected a significant

amount of data to be considered an operational sensor. Two other

satellites also carrying the MSS and RBV have been launched

(Landsats 2 and 3, in 1975 and 1978, respectively) and have

34-21
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successfully provided data for multiple earth resources purposes.

The modified RBV of Landsat 3 was a single band system of 40 m

* spatial resolution. Unlike the privious RBV sensors, it did

function properly but the sensor was not included in latter

Landsats because it was replaced by improved sensors.

The second generation of Landsat satellites began with Landsat 4

in 1982, followed by Landsat 5 in 1984. These satellites contain

the MSS and a new sensor called the Thematic Mapper (TM). The TM

is a more advanced scanner that provides improved spectral,

radlometric, and spatial resolution data than the MSS. The MSS

and TM sensors are the systems of concentration in this study and

particularly the TM because of its improved resolutions.

6The General Electric Company has served as spacecraft

manufacturers and system integrator for Landsat under the

direction of NASA/GSFC. After launch and performance

verification, the responsibility for operation of Landsats 4 and

5 was changed form NASA to NOAA. Commercialization of these and

future Landsats was accomplished under a contract agreement

beginning In September, 1985 between the Earth Observation

Satellite Company (EOSAT) and the U. S. Department of Commerce.

The Landsat satellites have near circular, repetitive, sun-

synchronous polar orbits with descending nodal times of roughly

*: 9:30 a. m. local sun time. Landsats 1-3 are at a slightly higher

altitude (905 km) than Landsats 4 and 5, so they have a cycle of
-

251 orbits which repeat every 18 days, as compared with a 233-
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revolution and 16-day-repeat cycle for 'he more recent

satellites. The Landsat 1-3 orbital coverage creeps westward by
m4

one orbit swath each day providing adjacent coverage on

consecutive days, whereas adjacent coverage occurs every seven

or nine days with Landsats 4 and 5.

For Landsats 1-3, the distance between corresponding orbit paths

on consecutive days at the equator is 159 km. This results in a

swath overlap of 14 percent at the equator, for the nominal swath

of 185 km, with greater amounts of overlap at higher latitudes.

This consecutive-day coverage increases the possibility of cloud-

free coverage for sites in the overlap zones. Landsats 4 and 5

have lesser amounts of overlap, e. g., seven percent at the

equator, on their adjacent (7/9 day interval) paths.

3.1.1 MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER

The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) is a line scanning device which

continually scans the Earth in a 185 km swath nominally

perpendicular to the orbital path. Scanning Is accomplished by

an oscillating mirror; six lines are scanned simultaneously by

six detectors in each of the four different visible and near-

infrared spectral bands during each West-to-East mirror sweep.

On Landsat 3, a fifth (thermal) band was also scanned but Its

data proved to be unreliable. MSS system characteristics are

summarized In Table 2.
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The nadir resolution of the MSS is 79 x 79 m for Landsats 1-3 and

82 x 82 m for Landsats 4 and 5. The maximum scan angle of

Landsats 4 and 5 is slightly larger than that of Landsats 1-3, so

that the 185 km swath width is maintained from the lower

altitude.

TABLE 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LANDSAT MSS

Landsats 1-3 Landsats 4-5

* Spectral Band Pass Band 4: 0.5-0.6 Band 1: 0.5-0.6
(Nominal, micrometers) 5: 0.6-0.7 2: 0.6-0.7

6:0.7-0.8 3: 0.7-0.8
7: 0.8-1.1 4: 0.8-1.1

Number of Detectors/Band 6 6

Altitude (km) 905 705

Nadir Footprint of 79x79 82x82

IFOV (m)

Scan Angle (degrees) 5.78 7.46

Swath width (km) 185 185

Ground Sample spacing (m)
scan direction 57 57
line to line 79 57

Bits/Band (telemetered) 6 6

Levels/Band (CCT) 128 (bands 4,5,6) 128 (all bands)

64 (band 7)

MSS data are over-sampled at a rate that produces a 57 m ground

sample distance at nadir In the scan direction. The line-to-line

sample distance of 79 m is maintained for Landsats 1-3.

Resampling Is performed for geometrically corrected digital

tapes. For Landsats 4 and 5, a 57 x 57 m sample grid is
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produced, to make the data compatible with the 28.5 x 28.5 m

sample spacing of geometrically corrected Landsat TM data.

Cubic-convolution is the standard method used for resampling.

The Landsat MSS signals are quantized at the spacecraft into 64

levels (six bits) before being telemetered to the ground. A non-

linear function is used for ihe first three bands and a linear

function for the fourth. On the ground, the non-linear responses

are expanded (decompressed) onto a linear scale having 128

levels. Computer-compatible tapes (CCTs) produced for Landsats

1-3 before 1979 had levels 0-127 for the first three bands

(called bands 4,5 and 6), and levels 0-63 for the fourth (Band

7); after 1979, the fourth band also was expanded to the 0-127

range. Beginning with Landsat 4, the MSS bands were numbered I-

4, each spanning a 0-127 data range on CCTs.
,''4

Both relative and absolute radlometric calibration procedures are

applied to Landsat MSS data. These and other factors affect the

Aoverall quality of the MSS data that are available to users.

Pre-launch and post-launch calibration procedures have been

employed for the Landsat MSS systems. There has been some

evolution in the post-launch procedures, as knowledge of system

characteristics increased and new problems were encountered. The

pre-launch procedure employed a large-aperture integrating-sphere

calibration source. It was stepped through a representative
%V %

range of intensities. The dynamic range of each channel was

determined and the least-responsive channel in each band (except
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faulty detectors) was identified and used to establish the

dynamic range to be used for the calibrated output of the band.

Each MSS also has an internal calibration lamp which is viewed by

each detector through a variable-density filter. This produces a

calibration-wedge signal which is sampled at several different

positions at the end of every other mirror sweep. Regression

coefficients are established during preflight calibrations, based

* on individual channel responses to the calibration-wedge samples.

In post-launch ground processing of image data, the channel

4 responses to the calibration sources are used with the preflight

regression coefficients to compute individual channel gains and

offsets. These gains and offsets are computed every other scan

line and are filtered along the satellites track to smooth any

variation in the values (Thomas, 1975). The filtered gains and

offsets are then used with look-up tables to equalize the

responses of the individual detectors in each band, produce the

desired dynamic ranges, and radiometrically correct raw image

data values. Adjustments In dynamic range and/or equalizations

*are made occasionally during the satellite lifetimes through use

of additional multiplicative and additive modifiers.

mp

These procedures produced variable consistency in removing

striping and banding artifacts from Landsat MSS data. Therefore,

an additional step was added in the Landsat Multispectral Image

Processing System (MIPS) developed for Landsats 4 and 5. It is a

histogram calibration process which adjusts the channel gains and
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offsets so that, within each band, the channel means and standard

deviations become the same as the average band value (Alford and

Imhoff, 1985). Each image is divided into segments with revised

gain and offset values being determined for each segment. These

values are blended between segments before being applied, with

updates typically being made every 200 lines.

The radiometrically corrected digital values can be converted to

absolute radiance values through use of maximum and minimum

radiance values, called Lmax and Lmin. Lmax is the radiance

value corresponding to the maximum number of video quantum levels

* on the output CCT, while Lmin is the radiance value corresponding

to zero counts. Values for Lmax and Lmin differ from satellite

to satellite and from time to time for a given satellite. It is

important to note that the specific values may be for the date of

processing or the date of acquisition. Also all tapes produced

since 1979 have a 0-127 count range for all bands, so a recently

processed Landsat-2 CCT will have an expanded Band 7 range even

though a similar tape processed earlier would have a 0-63 range.

* Two other cautions are also in order. First, the absolute

accuracy of the radiometric calibration is not measured after

launch. Second, the system response may change with time but not

have this fact reflected in the published Lmax values.

This information applies to MSS products obtained through the

EROS data center. Products obtained through other ground
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stations may have different calibration procedures and different

formats.

Only limited resources have been allocated to monitoring the

post-launch performance of the Landsat MSS systems. For the

first two or three systems, spectral signatures were extracted

quite regularly over a few selected sites in the Western United

States, mainly at or near White Sands, New Mexico. These

provided some inputs to the ground processing procedures at that

time. More recently, Nelson (1985) reanalyzed those data and

quantified the previously observed decline of Landsat-I MSS

4 responses relative to those of Landsat-2.

Other investigators have made comparisons of the relationships

between various pairs of MSS systems. Rice and and Malila (1983)

summarize the available data and give transformations between the

various combinations. Richardson (1982) also has examined such

relationships and made comparisons. Both Markham and Barker

(1985b) and Murphy et al. (1985) have indicated that the Landsat-

4 MSS calibration appears to be slightly anomalous in comparison

to the other Landsat MSSs.

Generally, the Landsat MSS has produced data of good quality. As

one might expect, however, with a series of sensors that have

been in operation for more than a decade, a number of problems

have developed from time to time. A comprehensive account of
system changes, improvements, and anomalies encountered during

the first ten years of Landsat was prepared by Clark (1982).
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Volume I of the Landsat-4 Science Characterization Early Results

Symposium (Barker, 1985a) contains several papers documenting

more recent events and anomalies. Other related papers include

Tilton et al. (1985) and Mallia et al. (1984).

Landsat data are archived in both film and digital tape form at

the NOAA/NESDIC Landsat Customer Service Facility at Sioux Falls,

South Dakota. The EOSAT Corporation recently assumed rights to

collect new data and to market both new data and past data less

than ten years old. This service will continue to be handled

through the Sioux Falls Facility for two or three years.

V* .

Both black and white or false color composite images can be

purchased in a variety of forms. Computer compatible tapes

(CCTs) are also available in several formats. Fully processed
tapes, CCT-PM, are both radiometrically and geometrically

corrected, many with ground control data. The standard geometric

projection is Space Oblique Mercator (SOM), although UTM

projections are an option. CCT-AM data are radlometrically

corrected, but not geometrically corrected. Tape formats may

place spectral band values either interleaved or sequentially on

the tape.

The MSS sensor is not currently planned to be continued on

Landsat 6 (1989) or Landsat 7 (1991 expected). Rather a

multispectral scanner emulater (EMSS) will be placed on the space

platform and reprocess TM data on-board to replicate MSS data
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with an improved spatial resolution of 60 meters. This will

provide a continuation of the MSS data collected since 1972.

0

3.1.2 THEMATIC MAPPER

The Thematic Mapper (TM) is an advanced multispectral imaging

sensor carried by Landsats 4 and 5. This improved sensor is the

primary sensor considered in this study. Landsat 4 was launched

in 1981 and Landsat 5 in 1984. Characteristics of the TM are

summarized in Table 3. This sensor has improved spectral,

spatial and radiometric resolution In comparison to the MSS.

TABLE 3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE LANDSAT THEMATIC MAPPER

Spectral Realon

[ Spectral Band Pass Band 1: 0.45-0.52 Band 6: 10.4-12.4
(micrometers) 2: 0.53-0.61

3: 0.62-0.69
4: 0.78-0.91
5: 1.57-1.78
7: 2.10-2.35

Number of Detectors 16 16
/Band

Altitude (km) 705 705

I Nadir Footprint of 30 120
IFOV (m)

Active Scan Angle 7.7 7.7
(degrees)

Ground Sample Spacing
scan direction (m) 28.5 28.5
line to line (m) 28.5 28.5

Levels/Band 256 256

4

---
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The linear resolution of the TM is about 2.7 times finer than

that of the MSS, the IFOV of the TM is 30 x 30 m as compared with

82 x 82 m for the MSSs on Landsat 4 and 5. Greater radiometric

sensitivity of the TM over the MSS Is achieved by utilizing

eight-bit quantization (256 levels) in the analog-to-digital

conversion process. The TM has better signal to noise

specification and utilizes linear response functions. The TM has

more spectral bands than the MSS, seven instead of four.

Spectral bands have been added in the blue (0.45 to 0.52

micrometer) region, the mid-infrared (1.55 to 1.75 and 2.08 to

2.35 micrometers) and the thermal-infrared region (10.4 to 12.5

micrometers). The TIR band has 120 m spatial resolution. Three

TM bands approximate the four MSS bands. The visible green and

red bands are narrower than their predecessors in order to

improve their ability to distinguish phenomena in this region.

*J The reflective infrared band is narrower than the combined bands

of the MSS in this region, having its center in a region of

maximum sensitivity to plant vigor.

The TM sensor is active during mirror sweeps in both directions,

16 scan lines per mirror sweep (four detectors for the thermal s

band). A scan-line corrector mirror compensates for overlap and

underlap which would occur from this scanning motion.

TM data are sampled at a rate of one sample per 30 m at nadir in

the scan direction. Line-to-line spacing also Is nominally 30 m

on tapes that are only radlometrially corrected; scan lines on
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successive sweeps are displaced on these tapes by a substantial

number of pixels relative to each other in the scan-line

- direction (Beyer, 1985). Since the thermal band (Band 6) has a

coarser 120-m resolution, each data value is repeated in a 4 x 4

array of the high-resolution 30-a pixels on radiometrically

corrected tapes.

Geometrically corrected tapes are resampled to a 28.5 x 28.5 m

grid. The standard resampling procedure is cubic convolution

which results in some smearing of spatial detail. Nearest

neighbor sampling is also an option. The standard geographic

projection is Space Oblique Mercator. UTM is an option when the

scene center is between 65 degrees north and south latitude and

Polar Stereographic at higher latitudes (Beyer, 1985).

Both pre-launch and post-launch calibration procedures are

employed for the Landsat TM systems. The pre-launch procedure

employs large-aperture integrating-sphere calibration sources

(Barker et al., 1985, and Lansing and Barker, 1985). Each is

stepped through a representative range of intensities under

several different operating temperatures. The dynamic range of

each channel is determined and the least-responsive channel in

each band is identified and used for the calibrated output for

the band.

Radiometric correction takes place when each high density tape

(R-tape) containing raw date Is used to produce an archival high

density tape (A-tape) which contains only radiometrically
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corrected data, but has all the geometric correction parameters

appended. Any geometric correction takes place in a subsequent

process and results in a P-tape. The radiometric correction

process has three phases (Singh, 1985; and Irons, 1985). The

first phase screens the R-tape and extracts, accumulates, and

saves calibration, shutter, and subsampled histogram data, for

each channel, from each scan. The second phase computes

radlometric gains and biases for all channels and generates

lookup tables which are applied to raw data during the third

phase.

Each TM contains three calibration lamps which are viewed by all

reflective-band detectors once during each scan. Up to eight

different combined lamp Intensity levels can be produced. These

lamp levels are cycled through slowly and the corresponding

detector outputs are monitored.

A

Least-square fits are first produced after the pre-flight

measurements to relate the channel outputs to the 20 different

integrating-sphere radiated levels that were tested. These

result in a derived gain and offset for each detector (Barker et

al., 1985). Similarly, these radiated values are related to the

calibration lamp response through regression analysis. For each

band, maximum and minimum radiance values are determined. Barker

et al. (1985) and Malila and Anderson (1986) discuss these

values.
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The individual detector calibrations for TM were not expected to

satisfactorily equalize the responses of detectors within each

band, so a histogram normalization option was implemented for TM

as well. The procedure employed matches histogram means and

standard deviations extracted from the scene being processed, and

Is described by Irons (1985). To expedite processing, the

radiometric correction steps are combined Into radiometric lookup

tables which are used to map raw digital counts Into

radiometrically corrected values.
9

Each radlometrIcally corrected digital value can be converted to

a spectral radiance value (Malila and Anderson, 1986). The

necessary coefficients are provided for each band In tape

headers.

Because thermal infrared radiation differs from the reflective

radiation sensed by the other TM bands, a different calibration

procedure is used for Band 6. A two-point internal calibration

function is used. One point is from the temperature-controlled

blackbody reference source on the calibration shutter and the

other is from measured temperature of another portion of the

calibration shutter.

The dynamic range of Band 6 initially was 260 to 320 degrees K,

but was changed to a range of 200 to 340 degrees K. Tape header

coefficients for Band 6 can be used to convert calibrated counts

Into spectral radiance. However, since the observed radiance Is

a function of both the true temperature of the object and its

-



spectral emittance, as well as atmospheric effects; variable

spectral emittances can cause apparent temperatures to differ

substantially from true temperatures.

This discussion applies to TM products obtained through the EROS

data center. Products from other ground stations may have

different calibration procedures and different formats.

.. The TM sensors have produced data of very good quality. Their

data have been analyzed extensively under the Landsat-4/5 Image

Data Quality Analysis (LIDQA) program. Artifacts which have been

discovered and described include scan-corrected level shifts,

bright-target saturation, and between-sensor calibration

differences. Most of these are correctable. Sources detailing

the TM data quality include Salomonson (1984), Barker (1985b),

and Markham and Barker (1985a). Barker (1985b) gives a

, comprehensive discussion of TM reflective band radiometry and

analyses the sources and magnitudes of error and estimates

overall accuracy.

TM image products can be obtained in the same range of formats as

the MSS data from EOSAT and EROS. Similarly TM CCTs can be

obtained in several formats and corrections as the MSS CCTs.

The first seven band TM data for Landsat 4 were obtained on 22

August 1982. Until the first TDRS (Tracking and Data Relay

Satellite) satellite was launched and became operational, TM data
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could only be acquired In the range of ground receiving stations.

Failure in 1983 of two of four solar panels that power the TM and

MSS sensors have kept the Landsat 4 TM off operational status.

Landsat 5 was launched In March, 1984 and began routine

collection of TM data in April.

There are several anticiapted changes in future Landsat

platforms, TM sensors and additional Landsat sensor packages.

The Landsat platform for the next two systems, Landsat 6 in 1989

and Landsat 7 in 1991, will be called OMNISTAR. It will have a

twenty year life expectancy. It may be launched either by the

*Shuttle or by expendable rocket and is also expected to be

serviced by the Shuttle. The TM on Landsat 6 is expected to

include a panchromatic band (0.5 to 0.86 micrometers) with a 15 m

spatial resolution. In addition, the TM projected for Landsat 7

may replace the current 120 a thermal channel with up to four TIR

bands at 60 m spatial resolution.

Other sensor packages being considered for future Landsat

missions Include a low cost, low resolution sensor (500 m) with

* increased temporal frequency. Also a Multispectral linear array

system with selectable channels and off-nadir pointing to provide

stereoscopic imagery is under discussion.

* 3.2 SPOT

The French earth resources Systeme Probatolre d'Observations de

la Terre (SPOT) was sucessfully launched in February, 1986. This
.'
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essentially global, near-polar sun-synchronous satellite has

local sun time crossings of approximately 10:00 am. It is at an

orbit altitude of 832 km and has a normal repeat cycle of 26

days.

The satellite carries two identical high resolution visible (HRV)

sensors with multispectral linear arrays. Each HRV has a swath

of 60 km and combined provide a swath of 117 km. The sensors are

capable of collecting 10 m spatial resolution data In a

panchromatic mode and 20 m data in a three channel multispectral

mode. In addition, the sensors have off-nadir, pointable viewing

capability. This off-nadir viewing provides stereoscopic

coverage which could produce topographic information with

approximately 10 m contour spacing. The pointable sensor also

provides revisit capabilities of up to 7 visits at the equator

within a normal 26 day cycle. The number of possible revisits

Increases with higher latitudes.

The French Government has committed to a continuation of the SPOT

program with plans for SPOTs 2, 3 and 4 through the 1990s. SPOT

2 will be identical to SPOT 1. SPOTs 3 and 4 are expected to

have an additional multispectral band in the mid-infrared (1.5 to

2.7 micrometers) for vegetative assessment. The SPOT platform

0* may very well add an additional sensor for large area, broad

resolution vegetative analysis. This sensor would have four

spectral bands, a 2000 km swath, I km spatial resolution and near

daily repeat coverage.
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3.3 AVHRR

0

An operational global remote sensing system which has been

receiving increased utilization for earth surface Information is

the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor

carried on the United States NOAA series of meteorological

satellites. This sensor is the most recent of a series of

orbiting satellites and sensors which have evolved since the
0

launch of the first meteorological satellite, TIROS, In 1960.

The AVHRR sensor has five channels Including one visible, one
4

NIR, one MIR and two TIR. The swath width of the sensor is 2700

km and the spatial resolution is 4 km off nadir and about I km at

the nadir. One of the primary reasons for the increased

utilization of this sensor is the high temporal resolution of two

passes per day, day and night, and four passes when there are the

normally operating two satellites.

Several of the non-meteorological applications of AVHRR data

Include monitoring dust and sandstorms, volcanic monitoring with

the thermal bands, marine oil spill analysis, flood demarkation,

forest and grassland burning assessment, various geologic

lithologic determinations, and vegetation biomass using

-4 vegetative indexes. The high temporal resolution of these

sensors and the near real time availability of data are extremely

important for some applications. However, the limited spatial

- Oresolution makes It an unlikely data source for the parameters of
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this study.
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ANALYSIS OF SURFACE CONDITIONS

This section evaluates the ability to locate and evaluate the

surface features of interest listed In Table I by automated

processing of remotely sensed data, primarily Landsat TM data.

Several of the listed conditions are combined in a single

* presentation because of definitional difficulties such as between

brush, forest, and the height and density of vegetation or

because of a similar remote sensing perspective such as streams,

lakes and reservoirs, all of which require the recognition of

water.

For each condition, there is included a review of prior efforts

to evaluate the condition with remotely sensed data and when

appropriate, additional processing strategies are presented. In

addition, problems associated with the analysis of the condition

such as temporal and spatial signature extension are presented.

44.1 SLOPE

Slope and aspect information are most easily obtained from

existing topographic maps or elevation data bases. Most

elevation information is obtained from photogrammetric

measurements of stereoscopic remotely sensed photographs or

images. If stereoscopic pairs are available, then elevation and

slope Information can be obtained. However, until quite
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recently, 1986, there was no systematic collection of spaceborne

stereoscopic data.

There are techniques for single image slope determination in

areas of homogeneous surficial cover that have relatively uniform

albedo. While these conditions may be found locally within a

scene, It is rare for this to be the case over broad areas.

Therefore, slope detemination of a local area may be much simpler

than slope determination over the entire image.

While remotely sensed data are often the sources of elevation and

slope information, elevation data can also significantly increase

the accuracy of classification of vegetation using remotely

sensing data (Foote et al., 1981). In one study, Hoffer et al.

(1979) found that elevation data improved vegetation

classification by 15 percent. Vegetation density and type are

often dependent on elevation, slope and orientation primarily due

to climatic changes such as altitude zonation.

Generally, most researchers In remote sensing who need to access

.0 elevation information have overlaid the imagery onto existing

topographic maps or have registered the image data to a digital

elevation model (DEM). A DEM is a matrix of numbers representing

elevation values at points that are uniformly spaced. This

spacing is the resolution of the DEM. DEM data for the United

States are currently being compiled and released by the U.S.

Geological Survey (see Appendix A). The Defense Mapping Agency
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is in the process of constructing a world wide digital elevation

database with 30 meter resolution. If sufficiently detailed data

are available from these sources It would be much quicker, and
S

probably more accurate to overlay the Imagery data onto a terrain

model constructed from the USGS or DMA digital elevation data

than to attempt to extract elevation information from currently

available spaceborne remotely sensed imagery.

0 ~However, despite a general preference for DEM data if available,

there is Interest and research into obtaining slope and elevation

data from non-stereoscopic remote sensing. For some

applications, currently available DEM data may be of too coarse a
I

resolution to differentiate small terrain features of interest

such as gullied landscapes.

If ground cover is homogeneous and a standard albedo can be

established, then reflectance from the scene varies only with

topography and Is proportional to the cosine of the illumination

angle. This relationship can be of use in forested or grassland

terrain where the vegetative canopy is essentially homogeneous,

or in unv jetated areas of similar rocks or soils. If this

approach Is used, it would be possible to determine a slope

amount for every pixel that is Illuminated by the sun. The use

of multitemporal imagery would provide various angles of

Illumination that should provide data for all but the most

frequently shadowed mountainsides. In addition, the slope

calculations from one image can be compared with the slope

* calculations of another as consistency checks.
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Single Image spacecraft data have been found to be of use In

localized slope analysis. Watson (1968) has cautioned against

using any single image to create a complete model because the

scene Illumination is dependent on both the vertical and

horizontal angle to the illumination source. Watson also noted

that photometric slope from brightness measurements are more

reliable if the illumination is perpendicular to any linear
.1'

-." landforms.

Slope may also be assessed by processing the Image data to create

a differential image; that is, an image that is the first

differential of the original scene reflectance. This is achieved

by passing a series of digitally weighted filters over the data

(Jensen, 1986). A first differential image will show the overall

trend of the slope and is also useful for edge identification,
'-I,

particularly of ridgelines. Any abrupt change In spectral values

results In a drastic change in the first differential. It must

be stressed that this type of image shows the differential of the
.1.

image reflectance values, not of the configuration of the terrain

itself. They can only be correlated well if a relatively

homogeneous surface cover exists.

j A similar technique has been used to Identify gullies from

digital elevation models. This technique passes a three by three

digital filter over the data, and if the central pixel is found

to be a minima critical point, then a 'saddle" is identified.
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This process looks for these points in four directions passing

through the center point (E-W, N-S, NW-SE, NE-SW). When the

product of these operations is displayed, it is found that the

gullies are well delineated by strings of oriented saddle points

(Carroll, 1983).

Another method has been developed for obtaining an estimate of

local slope in hilly or mountainous areas from TM images. This

method requires that the valley bottoms and ridge lines be

Identified. An estimate Is then made of the approximate maximum

relief; this estimate can be made from existing maps. The slope

4In any area is then determined by dividing the estimate of local

relief by the horizontal image distance between a ridgeline and

the center of the valley (Wang, 1984). Wang uses a linear model

in this procedure which is appropriate for old mountain chains.

In glaciated areas or newer mountains, cartographic logic would

require the use of curvilinear models because the slope generally

becomes much steeper nearer the top of the landforms. Alpine

glacial horns are a perfect example of this topographic

principle.

• "In some situations multiple Landsat Images may be available and

conventional stereoscopy may be applied to analyse the data.

Shadowing can result in useable stereoscopic effect if images are

available with disparities in Inclination or azimuth of the sun

illumination. Gregory and Moore (1983) reported that large

vertical exaggerations exist if multiple Landsat images

V

possessing these characteristics are available. Thus, it is
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possible that elevation information can be extracted without

parallax for particular scenes. However, Gregory and Moore found

that this vertical exaggeration is non-uniform over the entire

image and varies with the latitude of the images used. If images

are available meeting the required criteria (illumination

direction and azimuth are standard information in scene retrieval

data from EROS), this effect may be useful on a local scale for

relative slope determination via visual examination.

In orbital globally imaging systems there is some amount of

overlap In the scenes. Therefore, stereoscopic Information Is

contained In the overlap areas. However, the height of the

Imaging system above the topography may require the digital

enhancement of the scene data in order to make this effect

visible except in areas of extreme vertical relief. Platform

stability, imaging system resolution, geometric correction and

Image matching accuracy have also been found to be highly

important if elevation information is to be extracted in this

fashion (Welch and Ehlers, 1985). Although attractive

intuitively because the information is present in the imagery,

this method presents difficult technical problems.

Experimental, operational and future spaceborne remote sensing

systems have been directed towards the acquisition of elevation

information. The Shuttle based Large Format Camera and Metric

Camera missions have collected stereoscopic photography of

segments of the earth's surface on an experimental basis. More
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importantly, the recent operational SPOT satellite offers

stereoscopic coverage of the earth (see Section 3.2). Evaluation

of the accuracy of this stereoscopy has not been well established

as yet because most of technical evaluation of the SPOT data has

been based on airborne scanner data resampled and degraded to

SPOT image resolution. However, it is expected that 10 a contour

information will be extracted from the SPOT data. Geospectra

Corporation of Michigan has already announced software that will

* produce topographic maps from SPOT stereopairs. It Is claimed

that these maps will meet U.S. Geological Survey standards for

1:50,000 scale topographic maps (Vincent et al., 1984). Several

future spaceborne remote sensing systems, including Landsat, may

also contain stereoscopic capabilities.

In summation, DEM databases are a more reliable and faster way to

obtain slope information in specific areas than non-stereoscopic

satellite data analysis. However, if DEM or SPOT data are not

available for a specific area, then there are both digital and

visual techniques available to possibly determine slope

information solely from TM imagery. Unfortunately, these

techniques require very specific conditions and have generally

not been duplicated and utilized by other researchers, so the

speed, accuracy, and global applicability of them remains to be

more fully evaluated. Either DEM or stereoscopic data from SPOT

and similar future systems will be the best methods to obtain

slope Information.

.
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4.2 SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Local surface roughness is a difficult condition to quantify; in

fact, there does not even exist a standard measure that expresses

a *surface roughness factor*. In addition, roughness Is a

quality that varies with scale. It is a known problem in

military terrain analysis that an area can appear on the map to

have little relief, and therefore be assumed to be easily

traversable by vehicles; but, in actuality, the land may be

gullied and crossed by small intermittent streams that make

vehicle movement difficult or impossible. Desert surfaces such

as in the Sahara are yet another example of this scale problem.

In sc~e areas, the desert surface consists of small grain sands

that exist in dunes of highly variable sizes; while in other

areas, the desert surface consists of cobble to boulder sized

rocks. Both of these areas often appear indistinguishable on

topographic maps and can appear very similar on satellite

imagery.

-' Surface roughness results from the complex geomorphological

interaction of vegetation, wind, and water eroding and weathering

different types of bedrock. In sedimentary rock, if an area is

predominantly sandstone or limestone, then extensive cobbles are

not expected in the erosional surface material. However, if the

bedrock consists of coarse conglomerates, then the opposite is

expected. In areas of recent volcanism, lava fields provide some

*of the roughest surfaces found on earth. Locally, a river

channel that possesses significant gradient will generally be
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floored with boulders and cobblestones. Thus, at some scales
' .

I

surface roughness of an area can be inferred from specific

knowledge of local geography (location of streams, amount of

slope) and geology (bedrock type).

Some of this knowledge can be obtained from remotely sensed data.

Considerable progress has been made is the discrimination of some

rock types in arid areas using only spectral data. Ratios

between different combinations of TM bands have proven to be

particularly useful because a ratioed image removes the effects

of differential illumination of the topography (Rowan and

Lathram, 1980). However, in vegetated areas multispectral data

are frequently insufficient to determine the bedrock type and

other measures must be used in conJunction with radiometric pixel

values. It is thought that texture measures such as the Hsu

classifier can assist considerably in determining bedrock types

(Kirakofe, 1984). An operational system to reliably ascertain

surface roughness from geologic and other secondary indicators

would have to rely upon a consistent set of data which might be

NP. incorporated into a GIS from a variety of sources in addition to

remote sensing.

A theoretical approach that has yet to be applied to surface

roughness is the fractal description of image reflectance.

Fractals were first extensively discribed by mathematician Benoit

Mandelbrot (1977). Mandeibrot applied fractals to various

geomorphological processes, the most quoted being the description
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of coastlines. Since that time fractals have found application

in computer graphics, physics, and other fields as a method of

0 describing the results of some natural processes.

Pentland (1984) suggests that fractals are a superior method of

describing rough earth surfaces. Pentland also recognizes

several important constraints to the indiscriminate use of

fractal based descriptions. One constraint is that the surface

must be a result of a fractal process in order for the fractal

description to be meaningful. An example of a fractal process

(that is, one that is scale independent within broad limits) is

* erosion; it is reasonable that small scale gullys are similar in

form to larger scale valleys (Haggerstone, 1983). Another

constraint is that the image area subjected to fractal analysis

must be consistent in that all of the area must have been

subjected to the same process. This requires careful image

Psegmentation to obtain fractally heterogeneous areas. An example

of segmentation difficulty might be found in satellite images

that span the divide of the Sierra Nevadas. On one side of this

mountain chain there is a significant amount of rainfall, while

the other side is desert. These two areas have been subjected to

significantly different erosional regimes and, if analysed

together, could not be assumed to have any meaningful fractal

dimension. Fractal based description of image data is a

promising and Intuitively attractive idea. However, much work

remains to be done before it is an operationally reliable

technique to describe the three dimensional roughness of a scene

from the two dimensional image data.
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* Because surface roughness is difficult to quantify and is scale

dependent, there has been little related empirical work with TM

data. Visual interpretation and prior knowledge of the landforms

in the scene allow the analyst to make some estimates of the

local surface roughness. The 30 m spatial resolution of the TM

Is too coarse to permit quantization of localized surface

roughness or ground particle size. Even the 10 m resolution of

the SPOT satellite will not allow the analyst to directly assess

the surface roughness in a particular area. If a landslide area

consists of 3 meter boulders (rendering it virtually Impassable

except with great difficulty) the SPOT imagery will not be able

to show this fact directly. Examination of a low angle

illumination scene might reveal shadow patterns amenable to

texture analysis; but no work was found that utilized this

-. approach.

Most investigations of surface roughness have been with radar

because radar returns are highly dependent upon the roughness of

". the surface. Although the modeling of radar returns from

different reflectors is extremely mathematical and complex, there

are general guidelines available.

When using radar to examine surface roughness, a surface is

"radar rough" (bright reflection) or "ra!:r smooth" (low

reflectance) depending on the relationship of the root mean

particle size on the ground to the wavelength. A surface will be
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"radar rough" if the average particle size Is larger than the

wavelength of the sensor, and "radar smooth" if the particle size

Is smaller (Dozier and Strahler, 1983).

Bryan (1981) reports that the relationship between rough and

smooth terrain in imaging radars can be expressed as:

rough > Wavelength of radar/8 * (sin depression angle of radar);
smooth < Wavelength of radar/8 * (sin depression angle of radar).

However, this simple equation is not universally agreed upon, as

the nature of radar backscatter from complex reflectors is not

well understood.

An investigation of surface qualities using Shuttle Imaging

Radar-A (SIR-A, L band, 23 cm wavelength, resolution 40 m) was

conducted using data covering Las Cruces, New Mexico (Teng,

1985). The results of this investigation showed that qualitative

examination of radar returns from an orbital platform are useful

in determining surface roughness, at least in non-vegetated

areas. Teng found that regional SIR-A image patterns generally

* correspond to the amount of surface dissection; and that locally

the image brightness corresponds to differences in surface

-. roughness due to desert pavement, dunes, scarps, and small

amounts of vegetation. Arroyos were found to stand out clearly

because of the diffuse scatter produced by their coarse grained
.1

materials. Arroyos were distinguished that were smaller than the

approximately 40 m resolution of the imagery if they were

- oriented orthagonal to the radar look direction. This effect is

due to the taller and denser amount of vegetation (due to the
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greater availability of water in the arroyo bottom) and the steep

to vertical walls of most arroyos. Both of these factors result

in higher radar backscatter.

In a similar study, King (1985) reported that it was difficult to

distinguish even between flat, undulating, or hilly landscapes

using SIR-A radar returns in highly vegetated Indonesia; only

mountainous areas could be identified with certainty. This scale

of information is not directly related to surface roughness

- except that local relief determines drainage gradients. King

indicates that the surface of the land cannot be directly imaged

. with available radar data if the surface is covered with

vegetation. These two studies indicate different results about

the capabilities of SIR-A radar returns as a function of the

amount of vegetative cover.

A "multispectral" approach to radar analysis has been advocated.

In this technique, radars of different wavelengths and

polarizations are used to multiply image the target area, and

>2 multispectral classification techniques are used to classify the

terrain. In a pilot study of Death Valley, California, Daily

J' (1980) found that different desert surfaces were identifiable

utilizing this approach combining airborne and SEASAT radar data.

',1 Daily also acknowledged the difficulty in terrain interpretation

where ground truth is not readily obtained. Radar speckle, an

unavoidable problem with radar images, renders many conventional

pixel classifiers inoperable (although median value filters are
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recommended). In other areas, lava flows were easily discernable

by very bright returns on the SEASAT images, but this is an

abnormally rough earth surface condition. Karst topography of

low (10 meter) relief also had high reflectance in SEASAT images

of the Dominican Republic but it Is uncertain whether this is due

to the vegetation cover or the surface itself.

In another study of Death Valley using cross- and like-

polarization radar (Evans et al., 1986), cross-polarization

brightness returns corresponded well with rough alluvium of

younger geologic age while older deposits had significantly lower

returns. L band returns diminished when the average particle

size became less than one tenth the size of the wavelength.

JCross-polarized radar was more dependent on the surface rouhness

than like-polarized radar. Evans concluded that

multipolarization radar imagery should be acquired in order that

the maximum information be extracted from the scene.

Radar contains much information about the condition of the imaged

surface. However, the complex nature of natural reflectors has

resulted in confusing results on radar returns and utilizations.

The difficulty in using radar lies not only in the analysis, but

also in the accurate geometric transformation of the radar data

onto a *flat* map projection for registration with other remotely

sensed imagery or maps (Wu, 1983). Any radar data available for

an area of interest should be visually examined; there is no tool

better for rapid perception of terrain relief except possibly a

reliable large scale topographic map.
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The ability of remote sensing techniques to evaluate surface
*,: roughness is a function of the type and particularly the scale of

surface roughness information desired. Automated determination

of surface roughness directly from TM data will be very difficult

because of the 30 m spatial resolution of the sensor. Possible

exceptions to this may be texture measures or the use of

fractals. Secondary indicators of texture, such as bedrock or

geomorphology, can be obtained via remote sensing or more likely

by the incorporation of a variety of ancillary information in a

GIS. A sensor which can be indicative of roughness is radar but
0

there are currently no global programs to systematically collect

radar data appropriate to this study.
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*6 4.3 WATER

4'

The discrimination of water from land is one of the earliest and

best understood applications of remote sensing. Water absorbs
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almost all energy in the infrared part of the electromagnetic

spectrum. On infrared aerial photography, open water appears

almost uniformly black, except water heavily laden with sediments

* .which is generally a pale blue.

To delineate the water/land Interface, any spectral information

in the .75 to 1.1 micrometer range may be used (Schowengerdt,

1983). Various scientists have used MSS band 7 and TM band 4 to

obtain excellent results In the identification of water bodies.

A land cover assessment in South Dakota utilizing low resolution

MSS data achieved a 93 percent accuracy of identification of

* water covered areas (Ripple and Miller, 1982). The remaining 7

percent error was probably due to small ponds and creeks of less

that I pixel size. Schowengerdt (1983) has illustrated the

cartographic precision obtainable for locating water using low

spatial resolution MSS data. With a simple thresholding

operation, the convoluted edges of Lake Anna, Virginia were

almost perfectly delineated. With such easily achieved and

accurate identification of water covered areas, it will be

desirable to use TM data for the greater resolutions offered.

4.3.1 STREAMS

Small streams are the most difficult water bodies to identify

with satellite imagery. This is particularly true if they are

significantly smaller than the ground resolution or pixel size of

the sensor. Another problem with stream identification in

vegetated areas is that a small stream is often obscured by
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overhanging vegetation. In some environments, these gallery

forests can be secondary indicators of a stream.

0

It Is possible to infer the existence of a stream without

actually seeing the stream itself. If an area is well vegetated,

it can be assumed that water is necessarily present. Topographic

valleys are also usually the result of water erosion. The exact

position of a small stream may change as it undergoes evolution

0 but the position of the floodplain or stream valley is generally

stable over a long period of time.

Even if a stream Is smaller than the resolution limit of the

image, this fact can be used to give an upper limit to the size

of the stream. If gradient Information (see SLOPE) is available,

0 it may be used to approximately infer the width and flow rate of

a stream, because, in areas of steep gradient, it can be assumed

that the stream is relatively rapid and has a narrow floodplain,

while flat or rolling land can be assumed to have streams that

are slower, shallower, and generally have wide floodplains.

[ Vegetation density is almost nvariably greater near waterways.

This vegetation discrimination may be accomplished either

digitally or by visual enhancement. Blanchard and Frick (1982)

reported that contrast stretching techniques applied to TM band 3

data significantly aided the visual Identification of the

woodlands along creek valleys In Oklahoma. The authors of this

0 study felt that their results were not sufficiently precise
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because some other areas of vegetation were erroneously included

in their classification of the creekside woodland. However,

inspection of their maps shows that the creeks can be inferred

V reasonably well by "connecting the dots" between mapped areas of

creekside woodland. Outlying areas classified as creekside woods

are visually identifiable as not being part of any "connectable"

linear series. These outlying areas are where the classification

fails but human visual Interpretation based of spatial

relationships can easily discern that they are not part of the

desired class. Thus, the presence of a creek can be Inferred

from the other image data available, even if the creek is too

small to show up on the resolution of the image.

Digital edge finding techniques can also be employed to locate

small streams. These techniques are probably much more useful in

difficult areas of low topography and nearly uniform vegetation

density. First derivative filters accentuate gradients but in
4 .

this application, it would be preferable to use second derivative

filters because they enhance maxima (data value peaks). Jensen

(1986) showed how Laplacian (second derivative) filters enhanced

the delineation of small streams in wetlands. Jensen reports

that if the Laplacian filtered image is added back into the

original image, the combination is very effective in wetland

detail enhancement.

Wetlands are the most difficult type of area in which to directly

identify small streams. In these areas there are no topographic

clues, and the vegetation Is generally dense everywhere so the
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technique used by Blanchard and Frick cannot be expected to

achieve satisfactory results. These areas also show the

* vegetation overhang effect to a high degree. However, it can

generally be inferred that wetland areas will contain streams.

Because small streams may be best identified by the vegetation

changes that occurs near them, a vegetative enhancement approach

might well be the best processing strategy to Identify them. The

* tasselled cap transformation (Kauth and Thomas, 1976) has been

found to be very useful In the discrimination of different

vegetative types. Data transformation onto *greenness' and

* "brlohtness" axes extracts an optimal amount of vegetative

information from the raw multispectral data (Jensen, 1986).

Therefore, if the image under investigation was first transformed

* Svia this method, and then a second derivative filter was applied

(in order to identify maxima "greenness" edges) the small scale

streams should be optimally identified. This processing strategy

for the identification of small streams has not been found in the

literature but logically It should result in the desired results.

4 4 4.3.2 LAKES AND RESERVOIRS

0As discussed in the Introduction to this section, there has been

no difficulty in the identification of large bodies of water from

satellite image data. Research involving large bodies of water

has generally taken for granted that these bodies can be

identified and plotted accurately. Work has now progressed into
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water quality assessment and volumetric estimation. This latter

objective has made extensive use of multitemporal imagery to

determine lake shrinkage and expansion.

Ground survey information is still generally employed for water

4depth values necessary for volumetric estimates but some amount

of depth information may be present in the imagery. The best

penetration of water occurs in the spectral region 0.3 to 0.6

micrometers (TM bands i and 2). Penetration of water is also

dependent upon the amount of suspended solids in the water

-" -(Salomonson et al., 1983). It Is possible to extract

* quantitative depth Information from satellite Imagery in some

limited situations but on an operational basis, and particularly

- for inland waters, this is a very limited and difficult process.

An interesting example of the identification and mapping of large

to medium scale water bodies is Woldai's (1983) study of

hydrological projects in the Jiangjan plain of China. Despite

the fact that no ground truth or maps were available, Woldai

analysed the progress of Chinese flood control efforts in this

valley by mapping drainage canals, dikes and lakes.

Identifications were made through multitemporal imagery of basins

used primarily for agriculture but available for water storage in

times of high precipitation. These basins are characterized by

agricultural patterns most of the year but in the winter flood

season they can become large lakes almost overnight. Woldai's

work is indicative of the ability of satellite remote sensing to

locate and monitor large water bodies. Information about weekly
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or even daily changes in the size and location of these features

.is easily obtained from satellite data.

S

Essentially any open water area larger than the pixel size of the

sensor can be reliably delineated with multispectral digital data

by simple single band density slice techniques. Smaller water

bodies can occasionally be Inferred by other features such as

vegetation or topography. This inference may require the

* incorporation of ancillary data and can be best accomplished by

trained interpreters. Information on water depth or flow rates

Amay also be Inferred by ancillary information but cannot be

* reliably obtained by remote sensing.
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4.4 WETLANDS

There exists a sizeable body of published work on the remote

sensing of wetlands. This interest has been widespread for a

number of reasons. From an environmental viewpoint, wetlands
0

have become recognized as important fish and wildlife breeding

grounds. Wetlands are also currently disappearing due to drain

*and fill development operations. From a terrain or

transportation perspective, wetla..4s are an important obstacle.

Remote sensing has been found to be an invaluable tool for the

mapping of wetlands for two reasons. One reason is that temporal

change in wetlands can be quite rapid and imagery can be obtained

_ with high temporal frequency. The second is that wetland areas

tend to be difficult to survey on the ground due to limited

[ .accessibility.

One frequent problem in the analysis of wetlands is the many

different types of wetlands, each of which has specific terrain

and vegetation characteristics. A salt marsh in the tidal zone

is usually characterized by extensive grasses; this is a very

different wetland than the cane brakes of the Louisiana Delta

,,,.',.34-65
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country, or the cypress groves of Georgia's Okefenokee swamp. A

wetland classification system for use with remotely sensed data

has been devised to address this problem by the U.S. Fish and

oWildlife Service (Cowardin et al., 1979). It is hoped that more

workers will adapt this system so that the results of one study

can be meaningfully compared with the results of another. To

date, most wetland research using remotely sensed imagery has

used data specific classification systems. Often, wetland is not

differentiated Into type, the classification system simply

specifies wetland versus non-wetland. This has lead to

difficulties in the extension of an apparently successful image

processing strategy to a different area. Depending on the
I

vegetation present and the amount of open water, the spectral

signatures of two wetlands may be very different.

From a remote sensing standpoint, wetlands are very interesting

," because they are transitional areas between land and water. As

seen before, there is little difficulty discriminating the land

from the water (provided the spatial resolution is sufficient);

however, in swampy, muddy lowland areas that are often

periodically inundated by tides, this discrimination is often

L difficult.
S

The vegetation present also confuses the classification of
-I

wetlands. In some areas of the earth, standing water occurs

underneath 100 percent tree cover. This condition can be found

in the cypress swamps of Georgia and the mangrove swamps of the

tropics. An image taken from space and analysed visually will
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show healthy vegetation in these areas, leading the analyst to

infer that the vegetation exists on solid land. As an extension,

it might be thought that a man might possibly traverse that land,

albeit with some difficulty. However, many wetlands of this type

are almost impossible to cross on foot. The combination of

bottomless mud, water that can be deeper than a man can walk in,

tangled above and below water vegetation, and the omnipresence of

daunting amounts of insects and reptiles render this type of

country virtually impassable to foot travellers. In most of

these areas boats are necessary for transit. Thus, it is highly

important to be able to distinguish wetland from other vegetated

areas.

Generally, only wetland or non-wetland classification with varied

degrees of accuracy has been achieved using only spectral data

from satellite imagery (Carter, 1982). In order to achieve

reliable subclassifications of the wetlands, it has been

necessary to visually analyse texture and landscape associations

(Finley et al., 1981). These classification strategies are more

accurate than using purely spectral data.

Because of the transitional nature of wetlands and the dense,

mixed vegetation so often found in these areas, it will probably
0

be necessary to use ancillary information to fully delineate

wetlands using satellite data. A significant amount of wetland

delineation can be done with fairly rudimentary geographic

knowledge. If a wetland Is identified directly adjacent to
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coastal dunes, then It can be reasonably Inferred that It is a

salt marsh primarily comprised of high grasses and reeds with

to little or no trees. Site, situation, and climatic zone are

important factors in determining wetland vegetation assemblages.

Another approach has been suggested to deal with the low spatial

resolution of Landsat data when classifying wetlands.

Essentially, this approach advocates that the Landsat data be

used to extract a statistical picture of the wetland under

investigation, and that the statistics be used to infer detail

that is generally only visible In higher resolution aerial

photography. In other words, the image is not treated as a map

(as Is normally the case); instead, the Image is treated as a set

of samples of the wetland. Thus, If 25 percent of the wetland

image was classified as pure water pixels, and 10 percent pure

tree cover, then pixels that are spectrally mixed and not readily

classified into a "pure' category are treated as though they were

25 percent open water and 10 percent tree covered (Roller, 1981).

This approach implies scale independence with certain limits, and

this model may be very effective if the image is properly

segmented into grossly homogenous areas (to the limits of the

image resolution). A similar approach was used in a study of

land cover In Idaho (Anderson et al., 1982). Although this study

concerned irrigated lands, a field check of the the land cover

estimated from statistical treatment of the Landsat MSS data

showed an accuracy of 89 percent.

Airborne radar has been used In the discrimination of salt marsh
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areas. Shuchman et al., (1981) have reported that a multiband

radar approach clearly Identified coastal marshes in Florida.

They hypothesized that X band radar reflects off the top of marsh

grass (yielding "radar rough" bright returns) while the longer

wavelength L band penetrates to the water, which is smooth In

comparison to the wavelength (yielding "radar smooth" dark

reflectances). This multiband approach may be applicable to

other areas. In another study, L band radar was shown to

identify standing water underneath tree cover in Georgia (Evans

et al., 1986). Both HH (like) polarization and VH (cross)

polarization were found to be effective in revealing the standing

water.

There has been a considerable amount of research and discussion

about the ability of radar to penetrate vegetative cover and

image the surface underneath. Unfortunately, theoretic models of

imaged phenomena have not been sufficiently developed for radar

analysis of natural surfaces to be reliable except when the

imagery can be extensively checked against ground truth. The

combination of MSS or TM data to locate vegetation and radar to

locate water below the vegetation may be an effective multisensor

approach for automated image processing of wetlands. For the

purposes of this study, the lack of globally avaliable radar data
0:

makes this only a speculative strategy.

-p..

The ability to locate wetlands with automated processing of TM

data is situation dependent. In some environments, the wetlands
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may have a sufficiently unique spectral ?ignature that reliable

discrimination can be obtained. In othe,- environments or during

other temporal windows, wetlands may not be uniquely identified.

Multitemporal data may be an effective processing strategy

particularly If during one date, the water of the wetlands may be

observed either because of leaf-off or flooding conditions.

Mult1sensor processing using vegetation penetrating radar with TM

may be effective when globally available radar systems exist.

GIS based ancillary information such as topography and proximity

to water may also be useful in locating wetlands.
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4.5 SNOW DEPTH

4.-

Considerable effort has been expended attempting to establish

snow cover conditions through satellite and air photo analysis.

The majority of these snow studies are for assessment of the
4 .

extent of cover and not snow depth because of the complexity of

how the snow interacts with the sensor used. This interaction is

- dependent of the density and water equivalence of the snow. In

addition, partial melt of the snowpack has been found to

significantly affect the spectral reflectance of the snow. A

number of theoretical models have been developed to model snow

5 reflectance with radiative transfer theory; however, none of

these models have been found to be valid for all purposes

N (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980).

In examining snow with remotely sensed images, the first issue is

the discrimination of snow from cloud cover. In the visible

"a-, range, snow and clouds both have high reflectance values, very

unlike almost any other natural surface. In TM bands 4,5 and 7,

snow reflectance digital values were reported to average 198,

226, and 220, respectively; the variance for all three bands was
a'.

around 40 (Izadpanah, 1985). TM band 5, 1.55-1.75 micrometers,

allows discrimination between clouds and snow. In this band the
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snow will have a much lower reflectance than clouds (Rango, 1983;

Salmonson et al., 1983). By the use of thresholding values, two

masks can be created that will discriminate the snow covered

areas from non-covered areas. The first mask, using a high

threshold value and preserving the pixels above this value,

combines the snow and clouds, eliminating all other areas of the

image. The second mask is applied to the 1.55-1.75 mm band,

using only the pixels remaining from the first mask. This mask

uses a low threshold value and preserves the pixels below the
threshold which will be snow. If sufficiently cloud free data

can be obtained on suitable dates, TM data can effectively show

4 the extent of snow cover. Snow depth is much more difficult.

Rango (1983) reported that the visual snow line in non-forested

* terrain corresponds roughly to a snow depth of approximately 2.5

cm. This snowline is defined as a line within which the snow has

a consistently high brightness on the image. Snow patches that

appear mottled are usually of less depth than 2.5 cm. He also

recognized that significant tree cover in snowy areas and the

1presence of shadowing caused by topography requires that the

analyst be knowledgeable about the local terrain before a

reliable snow line determination can be made.

i Snow depth charts are published for both hemispheres by the

L Global Weather Control of the U.S. Air Force using a computer

program that calculates this information from ground stations,

0 precipitation, and temperature data. The generalization of the
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snow covered areas and consistent overestimation of lightly

covered areas on these charts coupled with the high variability

of local snow depth due to topography and elevation renders these

charts inadequately accurate for determining localized snow depth

(Kukla and Robinson, 1981).

In one study of open land, average snow brightness Increases up

to a depth of about 10 inches (McGinnis et al., 1975). However,

Kukla and Robinson (1981) found that snow brightness varied

according to the land cover In a mixed woodland/farmland area of

.. Ohio. This study determined that differences In snow reflectance

* were mostly due to the varying amounts of the different land

Sj covers in the scene. To utilize this technique to assess snow

depth, it might be necessary to create a mask for the forested

areas and only analyse the consistency and range of the snow

brightness values for the cleared land in the image.

The difficulty in determining snow depth from reflectance data

has led to model based research that uses imagery data to

determine the extent of the snowfall; the snowfall line Is then

S overlaid on the topography. Bagchi (1983) has proposed a model

for the Hymalayas that shows some promise in determining the snow

depth in mountainous areas with very limited ground monitoring

capabilities. Bagchi's model Incorporates the orographic

Increase effect relating elevation to greater amounts of

snowfall. The percentage of rain to snow in the local

precipitation is a function of temperature which is controlled by

the elevation. The amount of snow is modelled as linearly
.4'



increasing with height. A linear relationship may not be

strictly correct and fieldwork would need to be done to establish

this relationship more precisely. In addition, It is thought

that the latitude of the area in which this model is applied

might also be a significant factor. Bagchi stresses that the

general approach of his model should be valid in other areas but

that area specific parameters would have to be investigated for

application to other mountainous areas of the world.

0

This approach is especially attactive because it uses known

geographic Information with image data to evaluate ground

conditions at a specific site. Much of the available research in

the remote sensing of snow attempts to determine snow parameters

only with image data, without consideration of the topographic

* and climatic situation of the site.

Unfortunately, there Is no confirmation of Bagchi's results from

ground stations because of the inaccessibility of the Himalayan

terrain. He does state that the results are reasonable in

comparison to the outflow of the basin as measured at a river

monitoring station. Although Bagchi's model is applied only for

mountainous areas where the orographic effect is in operation,

this type of terrain is precisely where other workers have

claimed that the determination of snow depth is most difficult

(Kukla and Robinson, 1981). Models and other attempts to

estimate snow depth using remote sensing can possibly provide

estimates of average snow depth but not local variations due to
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drifting and topographic factors.

Both active and passive microwave remote sensing of snow and Ice

- has been attempted because of the microwave ability to penetrate

cloud cover that often obscures snowy and mountainous areas. The

presence of operational satellite passive microwave radiometers

aboard the NOAA (coverage every 12 hours) and GOES (coverage

normally every 30 minutes) satellites have promoted research in

snow and Ice remote sensing. This high temporal coverage is of

importance in snow conditions because of the rapid change that

snow cover can undergo In a few days of warm weather or,

conversely, during a storm. The low spatial resolution of

satellite microwave radiometers is a serious restriction to

determine local snow conditions except In flat, grassy or poorly

vegetated regions where the snow can be assumed to be consistent

over a large area (Salmonson, 1983). Chang et al. (1980)

developed linear relationships between snow depth and microwave

brightness using data from the NOAA-7 radiometer. In flat,

unforested areas, snow depth was negatively correlated with the

37 gHz microwave brightness under dry snow conditions, but this

sensor has a resolution of only 28 km by 17 km. Chang (1981)

also found that the microwave brightness decreased more rapidly

with snow depth in a short (0.8 cm) wavelength than in a longer

(6 cm) wavelength, a difference attributed to a scattering effect

of the snow crystals. Tiuri (1981) noted a similar effect for

well controlled experimental conditions in Finland. Chang

advocates a multispectral approach for snow depth Investigation
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that would exploit different microwave wavelengths.

The ability of active microwave sensors such as radar to

%penetrate or reflect from the snow surface Is highly dependent on

the amount of water and Ice present In the snow, the angle of

incidence ot the radar wave, the surface roughness of the snow,

and the underlying material. This complexity of signal return

makes interpretation very difficult. Additionally, global radar

coverage is not available at present, although this may change in

the future. Radar analysis of snow Is generally found to be

extremely difficult and full of uncertainty. Considerable

current effort is occurring to model the reflectance of the snow

at various frequencies. Styles et al. (1981) reported that radar

return generally Increases with increasing water equivalence,

decreases with the presence of liquid water, increases with

crystal size, and is sensitive to the roughness of the underlying

material if the snow is dry. Stiles concludes that snow

interaction with radar is not yet sufficiently understood to

permit radar analysis of snow with accuracy and precision. The

potential of accurate snowpack monitoring may be greatly

increased once optimal combinations of microwave frequencies are

found.

Salmonson (1983) suggests that reliance upon a single sensor to

remotely assess snow conditions would be In error. Instead, he

advocates the Integration of data from different sources to gain

the most information possible. Visible spectrum data from the TM

can assess local conditions on a periodic basis while near-
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infrared data delineates areas of surface melting and permits

snow/cloud discrimination. Nighttime thermal observations, while

of low spatial resolution, double the number of TM observations

available, thus increasing the opportunity of cloud free scenes.

Passive radiometers yield a regional view and their penetrating

characteristics can provide information about the snow condition

and depth over homogeneous areas. However, for small basins and

mountainous areas, active microwave sensor data will probably be

required.

The extent of snow cover can easily be accomplished with

currently operating spaceborne sensors. The high temporal

4. resolution provided by the meteorological platforms are capable

of providing a higher probability of cloud-free and near real-

time data than Landsat. Currently, there are no reliable systems

to determine snow depth with remote sensing but some modelling

approaches like that of Bagchi, and microwave sensors may provide

. that information on a regional, average basis.
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4.6 BOUNDARY DEMARCATIONS

Most satellite remote sensing has focused on the classification

of areal phenomena such as the identification of corn fields,

floodplains, or urban areas. Little work has been published on

I the classification of linear or point phenomena. These three

- basic types of data (area, linear, point) represent increasingly

difficult identification tasks from automated processing of

orbital data. With area data, enough homogeneous pixels are

usually available that signature extraction and classification

can be accomplished. With linear or point data, this Is not

possible. Even with 10 m resolution SPOT data, classification of

dlinear features will still be difficult, since many linear

features are not 10 meters wide. This is not to say that many

linear features will not be visible; on the contrary, a highly

reflectant concrete road will often dominate the neighboring

pixels and show up clearly on satellite imagery. The difficulty

in automated classification is that virtually all of the road

pixels will show a mixed reflectance that is a combination of

road and neighboring vegetation and there will be few, if any,

. .pure" road pixels for signature extraction. Many linear

"- features are visible on satellite Imagery and can be enhanced by

edge detection and lineament tracing algorithms but precise

Identification Is difficult unless morphological clues provide a

basis for visual Interpretation (Pelletier, 1983).
",2

Improved roads are one of the easiest linear visual
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-classifications to make with satellite image data. Paved roads

generally have very different reflectances from the surrounding

* eland cover and can often be recognized because they are

relatively long, straight, and possess geometrically simple

curves. Dirt roads are virtually indistinguishable even on

enhanced satellite imagery. Walls, fences and hedgerows are

also indistinguishable on commercially available satellite

imagery at the present time. No studies were found that directly

0 address the identification of these features. The possible

location of these features may be obtained by edge detection

enhancements based on changing land covers from one field to

*another but the existence of a wall, fence or hedgerow at these

locations cannot be determined with TM data. There are some

approaches that may prove more feasible in the future.

*, High resolution TM or SPOT imagery may be of use to identify

linear features if the Illumination is of a sufficiently low

angle so as to cast long shadows. This implies the use of early

Jmorning and seasonally low sun angle images in relatively flat

terrain. With this technique, an extensive process would be

necessary to reliably identify most of the linear features of

interest in the scene because the illumination for any one scene

will tend to reveal stuctures only In an alignment perpendicular

to the illumination and not shadowed by other, larger topographic-I

features. The use of edge enhanced multitemporal imagery in a

GIS context allows the successive addition of edge extractions

from a series of scenes, thus assembling a map of the linear
-

features revealed from a number of different sun orientations.
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A promising approach to linear feature identification has been

found in the literature on artificial intelligence. Witkin

'-. (1982) and others (Fischler et al., 1982) at the Fairchild

4, Artificial Intelligence Laboratory have developed a

classification of edges found in images. This classification is

based on numerical intensity data from the images. Various edge

types are recognized Including shadow, material boundary, surface

marking, and surface intersection.

Since linear features of interest in this study (walls, fences,
0
J, hedgerows) are too small to be seen with conventional satellite

imagery resolution, a shadow edge holds promise for their

Identification. Material boundary edges (like agricultural field

boundaries) may infer from prior regional geographic knowledge

that some boundary demarcation may be present but does not

classify the edge in terms of a specific feature. In Fischer et

al. (1982) it is recognized that "we would not want to use

shadows as features; on the other hand, shadow edges are very

important cues in looking for ... thin raised objects.*

Knowledge of the sun angle and the shadow dimensions therefore

can allow calculations about the size of the object casting the

shadow. The size information of the shadow, It's thickness,

consistency and statistical characterization may allow the

subclassification of shadow edge types and infer what is casting

the shadow. To accomplish this, it is necessary to know if it is

a shadow or some other kind of edge. Intensity based edge
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classification may be useful.

Two approaches have been taken to identify shadow edges. Fukue

et al. (1981) compared small areas on either side of the

suspected edge; if the standard deviation was the same on either

side of the edge, and the difference between mean values for each

of the two areas could be attributed to a single scale factor,

then the edge was determined to be a shadow edge (in other words,

there was no difference in albeft between one side to another).

In a more detailed approach, Witkin (1982) reports that shadow

edges show good linear correlation across the shadow boundary if

a small strip is considered on either side of the shadow edge.

To confirm a suspected shadow edge, it is "imbedded" In a series

of parallel curves on either side of the edge, and correlation is

checked between opposing pairs of curves (one on either side).

Sustained high correlation with some disturbance in one or both

of the regression parameters (slope and intercept) are thought to

strongly indicate a shadow edge.

In order to reduce the computational time to find all image

shadows cast by thin raised objects, Fischler et al. (1982)
I

applied a series of enhancements to isolate shadows of interest.

A thin line detector oriented parallel to illumination direction

Is passed over the Image, and the lines found by it are enhanced.
E

The shadow lines are thinned, and added back on-to the original

Image; as a result, the base of each shadow now points to the

object casting the shadow. The use of multitemporal imagery

allows the intersections of shadow lines to locate objects more
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precisely and also more shadows are added.

Many algorithms exist for edge or line detection (Schulz, 1983).

Loew et al. (1981) provide a method that was found to be

particularly useful in locating straight edges. A Sobel filter

was employed to Identify edge points, and a Hough tranformation

to identify lines from the disconnected edge segments. This sort

of approach would be particularly useful In low spatial

resolution satellite data, because linear feature extraction

often results in a bewildering array of small disconnected line

segments. The Hough transform allows for minimum and maximum0

line tolerances to be specified. It is also useful to identify

corner points for image registration (Fang and Huang, 1982).

Several other methods of line detection were tested by Hall and

Mertz (1983). Their study is of particular interest because they

applied it successfully to simulated TM data to determine

agricultural boundaries. They reported that Laplacian (second

differential) high pass filtering was superior to Sobel

(gradient) filtering. Shaw et al. (1981) obliquely supports

this conclusion. In the Hall and Mertz study, spatial frequency

notch" filtering utilizing the Fast Fourier transformation was

found to be more versatile to enhance different types of edges.

Hall and Mertz also reported that normalized TM bands 2 and 3,

unnormallzed 2 and 3, the 4/3 band ratio, and the first principal

component were the most useful In automated line extraction.
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With MSS data, MacDonald et al. (1981) reported that human

interpretation found the most linear features on Band 7 imagery,

while the least variation between three human interpreters was

found using Band 6 data. It Is also recommended that cross

polarized radar be used in tandem with Landsat data whenever

possible. VH synthetic aperture radar aligned orthagonal to the

Landsat illumina-ion was found to be the best combination for

small linear feature detection.

0

In conclusion, the precise location and identification of walls,

fences and hedgerows on satellite imagery is still very much

theoretical. There are numerous ongoing studies to determine the

best possible way to extract lines from an image. A possible

approach for locating boundary demarcations using shadow

information has been outlined but this requires either
0

excessively long shadows or increased spatial resolution data.

There is no strategy known that even approaches operational

status. Much research still remains to be done in this area.

There are two basic difficulties: the subpixel nature of the

targets, and the difficulty in classification of linear objects

that do not possess enough pixels to allow signature extraction.

Edge classification techniques currently being developed in

artificial intelligence offer the best approach to the problem,

but, at the present time, there has not been any association of

edge types with specific features on satellite Imagery.

F.-
F..
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4.7 LOOSE SOIL

It is difficult to define loose soil such that it would be

identifiable with remote sensing. This difficulty is because of

the variety of conditions under which loose soil could occur.

4Bare soil can be located with automated image processing but not

all bare soil Is loose soil. Since loose soil is frequently a

function of large soil size particles (sand size texture), it is

to a considerable extent discussed in Section 4.8 on sand. This

section specifically considers loose soil areas subject to

saturation.

Saturation of the topsoil can occur for a variety of reasons.

The soil can be subjected to river valley flooding, snow melting,

rising watertable, or rainfall. All of these conditions can lead

to saturated soil. If the soil is continually or frequently in a

saturated state, then the area can be called a wetland (see

Section 4.4). This section is concerned with the recognition of

normally dry areas subject to intermittent periods of wetness

causing miry conditions and inhibited ground movement.

Most studies of remote sensing for soil moisture are In soil

'5: 34-86
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identification, agricultural soil moisture estimation and the

location of wetlands. Wet ground appears dark on both natural

color and infrared photography or FCC imagery (Salomonson et al.

1983). The reflectance curves for wet versus dry soils deviate

most sharply between 0.57 and 0.75 micrometers (Myers et al.,

1983). If the vegetation coverage dominates the image

reflectance, moist ground is often characterized by lush

vegetation that is dark green in natural color and bright red in

the infrared.

Although miry ground can feasibly be identified on a single image

(Tommervik, 1986), it is highly advisable that multitemporal

imagery be used with climatic data to examine both wet and dry

season conditions. Change detection techniques can then be

utilized to find areas that are intermittently wet. If weather

records are available, then an image can be obtained that follows

a period of heavy rainfall.

Millington et al. (1986) experimented with several change

detection techniques. In this study of playa geomorphology, TM

band 7 ratioing (band 7 from two different dates) worked well for

the identification of wet ground. The third principal component

image also revealed areas of hydrologic change. Highly localized

areas may not be visible with these processing strategies; rather

the change detection image primarily reveals seasonal changes.

Tommervik (1985) reported that TM and SPOT imagery were both
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about equal in the identification of Alpine valley mires. The

high spatial resolution of SPOT compensated for the high spectral

and radiometric resolution of the TM. Haas and Waltz (1983)

reported that TM band 5 was useful in the identification of wet
p.

prairie grasslands. Wet meadows were found to be identifable

with few errors of omission except when located in dry basins

containing agricultural activities (Koeln et al., 1985).

In areas of high vegetation and rainfall, it may be difficult to

obtain cloud free TM Imagery for dates of interest. A limited

amount of information about ground conditions can be inferred

from change detection techniques applied to coarse spatial

resolution vegetation index Images. A study in Kenya (van der

Brink, 1986) used a normalized difference index on AVHRR

multidate imagery (red and infrared bands) to monitor ephemeral

stream growth. These are subpixel sized features inferred from

the growth of the vegetation. Imagery was used for rainy and dry

periods to locate these streams. Although AVHRR data are low

resolution (1.1 km), the floodplains of these streams were

evident in the processed imagery. The high temporal resolution

of AHHRR makes it an attractive sensor for large scale soil

moisture estimation (Ormsby, 1981). Heilkema (1981) used AVHRR

imagery on a moisture reconnaissance of desert locust breeding

grounds. ,
The vegetation change noted in the stream study by van der Brink

-4

is significant because it indicates that the ground is wet in

these areas. In dry areas, vegetation growing on miry ground may
"4
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be the only vegetation dense enough to show up on Landsat imagery

(Carter, 1982). AVHRR data may be more appropriate for heavily

vegetated areas of the world where there may be extensive miry

ground, while TM or SPOT data may be more appropriate for dry or

mountainous areas where miry ground is expected to occur on a

much smaller extent, and be generally associated with less

vegetation.

Thermal remote sensing also shows promise in the identification

of miry areas. Experiments with airborne scanners have shown

that differential cooling rates can be measured between wet and

dry meadows. Wet meadows are cool during both night and day

measurements, while dry meadows become hot during the day.

Thermal measurements taken at both times were found to

discriminate between wet and dry meadows on this basis (Haberl

and Stock, 1983). This technique has not been applied to
Usatellite imagery.

Additional information about potentially miry areas can be

determined with the aid of detailed topographic information.

This can be image derived (see SLOPE, 4.1), or from existing

maps. Geomorphology often determines if the ground can be

e.- saturated. More mire is expected In floodplains than on steep

sloping mountainsides. Robinove (1979) showed in an integrated

terrain classification study using Landsat imagery in Queensland

that a high correlation exists between upland areas and dry

vegetation, and between valley areas and wet vegetation. image
48.
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classifications are generally improved by the addition of terrain

data and processing time can be reduced (Likens and Maw, 1982).

This latter benefit occurs because large areas can often be

"masked" out of the image if it is known that the ground

condition could not exist in the masked area.

An integrated GIS approach is recommended to identify

occasionally miry terrain. Vegetative indications of soil

saturation have been found to be useful to identify areas where

the groundwater is near or at the surface. Radar, particularly

L band (Benton et al., 1983; also, see WETLANDS, 4.4) can

identify areas of standing water under vegetative cover. Terrain

data indicates where miry areas can be logically located,

meteorological data can provide a qualitative estimate of the

amount of recent precipitation, and thermal data can provide
S

information about snow melting. All of these input data sources

are useful in determining if a local area is miry. Small spatial

resolution data are not as important as temporal or radiometric

resolution, except in the identification of very small miry

areas. Multitemporal imagery is highly Important. Historical

*, imagery can show maximum and minimum ground wetness conditions.

All of these techniques, particularly if included into a GIS, can

indicate possible areas of saturated soils. However, the

definitional problems between loose soil, saturated areas,

wetlands and sand make this a difficult condition to reliably

evaluate.
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4.7 SAND

* •The location of sandy areas from satellite imagery is generally

not considered to be a difficult task. One reason is that sand

has an unusually high spectral reflectance for natural surface

material. It is not as highly reflective as snow or clouds, but

in all visual bands it is enough to dominate the pixel

reflectance value if it comprises a significant portion of the

pixel. This is true even where 90-100 percent of the pixel Is

vegetation (Satterwhite and Henley, 1982).

4 In addition to showing a high spectral reflectance, sandy areas

are generally found in a relatively few specific environments

such as deserts, riverbanks and beaches. Coastal beaches were a

* •separate condition in Table I but because a primary identifying
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factor of these environments is the presence of sand near water,
V '-

they are incorporated into this section. Gross environmental

clues provide information about where sand might be expected and

"- high spectral reflectance in the visible wavelengths will

identify where the sand actually occurs. Many of the

environmental clues that are associated with sand deposition are

themselves relatively easy to locate. Lakes and waterways have

been discussed elsewhere In this report. If larger than the data

pixel size these features are relatively easy to delineate.

Beaches are almost Invariably associated with bodies of water of

image size greater than one pixel.

Because of the high spectral reflectance of sand, beach areas are

very obvious even on coarse resolution MSS imagery. Chong ct al.

(1983) devised a modified band ratio using MSS bands 5 and 7 to

discriminate beaches and roads in an unsupervised classification

procedure. A false color composite image of Florida shows clear

and nearly continuous beach delineation, even where the beach is

considerably less wide than the pixel width (USGS, 1973). In a

study using TM data, all bands except 4 (near-infrared) and 6

* (thermal) were found to be good for beach identification (Troiler

et 31., :986),

S. In automated classification procedures coastal roads can be

confused with beaches (Chong et al., 1983; Trofler et al., 1986).

Visially, the characteristic regular linearity of roads should

d'scriminate them from beaches. Automated road/beach

Jscrmination would be difficult to implement using spectral

N-.?--.
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signatures or textural measures, because most linear features do

not present enough 'pure pixels in the image to be amenable to

statistical characterization.

Although the subject of black sands has not been found in the

literature, it should be remarked upon that all sand Is not

uniformly white or tan. Some sandy beach areas may not appear

with the clarity that white, primarily quartzitic beaches do.

* Black basaltic sand can be found on beaches in direct proximity

to volcanoes. The Island of Hawaii possesses beaches of this

type. Any analyst of sand beach areas should be aware that these

*black basaltic sands may be present near recently active

volcanoes.
.°

Deserts are also relatively easy to identify on remotely sensed

imagery. On standard false color infrared imagery, there

will be a pronounced lack of reddish tones on the imagery

indicating a lack of vegetation. The question in desert areas is

whether the image consists of sand or rougher desert pavement.

This question is addressed elsewhere in this report (see SURFACE

a4 RCUGHNESS, 4.2). Generally, it appears that even in high albedo

desert areas, sand will have the highest albedo of the scene

components and appear as light tan to white. Schmidt and

Bernstein (1978) reported that rocks of high sulfate content may

be confused with sandy areas but other contextural data such as

topography or the presence of lineations in the exposed sulfate

outcrops may be used to discriminate sand from the sulfates.

"4'co
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Additional visual clues that often indicate sandy areas are the

presence of dunes in the image, or perceptible localized

"blurring" of boundaries (Myers et al., 1983). This blurr:ng due

to migrating sands may obscure linear features that are v~slble

and continuous elsewhere on the image. Medium to large scale

dune fields are usually recognizable in satellite imagery; a good

example can be found on the USGS Landsat image mosiac of Tunisia

(USGS, 1983).

Radar has been used to analyse rapidly changing beach

0 geomorphology and desert environments. Radar is probably more

useful in beach sand identification and morphology than in the

analysis of deserts because the linearity of the beach structures

can be relatively easily determined. Optimal radar information

extraction requires radar image data from a platform imaging

,- perpendicular to linear features. For longshore dunes this

requires a side scanning radar platform moving parallel to the

beach.

* in a study using airborne SAR data, many small transient beach

" ..- features were identified including inlets, sandbars, and dune

"blowouts' where the linear beach dunes had been swept out by

0• :winds (Wedler and Taylor, 1984). Wedler and Taylor also

" ." Indicated that X band, HH polarized radar signals provided the

best overall image detail but C band, HH polarization radar was

inexplicably better for the identification of beach foredunes.

The best dune delineation occurs when the radar depression angle

.,4 -
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approaches the angle of the dune faces.

C Radar imagery of deserts have proved considerably more difficult

to interpret. Some information can be determined about the

texture of the surface (see SURFACE ROUGHNESS, 4.2). In the

recognition of dune fields Huadong et al. (1986) reported that

the geometry of the dunes is a dominant factor in the brightness

shown on the radar image. If the slipfaces are oriented

4k perpendicular to the radar look direction, the dunes will be very

bright in the image. Brightness decreases when the slipfaces

move away from this orientation, reaching extinction when the

dune slipfaces are oriented 180 degrees away from the radar look

direction. Therefore, it would be necessary to know the

predominant orientation of the dunefield prior to radar signal

| 6interpretation. This information might be inferred if a

predominant wind direction is known from meteorological data.

Dune structure Is variable depending upon sand availability and

the amount of fluctuation in wind direction. If local wind

direction is bimodally distributed, dunes can be oriented

4 linearly parallel to mean wind direction; if wind direction is

highly variable, then nonlinear "star" dunes can result that have

no preferred orientation (Fryberger, 1979). To identify small

dunefields the radar look direction should be in direct

opposition to prevalent wind direction. This would place the

slipfaces (the dune side away from the wind direction) directly

z'-rpendicular to the radar look direction for maximum
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backscatter.
,..

In site analysis from aerial photography, geomorphologists have

- - recognized that specific features can assist in determining the

granularity or texture of the surface material. V-shaped gullies

indicate granular soils (Way, 1973). The angle of repose of

these sands (the angle of the gully side to horizontal) is

generally about 30 degrees (Mintzer et al., 1983). In many

regions, drainage density is related to the coarseness of the

surface materials. Sandy areas have a relatively coarse drainage

network because precipitation Is absorbed rapidly into coarse

* grained materials (Williams et al., 1983). Most available water

sinks directly into the ground water table, resulting in little

surface runoff and the resultant drainage patterns.

Some knowledge of the geomorphology of an area is helpful in the

recognition of sandy areas. Mintzer et al. (1983) qualitatively

charted how the maturity of a watercourse is related to the

particle size of the sediment that is deposited along it's

course. Essentially, "young" or immature streams and rivers are

• associated with coarse sediments while mature streams and rivers

accumulate much finer sediment (clays and muds) along the banks.

Young watercourses have high slope gradients, relatively

S, •straight, braided stream channels, shallow depth, narrow

floodplains, and proximity to source areas. Of these

characteristics, braided channels and narrow floodplains are both

easily discriminated visually from satellite imagery. Therefore,

-[if highly reflective (tan to white) areas are observed in the

5-'.
•
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false color composite image, and these areas are in the proximity

of, and roughly oriented in the direction of, a "young' stream or

river, it is highly likely that they are sandy areas.

No great difficulties are presented in the spectral

classification of sandy beaches along coastlines with the

possible exceptions of dark volcanic sand beaches and potential

confusion with roads. Of these two problems, roads would be the

* most important because of the relative rarity of recent

volcanoes in direct proximity to beaches. The separation of

coastal roads from beach areas presents a difficult problem from

an automated viewpoint but is relatively easily resolved by

visual examination, particularly If linear enhancement filtering

is applied to the image. Texture differences between hard

surface roads and granular beaches might also be seen on radar

imagery.

Desert sand is usually indicated by dune structures and high

reflectance material in all but TM bands 4 and 6. Radar is not

advised for the identification of local sandy areas in deserts

because of the slope aspect problem associated with dunes.

* Misclassification of sulfate bearing rocks (and other rocks of

very high albedo) as sandy areas could present some problems, but

these rocks are most likely to be rarely observed as small

patches enclosed in a much more massive bedroc exposure. Unlike

sands, these rocks are also very stable in any multitemporal data

set.
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4.9 AGRICULTURE

In the original list of surface conditions (Table 1), there were

several variations on food production. These conditions included

pasture, mixed cropland, orchards and agriculture. Because these

conditions are normally spatially contiguous from a remote

sensing perspective they frequently are examined together and

often create problems of separation from each other. For this

reason, these food production conditions are all considered

within this section.

*i A common problem with these cover types is differentiating

between active and inactive agriculture. Frequently, fields and

pastures have periods of inactivity because of seasonality,

Iagricultural practices such as a fallow period, livestock

migrations such as transhumance or changing land use patterns

particularly at urban/rural interfaces. In some situations,

these periods of inactivity are periodic, in others permanent.

Areas of inactive agriculture are extremely difficult to reliable

delineate with remote sensing techniques, particularly automated

* processing. In addition, the importance of locating inactive

agriculture is a function of the problem being considered.

Pasture is a very difficult land use to classify. This is

because of the active/inactive problem and also because of the

tremendous variations in the livestock density of lands being

-- L utilized as pasture such as intensive feedlot and extensive

rangeland. Mixed cropland can be defined in many ways such as
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various combinations of croplands, orchards and pasture;

heterogeneous agricultural fields due to intercropping; or fields

of homogeneous crops but where adjacent fields may be different

crops. Because of these various definitions, mixed cropland will

not be discussed as a separate condition. From spaceborne

remotely sensed data, orchards generally appear similar to

cropland as a relatively honogeneous green vegetation spectral

signature depending on the spatial resolution of the sensor and

the crown closure of the trees. For this reason, orchards will

be treated as essentially another crop type.

Areas of food production in a regional sense are generally known

from ancillary data such as climatic, population density or maps

of economic geography. More specifically, agricultural areas can

be generally recognized visually from spaceborne imagery by

distinctive land use patterns associated with fields. An

- exception to this are extensive, generally subsistence,

agricultural practices in areas of low population density such as

tropical rainforest and steppe environments. In these locations,

the existence of this type of activity could be extracted from

I ancillary information but site specific active agriculture might

-only be inferred from remotely sensed data. This possible

indication would be additionally hampered by shifting cultivation

'4 practices which would necessitate current data. While there are

exceptions as noted, generally areas of food production can be

- located by visual analysis of remotely sensed data. Automating

* this process may be possible by an expert system or artificial
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intelligence approach. A more difficult task than locating areas

of food production, and the focus of much of this section, is the

identification of specific crops.

An extensive review of the literature concerning the

identification of cropland type and pasture from satellite

imagery has led to the conclusion that reliable specific

classification of these areas on a global basis will be a

difficult task. Although there are literally hundreds of studies

that deal with the classification and assessment of ground cover,

the spatial extension of multispectral classification techniques

* from original study areas to other regions is an unresolved

problem.

The reasons for this difficulty are manifold and before exploring

some techniques that have been applied to the many area specific

analyses that appear in the literature, it will be useful to

consider the major problems that have been encountered in the

spatial and temporal extension of multispectral signatures.

Consideration will also be made of some global crop and field

distribution patterns.

[. While variations in climate, terrain, vegetation and land use

patterns have often hindered the extension of multispectral

signatures in the past, it is Increasingly emerging in the

,P., literature that the proper consideration of these site specific

variables may conversely assist in the classification of land

cover as well (De Sachy et al., 1986). The integration of these

t'p
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factors with remotely sensed information may well prove to be an

excellent application for artificial intelligence or GIS

techniques to solve a problem that has proved to be relatively

intractable, often simply because of the great amount and diverse

types of data that need to be used.

While much research has been published concerning the remote

sensing of agriculture, unfortunately most of the studies concern

areas in the United States where the major crops in the image are

generally known beforehand and good ground truth is readily

obtainable from maps or recent large scale aerial photography.

4Thus, many studies are available of well inventoried areas of

known crop distributions; corn, soybeans and wheat are

extensively covered in the literature. For taro, rice, potatoes,

* tea and many other crops this is unfortunately not true. In

addition, mnere are different hybrids of most crops. Koniinenburg

and Irsyam (1986) identified 26 different types of rice in

Indonesia. In Canada and Russia, both winter and spring wheat

are planted. These hybrid strains possess climatic, locational,

and seasonal differences. Spectral differences from satellite

4. images between hybrids are seldom addressed in the literature.

A related problem to the global identification of crops is that

*4 usually the basic methodology of agricultural remote sensing

studies has relied upon aerial photography, ground truth and

multilevel sampling schemes. Few efforts have used only

satellite imagery to identify crops and pasture in poorly mapped
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areas of unknown crop assemblages. However, in any attempt to

identify agricultural vegetation worldwide, many instances will

be found where there is limited ancillary data. Globally, there

are also many regions where ground truth is simply not rapidly

obtainable, either because of sheer remoteness or because of

.4 access restrictions. Before examining specific remote sensing

agricultural applications, it is useful to review variations in

agr icultural practices.

4.9.1 GLOBAL AGRICULTURAL PATTERNS

* The structure of regional agriculture systems plays an important

part in the ability of spaceborne sensors to determine what is in

a particular area. The township and range system of the

midwestern United States is perhaps the most intelligible land

division system; the square pattern is clearly visible from most

types of orbital imagery. This type of land system is optimal

for multispectral analysis because the fields can be easily

differentiated. Consequently, signature extraction training

sites are easily defined and a classification technique can be

evaluated in a preliminary fashion by the ability of the

classifier to be consistent inside the delineated fields.

The metes and bounds system of land division found in the earlier

settled areas of the United States Is characterized by small,

irregular parcels of land that usually can be seen oriented to

the terrain. Fields in these areas are often linear along

streams, rivers, and mountain valleys. This system of land
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div~s~on is similar to what is found in much of Europe, Africa,

and non-Communist Asia. It is indicative of agriculture that is

* Qcontrolled at the family or village level. A land division

pattern of this type is more difficult to classify. The reduced

number of pixels per field and the Increased number of border

pixels results in signature statistical complexity. In areas of

very small fields and mixed agricultural practices, field

segmentation into discrete crops for supervised signature

* Dextraction is difficult. Alternatively, an unsupervised

classification of these mixed agricultural areas may yield far

too many clusters to be useful. Areas of small field sizes such

* as normally occur in tropical, densely populated, developing

countries where subsistent agriculture is practiced, create many

problems for spectral classification. These problems include

4 complex crop calenders where a single crop may be in many stages

at a given time, and heterogeneous fields due to intercropping

and other similar practices.

In the Soviet Union and some other Communist countries,

classifcatlon is considerably eased because land parcels tend to

be very large and homogenously cropped as a result of

collectivization of the land. This results in individual fields

that are clearly visible even on MSS imagery (O'Malley, 1983).

* Other regions that would normally be associated with small

farming parcels can also have large areas under single crop

cultivation. This occurs in some parts of Africa, where ex-

colonial plantations are now operated by the state in a

,
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collective fashion (Haack, 1986).

Modernization of farm practices usually leads to an increase in

field size. Major capital investments such as large irrigation

projects or the introduction of farm machinery tends to promote

the homogenization of the agricultural landscape by moving the

farm away from individual management into agribusiness. This is

an ongoing process in more technologically advanced countries of

the world.

Larger fields facilitate the identification of crop and
-A

* pastureland because there are more "pure" field pixels available

for statistical analysis, fewer fields are present, and fewer

crops are represented. Field size will also determine the type

of data that can be used to obtain a reliable analysis of the

agricultural land use. If the large fields of the collective

farms are to be analysed, then low spatial resolution MSS data

may be sufficient. In areas of small fields, TM or SPOT data

will be much more effective (DeGloria, 1983). A National Academy

of Science report (1977) on the capabilities of remote sensing In

* •developing countries identified a threshold of 60 pixels

.- necessary to obtain a good radiometric measurement of a field.

* Climate type should also be known prior to data analysis. Drier

and colder climates are associated with fewer crop types, more

[1' pasture, and shorter growing seasons. These attributes result in

remotely sensed data that are relatively easy to classify

multispectrally. Tropical agriculture can be extremely difficult
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to analyse because the growing season is essentially year round

and many different crops can be grown. Few seasonal or climatic

constraints are placed upon the farmer about when or what he must

plant; consequently, many different crops at many different

phenological stages are often present at the same time in tropical

areas (Haack, 1986).

The climatic regime also has Impact upon both the short and long

term agricultural variation to be found in a particular area.

High latitude, cold environment vegetation is relatively stable.

It is homogeneous over broad areas and has a well defined

seasonality. This tendency can be observed with winter wheat in

the Soviet Union or Canada. In addition, these northerly areas

are not prone to land use change from year to year.

0 Classification performed for one year will very likely be

applicable to other years; similarly, available land cover/land

use maps can be expected to be reasonably accurate, even if

somewhat dated. Wet tropical environments may be much more

subject to change; consequently historical data and maps may not

be as useful.

,

In summary, the cooler and the more technologically advanced the

farming practices of an area are, the easier it will be to arrive

* at a reliable multispectral classification of the agriculture in

the image. The inverse is also true. This trend has

implications on the complexity of the statistical measures

required to perform the analysis, and also on the resolution of
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the imagery that is to be employed. It is unfortunate that the

tropical areas where we expect to experience the most difficulty

in classification also tend to evidence a higher amount of cloud

cover, reducing the total imagery available for a particuiar

s i te.

From the above discussion of some of the considerations that must

be weighed in the analysis of agricultural scenes, it should be

apparent why classification results reported in the literature 0

can vary widely. From a multispectral classification viewpoint,

corn in Kansas is not corn in Russia; and corn in Nigeria might

also be very different. If all of these considerations can be

welded into a coherent geographic picture of a particular

landscape and integrated into multispectral classification

techniques, then the capability of global identification of crops *

and pasture might be attainable. At the current time, no

sufficiently robust analytic model has been put forth that is

capable of this task.

4.9.2 PASTURE RECOGNITION
'p

One of the most recurrent problems in remote sensing is the

failure of many scientists to establish a clear division between

what Is actually seen or measured from the Image data and what

inferred about the scene itself. This basic divisicn

information extraction process is very important in 'ne

of the Earth's surface from satellite imagery; the

difference between land cover and land use mu .
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understood. The automated classification of image reflectance

values is often very useful in the determination of many land
S cover categories, but the determination of land use is largely an

inferential process (Smith, 1986). Sometimes, the inference is

very obvious; if rows of plants are observed in a polygonal

field, then obviously this land is being used for agriculture.

Unfortunately, in many areas a land use classification has no

such obvious interpretation keys. Also, the presence of useful

keys in the image is very dependent upon Image date and

resolution (both spectral and spatial).

A good example of this interpretational difficulty is the

identification of pastures. A non-pasture field may appear

identical to areas of known pasture in all but the largest scale

imagery. A land use classification category like pasture rather

than a more easily obtained land cover grass classification may

lead to difficulties. If a grassy field is classified as pastu,

based upon spectral similarity to known pasture, and this

designation is in turn transferred to a map, then a later analyst

with no knowledge of the original classification methodology may

incorrectly conclude that food in the form of livestock is

available in this area.

There are many examples to illustrate the importance of this land

cover/land use distinction (Merchant, 1981; Wilson and Thompson,

1981). In the midwestern corn belt of the United States, fields

* Qare allowed to lie fallow in order to restore the soil condition
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after a period of intense cultivation. Since fallow fields are

frequently planted with grass or alfalfa that is subsequently

plowed under to increase nitrogen levels in the soil, it would

seen reasonable to possibly use these fields as pastureland in

the fallow periods. On a remotely sensed image, these grassy

fields may be interpreted as pasture. However, in some areas of

the midwest, the economy is not based upon livestock production,

and consequently few of these fields are utilized as pasture. An

analyst must be aware of the agricultural practices and the

economic production of a region before attempting to identify

pastureland with remotely sensed data. In the dairyland state of

* Wisconsin, any non-wooded, non-cropped land Is very likely to be

used as pastureland. However, the Delmarva Penisula of eastern

Maryland primarily produces vegetables and fowl; consequently,

most similar land remains unused as pasture.

The difficulty In interpreting pasture from remotely sensed

images is recognized by Anderson, et al. (1976). The Anderson

land use and land cover classification system for use with

remotely sensed data has achieved wider acceptance in remote

*@ sensing than any other classification system. A significant

aspect of this classification system is that pasture and cropland

are grouped together at the Level II class. Many remote sensing

studies indicate that Level rl classification is the most

detailed classification that can be reliably achieved with high

altitude aerial photography or space Imagery without ground

truth. In foreign areas of poor a priori knowledge, Level II

classification of ground cover probably is the best that can be
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done without complex numerical analysis of the image data or the

inclusion of ancillary data to partially fulfil the role of

* ground truth.

In addition to the pasture/land use, versus grass/land cover,

classification difficulty is the problem of the variability of

land covers used for pasture. Pastureland can be defined as

ground used for the grazing of livestock; but in various regions

* of the world, livestock is grazed upon very different kinds of

land. In the eastern United States, pasture is often fallow

fields and can be readily recognized in large scale aerial

photographs by a number of clues including shape (which

Identifies the area as a field), the absence of field crops

(which shows that the land is not actively used at the present

time for production), fences, and often the presence of grazing

paths. All of these clues are a function of these pastures

usually being well vegetated and Intensively grazed. Australian

range serves as sheep pastureland even though the vegetation is

relatively sparse. These Australian pastures are what most

eastern American farmers would consider to be too arid and

unsuitable for animal grazing. So, in some instances, a pasture

is an intensely grazed, relatively lush fallow field or

bottomland while in other cases, a pasture is a relatively arid

and sparsely vegetated rangeland that may only support one sheep

per 500 acres. These two types of areas obviously will not have

% the same, or even similar, multispectral signatures. Thus, in

the identification of pasturelands, we also have a definitional
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problem with pasture.

In this study pasture will be divided into two broad types; 1)

rangeland used for grazing, and 2) delineated areas associated

with farms that are used for grazing. The latter category

includes river bottomlands and hilly slope pastures as well as

fallow fields occasionally used for grazing. Additionally, a

pasture will be considered to be predominantly grasses. While

the above classes of pastureland cover the majority of

pasturelands on the Earth, it should be borne in mind that

virtually any vegetated land can be (and, somewhere In the world,

* probably is) utilized for the grazing of animals.

These definitional problems become very important in per pixel

classification because pasture is frequently transitional between

organized cultivation and sparse vegetation or woodland. Pasture

is often an example of the "mixed pixel" problem in

classification because no single vegetation type dominates the

pixel reflectance value. An individual pasture pixel may include

green grasses, an old field in transition to brush, and part of

of a neighboring irrigated field. Farmers in the densely

populated Far East will graze water buffalo upon sub-pixel areas

unused for other purposes, including roadsides and rice paddy

dikes. In the latter case, it is highly doubtful that a

classification of pasture can be assigned to aay single area of

the Image because grazing is a secondary land use superimposed

upon a primary use. The vegetation, road and field patterns can

be expected to only reflect the primary land use.
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Because delineated pasture fields are usually in close proximity

0 to croplands, it is difficult to discuss one without involving

the other. In general, past work in the classification of

pasture using remotely sensed Imagery has been approached largely

as a problem of differentiating pasture from actively producing

crop fields. In areas where fallow fields are used for pasture,

It is important to realize that this Is a temporal, and most

9 likely an annual, phenomenon; last year's crop fields can be this

year's pasture. This is more of a problem in mid and low

latitude moist climates where vegetation is more active and

consequently land use/land cover is less temporally stable.

Short term temporal changes can also be seen in areas where the

4 location of grazing can change with the season. In a study of

the Sudd in Sudan, Yath and van Gils (1986) classified grasslands

as seasonal pasturage where a "wave" effect can be seen between

the upland wet season pasturelands and the river valley dry

*season pastures. East (1965) termed this migratory practice

"transhumance" and Identified It as primarily being found In

*t primitive or poor cultures. As cropping becomes established in

an area, transhumance is reduced by the introduction of stored

animal feed.

In crop classification, multitemporal data frequently improves

classification. A simple differentiation of soybeans and wheat

0in Iowa determined that crop classification accuracy can approach
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100 percent using 6-date TM imagery (Pitts et al., 1983).

Several studies have also specifically identified the importance

of imagery dates when attempting to recognize pasturelands.

Gillespie et al. (1986) reported consistent confusion in spectral

classification between hay (a harvest crop) and pasture fields in

a TM analysis of an autumn Connecticut scene. It was felt that

plant senescence (the onset of old age and brownness) results in

homogenizing of the spectral signatures of these land covers at

this time of year.

Troiler et al. (1986) experienced similar difficulties in

classifying pasturelands near Rochester, New York using July TM

Imagery. In this study a later date was recommended when other

crops have been harvested. This would leave only bare harvested

fields and pasture in the scene, considerably easing the

multispectral classification problem. Proper date selection or a

multitemporal classification strategy may be necessary to

identify pasture but the exact dates to use in the classification

may be difficult to identify. Historical data could be utilized

but it must be borne in mind that short term weather will be the

* driving force behind both plant emergence and senescence.

Some studies have used single image analysis for pastures with

*; good success. In a visual Interpretation study, Troiler et al.

(1986) determined that pasture Is best discriminated visually

using TM band combination 3,5,4. Miller et al. (1985) reported

that pastureland could be discriminated from alfalfa and grain

stubble fields in California's San Joaquin Valley. This
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classification was performed without multitemporal coverage.

With the exception of harvested grain fields, pasturelands had

0 •the highest reflectance in TM band 5 of all crops present in the

scene. The harvested fields were differentiated from the

pasturelands because they were much more reflective In the

visible bands. TM band 4 was found to be useful in agricultural

crop identification, but alfalfa fields were similar to pastures

in this band. Graphs accompanying this report show a high

* variance of the pasture pixels, particularly in band 5.

Miller's (1985) determination that TM bands 4 and 5 are most

4 useful in the identification of grassy pastures is supported by

other studies. Troller et al. (1986) and Haas and Waltz (1983)

found that band 5 was best for grassland and range evaluation.

*Riechert (1984) reported that the TM bands 5/4 ratio was good for

crop, bottomland, and rangeland classification.

The U.S. Dept. of Agriculture routinely performs detailed land

use classification based upon aerial photography. Satellite

Images are also used to stratify the area under Investigation.

6 In this procedure, pasturelands are Identified by *a spotty pale

red appearance' in the standard FCC satellite image (Good, 1986).

This description Is similar to that appearing in the USGS land

use/land cover photointerpretation keys (Loelkes et al, 1984).

These identifying characteristics of pale color (low vegetation

reflectance) and spottiness are because much of the pastureland

associated with farms in the United States is non-irrigated,
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usually not fertilized, and often possesses a variable amount of

trees. The lack of water and nutrients together with grazing

pressures results in a CIR photo or standard FCC image with

vegetation redness less than that of nearby cultivated fields or

forests. Similarly, Mueller et al. (1985) found that the

infrared reflectance of pasturelands in Florida was between that

of bare soil (very low IR reflectance) and the surrounding pine

plantations (high rR reflectance). The presence of some trees

and variable water availability (causing irregular vegetation

patterns) leads to the spotty texture. However, it is

significant that USDA workers make no attempt to determine if the

land parcel is actually used as pasture; land is classified as

pasture only on the basis that it could reasonably serve as such

(Good, 1986).

4Several sources, including the USDA and Troiler et al. (1986),

report that pasture areas are easily confused with tended grass

areas such as parks or parcels of land surrounding farm houses.

This problem stems from the land cover and land use inference

difficulty. Caution Is therefore Indicated when Interpreting

pastureland in the immediate vicinity of human settlement.

Grass areas are often best identified early in the growing season

4D

before full crop development (Ripple, 1986). Grass usually

emerges and becomes green before almost all other plants but

later in the season the grass reflectance can be overwhelmed by

nearby plants with much larger LAI (Leaf Area Indexes) and

consequently much higher IR reflectances. A possible approach to
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multitemporal classification of grassy areas mi-ght be a

delineation of the grasslands in an early season scene; this

0 delineation could be used to refine the classification via image

differencing of a late season Image that would show the harvested

grasslike crops (alfalfa or hay) as bare or stubbled soil. Areas

within a specified radius of dwellings could also be masked out.

In this fashion, farmyard areas and harvestable hay fields might

be discriminated from unharvested grassy areas. It will still be

* difficult to ascertain if these grassy areas actually contain

livestock.

Another pasture recognition approach based on seasonality was4

*suggested by Howes (1984) utilizing multitemporal images of the

Nicaraguan savanna. This study reports that the optimal image

0 date for classification can vary as much as a month due to

climatic fluctuations. An interesting finding in this study is

that near the end of the wet season, pastures located on thin,

dryer topsoils lose their infrared spectral reflectance a few

weeks earlier than croplands on thicker, moister soils.

Therefore, pasturelands can possibly be Identified by a

K0e comparison between wet season and end of wet season data. This

approach might be very valuable in the lower latitudes where

field delineations are generally much more difficult to determine

due to consistently lush and highly reflectant vegetation across

the entire landscape.

In higher latitudes, it may be easier to obtain good pasture
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classifications. A study of vegetative land cover near Green

Bay, Wisconsin obtained 85 percent accuracy. This study used

only a TM7/TM5 ratio procedure in an unsupervised classification

(Lo et al., 1984). Suprisingly, poorer results were obtained for

the same data set when a tasseled cap transformation was

employed. It is speculated that the transformation of the data

set resulted In too many spectral clusters. Essentially, the

complexity of the information made available by the tasselled cap

technique grossly exceeded the level of information needed to

classify a relatively simple landscape.

These results suggest that land cover classification in areas of

relatively simple landscape may be best done with coarser spatial

s[f. resolution MSS data. If there are only a few major cover types

in a specific area, then the inherently higher variance in TM

data (Crist, 1984) might prove to be a hindrance rather than a

help in automated classification. Using TM or SPOT imagery in an

unsupervised classification may result in numerous spectral

clusters that do not reflect significant ground cover

differences.

The use of MSS to classify simple landscapes is supported by

Merchant and Roth (1981). In a classification of Kansas

grasslands, 85 percent accuracy was achieved in determining

ground cover. The classes employed In this study were woodland,

bare ground, and 25, 50, 75, 100 percent grass covered. If

precise field delineation is required, then TM or SPOT data mightEstill be required for edge definition.
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Although the increased TM within field variance can be more

complex than needed for simple landscape classifications, it can

conversely aid classification accuracy by providing additional

information about complex and difficult to classify scenes. Haas

and Waltz (1983) reported that variance was increased

approximately 10 percent in the TM compared to MSS data for both

cropland and grazed rangeland. This increased variance can lead

to improved evaluation of crop and grassland conditions such as

total amount of ground cover.
p

One wdy that the image relectance components of soil and

vegetation can be separately analysed is by use of the Knauth-

Thomas Tasseled Cap transformation. In this procedure, the image

* Ireflectance values are rotated through n-dimensional spectral

space onto another set of axes by use of a sensor specific

*. formula. No data are lost because the coordinate system is

merely reoriented. This new set of axes is oriented so that

vegetation reflectance (the greenness component) is orthogonal to

the soil reflectance (the brightness component). This 90 degree

I separation of reflectance components theoretically maximizes the

separability of the two components prior to further analysis, and

-* thus the evaluation of the vegetation by itself is simplified.

i. An additional benefit is that computer data handling and storage

requirements are lessened by the reduction in data

dimensionality. The tasseled cap transformation has different

coefficients that rotate the data onto the appropriate axes for
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both MSS and TM (Jensen, 1986). However, some work suggests that

the soil brightness axis may be a series of soil line segments of

different slopes. The line segment slope may be dependent upon

the soil type of the region under analysis (Huete et al., 1986).

If this is true, then careful image segmentation is recommended

prior to grassland evaluation using the tasseled cap

transformation.

Rangeland areas used for pasture have been reported to be

identifiable on satellite imagery. Several studies have

indicated that rangeland useage may be feasibly determined by

* differences in spectral reflectance between areas that have been

grazed and those that have not. Robinove (1979) using MSS data

'.: noted differences between grazed and ungrazed arid Australian

rangelands on dry season imagery. Klumph and Adams (1985)

discuss how the Alberta Public Lands Division utilize special

.rangeland enhanced" satellite image products to study the

condition of the range; from these enhancements grazed land may

be distinguished from ungrazed land.

Klumph and Adams (1985) indicate that the absence of "litter" on

the ground in grazed areas leads to noticable textural

differences on the Landsat imagery. Thus, texture is indicated

as a primary clue in the automated recognition of actively grazed

areas. This Is supported by the USGS photointerpretation guide

(Loelkes et al, 1983) specifying spotty appearance as an

interpretation key to pasture identification. Mueller et al.

(1985) found that pastures were visually identifiable in a study
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of Northern Florida by a distinct rough texture apparent in TM

bands 1, 2 and 3. The study by Miller et al. (1985) of the San

-•Joaquin Valley cited previously had similar observations.

If texture differences are present between grazed and ungrazed

range, then this characteristic might be useful on a global basis

for the discrimination of range used as pastures. This technique

might be particularly useful in third world regions because land

* management practices have often not been implemented to prevent

overgrazing. In some third world countries, grazing pressure may

be due to either livestock or wildlife and could probably not be

separated without ground truth or supporting ancillary

information.

0 The use of texture measures to analyse rangeland will require

prior segmentation of the image into relatively homogeneous

areas. This will reduce rangeland variance due to non-vegetative

factors and allow the histogram stretched values to primarily

show very small changes in the range. Therefore, an initial

.segmentation must be performed so that rangeland is separated

I from non-rangeland. The masking of crop fields prior to pasture

classification is excellently discussed in Miller, et al. (1985).

Also, from the studies by Huete et al. (1984) and Ezra et al.

.,6 (1984) cited earlier, areas of different soil type would probably

need to be analysed separately. With such factors as different

vegetative regime and regional soil type accounted for, texture

measures can then be applied to the apparently homogenous
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rangeland. Examination of the second order statistics of the

rangeland may reveal a bimodal distribution of interpixel

relationships within this visually homogeneous rangeland if part

of the range is used as pasture.

In arid range areas, difficulties may be encountered in

determining if vegetation is present to any significant degree.

Some soils can have reflectances that are very similar to the

reflectances of non-green plants such as senescent grasses. 9

These areas may actually be sparse pasturelands and afford some

degree of vegetation cover.

I

Satterwhite (1984) attempted to address this problem for arid

sites in Nevada. Analysis of only TM infrared bands may not be

sufficient because brown or grey vegetation (grass or brush) does 4

not offer sufficient infrared reflectance to differentiate

vegetated from non-vegetated lands. Satterwhite reported some

success using different combinations of visible band and near IR

band ratios to identify sparse vegetation. A visible red/near IR

band ratio proved to be the most effective in differentiating

yellow-green vegetation. Near IR/visible band ratios were also* "
well correlated with the amount of ground cover. Band ratios

quickly stratified the scene into color types; the image could be

segmented into bare soil, yellow, and green vegetation with

relative ease. This could be an effective "first look* technique

to quickly stratify a scene prior to textural or other In-depth

analysis. Satterwhite stated that some grey vegetation was not

detected on dark soils nor was senesced vegetation in gravelly
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areas.

* •An alternative approach to optimizing rangeland information is

the use of more complex vegetation indices than simple ratios. A

number of such vegetation indexes are available. A good review

of exactly how they may be calculated from the image data is

found in Jensen (1986). Miller et al. (1985) effectively

assessed pasture canopy using the Transformed Vegetation Index

* (TVI) of TM bands 3 and 4. A good review of different indices

used with success for arid land and rangeland vegetation studies

can be found in McCoy (1981). Five different indices including

* the TVI had correlation coefficients of approximately .86 with

leaf area index. Vegetation indices can be indicative of actual

ground cover but the exact date of the imagery remains the least

0 understood variable in rangeland evaluation using only remotely

sensed imagery.

Potential pasture areas can frequently be determined by automated

land cover classifications. However, if potential pasture

currently contains livestock is unlikely to be determined from

• .remotely sensed data. Because of the large variability in

grazing practices and lands utilized for grazing, the location of

potential pasture areas should be attempted on a region specific

basis and will be most successful where ancillary information

exists on livestock practices.

3 . p
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A' 4.9.3 CROP IDENTIFICATION

Although agricultural field patterns are readily evident on all

high or medium resolution satellite imagery, the exact contents

of a particular field are difficult to ascertain without ground

truth. Classification based only upon matching the spectral

reflectance of crops at a particular time to known signatures has

generally been found to yield insufficient accuracy. Other

factors such as soil brightness, atmospheric conditions, and the

exact phenological stage of the plants at the time of imaging

have been found to alter the spectral reflectance of any

particular crop to the extent that no constancy exists between

the same type crop fields in different regions and at different

times (Myers et al., 1983).

In visual interpretation, the identification of crop types on

remotely sensed imagery begins with the acquisition of climatic

and seasonal data. The primary crops are identified and crop

calenders are compiled that show the planting, growth, and
C'.

harvesting times of each crop (Avery, 1985). The analyst is then

cognizant of emergence and harvest patterns of the major crops.

With this information, the analyst can examine imagery of

different periods during the growing season and identify the

crops from their chronological phenology. This can be

accomplished with single date Imagery If the date of image

acquisition is well chosen.

This basic methodology is operationally performed with small
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variations for both airborne and satellite imagery. For domestic

sites, most of these steps are not particularly difficult because

* the analyst is often very knowledgable about the expected crop

assemblages and distributions. The Department of Agriculture and

individual county agricultural offices can be called to clarify

particular questions about planting and harvesting dates and

information is readily obtained about the past production of

different areas.

*Much of this knowledge will not be available for foreign areas.

*Without ground truth, and without a good knowledge of the

Iassemblage of crops and vegetation present in the scene, the

analyst is faced with severe difficulties in identifying crop

types. At the present time, this cannot be done reliably

* •using only satellite data.

.1 Considerable effort has been expended to automate the crop

recognition process so that reliable statistical estimates of

crop production can be obtained over broad areas. It would seem

fundamental that accurate field recognition is prerequisite to

accurate crop production estimates but this is not necessarily

the case. Crop estimates can accept some degree of error in

field identification as long as it is predictable. It is

. satisfactory that only a certain percentage of fields are

identified from the remotely sensed data, because the identified

- acreage (the dependent variable) is statistically regressed onto

final production (the Independent variable) in order to obtain a
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predictive model. Regional crop prediction does not directly

address the problem dealt with in this study: the accurate

recognition of individual crops. However, crop recognition

algorithims developed for regional agricultural assesssments may

be applicable for specific pixel or field recognitions.

Possibly the most extensive investigation of global crop

recognition and evaluation strategies has been a series of United

States funded projects for operational useage of satellite data

to Identify and predict yields for specific crops over broad

geographical areas. CITARS, terminating in 1975, was developed

* to compare different techniques of automated crop discrimination

using MSS data. The target crops were corn and soybeans and the

test sites were primarily in Illinois and Indiana. A maximum

classification accuracy of 75 percent was obtained with late

August data when the crops had attained full canopy and when

within field variance was lowest. For this data set, the best

classifier used a single representative signature for each crop

and not multiple training sites. This study also demonstrated

the failure of signature extension to other areas. When the

recognition algorithim was used in other test areas, a 22 percent

loss of accuracy was incurred (Myers et al., 1983).

The Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) attempted to

evaluate agricultural production of wheat over wide areas of the

Soviet Union and the United States. Crop identification was

achieved through a supervised classification where analysts

(using multitemporal imagery and ancillary data) labelled
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approximately 100 pixels per scene as wheat; approximately 40 of

these pixels were subsequently used for training statistics. The

remaining unused pixels designated by the analyst were used to

test the maximum likelihood classifier prior to use over the

whole image. Although useful aggregate agricultural figures were

produced from LACIE, no information was found that analyses the

per pixel accuracy of wheat identification.

* The AGRISTARS program was created in 1980 to expand LACIE

developments into evaluation of five more crops: barley, corn,

rice, cotton, and soybeans. AGRISTARS sought to further automate

the crop identification process over a greater extent of the

earth. Initial AGRISTARS classification of croplands was

executed using a conventional supervised classification process

* similar to that employed in LACIE. An unsupervised clustering

classification was developed to replace this process early in the

program. This algorithim, termed CLASSY, was used to delineate

different types of crops on single date imagery. A notable

feature of CLASSY was that only the interior of the fields were

*used for the classification. The use of interior pixels greatly

I . reduced the mixed pixel problem found along field edges.

Consequently, the interiors provided a more representative

statistical data set for individual crop classification (NASA,

:981). This procedure is relatively easy to implement

automatically if edge information can be extracted from the

image; essentially, it is the reverse of conventional line

0 thinning.
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A number of other interesting methods and results were reported

by AGRISTARS researchers. A model was created of seasonal

changes in plant reflectivity so that the CLASSY algorithim could

be extended into multitemporal classification. This model fitted

a bell-shaped curve to the image reflectance of a particular

field as charted over time. Decision parameters for crop

identification were the maximum peak value (corresponding to crop

growth climax), the time of this peak value, and the inflection

points of the fitted curve to either side of the peak value.

These inflection points were thought to roughly correspond to

* initial greening of the plant and plant senescence. This model

was found to work well (86 percent accuracy) in the

identification of five different crops for a test site in

Argentina (NASA,1982).

AGRISTARS also reported that generally mixed croplands can be

characterized as either small grain assemblages or not small

grain assemblages. This is important for scene characterization

prior to classifcation. Different bands of the MSS were reported

to be better for different crops; no single band or band

combination was found to be to be optimal for all crop

identifications. Band 4 discriminated corn from soybeans, while

band 5 was best to identify late planted corn. Overall, MSS bands

5 and 7 were the most useful in crop identification (NASA, 1983).

Evaluations of TM Simulator (TMS) data were also undertaken as

part of AGRISTARS. The principal components transformation of
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the TMS data showed that components I and 2 were roughly

equivalent to greenness and brightness indexes derived from MSS

0 data. The TMS data had the additional benefit of reducing the
I

4 mixed pixels In the scene by a 3:1 ratio. Classification of

crops using TMS bands 1,2,3, and 4 provided the best accuracy of

any combination of TMS bands. This combination had a crop

identification accuracy of between 75 and 90 percent for a number

of crops in a multitemporal classification test in Missouri.

* AGRISTARS researchers reported that image stratification is very

, important in the classification of general vegetation types but

m that stratification is not recommended if only crop

identification is desired.

If current locations of agricultural fields are important, It may

. 0be efficient to use historical, possibly multitemporal data, to

assess areas of agriculture and then determine areas of change

with more recent data. A review of several agricultural change

detection techniques can be found in Burns and Joyce (1981).

This study reports no significant difference in any of the four

techniques compared; differencing, composite classification,

radiance shift, and regression. Image differencing is probably

to be preferred because it is computationally simple. Principal

components analysis has also been found to be useful for change

detection. Richards (1984) reported that the changed areas are

often highlighted in the first or second principal component.

Radar is also indicated as being of some use in the AGRISTARS

.
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research. Experiments using SEASAT data over Kansas determined

that corn and soybean fields may be discriminated early in the

season by using radar texture differences (NASA, 1983). Also,

field edge information was found to be very good on radar images,

suggesting that radar may be used to find field boundaries prior

to the employment of the CLASSY algorithim. There is

considerable interest in using radar to classify croplands

because of its all-weather and day-night capabilities but

crop/radar interaction is not sufficiently well understood to be

operationally useful for crop classification (Meyers et al.,

1983). Factors such as row direction and soil wetness can have

a dramatic effect on crop backscatter (NASA, 1983).

:- Other, less comprehensive attempts to reliably identify crop

types are also available in the literature. Like the federal

research discussed above, these reports generally suffer from

many of the problems treated at the beginning of this section.

In particular, it was found during the literature review that the

lack of small field identification techniques and the lack of

third world crop identification reports would severely limit the

extendability of the CITARS, LACIE, or AGRISTARS methods over a

great deal of the world. None of these latter efforts even

attempt to address tropical agriculture, where the greatest

difficulties in reliable identification of crop types are

expected.

a Some recent studies have focused on these problems. A supervised

classification using TM data of the St. Lawrence River area in
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Canada was attempted to undertake identification of the crops

contained in relatively small (100 meter width) fields. Optimal

0 image acquisition time was established through prior research as

late August. Single date data were limiting in this study

because hay was often misclassifled as corn and cereals (14

percent and 50 percent misclassification, respectively), while

sugar beets and soybeans were accurately classified to within

acceptable limits (Cithar et al., 1985). A working knowledge of

regional crop patterns may be of great assistance in areas where

crop classification is difficult because of the presence of

small, mixed crop fields or the confusion reported by several

studies between small grain crops (Belward and Taylor, 1986).

Another approach to the small field problem was taken by Menenti

* •et al. (1986) using various vegetative indexes. This study

demonstrated that multiple index values may be useful if the area

to be analysed is composed of a wide variety of crops. Data from

selected dates within the regional crop calendar may be optimized

'4 by using target specific Index values. Menenti et al. attempted

to extend spatial signatures of diverse Mediterranean crops

d &between the Po Valley and Argentina using this technique. The

TVr and a TM band 5/7 "greenness" ratio were found to be useful.

Of the nine different crops, excellent classification results

* were obtained for all except alfalfa. An interesting result of

this study is that the index values are traced through time and

intercropping practices are revealed because the time 'track" of

an intercropped area is shown to lie between the time "tracks" of
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the two component agricultural types. The use of vegetation

index tracking over time is supported indirectly by Pitts et al.

(1983) who reported that classification accuracy of croplands was

increased by tracking values of the fields using both the

". tasseled cap and principal component transformations.

Menenti's approach appears to be well worth pursuing for several

reasons. One reason is that low latitude, spatially small areas

of diverse useage are apparently classified with some success;

this type of agriculture that often includes intercropping

presents one of the most difficult challenges in agricultural

remote sensing. In addition, this pattern is often what is

encountered in third world countries. In a broader application,

the statistical treatment of the well known mixed-pixel problem

in the light of geographic associations and multitemporal imagery

promises to be a much more robust approach than statistical

analysis of purely spectral values.

.The more relevant ancillary data that can be introduced into the

classification process, the better the final classification

[O results can be expected to be. In addition, more image data than

just the multispectral pixel values should be employed. As

demonstrated earlier, texture data may prove to be useful to

separate crops and pastures. To identify crops in areas of mixed

agriculture, multitemporal tracking of vegetation indexes and/or

coordinate transformations would seem to be the most promising

N approaches. Climate data will be necessary to determine the

optimal dates of Image acquisition for a region. All of these
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factors need to be considered in any attempt to reliably identify

the type and growth stage of a crop in many areas of the world.

Thus, in order to optimize the image informational content, it is

desirable to approach the classification procedure from a

Geographic Information System (GIS) standpoint (Merchant and

Roth, 1981) relying not only on image data but also on other

forms of data that can be incorporated to Improve the classifier

performance. Satellite Imagery can frequently determine the

qualitative land cover of an area but a reliable determination of

land use must depend upon the integration of ancillary data

(Smith, 1986). An additional benefit of the GIS approach is that

the computational problems of multitemporal image analysis are

eased by the fundamental data structure versatility of most

modern systems (Harrlngton, 1981).

The potential use of GIS-assisted classification can be

illustrated by the consideration of conventional

photointerpretation keys. For example, topographic information

can assist in the identification of pasture areas. Loelkes et

al. (1983) indicate that cropland is generally not found in

delineated fields having slopes greater than 10 percent. Thus if

detailed topographic models are available in a GIS format, the

overlay of an edge-enhanced space image should reveal areas of

delineated fields on slopes too steep for cultivation. If It is

known that livestock are present in this area, then these areas

can reasonably be inferred to be pasture.
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A good demonstration of the GIS approach to arid land vegetation

classification is found in Yool et al. (1984). This study

emphasizes that basic vegetation type and density can be

determined from orbital imagery but for a more detailed picture

of local conditions it is necessary to incorporate ancillary data

in a GIS based approach to classification. Slope and sun aspect

• information were found to be particularly important to obtain

higher accuracy in the classification of percent live/dead

standing foliage and percent of total vegetation coverage. A

useful and basic stratification of vegetative cover types for an

arid site was found by creating a texture image band from the

* "multispectral bands. This texture image was generated by passing

a 3 x 3 window over the vegetation sensitive MSS band 5. The

standard deviation of the data within the window was written to

the GIS texture file. There are several forms of texture-based

image segmentations that operate in a similar fashion (Rosenfeld,

1984).

_]

While image classification in a GIS format is potentially much

more reliable than pixel spectral value derived classifications,

kA this type of automated processing does not fully emulate the

mental processes of a skilled image interpreter. A GIS-based

classifier is analogous to placing a series of maps in addition

to the Image in front of the interpreter. The maps are of great

"V assistance, but still do not supply the complete knowledge base

utilized by the skilled photointerpreter.

-.5

A step beyond GIS-assisted classification is the employment of an

.A-
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artificial intelligence (AI) or expert system to achieve

classification accuracy equal to or exceeding that performed by

0 human experts. GIS systems are operational at the present time

but artificial intelligence image analysis systems are still in

the research phase. It has proven very difficult to model human

decision making processes for use in an automated classification

system. The causes of this fact are complex, and cannot be dealt

with in significant detail in this report. However, we can

_ •examine various inputs and decision processes used by the skilled

photointerpreter and tentatively show what additional skills an

artificially intelligent machine classification system must use

in order to fully emulate the huma expert.

Two immediately noticable characteristics of manual

0 photointerpretation methods of crop discrimination are that they

are fundamentally multitemporal and ancillary data are

incorporated. Any attempt in automating crop identification

through artificial intelligence techniques must utilize these

types of information in the classification process. In addition,

any AI application must utilize feature shape and textural

information because these are very important keys in manual

photointerpretation (Avery, 1985). Currently, the numerical

analysis of pixel specific spectral data is achieved via a wide

variety of methods; unfortunately, the analysis of texture and

shape information is not nearly so advanced. At the present

time, there is not even a widely accepted measure of either of

0 these two image feature attributes.
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A major problem also exists with the modeling of human decision

making processes. AI specialists have recognized that humans

tend to reason on a hierarchical, or sequentially logical basis,

while computers generally operate on what might be called a

simultaneous basis; that is, a single list is considered and the

object in question is classified according to what category fits

best. The advantage of human processing is the ability to

freely go up and down the hierarchical decision tree as

hypotheses are tested and rejected; computers traditionally have
".,

4a difficult time doing this. An illustration of this can be seen
j

in the logic used in conventional GIS analytical mapping

operations.

The Boolean logic used in GIS operations is quite unlike the

probablistic thinking exercised by humans. Humans are able to

follow a long decision tree process based upon additive

probabilities. In this process a great many different kinds of

decision input data are used. In image analysis, some of these

inputs (or interpretation keys) are absolute 4dentifiers, while

others are more or less reliable indicators about which other

keys should be sought for confirmatory evidence. In contrast,

-O most computer programs treat all keys as equal; in "ddition,

-.,•1 either a condition is absolutely true or it is not. This Boolean

logic is an Incomplete model of human probablistic decision

making processes. It is extremely important for a programmer

J" attempting to automate pattern/texture based feature recognition

to recognize the different levels of clues that drive the
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decision making process. Unfortunately, the theoretical

structure of this process tends to be difficult to ascertain

o because it is approached in the literature many different ways,

depending upon the application. For image analysis of the

earth's surface, the Department of Defense Interservice Committee

on Photointerpretation Keys and Techniques has done extensive

work on classifying keys; an excellent review of this work as

applied to vegetation recognition can be found in Williams

* (1984).

One classification strategy that has used a probabalistic logical

structure is the use of a priori information. The basis of a

priori classification is that if an area has had under

cultivation in the past 60 percent crop A, 30 percent crop B, and

* 610 percent other crops, then this information is integrated with

the classification rule. Usually, these probabilities are used

to assist the classifier in deciding which category to place

pixels that are not clearly identified by their reflectance

alone.

A priori data were used in a classifier for a CITARS crop

identificazion effort. Although it did not prove to be

significantly useful for that effort (Myers et al., 1983), its

use is still advocated. The failure of historical a priori data

to improve crop classification accuracy in the CITARS evaluation

was thought to have been caused by the mismatching of the

statistical sampling units on the imagery and the crop reporting
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districts. A difficulty frequently encountered in a priori

classification strategies is the exact structure of the

association between the a priori data and areal units.

iS A good example of the potential use of a priori information to

aid classification can be seen in Indonesia. Statistically, 60

percent of all land under cultivation in this country is wetland

rice (KoniJnenburg and Irsyam, 1986). Therefore if a field is

identified from an image it can be assigned a probable

* classification of wetland rice even prior to any numerical

spectral analysis. If multitemporal imagery is available for the

site, the certainty of identification can increase greatly

because wetland rice progresses through a very identifiable

phenologic progression that is summarized well by Konijnenburg

and Irsyam (1986). Two very different types of clues (one image

,derived, one non image derived) can be combined logically to

provide near certain identification in a relatively poorly mapped

area of the world.

If past production figures are not available or judged to be

unreliable for the purposes of a priori classification, it may be

possible to estimate a priori probabilities from regional food

supply figures. Although this approach was not found in the

literature, a logical justification for it may be constructed

. rather easily. A benefit of this approach is that this type of

tabular statistical data are available for much of the world

because of the current international concern with food shortages

in third world countries (USDA 1981, 1985). It is these same
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areas where we expect to find a shortage of good agricultural

statistics to aid in a priori image classification.
0

In third world countries food import and redistribution is

usually marginal, and people generally eat what they can grow

nearby. If the residents of a particular region primarily eat

taro (a root crop) during much of the year, and if It is also

known that significant crop import or export does not exist, then

* it is a logical inference that small fields surrounding villages

in this region are most likely taro fields.

" The above example is relatively simplistic; as mentioned earlier,

* a more robust model is probably needed that can incorporate land

cover image data, land use statistics, crop and livestock

* @production, climate, and other types of data as needed. Models

of this sort have been developed by geographers working on

regional studies; good examples may be found for India, Russia,

and England in Bayliss-Smith (1983). Image data have not been

integrated with most of these models and they have not been

Implemented on computers. However, if these tasks can be

undertaken, and valid data structures for decision making can be

implemented, there is a good chance that the resultant analytical

model may be versatile enough to classify agricultural land

accurately worldwide.

Locating areas of crop production can be generally accomplished

quite easily with visual analysis of remotely sensed data
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primarily by looking at field patterns. Automating this process

could be attempted but it is questionable if it could be

Iaccomplished more reliably than by a trained analyst. Specific

4. crop identification by automated processing is a very difficult

problem, particularly in areas of small field sizes and complex

cropping practices and areas of limited ancillary data or ground

truth accessibility.

Several possible processing strategies for improved crop

identifications have been presented in this section. The most

useful strategies are those incorporating ancillary data such as

a priori crop types and acreages, crop calenders and GIS

construction.
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4.10 FOREST

The brush, forest, height and density of vegetation and orchard

conditions in Table I are all related from a remote sensing, and

particularly from an automated processing, perspective. The

separation of these conditions is difficult because of frequent

similarities in spectral and phenological characteristics. In

addition, there are definitional problems such as between brush

and forest.

These conditions can best be differentiated by sufficient

Sclimatic, vegetative and land cover ancillary information because

they frequently do not conexist. Under natural environmental

conditions, brush is not associated with forest except for

localized areas of forest succession. Brush is generally

confined to semiarid environments such as the chapparal of

mediterranean climates. Similarly, orchards are found in limited

areas often associated with other agricultural activities.

Orchards generally cannot easily be delineated from forests by

* •automated processing unless spectrally unique or by the

incorporation of texture measures. In this study orchards are
•% %*

included as another crop type in section 4.9 with other available

41-0 food sources.

- Brush is extremely difficult to separate from forest with

spaceborne remote sensing and also definitionally. Where brush

is successional to forest, the lack of shadows and lesser crown
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closure of brush may provide spectral differences. Because brush

and forest seldom are found in the same locations naturally,

o ancillary data are frequently necessary to locate areas of

possible brush. For these reasons, brush is not considered

separately in this study.

There are many remote sensing methods to evaluate vegetation

density as indicated by biomass, leaf area index and green

vegetative indices (GVI). These measures are presented in

several sections of this study (see particulary 4.9 on

agriculture). Relative blomass is very much controlled by

vegetative phenology, moisture availability and other vegetative

controlling factors. An interest of the Air Force is vegetative

height which cannot be reliably determined from existing

automated processing techniques of spaceborne remotely sensed

data. Biomass or GVI measures can be misleading. Young grasses

can have a higher GVI than just emerging forest foliage. Height

of vegetation can best be ascertained by the use of ancillary

data to determine what natural or cultural vegetation may exist

in a region of interest. This study will not additionally

C_ tconsider the height and density of vegetaion directly. This

section is focused on forests.

As early as 1973 forests could be classified on MSS imagery into

deciduous and coniferous with 80 percent accuracy (Heller et al,

1983). Accuracy has since risen for this relatively simple level

of classification. Forest areas of significant size can

d.
-S
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generally be identified from MSS, TM or SPOT imagery. As was the

case in agricultural areas, the exact description of the forest

is considerably more difficult, especially using low resolution

MSS imagery in areas of complex vegetation. TM imagery provides

a more useful product for forest characterization (Bradbury et

al., 1985) and the integration of the SPOT monochrome 10 m

resolution data with the multispectral mode 20 m data yields

airphoto-like quality for the examination of very small areas

(Cliche et al., 1985). While this latter technique is attactive, *

the merging of SPOT data is currently computationally complex

because of different resampling algorithims for the visible and

IIR bands due to SPOT scanner problems.

Although many different forest conditions and characteristics

have been analysed using satellite imagery, this report is

interested in only a few of the variables discussed in the

literature of the satellite remote sensing of forests. These

variables are the basic type of tree (coniferous or deciduous),

the density of the forest, and the amount of ground cover

provided by the forest.

This latter quantity is crown closure. With 100 percent crown

closure, no ground is visible between the trees, while at 25

percent crown closure, 75 percent of the pixel reflectance is

from the ground between trees. Crown closure is a measure of

horizontal tree density having great bearing upon aerial

observation but little bearing upon the ease of ground traverse

because the density of the trees is essentially measured at tree
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top level. Some tree types (e.g., oak) can have a sparse

understory, while many pines and cedars are very dense at ground

0 level. At the present time it is impossible to discern the

.1 brushiness of the understory vegetation without much higher

resolution or ancillary data that describes the basic character

of the forest.

Some research has used crown closure as the basic classification

0 parameter for forested lands. Heller et al. (1983) considered

woodland to be areas of 25 to 60 percent crown closure and closed

forest to be 60 to 100 percent crown closure. Pure tree stands

are those where 70 percent of the crown closure consists of a

single species or type of tree. This basis for classification is

justified because crown closure of the forest is the dominant

Sspectral reflectance characteristic of forests on vertical angle

remotely sensed imagery. This conclusion is supported by many

studies. For example, Klock et al. (1985) found crown closure as

determined from MSS imagery to agree with ground truth 94 percent

of the time. Classification into four equal classes of crown

closure was used in a recent study in India and was found to be

90 percent accurate, even in mountainous terrain (Singh, 1986).

A post classification smoothing filter also increased accuracy

slightly by eliminating classification outliers. The use of such

. a filter is essentially incorporating contextual data in a very

crude fashion because neighboring pixels have an influence over

the classification of the pixel in question.
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For any classification procedure, signature extraction is more

important than the classification algorithm. Hoffer et al.

(1979) tested several forest classification algorithims of MSS

data of a forested site in Colorado. These algorithims included

Gaussian maximum likelihood, minimum distance to cluster mean,

and a hierarchical (layered) classifier. Virtually no difference

was found between the classifier performances in this study.

Accuracy for all three was around 93 percent for an Anderson

(1976) level II classification, and around 76 percent for level 4

* Error associated with classification is often caused by some

degree of mixing in the forest population. Often, this mixing is

of different types of trees that coexist in the same habitat. If

mixing is suspected in the tree population, and this mixing is

important to quantify, then unsupervised classification is

recommended because small changes in the forest population

mixture will be evident as spectrally distinct clusters. A study

of South Carolina forests indicated that while supervised

classification of sites with poor prior ground truth gave the

* •analyst more control over the classification, unsupervised

classification yielded a higher overall accuracy in

characterizing the forest (Kelton et al., 1985). Forest/

nonforest discrimination was achieved with 97 percent accuracy in

the unsupervised classification procedure, while the supervised

procedure yielded 93 percent accuracy. However, excessive

numbers of clusters may indicate tree diversity but still not be

readily identifiable as specific species. Both classification
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procedures essentially failed at an Anderson Level III

classification.

Khorram and Kattbah (1981) performed a comparison between two

forms of unsupervised classification for the same test site in

California. Essentially the question addressed was, should the

training sites be statistically analysed as part of a single

population of pixel reflectance values, or should each training
1

site be considered independently. In practice, this makes

considerable difference in the number of clusters generated from

the unsupervised clustering procedure. If forty clusters are

specified to the algorithm, then in the first case, there will be

forty clusters while the second case will generate forty clusters

for each training site. Khorram and Katibah reported that the

results of the second case were superior because small vegetation
i

differences are contained in the additional clusters. An ensuing

difficulty is that good ground truth is required to assign

meaningful labels to the great numbers of generated clusters.

The use of unsupervised classification for forest

characterization is also advocated by other studies. In an area

of diverse forest types in Florida, unsupervised classification

was applied to TM data. While some extraneous classes were

generated, most classes reflect actual differences in the forest

(Echols et al., 1986). TM bands 2,3,5, and 7 were the most

useful data for the unsupervised classification procedure. Bands

-- 4 and 5 were useful in discriminating between pines and hardwoods
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in river bottom areas.

Other reports recommend similar band combinations for the

analysis of forests using satellite digital data. Troller, et

al. (1986) recommend using all visible bands and band 7 for

digital analysis, or the 3,5,4 composite image for visual

Interpretation of forests.

The use of a texture image as another spectral band is

recommended by Consentino and Estes (1981) In their seminal G:S

fire fuels model of Southern California. The standard deviation

* of a 3 by 3 pixel window passed over the band 5 image data was

written to the texture channel. An identical procedure was used

by Strahler (1983) in another study of forests. In the latter

study, the resulting texture image was smoothed by requiring that

image-derived texture pixels exist in clusters no smaller than 6

pixels, or else be merged with the largest contiguous cluster.

The smoothed pixels usually reflect actual differences cn the

ground and are only smoothed to create a better regionas forest

map.

Strahler considers texture to be an orthagonal data set to the

spectral image data because the texture band is poorly correlated

with any of the spectral bands. This indicates that 3ddit:ona"

data are present in the texture band that are not obvious :n the

spectral data. High texture values are reported o correspond to

forest edges, intermediate values are found in young tree stands

with gaps in the crown closure, and low texture vslues 3re :ound
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in old stands with complete canopy coverage of the ground.

Strahler also advocates the use of unsupervised clustering and

the retention of many clusters for later analyst labeling because

these clusters usually represent real differences on the ground.

A highly automated procedure for examining forest succession was

used by Merola (1984). Good results were reported in this study

using MSS data covering a structurally complex forest in Utah.

Principal components analysis was used to reduce data

dimensionality by eliminating cross correlation between spectral

bands, followed by cluster analysis to generate unsupervised

classes. Discriminant analysis was then used to examine the

statistical content of the clusters. Discriminant analysis was

also usei by Howarth and Wickware (1983) and Tom and Miller

i I(1984) to examine statistical context of clusters generated in an

unsupervised classification. An advantage of Merloa's

methodology is that all of these numerical analysis procedures

can be invoked using common statistical packages; SPSS was used

in this case.

4 Analysis of the two principal components of the MSS shows that

the first is essentially the visible information, while the

second is the infrared information. :t is also reported by

Merola (V^P4) that this procedure is quite good for identifying

landscape units that have characteristic vegetation assoc3tions.

From the view of classical geographical analysis this is

* important. A landscape (or regional) unit should be identified
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prior to exam'naton of its specific attributes. Th:s is

essentially a top-down approach. However, many stjd ea :n remzte

_ sensing approach terrain analysis in a bottom-up fash.:rn, t3r-ng

great effort to examine individual attr butes when 3 Z ear idea

of the terrain as a whole can answer many spec4fc quesins

without time consuming nimerical image analys~s. :f a bot-om JP

study is required, then it may be advisable to apply canon::3.

analysis to determine the reliability of tne lower hnerarchical

z:asses which are the compor.ents of the landscape (Mencn and

Hopkins, 1984).
PP%

*Other current research indicates that complex numerical

techniques of data handling and transformation are not required

to classify forests accurately. Principal components was found

to be of little use in forest analysis be,-:use it is not suited

for contrast enhancement among dense vegetation (Chiao et al.,

* ,1986; Epp and Reed, 1986). This conclusion is supported by Dury

et al. (:986). Ratios were not found suitable because sl' ght

albedo differences are suppressed. In the study by Dury et al.,

a mean value 3 by 3 smoothing filter enhanced later

* classification, justified by essentially the same logic as that

used by Strahler. Dury et al. also advocated supervised and

unsupervised classification procedures both be atilized n an-.'

• O,'forest study.

Padar has been used to examine forested areas; however, the

consensus of research reviewed indicated that is it not 3S usefl

3as multispectral scanner data. Campbell (98b) ied Y -!an J LA?,
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Seasat L-band SAR, and MSS imagery to visually classify land

cover in southeastern Pennsylvania. MSS imagery were recommended
C

as best for the accurate (90 percent) classificatIon of forest.

SImilarly, C-band radar was found by Leckle (1983) to be of poor

jse ;n forest identification, although he does report that forest

generally has a rougher texture than cleared land or brush on the

radar image.

= Hoffer et a!. (1985) conducted a comprehensive study us'ng

multiband (X anf L) and multipolarization data over forested

areas. This study illustrates the classic diffficulty of

interpreting radar data without ground truth. X-HH imagery was

found to show conifers dark and deciduous light, while the

pattern revesled in X-HV is exactly the reverse. The report

* concludes that X-HH has higher tonal contrast than any other

band/polar'zation tested, but L band is useful for its ability to

detect water under tree cover.

Radar data may be useful in defining the edge of the forest,

particularly where the edge is oriented parallel and facing the

4_ sensor. Low look angle (28 degrees) SIP-B imagery was found to

show these type of edges better than high angle data of the same

area in Florida (Mueller et .31., 1985). Texture measures ippl:ed

-o 7M imagery h~ve also been used for this purpose (Qi'lespie et

a ., '986). Cl3ssification of the different types 2f edges

resulting from the TM image edge extraction process led to

t :omputaton3' complications. Padar 3ppears to be monre su.'3ble
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for edge information, especially if multiple look directions are

available. Radar data may be a useful asset in image

segmentation prior to more detailed forest characterization.

Segmentation of forest/nonforest areas prior to detailed fores*

characterization is recommended by many researchers. 7r 3 :'Ady

of Pennsylvania forest resources, good segmentation was achieved

using a Baysian maximum likelihood classifier (Russo and

Stauffer, !983). In a similar study of habitats in Louisiana,

Bands 5 and 7 were useful to segment the study area manually.

Band 7 was most useful for general vegetation regionalization but

band 5 was especially useful in delineating regional boundaries

caused by land use change (Evans and Burns, 1983).

Some studies recommend that classification take place in a

sequential decision tree, so that not all of the image pixels are

classified at the same stage. This approach is often called

layered", or hierarchical classification. It is an extension of

a masking procedure where only the pixels classified as forest

are used in the second, more detailed claz3ification. The

* logical extension of this type of approach leads to lengthy

decision tree structures where some pixels are identified at each

step and eliminated from further consideration. This approach is

advocated strongly in Loranzo-Garcia and Hoffer (1985). A

primary advantage of this procedure is that di!ferent

classification algor;thims and different band combinations can be

used at each stage. These can be target specific for par 'lar

classes. Loranzo-Garcia reported 98 percent accurscy in
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forest'nonforest class ication and 95 percent accuracy n

* deciduous/coniferous classificat ion using mul .tempora. MSS

Imagery. This approach has a weakness . that ex-tenie . 't

usually required to construct the dec~sion tree and extenE .e P":

time is required to run the vari.os 3'qorithims used at d: ffer.-

stages of the process. Hierarchical derc-s-on tree str~c 3rIIe

often found in Al applications because they are thought tz mzre

closely emulate human decision processes than ne rile

ass fiers.

Mu:titemporal data are clearly useful when mak ng

deciduous/coniferous classifications. Ear'y spr:ng ta3 are

recommended by Gil'esple et a'. (:986). Data for confero:s

vegetation has often been obtained :n the winter while decidu

* trees are usually imaged in the leaf-on condit:on.

Deciduous/coniferous differentiaton can te re3di:' cer :rej

ising imagery with moderate to heavy ground sncw cover. Hudson

and !usch (1985) reported in 3 stud, :f M:chi gan 'at "eve.

slicing can be employed to visually separate forest typeE .n an

area covered by 21cm of snow. The conifers are very d.-- in

I visual bands. The mass of branches and trunks :aused the

deciduous areas to be somewhat dark compared to tne extremely

high digital values of everything else ;n 'he scene.

4

:%%

16i areas of mixed *imber types, a FS Approach :s~g

multitemporal and s'ope data ,ayers w~s found t2 se:n 1O3 *n.

-- i SS:t accurate char icter[:at~o ;fsn t , fores (3.... : . i
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oSohard, '936). Sadler and Joyce (!985) claim that multisensor

data are usually needed in any heavily vegetated area because the

leaf reflectance in these areas can reach a saturation point and

mnask ot differences in the vegetative canopy. it Is also

ndicated in this report that the near-infrared/red band rat:o of

TM simulator data is useful for differentiating old, mature, and

regenerated forests. If this is true, inferences can b made

abcut the level of brush and availabillty of clearings in the

forest of interest. To do th:s, anci'lary data will be required

•:haracter:ze these d:fferent ages of forests. in most areas,

there are very definite differences between these types of

* forests. -or example, North American forests tend to be very

or ushy and thick when they are young or regenerating, while older

forests are relatively clear below a closed canopy due to the

.ac< o; on" ight. On the other hand, trc ical rainforests have a

tn ;-ck nderstory despite fjll devel'pment _f the canopy. The

dens' ty of the understory can be a Jirect :esult :f the

-av ab:ity of water. The ise of topographic infr-at:on .n 3

;S'. approach o c''assificat:on wculd be very useful

d3sri:nate lowland swanps and r ver valleys where ths nay

Although gross characteriza ton of foreots Jo :c.-] pe -r

w h .. 3 data, a ore det a portrait of 3 aoc a n Js a pe w ."

erge if higher resoluton SoCT or TM data ts t< :ze. h.

.drti -arl " true :n diverse 3 nd- ce . An 3na 'si: of Northern

t-'or da us:ng T1M data and -max;it i ke hccd cass:: er

" re a e I n olasses that were mor numero .3 3n1 , I: t-
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ground investigators than those produced by an 'dent'cal

procedure using MSS data (Echols et a., 1986). Confusion was

hgh between pine plantations and hardwood bearing wetlands

because the characteristically low spectral reflectance of the

conifers was similar to that of the water/deciduous mixture.

Generally, forest can be delineated using tradit:ona. automated

processing techniques. Multitemporal, texture, hierarchIcal

classifiers and ancillary data can also increase accuracies in

specific situations and contribute to improved recognition of

,* forest subcategories.
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remote sensing imagery, it is clearly impossible to identify or

track any individual animals from orbital platforms. However,

satellite remote sensing imagery has been used in a number of

studies to evaluate the quality of wildlife habitat if ancillary

information indicates wildlife are present in the scene. Also, a

number of studies using aerial photography for habitat evaluation

present techniques that can be adapted for use with satel te

Imagery.

Prior to discussion of specific strategies used for habitat

evaluation, it is useful to consider some basic properties of
I

habitats. Possibly the most fundamental property is that habitats

are not absolute; animals will tend to seek locations that have

*the best conditions for them in a local area (Mead et a!., 1981).

.• Identical ground conditions at pixel locations in two different

areas that both contain the same wildlife types will not

necessarily dictate that the wildlife is present at both sites.

Deer provide a good illustration of this point. These 3nimals

will generally avoid human habitation whenever possle. :I

areas of extensive human settlement the deer have little choice

4. but to inhabit relatively small patches of woodland because th:.
'h

is the best habitat available. In areas of less human

settlement, there is a much wider range of habitats available,

S and deer consequently will tend to be in more extensive woodlands

at some dist3nce from settlements.

The implication of this for image processing is that habitats
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cannot be identified from a specific spectral reflectance.

Surface conditions as outlined in other sections of th:s paper

can be evaluated for habitat optimality within a region, but this

-[ must always be done relative to what other conditions and

combinations of conditions are available to the wildlife

elsewhere in the area.

Another important principle in wildlife habitat evaluation is

that animals, and particularly mammals, usually need different

.. types of land cover for different purposes. Woodlands are good

for shelter, while clearings and agricultural fields are

0necessary for feeding. Animals tend to be populous near the

intersection of different land cover types or ecotones (Mead et

al., 1981). Image edge extraction and classification have been

identified as important processes prior to habitat evaluation

(Murray and Lerkenby, 1985). Evans and Burns (1983) used TM band

5 for edge extraction because of its sensitivity to cultural

boundaries. In particular, band 5 data delineated cleared fields

from forest. This type of edge provides ideal conditions for

many mammals because of the availability of open field forage in

combinatin with woodland shelter.

Psf! Several aspects of habitat identification using remote'y sensed

0 data have been reported in the literature. Broo& (1985) and

"3rnegqe et a'. (1983) advocated that the image analyst attempting

habitat identification should be knowledgeable about the sect.

Many seemingly insignificant facts can be important in habitat

lcaton, and therefore a specialist is needed who can [nteqr3te
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diverse types of information from many sources. In addition, the

analyst will need a flexible image processing system so that

different types of algorithms can be employed to conduct

information Inquiries of diverse types.

The land cover classification system must also be versatile and

be adaptable to many different environments. Meyer-Arendt and

Wicker (!981) found that neither the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service wetlands classification or the U.S.G.S. land cover

classification system were adequate for a detailed habitat

I mapping in Louisiana. Rather a hierarchical scheme was developed

71 that allowed increasingly detailed information to be appended to

the class type as required. Open water or upland forest needed

very few modifiers while marsh classes were quite complex. The

need for "fuzzy" or transitional classes :s also outlined; -any
"'A

habitat boundaries are gradational instea:3 of abrupt changes.

Because small climatic and vegetative differences are :mpo tant

:n wildlife location, unsupervised classification is recommended.

.cpervised classification tends to obscure transitional and small

, ground cover differences. Often, regions that are thought to be

relatively homogeneous prove to be very diverse. Mead et al.

(1981) found that a study area in the Great Dismal Swamp

contained 43 different canopy classes and 243 fairly distinct

, veget3t!ve communti es.

'4th these generalities in mind, remotel7 sensed imagery c r..
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! ' provide the analyst with a useful technique of rapidly

ascertaining where significant numbers of native wildlife can

most probably be found in a region of interest.

Treadwell et al. (1985) provided a list of important habitat

evaluation parameters that can be evaluated using remote sensing

imagery. Although this study reported on the use of ultralight

aircraft for habitat evaluation, the parameter list is uSef'! as

a guideline to the construction of a quantitative evaluation

procedure to identify optimal wildlife habitats.

O Remote sensing imagery can be utilized to assist habitat

evaluation in the following ways (adapted and abridged for

. satellite imagery from Treadwell et al.):

1) To develop definitions of habitat types based on landforn,

soil, and vegetation communities;

2) To determine the spatial distribution and 5uxtaposition of

these habitat types;

3) To calculate indices of interspersion or proximity between

types;

* 4) To perform areal measurements of habitat types;
5) To obtain varying degrees of floral information;

ki '.4~~Z !oa~no esn!yerygenn r a o

6) To obtain some data regard'ng the quality of forage and the

location of ze,_sonaliy early greening areas;

-) To determ:nc -he seasonal location of water!ng locat:onS:

8) To recogrnize spec;a' habitat features associated with

particular :necies.

I
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In most habitat studies, a stratification process is employed.

:f animals are known to exist in a region, then satellite imagery

0 can be used to determine where are the landscape conditions most

favorable for the wildlife. For example, ducks favor small

bod'es of water like ponds and inlets which can be located by

thresholding techniques applied to remotely sensed data.

Exclusionary evidence is also utilized. Very little wild''0

will be found in arid environments of little vegetation and

*distant from water locations.J

This logical inference procedure is a parametric approach; that

is, certain conditions are identified as desirable (or

.tndesir able) wildilfe habitats. The presence or absence of these

parameters at a particular location (pixel) are used in an

overlay CIS to determine the likelihood 3r su'tability of the

location for a specific wildlife type. A combination of certain

parameters is identified as essential for the existence of
a:I~=: p art~cular ....t on. 3>ey (?3Z)povdd r

examp'.e of this methodology in h:s "ocation of 5:rl habitss

"using 3er l photography. Cert.an f eogicl f r ..

cover were assoc:ated with specific species. The habitat of the

species was then presumed to be located where these feat'res were

present, and the converse was presumed to be 3is: 'rue.

.ler (1978) located geese habitats by moni:rAng w:th satel te

imagery the recession of snow cover. .f snow cover was presen.

.n areas of known geese habitst, then the geese wld not be
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found there until a later date. Multitemporal MSS imagery for a

several year span was used to monitor these northward-moving

habitats. Multitemporal imagery is also useful in Identifying

seasonal habitat areas where wildlife concentrations are

associated with initial vegetation greening providing food earlv

in the spring (Treadwell et al., 1985).

A more complex and useful GIS analysis can be undertaken by

'ntroducing ranking of the parameters according to importance,

and also using classes within each parameter. An index can then

be calculated for each pixel that assesses the habitat optimality

* of that location. An example of this parameter ranking can be

found in Dixon et al. (1983) where land cover classes are graded

from most to least preferred by Canadian moose herds. Deciduous

was more preferred that upland coniferous, which was in turn

better than lowland coniferous. An example of classes within

each parameter can be found in a study of elk habitat by Murray

and Leckenby (1985). In this study, weighted distance from

forage and cover was used to develop an index value for each

Pixel that reflects habitat suitability. Cover/forage ratios

[1 were also found to be a meaningful !nput to the habitat index

value calculations. Some parameters such as road density are

recognized to be of variable impact, and thus difficult to

account for in numerical models.

Mead et al. ('981) leta,. the use of a computer program that

Salculated individual indexes for land cover class interspersizn,

.ixtaposition, and 3n over3ll measure of spatial diversity. The
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relative importance of each was thoight to be dependent upon

species and area. By calculating all of these indices

'ndividually, the model is potentially more useful for muzltiple

species habitat evaluation without extensive recomputation.

G0S-based habitat models have been developed that can

significantly assist in the location of optimal animal habitats.

A major difficulty in implementing these models is the necessity

of obtaining detailed ancillary data to create a model for

globally diverse habitats and species. The weights applied to

each parameter in the habitat index calculations are very

dependent upon the region and the species (Mead et a!., 1991).

Remotely sensed data can be an important source for some of the

information needed. These habitat models can indicate optimal

46 wildlife habitats but not wildlife presence.
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5.0

SUMMARY0

This study has evaluated the ability to identify a set of urface

conditions of interest to the Air Force using automated

processing of primarily Landsat Thematic Mapper digital data.

This evaluation had several restrictions imposed upon it. Tne of

* those restrictions was the emphasis on automated processin9

rather than image enhancement. A second restriction .s the

possibility of Air Force interest in virtually any surface area

on the globe. It is much easier to develop region specifhc

processing strategies than consider the possible variations of a

single condition, such as wetlands, on a global basis. The

necessity of considering areas of limited accessibility and

ancillary information was an added restriction.

A brief, generalized summary of the results of the evaluation of

the conditions of interest follows. These conditions are ordered

as found in Table 1 which differs slightly from this document

because some conditions were presented together.

SLOPE. The availability of digital terrain model data and tne

current availability of SPOT stereoscopic spaceborne data ma3<es

it unnecessary to attempt to obtain this information from TM data.

SURFACE ROUGHNESS. Generally the scale of surface roughnp-s

information needed is unavailable from TM or other current

spaceborne data. Radar may be a more appropriate sensor.

STREAMS. Water can be easily identifLed with TM digital data.
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Therefore, streams larger than the TM spatial resolution can be

identified. Smaller streams may be located by secondary

vegetative indicators or other ancillary data.

LAKES AND RESERVOIRS. These water features can easily be

identified unless subpixel in size.

WETLANDS. This condition is highly variable and thus the ability

to locate wetlands will vary spatially and temporally.

Generally, reasonable processing strategies can be identified to

locate wetlands. These strategies may be region specific.

Multitemporal, multisensor and ancillary data strategies are

among the most successful.

SNOW ACCUMULATION. Snow extent can be easily obtained. The use

of AVHRR data may be advantageous because of the high temporal

resolution. No operational techniques for determining snow depth

have been identified, but promising approaches are available with

models and other sensors.

BOUNDARY DEMARCATIONS. Edge enhancement techniques provide an

-mage analysis procedure to locate possible areas of bouJndary

demarcations. The limited spatial resolution of TM does not

permit the determination of if walls, fences or hedgerows

actuai'y exist in these possible locations.

LOOSE SOIL. Loose soil can be defined in many different ways.

-Frequently loose soil is a function of large soil texture and is

I therefore considered in the sand section. Other loose soils may

%: be considered 3s wetlands. Loose soil subject to saturation is

d fficult to locate only with TM data. These areas may be easier

to :ocate within a z:s and with microwave sensors.

".
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SAND. Sand, because 3f !ts high reflectIvity, :an be located

quite reliably with automated processing of TM data.

0 eCOASTAL BEACHES. Assuming most coastal beaches conta'n sand

proximity to water, they can be located using the techniques for

delineating sand and water.

PASTURE. Pasture is very difficult to locate accurately because

it is a land use and not a land cover, and because of the

multiplicity of conditions under which pasture occurs.

0 Generally, land covers which are possible pasture locations can be

segmented with TM data but the actual presence of livestock is

only problematic.

4MIXED CROPLAND. This condition can be defined in many ways and

because of that was not considered separately. Agricultural

areas can be determined via image enhancement but not easily by

fully automated techniques.

BRUSH. Brush is definitionally and spectrally difficult to

separate from forests. Brush is normally found in different

climatic regions than forest and if this can be ascertained from

ancillary climatic data, the same techniques for location may be

applicable as used for forest.

FOREST. Forest areas can be spectrally delineated with TM data

particularly with texture measures and multitemporal data sets.

The differentiation of various forest communities and species

types is more difficult.

HEIGHT AND DENSITY OF VEGETATION. There are many effective

remote sensing measures for biomass estimation. These measures

can be correlated with vegetative density but not height.

ORCHAPDS. Orchards 3re svmilar to agricultural fields and as
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sjch, can be located as possibly being in areas of agricultural

production but only occasionally spectrally separated from other

crops.

AG?::ULTURE. Agricultural areas can be located with image

enhancement techniques by their distinctive patterns. The

specific identification of crop type by spectral classification

:s much more dIfficult, especially in areas of small fields and

heterogeneous cropping practices.

WlDLAFE HABITAT. There are successful models, generally based

on GIS techniques, to locate areas of possible wildlife. Many of

the necessary inputs to these models can be extracted from

remotely sensed data. The location of wildlife habitat is not

the same as the location of wildlife.

*. - Remotely sensed data can be extremely useful in the location and

.nalysis of many of the conditions of interest to the Air Force.

This study, because of the restrictions applied and the

difficulty of considering each condition independent. ..n one

study, was limited in the depth of analysis provided and the

:- ability to test various analysis techniques. Assumino *^e same

interests and restrictions utilized in this study continue, there

are several areas of additional examination recommended.

.. Additional condition by condition examination by su-: ated

processing of TM data could be tested using the sugg; c most

promising techniques. These techniques include texture, 5. ,

fractals and multisensor data sets among others, possibly in on
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artificial intelligence framework. There are many interesting

and promising analysis strategies which should be explored.

These strategies may be more fully developed in a regional or

data specific context. The spatial and temporal extendability of

these techniques is an additional area of needed study.

2. This study made a distinct separation between image

enhancement and automated processing techniques, as is typical of

most remote sensing studies. This study restricted itself to

automated processing strategies. A less limiting and more

successful operational system would incorporate a mix of man-

machine interactions. This mix could include a sequence of

automated processing strategies for features easily identified by

classification such as snow, water, bare soil, sand, and green

vegetation in association with image enhancements to assist

trained interpreters for other features such as agricultura"

areas, lineaments, and wetlands among others. A major advantage

of this systems approach is that all conditions are examined

together rather than independently. The exploration of various

man-machine interfaces and the development of sequential

strategies and keys could be extremely product'.e. These

strategies will be most effective if region specif:c and with

analysts familiar with those regions. These regions may be areal

or thematic; for example South East Asia or tundra climates.

3. A common problem presented ;n this study is the need for

ancillary information in most delineations. An important area

for further research is to ascertain what ancillary information
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is available for potential areas of interest and incorporate that

information in a systems approach to condition assessment. t is

a mistake to utilize remotely sensed data as a sole infzrma-onal

source. it is only one possible data source and most sefA when

combined with other data such as elevation, climate, vegetation,

geology, and economic geography. This availability of

information should be done on a regional basis and incorporated

into a sequential processing strategy. The construction and

utilization of a GIS will be a logical approach to this data

integration. One aspect of this data integration will be the

A2 availabllity of remotely sensed data, how historical remotely
0

sensed data can be accessed and utilized and a realistic

appraisal of the necessity and availability of recent or real-

time remotely sensed data.

Remote sensing is an extremely useful technique for information

3cquisition. .t is a rapidly expanding technique both :n ;-3

applications and the availability of new data and processing

strategies. There is a great amount which is not known about how

to maximize the extraction of information from remotely sensed

d data. This study has indicated the potential of a part o l r

-ype of data, Thematic Mapper, for a specified set of cond t;cns.

Certainly this technique merits considerable more .... 3Ln nd

anal ysis.
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED THEMATIC MAPPER AND ANCILLARY DATA AVAILABIL:TY

le

Landsat TM scenes were identified which collectively contain the

conditions of interest for this study. The relevant digital data

and images for those areas were obtained. For each scene, this

appendix briefly describes the areas, lists the parameters of

interest contained in each area and identifies selected ancillary

S information for utilization in the analysis of those scenes.

The ancillary data included the availability of National High

Altitude Photography (NHAP), USGS 1:250,000 topographic and Land

Use/Land Cover maps or digital data, USGS Digital Terrain Model

elevation data (DTM), and the availability of other Landsat MSS

0 or TM data which may be of interest for multitemporal analysis

,'. stratig ies.

The SGS NHA? program collects excellent quality aerial

photography for essentially the entire United States. This

program was initiated in the early 1980's and has nearly

:ompleted the first nation-wide collection and in some areas has

begun a second collection effort. The photos are obtained In two

formats; color infrared (CIR) at a scale of 1:58,000 and normal

, black and white at 1:80,000. This excellent photography was

collected under cloud-free and leaf-off conditions. The second

- cycle of this program will be leaf-on conditions. The photos are

indexed on microfiche copies of reduced 1:250,000 scale

i.
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.
topographic maps. The photography is relatively inexpensive and

easily obtained in various scales and formats. These photos

provide valuable ancillary data for developing spectral

signatures for classification of TM data or for accuracy

assessments.

Other photographic data can be identified using the Aerial

Photography Summary Record System (APSRS) of the National

Cartographic Information Center (NCIC). ASPRS is a frequently

updated listing of available photography for the United States

indexed on microfiche by 1:24,000 scale topographic maps.

* Frequently, small scale CIR photography can be obtained directly

-- from the USGS EROS Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

Topographic maps of the United States are available at a variety

of scales. An appropriate scale for working with TM or MSS data

is 1:250,000. For specific studies larger scale maps may be

desirable. The USGS has also created Land Use and Land Cover

maps at both 1:100,000 and 1:250,000 scales. Most of the hnited

States has been completed at the 1:250,000 scale but much remains

* to !e f~nished at the larger scale. The land use/cover maps are

created from aerial photography and contain Level I! information

as listed in the Anderson, Hardy, Roach and Witmer (1976) system.

These maps are being digitized by the USGS and can be purchased

for seleoted areas of the country in that format. The maps are

helpful ancillary data for the TM data and the digitized

information is potentially very useful as one component in a G'S.

U'.
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Digital Elevation Models (DEM's) are digital records of terra'n

elevation for ground positions at regularly spaced horizontal

intervals. Elevation data are available for some USGS 7 .5-minite

(1:24,000) topographic quadrangles and all United States : degree

by 2 degrees (1:250,000) maps. For the 7.5 minute data, the

ground distance between each pair of digitized points is 30

meters. The 1:250,000 scale DEM data are available in two forms:

: degree by I degree blocks with a 3-arc second distance between

each pair of digitized points; or in I degree blocks with a

ground distance between points equal to approximately 200 feet.

These elevation data are very useful as ancillary data in

classification strategies and as components in a GIS.

A search was also conducted for other available MSS or TM data

for each study site. Other Landsat data may be useful in

, iltitemporal analysis techniques.

EAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

A. Data 3nd site description

4

-he TM scene was co'ected on 12 December 1982 and has scene

nimber E-40149-17444. This area in Southern 'alifcrn has
'S

frequently been the subject of remote sensing studies in par,

because of the interesting mix of land covers and *s o bec ,se i

I the general availability of good duality ia in this ar:d

Ob environment.

3 .
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Th e ,r . "y .- 1i0 C:v-:c-"- irt .hs region are agricultural fields,

mostly irrigated, and desert landscapes incljding some bare sands

and xerophytic vegetated areas. Water areas are represented by a

portion of the Salton Sea, a small playa, the New and Alamo

Rivers passing through the agricultural area and variou.s

irrigated canals such as the All American and East Highland.

Rock outcrops in a portion of the Chocolate Mountains are 'ocated

In the northeastern corner of the study site.

-he warm climate, relatively fertile soils and availability of

water for irrigation from the Colorado River allows the Imperial

Valley to be a very productive agricultural area for a wide range

of crops. Among the prominent crops are lettuce, sugar beets and

cotton. Feed lot beef cattle are also found here because the

continuous growing season allows for up t: seven cuttings of

alfalfa per year. The United States and Mexican border is very

evident in the TM image because of the changes in field sizes and

Patterns. Scattered within the agrculturai areas are a number

of towns including Brawley, El Centro, Ca'.exico and Mex:ca'.:.
-p.-

-. Contained parameters

surface roughness

streams,canals

Slakes

boundary demarcation

sand
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mixed cropland

agriculture

- C. Ancillary data

SELZ CIR collected in 1984 and 1985.

Topographic and Land Use/Cover (1:250-000)

Salton Sea Topographic 1969

Land use/cover :980 (not digital)

El Centro Topographic 1977

Land use/cover 1979 (not digital)

I Additional !andsat

A total of 41 Landsat TM data takes have been made for this

path/row (39'37). Cf these, 19 are of good to excellent quality.

There are also 43 scenes of similar quali'y MSS data available

for this area since 98.

M:AMI FLCP:DA

A. Data 3nd site description

This TM scene (identification E-40:1-::8:) was co'lected ,n 2!

;anuary 1983. The subscene study area was 3pproxiately 4

* square k<lometers centered on Miami, Florida. The prinary land

cuver in this region is urban and near-urban features in 3n,.

* around *he citles of Miami, Hollywood, Hialeah, Fort Lajderdale,

and the r extensve suburbs. Water features include numer:ojs

34-182
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5
reservoirs, portions of the Atlantic Ocean, and Biscayne Bay,

A', where some sha'low shoal areas are evident.

A significant portion of the area contaLns wetlands along the

eastern edge of the Everglades. There are also 1:mted areas of

evergreen and deciduous forests and rangelands. Extensive areas

of agriculture, including croplands, orchards and pastujres are

located in the south and west portions of this region.

Topographically this area is extremely flat. There are, however,

some coastal beaches.

B. Contained parameters

lakes and reservoirs

we t l ands

boundary demarcations

sand

coastal beaches

pa s tjure

4 m~xedcrz.pland

;-t 5r -; s~h

ores:

vegetat:on

or c h a r di s
W"

3 b -id
'O

.4 4 -1 8

:.%%
/4.

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .-. . .
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NHAP CIR collected in 1985.

* Toooaraohic and Land Use/Cover (1:250.000)

West Palm Beach Topographic 1972

Land use/cover 1976 (digital)

Miami Topographic 1971

Land use/cover 1976 (digital)

Additional Landsat

* There have been 47 TM scenes collected for path/row 15/42. 3f

these only five are of good to excellent quality. Since 1981,

30 good or better MSS scenes have also been acquired.

3. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORN:A

* A. Data and site description

This TM scene collected on 10 December 1982 has identification E-

40:47-17565. This subscene contains extensive urban areas ;n the

northeastern portion of the Los Angeles Basin. Peservolrs and 3

very li[mited amount of agriculture are found within this area.

The more important features for this study are the San Sabrie'

Mountains in the north and other mountainous area5 within the

o scene. These areas provide extensive variatirns in slope and

r"'Vghness 3nd are primar Iy covered by brush vegetation

(3happara8

~34-184
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B. Contained parameters

slope

roughness

reservoirs

brush

vegetation

wildlife habitat

W. Ancillary data

* LLZ CIR not available under NHAP.

Topographic and Land Use/Cover (1:250.000)

Los Angeles Topographic 1975

Land use/cover 1977 (digital)

Additional Landsat

There have been 41 TM scenes obtained for path/row 41/36. Of

these scenes, 14 have 30 percent of less cloud cover 3nd band

*quality ratings of 5 or higher. There have also been 38 MSS

scenes collected since 1981 for this area of the same qual ty.

4. DELEWARE COUNTY, INDIANA

A. Data and site description

TM scene E-40103-15505 was collected on 27 October :982. The

primary land cover ;n this area is agricultur3' fie!d: in the

=; , 34-185
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traditional township and range land division format of the

midwest. The primary crops in this area are corn, soybeans and

Ok miscellaneous grains. There is an extensive amount of .:.vestock

activity, primarily feedlot but with some open pasture, for hogs

and cattle. Scattered within the agriculture fields are

broadleaf deciduous forest woodlots, some reservoirs and

wetlands. There are also several towns. The topography' S

extremely flat.

B. Contained parameters

streams

reservoirs

wetland

* •boundary demarcations

pasture

. fore5 t

vegetatlon

agr . c ture

: , : - fe ha51 t

5% snow (Jifferent date)

." orchards

o C. Ano r/ dyat

--:P collected n :?91-.

M e Tpgr ph:7

-%
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rand use/cover 1981 (digital)

Additional Landsat

Forty-eight TM scenes have been collected for path/row 2:.'3.

these only seven are of good to excellent quality. in addition,

31 MSS scenes of similar quality have been acquired since :OQ'

5. WASHINGTON, DC

A. Data and site description

This scene was coi'ected on 2 November 1982 and has ;mage

identification E-40190-15140. The subscene of interest 4s

.. ooated to the west of Washington, DC. IncluJded in 'h~s area are

extensive 'rban devebopments and a variety of transportation

networ<s. The major river is the Potomac and there are a nu .Ler

f smal'er streams and several reservoirs. The genera " y'te- of

:" d division is complex and the result'ng .and -:over ppa tern_

:3re r.grh.y rreguiar. here are numerojs areas of tr2adle3f

i -Au-,1js f very >.mited amounts cf need'e 'eaf ever 0 e

-feeo 3nd some wetlands. There are frequent areas of

,o re . The area .s geny ro .ng w.th some ares3o

'.eeper terrain towards the Appa'achi3r. Mo-nt3.7s -n the -e .

. pe

-.

4-,1

I
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boundary demarcations

brush

forest

orchards

wi d ife habitat

snow (different date)

.. Anc 1 ary Data

0? cs''ected 'n 1981 and 1982.

Tocqraoh,: and Land 2se/Cover (1:25000)

Washington Topographic ,974

Zand use/Cover 1976 (diglta)

Baltimcre Toporaphc 1978

.and ,secover :g'' (d~g:ta)

. e.... .3 eer 0 X s.. .. e. neo :neJ for 3 rS : 3 3)

,f these 3!^a e s o d q a. . . S = e 7 :e ' ' -5 e

2MSS cene7 of s:mn'ar q.ia:y o b-3;ned for t-.3 are.
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'. Experiments were perforred to investigate the effect of high free-

stream turbulence on the turbulent boundary layer flow and heat

transfer. The high turbulence intensity was produced by a wind tunnel

jet-grid system. An electrically heated, thin foil flat plate test

section, with 0.75" thick, 12" wide, and 60" long, was placed at the

immediate downstream from the jet-grid location. In the jet-grid

system, the compressed air flowing inside the hollowed biplanar square-

mesh grids was oriented to blow (through small injection holes uniformly

distributed on the grid surface) in the downstream direction with a

controllable flow rate. The grid (circular tube) diameter and the grid

* mesh length was 0.25" and 1", while the injection hole diameter and

spacing was 0.052" and 1", respectively. For the grid with an 51

injectlcn ratio, the turbulence intensity was about 15% at 20 arid

diameters downstream, while the correslonding value was about 7.5% for

tne grid without injection. The boundary layer velocity/turbuience

intensity profiles were measured along the midplane of ti.e flat glate ot

four axial locations, 20, 40, 80, and 120 grid dia-eters, unce: twC

.instrea2 velocitles, 5C and 100 fps, resbectivelv. Th.e dist bttonr

or the local heat transfer coefficient on the flat plate 'c.e a~so

deter7ined. The results shcwed tiat ie€ _tant(.n rnuzer incr,< w

a .[ inc e n turu enc nten ity u tLc ii in-ectlcP. ,t t ,e

turbu cnt juownLst r aa '0ns (fl0  06)' t-1te C1t nt-r, s t- x
in cct ;(-n,,- :A out r( pca;

70



~conclude the combined effects of turbulence intensity, length scale, and

~Reynolds number on the turbulent flow heat transfer.

Ct

'I'
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b turbulence grid diameter

Cf friction factor, Tw/[(1/2);.U2 ]

Cp specific heat at constant pressure

h heat transfer coefficient

I electric current through foil

J injection ratio, injection mass flow rate/(injection mass flow

rate + mainstream flow rate)

K thermal conductivity

Pr molecular Prandtl number, iCp/

Prt turbulent Prandtl number

q heat transfer rate per unit surface area

R foil resistance

Rex  length Reynolds nunber, UX/'

Re momentum thickness Reynolds number

St Stanton numter, h/( U Cp)

T local temperature

Tw  flat plate surface temperature

T mainstream air temperature

TU streamwise turbulence intensity, (u'2/U)/ 2 .

also local strearwise turbulence intensity, (u'2/1 / 2

.' U mean streawise velocity

u local streamwise velocity

u' local streamwise fluctuating velocity

v local normal velocity

vI local normal fluctuating velocity

u'v Reynolds stress

-.
s, I " .' , ," ,.. : ° !, h , 3 5-,J4 ,, ,. ," -' ' ' " .., ' . , " :'



v'T' Reynolds flux

x streamwise distance from flat plate leading edge

Y normal distance from flat plate surface

unhead starting length from flat plate leading edge

kinematic viscosity

mainstream air density

T" " w wall shear stress

"-3-

--,4

;'-'2

--5.

0.O
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I. INIR(DUCTION:

The effect of free-stream turbulence on turbulent boundary layer

heat and momentum transfer have been recognized as one of the critical

problems in turbine airfoil design. In the case of adiabatic turbulent

boundary layer flow over a flat plate, many studies [1-21 have

consistently confirmed that increases of skin friction are caused by

increased free-stream turbulence levels. However, the impacts of free-

stream turbulence on the turbulent boundary layer heat transfer were

contradictory as indicated by Simnich and Bradshaw [6]. Some studies

[3-5]. which based on low Reynolds number (Re.) flow experiments

(transitional boundary layer flow) or used coarse boundary layer trips

or unconventional free-stream turbulence generating devices (large

length scale of turbulence), showed that the heat transfer rates were

not affected by free-stream turbulence levels. Recently, Simonich and

Bradshaw [6] and Hancock and Bradshaw [7] indicated that the free-stream

turbulence effect depends upon the free-stream turbulence intensity and

length scale. Based on wind tunnel grid-generated turbulence with

turbulence intensity up to 6% and length scale ratio up to 5, they found

that the Stanton number increases with increasing free-stream turbulence

and the increased rate of Stanton number is larger than the increased

rate of skin friction which implies that Reynolds-analogy factor (2

St/Cf) increases. They also concluded that the Stanton number at given

turbulence intensity decreases as the length scale increases, while the

maximum impact of the free-stream turbulence obtained for cases where

the boundary layer thickness and streamwise dissipation length scale are

about the same.

Blair [8-10] conducted extensive experiments to determine the

35-6
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influence of free-stream turbulence on flat plate turbulent boundary

layer heat transfer and mean profile development with wind tunnel grid-

generated turbulence intensity ranging from 0.25 to 7 percent. Free-

stream multicomponent turbulence intensity, longitudinal integral scale,

and spectral distributions were obtained for the full range of

turbulence levels. In general, Blair's data support Simonich, Hancock,

and Bradshaw's conclusions in which both the skin friction and heat

transfer were substantially increased for increased levels of free-

stream turbulence, and the Reynolds-analogy factor is shown to linearly

increase with increasing free-stream turbulence level. The skin

friction and the Stanton number correlations was respectively obtained

to account for the effects of turbulence intensity, length scale, and

boundary layer Reynolds number (Re ). He also found that the

logarithmic region of the mean velocity and temperature profiles were

not affected by free-stream turbulence levels and the turbulent Prandtl

number (Prt) increases with increasing free-stream turbulence intensity

in most region of the boundary layer except that near the wall

(sublayer) region where the Prt decreases with increasing turbulence

intensity.

In the aforementioned studies [6-10], the effect of free-stream

turbulence on turbulent heat transfer were based on the wind tunnel

grid-generated turbulence with a maximum turbulence intensity of up to

6%. It is noted that the turbulence level, at the nozzle guide vane

(after combustor) and the second stage stator (after rotor), can be as

high as 15-20% in engine conditions. It is interesting to know whether

the results obtained in [6-10] can be extended to the very high

L. turbulence condition. In other words, the Stanton number and the

,.
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Reynolds-analogy factor will continue to increase with further

increasing turbulence intensity or they will reach a plateau at certain

high levels of intensity. However, it is very difficult to obtain very

high free-stream turbulence with the simulated length scale in engine

conditions by using classic wind tunnel grid-generated turbulence

experiments. Recently, Moffat [11] investigated the effect of very high

free-stream turbulence produced by a free jet on the turbulent boundary

layer heat transfer sponsored by NASA HOST programs. In a progress

report by Moffat [11] at 26 and 48% turbulence intensities, Stanton

numbers in the margin of a free jet were 85 and 350%, respectively,

higher than the standard zero percent free-stream turbulence condition.

Detailed boundary layer velocity and temperature profiles, integral
I

length scale, and the Reynolds analogy factor have not been reported

yet.

A long tern engine research program was initiated by the Air Force

Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL), Aero propulsion Laboratory,

Turbine Engine Component Division (POTC). Under the 1985 USAF-UES

Summter Faculty Research Program, Han [12], suggested by Dr. Ricbard

Rivir of AFWAL/POTC, studied the effect of high free-stream turbuJence

from a free-jet on the flat plate turbulent boundary layer flow anci heat

transfer. Some preliminary velocity/turbulence intensity profiles,

. friction factor and Stanton numbers were neasured. The results shcwed

that the Reynolds analogy factor was much greater than one for

turbulence intensity up to 20%. MacMullin [13] followed up the research

. effort at AFWAL/POTC. Detailed boundary layer velocity/turbulence

intensity and temperature profiles, integral length scale, and s-ctr'

were measured for turbulence intensity up to 18%. The results indicated

0°
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that the Stanton number and friction factor increased with increasing

turbulence intensity. The Reynolds analogy factor increased up to 12%

of turbulence intensity, then became constant and decreased after 15% of

turbulence intensity. However, the influence of length scale, as found

by previous researchers, was inconclusive at the conditions tested.

Further research is required.

iiM Another technique which had been used to produce high turbulence

was the wind tunnel jet-grid system (14-15]. In the jet-grid system,

the jets flowing inside the hollowed grids can be oriented to blow in

the upstream or downstream direction with a controllable flow rate. The

turbulence intensity can be as high has 15% while maintaining isotropy

and homogeneity. Recently, O'Brien and Vanfossen [16] applied the sane

technique to study the influence of jet-grid turbulence on heat transfer

from the stagnation region of a cylinder in cross flow. They found that

the jet-grid provided turbulence intensity of 10 to 12 percent, for

downstream blowing with the blowing rate adjusted to an optimal value

for flow uniformity, whi]- .he heat transfer was 37 to 53 percent higher

t kn that the zero-turbulence case. In the present investigation, the

similar Jet-grid system was employed to study the effect of high free-

stream turbulence on the boundary layer flow and heat transfer.

Detailed velocity/turbulence intensity profiles and the Stanton numters

were taken through a flat plate placed at the downstream of the wind

tunnel 3et-grid system. The turbulence levels could be as high as 15%

at 20 grid dianeters downstream from tte jet-grid device.

II. OBJECMIVES OF THE RESEARH EFF.:

This study is airfed to investigate the effect of hic h free-stream

turbulence from a wind tunnel ]et-grid on flat :late turbulent boundaL}

4,.
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layer flow and heat transfer.

There are two types of objectives: long range and imediate. For

the present investigation, the immediate objectives are restricted to

the following:

1. Design and construction a wind tunnel jet-grid flat plate test

apparatus.

2. Instrumentations the test section for velocity (hot wire

anenmometer) and temperature (thermocouples) measurements.

3. Calibrations and preliminary measurements for the mainstream

flow mean and fluctuating velocity profiles across the boundary layer at

several downstream locations from the jet-grid; calculations the

turbulence intensity, log-law velocity, and friction factor

distributions on the corresponding measurements.

4. Wall temperature and mean temperature profile measurements;

calculations the log-law temperature and heat transfer coefficients.

The long range objectives are as follows:

1. Detailed measurements on mean and fluctuating velocity and

temperature profiles, u, v, T, u'v', vT', to construct log-law velocity

and temperature, and turbulent Prandtl number Prt distributions in the

boundary layer. Detailed measuremcits on length scale distributions.

2. Calculate the combined effects of high turbulence intensity,

length scale, and Reynolds number on the friction factor and heat

transfer coefficients.

3. Do the similar measurements as items I and 2 with one row and

two rows film cooling.

III. EXPERIMEMEAL APPARATUS:

A. Wind Tunnel/Jet Grid Systeli A schematic of the lcw speed wind

35-10
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tunnel/jet-grid system is shown in Figure 1. The wind tunnel had an

inlet cross section of 24" x 12" and a contraction ratio of 4:1. The

test channel was 6" high, 12" wide, and 60" long. The wind tunnel was

operated at the suction mode by a 7 1/2 hp axial blower. The jet-grid

was placuW between the end of the wind tunnel straight section and the

test channel. For the jet-grid system, air from a 1200 scfm compressor

*. passed through a pzessure regulator (air pressure downstream of the

regulator was about 110 psig), an orifice flow reter (the pressure drop

was determined by Validyne transducer and demodulator), a control valve,

and entered injection chambers. The air was then injected from the

injection chambers through small injecticn holes uniformly distributed

on the surface of a biplanar square-mesh grid of circular tubes, as

shown in Figure 2. The grid (aluminum tubes) diameter and the crid mesh

length was 1/4" and 1", while the injection hole diameter and spacing

was 0.052" and I", respectively. The injection was directed in the

downstream direction of the grid. The injection rate was about 3-5% in

order to produce the maximum isotropic turbulence. For comparison, the

turbulence can be produced by the biplanar square-mesh grid with no air

injection (passive grid) and by the same biplanar square-fesh arid with

air injection (jet-grid).

B. Flat Plate Test Section/Instrumentation: A sharp edge flat

*.-.plate test section was placed at the downstream from the jet-grid device

as shown in Figure 3. The distance between the flat plate leading edge

and the jet-grid surface was about 0.625". The flat plate was 0.75"

thick, 12" wide and 60" long and had a 1.375" unheated sharp leading

edge. The plate was composed from a 1/8" thick formica sheet at the

top, a 1/2" thick asbestos foam in the middle, and another 1/8" thick

I)- 11
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formica sheet at the bottom. The space between the plate top surface

and the channel ceiling, and the gap between the plate bottom surface

0 and the channel floor was about 4.5" and 0.75", respectively. Twenty

seven pieces of stainless steel foils connected in series by buss bars

were cemented on the top surface of the formica plate to complete the

flat plate test section. Each piece of thin foils had 0.001" thick, 2"

wide and 12" long. The fin foil was powered (A.C.) by a variac through

buss bars to provide a nearly uniform surface heat flux during the heat

transfer tests. A 1/16" gap, which filled up with packing material, was

provided between every two foils. The foil was instrun-nted by 55, 30-

gauge, copper-constantan thermocouples in the strategic locations to

measure the local surface temperature distributions, as shown in Figure

3. The thermocouples were soldered underneath the foil through holes in

the flat plate. Several thermocouples were soldered along the bottom

surface of the flat plate in order to determine tl-e heat losses through

the flat plate during the steady state heat transfer tests.

Thermocouples were also used to measure the mainstream air temperatures

at the leading and the trailing edges of the flat plate, and the

injection air temperature at the injection chambers. A Beckman

multimeter was used to determine the power input to the foil by

measuring the electric current, the voltage drop, and the resistance
*1

across the foil. A 60-channels Fluke 2285B data logger was used for

temperature readings and data storages. An A to D converter was

connected between the data logger and the T.I. microcomputer.

C. Automatic Traversing/Hot Wire Anemometer: A comp-uteL-

controlled traversing device, which was located on the top of thE test

channel, was designed to hold the hot wire probe (TSI 102, or DISA 55 p.

S%
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11) for the boundary layer velocity/intensity/teperature profile

measurements. This device could also be moved manuallv to different

streamwise and spanwise locations for the similar measurenents. The

device was made of a Ball Screw (0.2" pitch) driven by a Sanyo steijinc

Motor (40 oz-in, stepping angle 1.80, 200 steps per turn, 0.025" per

step) through a T.I. microcomputer. A 4-channels TSI IFA I00 constant

temperature anemometer, a 2-channels DISA 55D-05 contant ten1eature

V anemometer, and 2 HP 3478A precision multimeters were emplcyed Ionc

with an A to D converter to the T.I. microcomputer for hot wire sienal

analysis and data acquisition. The true RMS based on 200 -arples per 10

sec was obtained for the turbulence intensity calculations. The

turbulence intensity was calculated based on the method suggested b

[171 for the TSI wire and based on the method provided by [181 for the

DISA wire. All the data were reduced through a VAX 8300 ricccnoFuter.

The hot wire was calibrated through an ASME calibrator (witi, a charber9.
diameter of 8" and a nozzle diameter of 0.5"). A pitot tube probe was

insert at the downstream location in the test channel to check the

0ainstream air velocity.

IV. IMEL RESLTS:

The preliminary experimental results will be presented in triS

section. Data were taken based on a specific jet-grid design, as

described in the previous section, for two free-stream (nainstrea.)

velocities, U = 50 fps and 100 fps. The free-streai turbulInce
intensity profiles produced by different injection ratios will be

described first. The boundary layer velocity/turbulence intensLt-

profiles along several streamwise locations wi] 1 then be pescntW f,n- i he eei sc t t o

t.ie cases of without in ection and with injections, :< et ; .

04,
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F-nol§, the effect ('f 1:ee-stieam turoulence (due to injection) on the

turbulent boundary .- t :&4t transfer (Stanton number) wi] l be

discussed.

Saximum Turbulence lntensity: In reference [16), an isotropic

turbulence could be obtained at X/b = 16 downstream from the jet-grid

dev ice. The. fouid that t m raxirum turbulence intensity was produced

under a to 2% injection ratio. In the present investigation, the

free-strean turbulence :ntensity vs injection ratio at X/b = 20 are

showr. in Ficure 4 for two f:ce-stream velocities. The results show that

the free-streamr (the potential core) turbulence intensity increases from

11.6 to 19.5% when the in'wrtcn ratio chances from 0 to 5% for the case

of the ICw ftee-stream v ccity, whereas it increases from 10.4 to 11.7%I
when the i.:-vection ratio csonces from 0 to 3.2% for the case of the high

free-strea: velocity. Therefore, a 3% to 5% injection ratio was used to

produce t e -.aximun turbu ence intensity for the cases of low and high

mainstreo- velocities in the present investigation. The injectin r tio

(j) was defined as the ratio of the injection rimss flow rate to the sun

of the inrect.ion Foss flow rate and the mainstreani nss flow rate.

. Turtuience Intensity Deiay In order to understand the turbulence

intensit7 decay rate in the streamwise direction, the Tu vs X/b ate

sh-wr in Fi.ure 5.for Lct. TSI and DISA Hot Wire measurements. At each
I

streawre locaticn, data were based on the averages of 10 points

' n.asurerunt ~i~n the centra, core region. In ceneral, the results fLor,

both systors are vel} si2 i ar except that the Tu obtained by DISA are
6 sI iiht 1.1wv:r than tit (,ta nn.d by TSI at X/b < 40. Both ,esults sow

that th. reanws tut I iince intensity decreases with increasing
•* d ist aro ;L: tte '<t-u ja &at on. The ,sults indicate tiJt tih

S.. T U
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% turbulence intensity with injection (jet-grid) is higher than that

without injection (passive-grid) and the former has a slightly faster

decay rate than the latter for both mainstream velocities. The results

also indicate that the turbulence intensity with the lower mainstrean:

velocity is slightly higher than that with the higher mainstream

velocity. With the low mainstream velocity, the intensity decreases

from 15% to 6% and from 7.5% to 4%, respectively, for the cases of with

and without injections when the distance (X/b) increases from 20 to 80,

while with the high mainstream velocity, the corresponding values are

from 11.5% to 4.5% and from 6.5% to 3.5%, respectively. It is

interesting to note that, in the case of without injection (passive

* circular tube-grid), the intensity decay rates agree well with that

"- -"-5/7
obtained by Blair et al. [19), i.e., Tu = 0.78 (X/b) , but they are

.Lower than that proposed by Baines and Peterson [201 for the scuare bar-

grid, i.e., Tu = 1.12 (X/b)- 5 / 7

Velocity/Intensity profiles: The boundar layer velocity/

turbulence intensity profiles for the cases of with and without

injections were neasured along the tunnel rr:idplane at four &xiai

locations (X/b = 20, 40, 80, and 120) for both low and high n-ainstoearr

velocities. At each lccation, a total of 45 points was measured fron

* near the flat plate (y = 1/8") to the centeral core region (y = 2.25").

The results are show in Ficures 6-7 for tne high speed (U IC0 f4s) arc

in Figures 0-9 for the low speed (U 50 fps), respective>y. Fci Z'..

-ainstrear_ ve.ocities, the Loundat' l,'Ve velccit-Y/turLulence intensitl,

profiles art. "er': ' .iri oar at t;e d . . cwnr;ti(aq I(;CjtIorns. T'Lui

" %. st rear wse Ica:' -it cc- it, Incr(,a I or, tic HIat p !ate su2 tace tu t.e

f r it , c1 10r r iOn, wti iC t:.(2 cor , i,(enf l 1, (n t , dj riS C lcal
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turbulence intensity decreases from the wall region. The local

turbulence intensity was based on the local fluctuation velocity and the

local mean velocity. At the upstream location, X/b = 20, the velocity

profiles are distorted by the injection. However, at the downstream

locations, X/b = 40, 80, and 120, the velocity profiles become uniform.

It is noted that the hot wire was traversed in-line with the injection

holes (in the normal direction). It is seen that the turbulence

intensity profiles for the case with injection are bigger than that

without injecticn.S

Heat Transfer Results: The local heat transfer coefficient was

calculated from h = (q" - q"loss)/(Tw - T), where q" = uniform, surface

heat flux determined by the electric current and the foil resistance4

SI2R) and check with the electric current and the voltage drop across

the foil (IV); q"loss = the heat loss from the flat plate top wail

(foil) to the flat plate bottom wall by conduction and the heat >s

from the foil surface to the channel walls by radiation; Tw = local ali

temperature (about 105 0 F); and T = mainstream air temperature,,

"75°F) at the leading edge of the flat plate. It was found tiat

losses due to heat conduction and radiation were aboui: !C

respectively, for the cases of the high and the low mairst, .

The local heat transfer coefficient, h, was tren c ._

* local Stanton number, St = h/C.CU ), wher. , C,.,

air density, specific heat, and velocity, -zp-'..

the local Stanton number vs Reynolds nu; ,,
6

Figures 10 and 11. The flat plate iar, , i._

correlations with zero percent tuitr.

with 6% turbulence intensit, [i :

p,

1*.
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comparisons. Laminar correlation: St = 0.453 Pr- 2 / 3 Rex-1/2 1 - (U

X)3/4]-1/3; Turbulent Correlation: St = 0.0307 Pr- 0 4 Re-0.2 [Tw/T ._4

The local Stanton numbers along three axial lines are shown in

Figure 10 for the case of the high streamwise velocity without

injection. The results show that the Stanton numbers are fairly uniform

in the spanwise direction and decrease with increasing Reynolds number.

It is seen that Blair's data with 6% nominal turbulence intensity is

about 18% higher than that the standard turbulent correlation [8], while

the present data is about 5-10% higher than that Blair's at the fully

turbulent region, Re -- 106. It should be noted that the present flat

plate was placed immediately downstream from the grid, therefore, the

t bturbulence intensity was very high (about 20-30%) at the leading edge of

b -the flat plate then decay to about 7% at X/b = 20 and to about 4% at the

trailing edge of the plate, X/b = 120. The nominal turbulence intensity

was about 8% over the entire plate. In contrast, the Blair's flat plate

was placed far downstream from the grid and the turbulence intensity was

varied from 8% at the leading edge to about 4% at the trailing edge of

the plate, i.e., a nominal turbulence intensity of 6% over the entire

plate. This may be the reason why the present Stanton numbers are very

much higher than Blair's at the upstream high turbulence intensity

* region (which corresponding to Re --- 105), and are still about 5-10%

higher at the downstream region (Rex 106). It is suggested that, in

the near future, data should be taken by moving the flat plate far

downstream from the grid (X/b = 20). Meanwhile, in order to understand

the combined effects of the turbulence intensity and the length scale on

the boundary layer heat transfer, the integral length scale should be

taken simultaneously with the velocity/intensity profile measurements.
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The local Stanton numbers along the axial centerline of the flat

plate are shown in Figure 11 for the cases of low and high mainstream

velocities with and without injections. In general, for two mainstream
0

velocities studied, the Stanton numbers with injection are about 40% and

25%, respectively, higher than that without injection at the leading

edge (Re x -105) and the trailing edge region (Rex E 106). The

increased Stanton numbers are contributed by the high turbulence

intensity produced by the injection. The results also show that, at the

upstream region, the Stanton numbers in the case of the high mainstream
0

velocity are slightly higher than that the low velocity case. But, at

the downstream region, the results are found to be reversed.

V. CfIKUSONS-

Within the past 12 months, the wind tunnel with jet-grid flat plate

test rig was constructed and instrumented. Based on a specific jet-grid

* Odesign, the preliminary results for velocity/intensity/heat transfer

profiles were obtained for two mainstream velocities and for the cases

of with and without injections. The following conclusions could be

drawn:

1. The maximum turbulence intensity (central core region), up to

15% at YXb = 20, could be produced from the jet-grid device by using an

approximately 5% injection ratio.

2. The turbulence intensity (central core region) with injection

was about 80-100% and 30-50%, respectively, higher than that without

injection at X/b = 20 and X/b = 80. The turbulence intensity decay rate

with injection was slightly faster than that without injection.

3. The detailed boundary layer velocity/intensity profiles were

documented. The local turbulence intensity decreased from the flat
3
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plate surface to the central core region. The local velocity profile

was distorted by the injection at X/b = 20. But the effect diminished

at larger X/b ratios.

4. The detailed heat transfer coefficient distributions were

obtained. The Stanton number increased with increasing turbulence

intensity due to injection. At the fully turbulent downstream regions

J(Re - 106), the Stanton numbers with and without injections were about

50% and 25%, respectively, higher than that the standard turbulent

correlation, whereas at the very high turbulent upstream regions (Rex

105), the corresponding values were about 180% and 70% higher.

VI. IAHNK EEON:

Based on this preliminary results, the jet-grid technique seems to

be promising to study the high turbulence heat transfer problems.

However, in order to conclude the combined effects of high turbulence

intensity, length scale, and Reynolds number on the Stanton number and

the friction factor, the following investigations are recommended for

the immediate future:

1. Design several jet-grid devices in order to optimize the

ma ximum turbulence intensity produced by the grid injection.

2. The flat plate should be placed far downstream from the jet-

grid (X/b - 20) in order to have an uniform (isotropic) turbulence

approaching the test section.

3. Measure the length scales, spectra, and velocity profiles

simultaneously across the turbulent boundary layer.

4. Constract the turbulent Prandtl number (Prt) cistributions b

reasuring the mean and the fluctuating quantities, u, T, u'v', and vT',

in both streamwise and spanwise directicns.
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5. Measure the film cooling effectiveness and the heat transfer

coefficient with film cooling under the high turbulence conditions.

%
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Apperxiix

1. Fluid Flow Data

2. Heat Transfer Data
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FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA
U-110. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b- 22.75 U-110. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b- 42.75

NO Y VEL TU% NO Y VEL TU%
1 0.125 79.868 26.474 1 0.125 93.392 12.880
2 0.175 76.816 26.715 2 0.175 92.486 13.540
3 0.225 77.233 28.539 3 0.225 95.435 13.357
4 0.275 85.447 24.514 4 0.275 95.641 12.612
5 0.325 88.928 24.446 5 0.325 95.134 12.465
6 0.375 91.968 22.222 6 0.375 95.697 11.423

* 7 0.425 88.560 22.754 7 0.425 97.207 12.247
8 0.475 96.823 21.449 8 0.475 96.944 12.367
9 0.525 96.898 18.287 9 0.525 99.053 11.061
10 0.575 95.728 19.918 10 0.575 99.899 11.592
11 0.625 92.116 19.975 11 0.625 98.608 13.104
12 0.675 95.297 18.832 12 0.675 101.322 11.605
13 0 .725 95.426 18.163 13 0.725 102.331 12 .585
14 0.775 96.749 15.486 14 0.775 102.329 11.532
15 0.825 99.761 14.518 15 0.825 105.358 12.671
16 0.875 97.873 14.594 16 0.875 107.778 11.506
17 0.925 100.209 16.049 17 0.925 102.820 12.596
18 0.975 101.761 14.455 18 0.975 104.854 11.560
19 1.025 108.212 12.585 19 1.025 113.960 10.404
20 1.075 107.964 13.378 20 1.075 118.629 9.798
21 1.125 108.735 12.730 21 1.125 114.769 11.057
22 1.175 116.990 14.456 22 1.175 115.591 10.134
23 1.225 121.399 12.994 23 1.225 116.610 10.146

• 24 1.275 132.099 11.804 24 1.275 114.739 10.886
25 1.325 135.261 12.303 25 1.325 122.605 8.146
26 1.375 134.156 11.488 26 1.375 123.716 7.938
27 1.425 135.482 10.946 27 1.425 124.144 8.079
28 1.475 138.784 10.663 28 1.475 123.698 7.364
29 1.525 137 697 11.249 29 1.525 125.917 6.172
3 0 1 5 137 4 0 12 13) 30 1 575 125.536 6 792

- 5 1 ,3.43' ' 3 1 . 25 125.302 0.

1 1 .4 3 3 1 1;

" 7S 1 S47 5 1 .

4 3 I 2 4 1 .. 0 4 2 11' 6 ' 49

14 2 275 12232 11 44 22'5 114.402 '. 6i
4"
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FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA
U-lii. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b- 80.75 u-l1. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b-118.75

NO y VEL TU% NO Y VEL TU%
1 0.125 99.929 9.510 1 0.125 98.321 9.138
2 0.175 96.923 9.867 2 0.175 101.224 9.196
3 0.225 99.326 9.339 3 0.225 103.909 9.036
4 0.275 106.581 9.527 4 0.275 100.802 8.111
5 0.325 107.141 7.765 5 0.325 100.641 8.000
6 0.375 110.665 7.262 6 0.375 !02.341 7.768
7 0.425 100.939 8.967 7 0.425 110.119 7.616

4 8 0.475 102.232 8.420 8 0.475 105.450 7.617

9 0.525 102.635 9.069 9 0.525 111.361 7.469
10 0.575 101.557 10.720 10 0.575 110.364 7.905
11 0.625 108.535 8.343 11 0.625 113.702 6.343
12 0.675 106.709 8.100 12 0.675 111.663 7.266
13 0.725 114.762 6.795 13 0.725 110.662 7.660

* 14 0.775 114.832 6.972 14 0.775 110.231 7.824
15 0.825 114.015 7.240 15 0.825 115.368 7.277
16 0.875 109.872 9.203 16 0.875 109.675 7.587
17 0.925 111.588 7.821 17 0.925 114.446 6.854
18 0.975 116.339 6.143 18 0.975 112.625 7.085
19 1.025 109.912 7.924 19 1.025 110.481 7.298
20 1.075 118.815 5.213 20 1.075 111.763 7.300
21 1.125 117.750 5.025 21 1.125 110.583 7.591
22 1.175 119.255 4.754 22 1.175 110.608 7.762
23 1.225 117.054 4.732 23 1.225 112.872 6.872

24 1.275 118.652 4.878 24 1.275 117.446 5.534
-". 25 1.325 117.914 4.600 25 1.325 118.147 5.281

26 1.375 118.901 4.118 26 1.375 118.544 4.414
27 1.425 118.400 5.326 27 1.425 112.602 7.394
'8 1.475 119 .312 5.099 28 1.475 116.096 6.430
'9 1.525 112.440 8.327 29 1.525 116.691 5.804

3 1.575 118.955 5.332 30 1.575 114.477 6.589
1.625 118.033 4.033 31 1.625 114.195 7 -16-

Z -" . 5 118.389 4.512 32 1 75 116. 119 6.334

4 5 117.444 3 824 3 1.7'S 119 '
.825 120.02) 4 544 35 1 .825 11 .07)

l875 119.041 4 .255 36 1 .875 119 .593 3 .> 3

9'5 119.998 4 3>7 37 1 .925 118. 7 4 3.482
,9 1 975 117.025 3.826 38 1.975 118.588 3.301

* 25 1.6.75 3 784 39 2 .025 112.,2 '

41 2.125 117.1 3 3 .6 41 2 .125 Ila9.94 3 .4'
42 2.175 115.082 3 .669 42 2 175 117. 4,C 3 85

2 225 115.916 3 .938 43 2 .225 118 05 3 .3
41 2.275 116.011 4 .122 44 2 .275 1 1446 3 . 1
45 2 .325 115.496 4.228 45 2 .325 1 18.744 3 .405

r,



FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA
U-105. FT/SEC GRID X/b- 22.75 U-105. FT/SEC GRID X/b- 42.75

NO Y VEL TUI NO Y VEL TU%
1 0.125 63.758 22.412 1 0.125 79.042 12.736
2 0.175 65.799 20.819 2 0.175 79.469 13.905
3 0.225 70.217 19.759 3 0.225 81.094 13.388
4 0.275 75.487 19.872 4 0.275 82.281 13.560

* 5 0.325 76.707 18.671 5 0.325 84.222 12.765
6 0.375 77.334 21.510 6 0.375 85.936 14.877
7 0.425 76.494 22.408 7 0.425 88.859 12.538
8 0.475 81.350 19.743 8 0.475 88.702 13.202
9 0.525 83.791 19.557 9 0.525 89.694 13.33310 0.575 87.528 18.283 10 0.575 93.059 12.523

11 0.625 93.562 13.364 11 0.625 94.924 12.407
12 0.675 94.398 12.524 12 0.675 92.087 12.660
13 0.725 94.360 14.913 13 0.725 95.175 12.900
14 0.775 101.021 10.374 14 0.775 96.267 13.117
15 0.825 101.800 10.822 15 0.82S 101.254 11.562
16 0.875 104.098 8.249 16 0.875 105.407 10.265
17 0.925 107.118 8.838 17 0.925 105.534 9.502
18 0.975 106.348 8.004 18 0.975 105.896 10.917
19 1.025 107.916 8.074 19 1.025 106.379 9.776
20 1.075 109.741 7.496 20 1.075 108.515 7.386
21 1.125 110.269 7.418 21 1.125 108.515 6.864

* 22 1.175 110.367 7.613 22 1.175 109.649 6.603
23 1.225 114.039 7.218 23 1.225 111.858 5.383
24 1.275 114.292 7.087 24 1.275 112.000 5.892
25 1.325 114.010 7.469 25 1.325 110.973 5.548
26 1.375 116.286 7.833 26 1.375 113.425 4.719
27 1.425 116.110 6.906 27 1.425 112.287 5.829

* 28 1.475 114.427 7,397 28 1.475 116.015 5.331
29 1 525 117. 372 7 .188 29 1 525 114.504 5.120
30 1.575 117 .810 3 1,: 30 1 575 115.492 4r
31 1.625 117 307 ' 3125 1 15.8 4
32 1 675 I19 0 4 -3 3 2 1 5 14 81 )

* 33 1 7Z5 115. 77 33 1.75 114.65 4
34 1 775 115 .894 7. 1 34 1.775 114.857
35 1 .825 115.496 7.910 35 1.825 113.728 4 .929

* 36 1 .875 112 .759 6.840 36 1.875 113.990 4 357
37 1 .925 113 .043 b.491 37 1.925 113 .689 4 .025
38 1 .975 110 .257 6.285 38 1.975 114 .381 4 .283
39 2.025 109 .851 7.144 39 2.025 114 031 4 .375
40 2 075 110.017 7.683 40 2.075 114 36 4.4 53
41 2.125 109.801 6 698 41 2 125 113.097 52Z
42 2.175 110 394 6 240 42 2 175 1 11.523 .S2
43 2.225 110 978 ' 43 2 225 11 551 3 S5c
44 2.275 109 .424 6.571 44 2.275 112 .716 4 373
45 2.325 11. 186 7.213 45 2.325 111 940 4 .244

0

C
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FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA

U-105. FT/SEC GRID X/b- 80.75 U-10S. FT/SEC GRID X/b-118.75

NO Y VEL TU% NO Y VEL TU%
1 0.125 92.938 10.639 1 0.125 93.159 9.681
2 0.175 90.177 10.036 2 0.175 99.665 9.053
3 0.225 94.878 10.567 3 0.225 98.971 9.530
4 0.275 94.558 9.204 4 0.275 97.970 8.632
5 0.325 94 .308 10. 131 5 0. 325 104.644 7.567
6 0.375 99.335 9.779 6 0.375 103.182 7.8117 0.425 97.734 9.147 7 0.425 106.730 7.444
8 0.475 106.415 7.568 8 0.475 105.076 7.8269 0.525 105.994 8.513 9 0.525 106.585 7.504

10 0.575 102.508 7.811 10 0.575 105.705 7.141
11 0.625 102.995 8.466 11 0.625 104.259 7.481
12 0.675 105.657 8.656 12 0.675 103.371 7.666* 13 0.725 103.298 9.033 13 0.725 100.907 7.391
14 0.775 106.480 7.442 14 0.775 103.675 7.277
15 0.825 108.632 7.433 is 0.825 107.171 6.87116 0.875 112.184 6.644 16 0.87S 106.859 7.25517 0.925 114.329 5.526 17 0.925 105.699 7.399
18 0.975 109.845 7.896 18 0.975 108.449 6.896
19 1.025 109.400 9.228 19 1.025 108.794 6.695. 20 1.075 102.215 9.867 20 1.075 109.490 6.935
21 1.125 102.243 9.236 21 1.125 111 449 6.183
22 1.175 101.914 10.063 22 1.175 112. 370 5.80823 1.225 114.803 5.168 23 1.225 113.750 5.105
24 1.275 112.766 5.724 24 1.275 112.607 5.36025 1.325 113.198 6.238 25 1.325 110.135 6.873
26 1.375 112.725 6.839 26 1.375 111.317 6.785
27 1.425 114.102 6.324 27 1.425 110.665 7.116
28 1.475 115.774 4.410 28 1.475 109.407 7.277
29 1.525 116.045 4 .449 29 1.525 113.288 5.812
30 1.575 115. 347 4 243 30 1.575 112.001 6.473
3: 1.'35 116.321 5 123 31 1.625 11..332 7 4042 .b7 5 2: 6 545: 32 1 .675 1: 3 : 5 5

33 1.725 115.722 5. 0 1 33 1.725 116.840 4. 217
34 1.775 116 .727 4.160 34 1.775 116.023 4 .68935 1.825 117.701 4.342 35 1.825 215.364 4 .378
36 1.875 116.889 4.377 36 1.875 113 .527 5 .55237 1.925 117.403 3.567 37 1.925 114 .550 5. 586
38 1.975 117.217 3.267 38 1.975 115. 937 4 2020 39 2.025 117.524 4.390 39 2.025 116 532 4.231

, 40 2.075 117.863 3.475 40 2.075 118 157 2.496
41 2.125 116.667 2 939 41 2.125 17. 289 2.93442 2.175 116. 196 3 296 42 2.175 16 .643 2.7263 .2 15 1.6'163 .501 43 . 15 "1 .

2.275 115.962 3.074 44 2 275 116.195 2.281
3 2.325 115.846 2.728 45 2.325 .16.943 2.567

35-41
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FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA
U- 52. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b- 22.75 U- 52. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b- 42.75

NO Y VEL TU% NO Y VEL TU%
1 0.125 42.891 23.981 1 0.125 43.718 15.177
2 0.175 44.940 25.307 2 0.175 45.609 14.391
3 0.225 39.772 27 .954 3 0.225 47.522 13.424

* 4 0.275 33.813 31 .100 4 0.275 47.281 13 .462
5 0.325 46.577 24.380 5 0.325 44.356 14.093
6 0.375 44.439 24.885 6 0.375 43.723 14.786
7 0.425 44.192 25.290 7 0.425 45.430 14.174
8 0.475 45.869 24.219 8 0.475 46.357 13.345
9 0.525 36.797 25.623 9 0.525 45.146 15.187

10 0.575 41.926 24.793 10 0.575 42.448 15.027
11 0.625 45.547 23.499 11 0.625 44.663 13.344
12 0.675 44.050 19.651 12 0.675 44.533 15.686
13 0.725 43.223 22.074 13 0.725 44.533 15.677
14 0.775 46.273 19.832 14 0.775 43.806 15.637
15 0.825 41.455 22.318 15 0.825 47.479 14.260
16 0.875 45.709 20.589 16 0.875 50.270 13.247
17 0.925 47.842 22.513 17 0.925 52.556 12.285
18 0.975 52.156 19.485 18 0.975 53.523 12. 157
19 1.025 56.683 19.506 19 1.025 57.138 10.440
20 1.075 54.025 21.760 20 1.075 52.340 13.531
21 1.125 57.430 22.737 21 1.125 56.972 11 090
22 1.175 55.359 21.628 22 1.175 57.287 12.226
23 1.225 52.456 24.399 23 1.225 58.864 9.574
24 1.275 60.600 20.773 24 1.275 57.722 10.158
25 1.325 65.322 16.632 25 1.325 59.222 9.279
26 1.375 67.499 15.641 26 1.375 59.219 8.902
27 1.425 66.919 16.360 27 1.425 60.205 8.534
28 1.475 67.421 15.176 28 1.475 60.267 9.380
29 1.525 64.569 15.868 29 1.525 60.277 8.52?
30 1.575 65.702 17 .246 30 1.575 59.533 9.12
3! 1.625 66.319 15. 258 31 1.625 59.324 9. 9
32 1.675 61.697 16.925 32 1.675 59.845 8.84:
33 1.725 60.124 15. 934 33 1.725 59.582 8 593
34 1.775 57.976 17.552 34 1.775 60.177 9.132
35 1.825 56.851 16 .403 35 1 .825 57.483 8.612
36 1.875 57.933 16. 196 36 1 .875 57.722 9. 10
37 1.925 59.608 16 .747 37 1 .925 58.917 8.811
38 1.975 59.006 16 .579 38 1 975 56.042 .582

L 39 2.025 60.777 13.811 39 2 025 5774 .' 5'
49 2.075 60.560 15 .979 '0 2 075 56 303 48
.8 2 125 57.876 76 133 8 2.125 56.213

. a2 2.. 1 2 . 5 8. 1

43 2 225 5 3 .953 17 .180 4 3 2 . 225 56. 171! 8 . 30'
44 2.275 50.791 17.084 44 2.275 55.800 8 1S

34 ? , 0. 399 16.983 45 2. 25 5% 34 )04

1"
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FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA
u- 52. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b- 80.75 U- 52. FT/SEC JET GRID X/b-118.75

NO y VEL TU% NO Y VEL TU%
1 0.125 46.025 12.526 1 0.125 47.780 10.534
2 0.175 49.058 10.477 2 0.175 47.859 10.962
3 0.225 49.288 9.455 3 0.225 48.168 9.896
4 0.275 50.406 9.644 4 0.275 49.893 9.179
5 0.325 49.947 9.830 5 0.325 49.828 9.101
6 0.375 49.506 10.400 6 0.375 48.633 8.906
7 0.425 48.067 10.502 7 0.425 52.623 8.707
8 0.475 51.480 8.494 8 0.475 51.610 8.889
9 0.525 50.759 8.826 9 0.525 53.227 8.039

10 0.575 52.864 8.783 10 0.575 52.082 9.140
11 0.625 52.569 9.212 11 0.625 51.703 8.624
12 0.675 52.757 8.933 12 0.675 53.134 7.891
13 0.725 54.114 7.741 13 0.725 56.527 6.087
14 0.775 53.839 7.686 "4 0.775 55.501 6.805
15 0.825 51.597 9.011 15 0.825 54.741 7.569
16 0.875 52.788 9.471 16 0.875 55.936 6.625
17 0.925 56.505 6.585 17 0.925 56.787 6.442
18 0.975 56.050 6.611 18 0.975 57 .132 5.113
19 1.025 55.206 7.535 19 1.025 55. 032 6.49420 1.075 50.686 11.664 20 1.075 53.130 8.567
21 1.125 49.163 12.051 21 1.125 57 .034 6.142
22 1.175 53.380 9.613 22 1.175 55 .917 5.958
23 1.225 53.022 9.516 23 1.225 54.863 8.524
24 1.275 56.303 6.263 24 1.275 53.825 7.892
25 1.325 54.057 8.872 25 1.325 54.090 9.299
26 1.375 56.154 6.379 26 1.375 51.980 8.978
27 1.425 55.948 5.571 27 1.425 52.835 8.426
28 1.475 55.009 7.114 28 1.475 52.020 8.720
29 1.525 55.687 5.215 29 1.525 53.923 7.673
30 1 575 53.099 :0.951 30 1.575 53.250 3 7
3: .625 51 244 :1 305 31 1 625 56.365 4.-5c
32 1 675 53.22 7 3 23 32 1 .675 S5.7 1 7.
33 .725 56.767 6 638 33 1 .725 56.513 5. 046
34 1 775 57.305 5 .860 34 1 .775 57.091 4.17
315 1 .825 56.766 5. 500 35 1 .825 57.052 4.991
36 1 .875 56.763 5 .876 36 1 .875 56.601 4.33:
37 1 .925 57.023 5.900 37 1 .925 5 6.423 4 .140
38 1.975 56 .080 5 .859 38 1 .975 56 326 4. 832
39 2. 025 55 .553 6. 031 39 2 .025 56 373 5. 3Z
40 2. 075 56.007 6. 058 40 2 .075 56 . 3 4 6 7

2. 125 54 .640 6 .298 ,1 2.125 5 ,
.2 2.175 55.430 6.467 ,' 175 56

4 4 2.275 53 .988 6.778 44 2.275 56 3 4 31.2
2. 325 52 449 7 .628 45 2 .325 56 4 13 4 5;3
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FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA
U- 49. FT/SEC GRID X/b- 22.75 U- 49. FT/SEC GRID X/b- 42.75

NO Y VEL TU% NO Y VEL TU%
1 0.125 30.888 23.932 1 0.125 36.524 14.138
2 0.175 31.762 25.019 2 0.175 40.523 12.916
3 0.225 32.646 22.575 3 0.225 38.000 17.369
4 0.275 33.096 25.209 4 0.275 37.201 17.065
5 0.325 37.131 20.424 5 0.325 38.834 17.386

0 6 0.375 36.653 22.614 6 0. 375 38.851 14.225
7 0.425 39.659 18.227 7 0.425 39.018 13.497
8 0.475 40.685 18.768 8 0.475 40.923 14.239
9 0.525 42.048 16.558 9 0.525 41.766 14.614

10 0.575 42.596 13.631 10 0.575 42.059 13.438
11 0.625 42.435 15.991 11 0.625 43.227 12.798
12 0.675 45.490 12.449 12 0.675 44.624 14.988
13 0.725 45.576 11.755 13 0.725 43.850 13.268

4 14 0.775 45.977 10.340 14 0.775 44.985 12.136
15 0.825 47.517 10.384 15 0.825 43.896 14.598
16 0.875 47.750 9.339 16 0.875 48.597 9.299
17 0.925 49.000 9.572 17 0.925 46. 393 10.286
18 0.975 49.434 8.918 18 0.975 45.904 9.319
19 1.025 49.542 7.802 19 1.025 47.052 7.855
20 1.075 50.304 8.282 20 1.075 47.698 7.982
21 1.125 51.319 6.800 21 1.125 49.733 6.591
22 1.175 50.449 8.609 22 1.175 50.367 6.100

0 23 1.225 51.436 7.619 23 1.225 50.682 6.520
24 1.275 51.666 7.431 24 1.275 50.857 7.300
25 1.325 51.333 6.567 25 1.325 51.370 5.922
26 1.375 51.257 7.274 26 1.375 51.038 5.438
27 1.425 50.470 7. 312 27 1.425 51.152 5.774
28 1.475 51.455 6.878 28 1.475 51.546 5 .543
29 1.525 51.693 6,796 29 1.525 50.071 5.242
30 1.575 52.005 6.842 30 1.575 50.645 5.584
3 1 1 .525 50 .605 7 .633 3 1 1 .625 50. 041 5 .17 '
32 1.675 49.612 7. 443 32 1.675 51 . 1 737
33 1.725 51.189 6 .380 33 1.725 51 135 4 66 "
34 1.775 50.575 7 735 34 1.775 51 387 54 :
35 1.825 50.513 8 .205 35 1.825 50 .097 5 441
36 1.875 49.568 7.772 36 1.875 49.843 5.302
37 1.925 48.474 8. 030 37 1.925 50 .709 4 .843
38 1.975 49.764 7 .907 38 1.975 51 352 4.996

39 2.025 48.853 7 766 39 2.025 50 671 4.9 !i
40 2 075 49.564 q 194 40 2. 751 5 7 058 .. 6

2.125 50.36 7 .045 41 2.125 50 51 4.8::

: 15 0.8 ' 7.3: 4)2 3 7 50.1 .1

1 167.1 44 2 .2' 51 24'..

3- 4
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FLUID FLOW DATA FLUID FLOW DATA
U- 49. FT/SEC GRID X/b- 80.75 U- 49. FT/SEC GRID X/b-118.75

NO y VEL TU% NO Y VEL TU,
1 0.125 40.721 12.425 1 0.125 41.792 11.336
2 0.175 41.186 11.263 2 0.175 42.365 11.228
3 0.225 41.112 11.869 3 0.225 45.485 9.833
4 0.275 39.620 12.367 4 0.275 46.215 9.326
5 0.325 42.885 12.452 5 0.325 45.793 9.874
6 0.375 43.538 9.793 6 0.375 43.515 8.816
7 0.425 43.832 10.531 7 0.425 42.327 9.722
8 0.475 42.501 10.691 8 0.475 46.432 8.151
9 0.525 40.245 11.510 9 0.525 48.739 8.289

10 0.575 47.564 9.616 10 0.575 45.505 9.634
11 0.625 46.134 9.124 11 0.625 46.417 8.850
12 0.675 48.296 8.049 12 0.675 46.886 8.232
13 0.725 44.279 10.182 13 0.725 50.520 5.926

* 14 0.775 47.333 9.932 14 0.775 44.679 8.343
15 0.825 46.555 9.059 15 0.825 45.279 9.127
16 0.875 46.814 9.425 16 0.875 46.607 9.391
17 0.925 48.243 9.271 17 0.925 49.979 7.106
18 0.975 49.161 8.485 18 0.975 47.751 8.41319 1.025 48.753 8.587 19 1.025 48.138 8.612
20 1.075 47.864 9.282 20 1.075 46.922 8.222

21 1.125 50.226 7.601 21 1.125 50.503 6.055
22 1.175 50.651 6.259 22 1.175 48.856 8.055
23 1.225 50.023 6.518 23 1.225 47.563 9.431
24 1.275 50.522 5.761 24 1.275 46.970 7.918
25 1.325 50.607 5.110 25 1.325 47.090 7.880
26 1.375 50.620 5.748 26 1.375 50.998 6.169
27 1.425 50.621 5.275 27 1.425 51.620 5.634
28 1.475 50.159 7.435 28 1.475 51.679 5.709
29 1.525 50.400 7.662 29 1.525 47.780 7.594
30 1.575 51.047 6.050 30 1 .575 48.915 8 .296
31 1.625 51.576 4 .448 31 1 .625 49.875 7 381
32 1.675 51.127 4 063 32 1 .675 52.306 3 --

33 1.725 51.832 3.861 33 1 725 5 .8ia 0
34 1.775 51.256 4 .153 34 1 775 51.942 4
35 1.825 51.470 3.655 35 1 825 50.847 .;
36 1.875 51 .458 4.250 36 1 .875 51 758 5 134

37 1.925 51 .699 3.930 37 1 .925 52 509 3 1 0
38 1.975 51 .115 3.802 38 1 .975 52 405 3. , )

* 39 2.025 50.880 3.824 39 2.025 52 .648 .54
40 2.075 51 243 3.477 40 2 075 2 51 .56.
41 2.125 51 273 3.605 41 2.125 52 256
42 2.175 49 424 7.643 42 2.175 51 735 1

.... .0.12 4.659 43 2.225 52.S9'
44 2.2;5 49 3.9 8903 44 2.27 1...
45 2.325 50.171 7.508 ;5 2 3, 25 52 3.'b 2 53
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HEAT TRANSFER DATA:
U-110 FT/SEC JET GRID

NO X H Rex ST
1 2.44 0.763554E+02 0.134664E+06 0.107559E-01

- 2 4.50 0.511811E+02 0.248611E+06 0.720969E-02
3 6.56 0.363630E+02 0.362558E+06 0.512232E-02
4 8.63 0.336780E+02 0.476505E+06 0.474409E-02
5 10.69 0.282768E+02 0.590452E+06 0.398325E-02
6 12.75 0.257917E+02 0.704399E+06 0.363319E-02
7 14.81 0.250958E+02 0.818346E+06 0.353516E-02
8 16.88 0.240766E+02 0.932292E+06 0.339158E-02
9 18.94 0.229545E+02 0.104624E+07 0.323352E-02

10 21.00 0.229853E+02 0.116019E+07 0.323786E-02
11 23.06 0.217399E+02 0.127413E+07 0.306243E-02
12 25.13 0.218041E+02 0.138808E+07 0.307147E-02
13 27.19 0.213468E+02 0.150203E+07 0.300705E-02
14 29.25 0.208881E+02 0.161597E+07 0.294242E-02
15 31.31 0.213521E+02 0.172992E+07 0.300779E-02

* 16 33.38 0.215049E+02 0.184387E+07 0.302932E-02
17 35.44 0.216975E+02 0.195781E+07 0.305645E-02
18 37.50 0.207101E+02 0.207176E+07 0.291736E-02
19 39.56 0.205311E+02 0.218571E+07 0.289215E-02
20 41.63 0.208480E+02 0.229965E+07 0.293678E-02
21 43.69 0.215892E+02 0.241360E+07 0.304119E-02
22 45.75 0.221456E+02 0.252755E+07 0.311957E-02
23 47.81 0.211794E+02 0.264150E+07 0.298347E-02
24 49.88 0.205743E+02 0.275544E+07 0.289823E-02
25 51.94 0.195408E+02 0.286939E+07 0.275264E-02
26 54.00 0.200233E+02 0.298334E+07 0.282061E-02
27 56.06 0.219592E+02 0.309728E+07 0.309332E-02

* •U-105 FT/SEC GRID

NO X H Rex ST
1 2.44 0.447779E+02 0.128994E+06 0.659503E-02
2 4.50 0.317069E+02 0.238143E+06 0.466990E-02
3 6.56 0.254751E+02 0.347291E+06 0.375205E-02
4 8.63 0.247091E+02 0.456440E+06 0.363924E-02
5 10.69 0.218839E+02 0.565589E+06 0.322312E-02
6 12.75 0.205246E+02 0.674738E+06 0.302292E-02
7 14.81 0.200443E+02 0.783886E+06 0.295219E-02
8 16.88 0.192285E+02 0.893035E+06 0.283203E-02
9 18.94 0.184294E+02 0.100218E+07 0.271434E-02

10 21.00 0.184336E+02 0.111133E+07 0.271496E-02

11 23.06 0.175375E+02 0.122048E+07 0.258298E-02
12 25.13 0.175660E+02 0.132963E+07 0.258717E-01

13 27.19 0.171775E+02 0.143878E+07 0.252996E-CI

- 14 29.25 0.168516E+02 0.154793E+07 0.248196E-02
15 31.31 0.171923E 02 0.165708E+07 0.253214E-C0
16 33.38 0.173171E+02 0.176623E+07 0-255051E-C
17 35.44 0.172668E+02 0.187537E+07 0.254310E-OZ
18 37.50 0.166629E+02 0.198452E+07 0.245416E-CZ

* 19 39.56 0.167434E+02 0.209367E+07 0.246602E-02
20 41.63 0.169799E+02 0.220282E+07 0.250086E-0M
21 43 .69 0 .171234E+02 0. 231197E+07 0 .25219CE-CZ2
22 45.75 0.177021E+02 0.242112E+07 0.260722E-0:
23 47.81 0.171038E+02 0.253027E+07 0.251909E-02
24 49.88 0.167801E+02 0.263942E+07 0.247142E-02
25 51.94 0.158002E+02 0.274856E+07 0.232710E-02
26 54.00 0.161189E+02 0.285771E+07 0.237404E-02

e 27 56.06 0.177934E+02 0.296686E+07 0.262066E-02
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HEAT TRANSFER DATA:
U-52 FT/SEC JET GRID

NO X H Rex ST
1 2.44 0.471058E+02 0.641986E+05 0.139703E-01
2 4.50 0.335334E+02 0.118520E+06 0.994506E-02
3 6.56 0.234227E+02 0.172842E+06 0.694650E-02
4 8.63 0.206283E+02 0.227164E+06 0.611777E-02
5 10.69 0.170828E+02 0.281486E+06 0.506626E-02
6 12.75 0.155395E+02 0.335808E+06 0.460859E-02
7 14.81 0.149306E+02 0.390130E+06 0.442801E-02
8 16.88 0.141948E+02 0.444452E+06 0.420977E-02
9 18.94 0.134194z+02 0.498774E+06 0.397982E-02

10 21.00 0.133803E+02 0.553096E+06 0.396823E-02
11 23.06 0.126572E+02 0.607418E+06 0.375376E-02
12 25.13 0.126085E+02 0.661739E+06 0.373932Z-02
13 27.19 0.124144E+02 0.716061E+06 0.368175E-02
14 29.25 0.120257E+02 0.770383E+06 0.356648E-02
15 31.31 0.122701E+02 0.824705E+06 0.363895E-02
16 33.38 0.124158E+02 0.879027E+06 0.368217E-02
17 35.44 0.123423E+02 0.933349E+06 0.3660381-02
18 37.50 0.119120E+02 0.987671E+06 0.353277E-02
19 39.56 0.116593E+02 0.104199E+07 0.345783E-02
20 41L63 0.119012E+02 0.109631E+07 0.352956E-02

* 21 43.69 0.122699E+02 0.115064E+07 0.363892E-02
22 45.75 0.124622E+02 0.120496E 07 0.369592E-02
23 47.81 0.119211E+02 0.125928E+07 0.353545E-02
24 49.88 0.118627E+02 0.131360E+07 0.351813E-02
25 51.94 0.113050E+02 0.136792E+07 0.335275E-02
26 54.00 0.113632E+02 0.1422251+07 0.337001E-02
27 56.06 0.124039E+02 0.147657E+07 0.367865E-02

* . U-49 FT/SEC GRID

NO X H Rex ST
1 2.44 0.250203E+02 0.606576E+05 0.786268E-02
2 4.50 0.205164E 02 0.111983E+06 0.644731E-02
3 6.56 0.158255E+02 0.163309E 06 0.497320E-02
4 8.63 0.146779E+02 0.214635E 06 0.461257E-02
5 10.69 0.127067E 02 0.265960E 06 0.399312E-02
6 12.75 0.118547E 02 0.317286E 06 0.372535E-02
7 14.81 0.115333E+02 0.368612E+06 0.362437E-02
a 16.88 0.110305E 02 0.419938E+06 0.346637E-02
9 18.94 0.104788E 02 0.471263E 06 0.329297E-02

i) 21.30 ' I04319E+O2 0.522S89E+06 0.327826E-02
* 1i 23.06 0.992928E 01 0.573915E+06 0.312030E-02

-2 25.13 0.994586E 01 0.625240E+06 0.3125;!E-02
.3 27.19 0.985422E+01 0.676566C C6 630;6ME-02
14 29 25 0.943057E.01 0.727892E 06 O.296353E-02

15 31.3. 0.956307E+01 0.779217EiC6 0.33J52!E-02
S6 33. 38 J963C06E01 0830543E+36 0. C452E-0Z

17 35.44 0 9 6534E*01 ,.831969E :6 0. 3100 3E-02
S >" 37.53 7.;30696E+0" 0.933195E C6 O.292473E-02

>3' 33.5 >357E 01 3.S5.%20E..C6 0.2B6962E_02
,-'. ,;:.6 ; t .92"0D:E .7" 3>35E 7 D.2Q1554E-02

22 45.75 0. 6259E+0 0.113850E+07 0.30679ZE-02

23 47.81 0.925621E+01 L 118982E+07 0.290878E-02
2 4 49.88 0.914901E+01 0.124115E 07 O.287510E-02
25 51.94 0.869490E+01 0.129247E+07 0.273239E-02
26 54.00 0.877906E+01 0.134380E+07 0.275884E-02
27 5600. 0964224E 01 0.139513E 07 0.303009E-02
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AN ABSTRACT OF A DISSERTATION

A MULTIPLE RATIO SINGLE PARTICLE COUNTER TECHNIQUE
FOR PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS

Robert P. Howard

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering

A Multiple Ratio Single Particle Counter (MRSPC) has been
proposed by Sverdrup Technology, Inc. (AEDC) for size measurements of
spherical particles of known refractive index with diameters between 0.1
and 10.0 micrometers (particle size parameter between 0.64 and 64 for dn
incident wavelength of 0.4880 micrometers). A Monte Carlo simulation
program that incorporates measurement errors hds been developed for
analyzing the sizing system performance and selecting detector placement
angles for the MRSPC.

Detector placement angles were selected for particles with
refractive indices 1.33 and 1.776, respectively, assuming an incident
light wavelength of 0.4880 micrometers. Particle size distribution
errors predicted by the simulation program are presented assuming
scattered intensity measurement errors of up to -20 percent for different
numbers of detectors up to eight detectors. Methods were discussed and
compared for particle size interpretation for scattered intensity
measurements.

The results of this study indicated that particle diameters can
be adequately distinguished within the given size range, using as few as
eight detectors if intensity measurement errors are within -20 percent.
Fewer detectors are needed for smaller measurement errors. Also, the
results indicate that placing detectors in the back scattering region
offers no advantages in distinguishing particle sizes over placing all
detectors within the forward scattering region.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the development of electromagnetic wave theory, the

interaction of electromagnetic waves with material bodies has been

investigated. Lord Rayleigh in 1881 published a derivatior of

electromagnetic wave scattering by a small dielectric sphere to explain
'U,,

the blueness of the sky [1]. This derivation, however, was limited tc

cases for which the electromagnetic wavelength was much greater than the

particle diameter. In 1908, Mie [2] published an exposition on the

general solution of electromagnetic scattering by a sphere. Although
.

this phenomenon of scattering is often referred to as light scattering by

particles, the general scattering laws apply with equal validity to all

wavelengths. The solutions to the scattering equations depend upon tne

ratio of a characteristic dimension of the particle to the wavelength of

the incident electromagnetic wave rather than explicitly upon the

partcle size. This allows the general scattering theory to be

applicable to seemingly different types of problems. For example, the

scattering of microwaves by raindrops, the scattering of radiowaves by

artificial earth satellites, and the scattering of light by aerosols are

similar phenomena because in each case the wavelengths of the

electromagnetic waves are of the same order of magnitude as the

dimensions of the scatterer.

Two classes of problems exist in the scattering of electromagnetic

waves by a system of particles. One class involves the theoretical or

@4
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experimental determination of the scattered radiation by a known,

well-defined system. The other is to characterize the system of

scatterers (by such properties as particle size, for example) from a

knowledge of the scattered radiation, usually obtained by experiment [i].

There are a wide range of problems encountered in many areas of physiLdl

science that require particle size analysis. These include studies

pertaining to communication links through the atmosphere and

environmental effects of particulate matter in pollution. The increadst

demand for additional satellite communications capacity has stimulated

the design of microwave systems that operate at higher frequencies and

maintain dual orthogonal polarizations to allow two simultaneous signal

transmissions on the same channel. At frequencies above 10 Gigahertz,

attenuation and depolarization caused by atmospheric particles can reduce

the performance of radar and space communication links. Such particles

include ice crystals, rain, fog and snow [3].

Effects of pollution on the environment is determined primarily by

the characteristics of the particulate matter released into the

atmosphere. For example, the sizes of particles in city smog affect the

haziness of city air, the depth of penetration of the particles into

human lungs and the amount of deposition of the particles on various
I

surfaces before winds disperse the smog [4].

*, A very important and immediate application to scattering theory is

the determination of the size distribution of the particulates in the

exhaust plume of rocket motors. In this case, the particle size

distribution must be known in order to determine the effect of the

exhaust plume on the performance of solid propellant rocket motors. The

* particle sizing technique must be adaptable for use in the testing

36-4
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environment of rocket motor test cells. Mie theory is well suited for

fiber optics systems proposed for use in an optical measuring device to

perform this task.

Progress in space travel, the increasing use of manmade

satellites, the Defense Department's concern for identifying rocket

propelled vehicles and the Strategic Defense Initiative has stimulated

-- the need for understanding the physics of solid-propellant rocket inotors.

Rocket-propulsion scientists have developed computer codes that predict

with great accuracy the thrusts and some other performance

characteristics of these motors. One of the major uncertainties in these

codes is the size distribution of particulates within the plume. The

size distribution is important in the flow rate and radiation equations.

The development of these codes relied heavily upon test data from rocket

motor test facilities, rather than a complete theoretical understanding

of the physical principles involved in the rocket motors. The test
...

, facilities can simulate earth's atmosphere to about 100,000 feet. The

design of rocket motors with specific performance characteristics for

higher altitudes requires a more in-depth understanding of the physics of

rocket motors. An extensive experimental analysis of the exhaust plume

is necessary in formulating the physical theory.

Among the more important measures is the size distribution of

particulates within the plume. The measurement is difficult owing to the

'optical thickness" of the plume. Thus far, attempts to determine the

properties and size of the particulates have led to extracting particle

samples from the plume for analysis in d laboratory. This technique

consisted of mounting a particle extracting probe into the plume drd

catching a sample of particles before the probe was destroyed by tt' e t-(;h

%r-., %
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temperature of the plume. The type of particles were determined, but the

size measurements were unreliable due to the effects on the particle

sample in collection. There is the possibility of coagulation [5],

condensation, and deposition processes that would alter the state of the

system of particles during sample collection.

To overcome the problem of "optical thickness," a probe device is

under construction that will be used tc redirect and dilute a

representative sample of particles from the plume, so that a single

particle counter, an optical measuring technique, may be employed to

measure the particle size distribution. The optical measuring scheme

4[6], a multiple ratio single particle counter (MRSPC), proposed by the

* Sverdrup Technology Group at Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC)

is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.1. Light from a laser passes

through a quarter wave plate, used to control the polarization, and is

focused into a single mode optical fiber that preserves the light

polarization. The optical fiber guides the laser beam to the mounting

ring where it is focused to the center of the ring by a second lens as it

exits the fiber. Light scattered by a particle near the beam focus into

the fiber optic probes is transmitted to photomultiplier tubes where tile

intensities are measured and stored by a computerized data acquisition

system. Polarization filters may be placed in front of the fiber optic

probes if such measurements are desired. The theoretical basis for

determining particle sizes from scattered radiation in most optical

particle sizing systems is Mie theory for spherically shaped particles.

The intensity scattered from a spherical particle of known refractive

index into a detector (fiber optics probe) is dependent on the particle

diameter, the detector placement angle 9, the polarization component(s)

36-6
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of a MRSPC Proposed by Sverdrup
Technology, Inc. (AErJC) for Particle Size Measurements.
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accepted by the detector and the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave

incident on the particle.

In many applications involving light scattering measurements from

individual submicron particles, only lasers can provide adequate light

intensity for detection above the background noise levels [7]. Usually a

continuous wave (cw) gas laser operating in the fundamental (TEMo0 ) mode

is used as the light source for optical measurements of this type.

Lasers operating in the fundamental mode maintain at all cross-sections

along the beam a Gaussian intensity distribution [8] as illustrated in

Figure 1.2. Under conditions usually attainable in laser particulate

systems, the Gaussian distribution can be maintained [9] throughout

diffraction limited optical systems. Use of fiber optics for

transmitting the laser beam is a convenience, not a necessity. For

rocket plume measurements, the fiber optics allow delicate

instrumentation to be located away from the harsh environments of the

measurement sight.

Typically the receiving optics of optical single particle counters

have a narrow field of view receiving scattered light only from a

particle transversing the beam near the beam focus. A particle passing

through the beam continuously scatters light proportional to the incident

intensity along the particle trajectory through the beam. Since the

radial intensity distribution of the cross-section of the beam is

Gaussian, the intensity scattered into a detector by a particle of

constant velocity transversing the beam perpendicular to the beam axis

will be a Gaussian temporal profile as shown in Figure 1.3, assuming the

particle cross-section is much smaller than the beam diameter. The

amplitude of the scattered profile for a given particle size is dependent

k 26-8



Figure 1.2. Properties of a Gaussian Beam Near a Beam Waist.
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THE LASER BEAM

Fiqure 1.3. Relative Intensity Profiles Scattered into a
Detector of the MRSPC as a Particle Transverses the* Cross-section of a Gaussian Laser Beam Through Different
Paths.
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upon its path through the beam. The width of the Gaussian profile

depends on the particle velocity vector and the beam width at the

position at which the particle transverses the beam.

Direct correlation of measured intensities to theoretical

calculations to determine particle size depends upon an accurate

knowledge of not only the incident beam intensity and the intensities

scattered into the detectors of the instrument, but also the path of the

particle through the beam as shown in Figure 1.3. For example, a large

particle transversing the Gaussian beam off axis through the lower

intensity region may scatter the same amount of light (either maximum or

integrated) into a detector as a smaller particle transversing near the

beam axis [10]. To alleviate this problem, Hodkinson [11] suggested and

Gravatt [12] investigated a technique of ratioed intensities of light

scattered into two angles in the forward scatter region. This technique,

called a single ratio single particle counter (SRSPC), provides a measurE

of particle size independent of the incident intensity and the position

of the particle in the beam. However, as seen in Figure 1.4 the ratio of

intensities versus particle diameter scattered from spherically shaped

particles has a one-to-one correspondence only over a narrow range of

small particle sizes. Over the size range of interest, diameters

L.l<d<1O.Op, the ratio of intensities for two scattering angles is a

multivalued function of particle diameter. Thus, particle size

measurements over a wide size interval using a SRSPC would result in

large errors due to ambiguity in particle size.

Hi-leman [13] suggested that multiple ratios could be used to

extend the range of particle sizes that could be measured. Figure 1.5 is

a schematic of a ratio apparatus Hirleman used for particle size

36-10
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---- "Figure 1.5. Hirleman's Size Measurement Apparatus.
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analysis. A lens focused the laser beam to a beam waist as shown. A f/2

receiving lens placed at one focal length from the beam waist collimates

light scattered by individual particles passing near the focus.

Scattered light enters nine annular irises (Ar = 0.1 - 0.3mm). The nine

center radii correspond to the scattering angles measured from the laser

beam propagation direction i = 1.5', 3 ', 6', 90, 12', 150, 180, 21-, 24-

given by:

* ri = f tanQi,

where f is the primary focal length of the receiving lens and ri and 9i

are, respectively, the center radius and the scattering angle of the ith

detector. The annular iris tube assembly was constructed to allow only

axis-parallel light to be transmitted to the optical fibers. Light

scattered into an angular ring at 9i by an individual particle near the

beam focus is collimated by the receiving lens and transmitted to a ring

of optical fibers. The optical fibers corresponding to each ring

transmits the light to a respective photomultiplier tube. Utilizing many

scattering angles would result in several ratio curves similar to Figure

1.4.

For any given ratio-to-diameter curve, a measured ratio value

could correspond to several diameters. However, all measured intensity

ratios for a single particle scattering event must simultaneously

correspond to the same diameter. For elimination of ambiguity in particle

size within a certain size range, an ideal set of ratio curves IRl(d),

R2(d) , ... , RNR(d) corresponding to n scattering angles, would be one

in which there is a unique set of ratio values for any diameter d. Of

course this is an "ideal" definition in that it does not take into

36-12
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account measurement errors, which ds discussed in Chapter 3, also dftects

ambiguity.

The sizing scheme of Figure 1.1 allows scattered radiation

measurements at any scattering angle (outside the incident beam) without

interfering with the particle flow field. Strategically selecting the

scattering angles should minimize the number of detectors required to

sufficientl) reduce particle size ambiguity in size distribution

measurements. The general Mie scattering equations are very complicated. 4

Any analysis requires that scattering data be generated for the detectors

of the MRSPC as a function of diameter.

There are complications working directly with calculated intensity

ratios. Two detectors are required for one ratio curve. There are mary

combinations of the detectors even if the scattering angles are made

discrete and limited to a relatively small range of detector angles. It

is not difficult to determine if two diameters are distinguishable on a

given ratio curve. If two ratio values corresponding to diameters di and

d. are equal, or close in value since measurement errors must be]J

accounted for, the diameters are not distinguishable. The difficulty is

ON. quantifying ambiguity over the entire size range so that effective

comparisons can be made for different angles.

As seen from a typical ratio curve in Figure 1.4, it is obvious

that more than one curve is necessary to distinguish all particles sizes.

For two ratio curves, it is not the intersections of the curves, as one

might suspect, that determines ambiguity between two diameters. The

intersections are irrelevant. Two diameters are distinguishable if the

two corresponding ratio values on at least one curve are not close in

value. Each ratio curve has its own set of ambiguous diameters. Each

36-13
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possible second curve used in conjunction with the first ratio curve,

eliminates ambiguity for different diameters. Again, quantifying

ambiguity directly from the curves such that detector placement

comparisons can be made effectively is very difficult.

Due to the width of the size range of interest, the behavior of

the ratio curves as d function of diameter and associated measurement

errors that can affect ambiguity, the only feasible means of quantifying

ambiguity and analyzing the sizing performance for a given set of

detector angles is through a computer simulation of the sizing system.

The objective of this research was to develop methods for

analyzing the sizing system and selecting a minimum number of detector

scattering angles that sufficiently reduces particle size ambiguity. To

analyze the sizing system, a computer simulation program was developed

that incorporates measurement errors to get a realistic assessment of the

.Qsizing performance. This program was also used in a search technique

both to quantify particle size ambiguity for angle comparisons and

predict the sizing performance of the MRSPC as each detector angle was

added to the system. Detector angles were selected and analyzed for

water and aluminum oxide particles. Methods of correlating scattered

intensity ratio measurements to Mie theory calculations for particle size

interpretation were also developed and compared using the simulation

program.

.3
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SCATTERED INTENSITY CALCULATIONS FOR
THE DETECTORS OF THE MRSPC

The theoretical basis for determining particle sizes from scattered

radiation in most particle sizing systems is Mie theory for spherically

shaped particles. The prediction of light scattering by irregular particles

is in general impossible [10]. To emphasize the approximations and behavior

of the solutions of Mie theory, the Mie scattering equations are presented

in this chapter followed by a discussion of scattered intensity calculations

of the detectors of the MRSPC of Figure 1.1. The scattering intensity

equations are given in the form presented by Kerker [1].

Scattering from a Sphere (MIE Theory)

A scattered wave is generated when a plane monochromatic wave

is incident on an object possessing a discrete boundary and with optical

constants different from those of the medium. The scattering object

in this case is an isotropic homogenous sphere characterized by a complex

propagation constant kII , diameter d and a complex index of refraction

mI1 . The particle is contained in an isotropic homogeneous medium

that is assumed to be a dielectric with a real propagation constant k1

and real refracture index mI.

The electromagn t.ic properties of space must be determined for

the incident wave, transmitted wave (inside the object), and the scattered
• " . -.- T -T

wave. The field vectors (E, Hi for the incident wave; E , H for the
-s -.s

_. transmitted wave; E , H for the scattered wave) associated with the

wave, must obey the Maxwell field equations, the homogeneous wave equations,

and the boundary conditions that follow from Maxwell's equations.
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Figure 2.1. Spherical Coordinate System for Electromiagnetic
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S.

where Jz+ (p) and Nz+ (p) are the half interger order Bessel and Neumann
" I (2)

functions. The function is the linear combination of these functions

given by.

+ X( ) = H( 2 )  (.) (2.12)
S,2

.(2\

H+!' is the half integral order Hankel function of the seco,:d kind.

There are two special cases of interest. Referring to Figure 2.1,

if yz is chosen as the scattering plane, the incident light is polarized

perpendicular to this plane, = 900, 1 : 0' and

4 2 2 I I* 1(2.131
,~ 2u

However, if xz is chosen as the scattering plane, the incident light

polarization is parallel to this plane, 0 = 0 =, I 0 and

,"I 2 (2. 14)

The intensity equations (2.80) and (2.81) are functions of

*O $=--... 15~

called the particle size parameter. For both small -, Z.3, and large

3
. r"m-I , the scattered intensities may be approximated by simpler

. expressions. However, for within the range

3 16
0. 3 *~~ 6

full Mie calculations are n cl sarv
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To gain a perspective on the behavior of the scattered intensity

functions, polar plots are shown in Figures 2.3 to 2.5 for various values

of a. The plots represent the magnitude of intensity scattered as a

function of scattering angle e for the two special cases, 19 for 0 = 90-

and I, for t : 00. Figure 2.3 shows the scattering pattern for small ,

called the Rayleigh scattering region. For Rayleigh scattering, '--d and

the particle behaves as a radiating dipole antenna. For increasing sizes

of a, Figure 2.4 shows that the scattering pattern becomes more forward

directed until, as in Figure 2.5, the forward (diffraction) lobe

dominates and side-lobes appear.

Scattered Intensity Calculations for the Detectors
of the MRSPC of Figure 1.1

For particle scattering measurements, the spatial extent of the

optical sampling volume, simply defined as that portion of the beam from

which a particle scatters light into the detectors, is determined by the

intensity distribution in the field of view of the detectors. The field

of view of each detector is in the shape of a cone with apexes

overlapping at the laser beam focus. The optical sampling volume, also

*' called the measurement or sensitive volume, is small for detectors with

narrow fields of view.

In calculating the intensity scattered into a detector of the

MRSPC of Figure 1.1, it is convenient to use the coordinate system of

Figure 2.1 with the origin at the center of the sampling volume. The

radiant flux F, described by van de Hulst [14], scattered by a particle

at the origin into the solid angle subtended by a detector is

mp.
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+ 2* .. f f .
nF -1( a, m)sin 2

IT f f j-"

+ i2 (@, L, m)cos2j singdgd,, (2.84)

where linc is the incident intensity and the angles j and j identify

,  the location of the center of the jth detector. This analysis assumes

negligible variation in incident laser intensity over the particle

dimensions. The angle t. and the subtended angle A are the same for each¢J

detector leaving F a function of only Qj for a given refractive index,@J

*particle size, and wavelength.

A polarizing filter, placed in front of each detector, allows the

selective measurement of scattered light polarized either perpendicular

P1 or parallel P2 to the plane of observation. For the respective

polarized components of scattered radiation, equation (2.17) reduces to

either

FI(9 inc f sin 2 d f il(g,a, m)sin~dQ, (2.85)

*j 2j 2

or

2 ~ 2

F ( inc f co2 1cs2 d f2(0,(:, m)singdg. (2.86)

2

The ratio of two fluxes collected by two detectors (P1  at anqle- Q
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9. is

k +- 22 1 m)sin~d9

SFl(k) @k - 1 (d k (2.87)

F (9 + A@ l1(d' Q )
12

f £i(9,a, m)sin~d9

2

A similar relationship exists for P2 components. The ratio for one

polarization component to another is also similar except that the

integration over t does not necessarily divide out. For the ratio sizing

technique, calculations of the intensities 1(d, 9 ) and/or 12(d, 9j for

a given particle refractive index and incident wavelength are sufficient.

The computer program to calculate the scattering functions and

2 integrated over a AQ was provided by the Arnold Engineering

Development Center. A sample output is included in Appendix A. A

typical plot of equation (2.20) versus particle diameter d is given in

Figure 1.4. This curve is referred to as a characteristic, calibration,

or sizing curve.

The numerical search technique described in Chapter 3 requires Mie 9
theory calculations over a wide range of scattering angles m-9 -m

minr~j max'

where 9min and 9 are the limits on the range of detector angle

selection. For each 9j, scattered intensities, I(di, 9.) for either P1

or P29 are calculated for discrete diameters within a desired sizing

interval dmin'di-dmax in incremental steps of Ad = dj+ - d . Table

2.1 summarizes the calculations for the intensities.

36-25
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Table 2.1. Summary of Mie Calculations for the Search Technique of
Chapter 3.

m in m in + I ... @max

Sd I 1l(d I , 9 min
)  l(dI , 0 min+l

)  ... l(dI , 9 max
)

2  2 , min 2
9  min+1 2 , max

d I(d, min )  (d, .min+.. I(d max

.I,/

N dN' mi ' min+ N' max

:%

" ' 36-296
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.4

DETECTOR ANGLE SELECTION TECHNIQUE AND A
SIMULATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

AThe problem of particle size ambiguity was addressed in Chapter 1.

As illustrated in Figure 1.4, a two-detector system (or a Single Ratio

Single Particle Counter) is incapable of distinguishing particle sizes

over a wide or general particle size range. Thus, it is desirable to

strategically locate a minimum number of detectors that sufficiently

0decreases particle size ambiguity for a size range of interest. However,

before this can be achieved, it is necessary to quantify the amount of

particle size ambiguity existing for any arbitrary choice of n-detector

placement angles.

D In this chapter, a simulation program is described that simulates

the performance of the n-detector MRSPC of Figure 1.1 incorporating

measurement errors that are expected in scattered intensity measurements.

Using this for quantifying particle size ambiguity, a technique is

discussed for selecting a set of n-detector placement angles that

* _sufficiently reduces particle size ambiguity over a desired particle size

range, in this case 0.1 to 10.0, (micrometers). In a later section,

another technique is described for selecting detector angles. This

@1
,  technique has a significantly shorter computer time but does not take

into account measurement errors that might bias the selection process.

In actual and simulated measurements, scattered intensities must

be correlated to Mie theory in order to interpret the particle size. Two

04
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methods are discussed and compared using the simulation program.

* Interpretation of Particle Size from Measured Intensities

Intensity measurements scattered from individual particles into

the n detectors of the MRSPC allow a histogram of particle sizes to be

constructed over a statistically large number of particle scattering

events. To ease experimental requirements (Chapter 2), measurements are

correlated to theoretical Mie data through intensity ratios. It should

0 be noted that any means of correlation that reduces the data to the form

of equation (2.20) is acceptable. Calculated Mie data of Table 2.1, for

a specified number of scattering angles put into correct form (ratioed or

other) serves as a look-up table for measured intensities. The first

method of correlation discussed, called the ratio method, literally

ratios the intensities for combinations of two detector scattering

* angles. The second method mathematically treats the set of scattered

intensities from one scattering event as components of a normalized

n-dimensional vector, assuming n detectors. This method is referred to

as the vector method of correlation.

In the ratio method, first, the intensities of Table 2.1

corresponding to a particular set of n scattering angles are put into

matrix form as shown in Table 3.1. The intensities of Table 3.1 are

row-wise ratioed into a ratio look-up table, Table 3.2, resulting in a

total number of ratios given by

NR = n(n-l)/2. (3.1)

For example, if n 3, there are three columns in Table 3.2 calculated

according to

re-
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Table 3.1. Tabled Mie Data for n Selected Detector Scattering Angles.

1 02 .. Qn

62 l(d2  1 
)  l (d2 ,  92 ... l(d2 ,  9n

)2) n
d I(d, l) I(d, ... l(dN , 9 )1 112 2 i1n

Table 3.2. Ratioed Intensities of Table 3.1.

d R1(d1) R2(dI) ... RNR(d I)

d2 Rl(d 2) R2(d2 ) ... RNR(d 2 )

a.

A
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R1(dj) = I(dj, Q2)/I(dj, I),

R2(dj) = I(dj, 3 )/I(dj, Q1 ), (3.2)

R3(dj ) : I(dj, 3 )/I(dj, 92).

The n measured intensities for a particle scattering event are

ratioed according to equation (3.2) giving a set of NR measured ratios,

RM, RM, R to be correlated to the ratioed look-up table, Table

3.2. An this work, it is assumed that no particle diameters exist

* outside the size range of interest. The diameter, dk, of Table 3.2

producing the least squared error,

NR

Error(dk) . [Ri(d) - R]2 (3.3)

is accepted as the measured diameter corresponding to the measured

ratios. In this manner every set of measured ratios produces a measured

diameter. For actual measurements, a consistency check [13] for all

ratios would aid in excluding particle sizes outside the size range of

interest that might pass through the sensitive volume. A consistency

check is comparing each measured intensity ratio to the corresponding

theoretical ratio. If the values are not reasonably close, the particle

is assumed to be outside the size range of interest.

There are techniques other than intensity ratios for correlating

measured data to a look-up table of theoretical calculations to determine

the particle size. One such alternative is to row-wise vector-normalize

the intensities of Table 3.1 as illustrated in Table 3.3. An element,

Ii(d.), of the vector look-up table, Table 3.3, denotes the ith component

of a unit vector corresponding to diameter d . Each intensity of Table
J
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Table 3.3. Mie Intensities of Table 3.1 in Vector-Normalized Form.

a

01 02  .. n

dl 1 1(d1) 72 ( 1). .In(d1
d2  T1(d 2) T2 (d2) ... Tn(d 2)

d N  Tr1(d N )  T 2(d N )  I. In(dN )

3.1 corresponding to diameter d. becomes a component of a normalized

vector calculated according to

I(d 9.)
i (d ) n j ' 13.

.1- [I(dj, 9)]2

A set of n measured intensities, scattered into the detectors for a

particle scattering event, form a vector which must be normalized

*according to equation (3.4). The measured unit vector corresponds to a

diameter yet to be determined and may be written as 4

: ... TM .,(3.5)
1 12 n

where the superscript M denotes "measured" as before. The measured

vector IM is compared to each row of Table 3.3 (vector 1id)) by forming

the dot product

e- 41
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n

1(d) -1 iT (di) (3.6)
e i=I

The measured diameter, dM, is the diameter d. of Table 3.3 for which the

dot product of equation (3.6) is the greatest (maximum = 1).

Simulation Program for the Particle Sizing System

To effectively quantify ambiguity, a Monte Carlo simulation

* program was developed for the sizing scheme of Figure 1.1. Measurement

errors affect the amount of ambiguity as demonstrated in Figure 3.1. The

ratio value R = 2.25 corresponds to the diameters 4.4, 4.75, 6.7, 7.0,

8.25 and 8.6L. However, with uncertainty in the ratio measurement

(shaded region), possible diameters are in the neighborhood of 0.2, 4.4,

4.75, 5.5, 6.7, 7.0, 8.25, and 8.6.. To effectively model the sizing

system, these errors should be representative of errors generally

encountered in actual intensity measurements. The simulation technique

is outlined as follows:

1. The scattering angles are selected for an n-detector system.

2. The calculated Mie intensities of Table 2.1 corresponding to

the n scattering angles are ratioed or vector-normalized.

3. Measured scattered intensities are simulated for each particle

of an input distribution by introducing errors onto the calculated

intensities scattered into the detectors for that particle size.

4. The "measured" intensities for each input particle are

ratioed or vector-normalized and compared to the calculated Mie

intensities constructing an interpreted size distribution, for

convenience called the "measured" distribution.
p

5. The "measured" and input distributions are compared for a

3-3?
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quantitative amount of error.

The techniques for selecting the scattering angles are discussed

in later sections, although, any choice and number of angles may be used

in the simulation program.

An input distribution of particle sizes is generated over a

subinterval of the particle size range [dmin, dmax] by either

systematically, or randomly selecting a statistically large number of

* particle diameters according to an input distribution function n i(d).

This selected input diameter can, in general, take on any value within

the continuous size subinterval. For each d, the Mie intensities 1I(d,

91' I(d, 92)' ... , 1(d, 9n)t are obtained from Table 3.1, interpolating

as necessary.

A simple, yet effective, means of simulating measured intensitites

* is to assume that a "measured" intensity scattered into a detector is the

calculated value in error by a percentage of the calculated value.

A number Ei is randomly selected within the interval [Emin, Emax], where

Ei may be a function of the scattered intensity. Measured intensities

are simulated for a diameter d by introducing errors onto each Mie

intensity according to

IM(d, .) 9 I(d, 9i) + Ei  I(d, 9.), (3.7)

where Ei is the error randomly selected for the i detector for each

particle processed. The interval [Emin, Emax] is referred to as the

error interval.

The "measured" intensity values are compared to the look-up table

yielding a "measured" diameter dM . The particle size range [dmin, dmax]

is divided into size bins. As each input particle size is analyzed, the

* 0-34
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Sdiferent distributions), thus ,:ons:ructing input, n (d), and

X3
measured," n(d ), distributions of discrete diameters that can be

numerically compared. For this study, the size interval [0.1,, 10.0.] is

divided into 100 size bins denoted by d.. Particle diameters within a

subinterval [d. - 0.05u, d. + 0.05] are grouped into the size bin d.,

except for bins d = O.lu and d 100 10.0u, which span nalf this size

subinterval. The distribution n(d.), for either input or "measured," is

defined by -n = n(dj)Ad, where n is the number of particles within the

size interval of the bin.

The amount of ambiguity is quantitatively determined from the

* error in the "measured" to input distributions, calculated by

~~,. 100
M 2

Err = [ni(d) - n (d 3.3

j=1

Monte Carlo Search Technique

Detectors for the sizing scheme of Figure 1.1. may be placed at

scattering angles 9mi 19max. There are cases for which the range o*

placement should be restricted. For example, Hodkinson [1i] suggested

and'Gravatt [12] offered evidence that the forward lobe region

'diffraction dominated) is least affected by the index of retrac:-on•

Thus, if the particles being sized are of unknown composition or of

variable refractive index, detectors should be located, if reduction of

ambiguity permits, only at forward scattering angles. If the refractive

index and particle shape are known and reasonably constant, the full

range of 9 might allow sufficient reduction of ambiguity with a lesser

number of detectors.

36-35
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For a given size range of interest, it is desirable to determine

the minimum number of detectors that sufficiently reduce the particle

size ambiguity. The Mie scattering equations are too complicated to

allow general analytical solutions to this problem. Therefore, a

comparative-type numerical analysis is required. A generalized search

technique is needed that can be applied for each application of the sizing

instrument. There are limitations placed on any such numerical analysis.

First the scattering angles and diameters must be made discrete as

illustrated in Table 2.1. Then ideally, the search would begin with a

small number of scattering angles, compare existing ambiguity for all

possible combinations, and continue with additional angles until

sufficient ambiguity reduction is achieved. However, due to the large

, amounts of data, it is impractical even with the use of presently

available high speed computers to compare all combinations of angles for

more than two or three detectors, depending on the range of angles and

diameters and their respective spacing. A good search technique can

locate a minimal combination of scattering angles that work well in

- reducing particle size ambiguity, but to determine if the set is truly

optimum is impractical.

* A Monte Carlo search technique was developed because it can

4
* incorporate measurement errors which affects particle size ambiguity as

explained earlier. This technique utilizes the simulation program to

quantify ambiguity for a set of n detector scattering angles as the

4. number and placements of detectors are varied. The search technique is

-'. outlined as follows:

1. The size range of interest, [0.1i., 10.0.], is divided into the

36-36
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.... 3..4 Size Subintervals for Distributions.

Input "Measured"
Subintervals Distribution Distribution

0. 1O u, 2 . 0 ] n d) nl d ji M
2 2.0,j, 4 .0,] n2(d.) n (d

2 2
3 M2 [4.0ui, 6.0u] n3(d2 n ,j

4 t6.0u, 8.0M n(d n4M a

4 ~ 4
,," 5[8. 0: 10. 0 ns d ) n ,d

-. q

5J 5

2. An input particle size distribution is assumed over one of the

size subintervals. The Monte Carlo simulation program is applied to all

combinations of two scattering angles of Table 2.1. The combination for

" which the ambiguity is the least, as determined from equation (3.8!, is

-" chosen as the first two detector scattering angles for the MRSPC, thus

establishing a two-detector system, (91, 92) .

3. The Monte Carlo simulation is then applied independently to

each of the five subintervals of Table 3.4 using the two-detertcr

. scattering angles previously selected. This determines an ov,.all amount

of ambiguity and an amount for each subinterval. The size interval with

the greatest amount of ambiguity is used in selecting the next detector

scattering angle.

4. The simulation program is applied to sets of three scattering

angles (91, 02, 9t) , where Ot, called a trial angle, represents one of

the remaining scattering angles of Table 2.1. The angle 9 that best
t

36-37
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complements 9 and 92 in reducing size ambiguity for the subinterval from

step 3 with the maximum ambiguity, is chosen as the third detector

scattering angle.

5. Additional detectors are added in this manner until sufficient

reduction in particle size ambiguity is achieved.

In order not to bias a particular range of particle sizes within c

subinterval during the search, a flat distribution of particle sizes was

assumed over each subinterval. Rather than rely on a random number

generator to generate the flat distribution, the diameters for the inpu:

distributions are generated by stepping across the size subinterval in

diameter steps, ISTEP, determined by

STP=dmax - dminISTEP : NP

*m where dmin and dmax are respectively minimum and maximum diameters of the

th subinterval of Table 3.2 and NP is the number of particles making up

the input distribution. Also, for uniformity throughout the search for a

particular scattering angle, the same set of random numbers is used for

Ei in simulating "measured" intensities by initializing the random number

generator each time a new trial angle is analyzed.

The advantages of the Monte Carlo technique are obvious from tne

standpoint that angle selections are determined from a prediction of the

MRSPC performance. Measurement errors based on the actual

*a4 instrumentation can be used for simulating measured 2cattered

intensities. However, a disadvantage is the large amount of computer

time required for the search.

36-38
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i Normalized Vector Technique for Selecting Scatter Angles

Ambiguity in particle size as shown in Figure 1.4 exists where a

" given intensity ratio corresponds to more than one diameter. This-, swaconcept can be extended to multiple ratio curves by examining Table 3.3.

m, Ambiguity exists between two diameters dj and dk if the dot product

T(dji).T(dk):lI. This suggests that a quantitative amount of ambiguity for

a given n-detector systems might be determined from the dot products of

all combinations of the vectors of Table 3.3. The dot products put into

'S.

'. matrix form are shown in Table 3.5. The resulting matrix is symmetric

.5,

about the diagonal with all diagonal elements equal to one. The maximum

value of any element is I because all vectors are unit vectors. It would

vbe desirable for minimum ambiguity, to find a combination of n-detectors

"-- for which all off-diagonal elements are small in value, close to zero.

Since the matrix is symmetric, only the upper triangle needs to be

considered. The first off-diagonal elements represent comparisons of

A u x bndiameters d. and dj+k , two neighboring sizes within the size range. If

distinguishing these diameters is unimportant, then this off-diagonal

need not be considered. The summation of the matrix values of the upper

atriangle,

N-1 N A
AREA = 1 (d ) I(dk)( .0

j=1 k=j+1

serves a a quantitative measure for an amount of ambiguity for a set of n

detectors, where N is the number of discrete diameters.

flnaio
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Table 3.5. Matrix of Dot Products for All Combinations of Vectors of
Table 3.3.

d1  d2  ... dn

d1I d1 I d1)T d1) r(d 2)  ..AdI) I d r
d2  I(d2 )'l(d 1 ) I(d2 )'I(d 2 ) ... I(d 2 )'I dn,

dn I(dn)'I(d 1) I'(dn )'I(d 2) ... I dn)'i ,n'

Use of this approach as a search technique requires significantly

less computer time than the Monte Carlo search technique, but is still

impractical for analyzing all combinations of n detector angles for r, 2.

However, using similar search strategy as before, the first two detector

scattering angles can be selected by comparing all combinations of

scattering angles taking two at a time. This is the combination for

which the summation of dot products is minimum. Additional detector

angles are added one at a time such that the new angle best complements

fixed angles in minimizing the summation of the dot products. As each

detector scattering angle is added, the simulation program can be used to

determine if sufficient ambiguity reduction has been achieved.

The computer time required to select detector angles is

significantly reduced. However, this technique does not incorporate

measurement errors that might bids scattering angle selection.

36-40
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RESULTS

Mie theory calculations must be performed for Table 2.1 before

applying the techniques discussed in Chapter 3. This requires a

knowledge of the incident light polarization and wavelength, the

polarization of light accepted by the detector (if polarizing filters are

used), the solid angle subtended by a detector, the refractive indices

of the particles and surrounding medium, and the range and incremental

. steps for both the scattering angle and diameter. For the development

and evaluation of the techniques, calculations were made for the

following conditions.

1. The incident laser beam is polarized perpendicular to the

plane of the detectors. The wavelength of the incident beam is 0.4880

2. Polarizing filters placed ir front of the detectors transmit

only scattered light polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane,

thus allowing calculations from the integral of the intensity function

, ~.equation (2.20).

[ 3. A detector subtends a solid angle for which* = =53:

for calculations of equation (2.20).

4. The medium containing the particle is assumed to have a

-O1 refractive index of 1.0. The particles are assumed to be water particles

with a refractive index of 1.33.

5. Calculations were made for each scattering angle 6' 174' in

increments of 1", for particle diameters d within the size . (1 It). 0

,16-41
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in O.Olu steps. Note: Mie equations were used to calculate the

* intensities in steps of 0.1w. Table 2.1 was refined to O.OL steps using

Newton's Forward Difference Interpolation Technique [15]. Mie

calculations are plotted in Figure 4.1 with and without interpolated

values. As shown in the plot, the interpolated values agree closely with

the calculated values.

An evaluation of the Monte Carlo simulation program and the Monte

Carlo search technique is given. The ratio method is used for particle

size interpretation. The results of detector angle selections are given

for water droplets assuming measurement errors described for equation

* (3.7). The selected scattering angles and predicted sizing performance

of the MRSPC for aluminum oxide particles for each of three wavelengths,

0.4880o, 1.06u, and 1.32,,, are presented. A comparison of the ratio

method and vector method for particle size interpretation is presented

along with the angles selected for the detectors using the

vector method.

Evaluation of the Simulation Program

The Monte Carlo search technique requires large amounts of

computer time. Both NP, the number of particles per input distribution,

[1 and *d, the diameter step size for the look-up table, Table 3.1, grexi:>

affect the computer time. Scattering angles, selected arbitrarily, were

analyzed using the simulation program to determine the effect of NP on

'4 the distribution errors, equation (3.3). The simulation program

jenerites simulated scattered intensity measurements by introducing

random errors, equation (3.7), onto calculated intensities. In any

neighborhood of a diameter of the input distribution, there should be a

sufficient number of pdrtlcles generated by the simulation program

I-." 36-42
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to insure a representative sample of random error combinations for the

simulated intensities.0
To determine a minimum allowable NP, the simulation program was

used to generate input-to-"measured" distribution errors for values ot NP

between 100 and 3000 for an arbitrary set of angles, 16u, 9° , 12-, 15.

The diameter step size d = OI.Ol was used for this analysis. The

"measured" distributions, for this set of angles as NP was varied,

contained incorrectly sized particles at the same diameters for NP 50C.

Particles at diameters of the "measured" distribution outside the inpu,

size interval indicate ambiguity with diameters within the input size

interval. The square root of the distribution errors is proportiond' tc

NP, illustrated in Figure 4.2, if a statistical number of particles art

used for the Monte Carlo simulation. Each curve represents the

distribution errors for one of the five size intervals described in r%,>

3.4. The plots indicate that NP-500 should be sufficient to maintain

statistical results. Similar results were obtained for other

combinations of four detectors and the results were even better for a

larger number of detectors. For the remainder of this work, NP S5C.

To determine a maximum allowable -d, the Monte Carlo search

technique was used to select detector scattering angles and predict the

performance of the sizing system for values of d between 0. and..

Detector angles selected from d restricted range ot 9 and the

corresponding distribution errors for the diameter step sizes'J.Q ,6

f- 0.03 , 0.05 , and 0.1 are given in Tdble 4.1. Each row of the tdblt

represents the irnput-to-meadsured" distribution errors calculdted LY th.

;e -,: h progyraim a, each deter tor angle is selected. input ind ire sur '

e- d' P.4
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Table 4.1. Selected Scattering Angles and Predicted Performance Errors
for Water (m = 1.33 at k = 0.488O.) with [1min, Cmax] = [62, 60'], [Emit,
Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2] and NP = 500.

Detector Number
DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of

1 II III IV V (degrees) Detecturs

7112 9644 10890 10674 8966 15,38 L

6254 7350 5484 8888 6548 50

4898 4982 5006 4312 3870 9

* 2568 2754 2194 2638 2006 18

1848 1134 1054 1608 970 6

1180 920 700 712 378 21

842 758 568 602 330 30

.d = 0,1,

5940 10162 8548 9860 9100 13,49

4826 4940 6994 7804 8050 44

3138 3194 4604 5144 3184 52

:810 1902 1996 2010 1924 8

1042 110o 802 612 924

440 406 29 336 290 20

274 356 360 i14 272 4
Id :0.05%

6278 98,i4 10314 9960 9752 11,50

4394 3902 4638 7060 8 82

2C06 3314 2980 3464 2300 13 4

"56 1066 1i12 1054 1480 _-a

356 764 576 872 546 16
418 344 400 226 414 21

370 346 360 246 278 41

",d . 3,

I .
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V Table 4.1 (continued)

Detector Number
DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of

II III IV V (degrees) Detectors

6338 9214 8568 10060 8206 14,48

3814 4736 4940 5442 6882 6
1456 1886 1524 1898 740 ii -

76800 672 1074 1040 29q

i62 94 350 194 61L i

94 182 248 190 210 32

,12 98 74 220 224 36
0d L 36

u.2

.
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distributions are plotted in Figures 4.3 to 4.9 for d = 0.02- to

illustrate distribution errors as each detector is added. The sets of

selected detector angles in Table 4.1 have several angles in common, or

at least, close in value, although the angles are selected in a different

order for each d. The set of angles for d = 0.05- has two angles

distinctly different from angles of the other sets.

Of importance is the effect of 'd on the distribution errors. T,

distribution errors are significantly smaller for a fewer number of

detectors as .d is decreased. Table 4.1 indicates that if -d = O. ,

only 5 or 6 detectors are required to achieve about the same error

reduction as 8 detectors for d 0.1... In addition to Table 4.1,

distribution errors for fixed sets of scattering angles showed a

significant decrease in errors as *d was decreased from 0.1. to K.C?

There was little difference in the input-to-"measured" distribut'On

errors and plots for 'd = 0.02. and C.01.. Thus, the look-up tbe

should be calculatea for a maximum diameter step size of d = .C2 tQ

reduce errors in particle size interpretation tor a giver number .

detectors. Since 'd does affect the selection of the detectors,

search should incorporate the value of d that will be used 1F1 pdrt. ,e

size interorptation for actual measurements.

* " etector anriie ele, ti for %Ta',e 4. and Fiqures 1. .

, issudifed the error interval -). , . ' f or simulated measure.ents.

)umber # pdrticls per distrisution and dijmeter step size are

W r~spectA vy, >. and ,.' io *O.h remainder of fhis work. eu Iv

.. , lPrif qrlnr J ele( tirj ,_ * r the err()r intervaL [- , 9.' , - .

1 rd L~ J . ire ,howr i F 'b e I. or wdte r )ujr" ir

' ,:j , f- r ' ' , 'T *'p _ -i7r - vr ,)rit' , til, i ,i ,trm t)1 i,
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Table 4.2. Selected Scattering An9 les and Predicted Performance Errors
for Water (m = 1.33 at = 0.4880w) with [@min, Qmax] = [6', 600], NP =
500, and Ad = 0.02P.

Detector Number

DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of
I-II III IV V (degrees) Detectors

6338 9214 8568 10060 8206 14,48 2

3814 4736 4940 5442 6882 6 3

1456 1886 1524 1898 2740 11 4

716 800 672 1074 1040 39 5

162 94 350 194 612 21 6

94 182 248 190 210 32 7

* 222 98 74 220 224 36 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2]
a# .-

5840 8892 9524 9766 6182 14,49 2

3650 4018 3846 3668 2730 6 3

698 434 512 356 636 11 4

112 84 108 100 294 22 5

210 46 114 72 56 19 6

98 60 44 54 166 52 7

228 70 38 26 22 32 8

[Emin, Emax] : [-0.1, 0.1]

3506 5340 4944 6358 6914 6,9 2

90 1040 1008 986 228 13 3

100 32 66 158 54 31 4

102 32 2 0 0 25 5

52 14 2 0 0 56 6

38 6 0 0 0 48 7

122 2 0 0 0 18 8

[Emin, Emax] = [0.0, 0.0]

- /

,1: •
J
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errors for an equivalent number of detectors. Thus, for smaller

measurement errors, fewer detectors are required for similar ambiguity

reduction. Note that input-to-"measured" distribution errors can exist

even for zero measurement errors. This is because of ambiguity and the

process of making diameters discrete for the look-up table. Intensities

for input diameters that fall between diameters of the look-up table are

interpolated and thus have small errors with respect to intensities of

the look-up table diameters without external errors being introduced.

Increases in distribution errors with the addition of a detector

scattering angle is attributed to ambiguity between intensity ratios for

4" existing angles and ratios formed for the added angle.

The range in scattering angles [9max, 9max] for Tables 4.1 and 4.2

was limited to [6 , 60']. The range was limited for two reasons. First,

to develop and present the technique, the range of detector angles is

arbitrary. Secondly, semilog plots of the intensity scattering functions

versus 9. for fixed particle sizes, Figures 4.10 to 4.15, show stronger

scattered intensities at the forward scattering angles over the entire

range of diameters. It is favorable to locate the detectors within the

highest intensity scattering region to better insure a good

signal-to-noise ratio for the measurements. This is especially important

for the smaller particles of the size range. Smaller particles intercept

less of the incident energy and thus scatter less energy. A particle

will be sized by the instrument only if scattered signals are detec:K'-

above background noise. This is a limiting factor for small pdrt,

measurements.

Detector angles selected from the full range of ,

rel particles are given in Table 4.3 alono with distr-hb. .

C
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Table 4.3. Selected Scattering Angles and Predicted Performance Errors
for Water (m = 1.33 at X = 0.4880 ) with NP = 500, Ad = 0.02p, and [9min,
@max] = [6° , 600].

* Detector Number
DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of

I II III IV V (degrees) Detectors

3020 8740 9788 8430 9080 81,147 2

3080 3372 3328 5544 6596 158 3

1386 1466 1260 2940 2264 151 4

650 412 806 722 480 154 5

180 160 122 318 306 70 6

176 96 140 72 120 129 7

66 80 248 218 256 12 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2)
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assumed intensity error interval [-0.2, 0.2]. The distribution errors

are similar in value to errors for the set of angles selected over the

restricted range in Q, given in Table 4.2. Since the detector angles

selected from the full range of Q afford no increase in ambiguity

reduction, the detector angles for water particles should be limited to

the forward scattering angles.

Detector Angle Selections for Aluminum Oxide

A proposed application for the MRSPC of Figure 1.1 is the size

measurement of particulates within the plume of solid propellant rocket

motors. Results of the Monte Carlo search technique for incident light

wavelengths, 0.4880u, 1.06u, and 1.32w, are given in Tables 4.4 to 4.6

for aluminum oxide particles. The range of selection angles was limited

to [60, 600]. Although measurement errors for the actual instrumentation

should be used in this search, the error intervals [Emin, Emax] denoted

in the tables, allow an indication of the distinguishability of these

particles and the number of detectors required for the measurements. The

refractive indices of aluminum oxide at these wavelengths were supplied

by Sverdrup Technology, Inc. at AEDC and are indicated on each table.

Plots of the scattering functions i for aluminum oxide, calculated from

Mie theory for several particle diameters and an incident wavelength of

0.4880u, are given in Figures 4.16 to 4.21. Larger scattered intensities

are maintained at forward scattering angles for the size range of

interest.

Input-to-"measured" distribution plots are given in Figures 4.22

to 4.28 for [Emin, Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2] and X = 0.4880u. These

distributions and the distribution errors of Table 4.4 indicate that the

* MRSPC can distinguish particle sizes of spherically shaped aluminum oxide
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Table 4.4. Selected Scattering Angles and Predicted Performance Errors
for Aluminum Oxide Particles (m = 1.776 at A = 0.4880p) with NP = 500,
Ad= O.02p, and [9min, 9nax] = [60, 600].

Detector Number
DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of

I II III IV V (degrees) Detectors

6928 9166 9732 9280 9360 11,50 2

5008 5558 5108 7156 6828 47 3

2426 2514 3372 2378 3624 21 4

438 714 1120 1434 926 8 5

420 128 242 100 148 15 6

92 60 88 42 80 32 7

114 104 36 30 76 60 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2]

5272 8992 9952 8558 10508 8,11 2

2618 3560 5158 5222 4114 58 3

1132 1348 1464 954 1372 28 4

346 406 110 214 196 18 5

264 90 92 64 80 33 6

80 98 18 30 34 23 7

148 12 14 38 20 40 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.1, 0.1]

3078 5466 6194 5938 6854 7,10 2

308 1460 2296 2248 1316 45 3

S 382 880 222 400 102 39 4

322 68 66 24 22 22 5

178 34 46 0. 0 28 6
120 28 8 0 0 57 7

144 8 0 0 0 25 8

[Emin, Emax] = [0.0, 0.0]
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Table 4.5. Selected Scattering Angles and Predicted Performance Errors
for Aluminum Oxide Particles (m = 1.75463 at A = 1.06u) with NP = 500,
Ad= O.02u, and [9min, Qmax] = [60, 600].

Detector Number
DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of

II III IV V (degrees) Detectors

2964 8546 10066 8428 8648 6,42 2

1540 6670 4502 5428 4992 15 3

1376 1302 2934 1820 2052 9 4

1260 808 874 588 482 19 5

354 302 348 374 240 59 6

628 202 460 120 176 49 7

266 114 250 164 118 23 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2]

2350 9394 8878 7590 8034 6,40 2

1394 1436 2768 2458 2844 9 3

742 710 788 492 298 21 4

486 538 96 138 176 45 5

342 128 130 158 50 12 6

274 150 236 48 60 48 7

130 148 116 66 34 57 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.1, 0.1]

, 1074 1490 2496 3042 3486 7,10 2

300 134 516 350 294 33 3

U 474 240 40 46 96 19 4

88 356 346 24 24 53 5

156 134 174 56 4 42 6

130 66 34 132 2 25 7

136 70 26 10 4 38 8

[Emin, Emax] = [0.0, 0.0]
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Table 4.6. Selected Scattering Angles and Predicted Performance Errors
for Aluminum Oxide Particles (m = 1.750159 at A = 1.32p) with NP = 500,
Ad = 0.02p, and [9min, Qmax] = [60, 600].

Detector Number
DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of

I II III IV V (degrees) Detectors

2906 7362 8918 9318 10152 6,58 2

3338 3366 4550 5080 3472 10 3

1512 1834 2292 1764 2432 48 4

1360 1804 1514 748 400 53 5

650 526 498 320 402 20 6

660 600 522 208 248 59 7

538 448 228 374 330 42 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2]

2552 6522 8416 8622 8516 6,56 2

864 2802 4742 2516 3940 31 3

666 990 1212 1300 1534 11 4

538 356 286 334 208 36 5

390 434 212 92 106 23 6

618 200 182 74 108 51 7

516 266 56 34 150 59 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.1, 0.1]

910 3608 5498 5296 3870 6,18 2

196 1748 606 2750 1542 38 3

998 704 404 88 364 13 4

230 210 114 72 98 54 5

174 60 152 72 16 57 6

184 66 104 112 36 60 7

204 212 58 104 8 22 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.1, 0.1]
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I
particles within the size range [dmin, dmax] = [0.1p, 1O.0w].

The distribution errors increase for longer incident wavelengths as

seen from Tabies 4.5 to 4.6, especially for the first size subinterval.

The intensity ratio plots of Figures 4.29 to 4.32 show that for longer

wavelengths the ratios are only slightly sloped for smaller diameters

making diameter resolution poor within this size range. Distribution

errors are smaller for 0.48801, wavelength for an equivalent number of

detectors making it a better choice for measuring aluminum oxide

.particles.

Detector Angle Selections Using the Vector Search Method

IDistribution errors were generated for the sets of angles of Table

4.2 using the vector method of particle size interpretation in the

simulation program keeping the parameters NP, Ad, and [Emin, Emax] the

same. Also the same random numbers were used to simulate the measured

intensities. The results, Table 4.7, in comparison to Table 4.2, show no

overall significant differences.

Still, there are reasons for preference of methods of size

interpretation. It is much easier to incorporate a consistency check into

the ratio method to help discriminate particles outside the size range of

Ointerest. However, as the number of detectors becomes large, the number

of ratios, taking all combinations as described in equation 3.1, becomes

very large. The vector method always has the same number of columns in

the look-up table as there are detectors for the sizing system.

The vector search method was used to select detector angles for

the MRSPC of Figure 1.1. The detector angles are given in Table 4.8 for

water and aluminum oxide for the light wavelength 0.4880L. The AREA

represents the figure of merit as described in equation 3.10.
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Table 4.7. Distribution Errors Using the Vector Method of
Interpretation in the Simulation Program for Comparisons to Table 4.2.

Detector Number
DISTRIBUTION ERRORS Angles of

II III IV V (degrees) Detectors

6456 9490 8444 10176 9102 14,48 2

3102 4072 5594 4272 7008 6 3

2382 1558 2512 2032 2878 11 4

1742 1118 636 1028 960 39
430 488 288 176 424 21 6

376 216 154 74 174 32 7

474 166 58 50 96 36 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.2, 0.2]

5802 8690 9484 10064 6960 14,49 2

2296 2860 4306 3606 3596 6 3

. 376 240 544 656 752 11 4

124 148 86 38 252 22 5

94 54 34 122 100 19 6

162 32 58 40 52 52 7

186 16 42 62 74 32 8

[Emin, Emax] = [-0.1, 0.1]

3274 5250 4864 6924 7924 6,9 2

84 230 540 534 190 13 3

72 14 32 32 16 31 4

56 0 0 0 0 25 5

64 0 0 0 0 56 6I62 0 0 0 0 48 7

62 0 0 0 0 18 8
[Emin, Emax] = [-0.0, 0.0]
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Table 4.8. Scattering Angles Selected Using the Vector Search Method,

0.4880u.

Number Detector
of Angles

Particle [@min, @max] Detectors (Degrees) Area

Water [60, 1740] 2 109,166 3799.27

3 162 3349.18

4 157 3217.35

5 172 3152.00

6 97 3133.50

7 169 3109.94

8 117 3112.77

- Water [60, 600] 2 8,11 4088.76
3 14 3759.56

4 53 3678.06

5 57 3662.55

6 60 3657.12

7 50 3656.26

8 39 3654.74

Aluminum Oxide [60, 600] 2 15,18 3988.77

3 9 3845.48

4 6 3759.61

* 5 57 3695.07

6 12 3662.81

.' .. 7 53 3637.70

8 60 3630.94
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A Multiple Ratio Single Particle Counter (MRSPC) has been proposed

by Sverdrup Technology, Inc. (AEDC) for size measurements of spherical

particles of known refractive index within the range of diameters

O.l<d<1O.Ou (0.64<z<64.0 for = 0.488011). This optical sizing

technique is well suited to fiber optics for noninterfering remote

measurements, especially useful in harsh environments. Particle size

interpretation is performed through correlation of measured intensity

ratios to theoretically calculated ratios, thus, eliminating both the

need for reference measurements of the incident beam intensity and a

knowledge of the particle position within the Gaussian beam. However,

the intensity ratios are multivalued functions of diameter making it

difficult to correctly interpret particle size.

To overcome the problem of particle size ambiguity, several

intensity ratios are measured for a single particle scattering event.

The measured ratio values must simultaneously correspond to respective

theoretical calculations. Two techniques, a least squared fit to actual

ratioed data and a vector method, were considered for particle size

interpretation. The ratio method seems to offer better size resolution

and should be better suited to consistency checks for discriminating

particles that might lie outside the size range of interest.

The basic objective of this investigation was to develop methods

for analyzing the sizing system and selecting a minimum number of
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detector placement angles that sufficiently reduces particle size

ambiguity. To quantify ambiguity and predict sizing system performance

..'for a given set of scattering angles, a Monte Carlo simulation program

was developed that incorporates measurement errors which affect particle

size ambiguity. Measurement errors used in this study were generalized,

but the program can be easily modified to include specific

instrumentation errors for a particular sizing system.

Preliminary studies, using the simulation program, indicated that

particle sizes can be distinguished over the size range of interest using

a practical number of detectors. Ambiguity was found to be very

* dependent upon the measurement errors.

The minimum number of particles per distribution in the simulation

. program that maintains statistical results was found to be 500 over a size

subinterval of 2.0u. The maximum diameter step size for the theoretical

look-up table, for size interpretation, was found to be 0.02,.. A step

- size of O. lu in the simulation program produced much larger distribution

errors than for 0.02-.

The simulation program was developed into a search technique for

selecting detector placement angles. The first two angles were selected

simultaneously forming a two-detector system. Additional detectors were

added one at a time. As each detector angle was selected, the current

set of n-detector angles were analyzed to determine the amount of

ambiguity remaining. This technique allowed a minimum number of

detectors to be selected that sufficiently reduces particle size

ambiguity.

V Mie calculations of the intensity functions versus scattering

angle, for certain diameters throughout the size range, indicate that

SI.. , *-I0
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stronger intensities are scattered into the forward angles throughout the

entire size range. Detectors placed within this region should maintdin

the best signal-to-noise ratios and detect scattered signals from smaller

particles. Small particle measurements are limited to sizes that scatter

intensity signals detectable above background noise. Also, the forward

scattering angle (diffraction lobe) intensities are less sensitive to

nonsphericity and variable refractive index [12].

Detector placement angles were selected for water and aluminum

oxide particles with refractive indices 1.33 and 1.776, respectively,

assuming an incident wavelength of 0.4880u. In each case, eight detector
4-.

angles were selected from the forward scattering angles [60, 600] aria

distribution errors presented for three cases of intensity measurement

errors. The distribution errors decrease significantly with a decrease

in measurement errors. Also, a change in measurement errors was shown to

affect the detector angle selections.

The distribution errors for the detector scattering angles

selected from [60, 600] were not significantly different from

distribution errors for the set of detector angles selected from the full

range of scattering angles [60, 1740]. Thus, for the measurement errors

assumed, placing detectors outside this restricted range of scattering

angles offers no advantage in reducing particle size ambiguity.

. Detector placement angles were also selected for aluminum oxide

particles assuming incident wavelengths of 1.06 ano 1.32-. The

distribution errors were larger for these wavelengths than for 0.4880,,

;"- wavelength.
'.

A disadvantage of the Monte Carlo search technique for selecting

detector angles is lengthy computer time. Another technique, referred

.4
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. to as the vector search method, was presented and used to select

i scattering angles for water and aluminum oxide particles for the 0.4880.,

~wavelength. The computer time is much less, but the method does not

~incorporate measurement errors that should bias detector angle selection,

] especially if measurement errors are expressed as a function of

-.', intensity.

a-w

toasInput and simulated measured distributions are given in Figures

4.3 to 4.9 and Figures 4.22 to 4.28 for the water and aluminum oxide

particles, respectively, assuming intensity measurement errors to be
random within s20 percent These distributions give an indication of

*particle size interpretation errors in actual measurements. Future work

is proposed to investigate a technique for recovering the input (or

actual size distribution) using the simulation program to predict errors

in the measured distributions.

The instrumentation for the MRSPC is currently being developed ty

Sverdrup Technology, Inc. (AEDC). The MRSPC is to be tested in the

laboratory by measuring the size distribution of water particles

Agenerated by a commercial atomizer and the results compared to similar

'i measurements by commercial sizing systems. If the experimental results

are promising, then further performance studies should be performed for

this sizing technique. These include effects of size interpretation for

non-spherical particle shapes and/or a group of particles with varying

refractive indices.
--

Due to the complexity of the general scattering theory, exact

solutions are possible only for a few simple particle geometries such as

spheres and infinite cylinders. Usually scattered intensity measurements

dre correlated to Mie theory for spheres for particle size interpretation.
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The scattering pattern of the spherical diameter that most resembles that

of the measured intensities (for the given set of detectors) is

interpreted as the particle size. This could result in large sizing

errors especially for single particle counters. Therefore, a study

should be performed to determine the sizing response to scattering from

non-spherical particles. Such an investigation would be impractical

except for special limiting cases due to the number of possible shapes

and orientations within the sample volume. A special case of importance,

if feasible, would be a study of effects of size interpretation for

slightly non-spherical particles. This might be achieved by assuming

spheroids that are almost spherical. Approximate scattering solutions

for a given orientation could be calculated for a particle refractive

index of particles that are to be measured. Using these calculations for

"measured" intensities in the Monte Carlo simulation program, interpreted

size distributions could be compared for an input distribution of

spherical particles and spheroids.
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APPENDIX B

MONTE CARLO DETECTOR PLACEMENT ANGLE PROGRAM
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C THIS PROGRAM PREDICTS THE SIZING PERFORMANCE FOR AN INPUT SET
C OF DETECTOR PLACEMENT ANGLES AND SELECTS ADDITIONAL ANGLES
C THAT BEST COMPLIMENTS THE INPUT SET IN REDUCING PARTICLE SIZE
C AMBIGUITY.
C

C
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES AND SUBROUTINES:
C
C INPUT: AN INPUT DATA FILE WITH NUMBER OF FIXED DETECTOR,
C ANGLES THE FIXED ANGLES, EMIN, EMAX, NUMPART AND
C NUMDET.
C IH20488: AN INPUT DATA FILE WITH MIE INTENSITIES USING AN
C EXTENDED RECORD LENGTH.
C OUTPUT: OUTPUT DATA FILE THAT RESULTS ARE WRITTEN TO.
C INTEN: MATRIX OF MIE INTENSITIES FOR A DIAMETER STEP OF 0.1
C MICROMETERS.
C INTER: MATRIX OF INTERPOLATED MIE INTENSITIES FOR A
C DIAMETER STEP OF 0.01 MICROMETERS.
C NTHETA: NUMBER OF MIE INTENSITY SCATTERING ANGLES TO BE

.- C INPUT INTO THIS PROGRAM.
C MINTH: MINIMUM THETA (IN INTEGER FORM) OF THE DETECTOR
C PLACEMENT ANGLE SELECTION RANGE.
C MAXTH: MAXIMUM THETA (IN INTEGER FORM) OF THE DETECTOR
C PLACEMENT ANGLE SELECTION RANGE.
C NUMFIX: NUMBER OF FIXED DETECTOR ANGLES INPUT INTO THIS
C PROGRAM.
C FIXTH: MATRIX OF FIXED DETECTOR ANGLES INPUT INTO THIS
C PROGRAM.
C INTERP: SUBROUTINE TO EXPAND THE MATRIX INTEN TO MATRIX
C INTER USING NEWTON'S FORWARD DIFFERENCE
C INTERPOLATION TECHNIQUE.
C EMIN: THE MINIMUM FRACTIONAL ERROR FOR "MEASURED"
C SCATTERING INTENSITY SIMULATION.
C EMAX: THE MAXIMUM FRACTIONAL ERROR FOR "MEASURED"
C SCATTERING INTENSITY SIMULATION.

* C NUMDET: NUMBER OF DETECTOR PLACEMENT ANGLES TO BE FOUND.
C HOLDINT: MATRIX OF MIE INTENSITIES FOR FIXED DETECTOR ANGLES.
C NUMRAT: NUMBER OF INTENSITY RATIOS FOR NUMDET.
C RATFIX: MATRIX OF INTENSITY RATIOS FOR INTENSITIES OF
C HOLDINT.
C DISTRIB: A SUBROUTINE THAT GENERATES INPUT-TO-"MEASURED"
C DISTRIBUTIONS AND CALCULATES DISTRIBUTION ERRORS FOR
C FIVE SIZE SUBINTERVALS FOR THE SET OF FIXED DETECTOR
C ANGLES.
C INTERV: AN INTEGER (1 TO 5) THAT DENOTES A RESPECTIVE SIZE
C SUBINTERVAL.

. C MAXERR: THE MAXIMUM DISTRIBUTION ERROR FOR THE FIVE SIZE
C SUBINTERVALS.
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C NUMPART: THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES PER SIZE SUBINTERVAL FOR
C AN INPUT SIZE DISTRIBUTION. (CALLED NR IN THE TEXT)
C DIST: A SUBROUTINE THAT GENERATES AN INPUT-TO-"MEASURED"
C DISTRIBUTION AN DISTRIBUTION ERROR FOR A PARTICULAR
C SIZE SUBINTERVAL.
C Dl: A DIAMETER OF THE COtlNUOUS FIRST SIZE SUBINTERVAL.
C D: A DIAMETER OF A CONTINUOUS SIZE SUBINTERVAL (EITHER
C OF THE SUBINTERVALS 2 THROUGH 5).
C MEAINT: MATRIX OF INTENSITIES FOR A GIVEN DIAMETER WITH
C INTENSITY ERRORS INTRODUCED TO SIMULATE "MEASURED"
C INTENSITIES.
C MEARAT: MATRIX OF RATIOED "MEASURED" INTENSITIES.
C INTVL: DENOTES THE SIZE SUBINTERVAL (1 TO 5) WITH THE
C LARGEST DISTRIBUTION ERROR FOR THE FIXED SET OF
C ANGLES.
C RDIST: MATRIX STORAGE OF AN INPUT SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR A
C GIVEN SIZE SUBINTERVAL.
C MDIST: MATRIX STORAGE OF THE RESULTING "MEASURED" SIZE
C SUBINTERVAL FOR AN INPUT SIZE DISTRIBUTION.
C LSERR: DISTRIBUTION ERROR FOR AN INPUT-TO-"MEASURED" PAIR
C FOR A SIZE SUBINTERVAL.
C ISEED2: SEED VALUE FOR A RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR.
C NSTEP: FIRST, ROWS OF RATFIX REPRESENT DIAMETERS. NSTEP
C DETERMINES A DIAMETER STEP VALUE FOR COMPARING
C "MEASURED" INTENSITY VALUES TO THE LOOK-UP TABLE,
C MATRIX RATFIX.
C
C

C THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN FORTRAN
C

REAL INTEN(100,180),INTER(1000,180),MEAINT(5,8)
REAL MEARAT(5,28),RATFIX(1000,28),HOLDINT(1000,8)
INTEGER FIXTH(8),RDIST(100,5),MDIST(100,5),LSERR(5)
COMMON INTEN,INTER,MINTH,MAXTH
COMMON /BLK1/ HOLDINT,RDIST,MDIST,RATFIX,LSERR
NSTEP=2
NTHETA=178
MINTH=6
MAXTH=174
M=1O
N=II
K =20

OPEN(UNIT=M,FILE='IH20488.DAT',RECL=3800,STATUS='OLD')

READ(M,*)
READ(M,*)
DO 2000 IDIAM=1,100

READ(M,*)(INTEN(IDIAM,ITHETA),ITHETA=1,NTHETA)
2000 CONTINUE
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CLOSE (M)

OPEN(UNIT=N,FILE='INPUT.DAT' ,STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (UN IT=12 ,F ILE= 'OUTPUT .DAT ',STATUS= 'NEW')
WRITE(12,*)' H20 (1.33,0.0) WAVELENGTH=.4880 MICROMETERS'

READ (N ,*)NUMF IX
READ(N,*)(FIXTH(I ),I=1 ,NUMFIX)
DO 1990 I=1,NUMFIX

DO 1980 J=-2,2
IF(J.EQ.O)GO TO 1980
INTEN(1,FIXTH(I )+J )=-1.O

1980 CONTINUE
1990 CONTINUE

CALL INTERP

DO 1975 I=1,NUMFIX
INTEN(1 ,FIXTH( ) )=-1.O

1975 CONTINUE

READ(N,*)EMIN,EMAX
READ(N,*)NUMPART

dv READ(N ,*)NUMDET

-~ CLOSE(N)

DO 1970 I=1,NUMFIX
DO 1960 IDIAM=1O,1000
HOLDINT(IDIAM,I )=INTER(IDIAM,FIXTH(I ))

1960 CONTINUE
1970 CONTINUE

NUMRAT=NUMFIX*(NUMFIX-1 )/2
1949 DO 1950 IDIAM=1O,1000

* 1=0
DO 1940 IDEN=1,NUMFIX-1

HOLDDEN=HOLDINT( 101AM, IDEN)
* DO 1930 ICOL=IDEN+1,NUMFIX

1=I+1
RATFIX( IDIAM,I )=HOLDINT( IDIAM,ICOL )/HOLDDEN

1930 CONTINUE
1940 CONTINUE
1950 CONTINUE

D0 1925 I=1,100
DO 1924 J=1,5

RDIST(I ,J)=O
MDIST ( I ,J ) =0

1924 CONTINUE
1925 CONTINUE

q~i CALL DISTRIB(ND,NUMPART,NUMFIX ,EMIN,EMAX,NUMRAT ,NSTEP)
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MAXERR=LSERR(l)
INTER V=1
DO 1923 I=2,5

IF(LSERR(I ).GT.MAXERR)THEN
MAXERR=LSERR(I)
INTER V=I

END IF
1923 CONTINUE

GO TO 80

1945 CONTINUE

NUMF IX=NUMF IX+1
NR=NUt4FIX*(NUMFIX-1 )/2
LSERRH=99999999
DO 1920 ITHETA=MINTH,MAXTH

IF(INTEN(1,ITHETA).EQ.-1.O)GO TO 1920
DO 1910 IDIAM=10,1000

HOLDINT(IDIAM,NUMFIX)=INTER(IDIAM,ITHETA)
1910 CONTINUE

DO 1900 IDIAM=1O,1000
1=0
DO 1890 IDEN=1,NUMFIX-1

HOLDDEN=HOLDINT( IDIAM,IDEN)
DO 1885 ICOL=IDEN+1,NUMFIX

p 1=1+1
RATFIX(IDIAM,I )=HOLDINT(IDIAM,ICOL)/HOLDDEN

1885 CONTINUE
1890 CONTINUE
1900 CONTINUE

NUMRAT=NR
DO 1884 1=1,100

RDIST(I ,INTERV)=O
MDIST(I ,INTERV)0O

1884 CONTINUE

CALL DIST(NUMPART ,NUMFIX,EMIN,EMAX,NUMRAT, INTERV,NSTEP)

IF(LSERR(INTERV) .LT.LSERRH)THEN
LSERRH=LSERR (I NTERV)
ITHETAH=ITHETA

END IF

WRITE(12,1879)ITHETA,INTERV,LSERR(INTERV)
1879 FORMAT(X,'THETA=',I4,' INTERVAL=',12,

1I LSERR(INTERVAL)=',I1O)

1920 CONTINUE

FIXTH(NUMFIX)=ITHETAH
DO 1870 1=-2,2

LNTEN(1,ITHETAH+I )=-1.O
1870 CONTINUE
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WRITE(12,1878)ITHETAH,INTERV,LSERRH
1878 FORMAT(X,'NEXT DET. ANGLE=',13,' INTERVAL=',I2,

1 ' LSERR=',I8)
DO 1876 IDIAM=1O,1000

HOLDINT( IDIAM,NUMFIX)=INTER(IDIAM,ITHETAH)
1876 CONTINUE

GO TO 1949

80 K=K+1
OPEN(UNIT=K,STATUS='NEW')

'A WRITE(K,*)' FIXED DETECTOR ANGLES'
WRITE(K,79)(FIXTH( ) ,I=1,NUMFIX)

79 FORMAT(X,815)
WRITE(K,*)' EMIN=',EMIN,' EMAX=',EMAX,' NSTEP=',NSTEP
WRITE(K,*)' NUMBER OF PARTICLES PER DIST.=',ND,NUMPART
WRITE(K,*)' H20 (1.33,0.0) WAVELENGTH=.4880 MICROMETERS'
WRITE(K,*)' REAL-TO-MEASURED DISI-RIBUTION ERRORS'
WRITE(K,70)(LSERR(I ),I=1,5)

70 FORMAT(6X,5Il0)
WRITE(K,*)' SIZE IR hIR IIIR IVR VR IM IIM

I 1 HIM IVM VM'
DO 50 1=1,100

DIA=I/1O.
WRITE (K,60 )DIA ,(RDIST (I,J ),J=1,5),(MDIST(I,J) ,J=1,5)

4*60 FORMAT(X,F4.1,1016)
50 CONTINUE

C LOSE (K)
IF(NUMFIX.LT.NUMDET)GO TO 1945

CLOSE (K)
STOP
END

C***END OF MAIN PROGRAM******************************************

C***SUBROUTINE TO CREATE DISTRIBUTIONS OVER SIZE SUBINTERVALS.***
SUBROUTINE DISTRIB(ND,NUMPART,NUMFIX,EMIN,EMAX ,NUMRAT,

1 NSTEP)
.4 REAL HOLDINT(1000,8),RATFIX(1000,?8),MEAINT(5,8)
* REAL MEARAT(5,28)

INTEGER RDIST(100,5),MDIST(100,5),LSERR(5)
COMMON /BLK1/ HOLDINT,RDIST,MDIST,RATFIX,LSERR

ISEED2=77777
ND =0
D1=O. 1-1 .9/NUMPART
D=2.0-2.0/NUMPART

8995 CONTINUE

DI=0DI+ 1 .9 ' N UV.PA RT
D0=0 +2. 0 /NUM PAR T

IDIhINT(01*10.)
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:,D=INT(D-1D. )

* RD=RD-1
J=l

RDIST(ID1+J,1)=RDIST(1+J,l )+1
* J=l

RDIST(!D+J,2)=RDIST( ID+J,2)+l
RDIST(ID+20+J ,3)=RDIST(ID+20+J,3)+1
RDSpD4.J4=DS'1+0J4+

up,'.,RDIST(ID+60+J,5)=RDIST(ID+40+J,5)+1

ID1=INT(Dl*100.O)
10=INT(D*100.0)
DT1 =101/100.0
DT=ID/100.0

~ D0 9000 ICOL=1,NUMFIX
MEAINT(1,1COL)=(DI-DT1)*(HOLDINT(ID1+1,tCOL)

1 -HOLDINT(IDI,ICOL))/.O1+HOLDINT(ID1,ICOL)

DO 8990 J=0,400,200
p I=I+1

8990 1 MEAINT(1 ,ICOL)=(D-DT)*(HOLDINT(I04J+1,ICOL)
*~ ~ COTN-HOLDINT(ID+J,ICOL ))/.01+HOLDINT(ID+J,ICOL)

IF( ID+6O0.EQ. 1000)THEN
MEAINT(5,ICOL)=HOLOINT(1000,ICOL)

ELSE
MEAINT(5,ICOL)=(D-DT)*(HOLDINT(I0+60O+1,ICOL)

1 -HOLDINT( I0+600,ICOL))/.O1 +HOLDINT(ID+600,ICOL)
~- -. ,END IF

9000 CONTINUE

DO 8980 ICOL=1,NUMFIX
R2=RAN( ISEED2)
ERRzR2*(EMAX+EMIN)-EMIN
DO 8970 J=1,5

* MEAINT(J,ICOL)=MEAINT(J,ICOL)+ERR*MEAINT(J,ICOL)
*8970 CONTINUE

8980 CONTINUE

0O 8960 J=1,5
1=0
DO 8950 IDEN=1,NUMFIX-1

HOLODEN=MEAI NT (J ,IDEN)
00 8940 ICOL=IDEN+1,NUMFIX

I=1+1
MEARAT(J,I )=MEAINT(J,ICOL)/HOLDOEN

8940 CONTINUE
8950 CONTINUE
8960 CONTINUE

DO 8930 INTVI=1,5
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PERRHOLD=0.0
DO 8920 IDIAM=10,1000,NSTEP

ERROR =0.0
DO 8910 I=1,NUMRAT
ERROR=(MEARAT(INTVL,I)-FRATFIX(IDIAM,I))**2+ERROR

8910 CONTINUE
IF( IDIAM.EQ.10)THEN
ERRHOLD=ERROR
IDHOLfl=ID 1AM

EL SE
IF(ERROR.LT.ERRHOLD )THEN
ERRHOLD=ERROR
IOHOLD=IDIAM

END IF
END IF

8920 CONTINUE

A=IDHOLD/1O.0
IB=INT(A) .)1.

ID=INT(C)
J=O

* IF( ID.GE.5)J=l
7.. MTRXDIA=IB+J

MD 1ST (MTRXD IAINT VL )=MD 1ST (MTRXD IA, tNT VL)
8930 CONTINUE

ND =ND +l
IF(ND.LT.NUMPART)GO TO 8995

DO 8900 J=1,5
LSERR(J )=O
DO 8890 IDIAM=1,100

LSERR(J)=LSERR(J)sIRDIST(IDIAM,J)-MD1ST(IDIAM,J))--2
8890 CONTINUE

J!8900 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C ******END OF SUBROUTINE DISTRIB******************************

C "***SUBROUTI NEDIT*******************
SUBROUTINE DIST(NUMPART,NUMF IX,EMIN,EMAX,NUMRAT ,INTERV,

1 NSTEP)
REAL. HOLDINT(1000,8) ,RATFIX(1000,28) ,MEAINT(5,8)
REAL MEARAT(5,28 )
INTEGER RDIST(100,5) ,MDIST(100,5) ,LSERR(5)
COMMON /BLK1/ HOLDINT,RDIST,MDIST,RATFIX,LSERR

ISEED2=77777
NP=O
IF( INTERV.EQ.1 )THEN
D=O. 1-1 .9/NUMPART

EL SE
D=2.0-2.0/NUMPART
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JJ =0
IK !NTERV.EQ.3)JJ=2O
IF I NTER V.EQ. 4 )JJ =400
IF( INTERV.EQ.5)JJ=60O
I I =JJ/lO

7955 CONTINUE

IF( INTERV.EQ. 1)THEN
0=0+1 .9/NUMPART

ELSE
0=0+2 .0/NUMPART

END IF

ID=INT(D*l0.0)
J=1

ROIST(ID+tI+J,INTERV)=RDIST(1D+11+J,INTERV)+I
ID=INT(D*100.O)
DT=!D/100.0
DO 7830 ICOL=I,NUMFIX

IF( 10+00.EQ.1000)THEN
MEAINT(INTERV,ICOL )=HOLDINT(1000, ICOL)

ELSE
MEAINT(INTERV,IC0L)=(D-DT)*(HOLDINT(ID+JJ+1 ,ICOL)

I -HOLDINT(ID+JJ,ICOL ))/.01+HOLDINT(ID+JJ,ICOL)
END IF

7830 CONTINUE
DO 7820 ICOL=1,NUMFIX

R2=RAN( ISEED2)
ERR =R2* (EMAX +EM IN )-EMIN
MEAINT(INTERV,ICOL):MEAINT( INTERV,ICOL)+

I ERR*MEAINT(INTERV,ICOL)
7320 CONTINUE

DO 7810 IDEN=1,NUMFIX-1
HOLDDEN=MEAINT( INTERV,IDEN)
DO 7800 ICOL=IDEN*1,NUMFIX

I=I+1
MEAr'AT(,NTEkV,I)MEAINT(INTEV,ICOL/HOLJDEN

78900 CONTINUE
7B10 CONTINUE

ERRHOLD=0.0I
DO 7790 IDIAM=10,1000,NSTEP

ERROR =0.0
DO 7780 I=1,NUMRAT

ERROR=(MEARAT( INTERV, I)-RATFIX( 101AM, I) )**2+ERROR
78 CONTINUE

IF(IDtAM.FQ. 10 )THEN

RR HOLD)= ERR OR]
a ELSE

IF (ERROR.LT .FRRHO-D )THEN



E'PRHOLD =ERROR
IDHOLD=ID lAM

END IF
END IF

7,790 CONTINUE
A=IDHOLD/1O.O
IB=INT(A)
C=(A-IB/1 .O)*1O.O
ID=INT(C)
J =0
IF( ID .GE .5)J=1
MDIAM=IB+J
MDIST(MDIAM,INTERV)=MDIST(MDIAM,INTERV)+I
NP=NP4-1
IF(NP.LT.NUMPART)GO TO 7955
LSERR (I NTERV )=O
DO 7769 IDIAM=1,1OO

LSERR( INTERV) =LSERR( INTERV) RDIST( ID AMI NTERV )
I -MDST(IDIAM,INTERV))**2

7769 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C************END OF SUBROUTI NEDIT************t**

C********NTERPOLAT ION SUBROUTINE**************
SUBROUTINE INTERP
REAL INTEN(100,180) ,INTER(1000,18O) ,HOLD(100,4)
COMMON INTEN,INTER,mINTH,MAXTH
DO 3000 ITHE=MINTH,MAXTH

IF(INTEN(1,ITHE).EQ.-1.O)THEN
INTER(1 ,ITHE)=-1.O
GO TO 3000

END IF
DO 2090 IDIAM=1,100

HOLD(IDIAM,1 )=INTEN( IDIAM,ITHE)
2090 CONTINUE

DO 2080 ICOL=2.,4
DO 2070 IDIAM=1,100-ICOL+1

HOLD(IDIAM,ICOL)=HOLD(IDIAM-1,ICOL-1 )-
I HOLD(IDIAM,ICOL-1)

2070 CONTINUE
2080 CONTINUE

DO 940 IDIAM=1,97
IF(IDIAM.EQ.1 )THEN
DO 930 IDX=1,9

Xl =IDIAM/1O.O
X=IDIAM/1O.O+IDX/1OO.O
u= (X-XI )/.l
T1:HOLD(IDIAMJl)
T2=U*HOLD(IDIAM,2)
T3=U*(U-l .O)*HOLD(IDIAM,3)/2.O
T4=U*(U-1 .O)*(U-2.O)*H0LD( IDIAM,4)/6.O
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INTER (IOX+10, ITHE )=T1+T2+T3+T4
930 CONTINUE

END IF
DO 920 IOX=1,9

Xl =101AM/1O.O
X=(IDIAM+1 )/1O.+IDX/10o.0
U=(x-xi)/.,
Tl=HOLD(IDIAM,l)
T2=U*HOLD(IDIAM,2)
T3=U*(U-1 .O)*HOLD(IDIAM,3)/2.O
T4=U*(U-1 .O)*(U-2.O)*HOLD(IDIAM,4),6.o
INTER( (IDIAM+1)*1O+IDX,ITHE)=T1+T2+T3+T4

920 CONTINUE
IF( IDIAM.EQ.97 )THEN

DO 910 IDX=1,9
Xl =101AM/ 10.0
X=(IDIAM+2)/10.0+IDX/100.0
U=(X-Xl)/.l
Tl=HOLD(IDIAM,1)
T2=U*HOLD(IDIAM,2)

* T3=U*(U-1.0)*HOLD(IDIAM,3)/2.0
T4=U*(U-1.0)*(U-2.0)*HOLD(IDIAM,4)/6.0
INTER( (IDIAM+2)*1O+IDX,ITHE)=Tl+r2+T3+T4

* *910 CONTINUE
ENDIF

940 CONTINUE
DO 900 IDIAM=1,100

INTER(IDIAM*1O, ITHE)=HOLD(IDIAM,l)
900 CONTINUE
3000 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C**********THIS CONCLUDES THE INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE***********
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Abstract
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Introduction

The main objective of this m-3ject i.s to st-Cy t-e

meonanIoal strUCture? of mantle flows neneath passive margj rS a-C

to 0 etermine if such structure can p-oOLce geoi d anomal ies t nat

S'e Str Ong eno ;q r to 0ne lotservec a t th"Ie surface. f t -e

tneoetIca p~eoicted signals are suffic ,ent Iv strong, efC - t S

w e mace to analyze the SEASAT altimery Cata to ve'ifv :

such signals are cresert.

LN,"r the famework of the moCern plate tectoni1c t I)ec -.

some for-m of scoi state thermal convection is post-ilateC to ec

1: -e main CrivinC mechanism that COri.es surface plates in 'ctior.

-owever, the Cetails acut the flow. patterns within th e mantle

are el-sie. :t is generally aczeotec tocav that -rlows t~

mantle za- =e oesz-ineC in terms of at leas- two ti'fere-t le-=:-

s Za e s. e lar =e scale moti;on, is reCoresentecl py t e S u -aze

o a e nc::cs. S oe - os ed ucn this :are scal1e c r.!at .

te- e S: .a, zs sma. s za 1e no t c - w~r, I z may o r may : t c e

c-c. - ace a: the su-facc. Sne c~ tCoSe t-a: a- e

2.?:. czE=c -aze is evicercec ZcV mri=-zae l:a~~ er

c 7 szcts al-e ':"e c i-ezt maniesli: ' ' C 2 5-.. a

----------- a. Dr :.s -ev a-c past-ateu to t-c some -Form o-l -a--

t s at~c taet:: the laroe szc..e :r~c

a s Za e a t It:)-S can al So tce : - e- - c -n-'::-e-

_~~ -cc am::-s Io emce cac'k a-c So'eacl:'c -

-- -ecat . - - e nacz' ar-c !:as-,s - C. Za te t~ .le E?-1

c- j ate a n.a C ~v e t~e ,Iesceno:- c a

- e c : at:- eal ccar.I: :c e s a So SuCESt
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pcssitle existence of small scale 'on:izorna '-n-S nerea:

'Yr oceanic plates 'Buck, lc~et . :t1 is vctesizecl -i t-s

pr-~e:t th~at small scale zonvective cells also e':st ne-eatrh

passive zcntinental margins. 7heir presence is tOt~52e asec:

on o'ne ass_;moticn that ljtn scPher~ thicknesses a-e zscnti-o;cs

across t.e octtom of the oean-conrtinent tansi-o-. Easea o-

se ismi c st-c es , =ort inent a! ltnospheres a -e f :"-O to te t-izke-

tna'-' oceari: !i t-osoneres ny 6n amount rangin_- r m 100 KT

'-,e- son, t 0' c t v or 300 KM o_7rgan, I l=_ s-z- a

=c~iut oes e x is t, tne inauction of a zzlrne- lov cy t r e

mantle dynamjCS at this Corner 4s nighly i:.<ely roac~e, .

-ni s incu;et lo will alter- tne local t~e-mal stoute I-om a

n a tt e- n esimanly v ar ,es onl in t re a=ia. ai-ecticn. e

a 1te-ec tne-ma I s t -ic tjre tL.. n w il pr =:-:e -s t v ano~a :ies

toz ce-e-ate suf aze geo ic L.-cfLat i -s . -o :-Rs : t !-:S -vzi:-ss

is ,a. i, a research" nrograr n-a5 neen f c-rm- atez. .t i s - i -st

s~i _ ~ ~e':all *te mar-ole "71c_ Izereat"n cassi-e zCc-o:e-ta.

-ao~'t I- e Oe Ilow o-atte-s are ceo::- -ec-etlca.

a-alse ' o-e ev'oecteC qeoi: al-'omlies -il: cc :a-- ie=

t'-e r e i t e t ;e nZ ) .nu a t c -s are s zt

a to- ~.me rv = ata -2E-. ac si -e: to z - I S_:_ i-a.
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.4 Fnite Difference Nioceis for Mantle Plows
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Geometry o t-e two ciTansiana :a outat-rai

domain for mantle flows neneat p assive c-lt:nenta.

margins. The top step nouncary reoresents tne o:ttom cf

the litnospheres with the continental roct insert.ing

irnto the mantle.

:qigure 2. Evolution of the maximum magnituoe c-r

concentration o f fLu1Cs wit in a 1 7 Zlar tube
-% undergoing a solid ov rotation. The solic line

represents the results when time steps are chosen s-zn

that the fluids can only move nalf a gric pCint over
one time interval. The dashed line represents t-e case

when fluids are anle to move tne full grid moint at

every time step.

-igure 3. Simulated mantle flows neneath a passive nar-ai.

Because of the strong viscous forces, 'low apoears z

aeher e closely to the pouncarv atnLout separation.

Consequentlv, the existence of small scale seconcary

cells is not expected.
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Abstract

The study of the electrical and optical characterization of ion-implanted Polyphenylene-

benzo-bis-thiazole (PBT) has been undertaken. Iodine ions are chosen for implantation. The sam-

ples have been annealed in argon atmosphere at 200 C before data was taken. Useful information

concerning the nature of charge transport, structure of the density of states and the type of charge

defects that play a major role in the conduction mechanism is possible from the investigation.

It has been observed that the d.c. electrical conductivity of the iodine doped PBT increases

with temperature and follows the Arrheneus equation yielding an activation energy of 0.39 ev.

The variation of conductivity with temperature suggests Mott-conduction mechanism. The 9.89

GH z microwave data suggests that the microwave conductivity may be higher than the d.c. con-

ductivity. Preliminary esr data leads to an interesting observation, namely, no signal in the

undoped PBT where as a strong signal was observed in the 12-doped sample. The IR - absorption

data suggest the L,-association with the benzene rings resulting in the dampening of the skeletal

modes and yielding some vibration of its own association.

.-
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Introd uc tion

Thr :pplicaton of polymers in electronics and computers Is expected to grow rapidly during

the next decade. The study undertaken has been restricted to electrical and optical characteriza-

tion of doped poly-p-phenvlene-benzo-bis-thiazole (PBT) polymer film (Fig. 1). Samples of this

polymer were obtained from the polymer branch (MLLBP) through Dr. Ivan Goldfarb at WP.kFB.

The doping of these samples was done by ion implantation rather than by chemical means. The

chemical method of doping may not be feasible for lack of suitable solvents. Studies undertaken

by other researchers i ti have indicated that the introduction of dopants into the polymer chain by

ion implantation results in more stable polymers than the chemically loped polymers. By ion-

III ;Lnttation. the ettrgetic ions after penetration into the target material initiate a large number

*of atomic collisions in the material, forming a collision cascade. Inside the material these collisions

can result in the mixing of atomic species. The impact on a lattice atom in a compound frequently

results not only in lattice position change but also leads to bond breakage and chemical state

changes. 'he ,nergy of the bombarding ions and the temperature of the polymer surface could

affect the delocalization of the electrons along .he chain of the polymer.

Data using the following physical techniques were planned:

I iii plantation of 3'B'F samples with iodine ions

2. D C. Conductivity vs. temperature

:1,. Microwav.' conductivity vs. t,.mp.rature

.[SI{ ,tUdies (lAItIi Susceptibilit%')

5. Infrared Studies

i6 Laser Rartan Studies

The completion of the above study should lead to a better understanding of the charge tran-

sport nechanism. With doped conjugated polymers, the possibility exists to achieve high conduc-

tvitlies (condhtctive polymer) with a host of applications. The results obtained, have been

pr,'-.,'t d a t Int,.rttational -rivttilic conffrences. !21

40-3
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an~d frtom the dinhitioni of z =CP~('/\
7 7 r.dtn

- jd z

This pair of relations permits easy determination of the complex permittivity and permeabil-

ity.
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2. Objectives

Tile )bJecl vz of thle rtkort oil dopecd PI3T are.

I) Underst anding the charge transport, mechanismi ini this pok mner sample

(Ii) Determination of the nature of the charge carriers

(iii) Evaluation of the d.c. and microwave conductivity data in the light of existing theories. The

deviations Of tile theory from measured ac. and d.c. conductivities shotild yield information

onl the structure of thle density of states in the samples investigated ;3;.

*(iv) Investigation of the Rainan spectrum of the ion-implanted samples and the study of the

effect of the iiclrgv of tlie bombarding ioni. and teinper,-i tire of thle s'iibstrate. lnve. trqatioll

a~iso hy ab sorption In the near Infrared as well as far-infrared regions.

3. Details of the Study:

The PBET samples were implanted with 33.5 KeV Iodine ions to various fluences and the D.C.

m Iin mic rowave ondiict ivi ties were measired.

D.C. and Mficrowave Conductivity of Iodine-Doped PBT

The d.c. conductivity of the PBT filin was meaC.sured by a two probe method tisng a1 voltaqge

0111-..' (211, r-guiiate-l highl voltage- supply NIililey Instruments) and ain electroimeter (610C

[Keith 1ey Instruimen ts). Cold1(. --lect rical conitacts were prepared at the two ends of the filin by an

*-vaporatiori eehriiqi. ll-- -onductivity rie:Lmr-,riw~itt> %"r# perforuied aus a f mnci on of temipera-

6 ~uur ~ ii2' , .1, i" %%.Ll kj 1 it 1,.~ 'Lt"or *-U rimiiitit rm .lirel~d i

peratlire Low teinperat ires we-re obtairied by blowinig cold nitrogen vapor from a liquid N,~

de war.

Figure *2 flows the log p versus -_- plot of the PT filin. The d.c. conductivity increases

with Ii ir-a.irig uiiil,ratuir, Electrical conduciitivity is a negative exponential function of Inverse

t*iri !,,rat-iiro- aind ran he repre-sented by the relation

40-5
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P = P.,.'X , 1 ,i;,r

Itre ' is t he roiidictiVit,. p is the r,, t lvi i , . , the :lctiv:lion eniergy for condtiction. k

is the [oltzmann constant mid T is the absolute t enperat tire. "rhe preexponential paraineters 7,)

and p0 are constants.

The activation energy from the slope of log p against -L plot was found to be 0.39 ev. for

the implanted sample.

Figure 3 shows the OIT/OnT) versus T 4 plot of MIT over the temperature region 230 C to

-550 C The theoretical model of hoppi ni conduction in disordered materials predicts a tempera-

I Ir 4..;-n- iiti , if . )lo,,,i \ %% ,h,r r i s th i di,, Itict'ivu y. '1" is tie tenperature and x is a coti-

stant ranuting fron / to I (N I" \lott, I'hos %lag. , (1 ;9)' A good fit of the expert-

mental data was obtained, mhinch is e\vidence of variable range hopping conduction process

Pre sent experimental data are in good agreel nt %.ih the \lott hopping mechanism of conduc-

tion "hl-u typical behavior h;, A,,o been ot.,cr'ed in other polymers such as polypyrole (if S

Nalwa etal. Polymer Communications. 28. 210 (1 PS-)

The time dependence of the electr:cal current in the undoped '.ample at a tixed voltage Ls¢9
al o studi, ' Current decr %.,,. v,.rv ! Ihw v .L, .1 fiu ,ti,, ,f t im, fruni 1 2 X 10 "  iup ti 7 3 X

10 10 amps at 3 kv over a period1 of i It at room tvinprritt ir, indlic:uttng a pol.arization IfT,-t

* This ., +hatrarf,-ri-tic of an irisil.ttj g niatriul T . -;uiam ll,' . ii;niit iiii', n a miirogen atrmi-

- h, 're ,Juring thti ies,, rer t

Determination of the Permittivity
of the PBT Film in the Microwave Region

Two methods were used in the measurements One involved the use of the HP S510 network

analyzer 5vstetn to rneasure the scattering parameters SII (,.) and S.,, ( _ ) Ahich are related to the

r-,'l.rtion mid transm,,sion of iicrowave energy that result mhen the microwave beam is incident

,on the sample contained in a waveguide Actually, SI (w) and S', (-') are related to the

oI

40-8
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rellection coelicient (F) and transmission coefficient (T). The latter quantities can then be used to

calculate the complex permittivity ('r). The second method involved tile use of the microwave

" cavity perturbation technique which has been used by several workers in the past.

i) Details of the network analyzer method

Figure .(a) shows the network analyzer simplified block diagram. The liP 8510 network

analyzer system consists of the HIP 8510A network analyzer and the HP 8515A S-parameter test

set. The full 2-port calibration with step sweep mode and averaging was used to obtain accurate

measurement of S11 (w) and S2 1 (w). Conversion from S-parameter data measured by the lIP

8510A to dielectric properties is accomplished by reading trace data into a computer, performing

the required conversion and then plotting or listing the results. The computer used here is an

* AT&,T 31320 with the conversion software written in the C programming language. Appendix I

gives the measurement flow chart used for c% and p", measurements. In our measurement the

polymer film was sandwiched between two thin glass cover slides. This made it easier to insert the

sample between the ends (flanges) of two waveguide sections. Figure 1(b) gives the details of the

sample mounting scheme. In order to eliminate the effects of the glass slides, one glass slide was

first measured, then two slides were measured and the results stored. Then the film was placed

between the glass slides and measurements made. The S-parameters due to the glas slides were

subtracted from the film sandwich readings. It should be noted that the sample is offset from the

normalized reference plane by a distance of one glass cover slide thickness. The nonlinear ph.a.e

* rotation that rosults was ,let,rmi ned and remov,,,t following a procrdur,, >ug,,t,.d in retf.rnce I

Appendix I gives the equations relating the measured S,, (w) and S21 (w) to the (', of the poly-

4 mer sample.

Figures 5 and 6 show respectively the real and imaginary part of ('r for the undoped PIBT in

the X-band. It should be noted, however, that the measurement of low-loss samples ( tan S

0.01) is ,titlicult using this technique as indicated in reference Ji. The cavity perturbation tech-

nique is to be preferred for low loss samples in the measurement of the imaginary part of

40-13



ii) Details or the cavity perturbation method:

The details of the cavity perturbation technique can be found in the literature 5W. Inserting

a sHIall sample into a microwave cavity changes its resonant frequency f0 ' by

6 ra = fo'- f0 ")/f0'

and its loss I/Q' by

*A = 1l 1 

Q, Q, Q.
where f0" and Q" denote the parameters of the perturbed cavity and i/Q, the loss due to the sam-

ple In the quasi-static approximation these two measurable quantities are related to the complex

, l,,ctric constant t" E (' + j") of the sample by the following two equations:

= _ '1 + N (E' - ) 1 (I)

N " + Mf,' - 1) 2 + (Ne') "

2 N" (2)
-N I + N(' - 1)12 + (NE") 2

In the above equations a is the filling factor and N is the sample depolarization factor. An

accurate determination of N is possible for a sphere or an ellipsoid [31. Ambiguities in evaluating

the conductivity due to less well defined depolarization factors N of samples of arbitrary shape can

be overcome with the help of a fitting procedure f4,51. The final formula given in reference f6; is:

E" (T)= { ( 1! -(A(T)IA,,,,) 21 2-}I(F A(T)/f2 ,,,) (3)

where the positive sign of the squa-e root is valid for T > T(A1,,) and the negative sign other-

w..- In q4ruation (3), only the ni a.snr,,l paranit,,rs ,._(T), Am .nd ,. Appear and not the

- *,'.puiarization factor N, which, if not known exactly, induces large errors in the calculation of ".

The details of the experimental technique are similar to the one reported in reference 6(.

Thc experimental data A and 6 have been obtained from room temperature down to 1000 1K and

the.,e are shown in Table I. Additional data needs to be obtained at lower temperatures in order

to evaluate Am, and ,m. so that (" can be obtained by the use of Eq. (3) without having to evalu-

ate N This work is in progress.
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FIGURE 7: A cylindrical cavity modified to form a coaxial
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I'able I. Variation of the relative resonance frequency shift (h) and the microwave loss (A) as a

function of temperature (T(. Frequency of measurement = SO GuIz. Sample:

Iodine-doped (PI3T).

lI( Ax10"-4  6X10-

100 1.4 3.6

119 1.1 4.08

138 0.9 4.35

155 0.7 4.52

176 0.52 -1.68

195 015 -1.7

210 0..I 4.8

221 0.35 4.85

20 0.3 4.9

255 0.28 4.92

276 0,25 4.95

255 0.22 5.0

300 0.20 5.05

A cylindrical reentrant cavity s"milar to the one suggested in the literature ;71 is under con-

struction and will be used for the measurement of ' and ' around 3 GlIz. A schematic of the

above cavity is shown in Figure 7.

Preliminary results have been obtained by esr technique on both the undoped and iodine

doped PBT samples at room temperature. It is interesting to note that while there is a strong esr

signal in the doped sample, no signal appears in the undoped sample. The esr signal of the doped

sample is shown in Figure 8. Our results appear to be different from that reported b-, Scott et al.

[8] in the case of pyrrole polymers where they found relatively intense esr signals in both the neu-

tral and oxidized states of the polymers.
C
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Infrared absorption and Rarnan scattering measurements

[linfrared ;ile~orpt iii tutdies on the ratw PHT amples anld the Iodine ' op..i PiRT >aiipl..

%%,re uinlrtAk~n i%,, tlie r,'gioii 1001 - CAM( -fit oni a Borneri 'oricr -trans formi infrared Spec-

trnec.No infrared absorptions w.ere observed above 2000 cm- Both for rawk as well as iodine

inilanteii --amples thle bulk of the infraredi absorption occurs in the 400 - 2000 cmn re gion. Thiese

obscrvation are i Ilistrated in Fig 9 and tlie observed band-, are collected in Tale 2. The Rarnan1

data on these samplcs were taken on a Jarrell-Ash double rnonochromator using Ar + laser s a

source. The grating drive of the moriochromator h:Ls been replaced by Btirleigh Inch-worm re-sult-

ig in better re.ohiition I', t%%o line, of rthe Ar- Lai-r it 4I SO :ild 71 15 A %%ere used1 i~ iii

urii~ieit light on the amiples Thle Rairii l)and. consi~terit ini both the's.' observatioris were lakoi

to be tle reail bands A\v ery large number of R~amiani lmiid- have been observed, and thisN is con-

si-stent with thle observation onl other polyme -amiples. One observato. eddmk n ti

worth mentioning here, that is the incorisi. tencits in tile lPaman observations. The data taken at

Ot sate spotL of thle! saxle nder two obsewr- ations. %%ihout altering any parameter does not

come out consistent. Thle profile and thle re~oltitions of the band-, -flange froni one run to the

ot her This is inrd icative of hie fact that tli, rutirrotruijctiire of the :trnple at thet point of observa-

tion rraY not b,- t ayinq coniiterit S4in e Ranman I),crvitioni -are iitidertrikeri over a \.' r\ iii~iil

areas of the sarnpl,. equal to thet* ross -,ection of tl- .laser wearn i ncidenit on thle Sample. thle Iticon-

3it'uce ppear much pronitoutneed lIi tie --:Ls, of lf? ih-~orptton, the tii~hiws are inierrake n over

ir! -h Ilir 4-r tri- tijl ! h- i;-ri tiiit1, . 11 , -FI 1,; 'r1 .. ilT hi ut o ird,. fir , w P

sam ples provide-d to is, the 1k data is reprodurible for tile ontire samnple where -Ls thle Ramian dat a

appears -fhanginK The most co~nsistenit FParari bands for both the raw arid] implanted 1513Tar

reported in Fug 10 and the infrared and lPamrau bands are collected in Tabile 2

'Fill, flirdauerut :il dlf~er-nebten te If? aind Raritan datai of tiet raw and iodin,

irtill ititel f'IT apprie- to hi' 'kit, J)ixvtiv of tiet 300 niaril at-til te prf-,enc", of tile 1000 -i_

Abxort tori latnd in tilte [I? xpertrwim .if tile iipltt-A liT over that of tile tiumpate iT

Th m i;li I'. "g, Ihw ifiruu;.niug 'titt Jf omne low fre-ui er y t t rt i on a m node. (for ex anrl, thfit

40-2 4I



TABLE II(a)

PBT Raw
IR Rarnan

138 132 723 1377
157 153 746 1389
212 173 768 1405
225 193 788 1422
2-10 212 802 1450
270 238 831 1478
280 242 845 1498
307 278 865 1511
336 302 878 1568

* 370 314 910 1570
396 334 925 1629
490 346 938 1638
540 370 965 1656

V 580 383 992 1671
608 395 1008 1682
630 416 1038 1696
690 428 105- 1710
708 453 1072 1723
'837 47-4 1105 1741
865 483 1115 1751
960 513 1166 1766
1030 521 1184 1785
1060 545 1195 1802
1115 561 1206 1817
1180 571 1235
1210 586 1215
1250 606 1260
1350 616 1277

, 10I 653 129(0
1430 680 1315

t185 691 1333
1530 715 1351

i1 40-25
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absorption due the ion coplanarity of the benzene rings resulting in a tortional mode in whi,-h

both rings rotate slightly in the opposite direction along a C-C bond). The addition of 1.. may

result in iodine associating with one of the benzene rings and stopping this motion. On the other

hand, this association of iodine may result in some vibrations associated with tile PBT com-

ponents. The IR band at 1000 cm °1 may be one such vibration. This activity may not be Raman

active.

4. Conclusions

The d.c. electrical conductivity of iodine doped poly-p-phenylene-benzo-bis-thiazole (PI3T)

increases with increasing temperature and follows the Arrheneus equation yielding an activation

energy of 0.39ev. A plot of conductivity versus T gives a straight line, indicating the Mott-

conduction mechanism. The time dependence of the electrical current in tile undoped sample at a

5. fixed voltage indicates a slow decrease characteristic of a polarization effect in insulating materials.

The study of the microwave conductivity of iodine doped PBT could not be carried to low

temperatures beyond liquid nitrogen temperature for lack of liquid helium facility and associated

microwave equipment. Hence, no definite conclusions could be drawn. The available data at a

frequency of 9.89 (;1[ seems to indicate that the microwave conductivity is higher than the d.c.
z

conductivity. Preliminary results of th,: esr data leads to an interesting observation, namely, no

• signal in the undoped sample where a- a strong signal was observed in the iodine doped sample.

The infrared absorption stud .es of the raw and L.,-doped PIT veild ron,istont reii It Aoii

the structure of the samples. Not much change was observed except the fact that I., association

with the benzene rings retards 300 cm " torsional made in which both rings rotate slightly in the

* opposite directions along a C-C bond. This association of iodine might also be responsible for the

+IR band at 1000 cm , which may not be Raman active. The Ranman scattering data lacks con-

K.: sistency as explained earlier. Though some reliable data has been observed, it is hereby suggested

that for undertaking such .arnan studies a technique should be developed whereby scattering from

a broad area of the sample can be studied for Haman data. This can be accomplished by using a

ray-detector, thus averaging out the micro-structural changes, responsible for the difficulties

40-27
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APPENDIX I

The measurement procedure for c and p
measurements.

Setup 8510 System

Input Cutoff Frequency

Perform Full 2-Port Cal
(Coaxial or Waveguide)

Insert Sample Material

Input the Material Length

Input Reference Plane Rotation

Measure S,1 (w). S21 (w)

CaclaeF= i-+Vi - I, where T( = {S?1'(w) - S ,(w)} +Calculate r S 1 S-

4, 2S11(w)

Calculate T T - , S 23(M)} - r
I {SI1 ( ) + S'1 (M)}r

Calculate Pr Ir + r(I r) ./

* Calculate c, (- + -) X2

ir
P rint , and wli I ± 12

1A 2  T~
V Plot t, and p,

End
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The foflowirig -qiian OnS rel ,thle scattering paramneters to comiplex relative perni ttivitv'

0> certpt from ~,1)

The sum and difference of he scattering coelicicrits are found as

%r I s- + Sl (1

= S1 - S 11 (2)

A variable x will be define s the ratio of I V VV and A variable x wvill be defined as the ratio of

(1.V V,) and (V1 -

I p)

By direct substito, on of the defining expressions for the scattering coellicients into Eq. (3) yields

the following equation:

X(I -+ F)(I- z2) _ F- + 1(4)

This equat.on can be solved for F.

r = (5)---

where the plus or minus sign is chosen tc restrict the F magnitude to less than one in absolute

value

Again, direct substitution of t',e defining expressions for the scattering coefficients, in Eq.

(1 1, yields and equation for z in ter is of V, and F.

I - VF

Now, from

z + z0

d&fine

e ~C=!2= lr (7)
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APPENDLX III

i) Titles of papers presented at Scientific Meetings:

1. "Raian Characterization of an inplanted conducting Polymer", A. ilidarian.i. S.

Mathur, P. K. Kadaba and E. B. Bradley, Xth International Conference on Raman

Spectroscopy, Eugene (OR), 31st August, 1986.

2. "Conduction Mechanism in Implanted PBT: A Raman, IR and ESR Study", M. S.

Mathur, A. Bidarian, P. K. Kadaba and E. B. Bradley, Annual Fall Meeting Division

of Atomic and Molecular Physics (Canadian A.ssociates of Physicists), October 24-25,

1986

3. "Microwave Permittivity and Optical Absorption in the Polymer Filin. Poly-p-

phenylene benzobisthiazole (PBT)," MI. L. Smith and P. K. Kadaba, South-Eastern

.Meeting of the American Physical Society, \Villiamsburg, VA, November 20-22. 1986.

ii) List of graduate students research assistants involved in the program.

Abe Bidarian: Graduate Student and Research Assistant working towards his PhD

in electrical engiaeering.

Michael L. Smith: Graduate Student working towards M.S. degree in electrical engineer-

ing.

Lynn Kilcoyne: Graduite Student working towards MI. S. degree in electrical

engin ering.

Pramed llarzal: Graduate Student working for M.S. in Metallurgy.
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Abstract

Synthetic routes to a novel polybenziridazole tetraamine monomer,

N(l) ,N(4)-diphenyl-1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene were explored. One route,

a modified Curtius reaction on N,N'-diphenyl-2,5-diazinoterephthalic

ac:id, gave l,5-dphenylbenzo(l,2-d:4,-d')diimidazole-2,6-dione which

on hydrolysis, shouid provide the desired tetraamine. However, this

intermeiiate exhibited remarkable resistance to hydrolysis.

The second synthetic route, synthesis of 2,5-difluoro-l,4-dinitro-

benzene followed by nucleophilic aromatic substitution of fluoride

with aniline gave N,N'-diphenyl-l,4-diamino-2,5-dinitrobenzene which

on reduction with sodium sulfide gave the desired tetraamine.
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1 - Q r etra - am -Ie W :tn0 3~-M .e.

ori~;~aw reA.ct ion o-' 1car'ncxv Ii c aGIO-s wi t a.-cma :

i a Ie s :s one of the classica' methods for preparation of po),y-

s '1' 1s I) However, the react ion of 1 ,2, 4,5-terano

te2~ee ~thoxalic acid yields the six membered heterocyclic poly-

::~ ri socq.jnoxal ine rather than the des ired benz im'dazol e 12).

S-imiarly, Lane (3) reported the reaction of o-phenyene,--t= e

-ith cxal ic ac;id or di ethyl oxalate yi elded 2, 3-nvchyrox. n:oxa.:ne.

e7 es a e atr ter 'o r at o n o: te ~e s ir e 22 :

7.z -- tz~ -x'jy r ea .tio n o f o -phiern y I e ne di-'amne e x. xam- e

7.is resul t suiggests the synthesis of Polymer I and I! y ~ tc~.

4- sat~on of' the appropriate tetraamine with oxamide.

R

R

1. R=H

II. R =o

ra .,t 1 . -

41 -4 . "
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A :.."'s of Po7- e r I b Y co0r n s at;on o f 1,2 4 5'n- e-

It has b-!en reported (3) that oxamide condenses with o-Phew.''.ere

to give the bis-benzimidazole. Extension of this reaction to reaction

of oxamide with tetraamino benzene would provide a. convenient syn-

thesis for Polymer 1.

IAtt-e~vtec- s%-ztnes:s o-' Z-i~nz~az~

The con~iersat~on reaction of o-phenylene diamine and oxamide was

U r~~n -1 an attempt to repeat the work of Lane who reported (3) ta

tereaction of one mole of oxa.-i.de with two =oies of -enin -

aine yields 2
,2'-b~s enzimidazole. In our hands, this reaction yielded

a solid product whose infra-red spectrum was not similar to that of an

authentic sample of 2
. 2

'bisbenzimidazole. The product obtained was as-

t'ne o be (R' 1

~ NH* OH
NH.*C C-NH. , Rx. I

~.Synthtesis of N()N-)-ihnll24,-e am on-e Ill -.r m

N,N'- i h e n v 2,5--4iam;nro e r- .ph tha Ii~ acid ,V

'I(: n - a re Av Ai lah.e foar ro riv, rsio n of th~ e :xr boxv 1 1c ard f' nct4, h pinr

* 41-5
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2. R,!action of N,N'-idiph!nyl-2,5-diaminoterephthalic acid with hyd-

razoic acid.

Attempted conversion of the title compound directly to N(l),N(4)-

p diphenyl-1,2,4,3-tetraaminobenzene by hydrazoic acid in concentrated

sulfuric (Schmidt Reaction) gave only starting material. Apparently

protonation of the amine functions in the acid medium deactivated the

carboxylic acid toward protonation, a necessary first step in the

Schm=dt reaction.

% 3. Reaction of N,N'-diphenyl-2,5-diaminoterephthalic ac.: ith di-

phenylp'hosphoryl azide.

*Diphenylphosphoryl azide, a reagent useful for effecting modified

Curtius reactions reacted with the title dicarboxylic acid to pro-

duce 1,5-diphenylbenzo(1,2-d:4,5-d')diimidazole-2,6-dione (IX) rather

than the expected diurethane derivative of the tetraamine (III). This

resit is explicable when one considers the competing reactions beer

'p the isocyanate intermediate with the t-butyl alcohol solvent or with

the secondary amine in the ortho position (Rx. 2). The reaction was re-

peated ising ethanol and then with methanol in hopes that the lesser

ic re<ui rents of these al,:ohols would lead to urethane

,than ring closure. Unfortunately ring closure prevailed.

CCOH H

"P!

IV :IV

41 -6

AA P'N._ - %-t.

,24
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IIydrolysis of 1 5-diph enylbenzo( ,2-d:4,5-d')diimidazole-2 5--e

should provide the desired tetr3.amine, III, (Rx. 3).

"-a + 1'O OH- or H
+  

NH 2 x. 3
.,~~ N

H

4. Synthesis of 1-phenylbenzimidazol-2-one.

1-Phenylbenzimidiazol-2-one was prepared from N-phenylanthranilic

acid and diphenyiphosphoryl azide in order to provide a substrate "or

hydrolyses experiments.

5. Attempted hydrolysis of I-phenylbenzimidazol-2-one.

The title compound was subjected to the following hydrolysis ex-

periments. In each case starting material was recovered quantitatively.

a. 27 KOH in gvcol for 24 hours at 120C

b. 85% phosphoric acid at 60*C for 20 hours.

C. 100% phosphoric acid at 60 C for 20 hours.

i methanesulfonic acidi at 60 C for 20 hours.

.50 EH .n , .- , t 1 C r .ho.'rs.

* . 50'O KO{ in g:eroi at 150C 'or 3.1 hours.
,P ~~~~The hydrolv/t'.: *athi> .' - '." s h.'t,.-v .w- o<t : e :s. r.T:rkr'.

7h e i- m r c ttr a;ain e, N 1 , 3:'3 -i p - n y - ,,4, 7 .e L M" 1 -- C -
r, = ~~~~~~~~... . .. . . .... .- : a;, ,:e' .'- , x .', ='.- . =,'=r. :

I;pr--Par-i~ 5, y r'acin of -in, in. wi th 1 3 -,i.~1~

41-7



It has been reported (5) that reaction of 2,5-dichloro or 2,5-di-

bromo-1,4-dinitrobenzene with aniline gives a variety of products but

not the desired N,N'-diphenyl-l,4-dia=ino-2,5-dinitrobenzene. This re-

sult is probably due to the fact that the nitro groups which are better

leaving groups than chloride or bromide are activated with respect to

to4nucleophilic aromatic substitution by virtue of their para position

to one another.

Since fluoride is as good and sonetimes a better leaving group

than nitro (7) , it 'as decided to exanine the reaction o: aniline w th

2,5-di f ! uoro-1,4-dni trobenzene.

O I. Synthesis of 2,5-difluoro-1,4-dinitrobenzene, VI.

The title compound was synthesized in over all 79 percent yield

by nitration of 2,5-difluoroacetanilide, hydrolysis of the amide and

finally oxidation of the 2,5-difluoro-4-nitroaniline with hydrogen

perox-de Rx. 4).

_ F FF
r".. K ... . .;- .. '-4,c,!£G

"-.* - /2) 3 " i.O"-- .

F g F

Fv

.'- F"41-
; %.4

.'S

% %.

"41-8



2. Synthesis of 2,5-dinitro-4-fluorodiphenylamine, VII.

*L When 2,5-difluoro-1,4-dinitrobenzene was refluxed in tetrahviro-

furan (THF), with two equivalents of aniline for 10 hours, it gave,

surprisingly, an 89 percent yield of 2.S-dinitro-4-fluorodiphenyl-

amine (Rx. 5) The lack of reactivity of the second fluorine is

probably due to the electron donating effect of the amine in its

para position. Subsequent reaction of the title compound with an-

-_!:i. .e in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) gave the desired N,N'-diphenyl-

1,4-di-amino-2,5-dinitrobenzene in moderate yield. This reaction

wi i be re-examined further in the future as a route to unsy-.metrical

0F

><F NO,
"-"5 NO. N

+ NH, NH F RX. 5

F NO,
VI VII

tetraamines.

3. Synthesis of N,N'-diphenyl-l,4-diamino-2,5-dinitrobenzene, VIII.

The title compound was prepared in 17 percent yie-d by rlacticn

of 2,5-difluoro-l,4-dinitrobenz,,ne with two equivalents of aniline in

DM.SO at 155 C for 12 hwrs. The other reaction products have not "'-n

,entified (Rx. 6)

F NC.

-~N. 0-~H 15 5% 6NHo

0 N >-EMSO CN,--
F NO,

VI VIII

Vs.. l -1
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4. Reuction of N,N'-d.;phenyl 1 - 4iazninc-2,S-din tro,:.ene.

Reduction of the title compou:id in ethanol-Nater with sodium

sulfide provided a colorless solid tentatively assigned the structure

N(l),N(4)-diphenyl-l,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene on the basis of its I1'.

spectrum. Verification of this structure is awaiting elemental,

mass spectral and PMR spectral analysis (Rx. 7).

NO,

'1NHO aS :HN 5 NH
OHN K> } 0 ) HN Kv . NH: ?.x. 7

NOo

VTT,

IV. Conclusions

Although analytical data was not available at the writing of this

report to verify the structure of tetraamine III, it seems reasonable

to conclude that a viable synthesis of the target compound, N(1),N(4)-

diphenyl-1,2,4,5-tetraaminobenzene, III, has been accomplished as de-

scribed in Reactions 4-7.

It has also been confirmed that Polymer I and II cannot he irect..'

synthesized by reaction of the t,.traamine with oxamide.

V. Suggestions for Future Work.

It remains yet to develop a purification techniqou :or tre tetra-

amine III and to iMprove" the yie'd for sv/nth, sis of t.pr,':r'rr,

_ "................... ..ip. ,.enyl-l,i-- i:.-~o -2, -. Jii :chcrz,.ne, \ll. , hy -:.,:": t::

use of alternative solvents and reaction conditions for the .ocn~C

nucleophilic aromatic substitution reacton outlined in Rx. 6.

The intermediate substitution proiuct, 2,5-dinitro-.-f],uorodi-

ph1oiyilamine, Vii, is of potential utility as previous.;ly iinti,> '  .s a

p r r a v;ari-ty )f ; i n,-nrs f )r pr-:-".. i n ;n

41-10
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In addition, the compound VII could be subjected to selective re-

duction experiments to give 2-amino-4-fluoro-5-nitrodiphenylamine, X,

which would be more likely to exhibit selective substitution of fluoride

- on reaction with aniline.

The alternative route for synthesis of II by starting with N,N'-

diphenyl-2,5-diaminoterephthalic acid should also be further investigated.

Discovery of a convenient one step method for conversion of the bezz-

imidazulone DC to tetraamine III would provide a tetraamine precursor

which is stable and which could be safely stored.

VI . Experimental

1. 2,5-Difluoroacetanilide. 2,5-Difluoroaniline was acetylated
with acetic anhydride. m.p. 122-3"C (lit.(8) m.p. 122%).

2. 4-Nitro-2,5-difluoroaniline. 4-Nitro-2,5-difluoroaniline was
made by the method of Finger et al. in 80% yield, recrystallized
from ethanol to give golden needles, mp 152-3*C (lit.(8) mp 152C)

3. 1,4-Difluoro-2,5-dinitrobenzene, VI. To 6.7 mL (0.12 mol) of 90%
hydrogen peroxide in 200 mL methylene chloride was added 40.4 mL tri-

'9. fluoroacetic anhydride at room temperature. After an induction p .riod
of several minutes, an exothermic reaction occurred. A slurry of 10.5 g
of 4-nitro-2,5-difluoroaniline in 40 mL methylene chlorode was added
over 10 m. After cooling, the reaction mixture was washed with 100 mL
water, dried and stripped of solvent to yield 12 .2g ,9,0 yield) of 1,4-
difl:uoro-2,5-dinitrobenzene. Recrystailization frct ethanol gave yellow
crystals, mp 104-5"C. Anal. calcd for C4HxF-NO: C, 35.29; H, 0 90;
N, 13.73. Found C, 35346; H, 0.96; N, 13.56. El mass spectrum, m/e
204 (M-) . PMR (60 MHz) 8.35 ppm (overlapping dd). 1R 1340, 1545 cm'

4 . ,5-Diitro-4-fi orodiheny.ine VII. To a s-'. ion of 2.55 g

(.12.5 rneol) of 1,4-iluoro-,- nitrooenzene 1C nI d'stil .d TIHF
W* ° tn en .as -1. e .32g 25 C of y i.-

u' as filtered ad iried to yield 3.14 g (839 y', ) of deeo red

0/-sals of VII. Recr':-stal zed ro etnanol, mn '43 0-143o oC. Anal.

Co C,5,F ;.O C o 00 H, 2.89; N, 13.15 7ound C, 31.82;

fH, 2,59; N, 15.38. El =ass spectrum, m/'e 277 (mA-) PVR (60 MHz, CDC'
7 3 ppm(m, .5 If, arom.), 7.8 ppm(d, I H, H-6), 8.15 ppm(d, 1 H, H-3),
) 3 ppm(br, s, I I{, N11). YR 3370, 1541, 1350 cm - 1

.5. N ,.N'-Diph,.iy1-l ,.1-di:mino-2,5-,.initroofnzene, VIII. A solution o:

12 75 g (62.5 reool) of 1,4- ifluoro.2,5- inihrO.Zriz,'-e in 30 ml, fr,'c. v

-, T ;. :1 : .:. r.,

41-11
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4 heated at 155 C for 12 h, cooled to room temp., poured into water and
filtered. The product was isolated from the black amorphous residue ,y
column chromatography by eluting with methylene chloride. The resulting
solid was continuously extracted with pet. ether, leaving a deep blue
solid, 3.65 g (17% yield) of VIII, mp 195-6 C. Anal. calcd for
CitH,4NOq: C, 61.71; H, 4.00; N, 16.00. Found C, 61.78; H, 3.92;
N, 15.42. El mass spectrum,, m/e 350 (M-). P.R (60 MHz, CDC! ) 7.3 ppm
(i, 10 H, arom), 8.2 ppm (s, 2 H, H-3,H-6) , 8. ptm(br s, 2 H, .-H).
IR 3360, 1240, 1510 cm'.

6. N(l),N(4)-Diphenvl-l,2,4,3-tetraaminobenzene, III. A mixture of
0.6 g (1.71 =mol) of VIII, 3.0 g sodium sulfide monohydrate, G --L cf
ethanol and 1.2 mL water was stirred at reflux for 10 h. "He alcohol
was strinced and the residue diluted with 10 -l w'ater (ali wcrk-,: =an-
ipuiations were done uncer nitrogen). The resulting precipitate was
collected, washed with acueous ethanol and recrystallized frc= benzene
to 0.14 g (28.1', yield) of IiI, a white solid, =p 23-4'C.

N, a 3420, 3340 c=' . (primary amine), 3220 cm (secondary a-=ne), .0
nicatin of nitro abscrpticns.

, 7. ,-Dizezvlbenzo(l,.-d:-,, )2iidazcle-2,6-dione, IN. A mixture
of 4.33 g (12.5 mool) N,N-di. - -a. ztereothzli- , .
(23 --o1) of diphenylphos.=horyl azie andl 1.85 g (23 -cl) cf t-but-
anol im 45 mL of triet'-ov amn:e was heatec at reflux for 20 h. The
reaction mixture was cnceztratec, cissolvec in 73 1. toene, washed
with 5' citric acid, sat'd sodium bicarbonate and water. The organic
layer was dried and stripped to yield I, a. tan solid, =p over 340 C.
-a. calcd for CzoH,qNO,: C, 70.2; H, 4.1; N, 16.4. Found C, 59 35;
H, 4.42; N, 15.3. E1 mass spectrum, =/e 342 ( R-). _--- C -2- 34Q
cm' , 1740 ci -

f

8. l-?henylbenzimidazol-2-one. This comcouno was syvtn'esizeo :ro:
n-phenylanthranilic acid by the above procedure to give an o::-white
solid, mp 195°C.

VII. Siblicgraphy

1. E. W. Neuse, Adv. in Poviym. Sci. 47 1 (1982).

2 '. Prabhu and R. C. Evers, A-. aterias La-cr-torv, .,7XF-,
" . '-Cli. Unoubtisnec R.stts.

. U -Z r o .. - S i ? .. i "- - . .

Z S.Mrv t-.?. Sc:. pr A 1 l5

6. F. E. Arnold, J Vcls, AFWA., Materials Laboratory, WPAFB, Ci.

7 .; v .....,- .., - Th. v . 4';. 273 '1051'.
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The Multi-Weapon Multi-Target Multi-Phase

Assignment Problem

by

Stephan E. Kolitz

'i

ABSTRACT

In the Strategic Defense Initiative Battle Management and Command,

Control, and Communications (SDI BM/C 3), one of the problems that

arises is the multi-weapon, multi-target, multi-phase assignment

problem. Weapon platforms are satellites in orbit containing kinetic

kill vehicles (projectiles) which can be sent to targets

(boosters/missiles). A given weapon platform's projectiles have a

known probability of hitting any particular target. A ballistic

missile's trajectory is typically described as consisting of four

phases; three phases are studied here: boost, post-boost, and

midcourse. This assignment problem was formulated as a large-scale

4non-linear integer programming problem. Efficient near-optimal
S

algorithms were found. The most promising algorithm was studied in

depth, using analytic and simulation techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In th Strategic Defense Initiative Battle Management and Command,

Control, and Communications (SDI BM/C 3 ), one of the problems that

arises is the multi-weapon, multi-target, multi-phase assignment

problem. Weapons (or weapon platforms) are satellites in orbit

containing kinetic kill vehicles (projectiles) which can be sent to

targets (boosters/missiles) in hopes of hitting them.

It is assumed that:

1) a given weapon platform's projectiles have a known probability of

hitting any particular target,

2) the value of each target is known,

3) there is not enough time for information about whether a hit or miss

actually takes place to get back to the assigner of projectiles and

4) each projectile is probabilistically independent of any other.

A ballistic missile's trajectory is typically described as consisting

of four phases; the problem studied here can be used to model the first

three phases: boost, post-boost, and midcourse. Boost phase is defined
9

to be the phase during which the target is firing its rocket motors.

Post-boost is the phase after boost in which the post-boost vehicle

* (target) releases reentry vehicles. Midcourse phase starts when the

43-2
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reentry vehicle has left the post-boost vehicle and ends when the

reentry vehicle enters the atmosphere. The problem studied here is to

assign projectiles to targets in order to minimize the surviving target

value, subject to the available supply of projectiles.

This assignment problem can be formulated as a large-scale non-linear

integer programming problem. Efficient near-optimal algorithms have

been found. The most promising algorithm was studied in depth, using

analytic and simulation techniques. This algorithm assigns projectiles

sequentially using a maximum marginal return criterion.

A Sufficient conditions for optimality of the algorithm were found;

in addition, it is shown that the algorithm is optimal in the limit

for a broad range of weapon-target single shot probabilities of hit

(kill). A closed-form expression for the expected number of hits

is derived.

43-3
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II. PROBLEM I

'- Let

x(i,j) = the number of projectiles sent from weapon

platform i and aimed at target j,

p(i,j) = the maximum (over time from now) probability of

hitting target j with a projectile sent from

weapon platform i,

--a

a-= the number of available projectiles on each weapon

platform,

v(j) = the initial value of target j,

, n = the number of targets, and

m = the number of weapon platforms.

", .

'0

43-4
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Let

1 if target j is hit
.' 'H(j )  = <

H)0 if target j is not hit

Denote the probability of target j surviving by

P (H(j) = 0 ) =q(j)

in..

Clearly q(j) = ( 1 - p(i,j))x(i 'j )

and P (H(j) = 1 ) = p^(j) = 1 - q'(j).

Let T be the total number of hits, i.e.

n

. .T H(j)

J.. and V be the value of the targets hit,

V = v(j)H(j).

-'F.- 
,0.

I ZA 3 - 5



.O

4,

4 V can be thought of as the weighted sum of independent non-identical

Bernoulli trials, with success probability p^(j) for the jth trial.

• " Thus,

n

E r v v(j)p^(j)

j = 1

. and
n

* .2VAR [V] = v(j) p^(j)q^(j).

".' . j = i

Since the H(j) are uniformly bounded, the Central Limit Theorem holds;

as n increases, V becomes normally distributed with mean and variance

given above. See Feller [1968].

An interesting problem, henceforth called Problem I, is to

max E [ V

subject to

%* n

x(i,j) <= a for all i

x(i,j) -= 0 and integer.

4. 43-6

f
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Letting SV = the value of the surving targets, we get

n

sV =v(j)(l - H(j)).

.j j = 1

The objective function above could thus be written equivalently as

min E [ SV ] where

n mA
E [ SV ] = (I- p(ij) x(i,j)

Problem I appeared as a suggested formulation by Dantzig in Manne

[1958], where a similar problem was approximated by a transportation

problem. Problem I is a non-linear integer programming problem and

complete enumeration would require looking at

m

(a + n -)!

I. a!(n - 1)! I

443-7
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* different ways to assign the projectiles to the targets. See Bogart

[1983]. When the problem is large, complete enumeration is clearly out

of the question. For example, with 10 weapon platforms, 100 targets

and 10 projectiles per platform, there are approximately 4 x 10130

different ways to assign the projectiles to the targets.

e

43-8
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III. ALGORITHM I

" Let X(s) = a matrix of ( x(i,j) I such that

m I:

± x(i,j) = s and

i -- i1 j=l1

x(i,j) <= a.

"'.- j = 1

X(s) is a feasible assignment matrix with exactly s projectiles

assigned to targets.

43-9
0.
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Let P = the matrix of ( p(i,j) },

Q(s) = diag ( { q(j) 4 ) for { x(i,j) } from some X(s),

VI - diag ( ( v(j) } ), and

R(s) = PV'Q(s), consisting of elements

K( r(i,j) = p(i,j)v(j)q(j) }.

The product v(j)q(j) is the expected value of target j, given X(s).

Thus, the element r(ij) is the expected decrease in target j's value

by sending one additional projectile from weapon platform i.

Let

r( i(s),j(s)

n

= max r(i,j) in R(s) such that x (i(s),j) < a
- i,j

~j = 1

S.

S

The best marginal feasible assignment of the next projectile, given the

s projectiles already assigned, is from platform i(s) to target j(s).

43-10
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Algorithm I

Step 1. Set s = 0.

Step 2. Calculate R(s).

Step 3. Find i(s),j(s).

Step 4. Increment x(i(s),j(s)) by one, forming X(s+l).

Step 5. Increment s by one, to s+l.

- Step 6. If s = a*m, stop; otherwise go to step 2.

Algorithm I can be thought of as trying, within the limits of integer

values of x(i,j), to equalize the expected value of the targets.

An equivalent algorithm first appeared in denBroeder, et.al. [1959].

Algorithm I does not always find an optimal solution as the following

example will illustrate.

43-11
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Examp 1 e

0.6 0.9
P = I

0.0 0.7 1

1 01
v' = I

I 0 1i

a =1 m =2 n= 2

Step 1. s =0.

Step 2. R (0) P.

Step 3. i(0) = 1, j(0) = 2

0 1-
Step 4. X (1) I I

1001

0 Step 5. s = 1.

Step 6. 1 < 2; go back to Step 2.

4 .

_ 43-12
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-- l l l 1

I 0.6 0.9 . I 1 0
Step 2. R(1) = I I I l I

I 0.0 0.7 I 0 1 1 0 0.1 lI __ I__ _ l I __ _1

0.6 0.09

I 0.0 0.07
_

Step 3. i(1) = 2, j(1) = 2 (remembering that it is not

feasible to send any more projectiles from weapon platform 1)

10 1
Step 4. X(2) = I 0 1

I 1 0
VIQ(2)

0 0.03

Step 5. s = 2.

Step 6. 2 = 2, so stop.

I4'31

, 43-13
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For this solution E [SV] =1 + (0.1)(0.3) =1.03, but

clearly,

1i 01
X(2) = I

0 1

is optimal with E[SVJ 0.4 + 0.3 =0.7.

Note that since V'Q(s) is a diagonal matrix, the eigenvalues are the

expected values of the targets, given X(s); thus the trace of V'Q(s) is

E [SV].

43-14
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IV. OPTIMALITY OF ALGORITHM I

Algorithm I finds an optimal solution for Problem I under some

conditions. A general result which provides sufficient conditions for

optimality was found; a number of special cases of interest are also

given.

Let

m(j) = max ( p(ij) } for all j
i

' . and

I (j) = { i p(i,j) = m(j) }.

m(j) represents the best probability of hitting target j; I*(j) is the

set of weapons which can achieve this.

Suppose for a given problem Algorithm I has picked weapons for each

target j out of I*(j). Now, for a given set of p(i,j), for any set of

143-15
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x(i,j), the objective function of Problem I

n m

E SV I(j1 - p(ij) ) i=1

n m

>= (1- m(j) )x(i ' j)

So we have

1) Algorithm I finds the locally best feasible reduction in

E [ SV I as each projectile is assigned (by the structure of

the algorithm) and

2) the locally best feasible reduction in E [ SV ] is globally

best (by the inequality above).

That is, if at any stage of the assignment it were possible for each

target to be attacked by weapons which have the best chance of hitting

it, the assignment is optimal at that stage.

Thus the following holds.
3
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RESULT I

If, for all j, Algorithm I results in ( x(i,j) } suc that

if i is not in I (j) then x(i,j) = 0

and

if x(i,j) > 0 implies i is in I*(j)

then ( x(i,j) ) is an optimal assignment of weapons to targets for

Problem I.

0'

As a direct consequence of Result I, there are many special cases where

Algorithm I is optimal for Problem I. The cases listed below are of

* particular interest.

Case I.

If p(i,j) = p(j) for all i, then Algorithm I finds an optimal

solution.

Since for every j all i are in I*(j), Result I holds. A much less

intuitive proof of Case I can be found in denBroeder [1959].

4..37
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Case II.

If m = 1, then Algorithm I finds an optimal solution.

This can be regarded as a special case of Case I.

Case III.

*1 If the constraints in Problem I are replaced by a global

constraint,
N:

m n

.E x(i,j) <= a'

then Algorithm I finds the optimal solution.

Algorithm I will continue to choose a maximum p(i,j) for every j until

the global constraint has no slack, hence it finds an optimal solution.

6

I .
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Case IV.

Suppose there exists a partition (a set of disjoint completely

exhaustive sets) of the weapons which results in a partion of the

targets. Then if each set of the weapon partition satisfies one of the

Cases above, Algorithm I is optimal.

Within each element of the weapon partition, the sum of the terms in

0 the objective function coming from the corresponding element of the

* target partition is minimized. The total value of the objective

function is the sum of minimal terms and is then itself minimized.

V. When p(i,j) p for all i and j and v(j) = v for all j, the
objective function is

_*
V "''P x ( i, j)

Note that there are diminishing marginal returns from additional

projectiles sent at the same target.

That is, for any integer k,

k(k+l) (k-)k[(_,, - (-p) ] <: v [ (-p) - (-p) ]

43-19
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4,

Thus Algorithm I will cycle through the targets, assigning one

projectile to all the targets, then two and so on, until running out of

projectiles. Since the conditions here are a special case of Case II

* above, this solution is optimal. Note that in general, the effect of

Algorithm I is to equalize the expected value of the targets at each

step of the allocation process. This fact is critical in subsequent

derivations in this paper.

Therefore, to minimize the expected surviving value, the projectiles

should be "dealt out" to the targets like a whole deck of cards to card

* players. If there are 52 projectiles (cards) dealt out to 7 targets

(players), three targets (players) will get 8 projectiles (cards) and

four will get 7. Thus, the number of projectiles (cards) dealt out to

* any of the weapons (players) differs by at most one and we have the

following result.

Result II.

If p(i,j) = p for all i and j and v(j) = v for all j, then the optimal

assignment is to assign the projectiles so that the total number of

projectiles directed at any two targets differs by no more than one.

Result II proves very useful in later Sections in finding closed form

approximations which describe the performance of Algorithm I.

9
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V. PERFORMANCE OF ALGORITHM I

This section examines the performance of Algorithm I under more general

conditions than those in section IV.

.double

Suppose each p(i,j) is regarded as a random variable, each generated

independently from a probability distribution function

F (i,j,x) = P (p(i,j) <= x ).

Note that

M(j) = max { p(i,j) },

i

2the maximum probability of hitting j, is now itself a random variable.

Result I of Section IV says that if Algorithm I assigns weapons with

maximum hit probability for each target, the assignment is optimal.

These sufficient conditions for optimality are not true in general.
.

Suppose in some cases, these conditions hold in the limit as the number

of weapons increases. Then, Algorithm I is optimal in the limit for

-these cases.

43-21
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There is an interesting parallel between the sufficient conditions

in Section IV and the situation here.

For a given fixed matrix, the condition "p(i,j) = p(j) for all il

guarantees that Algorithm I is optimal.

The equivalent here is "F(i,j,x) = F(j,x)" for all i" guarantees

that in the limit, Algorithm I is optimal. If the distributions of

the p(i,j)'s

for all the weapons are the same, then with independence each

weapon is equally likely to be the one with maximal p(i,j) for a

given j. If the maximal p(i,j)'s are exactly uniformly spread out

throughout a matrix, then Algorithm I will be able to use them

for each target, satisfying the conditions for Result I to hold.

Since in the limit the observed result will

approach the expected result of uniformity with probability one,

Algorithm I is optimal in the limit.

RESULT III

If the p(i,j)'s are generated from distributions which only depend upon

j, then Algorithm I is optimal in the limit.

This broad range of cases is characterized by having the maximal

probabilities of hitting different targets spread out over the weapons

as the number of weapons increases and could certainly be generalized

to a probability equivalent of Result I.

43-22
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RESULT IV

If, for all j, Algorithm I results, with probability one, in { x(i,j)

such that

if i is not in I*(j) then x(i,j) = 0

pand

if x(i,j) > 0 implies i is in I*(j)

then with probability one Algorithm I solves Problem I optimally.

The more useful result is Result III, which has sufficient conditions
44 which can be more readily checked.

The "worst case" situation is that there is one weapon which is the

expected best for all targets, no matter how many other weapons are

available. Then the sufficient conditions would not be true in the

limit. Note that the number of targets does not have to increase for

opt imal ity.
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Denote the probability distribution function of M(j) by

F^ (j,x)

= P (M(j) <= x

= P (p(l,j) <= x, p(2,j) <= x, ,p(m,j) <= x ), since

for fixed j, the event "the maximum of the p(i,j)'s is less than or

equal to x " is equivalent to "all the p(i,j)'s are less than or equal

to x"

By independence,

F^(j,x) = F(i,j,x).

i
L:

and since

E Y ] P ( Y >= y) dy for any random variable Y,

43-24
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the expected largest p(i,j) is

M(j) ( 1- F^(jx) ) dx.

0

As noted in Section IV, the effect of Algorithm I is to equalize, as

-.,. much as possible, the expected surviving value of each target at every

step of the allocation process. Using this fact, it is possible to

S-'- derive closed form expressions for an expected bound for the

. performance of Algorithm I.

Suppose that the targets are numbered so that equal valued targets are

clumped together in classes and, that the expected maximal p(ij) is

the same for equal valued targets and that the conditions of Result III

hold. That is, for j = 1 to n(l), v(j) = w(l) and E [M(j)] = m'(i);

for j (n(l) + 1) to (n(l) + n(2)), v(j) = w(2) and E [M(j)] = m'(2);

and so on, where n(s) = the number of targets with value w(s) and m'(s)

is the expected maximal p(i,j). Let x'(s) be the number of projectiles

sent to one of the targets with value w(s) and N the number of classes

%0.
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of different valued targets. It is assumed temporarily that the

discrete nature of projectiles is relaxed mathematically; i.e. x' (s)

can take on non-integer values.

The total number of projectiles available can be written in a

"conservation of projectiles" formula:

N t

) n(l)x'(l) + n(s)x'(s) am

I
~s = 2

After Algorithm I has been run, the approximate equality of the

4. expected surviving target values leads to the following. (The

symbol = will be used to approximate equality.

For targets with v(j) = w(s),

w(s) (1 - m (s))X (s) = w(M) (1 - m ' x'()

Thus by taking the natural log of both sides and solving for x' (s)

the following is derived:

ln ( w(l)/w(s) ) + x'(1) ln (1 - m'(1))
x' (s) =

in (1 - m'(s))

e
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After multiplication by n(s), summation from s = 2 to Nt and

simultaneous solution for x' (1) with the "conservation of projectiles"

expression, the result is:

N t

n(s) ln(w(l)/w(s))
am

ln(l - m'(s))~s = 2

x' (1) =---------------------------------
Nt

'V n(s)
ln(l - m'(l)) ------------ + n(l)

s 2

For any s, x' (s) can be calculated using the two previous approximate

equalities.

The expression simplifies when m'(s) = m' for all s.

N

am -n(s) ln(w(l)/w(s))
_In ln(l - in') )

e-=2
• :: x' (1) =

A.I.

4...,
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When in addition w(s) 1 for all s, the expression reduces to

am
x' (1) =

-~ n

and in addition x'(s) x'(1) for all s; i.e. send the same number of

projectiles to each target. This number is the average number of

projectiles available for each target.

Since only discrete numbers of projectiles can actually be sent in

practice, the number of projectiles assigned to any target j within a

given class of targets would differ by at most one; call x(j) this

number sent to target j.

To calculate x(j):

1) multiply the relevent x' (s) by n(s) and round; this is the

approximate number of projectiles allocated to the class

2) "deal out" all the projectiles to each target within the class
Io

as evenly as possible.

e
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The predicted expected value of surviving targets (PEV) can then be

calculated by

m

PEV = ( 1 - E [M(j)] )x(j) (5.1)

'J

This optimal solution to Problem I will have an expected surviving

target value no less than this and will approach it in the limit as the

number of weapons increases. Under the conditions of Result III,

Algorithm I's solution should converge toward this also. The rate of

convergence has not been estimated analytically, but simulation results

noted in the what follows indicate that, at least for one type of

situation, convergence is fairly rapid.

Under simplifying assumptions and for a specific class of distributions

of F(i,j,x), calculations were done and compared with simulated

results.

43-29
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Suppose that E [ M(j) 3 is the same for all j, v(j) = 1 for all j and

let a' = am. Then following the procedures above, x(j) for all j

will be the following solution.

aa

S The solution is to assign

1a' I
g = trunc -- I

n

projectiles to ( n - a'mod n ) targets and ( g + 1) projectiles

* to the other a'mod n targets.

.5.

Suppose each p(i,j) is chosen from the following distribution

1 - d for x < b

P ( X <= x ) (1 - d) + d ( x - b )/( u - b) for b <= x <= u

I 1for x > u

where 0 <= b <= u <= 1 and 0 < d <= 1.
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Each p(i,j) can be thought of as being generated in the following way.

With probability d (for density) p(i,j) is positive, otherwise it is

zero. If it is positive, then it is selected from a uniform

distribution from b (lower bound) to u (upper bound).

|4.

Let Y = max (Xl, X 2, ... X m) where each X. is independent

and has the distribution defined for X.

.

Then

-. P ( Y <= y ) = p ( max (Xi) <= y)

, <=

P X1 <= y, X2 <= y, ... m  y

P( X <= y ) ]m

.4,

(I-d)m for y < b

[(1 - d) + d (y - b)/(u - b) M for b <= y u

4, * 1 for y u

'4.
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-. 9- Thus E[ Y = P ( Y >= y)

" b
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Thus E [ Y

Y~ai [ - ( i - d )m ] b

( u - b ) ( 1- ( 1 - d) (m+l) )

+ ( u - b ) )

This value is the maximum expected p(i,j) that can be used to attack

- any target; that is, it is equal to E [ M(j) 1 for all j.

I

Let w = a' mod n. Then PEV is the predicted expected surviving

target value as in (5.1) where here

, PEV= (n - w)(I- E [ M(j ])g + w(l- E M(j) 1) (g (5.2',

S i uI-it ins were run with p(i, matrices generatedf to the c" .; :

distribution as described above. The range of parameter values i-fr

given below; not all possible combinations at density and number at

weapons and projectl.'es were run for each number of t -rgets c, -<* .

possible mean values of p i, ]) were run tor chos,en valoes ot thi -th,
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Number of targets: 100,200,500 1000

Number of weapons: 5,10,20,25,40,80,100,200

Number of projectiles: 5,10,20,25,40,80,100,200

Density: 0.05,0.10,0.25,0.50,0.75,1.0

Mean p(i,j): 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1

Variance p(i,j): For each mean p(i,j), by range from 0 to

maximum feasible, keeping the distribution

symmetrical

The output was voluminous; the summary is given in the following graph.

The horizontal axis represents the product of density and number of

weapons, the expected number of weapons with positive p(i,j) for any

target, called the number of useable weapons. The vertical axis is the

percentage deviation from equation (5.2) observed in the simulations.

]iA
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As seen in the graph, equation (5.2) is not only a bound for the

performance of Algorithm I, but can be used as a closed-form

approximation for the number of surviving targets for even relatively

small matrices of the type studied here; for large matrices, the error

-should approach zero and was observed to do so in the simulations.

A reasonable rule based on the empirical data would be to apply the

approximation when the expected number of useable weapons (those with

positive p(i,j) ) is over 5. The overall average percentage deviation

observed from equation (5.2) in all runs with five or more expected

useable weapons is less than 3%.

In addition to checking Algorithm I against optimality, it is

interesting to compare its performance with a different Algorithm,

Algorithm D. Algorithm D assigns projectiles independently of the

(positive) value of p(ij). It simply searches for the next available

positive p(i,j) and assigns a projectile from i to j. Algorithm D is a

proxy for the policy of estimating whether a given p(ij) is positivc

or zero, but not estimating the magnitude. The result of using

Algorithm D is to use on average the average p(i,j). From the results

of this Section, it is evident that Algorithm I on average ends up

43-37
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using the maximal elements of the p(i,j) matrix. When there is no

variance in the distribution of the p(i,j)'s, the two Algorithms will

[ perform essentially the same. But when the variance is non-zero, the

considerable difference in their performance is directly related to the

size of the variance. The following graphs will illustrate this. The

first shows what the expected number of hits would be for the two

Algorithms when an equal number of projectiles is available for both.

The second shows how many projectiles Algorithm D must have at its I
disposal to equal the performance of Algorithm I; the number of

projectiles Algorithm I can use is held constant.

F-
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*- VI. SMALL CASE RESULTS

The performance of Algorithm I has been shown to approach optimality

for large problems. In small problems, empirical results indicate that

while Algorithm I does very well, improvement is possible.

Some of the distributions for the p(i,j)'s discussed in Section V were

-used to generate small matrices. Algorithm I was run on 100 matrices

for each set of parameter values. The results are given below. While

these runs were made with the uniform distribution from C 0.2,0.8 ] and

density = 1, runs were made on distributions with other parameters of

the range. Those runs were not done in nearly as many cases as those

below, but similar results were obtained.

a,

-p.
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COMPARISON OF ALGORITHM I WITH COMPLETE ENUMERATION FOR SMALL CASES

Weapons Targets Projectiles Algorithm I Complete Average %
No. of hits Enumeration Off

2 4 2 2.29 2.32 1.25%

2 4 3 2.80 2.81 0.41%
2 4 4 3.18 3.21 1.05%
2 4 5 3.42 3.45 0.89%
2 5 3 3.19 3.22 1.14%
2 5 4 3.62 3.64 0.48%
2 5 5 3.98 4.02 1.03%
2 6 3 3.45 3.50 1.52%
2 6 4 4.04 4.07 0.72%
2 6 5 4.47 4.50 0.60%
2 6 6 4.83 4.88 1.05%
2 7 4 4.40 4.43 0.70%
2 7 5 4.89 4.91 0.29%
2 7 6 5.30 5.34 0.60%
2 7 7 5.65 5.70 0.94%
2 8 3 3.87 3.92 1.12%
2 8 4 4.73 4.80 1.42%
2 8 5 5.30 5.33 0.53%
2 8 6 5.77 5.79 0.29%
3 4 1 1.96 2.01 2.45%
3 4 2 3.00 3.03 1.06%
3 4 3 3.47 3.52 1.37%
3 5 2 3.35 3.40 1.50%
3 5 3 3.99 4.03 0.93%
3 6 2 3.73 3.81 2.01%
3 6 3 4.53 4.56 0.62%
3 6 4 5.07 5.12 1.11%
3 7 3 4.88 4.93 0.97%
3 7 4 5.51 5.57 0.98%
3 8 3 5.30 5.38 1.57%

There were 100 runs for each case. The PK's were drawn from a uniform
distribution in the range 0.2 to 0.8.

4 -
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VII. OTHER ALGORITHMS

There is another algorithm which has proved useful in solving Problem

I.

Let X(s) = a matrix of { x(i,j) ) such that

"> x(i,j) = s and

* n

x(i,j) >= a for all i.

* j=l

X(s) is an assignment of exactly s weapon projectiles to targets; this

assignment is infeasible for a given weapon when the inequality holds,

and reaches feasiblity at equality.
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Let
p(i,j)

P ~ -- -- -

q(i,j)

and

*~ R(s) =P'^V'Q(s).

* Let

r( i(s),j(s) )=the minimum entry of R(s) such that

n

2' x(i(s),j) >= a

*and X( i(S),j(s)) > 0.

Elements of R(s) are

p(i,j)v(j)q(j)

q(i,j)

- v(j)q(j) -----------
q(i,j)

Iv(j)q(j)
= - (v(j)q(j) ) + I - - - -

I q(i,j) I
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The first term is the negative of the expected value of target j when

the s projectiles described by X(s) have been fired. The second term

is the expected value of target j if one projectile from weapon i is

removed from X(s). Thus element (i,j) of R(s) is the expected increase

in target j's value which results from sending one less projectile to

it from weapon platform i. The least effective projectile currently

sent is from weapon i(s) to target j(s).

Algorithm II

Step 1. Set s

= a * ( m * n - the number of zero entries in P

Step 2. Set X(s) = { a 4 for all i,j such that p(i,j) >0.

Step 3. Calculate R(s).

Step 4. Find i(s) j(s).

Step 5. Decrease x( i(s),j(s) ) by one, forming X(s-1).

Step 6. Decrease s by one to s-1.

Step 7. If s a * m, stop; otherwise go to Step 3.

3-.
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With the same values as the example used to illustrate Algorithm I,

Algorith II does find the optimal solution.

0.6 0.9
P

0.0 0.7 1

1 o

- 0 1

a -- m 2 n 2

Step 1. s =3.

1l 11
Step 2. X(3) I

0 1

S 0.4 0 I
pp Q(3)

• 0 0.031
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.v.
Step 3. R(3)

R(3) = P^V'Q(3)

1.5 9.0 I 0 0 0.4 0
:..= 1i I I 

1 0.0 2.331 i 0 1 1 i 0 0.03 1
: :. ]_ _ i _ _ I __

10.6 0.027

0I . 0.70_ _ _.

Step 4. i(3) = 1, j(3) - 2 (since weapon platform 2 is

already feasible).

r-'1. 0 1
Step 5. X(2) =

0 1

1 0.4 0 I
Q(2) I

0 0.3 I

is optimal with E[SV] = 0.4 + 0.3 = 0.7.

Algorithm II does not reach the optimal solution always and it is

slower than Algorithm I to run. However, as the example above

illustrated, there are times when Algorithm II is superior to Algorithm

43-47
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I. Since Algorithm I has been shown to be optimal in the limit, it

would be useful only in small cases, where run times would not be

* prohibitive.

If there is some soecial structure to the p(i,j) matrix, then it is

quite possible for a variation of either Algorithm I or II to be

superior to the original. As an example, suppose the matrix looks

like the following, with numerical values a > b

Targets 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Weapons

1 a a a a a b b b b b

2 b b b b b 0 0 0 0 0

Algorithm I would have weapon 1 first attack targets 1 through 5. If

weapon 1 ran out of projectiles before being able to atack targets 5

through 10,then it would have been better to attack targets 6 through

10 with weapon 1 and targets 1 through 5 with weapon 2. The problem is

that projectile resources are limited relative to targets; for if there

were enough projectiles on weapon 1 to attack all ten targets, that

would be optimal. A variation that would be better would be to attack

targets in order from least number of possible weapon-target pairs to

most, using Algorithm I within each set of targets. Here that means

attacking targets 6 through 10 with weapon 1 first and then going on to

targets 1 through 5.
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This example could be generalized to include a larger number of weapons

and targets and a range of p(i,j) 's which would cause similar behavicr

of Algorithm I.

There are many other special structures which the author, in

collaboration with John Kattar, has examined. See Kattar [19851. For

many of the structures, variations of Algorithm I are useful. But,

V without information about the actual structure of a system, Algorithm I

has been shown to have many desirable properties.

Whether Algorithms I or II or a variation of them is used, it would

be done in a single pass through the problem leading to a solution.

There are a number of algorithms which can be used after a solution is

found by any one of these single pass algorithms; they will be called

second pass algorithms.

One second pass algorithm would be to take away one weapon's

assignments at the end and then run a single pass algorithm assigning

the newly available projectiles. One interesting version of this is to

randomly pick a weapon and allow the new solution to be somewhat worse

6 than the previous solution without discarding it and going back to the

previous solution. This can continue, with the size of the allowable

penalty from the previous solution shrinking as a function of the

O: number of iterations. In some sense, this is in the spirit of

simulated annealing, which allows for the possibility of leaving the[I trap of a local optimum and going to the global optimum or at least a

43-49
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better local optimum. This was not examined thoroughly; again some

information about the structure of the p(i,j) matrix should be

available before looking at this or any type of second pass algorithm.

The author and John Kattar looked at some of these types of algorithms,

but not in a completely systematic manner.

.4 5

4,

'2
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VIII. THE MULTI-PHASE PROBLEM

There are three phases or layers under consideration in this section:

boost, post-boost, and midcourse. All targets which survive boost

phase are single targets in post-boost phase; all targets which survive

post-boost phase become multiple targets in midcourse phase. It is

assumed that there is enough time to see the actual results in the

previous phase when beginning a new phase.

Let

n = the number of targets (boosters) at the beginning,

S(1) = the surviving number of targets after phase 1 (Boost),

S(2) = the surviving number of targets after phase 2 (Post-Boost),

S(3) = the surviving number of targets after phase 3 (Midcourse).

There are m weapon platforms; each weapon has a(k) projectiles

available at the start of phase k.

S Let

u(i,k) = the number of projectiles on weapon i used on

* phase k;

43-51
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x(i,j,k) the number of weapons allocated from platform

i to target j on phase k (these are the

decision variables) and

It is very difficult to try to solve a problem similar to Problem I,

that is, where the objective is to minimize the expected surviving

target value. A more obtainable goal is to find:

1. { a(l) } = an initial supply of weapons on every weapon

platform and

2. for all i,j,k, (x(i,j,k)) = a set of weapon to

target assignments such that

P ( S(i) <= g(i) ) >= 1 - e for i=1,2,3 where g(i)

is a predetermined goal and e is a small positive number. Note that a

* probability is being controlled here, rather than the more usual

expected value. The constraint then would have been stated "such that

E[ SBV ] <= C, where C is a predetermined level".

One way to solve the last formulation, called Problem II, is to follow

e
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the algorithm described below.

Algorithm III

The algorithm is stated as follows:

Step 1. Use Algorithm I and allocate the next weapon on the first

phase.

Step 2. Calculate P (S(1) <= g(l) = p(l).

Step 3. If p(l) >= (1 - e) go to step 4,otherwise go to step 1.

Step 4. Use Algorithm I and allocate the next weapon optimally on the

second phase.

Step 5. Calculate P ( S(2) <= g(2) ) = p(2).

Step 6. If p(2) >= (1 - e) go to step 7, otherwise go to step 4.

Step 7. Allocate the next weapon optimally on the third phase.

Step 8. Calculate P ( S(3) <= g(3) ) = p(3).

Step 9. If p(3) >= (1 - e) done, otherwise go to step 7.
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Note that there are assumed to be an infinite number of weapons

available on each platform to start. One result of the algorithm is

how many weapons are actually needed. Calculation of steps 2,5 and 8

is straightforward but tedious for exact calulations. As was noted in

Section II, the Central Limit Theorem is appropriate and makes

approximate calculations very easy. The calculations reduce to

checking until the z-value of the goal number of hits is less than or

equal to - z e, the z-value with area under the normal curve to the left

equal to e.

By substituting "value of targets" for "number of targets" above, the

same analysis could be used to find a solution which satisfies goals

based on value of targets hit rather than on number of targets hit.

4 .
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IX.RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

In this section a closed form approximation is developed which relates

the following variables: number of targets, total number of

projectiles, average single-shot probability of hit, goal number of

hits, total cost, and the probability of achieving the goal number of

hits. Using this approximation, it is straightforward to determine

resource requirements (the number of projectiles) necessary to achieve

overall system goals (getting the goal number of hits with a given

probability). This approximation can be used in any phase (boost,post-

boost or midcourse). This is a different and simpler approach than

that of Section V. This approximation is useful in examining confidence

and cost issues.

Let

g = the goal number of hits,

and e = the probability that T < g. (T is the total

Aof hits.)

Let v(j) = 1 for all j; this is assumed because the emphasis here is to

hit a certain number of targets, without regard to their value. Global

confidence is defined to be the probability of hitting at least the

goal number of targets, i.e. P ( T >= g ); thus global confidence is

numberically equal to 1 - e. Getting the goal number of hits with a

given global confidence will be called "achieving the goal of the

system" in what follows.
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Form a matrix of p(k,j)'s where each element is p^. Without loss of

generality (since all the p(kj)'s are the same) assume that there is

one weapon platform ( m = 1 ).

Then for any value of total projectiles a', an optimal assignment

((a'- a'mod n) / n) + 1 for j = 1 to a'mod n
x(l,j) =

( a'- a'mod n) / n) for j = (a'mod n) + 1 to n.

Suppose that a'= n; then x(l,j) = I is optimal.

Since T is approximately normally distributed (see Section II.)

g - np = -Z e (the z-score with probability e
at or below

\1 ( np^(I-P ^ ) )

holds approximately.

This can be solved for pA; by simple manipulation the quadratic

equation

p + z 2n) - pA(2ng + z 2n) + g = 0
Zee

is derived.

43-56
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The solution to use is:

pA =

(2ng + Z 2 n) + \1(2ng + Z2 - 4g2 (n + Z e2n

2(n2 + Ze 2n)

(The other solution gives ze instead of -Ze.)

Note that a lower bound for p^ is g/n (the value of pA when z = 0 )

Thus, for the allocation { x(lj) = 1 for all j ) to achieve the goal

of the system implies a uniform single shot probability of p^ above.

The probability of any single projectile missing a target in this

situation is (1 - pA).

Now suppose that a matrix of unequal p(k,j)'s is given. Let p be the

average of all the non-zero p(k,j)'s. Form a new matrix: p(k,j) = p

for all k and j. (The values p and p^ are not necessarily the same; in

fact, it's very unlikely that they would be equal.) That is, all the

projectiles are assumed to be identical in performance, but their

single-shot probability of hitting any target is most likely different

* than what is needed to achieve the goal of the system with one shot at

each target. Again, we can assume one weapon platform (m = 1) without

loss of generality. If a continuous number of projectiles could be

sent from a weapon platform, an equivalent way to guarantee achieving

43-57
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the goal of the system is to have each weapon platform send out a

projectiles, where a is the solution to the following:

(1 - p)a = (1 - p^) for a > 1.

The value a must be larger than one, else ( 1 - p ) will be raised

to a fractional power increasing the left hand side instead of

decreasing it.

The solution is a = ln (l-p^) / ln (l-p). The condition a > 1

implies pA > p. Since the lower bound of p- is g/n, the approximation

* should definitely not be used unless p < g/n.

Since there are n targets, a' = the smallest integer larger than (na)

gives an approximate value for the overall global requirement of

projectiles needed to achieve the criterion

P ( H > g ) = i- e,

and hence to achieve the goal of the system.0,,

Clearly, this solution a'is only an approximation of the actual number

of projectiles needed to achieve the goal of the system. It should be

emphasized that if there is one known matrix { p(k,j) ), the

calculation of the number of needed projectiles to achieve the goal of

the system, using what is an optimal or near optimal assignment, is not

an onerous one.
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The approximation is least accurate for values of p, the actual average

single-shot probability of hitting a target, close to one. This is as

a result of the skewness of the distribution of the number of hits (H);

the closer p is to one, the more skewed the distribution of H will be.

The Central Limit Theorem does guarantee that in the limit, as the

number of targets gets very large, the approximation becomes more

accurate. Thus, the predictions from the approximation should become

better on average as the number of targets increases. Also, for the

same reason the predictions from the approximation should become better

on average as the proportion of goal hits decreases.

4
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Table 1: Comparison of predicted and actual number of projectiles

needed to achieve the goal of the system

Number Goal Global Single Shot Projectiles Per
of Number Confi- Hit Needed- Cent
Targets of Hits dence Probability Actual Predicted Error

* 500 450 0.99 0.8 895 813 -9.2%
500 450 0.99 0.6 1453 1429 -1.7%
500 450 0.99 0.4 2577 2563 -0.5%
500 450 0.99 0.2 5877 5866 -0.2%

500 450 0.75 0.8 839 744 -11.3%
5 500 450 0.75 0.6 1358 1306 -3.8%

500 450 0.75 0.4 2370 2343 -1.1%
500 450 0.75 0.2 5374 5363 -0.2%

500 400 0.99 0.8 618 566 -8.4%
500 400 0.99 0.6 997 994 -0.3%
500 400 0.99 0.4 1813 1783 -1.7%
500 400 0.99 0.2 4091 4083 -0.2%

500 400 0.75 0.8 537 519 -3.4%
500 400 0.75 0.6 941 911 -3.2%
500 400 0.75 0.4 1661 1635 -1.6%
500 400 0.75 0.2 3757 3743 -0.4%

e
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Though much more sophisticated approximations were developed in Section

V, the approximation in the Section has a number of uses. First of

all, it indicates that to achieve much higher global confidence, it is

not necessary to use many more projectiles. Secondly, while the total

number of projectiles necessary to achieve the goals of the system

increases as a function of p (the average single-shot probability of

hit), the total cost of the projectiles does not necessarily increase.

Suppose the cost of firing an individual projectile is only a function

of the single-shot probability of hit. This cost could include the

* actual cost of making the projectile, sending it into space and

controlling it once in space. It seems reasonable that the higher the

probability of hit, the more expensive the projectile would be. Using

the following notation,

c(p) = the cost of firing an individual projectile, with single

1.. shot probability of hit equal to p,

let

c(p) = C O (-ln (l-p)).

Ne.

S If this cost function is assumed then the total cost of all projectiles

necessary to achieve the goals of the system (TCS) is

TCS = a n c(p)

= n C0 (ln(l-p^)).
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Thus TCS is not a function of p, when c(p) is as above. If the cost of

a projectile increases as a function of p more rapidly than c(p), it

would be less costly to use many relatively cheap projectiles to

achieve the goal of the system. If the cost of a projectile increases

less rapidly than c(p), it would be less costly to use few relatively

expensive projectiles.

01
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X. CONCLUSIONS

Much is now known about the the performance of Algorithm I. Without

specific information about the structure of the p(i,j), Algorithm I is

the Algorithm of choice.

The method of analysis used is as important as the analysis. Whether

or not the problem's formulation in this report is the best one, it is

hard to imagine that there will not be diminishing marginal returns of

some type when assigning projectiles sequentially.

The analysis shows the importance of trying to measure the p(i,j)'s.

If the problem is formulated differently, it is reasonable to conclude

that it would be just as important to estimate the return function

components in the different formulation as the p(ij)'s in this

formulation.

Finally, insight gained from thinking about the problem formulated this

-way aids in understanding any other type of formulation.
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XI. SUMMARY

THE PROBLEM

o weapon platforms are satellites containing projectiles.

o Targets are boosters or reentry vehicles.

o The problem is to assign projectiles to targets in order to

minimize the surviving target value, subject to the available

supply of projectiles.

ASSUMPTIONS

o The value of each target is known.

o The maximum probability over time of hitting a given target

with a projectile from a given weapon platform is known for all

targets and weapon platforms.

o There is probabilistic independence among projectiles.
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RESULTS

o One way to solve the problem optimally is to use complete

enumeration. However with 100 targets, 10 weapon platforms and 10

projectiles per weapon platform, there are approximately 10130

different possibilities.

o There is an algorithm, named Algorithm I, which assigns

projectiles seguentially using a maximum marginal return

. criterion which seems to work reasonably well, based on

preliminary data.

A o There are second-pass algorithms which find solutions

which improve upon those from Algorithm I.

o For any p(i,j) matrix and a given assigment of projectiles,

the probability distribution of the number of hits can be

calculated.
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*o There is a closed form approximation which relates the

distribution of the number of hits to

--the average PK

--the number of targets

--the total number of projectiles

--the probability of achieving the "goal of the system"

(hitting a certain number of targets)

o This approximation can be used for resource requirements

for different degrees of confidence in achieving the goal

of the system and in making cost calculations.

o Sufficient conditions for optimality were found.

o The algorithm is optimal in the limit as the number of weapon

platforms increase.

o The algorithm is optimal at any point during the assigment

process when no platform has been emptied of projectiles.

43-68
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o There is a way to measure how well the algorithm performs in

any given run.

o Simulation results agree with the analytic work. In practical

terms, the size of the problem does not have to be

extremely large for the algorithm to perform very well.

" For small problems, performance is quite good. The second

pass algorithms are useful in small problems and are

reasonable to use in such cases.

o There is a closed form approximation, exact in the limit, which

relates the expected value of the surviving targets to

--the distribution(s) of the p(i,j)'s

--the number of targets

.-- the number of weapon platforms

N 
--the number of projectiles per weapon platform

~43-69
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o The performance of Algorithm I was compared with that of

"Algorithm D". Algorithm D assigns projectiles independently of

the (positive) value of PK. Algorithm D is a proxy for

the policy of estimating whether a given PK is positive

or zero, but not estimating the magnitude.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THIS ANALYSIS?

o Much is now known about the algorithm.

o The method of analysis used is as important as the analysis.

o Shows the importance of trying to measure the p(i,j)'s.

o Insight gained from thinking about the problem formulated

this way aids in understanding any other type of formulation.

I
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ABSTRACT1

This report presents two models for the Route Planning

Problem. The objective is to identify an Optimal Route over

enemy territory containing threats, each threat having both a

probability of kill and a radius. First, we compute the risk of

flying over a particular grid point. Next, we identify the

optimal route from Origination Point to Destination Point which

minimizes overall lethality. The second model includes the

additional feature of multiple flying speeds. Fuel consumption

* is proportional to flying speed - the faster you fly, the more

fuel you consume. With a limited amount of fuel on board, the

problem is now more complicated. The goal is to identify the

Optimal Poute and the flying speeds for each leg of the route in

-. Q order to minimize total lethality and consume an amount of fuel

.4 which does not exceed the amount of fu~l on board the plane.

Several examples are presented for both models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the oldest aviation problems is the Route Planning

Problem. In planning his flying route from Origination Point to

Destination Point, a pilot takes into consideration weather,

topography, distance, fuel, weight, wind and many other factors.

Although the shortest route from Origination Point to Destination

Point is obviously the straight line between them, the territory

'over which the friendly pilot flies often contains enemy threats.

When flying over an enemy threat the pilot risks being shot down.

In this case, when risks are involved, the pilot is searching

for the shortest route that avoids the threats. if it is

impossible to avoid the threats, then the problem is to determine

the route that minimizes the risk even though passing through the

threats. The rou .hich minimizes the risk might not be the

shortest distance, - , is the least lethal route. The

lethality is a utility .. nction which represents the risk

involved. The optimal route than minimizes the utility of the

lethality also minimizes the overall risk of flying from

O1rigination Point to Destination Point.

A pilot can fly at various speeds. The faster he flies the

.r the probability of a successful missi. Fast flying

consumes more fuel and shortens both the total flying distance

and the t al flying time available. A pilot thus should

optimize his tuAl consumption and his flying speed throughout the

,route.
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2. OimE:CTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

, model is a compromise between complexity and accuracy.

There is a tradeoff between the addition of features and the

cumbersomeness of operating the model. we can always add more

features, but the cost associated with those additional features

is translated through the complexity of the model. we try to

keep the model as simple as possible and yet expect it to meet

the accuracy required by the user.

The Route Planning Problem has been studied for a long time.

A research effort has been an on-going project for several years

at The Rome Air Development Center in the Decision Aid Section.

Mr. Clark Mollenhauer has been leading a research effort

conducted at the Georgia Institute of Technology by Gene Coleman

and Barnie Jones [5]. We did not have the opportunity to test

°heir model, out it is our understanding that the model is very

detailed, requires a large computer, and has an extremely long

running time.

'-3]or Yruchten has built an alternative model which solves i

-) poblem. His approach is a heuristic one where good

o1 .ons are obtained, but these solutions are not necessarily

,h,, optimal 3olutions. A pilot's approach in real life

itiattions to this same problem is also a heuristic approach

wherehy the pilot is searching for a good and feasible solution

which need not be the optimal one. It is good enough if the

: olition is within a certain percentage from the theoretical

optimal solution. This is the approach taken by Major Kruchten in

modeling and solving the problem. A good detailed description of

1his heuristic approach is given in (2].
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Integrated Sciences Corporation conducted a study for the

Ottic, of Naval Research (1) that investigated ways to allocate

functions between humans and computers. Part of their study was

deciding the path that an aircraft would take to get to a target.

Two possibilities were considered: a nonlinear programming

approach and a dynamic programming approach. One of the

conclusions of their study was that the dynamic programming

approach is a viable and valid tool for solving the Route

Planning Problem.

*The objective of our research effort is to build a Route

* Planning model that is accurate enough in replicating the real

life problem and at the same time can be solved in relatively

short computer time. Among the different existing models the one

we are building is placed somewhere between the followi.n two

extreme cases. At one extreme there are the detailed,

cumbersome, sophisticated, slow models and at the other extreme

there are the crude, robust, simple, straightforward approaches.

Th model that we suggest here is in between these two extremes.

Our model is a simple one, can be solved in relatively short

P computer time, and is accurate enough for our needs.

The goal of this research is to demonstrate that the true

optimal solution can be achieved using dynamic programmina in

.0I reasonable computer time. This demonstrates that from a

practical point of view dynamic programming is a viable vehicle

to solve the problem. The model presents concepts rather than

Two versions of the model were built. The first searches

w~g*44-5
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for the optimal route under the assumption that the airplane can

fly at a single speed with no fuel restrictions imposed on the

plane. A second model, more complicated and more sophisticated,

does allow for multiple flying speeds. Each flying speed has a

different fuel consumption rate with a total limited on board

fuel amount. The optimal solution here includes both route and

speed. At each leg of the route the model determines the optimal

speed for that leg (Thus, the first model is a special case of

the second model).

,44-6
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3. METHODOLOGY

A model was written using Fortran 77 for a Cyber 750. Some

of the input data are coded and are part of the structure of the

model. To change them one has to modify the code. The rest of

the input data is inserted interactively. The model queries for

specific input, and the operator must respond. The output of the

model is directed to the screen in an on-line fashion.

Alternatively, the output can be directed to a hard copy printer.

A simple model can be run in less then ten minutes. -irst we

liscuss a model w-th a single flying speed, for whicn f rInu

speed is not a decision variable. Later, we consider mult ce

sneeds with various fuel consumptions and search for t:oth route

and flying speed for each leg.

3.1 INPUT DATA

The model expects the following input data:

a. Origination Point (start of route)

b. Destination Point (end of route)

c. Threats

Each threat is represented by the ,orrinat

7 (x,y) of the center of the threat; th r raIls

within which the threat is effective; t"e

probability of kill of the threat

% The assumption is that the cells are small enough and the time

that the airplane flies over each cell is very short. The

probability (P) of being hit over one cell is independent of the

p robability of being hit over another cell.

44-7
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The route can b- anywhere in the rectangular t . d .hich

defines the flying space of the airplane. Note that no

restrictions are imposed on the locations of the Origination

Point and/or the Destination Point. These points can be anywhere

in the field -- inside a threat or outside a threat. A typical

situation is of course when the starting point is outside all

threats and the Destination Point is well protected by many

thrpats and most likely is inside several threats. Implicit

Snput data is a rectangular flying space computed internally by

- , mc)deI.

Tho field is divided into equally spaced grds. The

4refinement of the model depends on the number of grid points in

rhe model. Each cell is an area surrounded by four grid points.

The dimensions of the cell (its length and width) depend on the

Smiet of grd points in the field. The greater the numoer of

grid points, the smaller the dimensions of the cells, and the

more refined the model is. The more grid points we have, the

mor. "-he celIs shrink, n th mre we -an improve tte -

r*oli ion and pinpoint properties. Thus finer resolition :s

icheived with more grid points.

)ir model assumes that the airplane moves from tie enter of

one cell to the center of an adjacent cell, and that eacn cel"

can be addressed by the coordinates (iF). The only leoitimato

moves are from the center of one cell to the centers of Piiht

adjacent cells as shown in Figure I Case (a). From the center ot

cell (i,j), one can move to the centers of cells (i-I, ;),

(ifl,>-1). Obviously, when cell (i,]) is on the boundary. .
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field, fewer than eight adjacent cells are legitimate moves.

From side boundary point (k,l), Figure I Case (b) we can move to

five adjacent cells. From a corner boundary point (m,n), Figure

I Case (c), we can move to three adjacent cells.

3.2 TIE SEARCH SPACE

A typical field has a grid size of 500 x 50), generating

250,000 cells. Each one of these 250,000 cells must be

considered as a potential part of the optimal route, creating an

enormous number of computations. It would be very advantageous

to lower or to minimize the number of cells that are potentially

on the optimal route. We can do this by eliminating those

inferior points which could not conceivably be part of the

optimal route.

For example, Figure 2 describes a field of 250,000 cells

which contains four threats. Two arbitrary routes are depicted -

.1, and Route 9. Route A cannot be an optima. rm te

,',,cause it is inferior to Route B. The Search Space that

:ontains all potential cells that should be considered as part of

tn orptimal route is the shaded envelope in Figure 2. No other

point outside this shaded region can be part of the optimal

solution, and therefore should not even be considered as part of

'he Search Space. By using this approach we can drastically

r,.duce the number of cells to be considered by several orders of

mlinitude. This savings occurs in many real life situation

proh lm .

* "The minimal Search Space is the convex combination generated

44-10
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t)v all the threats and Origination Points and Destination Point

as described in Figure 2. However, because of computer

programming code simplifications, we have modified the Search

- Space. Figure 3 describes the Search Space considered in the

model. The difference is that in Figure 2, the Search Space is a

convex envelope, while in Figure 3, the Search Space is the

smallest rectangle containing all threats, Origination Point and

Destination Point.

One of the first matrices that we compute in solving the

p.r>rn is in Table I. Table I identifies every cell in the

ti d and assigns a number to each cell. The number one means

-hat the cell is under a single threat. For example cell (10,9)

1 within the range of a single threat. The number zero

. d'c- 'te. tn-at the cell -s under no threat and is part )f the

A" Search Space. For example cell (8,11) is within the Search Space,

but is not under any threat. The number two means that a cell is

'.2 Pr two overlapping threats. For example cell (10,12) is under

)o threats. The OP indicates the Origination Point, and tnt DP

2ui<:ate3 the Destination Point. The number -5 (an arbitrary

~rn.r-) indicates that this particular point is not cover.-d by

i n hreat and is outside the Search Space.

V Notice that the Search Space is a little larger than iust

," t threats. The model always adds an extra single column or

1 ,:n'[,' row allowing a safe flight around the threats. Without

I-" ,; the Search Space would be such that the pilot is forc-d to

.y throu,;h the threats. With this extra column or row there

'wsy'; th, option of flying around threats ( this of our- T.;
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Table 1: Threat Matrix

/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

2 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

3 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

4 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

6 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

7 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

3 -5-5-5-5-5-5 0 OP 0 1 0 0 8 0 0 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

9 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 0 1 1 1 8 0 0 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

1 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 5 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 8 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

11 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 8 1 1 2 1 1 0 8 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

12 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 8 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

13 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 8 8 8 8 1 1 1 8 8 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

14 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 0 0 8 8 8 1 8 DP 8 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

15 -5 -5-5-5 -5 -5 8 8 8 0 8 0 8 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

6 -5 - 5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

17 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

13 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 5 -5 -5 -5 -5

19 -5 -5 -5 -s -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

28 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5

Legend

Oi Griination Point
DP D-,e ination Point
I h'ntr reatened Cell
1 Cll s Under One Threat
2 Cell Is Under Two Threats

-N ot part of the Search Space

e
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not exist if the threat reaches the boundary of the field).

For the rest of this paper we concentrate on the Search

Space only and ignore the rest of the field. All future tablts

focus only on the non negative five (non -5) section of Table 1

which includes in this particular case columns 7 to 15 and rows 7

Vto 15.

3.3 THE LETHALITY FUNCTION

The objective of this model is to identify the optimal

route. The optimization process is not a simple one since

* combines flying over no threats, flying over a single threat and

flying over multiple threats. For the purpose of the

optimization process, we have to define a utility function that

r,-presents the risks involved in flying over no threats and of

flying over threats. This utility function is called the

lethality function. The properties of the lethality function

should be that it always prefers to fly over no threats than to

fly over threats, and it always prefers to fly over one threat

than to fly over two threats, etc.. In addition, the lethality

function should enable us to find the shortest route among all

routes that pass over no threats and the shortest route among

those that go over one threat and the shortest route among those

that go over two threats etc. (No electronic warfare capabilities

-ire assumed in this model).

*. Let qm(ij) be the probability of kill caused by threat

P number m on cell (i,j). (If cell (i,j) is outside the range of

threat m then obviously the probability is zero.)

44-15
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An example of a lethality function is:I(i,j) = 10 + the sum over all m (1000 x qm(iJ)).

This lethality function P(i,j) is called the probability of kill

(PK) and represents a case in which all cells have a minimal

lethality level of 10 units per cell. In addition cell (i,j) if

covered by threat m has an additional lethality of 1000qm(i,]).

The factor of 1000 has the effect of adding a huge penalty of

1000qm(i, j ) to cell (i,j) due to threat m. Finally the sum over

all m simply adds penalties for all threats.

The interpretation of this lethality function is that by

simply flying over a unthreatened cell, the pilot incurs a

4 minimal lethality risk of 10 lethality units. However, if he

flies over a threatened cell then the risk per cell is

10 + 1000qm(i,j) lethality units which is an order of magnitude

Digger.

Table 2 describes the Lethality Matrix when we have two

threats, one with a probability of PK = .7 and the other with a

probability of PK = .8. Some cells have a lethality level of '@.

These are the unthreatened cells such as (8,11). Some cells have

a lethality level of 710 which is computed by 10 + 1000(.7) = 710

m. uch as point (10,9). Some cells have a lethality level of 810

I,1 which is computed from 10 + 1000(.8) = 810 such as point (12,11).

Finally, there are some cells which are in the overlap of two

threats, they incur a lethality level of 1510 computed from

10 - 1000 (.7) + 1000 (.8) = 1510: (10,12) is such a point.

NoTtice that Table 2 highlights only the Search Space containing

columns 7 to 15 and rows 7 to 15 which is a subset of the field

44-16



Table 2: Lethality Matrix

i/i 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

8 10 10 10 710 10 10 10 10 10

9 10 10 710 710 710 10 10 10 10

10 10 710 710 710 710 1510 10 10 10

11 10 10 710 710 1510 810 810 10 10

12 LO 10 10 1510 810 810 810 810 10

13 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 10 11

14 10 10 10 10 10 810 10 10 10

15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Legend

10 Unthceatened Cell with Minimal ,ethalit'y
710 Cell is under a PK = .7 Threat
810 Cell is under a PK = .8 Threat

1510 Cell is under Two Threats, One with a PK = .7
and One with a PK = .8

E.141
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,N move from the center of d unthreatened cell to the center

of a horizontal or vertical adjacent cell incurs a lethality of

10 units. However a diagonal move to an adjacent diagonal cell

incurs a higher lethality since the distance is further, we

assume that the lethality on a diagonal move is 14 units computed

by the square root of(10 2 + 102) = approx 14 (computed from a

right triangle with all numbers truncated at the decimal

points). Similarly if the horizontal or vertical sethal'tv is

710 then the diagonal move is 710 x 1.4 = 994 and for the SL,1

horizontal or vertical move the diagonal move is

810 x 1.4 = 1134. Finally for the 1510 horizontal or vertical

move the diagonal move is 1510 x 1.4 = 2114.

,.4 T RArOPITHM

3.4.1 SINGLE SPEED WITH NO FUEL CONSIDERATION MODEL

Starting from the Origination Point, we first comc-te

cumul,3tive lethality to all cells which are under no t., ar.

The technique we use is grid-oriented forward dynamic programmin-

with a recursive equation explained in Appendix A. Table 3 (a)

:)r-sents the cumulative lethality from the Orirination Po'nt

(',8) to all unthreatened cells.

The Origination Point is (8,8) and the cumulative lethality

at (8,8) is obviously zero, but as you move to cell (7,8) the

cumulative lethality is 10 (a horizontal move), or if you move to

c-ll (7,9) the cumulative lethality is 14 (a diagonal move). The

cumulative lethality from the Oriqination Point to cell (7,10)

1-: 24 unit:; con:;1 inc of a single diaqonal and a sinqle vertical

44-18
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Table 3: Cumulative Lethality From Origination Point (8,B)
to all Cells

(a) i/] 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 14 10 14 24 34 44 54 64 74
18 10 0 10 * 38 48 58 68 78

9 14 10 * * * 52 62 72 82
TO 24 * * * 66 76 86

11 34 38 * * * * * 80 90
T- 44 48 52 * * * * 94

13 54 58 62 66 * * * 108 104
IT 64 68 72 76 80 108 118 114

15 74 78 82 86 90 94 104 114 124

Legend: * Area Represents Cells Under Threats

(t / 3 / 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

' 8 10 0 10 720 38 48 58 68 78
- 14 10 720 1004 748 52 62 72 82
T 10 24 720 1004 1714 1046 * 66 76 86
11 34 38 748 1046 * 1200 876 80 90
12 44 48 52 * 1200 2010 1214 890 94
13 54 58 62 66 876 1214 918 108 104
,- 64 68 72 76 80 890 108 118 114
. 74 78 82 86 90 94 104 114 124

Legend: * Area Represents Cells Under Two Threats

?innil Lethality Matcix Showing Cumulative Lethalitv
From Origination Point (8,8) to All Cells

(c) i/j 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
S7 14 1- 4 24 34 4 - 4 6-4 74

T O 10 0 10 720 38 48 58 68 78

9 14 10 720 1004 748 52 62 72 82
,To 24 720 1004 1714 1046 1562 66 76 86
11 34 38 748 1046 2556 1200 876 80 90

12 44 48 52 1562 1200 2010 1214 890 94
1 3 54 58 62 66 876 1214 918 108 104
14' 64 68 72 76 80 890 108 118 114
15 74 78 82 86 90 94 104 114 124

4
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move (1i + 14 = 24). The cumulative minimal lethality from the

Origination Point to (14,11) is 80 units, etc.. Table 3 (a) also

contalins * which consists of all threatened cells.

Next, the algorithm computes penetration points. The

penetration points are boundary points from which a pilot

penetrates inside the threatened region. Examples of penetration

points are (8,8), (8,9), (7,9), (7,10), (7,11), (8,11), and many

other points. The pilot flying into the threatened area must

pass through at least one of these penetration points. In fact

his lIst "safe cell" is a penetration point, just before entering

the threats.

The next step of the algorithm is to compute the cumulative

lethality from the Origination Point to all cells that are

"ov - d by a single threat this step is presented in Table 3 (b).

For example, the cumulative lethality from Origination Point to

(9,9) is 720 (a vertical move in a cell with 710 lethality from

(8,9) where lethality is 10). Cumulative lethality to point

KLL,1) is 1046 consisting of several legs over cells with no

threats and a diagonal step over a cell with a threat. Once we

nave computed all cumulative lethalities to cells covered by a

4V sinqle threat, we compute new penetration points for the cells

;ov'r.d by two threats. These penetration points are (9,11),

(9,12), (9,13), (1,1), (10,13), (11,10), (11,12), (12,9),

(12,11), (13,9), (13,10), (13,11). The next step is to compute

cumulitive lethality for all cells covered by two threats. This

pro(,:'is repeats itself until all the cells in the Search Space

hriv,- cumulative lethality. The final cumulative lethality is

e
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presnted in Table 3 (c).

All that is left now is to identify the Destination Point.

he cumulative lethality for the Destination Point is the minimal

lethality from the Origination Point to that Destination Point.

One has to backtrack the process to identify the optimal route.

Some examples will be discussed in the next section.

Notice that the problem we solve here is the optimal route

from point A to point B. If one wants to compute the optimal

route from point A to point 3 and return to point A, two options

ire available. The first option is to solve from A to P and tnen

from B to A. The second option is to solve the route from A to 3

and assume it is similar to the solution from B to A. In case of

fiel consumption, the amount of fuel on board the plane must be

twice as much as we use in this model (for the return trip).

3.4.2 MULTIPLE SPEEDS WITH FUEL CONSIDERATION MODEL

ST This model is a complicated version of the one described

ibrve. it has the additional feature that allows ilots to

choose their flying speed. Obviously the pilot prefers to fly

Smt to minimize his risk, but flying fast consumes more fuel.

Sfml ~i not a binding constraint, pilots will always fly fast,

b ut often the case is that fuel quantity is a restriction. The

)ptimization process should therefore identify over which leas of

the route the pilot should go fast and over which ones the pilot

:;houl,i go slower.

-or the sake of simplicity let us assume that a plane can
-U' fly only at three speeds: slow, average, and fast (this can be

i,;.ily -xpanded to five speeds or more at the expense of a larger

1,*? 1044-21
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computer memori and longer running time). Fuel consumption

ircreases approximately quadratically with flying speed. For

-xample, if speed is twice as fast, fuel consumption is 22 = 4

t imes higher. if speed is 10% faster, then fuel

consumption is (1.1)2 = 1.21 or 21% more fuel is required. If

speed is 20% less, then fuel consumption is (.8)2 = .64 or fuel

2onsumption is 36% less, etc.. we assume a simple case of fuel

cons umption as presented in Table 4. A move from the center of

O*'r" c'll to the center of an adjacent horizontal or ad]acent

.'rt--:al cell at an average speed requires five units of f uel.

The same steps at a slow speed require only three units of fiel

ind at a fast speed require eight units of fuel. Diagonal moves

are approximately the square root of (2) = 1.4 or 40% higher than

-)rizontal/vertjcal moves. Because of truncating, f ,e

consumption for a diagonal move for slow, average, fast speeds

Are 4, 7, ii fuel units respectively.

-he risk involved over a cell decreases as flying speed

.n ; ]es. ;We assume an inverse linear relationship between

fIying speed and lethality. A horizontal/vertical move from one

adjacent cell to another at an average speed carries an exposure

of 10 lethality units. The same step at a slow speed increases

the lethality by 20% to 12 units, and the same step at a fast

speed decreases the exposure by 20% to 8 lethality units.

Diagonal moves carry an exposure risk which is the

'umre_ root of (2) = 1.4 or about 4W% higher lethality. As

pre;ented in Table 4, slow, average, and fast flying speeds carry

exposures of 16, 14, and 11 lethality units respectively (all

44-22
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T7abl- 4: Multiple Speeds yodel With Fuel Restriction
(Fuel Consumptions and Lethalities)

Speed Slow Average Fast

Fuel Consumption Horizontal/
Vertical 3 5
Step

Diagonal 4 7
Step

;. ,' Horizontal,/

Vertical 12 10
* Step

Diagonal 16 14
Step

(Nor: Diagonal Steps are 1.4 of Horizontal/Vertical Steps
.ind are Truncated. Slow and Fast Speeds are 204 Away, Fr-
Averaue '131ues.)

I

I

-"

'.

J
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ntjmlers are truncated to inteqers). Ot course Table 4 is an

arbitrary table and the user can simply change the data at will.

This discussion relates to unthreatened cells with a minimal

lethality level of 10. If, however, we fly over a threat with a

lethality level of say, 710, all exposure values mu:.t be

multiplied by 710 for the speed adjustments, but fuel consumption

remains unchanged. For example, if the cell has a lethality

level of 710, the slow, average, fast lethality levels are 852,

7L , 568 respectively for a horizontal/vertical move and 1192,

04, 795 respectively for a diagonal move.

'"he irid-oriented forward dynamic programming recursive

.'quation for the multiple speeds model is discussed in Appendix

R. Basically it is very similar to the previous model except

thar it has three state variables, coordinations (i,j) and of the

imount of fuel on board. The feasible movements from cell (i,])

are to eight adjacent cells at three different speeds for a total

of 8 x 3 = 24 different combinations. Each one of the movements

r. ;ui~r.,s a liffer-nt amoi:nt of f ,,! ind carries a different

lethality level.

e
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4.P.

4. ,'F<JI .TS AND F'"PTHEP RFSFAPCU

*. COmputr pror im i ; avai lanle at Temple Jniverii~y tn-t:

solves the Route Planning Problem. The user can submit different

input data and obtain the optimal route. In this section we

present some sample problems to demonstrate the various features

of the model. First, we present a set of five examples for wnich

,he airplane flies with a single speed, and fuel is not a

consideration. Second, we present two sets of examples for which

, i. airplane can fly at three speeds with different fje"

r.;' imptions at each speed, and where fuel quantity s

* - restriction. For each one of the two sets of examples, we vary

_ht- amount of fuel on board and demonstrate how the optimal route

-varies with the amount of fuel available.

"'nally, in this secti(on we present ;omne ideas fr r~

research.

4.1 P.&JLCS - SINGLE SPEED WITH NO FUEL PESTRIT(CN

, 'ive examples are presented whereby an airplane can fly at a

inqle speed and plenty of fuel is on board. Thus, fiel is not a

* constraint, and the only objective is to determine the optima.

route. In each example, we try to highlight a different special

situation and the ability of the model to handle these different

.O, ~~cases.J P[El

'xample I is a simple case where there are two threats which

ov'r lap, and the problem is such that there is an optimal route

.0
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iround the threats. Because there is no fuel restriction, the

-pr imal route does not fly over any threat. Table 5 (a) presents

the problem and its solution. The Origination Point is indicated

by OP; the Destination Point is indicated by DP. Zero indicated

in unthreatened cell. One indicates that a cell is threatened by

a single threat, and two indicates that the cell is threatened by

Swo threats. Table 5 (b) shows the lethality levels at every cell

(10 nmits for unthreatened cell, 710 units for a cell threatened

A:v a ?K - .7 threat, and 1510 for a cell threatened by two

'r i 3t, )ne with a PK = .7 and the other with 3 ?= .3). 

r Ta'es 5 a) and 5 (t), the oitmal route passes ar sund
I

.> -treats. Table 5 presents the solution and the various les

e r , L route. There are seven diagonal legs and two

-.c!ornta.':ertical legs, and all legs 3re over unthreatened

. The total lethality for this optimal route

is 'i units (2x10 + 7x14 = 118).

J2:
• "'..,, z.. ,.

*, 7 . ?x >le res2. pts a oruolem o-'h-r, tr'e Destination Plifnt

,..,.; -e a threat. In this ::ase, the Destination Point (l@,7)

Sthreat w:'in a PK .3. The model edentes r>

hv-oi avoids all threats, except of course the Destination Point

thr,-Jt. The example and optimal route are presented in Table 6

(j) jnd Table 6 (b). The optimal solution consists of two

n,)rizontal/vertical legs and six diagonal legs. The legs ot the

ti' ~i re shown in Table 6. The total lethality for this *+xamp!,"

(4 , thality units.
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Table 5: Example I - Single Speed Model With No Fuel Pestr.(ction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened C,.V

!=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

( Indicates Cells On Optimal Route

(a) Threat Matrix
i/3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2
3
4
5

6
7 0 0 [01 [01 0 0 3 11 0
8 0 [OP1 0 1 [01 0 a 0 0
9 0 0 1 I 1 to 0 3 0

10 0 1 1 1 1 2 [31 0
p 3 0 1 1 2 1 1 10 3

2 ,0 , 0 2 1 1 ' [0 ]
13 0 3 0 0 1 1 L W 0
14 a 0 0 0 1 0 [DP] 0

a15 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 0

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/] 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

24
3
4
5

6
7 10 10 [101 [10] 10 10 10 10 10
310 [11 10 710 [10) 10 1010 11

03 13 710 710 710 1101 13 13 10
A 10 7 ,1 710 710 710 1510 [1,1 10

-10 1 710 710 1510 810 813 [10] 13"
I2 10 10 10 1510 810 810 310 813 11 0 1

-1 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 [10 10
110 1 1010 10 810 10 110 1011

*~~ 10 10 1 10 1 0 1 3 1O~~~i 10 10 I0 i J,
0

[O l [0 i

(C) Solution

1,egs From To H/V/D # of Threats Lethality Level

i (8,8) (7,9) Diaqonal 0 14
2 (7,9) (7,10) Hlorizontal 0 03

(7,10) (8,11) D 0 14
4 (8,11) (9,12) D 0

5 (9,12) (10,13) D 0 14
6 (10,13) (11,14) D 0
7 (11,14) (12,15) D V1 14

(12,15) (13,14) D 0 14
9 (13,14) (14,14) Vertical 0 10

Total Lethality = 1i

4-
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.mlo 6: Example 2 - Sinql Spe ed Model With lo Fuel Restriction

,,,.ond: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell
l=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

-., I Indicates Cells On Optimal Route

(a) Threat Matrix
1/) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
'6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 [OP) 0
8 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 5
-4 0 0 1 1 2 1 i 1 1 [01 0 3
00 0 0 DPI [0 1 1 1 1 I1] 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 [01 1 [01 0 0 0 11
0 0 0 0 0 101 0 0 3 0 1

Lethality matrix
1': 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 104
5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10i 10 1 10
6 10 10 10 810 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
7 10 10 810 810 810 10 710 10 10 10 [101 10

310 810 810 810 810 1510 710 710 10 [101 10 10
10 10 810 810 1510 710 710 710 71 1 v 101 10 1
10 10 10 [8101 [i-o 710 710 710 j10 1 10 10 10

11 10 10 10 10 10 (10] 710 [10] 10 10L 10 10
12 10 10 10 10 10 10 [10] 10 10 10 10 10

(c) Solution
s From To H/V/D of Threats LethalIt- Level

-(7,14) (8,13) D 0 14
2 (8,13) (9,13) v 0 10
3 (9,13) (10,12) D 0 14

(10,12 (11,11) D 0 14
5 (11,11 (12,10) D 0 14
6 (12,10 (11,9) D 0 14
7 (11,9) (10,8) D 0 14
3 (10,8) (10,7) H 1 810

Total Lethality 904
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":XA.MP LE 3:

This exAmple presents tne or obl W five '3 rla ip

threats. The Origination Point and the Destination Point are

separated by the threats. There is no possible route that can be

flown that avoids all of the threats. As can be seen in Table 7,

the optimal route identified flies over only two threats, but it

requires 203 legs to do so. The optimal route consists of 12

hoiotl/etcllesoe ntrae. cls w

horizontal/vertical legs over a threatened cellsan eiwo

* flriS')rta1 legs over unthreatened cells. Total 'Lethal"', I or

th% route is 1424 units.

£XAM1PLE 4:

~xample 4 presents a problem with several th-reats. some of

the threats overlap, but we purposely allowed for a path withl no)

t 'reats. As can be seen in Table 8, an optimal route exists

that passes between the threats. The model does identify this

r ou te. A pilot taking this route would not pass over iny

*,hr,--atoned cells, hiut the flinal steo- to the Dtnto2Polnt

gudinvolve pass in4 oiver a cell with a PK .8. This octimal

routte consists of six horizontal/vertical leois and eic;ht d--aconal1

The total lethality for this problem is 9"2 ;nits.

EXMPrE 5:

Example 5 presents a problem in which the target is deep

i threat. The Oriqiination Point is :it an uinthrevitened

I. )bviously the optimal r-oute muct io throuch some f t hi

t hreats- as- shown in Table 9. The opt imal route consists of o

ior iz,)n ta/ v er t ICj legs and f ive dIi aronal onI 'n o he

% 44-29
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II 1: L : Example 3, - Single Sp.?ed Model With No Fuel Restrictioni-,o nd: OP=Oriqination Point,DP=Dest ination Point,0=Unthreatened Ce 11
I=c[l Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

, I Indicates Cells On Optimal Route

(a) Threat Matrix
i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 (0] 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
5 0 [01 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
6 0 [01 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
7 0 [01 0 1 1 2 1 1 1 i 1 0
B,0 10] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
9 0 [e1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
100 [01 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 0] 0 0 t 1 1 [DPI (01 0 0
120 [o] 0 L 1 1 1 1 1 1 [0] 0
130 0 [0] 0 1 1 1 1 10[1 0 0

14 0 0 [0] 1 1 1 1 [01 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 10] [0] [1] 10] [0] 0 0 0

(n)) Lethality Matrix
i/3 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2 10 10 610 610 610 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

10 610 610 610 610 1310 10 10 10 10 10 10
8[ 1VA 610 610 13A 710 71 18 10 18 10 10

5 10 [10] 10 1310 710 710 710 710 710 10 10 1o
6 10 [10] 10 10 1510 710 710 710 710 710 10 10
7 10 [10] 10 810 810 1510 710 710 710 710 710 10
310 [10] 810 810 810 810 810 710 710 710 10 10
9 10 [10] 10 810 810 810 610 10 710 10 10 10

10 1101 10 10 1410 610 610 610 610 10 10 10

L o [101 10 10 610 610 610 610 [610] [101 10 10
10 [10] 10 610 610 610 610 610 610 610 [101 i0
10 10 [10 10 610 610 610 610 610 [10] 10 i0

'4 10 10 10 [10] 610 610 610 610 610 [101 10 10
10 10 10 10 [10] [10] [610] [101 [101 10 10 10

*'Jotfe: 7ol,ition continues on the next page.
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Table 7:Continued

(c) Solution

Legs From To H/V/D # of Threats Lethality Level

1 (4,4) (5,4) V @ 10
2 (5,4) (6,4) V 0 10
3 (6,4) (7,4) V 0 10
4 (7,4) (8,4) V 0 10
5 (8,4) (9,4) V 0 10
6 (9,4) (10,4) '.1 0 10
7 (10,4) (11,4) V 0 10
8 (11,4) (12,4) V 0 10
9 (12,4) (13,51 D 0 14

10 (13,5) (14,61 D 0 14
11 (14,6) .',7) D 0 14

.1 12 (15,7) ,WD, 8) H 0 10
13 (15,8) (15,9) H 1 610
14 (15,9) (15,10) H 0 10
L 5 (15,10 (15,11) H 0 i016 (15,11 (14,12) D 0 14
17 (14,12 (13,12) V 0 10
18 (13,12 (12,13) D 0 14
19 (12,13 (11,12) D 0 14
20 (11,12 (11,11) H 1 610

Total Lethality = 1424

A-.

0.

,.
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-
w..i t: Example 4 - Single Speed M-odel With No Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell
1=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

[ I Indicates Cells On Optimal Route
(a) Threat Matrix
i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
-2 - W T T T i - - - -7
3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
4 0 [oP) [01 1 1 1 [01 [01 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 [0] 1 (0] 0 1 [0] 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 [0] 0 1 1 1 [0] 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 [0]
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 [0]
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 (01
10 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 [0]
U1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 IDP) 10) 0
12 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
L5 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0

* (b) Lethality Matrix
i/3 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
2 10 10 10j716 7 1-j7 1' f 0- -0- -1 T-O
3 10 10 710 710 710 710 710 10 10 10 10
4 10 [10] (10] 710 710 710 10] [10] 10 10 10
5 10 10 10 [10] 710 [10 10 810 [10] 10 10
6 10 10 10 10 [101 10 810 810 810 [10] "j
7 10 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 810 810 [10]
8 10 10 10 10 10 10 810 1610 810 10 [10]
9 10 10 10 10 10 10 810 1610 810 10 [10]

10 10 10 10 10 10 810 1410 810 810 810 [10]
11 10 10 10 10 10 610 1410 1410 [810] [10] 10
2 10 10 10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 10
3 10 10 10 i 10 610 610 610 10 10 10

10 10 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10
U- 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

(C) Solution
Legs From To H/V/D # of Threats Lethality Level

1 (4,4) (4-,5) H - _

2 (4,5) (5,6) D 0 4
3 (5,6) (6,7) D 0 14
4 (6,7) (5,8) D 0 14
5 (5,8) (4,9) D 0 14
6 (4,9) (4,10) H 0 10
7 (4,10) (5,11) D 0 14
8 (5,11) (6,12) D 0 14
9 (6,12) (7,13) D 0 14

10 (7,13) (8,13) V 0 10
11 (8,13) (9,13) V 0 10
12 (9,13) (10,13) V 0 10
13 (10,13) (11,12) D 0 14
14 (11,12) (11,11) H 1 810

Total Lethality 972
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'Fjtfle 9: Example 5 - Single Speed Model With No Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,,I=Unthreatened Cell
l=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

I indicates Cells On Optimal Route

(a) Threat Matrix
i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12_] 2

3 0 0 [0 [(01 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 lOP] 0 1 [0] 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 1 1 [01 0 0 0

- -. 6 0 1 1 1 1 2 [0] 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 2 [1] 1 0 0
8 0 0 0 2 2 (DPI 1 1 0
9 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0

10 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3 10 10 [101 [10] 10 10 10 10 10
4 10 [10] 10 710 [10] 10 I 10 10
5 10 10 710 710 710 [10] 10 10 10
6 10 710 710 710 710 1510 [101 10 10
7 10 10 710 710 1510 [8101 810 10 10
8 10 10 10 1510 1410 [8101 810 810 10
9 10 10 10 610 1410 1410 810 10 10

10 10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 10
L1 10 10 10 610 610 610 10 10 10
12 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10
1 2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

14

(c) Solution
f; F rom To H/V/D # of Threats Lethality Level

I13- (4,4 (,5 D -1

. 2 (3,5) (3,6) H 0 10
3 (3,6) (4,7) D 0 14
4 (4,7) (5,8) D 0 14
5 (5,8) (6,9) D 0 14

" 6 (6,9) (7,8) D 1 1134
7 (7,8) (8,8) V 1 610

Total Lethality = 2010
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ijagonal legs and one of the horizontal/vertical legs are over a

threat. The total lethality of this example is 2010 units.

Many more examples can be easily generated to demonstrate

other capabilities of the model.

4.2 RESULTS - MULTIPLE SPEEDS AND FUEL RESTRICTIONS

In this section we present results for situations in which

an airplane can fly at three different speeds, each speed having

its own fuel consumption rate which increases as the speed

increases. We show that the optimal route and the speeds

required do change with the amount of fuel on board the airplane.

We assume that if the fuel on board the airplane is 35 units, the

amount of fuel that can be consumed can be only 34 units (no

plane can arrive with zero fuel on board). We use Examples I and

5 of section 4.1 and for each Example we vary the amount of fuel

on board and generate a set of examples. Examples 1.1-1.8 are

all similar to Example 1, but the amount of fuel on board varies.

×xamples 5.1-5.6 are a!! s',iilar to Example 5, nu, the ambint of

fuel on board varies.

EXAMPLES 1.1 - 1.8

; xamples 1.1-1.8 are similar to Example I of the previous

section except for the following change. In Examples 1.1-1.8, we

-allow the airplane to fly at three different speeds and to

consume various amounts of fuel as described in Section 3.4.2 and

in Table 4. In Example 1.1, the amount of fuel on board the

plane is only 28 units. This is a very small amount of fuel, and

th. pilot is forced to fly over threats at a slow speed (worst
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c3s). As seen in Table 10, the optimal route consists of two

thorizontal/vertical legs over unthreatened cells, one diagonal

- . leg over an unthreatened cell, and four diagonal legs over

threats. In order to save fuel the pilot's flying speed is

always slow. The overall lethality is 5144 units.

As the amount of fuel on board the plane increases, two

things happen. First, the pilot flies over unthreatened cells

rather than over threatened cells, and secondly, as more and more

F.-l is available, the pilot increases his flying speed from slow

Saverace and eventually to fast speeds. This is demonstrated

;n Examples 1.2 through 1.8, Tables 10-17. In Example 1.2, the

-. uel on board increases to 30 units. This is not enough to avoid

-... the threats, but it is enough to fly somewhat faster as seen in

Table ii. This allows the total lethality to decrease to 4918.

In Example 1.3, the amount of fuel increases to 33 units. This

amount of fuel enables the pilot to fly over only one threatened

cell (down from four previous threatened cells). Flying speed is

ilwavs ;low and overall lethality has been drastically lowered to

L088 nits. Note that there are more legs than previously (nine

versus seven). In Example 1.4, fuel on board increases to 35

units, and the optimal route is over only unthreatened cells.

Flying speed is still slow, but total lethality is reduced to 136

units. As the amount of fuel increases now to 37 units, flying

0.. speed increases, arid lethality decreases to 134 units as shown

4.- .n Example 1.5. Lethality reduces to 132 units in Example 1.6 as

/ t'j-l increases to 40 units, and lethality decreases further to

110 units in Example 1.7 when fuel increases to 70 units.

.-- '



0ale 1 : Example 1.1: Fuel=28 - Multiple Speeds Model
With Fuel Restriction

Leqend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,8=Unthreatened Cell
l=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
.}=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Past Speed

(a3) Threat Matrix
i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 8 8 8 8 0 8 0 8 8
8 0 IOP {01 1 0 0 0 0 0
9 8 0 1 [1) 1 0 8 0 0

10 0 1 1 1 {1) 2 0 8 0
11 8 0 1 1 2 I1 1 0 0

2 8 0 0 2 1 1 [1) 1 8
13 0 0 8 0 1 1 1 101 0
14 0 0 0 0 8 1 8 (DPI 8
15 V 1 0 8 0 ,3 0 0 0

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 (181 (101 710 10 10 10 10 10
9 10 10 710 {710} 710 10 10 10 10
1" i 710 710 710 (71011510 10 10 10
1. 1 18 710 710 1510 (8101 810 10 10

12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 f810 810 10
13 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 (101 10
14 10 10 10 10 10 810 18 (1) 10

a 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

-c)u tion

L O L i uel
Legs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed
1 (8,8) (8,9) H 0 12 Slow 3
2 (8,9) (9, 10) D 1 1192 Slow 4
3 (9,10) (10,11) D 1 1192 Slow 4
4 (10,11) (11,12) D 1 1360 Slow 4

6 5 (11,12) (12,13) D 1 1360 Slow 4
6 (12,13) (13,14) D 0 16 Slow 4
7 (13,14) (14,14) V 8 12 Slow 3

Total Lethality = 5144 Total Fuel = 26
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Table 11: Example 1.2: Fuel=30 - Multiple Speeds Model
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point, 0-Unthreatened Cell
Vl=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

(I=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Averaqe Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
6
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 fOP) (0) 1 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 1 (1 1 0 0 0 0

10 0 1 1 1 {I 2 0 0 0
11 0 0 1 1 2 (1] 1 0 0
12 0 0 0 2 1 1 {1] 1 0
13 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 {0} 0

0 0 0 0 ( 1 0 DPI @
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

* (b) Lethality Matrix
i/] 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
18 10 (1 (10) 710 10 10 lo 10 10

9 10 10 710 (7101 710 10 10 10 10
10 10 710 710 710 (71011510 10 10 10
1i 10 10 710 710 1510 (8101 810 10 10
12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 (810} 810 10
13 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 (10) 10
14 10 10 10 10 10 810 10 (101 10
L5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

( 7) Solution
# of I

Legs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed
(8,8) (8,9) H 0 12 Slow 3

2 (8,9) (9,10) D 1 1192 Slow 4
3 (9,10) (10,11) D 1 1192 Slow 4

* 4 (10,11) (11,12) D 1 1134 Average

5 (11,12) (12,13) D 1 1360 Slow 4
6 (12,13) (13,14) D 0 16 Slow 4
7 (13,14) (14,14) V 0 12 Slow 3

Total Lethality = 4918 Total Fuel = 29

4. 3
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Table 12: Example 1.3: Fuel=33 - Multiple Speeds Model
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell

1=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threatz
f}=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix

" i/] 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
, 6

7 0 0 (01 (01 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 top) 0 1 (01 0 0 0 0
Q 0 0 1 1 1 (01 0 0 0

10 0 1 1 1 1 2 (0} 0 0
11 8 0 1 1 2 1 1 {0} 0
'2 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 [1} 0

13 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 (01 0
L4 0 ,1 0 0 0 1 0 {DP" ;)

-1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Lethality Matrix

i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
6

7 10 10 (101 (10) 10 10 10 10 10

8 10 [101 10 710 (101 10 10 10 10
11 10 10 710 710 710 [101 10 0 1 (

10 i 710 710 710 710 1510 1101 10 10

11 10 10 710 710 1510 810 810 (101 10
12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 810 {8101 10

13 i 10 10 10 810 810 810 (101 10
14 10 10 10 10 10 810 10 (101 10

c 10 10 10 1 10 10 10 10

Selcit ion
# of Fuel

Leqs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed
(8,8) (7,9) D 0 16 Slow 4

2 (7,9) (7,10) H 0 12 Slow
(7,10) (8,11) D 0 16 Slow 4

4 (8,11) (9,12) D 0 16 Slow .11
5 (9,12) (10,13) D 0 16 Slow 4
6 (10,13) (11,14) D 0 16 Slow 4

7 (11,14) (12,14) V 1 972 Slow 3
8 (12,14) (13,14) V 0 12 Slow

9 (13,14) (14,14) V 0 12 Slow 3

Total Lethality = 1088 Total 1: 32 ]
e
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Table 13: Example 1.4: Fuel=35- Multiple Speeds Model
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell
1=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
[}Leg at Slow Speed,!]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
6
7 0 0 (0 Of} 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 {oP 8 1 {01 8 0 8 0
9 0 0 1 1 1 (01 8 0 0

10 8 1 1 1 1 2 {81 0 0
1 8 8 1 i 2 1 I (81 8
12 8 8 8 2 1 1 1 1 {o}
13 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 {0} 0
14 8 0 0 0 0 8 fDPI 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 10 18 (181 (181 10 10 10 10 10
8 18 f181 18 718 11 18 18 18 18
9 18 18 718 7180 710 (181 18 18 10
10 10 710 710 710 710 1510 (101 10 io
11 10 10 710 710 1510 810 810 (101 1
12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 810 810 {101
13 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 (101 10
14 10 18 10 18 10 810 18 {11 18
15 10 10 10 18 10 10 18 10 18

(c) Solution
# of Fuel

Legs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed OonsuMed
1 -,8 (, 9) D 8 16 Slow
2 (7,9) (7,10) H 0 12 Slow 3
3 (7,10) (8,11) D 0 16 Slow 4
4 (8,11) (9,12) D 0 16 Slow 4
5 (9,12) (10,13) D 0 16 Slow 4
6 (10,13) (11,14) D 0 16 Slow 4
7 (11,14) (12,15) D 0 16 Slow 4

8 (12,15) (13,14) D 8 16 Slow 4
14 (13,14) (14,14) V 0 12 Slow

Total Lethality 136 Total Fuel = 34
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7 Tble 14: Example 1.5: F'e 1 37 - Mflj Inple -Mode!

With Fuel Re;tricton

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Dest ination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell
1=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
{}=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix

i/3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 j 0 (01 0 0 0 0 0[ OP] (01 1 {0} 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 1 1 1 {o) 0 0
A@ 0 1 1 1 1 2 {0} 0 0,

11 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 {O 0
N, 1 0 0 0 2 1 i i 1 @

14 0 0 0 1 I 0

_5 0 i 0 0 0 0 0

• (b) Lethality Matrix
i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

/" 6
7 10 10 10 (10) 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 (101 (10] 710 (10) 10 10 10 10
q 10 10 710 710 710 (101 10 10 10

10 10 710 710 710 710 1510 J101 10 10
11 10 10 710 710 1510 810 810 (101 10
12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 810 810 (101
13 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 (101 10
14 10 10 10 10 10 810 10 {10} 10
"A 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Solut i on

#of Fuel
1"egs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed

1 (8,8) (8,9) H 0 10 Average 5
2 (8,9) (7,10) D 0 16 Slow 4
3 3 (7,10) (8,11) D 0 16 Slow 4
4 (8,11) (9,12) D 0 16 Slow 4
5 (9,12) (10,13) D 0 16 Slow 4
6 (10,13) (11,14) D 0 16 Slow 4
7 (11,14) (12,15) D 0 16 Slow 4
8 (12,15) (13,14) D 0 16 slow 4

" ' (13,14) (14,14) V 0 12 Slow 3

Total Lethality = 134 Total Fuel : 36
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i7,> L5: 'xample 1.6: Fue1=40- "u1tiple Speeds 'Podi
With Fuel Restriction

Letnd: OP-Origlnation Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell

!=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
1=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
1,7 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

70 0 0 {0 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 [OP] (0) 1 (0} 0 0 0 0
f) 0 0 1 1 i (01 0 0 0
. - 0 1[ 1 1 1 2 0 0 i0

1 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 (0) 0
120 0 0 2 1 {1 1 1 (0

13 10 01 70 70 71 1 [1} 0 [0

A0 0 0 081 0 {P} 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0

(t) Lethality Matrix
",6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 10 10 10 (101 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 (101 (101 710 (101 10 10 10 10
5 10 10 710 710 710 (101 10 10 i

10 10 710 710 710 710 1510 (101 10 10

11 10 10 710 710 1510 810 810 (10) 1o

12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 810 810 (101
13 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 10 [10]
14 10 10 10 10 10 810 10 (101 10

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

(c Solution

# of Fuel

Leqs From To H /V/D Tras Lethality Speed Consu med
_ 1 (8,8) (8,9) H 0 10 Averaae 5

2 (8,9) (7,10) D 0 16 Slow 4
3 (7,10) (8,11) D 0 16 slow4

*4 (8,11) (9,12) D 0 16 Slow 4
*5 (9,12) (10,13) D 0 16 slow4

6 (10,13) (11,14) D 0 16 Slow4
* (11,14) (12,15) D 0 16 Slow 4

S(12,15) (13,15) V 0 10 Averace 5
(13,15) (14,14) D 0 16 Slow 4

- - - - - - --.

Total Lethality = 132 Total Fue = 38
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i"I#' 16: Eximplo 1.7: Fuel=70 - ultiple Speeds Model

With Fuel Restriction

.' end: OP--Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,O=Unthreatened Cell
I-Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
I )=Leg at Slow Speed, I]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix

i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

I! 7 0 0 *0* *0" 0 0 0 0

8 0 *OP* 0 1 "0* 0 0 0 0
'3 0 0 1 1 1 *0* 0 0 0

10 0 1 1 1 1 2 *0* 0 0

11 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 (0} 0
12 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 (0}
13 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 !01
14 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 {DP} 0

190 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Lethality Matrix
1/3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 10 10 *10* *10* 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 *10* 10 710 *10* 10 10 10 10

10 10 710 710 710 *!0* 10 10 10
11 10 710 710 710 710 1510 *10* 10 10
11 10 10 710 710 1510 810 810 (101 10
12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 810 810 {10}
13 10 10 10 10 810 810 810 10 [101
14 10 10 10 10 10 810 10 {101 10
19 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0

(C) Solution

# of Fuel
__s From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed

(8,8 (7,9) D 0 11 Fast 11
2 (7,9) (7,10) H 0 8 Fast 8
3 (7,10) (8,11) D 0 11 Fast 11
4 (8,11) (9,12) D 0 11 Fast 11

(9,12) (10,13) D 0 11 Fast 11
6 (10,13) (11,14) D 0 16 Slow 4
7 (11,14) (12,15) D 0 16 Slow 4
8 (12,15) (13,15) V 0 10 Averace 5
9 (13,15) (14,14) D 0 16 Slow 4

Total Lethality = 110 Total Fuel = 69
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-inle 17: Example 1.8: Fuel=95 - Multiple Speeds .'odel
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell
S=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
{a=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

-V
(a) Threat Matrix
i/i 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

V6
7 0 0 *0* *0* 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 *OP* 0 1 *0* 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 1 1 1 *0* 0 0 0

10 0 1 1 1 1 2 *0* 0 0
11 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 *0* 0

, 12 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 *0*
,3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 *0*
14 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 *DP* 03
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/j 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

7 10 10 *10* *10* 10 10 10 10 10
8 10 *10* 10 710 *10* 10 10 10 10
9 1 0 10 710 71. 710 *10* 10 10 10

10 10 710 710 710 710 1510 *10* 10 10
L L 10 10 710 710 1510 810 810 *10* 10
12 10 10 10 1510 810 810 810 810 *10*
L 3 10 10 10 10 810 810 910 10 *10*
14 10 10 10 10 10 810 10 *10* 10
15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

(c) Solut ion
0 of Fuel

Legs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed
1 (8,8) (7,9) D 0 11 Fast i1

* 2 (7,9) (7,10) H 0 8 Fast 8
3 (7,10) (8,11) D 0 11 Fast 1'
4 (8,11) (9,12) D 0 11 Fast 11
5 (9,12) (10,13) D 0 11 Fast 11
6 (10,13) (11,14) D 0 11 Fast II
7 (11,14) (12,15) D 0 11 Fast. Ii
8 (12,15) (13,15) V 0 8 Fast 
9 (13,15) (14,14) D 0 11 Fast 1i

Total Lethality = 93 Total Fdel 93
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Sina ly, in Example 1.8 there is a great deal of fuel (95

tinlit:3) al legs of the route are fast and lethality is q3 units.

EXAMPLES 5.1 - 5.6

Examples 5.1-5.6, Tables 18-23 are similar to Example 5 of

Section 4.1. Also, for this example the Destination Point is

inside a threat and as such there is no safe route in which all

threats can be avoided. with a fuel amount of 28 units the

optimal route shown in Example 5.1 consists of four diagonal legs

over unthreatened cells, one horizontal/vertical leg over an

n nthreatened cell, one diagonal leg over a threatened cell, and

.ne horizontal/vertical leg over a threatened cell. Since -h-

, ewd is slow, total lethality equals 2408 units. When fuel

increases to 33 units in Example 5.2 two legs of the route can be

flown at average speed (rather than the slow speeds previously).

Total lethality is lowered to 2020 units. When the fuel on board

increases to 35 units, Example 5.3, the speed for one leg of the

route can be increased to fast, and total lethality then becomes

,58 units. In Example 5.4, fuel increases to 3- 7nits. Q "

f the route is flown at a fast speed, and one leg of the rote

ic - flown at an average speed, resulting in a to3tal letnaitv

lvel o-f 1793 units. When fuel rises to 40 units, as 1n Exanple

5.5, two legs of the route are flown at a fast speed, and tD-'

.lethality decreases to 1631 units. In Example 5.6, fuel is ngw

,-ual to 75 units. All the legs of the route are flown 3t 3 fast

" poed. Total lethality is lowered to 1607 units.

-able 24 summarizes the effects of the quantity of 1:;o

hoard the airplane on total lethality. For Example I, i.; fi iI
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Table 18: Example 5.1: Fuel=28 - Multiple Speeds Model

With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened C
l=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
[)=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leq at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
% i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3 0 0 {0} {01 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 foP) 0 1 (01 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 1 1 (01 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 1 1 2 101 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 2 {1) 1 0 0
8 0 0 0 2 2 (DPI 1 1 0
9 0 0 8 1 2 2 1 0 (

10 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 1
11 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

0 12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

%% 14

(b) Lethality Matrix

i/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2
3 10 10 (10) (101 10 10 10 10 10
4 10 (101 10 710 (10) 10 10 10 10

% 5 10 10 710 710 710 (101 10 10 10
6 10 710 710 710 710 1510 (101 10 10
7 10 10 710 710 1510 (8101 810 10 10
a 10 10 10 1510 1410 (8101 810 810 10
19 10 10 10 610 1410 1410 810 10 10

10 10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 10
,1 10 10 10 610 610 610 10 10 10
12 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10
13 LO 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

* 14

(C) Solution

# of Fuel
Legs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed

1 (4,4) (3,5) D 0 16 Sl -w 4
2 (3,5) (3,6) H 0 12 Slow 3
3 (3,6) (4,7) D 0 16 Slow 4

4(4,7) (5,8) D016 Slow 4
i (5,8) (6,9) D 0 16 Slow 4

6 (6,9) (7,8) D 1 1360 Slow 4
7 (7,8) (8,8) V 1 972 Slow 3

Total Lethality = 2408 Total Fuel 26
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Table 19: Example 5.2: Fuel=33 - Multiple Speeds Model
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell
l=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
fl=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
i/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3 0 0 (01 (0) 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 {OP 0 1 01 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 i 1 1 {0} 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 1 1 2 (01 0 0

0 0 i I 2 [1] 1 0 0
8 0 0 0 2 2 [DPI 1 1 0

4 9 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0
10 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0
11i 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14

(b) Lethality Matrix
i 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2
3 10 10 (101 {101 10 10 10 10 10
4 10 f101 10 710 (101 10 10 10 10
5 10 10 710 710 710 (101 10 10 10
6 10 710 710 710 710 1510 (101 10 10
7 10 10 710 710 1510 (8101 810 10 10

I 1I 10 10 1510 1410 [8101 810 810 10
L 1 10 10 610 1410 1410 810 10 10

10 10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 10
L1 10 10 10 610 610 610 10 10 10
12 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10
1- 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
'

(e) Solution

# of Fuel
Legs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed

1 (4,4) (3,5) D 0 16 Slow 4
2 (3,5) (3,6) H 0 12 Slow 3
3 (3,6) (4,7) D 0 16 Slow 4
4 (4,7) (5,8) D 0 16 Slow 4
5 (5,8) (6,9) D 0 16 Slow 4
6 (6,9) (7,8) D 1 1134 Averaqe 7
1 (7,8) (8,8) V 1 810 Average 5

. Total Lethality = 2020 Total Fuel = 31
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Tanle 20: Example 5.3: Fuel=35 - Multiple Speeds model
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell

L=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
{}=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

, t 2

3 0 0 (01 (01 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 {OP} 0 1 {01 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 1 1 (01 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 1 1 2 (0) 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 2 1 *1* 0 0
8 0 0 0 2 2 (DPI 1 1 0
9 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0

10 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0

* 12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/ij 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3 10 10 [101 1101 10 10 10 10 10
4 10 {101 10 710 {101 10 10 10 10
5 10 10 710 710 710 (101 10 10 10

6 10 710 710 710 710 1510 (101 10 10
7 10 10 710 710 1510 810 *810* 10 10
8 10 10 10 1510 1410 (810] 810 810 10
9 10 10 10 610 1410 1410 310 10 10

10 10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 10
ii 10 10 10 610 610 610 10 10 10
12 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10

% 13 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
14

"(ci Solution
# of Fuel

Legs From To HiV/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed
1 (4,4) (3,5) D 0 16 Slow 4

2 (3,5) (3,6) H 0 12 Slow 3
3 (3,6) (4,7) D 0 16 Slow 4
4 (4,7) (5,8) D 0 16 Slow 4
5 (5,8) (6,9) D 0 16 Slow 4
6 (6,9) (7,9) V 1 648 Fast 8
7 (7,9) (8,8) D 1 1134 Averaaet

Total Lethality = 1858 Total Fuel : 34

44-47
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Tabl 21: Example 5.4: Fuel=37 - Multiple Speeds Model
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,O=Unthreatened Cell
l=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats
(){=Leq at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
i/j 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2

3 0 0 101 (01 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 [OPI 0 1 (01 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 1 1 {0} 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 1 1 2 (01 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 2 *1* 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 2 2 [DPI 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0
a 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0

11 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Lethality Matrix
1/] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

3 1 V 10 (101 {101 10 10 10 10 10
4 10 (101 10 710 t101 10 10 10 10
5 10 10 710 710 710 (101 10 10 10
6 10 710 710 710 710 1510 f101 10 10
7 10 10 710 710 1510 *810* 810 10 10
8 10 10 10 1510 1410 [810] 810 810 10

. 9 10 10 10 610 1410 1410 10 10 10

10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 L.0
10 10 10 610 610 610 10 10 10

12 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10
1 13 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

-~ 14

Solution
# of Fuel

Lew3s From To HiV/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed
1 (4,4) (3,5) D 0 16 Slow 4
2 (3,5) (3,6) H 0 12 Slow 3
3 (3,6) (4,7) D 0 16 Slow 4
4 (4,7) (5,8) D 0 16 Slow 4
5 (5,8) (6,9) D 0 16 Slow 4
6 (6,9) (7,8) D 1 907 Fast 11
7 (7,8) (8,8) V 1 810 Average 5

Total Lethality = 1793 Total Fuel = 35

44-48
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Table 22: Example 5.5: Fuel=40 - Multiple Speeds Model
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point,0=Unthreatened Cell
U'i l=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

(1=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
i/i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

'2'2 2

3 0 0 {01 {} 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 {OP} 0 1 (01 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 1 1 {01 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 1 1 2 (01 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 2 *1* 1 0 0
8 0 0 0 2 2 *DP* 1 1 0
9 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12iG 2

3 10 10 (101 (101 10 10 10 1o 1o
4 10 1101 10 710 (101 10 10 10 10
5 10 10 710 710 710 (101 10 10 10
6 10 710 710 710 710 1510 {101 10 10
7 10 10 710 710 1510 *810* 810 10 10
8 10 10 10 1510 1410 *810* 810 810 10
9 10 10 10 610 1410 1410 810 10 10

0 1 10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 10
S.10 10 10 610 610 610 10 i0 10

12 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10

-U--. 13 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

*i (c) 3Solution

4 of Fuel
Legs From To H /V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed

1 (4,4) 35) D 0 16 Slow 4
2 (3,5) (3,6) H 0 12 Slow 3

* 3 (3,6) (4,7) D 0 16 Slow 4
4 (4,7) (5,8) D 0 16 Slow 4
5 (5,8) (6,9) D 0 16 Slow 4
6 (6,9) (7,8) D 1 907 Fast 11
7 (7,8) (8,8) V 1 648 Fast

Total Lethality : 1631 Total Fuel 38
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Taole 23: Example 5.6: Fuel=75 - Multiple Speeds Model I
With Fuel Restriction

Legend: OP=Origination Point,DP=Destination Point, 0=Unthreatened Cell
1=Cell Threatened By One Threat, 2=Cell Threatened By Two Threats

(1=Leg at Slow Speed,[]=Leg at Average Speed,**=Leg at Fast Speed

(a) Threat Matrix
i/i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2
3 0 0 *0* *0* 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 "OP* 0 1 *0* 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 1 1 *0* 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 1 1 2 *0* 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 2 *1* 1 0 0
8 0 0 0 2 2 *DP* 1 1 0
9 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0

10 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0
L1 0 1 0 i I 1 0 0 a
12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14

(b) Lethality Matrix
i/3 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2

10 10 *10* *10* 10 10 10 10 i0
4 10 *10* 10 710 *10* 10 10 10 "0
5 10 10 710 710 710 *10* 10 10 10
6 10 710 710 710 710 1510 *10* 10 10
7 10 10 710 710 1510 *810* 810 10 10

8 10 10 10 1510 1410 *810* 810 810 10
9 10 10 10 610 1410 1410 810 10 10

1; 10 10 610 610 610 1410 610 10 10
11 10 10 10 610 610 610 10 10 10
12 10 10 10 10 610 10 10 10 10
13 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
14

(c) Solution

# of
Legs From To H/V/D Threats Lethality Speed Consumed
1 (4,4) (,5) D 0 11 Fast 11
2 (3,5) (3,6) H 0 8 Fast 8
3 (3,6) (4,7) D 0 11 Fast 11
4 (4,7) (5,8) D 0 11 Fast 11
5 (5,8) (6,9) D 0 11 Fast 11
6 (6,9) (7,8) D 1 907 Fast 11
. (7,8) (8,8) V i 648 Fast 8

Total Lethality : 1607 Total Fuel 71
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Table 24: Summary - Multiple Speeds Model With Fuel Restrictions

Legs Over No Threats Legs Over Threats

Table Example Fuel Lethality H/V D H/V D

10 1.1 28 5144 2 Slow 1 Slow 4 Slow

L1 1.2 30 4918 2 Slow I Slow 3 Slow
1 Average

12 1.3 33 1088 3 Slow 5 Slow 1 Slow

13 1.4 35 136 2 Slow 7 Slow

14 1.5 37 134 1 Slow 7 Slow
i Average

15 1.6 40 132 2 Average 7 Slow

i6 1.7 70 110 1 Average 4 Fast 3 Slow
* I Fast

L7 1.8 95 93 2 Fast 7 Fast

. 18 5.1 28 2408 1 Slow 4 Slow 1 Slow 1 Slow

19 5.2 33 2020 1 Slow 4 Slow 1 Average 1 Average

20 5.3 35 1858 1 Slow 4 Slow I Fast 1 Average

21 5.4 37 193 1 Slow 4 Slow i Average 1 Fast

22 5.5 40 1631 1 Slow 4 Slow I Fast I Fast

23 5.6 75 1607 2 Fast 5 Fast

Legend: H/V Represents A Horizontal or Vertical Leg,
D Represents A Diagonal Leg

'I-
J'. ".

U",;
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increases from 28 to 95 units, total lethality decreases from

5144 units to 93 units. In Example 5, as fuel increases from 28

units to 75 units, total lethality decreases from 2408 down to

1607. Table 24 also presents the number of steps taken over no

threats and the number of steps taken over one threat. Also it

shows the diagonal and horizonta/vertical steps as well as the

flying speed of each leg. It demonstrates how the optimal route

changes as the amount of fuel on board the airplane changes.

4.3 FURTHER RESEARCH

In this section we propose directions for further research.

Many possibilities exist, but we restrict ourselves to only a

few.

4.3.1 INPUT/OUTPUT

The Input/Output portion of the model can be significantly

:m~v-d to the stage where a operator . its at a terminal and

* '.d:;11(perhaps with the aid of a menu or a mouse) feeds in his

own probl,_m and modifies his problem on-line. The output should

jlzo nave options for several different screens, and the operator

should be able to select the output he desires to observe.

4. 3.2 ADDITIONAL SPEEDS

The Multiple Speeds portion of the model at the momont

,nlbles uS to provide three different speeds. This can be

-xtonded to 5, 7, or more different speeds.

44-52
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4.3.3 TOxPOGRAPHY OF THREE DIMENSIONS

The present model is a two dimensional one which might be

realistic for flying over flat grounds, seas and deserts. A more

realistic model would allow the pilot to fly over three

dimensional topography. It is possible to expand the present

model to include three dimensional topography.

4.3.4 The K-BEST ROUTES

,The present model solves for the optimal (best) route.

)ften pilots are interested in the second best, third best route,

etc.. The enemy is alert to the route used, and after a short

time the route must be changed. From best route, one may want to

switch to the K-best toute. It is quite possible that

simultaneous flights will be dispatched at the best, second best,

and third best routes.

4.3.5 TARGET SELECTION

"'-is model C,3n be extended to assi3t the decision-maker in

,r'jet selection. Suppose there are five potential targets, one

can compute lethality to all five targets and select the target

ro attack b, .ed on the one with the lowest lethalhtv. 7his

pronlem becomes much more complicated when there are multiple

ha ;,.,s as well as multiple targets.

4.3.6 MULTIPLE BASES

As:3;ume there are multiple bases from which airplanes c.r be

,i:; patch,-d. We can extend the present model to divide the o' w-v'

fild irt,) regions;. Each region will "belong" to a ip,. -: i -

'S
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ba se. When a new target has been identified, it wilL

ititomatically be the responsibility of that base to which thAt

region belongs.

4.3.7 REFUELING/NAVIGATION POINTS

The present model does not deal with the issue of refueling

or navigation points. It is however possible to incorporate both

refueling and navigation points into the model.

4.3.8 OTHER POTENTIAL EXTENSIONS

Additional possible extensions of the model include:

-- inirmize fuel consumption over several sorties. When planning

multiple flights, what set of routes minimizes total

fuel consumption?

--Multiple airplanes. What is an optimal solution for say, a

fleet of 24 airplanes?

iming of bombing. If we want to bomb a target at a specific

tme what is the ortimal route and sped t; :a:cnm-!i h

this oal?

--P'eloaiding of Threats. If a threat fires its missles, it takes

thm say 30 minutes to reload its weapon again. For

thTa period of time it is "safe" to fly over the threat.

--ectronic warfare. The present model does not allow for an'

,l -ct ronic warfare capabilities such as ttr.cat nte ,atin:

or lowerin,i its PK. It is possible to ext- cn th,, rr -sen'

mod-. 1o allow for EW capabilities.

-- ,,.nslt vity Analysis. All enemy data are uncortan. t

44-54
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- o:; ib It, t& :ompuite tht- :;.en; t .v ty of tm? opti r. -ut.- is

I function of enemy data changes (such as PK, r di ,

coordination, etc.).

--PK can be expressed as a function of the learning curve of the

opponents.

.4..
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* APPE:NDIX A. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING RECURSIVE EQUATION FOR SINGLE

FLYING SPEED

In this Appendix we derive the dynamic programming recursive

equation needed for the Single Flying Speed Model. Assume the

following notations:

(i,j) : the coordination of cell (i,j)

f(i,j): minimal lethality from Origination Point to cell (i,])

r(i,j): lethality level at cell (i,])

U.* -Ii diagonal moves incur a lethality level of 40 -)re

"'ethality than horizontal/vertical moves

O* (t ,s~(: the Drigination Point

The only allowable moves from cell (i,]) are to its e* ,t

S: acent cells. The forward dynamic programminq rec:rs.'

. .1 fi mL m I f , , ) r fo lowing:

-5

-f(1,j+l) + rK: + I

f ( .+1 ,3) + r 1. r + ) ,

, - .4r(i-+, - )

.

-4.

""-" Af: l ] i + 1.4 - ', + )

'-.

r- e e - J L A,



V

1"- in this recur-3ive equation one can qenerate the data shown :n

ST.i)Le 3. For example:

Starting with f(8,8) = 0, one determines:

f(8,7) = f(8,9) = f(7,8) = f(9,0) = 10, and

f(7,7) = f(7,9) = f(9,7) = 14

(cell (9,9) is inside a threat and is left for later

computations). In this fashion one completes the constriction of

Sho entire Search Space.
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APPENDIX B. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING RECURSIVE EQUATION FOR MULTIPLE

FLYING SPEEDS

In this Appendix we develop the recursive equation needed

for the Multiple Speeds Model. It is very similar to Appendix A

except that the state of the system is described by three state

'-" variables: the coordinations (i,j), and k, the fuel on board the

plane at that particular cell.

f (i,j,k): The minimal lethality from the Origination Point to

cell (i,]) arriving at (ij) with quantity k of fuel on board.

* uet I = 1, 2, 3 be the flying speed slow, average, fast

respectively.

,et s(l) be the adjustment to lethality due to the flying

speed. For example: s(1) 1.2, s(2) = 1, s(3) = .8. (21

increase in lethality level for flying slow and 20% decrease

in lethality level for flying fast).

:et t(1) be fuel consumption due to flying speed 1. For

*-xample: t(l) = 3, t(2) = 5, t(3) = 8.

All diagonal moves incur a 40% higher fuel consumption and

also a 40% higher lethality level exposure than

the horizontal/vertical moves.

0,5
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4 *

The forward dynamic programming recursive equation used for the

Multiple Speeds Model is the following:

f(i,j,k)=minimum {[f(i,j-l,k + t(l)) + r(i,j-l) s(l)],
. 1. =1,2,3

.f(i,j+l,k + t(1)) + r(i,j+l) s(l)],

[f(i+l,j,k + t(1)) + r(i+l,j) s(1)],

[f(i-l,j,k + t(1)) + r(i-l,j) s(1)],

f , f(i-1, j-1, k + 1. 4 t(1)) + r (i-1, j-1) 1.4s(1)],

[f(i-1,j+l,k + 1.4t(l)) + r(i-l,j+I) 1.4s(l)],

[f(i+l,j-l,k + 1.4t(1)) + r(i+l,j-l) 1.4s(l)],

[f(i+l,j+l,k + 1.4t(l)) + r(i l,j+!) 1.4s(1)11.

ST-he number of computations in this model is much higher than in

the Single Speed Model. From eight adjacent cells and at three

speeds from each adjacent cell, the number of possibilities to

irrive at cell (i,j) with k fuel on board is 8 x 3 = 24

possi)ilities. In other words, to compute f(i,j,k) requires

finding the minimum of 24 possibilities.

IT (si,sj) is the Origination Point, then f(si,s],k) = 0 for

alI . One can recursively construct f(i,j,k) for all possible

], k and obtain the optimal minimum lethality f(i,j,k) from

Zr3ination Point to all cells (i,j).
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ABSTRACT

The correlation between MICAP and Severty-eight supply

perFormance measures were examined for all major Air Force

commands in order to identify the variables (supply performance

measures that are significantly correlated with mission

capability within the cormand. Once the significant variable set

for a major command was identified the variables were ranked in

descending order of impact on MICAP using the MICAP elasticity to

each variable. Then each variable category (e.g. Effectiveness

Measures. EOO. Recoverable Mix, Inventory Accuracy) were ranked

in descendinq order of average absolute elasticit'./ impact or,

MICAP. A model was developed which. using the performance

measures identified as significant. for the MAJCOM. forecasts

MICAP by base within the MAJCOM. These forecasts can then be

added to get a MICAP forecast for the MAJCOM and subsequently by

adding the MAJCOM MICAP forecasts an Air Force wide forecast of

MICAP carn be developed. The forecasts thus developed were found

to be accurate for short term forecastirq, that is, one month

ahead or at most two months ahead.

A technique was developed to identify significant

differences in SUPPly performance. between, bases withir, a comr,and
or between major commards with respect to one or more supply

performance variables or categories of variables. This latter

technique allows in dices to be developed with which to grade the

performance of SLIpPly accounts (bases or ma jor commands) with

respect to or,e. some. cateqories of/or all sLIpply performarce

variables represented in the study. E>xamples of the compar isons

45-1
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possible were computed for. bases within commands, all major

comrm',ands and weapons systems within a major co r and.

4
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This stud" proposes a model that provides a mean~s to

deter-mirne the impact of supply per.for-mance mfeasures on MICAP b,/

MAJCOM arid base within MAJCOM, arid provides a means to forecast

MICAP by base, by MAJCOM and Air Force wide.

FurthermTfore the model SUppl ieS a r- ank order ed l ist of

variables in descending order. of impact on MICAP and also

provides, for. the ranking of the variable categories for- a MAJCOM

arnd base within MAJCOM.

Also presented in~ this study is a method for. gr-adiriq suppl,

*accounts (Bases, MAJCOIVS) with respect to one or mar:,/ supplIy

- perf+or-mance measures providing for- the m~easur ement of differeceE.

in performance between MAJCOMS or bases.

* BACKGROUND

The results in this report ar-e the result of p r elI irmi-niar v

efor ts dUr i ng the Surrmer. of 1985 at Guriter. AFS as part of a

3Ummrfer. Facul ty Resear-ch Pr-ograrf, (SFRP) arid sutbsequient. 1 v r ef i ned

arid completed Linder AFOSR miriiqrant 099.

OBJECTIVES

The obj 3 ectives of the "Statistical Ferf+orrmance Measures"

effort were as follows:

1. Develop a r-obust predictive model to predict miission

capability (MICAP) fromp a set of supplIY per-forianice

mfeasures identified as being "Sa Iienit (h igh ly

correl ated with MICAP) for a MAJCLJM and all the bases

in a MAJCOM.
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2. Develop a technique that. would identify significant

differences between commands and bases within corf, mands

with respect to one or more supply perforrjance

measures.

3. To develop statistical indices with which to qrade the

performance of supply accounts (bases and n,ajor

commands) with respect to one or mor e SLLPp IY

Performan~ce measures.

}L

C
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APPROACH

The approach is essentially a rm'ultistep filter-inq process

with two stages. In stage one, which consists of three filtering

steps. the variables that are "SALIENT" for- the MAJCOM are

idertified. In the second stage. which consists of eight

modelling steps. the variables identified in stage one are used

in a series of regressions using a robust model to predict MICAP

for each base in the MAJCOM. Only a few bases were run for SAC

to demonstrate the predictive capability of the model.9 .,

For the second and thir-d objectives dealing with deterr,'iring

* differences in performance between bases and MAJCOMS a

- heuristic method called (DA) Difference Analysis was used. The

method combines the influences of many performance fmeasures b

tr-ansforrming the variable values to utilities, ther, mappirq the

tr-ansforri-ed distr-ibUt ion of ValuLes on-to a Liiformrf distr ibUtion.

Fr-or these steps emerges a. distr ib utior of val Lies in which

intervals of the utility values are associated with a percentile

score or rarge of per centile scores. Then for. any subset of the

transforrmed values. repr-esentinq a base or a MAJCOM, a percentile

* qrade ray be computed. Because the grades thusly established are

percentile scores they ,may be irter pr *ted in the ordir, ary wa, one

% looks at grades or, a scale of 0 to 1(0-) and differ-erces computed

bv subtraction.

4
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CONCLUS IONS

A model to predict MICAP was constructed that appears to be

robust for. all MAJCOMS and bases within MAJCOMS. The model

allows all variables identified as "salient" for- a MAJCOM to be

used in the prediction of MICAP. The results of the model are

additive over bases for. the MAJCOM and these results carn be

summed to predict MICAP Air Force wide. Further-mor-e the model

allows for. the ranking of performance measur-es and categories of

performance measur-es in descending order- of impact on MICAP by

base and by MAJCOM. This feature creates a priority list that

carl be used in operationally managing per.for'mance mieasures to

achieve the ra.-irsmr, effect on MICAP.

It is possible using the DA algorithm to create an i rdex

that carn be used to identify significant differences in SUpplI

per-forts',ance between bases and MAJCOMS with respect to ore or i',ore

SUPPl, performarce measur.es.

DA also provides for, standard based qr adi , q ; supply

accounts with respect to one or- more per-forrance rje.ASLUres.

The models developed in this stUdv ard the results achieved
5.

i,-dicate that ooeratioral variables carn be correlated to supply

per forar, ce riseasu:es and that at least one oper-ational var iable

MICAP can1 be predicted by base and MAJCOM with a respectable

deqree of accuracy.

Ci
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Effort should continue to bring the analytical results to

the base operational level to provide operational per sonnel with

guide-lines indicating which supply performances measures should

be watched closely and managed adroitly to achieve the maimaiIiuLmi

reduction of aircraft grounding incidents (MICAF).

-4 ,
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The problem of relating supply performance measures to

operational charactaristics (variables) such as MICAP. is riot new

and has been the subject of many studies by the Air Force and

other civilian agencies and individuals.

This study describes a method of relatirng supply perforritance

measures to operational variables (MICAP) that can impr-ove supplyx

resource allocation and result ir, better allocation decisions

enhanc i rig supply performance and increasing levels of mission

capability. Operational commanders at all levels can be supplied

mariaqer,',ent i nf ormati or, i n the f orm of order ed lists of

performarnce rreasures and categories of performance ueasur es

which WOu I d be the basis for base level sUppI r,,a r a Q? erie, t

Policies aimed at mar-ipulating and watching the perforr,aice

measLres irn prior ity order. that have the qreatest. impact on

operational capability (MICAP.)

Operational commanders at higher, levels, base coriarders aid

above. can be provided indices of performance, relatiue t.o the

r. ir,k order of performance measures, that irdicate the r el at i ve

ranr, I i, of the base amonq bases ir, the MAJCOM ard the

establ ishmert of the r.ank position as being "statisticallv,

siqr-ificartlv" above average, average, or "statistically

siqrnificartly" below average for the MAJCOM as a whole. The

indices being percentile scores can be maripulated and rcmipar td

I i ke test scores between 0 arid 100 in, the or di riar y way.
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Background

"Al thouqh a nrumiber of tools are under developrijent to hel p

translate loqistics resoLir-ces irto operational Lapabilities.

there is no existing systerr to I ink supply SLpport giver at

individual bases to the oper-ational capabilities that result f ro,

this total suppor-t effort. As a result. HO USAFiLEYS tasked the

AFLMC to e>:aniire ways to correlate existing supplV perforr,,ance

irformratior, to operational performance factors.

A As at initial exariinatiorn into this area, two studies by

outside activities were sponsored. Ar Air Coriiriand and Staff

ColIeqe (ACSC) stud'/ entitled "Relationship Bet ween Wholesale

Stock Fund Iterr, Demands and Aircraft Flirnq Activit\'", Report

r-Nmber 2580-81. authored bv Major Jaames C. Wendt. atteripted to

use simple lin ear regressior, to determi-,e whether there e..sted a

r at ionh i p between wholesale level demands of stock fund it er,,=_

and aircraft flying activity. The study was l imited to the F-- ! I

weapor s\,stenf wit.h data coverinq approximatelyv two years. His

'"- results indicated there was no significart relationship between-,

flying activity ard wholesale deriands. At this sarne tir.e. the

A AFLOC contacted the faculty at Auburrn University t0 look ;t

possible r-elatioriships between various oper ational per forrar, ce

m'ieasur-es and standard suppi , mariager'ient information. Wh il e both

01 studiecS were rudimcentary, this last effort wit.h Auburr, IJ iver sit,'

did show somte prorise for further e.-tensions into this at ca

concerr, i rig possible corr el at ions between supply ArM per forriar ce

data at and across individual bases.
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Fol I owir 9 these two erdeavor.s, the AFLMfl cortacted the Air

Force Academy arid asked the facul ty to look at this area. Ma ,or

Salvator-e J. Monaco arid Major Briar, E. Esterby ir "SuQp'.I,

Fer-forrarice Indicator-s" Report Nurnber USAFA TR 81-7, per for med

sorme r iqoroLs aralyses with appr-oximately two years of data

across two bases. Agair. the' could riot arrive at a siqrifica,:t

cor r el ation betweer Supp I y ri'eaSurerfierit s an- d oper at i or, a

capabilities. However, they identified possible problertis t!hat

" r. iqht have prevented the successful developrienrt of a corr el at ion

rmodel across bases: the size of the data base. the Smnal i'ilruiber

of variables (14 irdependent supply var iables). and the use of

di fferert weapon systeris at the bases e.xamired.

As a result of these efforts, the AFLMC bel iew, ed that 1

f i ,al e" ri I, at ion of this entire area should be co -:d Uc ted.

P asi nQ this stud', on the Air Force Acadern-,. r =LP I ts. t1he FLM

souqht to collect a hor,,ogenec-u-= data base for a or, ger per id Cf

tir,!e a nd to expand the m, urfber of var iabl es e' ari, ned. This stud,/

theri. preserts the firding of an effort designed to ta e the riost

f4?vorabl e cor, di t ios and to develop aro, r easorab e corr el at i or:

model -cross ror e thar, or, e idi. idual basa. (The For ecoriq

* eprlr, ted from AFLMC Report 021C3) (8)
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. The AFLMC stud,/ r-eport 0212029 had as its objective _---to

ex a rii ne cor r el at iors between sLIppI y per foroance measur ements ard

oeerational capabil ity"

-- To identif,/ supply related var iables that cor-relate well

to operational perforriance.

1 .--- To identify any correlated var.iables applicable to more

than one base."

The conclusions of this study are sururfiar, ized below:

1. "The operational variable that correlated

best with the supply information

" was the Fully Mission Capable RateE
(7Y2) var.iable".

2. "The Y2 variable was used in models that

were constructed across two bases

shar in- a cor'ril-or weapons svstermi"

3. "The key variable in all significant

models was the Cause Code A (NON-MA)

Supply Var-iable XI".

4. "Other weapons systems on any giver, base

influence the reqression results".

5. "Curr ent a9gregate r,,easur-es withi-, ti e

. tandard base supply accourt do ct

provide the detailed irfor atio.

would be required tc. C

correlation effort bet L- t

operatioral var iabl F.

I
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Limitations on the Methodology

The data used in this study came from Monthy Base Supply

Management Report (M32) consisting of seventy-eight supply

performance measures (See Appendix A). Note; the values in the

M32 data have been divided by 106.

Only twelve months of data for each variable was available

in the M32 data base used for this study.

e
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research proceeded in two stages. The first stage was

concerned with finding the supply performance measures that are

significantly correlated with MICAP for all bases in a major

command. Considerations of "robustness" also dictate that any

set of performance measures selected as "salient" (highly

correlated with MICAP) for a MAJCOM should be usable in a

predictive model of MICAP for every base in the MAJCOM.

The second stage of the predictive modelling research is to

* find a model that can be used to predict MICAP at every base in a

MAJCOM using all the "salient" variables for the MAJCOM.

Krowirq that MAJCOMS vary by weapons svstems and ty.,pes of

aircraft flown and in a variety of other ways that are dictated

by the unique and distinctive character of the MAJCOM.. it is

assumed that in stage one of the research methodology each

MAJCOM would have a difFerent set of "salient" performance

measures with some measures common to all MAJCOMS. If the model

developed in stage two is robust it will efficiently predict

* MICAP for the differing sets oF Salient variables by MAJCOM.

It should be noted here that having only twelve obser%/ations

of each variable by month precludes the effective use of time

series analysis in stage two of the model.

45-13
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The stages of the model and the steps in each are now

presented in detail. Figure I depicts the model.

To determine for each base in a MAJCOM which performance

measures have a significant correlation to MICAP it is first

necessary to create from the twelve observations for each

variable twelve sets of these observations but rotated in time by

one month. For example, suppose the observations for a

particular performance measure were as follows, called rotation

zero.

Observations at Rotation (0)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
4/82 5/82 6/82 7/82 8/82 9/82 10/82 11/82 12/82 1/83 2/83 3./83
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 (21)

Then Rotation (1) would be created by moving the value for

3/83 to 4/82 and pushing all the other values right one month.

The result would be as follows:

Observations at Rotation (1)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
4/82 5/82 6/82 7/82 8/82 9/82 10/82 11/82 12/82 1/83 2/83 3/83
(21) 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Thus proceeding twelve rotations of the data for a

per formarce measure (PM) are generated.
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Each of the twelve rotations of the PM are now correlated

with the twelve observations of MICAP for the base. One

(sometimes two) of the rotations will be maximally correlated

v with MICAP. The rotation index of the maximally correlated

rotation indicates a lag time for the correlation with MICAP.

This means that if maximum correlation occurs at rotation six (6)

then MICAP today is most influenced (correlated) with PM activity

six (6) months ago. Appendix B contains the rotation data for

all seventy eight PM-s for LORING AFB in SAC.

To determine the PM rotation conmbinations that are

"significantly" highly correlated with MICAP the distribution of

0 the correlation coeffient (R) is invoked. -2 - --- ' Ij

At the o = .001 level (two tailed) the ciritical value of

, (R) is 0.8230.

The correl at ion coefficient for every PM - rotation

combination was computed for all seventy--eight PM's for SAC.

Appendix C-1 contains a sample computer print out for SAC. all

bases, all performances measures. Maximum sigrif icant

correlations. both positive and negative. greater thar 0.8230

are denoted with **t.

* The justification for the above procedure is the assumptior

that "the past is like the present which is like the future"; in

other words the general behavior of each PM and MICAP over a

years period of time is essentially the same year to year.

.5
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From Step 1 there is found a maximum positive arnd a maximum

negative correlation for each PM at each base in SAC. However,

these maxima are rnot always both significant (>0.8230). The sign

of the correlation also indicates the nature of the relationship

between the PM and MICAP; either direct (+ correlation) or-

inverse (- correlation).

Using only instances (bases) for. which both maximumf positive

correlation and the maximum negative correlation are significant

a choice is made which relationship to use for the PM over all

bases using the Wilcoxon Linear Two Sample Rank Correlation

Test. (2).

Givern that there are )> ' ? occur-arces for a givern

PM in which both the negative and positive correlation~s are

siqrnificant then there are r 2  positive correlations

negative correlations. The ~Z~correlations are rak- ordered in

descending order of absolute value.

Let 7 / if the correlation
- = is positivie arid the

J positive correlations
have the largest rank

The variable 'b is distributed w4 i- wth

arid

Cal culiated values of ~ ~-2,and the correspon~din~g -valutes

45-17
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and critical values are shown in Appendix C-2. If the

positive correlation rank sum significantly exceeded the negative

correlation rank sum then the relationship of the PM to MICAP was

assumed as direct. If the converse was true the relation of the

PM to MICAP was assumed as inverse.

To insure that a statistically significant number of

instances of significant positive (or negative) correlation exist

for the PM at this step, the average maximum correlation, based

the sample size k from which it was computed. is assumed to have

a t distrubtion with A degrees of freedom. If the average maximum

correlation for the determined relationship tests "not

siqnificant" at degrees of freedom the variable is tagged as

"not significant" for the MAJCOM and dropped from the salient PM

set.

Consider for example PM #1 (Appendix C-2), the relation is

determirned as direct based on 4 instances in which positive

correl at i or, exceeded the negative correl at ion. The aver age

maximum positive correlation is 0.9233 at 4 degrees of freedo,.

Reference tc the - distribution tables indicates that 0.9233 is

siqnificant atO/ = .10. Appendix C-3 contairs a table of PM'S for
SAC ordered by average raximunf, correlation and annotated with the

e:perirnentall * determined relationship to MICAP and the aver-age

tire laq for the relationship. Note in Appendi.x C-3 a number of

PM'S that exhibit significant correlation with MICAP have been

ruled "rot significan-t" based or, the above test. This is a very

strinqerit test of sigrificance and PMs that pass it are highlyI

* significantly correlated to MICAP.

45-18
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Si gnu ia o~rria~nt i~

Appendix C-4 displays the reBLllt.Z; Of the crr-elaticr;

filter-ing applied in steps 1 arid 2. Here the FM's are ar r a ge.-

by cateqory and sign~ifican~ce lev~el withir, categor -'.

At this point it is clear. tha1 t all variablic categorieS ar L

StilIl p1I ay ir, 3:.~ rol:, in detertirir,,g MICA,' b~ccuse of, eOr 0 C

the catemiory PMs is statisticallyS 9i cni correlat.cd .

MICAP. The variables on, this displEa', rit aiii.-nited i4d re

acs "riot Ci.- rizrit. fort:, the MA'JCCM sa~ i E>!. t PL-i pef 0r t - . ;

measureP (PM) set. It is th'ese variables that w ill ba~~

*sutbse-ue-+Mv : t each hase -;n -.he MAJCDM t~o rz-EastMIC,!F, f ot

base.

Appendix C-5 c cn t zi 2 slIi 9 111 di. L . z ..

same H:+, containL-d in C b' t ft- C-5 iitif E?,Ll: _-L WCJj

P M 's ;r: nr orer c7d h v c orr e I At iof, r ar, 1 trd fto0:- thi.a t

id~ntiiir.i t-c aiqnicaat. are taqggadU with .t.4

Appendix C-6 COntlilS ZSUrimuiar-, .3r fl L v irC;

ttle form of a tablec oF PM cate~go;-J is with tie ~~

f rr s iqn i ic a- t variableS comp~ited. CE E~;'. 17d Zt

P~F ~ e C s. o r~ --27ord a .d tatl b I E L 7 f t. d L

/ VAR In tf'.i s ~b I e t he caa q-.r i f s iit h t L~ [,-. 1 r e . e

u ttC tho top 1) a b.: t: t :;L,
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The display in Appendix C-7 shows the PM-'s arranged by

frequency and cumulative frequency of positive, negative at total

siqnificant correlation to MICAP. It appears that there is rno

concentration of relationship (correlationa) with MICA' in any PM

or set of PMs. but rather, that there is no obvious set of PlMs

that are domrinarnt in terms of freqericy of signif icant correlation~

to MICAP across bases in the MAJCOM.

Finally Appendix C-8 shows the PM's at each base in SAC

order by correl atiorn, both positive arnd rnegative, with

*siqnificait correlations denoted by '**. When forecastinsg MICA~P

at a qiven base this display will be used to determrineo tho*

var i blIes in the MAJCDM salient set. to delste -frnrf t I,

forsecastin rset duc to r~ irfi~~eat thLe base.

~'t'~e2 -3*~ :..Ident ify ing TbeustF, :. t.ng.j 9odel

All the prov.ious steps involved in the rode Were Einied :

determining a "salient" PM set for a MAJCOM tf-,i.t col

SUbsequent 1 be used for e'evba:;e ir: thE: M 'JCOM ir p~led i ct i ;1

MICAP .=kt each hba -e.

In devel.oping n prn-dicti'f i-licodel of MICAP the following

coriditinrne -?rd lirmit_=tion were sought arid obser'-ed.

I Thq rrodel rfust be r obuIt. Idel 1 the rile

shoiLrl usn a sirngle "salient' set of FMs-

f-ir rP'-h r4'lr:OM an~d each ba=-*: in a MAJCOM.

45-20
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1.1 The predictive model should use the PM~s

in the MAJCOM "salient" set for each

base in the MAJCOM.

1.2 The predictive model should be of the

same mathematical form for each base in a

MPJCOM and the same for each MAJCDM.
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2. Althouch the same PM's will be used to

predict MICAP at every base irs a MAJCOM, the

PM's maximum correlation with MICAF fr-om base

to bas will occur at different rotations

(lag times).

.3 The values of the PM's arnd MICAP over.

time for- anyv base exhibit considerable random

,.,ar i~t io. The model should not be

formu~lated to track these random variations

but rather to capture the behavior underlying

4the random variation; that is the model

should capture9 and represent the "essential"

unrderlyinsg behavior of each PM and MICAP over

t i m-e.

4. Tlh:- data contains only twelve (2

observations for each PM at each base. ZS ice

4M MAJCDM "salient" set of PM's could contain

more than twelve (12) PM's l inear combinations

of the PM' s cannot be regressed on MICAP.

Furthermore time series can~not be used

effectively on: so few data points.

5. The model must be capable of yielding the

MTCCAP elasticitv to each PM.
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In the search -for a "robiustl" predictive riodel the I imfited

aMOL~tt Of dat a (17 observat ions) is the key I imijtat ion On'

methodol ng,. It is cicar that any attempt to regress I inear

combinations 04 the PM's cn IMICAP w*ill fail the robLI-tsIC55

criteria outlin~ed above, if all t!,e PM-s in~ the "salienjt" set zre-

to be LISed.

Pnsed on the data I ims-itationa a model mhUst. be dev-,eloped th-=t

relates P-ach PM to time and MICAP to tirfe theni provides a b*J tO

* rel ate -7ach PM tc MICA~P. This rmodel mrust rzl ct the "es~eriti al

beha v ior of thess variables ovar tiuse pro- idiflj3 aacetabl L

* ',AL-S from rsqrsssioris of tha= v.ariabi es 0-vE-r tiffiSe.

Appendix~ D co;ntairos Plats~ crl th-E: observ,,d PM dat. an-d II~

* ~ ~ C -j -r wlorro~h Fc~r LOPING AFID. SAC. z.j-d f.Lt.

1Jrd-' vijr. t-- r ardor' F Ilu:tLiat i-.j ui f 1IECA ztrd t.I a FM - 0

4 j-c thr'~"c f-~ ",t a "behavioJrs Yi ~ds 1, bhi .. :

,Fee~ 9- d A h i ch r, ia k~ sern --e i -- t -r me s -of the L U1 -asuIl :.z

7-1- ci p th t. car, e': i=t bet.-jeer? '11CAP,: the irdi i ,

0
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Positive Negative Concave Conavex
Li near Li near Turn inrg Turn inrg
Trend Trend Point Point

Trend Trend

Decreasing Increasing
Trend Trend

*Often the observed data for a PM or MICAP will exhibit mare

thana one o-F the above trends and hence the general robust moidel

is

Appendix D shows the model extimates plotted with the

observed data for. MICAF and the PMs ir, the MAJCOM (SAC)

"sal ient" set. It cans be seens that the miodel is smooth, thLLS

representingq the complex trend in the data. Furthermr~ore it can

be seer, that the r.model is sensitive to mfajor uptLurnsj or downltulrns

in: the observed dati.r t1-wv~r. MICAP is riot. yet related to the PM's such t ha t
4 MICAP car be forecast from~ the PM's. Also the impact of oach PM

As rrseastired bv the elasticity of MICAP to each PM is also niot yet

known.
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To establ ish the irspact of each FM or, MICAP the elasticity

of MICAP to each PM is corsmputed by regression using the following

model. ;, I'

This is a Cobbs-Douglas production-function in which the

parameter is the elasticity of MICAP to the PM. To see this

consider the equation

then y 
-

which is eY

which a little algebra can show is

Replacin9 the infinitesimals 3Vand DXwith finite

differences we get

4,y

i, which ay and 1 r X -- and then

_.. ( ' . -)

which can be seen to be the ratio of percentage
changes in the respective variables which is a
definition of elasticity. The results of
regression or, the transformed model

t( MIC= -, -7

are found ir Appendix E.. The elasticities for each

'A. ,J reqressior, are denoted as BETA (2.1).
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Stage_2-Stee_3. _yerge bsouteEti~it iE~oran~e_

MeasueCatesgr

Table 2-0 displays the forty-one (41) PM's selected as

salient for LORING AFB. SAC by category.

Table 2-1 shows the forty-one (41) salient MAJCOM (SAC)

PM's. the ma'iumur average correlation to MICAP, the rotation

(lag) for the correlatiorn and the elasticity of MICAP to the PM.

These results were obtained using all twelve (12) months or data

availAble for each PM. Also noted is the PM cat.egory a,':d t.he

cateaor'v namre. TAble 2-2 surfrlar izeE the aer age z.bsolute

corr.elation of the salient PM with MICAP by category includirn9

the standard dviation also the absolute elasticity of MICAF' to

the O's. arid the standard deviation. This table also shows -he

pn_--_nt aqe f PMs in a cats'or., that tUr,,?d out signif i ar;t

for the Mn1fOm.

Tn t.abl.'s 2-: '-d 2-4 appear the ,fianagemse -t data that WCUI d

h ~,sed t3 crzift a MICAP management strat.egy at the base I,. l

T, Table =- the PM cat:.9ories are ordered by the percerta3E of

the vnriablrs ir, a category sigrificart for the MAJCOM. M:otE.

that ,jit - -!,cc0t iOr, of cat.egorios 9. 12 And 1 the rar,. irg

cl.-_cel,' c'llows- m rankin by average absolute e -.a4t_.ait.,. Table

'5--4 s-, j tho P' _ate o_ -ips ranled L-, z.era-.:e ab=oILt-. tlasticit.y

with M!CAP in deecendir;. 3 orier. Appear i r 3 in, the aat £1Lurn of

the tble i- the catecior. F'M wi+h the Iighest last, icit., to

~M TCAP'.

F-.om, the -ata if. Tables '2-1 to 2-4 it appear that the

-F rvI lowi rq PM catecor ies are highly i,-,f IU0LCt ia:l Z., I pe at io r-al
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TAKLE 2-0
SAC SALIENT VARIABLES FRWJK MAJCO SELECTION

FOR BASE 4678 LORING AFB

NANM

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION HAXIIIM
GRO!JPNAME VARIABLE ROTATION CORRELATION

h lasutu of Size 5 :.a8136
6 0 :S'f
2 lot Sit Idt Sig

I :XIE3
3 Nat Sit Nat sit
1 0 :aIIUI

2 Otivitx deasutes 1 0 X f
1! 0 .0
it I :MSIQ
1? 6 .28

0'12 LI :L8H12
11 10 -'fz

3 Efectimeus leuairs 21 16A

22 1 a4

4 K[CAP IL LA Ila

33 1 05f

34 3 .za
33 1183

fi EOQLeuyeablt Nix 12 7 ~SZ42

7 Lne= Nil 43 Z :.3z5,I
L41 7 LastZ

B PriAtiti Nil 45 %ta $is ula Sig
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MBIE Z-- LMUhh

FOR BASE W6O LKRIU LC UWI

S18h[EICWU CmElSIWUN l.
GROWP GROUP JAME VARIABLE ROTATION CORRELATION

9 Eunding all 47 0.82
10 Idex Stork 13 5 :.32J2
11 Escess 52 lot Sig Not Sig

52 .1 .333

12 Special Lelus 60a 2 188
38 lot Sig Not Sig
61l Not Sig lot Sit
53 0 :37

13 inlhli Lgrels 63 Not sit Not Sig
U2 0 JZ
64 0:.3136

14 UeS5 67 :.31

15 Receipts as like n 3 jjSZ6
6U 3 J705
71 .1 .200

16 nyntary Iczuacy ?S 6 :.9S22
76i Not Sig Not Sig
72 6 :.B2BI
72 6 :£8236i
D3 6 :.338
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TAKE 2-1
ELASTICITY UITH MICAP

4NALYSIS
"Im CORRELATIONS

S AN 4679
LORING

MICAP CAT CATEGORY
YMAKE VOIPRLE£_ E NOEEULI1D TIO F ELSIICIIY il0 JAM-_

5 S OI O - Overall (EOg) -.8436 0 -1.44195 1 Cat.! - EFfectiveness Measures
6 $ Ol - Overall (Equip) -.8463 0 - .367246 1 Cat.! - Effectiveness Measures
I No Item Recs - Overall -.92 I -5.9254 I Cat.2 - Activity Measures
4 1 O!M - Overall (Repair Cv:) -.84?! 0 - .492101 1 Cat.! - Effectiveness Measures
IS Total Dor - Rec .924 0 1.266122 2 Cat.? - Activity Measures
19 Tot Overall Recs - I Tti! .9B09 0 1.36762 2 Cat.2 -Activity Measures
14 Total Receipts - Equip -.8240 9 - .647362 2 Cat.2 - Activity "easares
17 Total Der - Equip -.9497 6 - .73521 2 Cat.2 - Activity Measures
12 Total Due - Outs - Equip -.8419 II - .289608 2 Cat.? - Activit) Measures
it Total Due - Outs - Supplies -.8672 to - .?7EO!5 2 Cat.2 - Activity Measures
2 2! EO Issue Eff -.8474 S -3.07552 3 Cat.! - Effectiveness Measures
24 Rec Rel off -.8630 7 -1.73233 3 Cat.1 -Effectiveness Measures

EO Stk Eff .2502 9 10.6282 3 Cat.! - Effectiveness Measures
25 EMO Re1 Eff .8394 2 6.29269 2 Cat.! -Effectiveress Measures
22 Rec Stk Eff .8279 4 3.E8845 3 Cat.! - Ef4ectiveness, Measures
20 Rec Issue Eff .9477 4 4.0762 3 Cat.! - Effectiveness Measures
37 Avn AW NTS -All Orq .22 10 .008355 5 Cat.5 - Repair Cycle Information
33 Ave RCT Tot RTS - All Ora -.9586 0 -1.21904 5 Cat.5 -Repair C)cle Info at,'r
r- AVS RT Condon - All Org .912? 7 1.0927 5 Cat.5 - EeFair C7cle ;r-f::matizn
34 Avq PVT. Total MPTS - PI Orl -.8730 3 - .427352 S Cat.5 - Repair Cycle Infornato,,
39 Total Units RTS - All Org .25?25 .491437 5 Cat.5 - Repair Cycle Infr.'a:icn
42 EDO ?tIs Reest - I Tat E! .9'02 7 6.01519 6 Cat.6 - EO0/Pecoverable Aix
43 !ts fq.ted, Lr. 3, 1 Tat -.9259 7 -1.?3023 7 Cat.7 - Urgency Nix
44 Itms 0qct.d, Urg C. % Tot .8942 7 2.72512 7 Cat.7 " Urgency Mi.
47 1 Tot Ites P!O -820 .8720 0 8.08066 9 Cat.9 - Urgec li-
49 Berch St 4uth - Total -.9242 5 -!.0329 20 Cat.10- Bench Stock
55 $ Excess Equip -GSD .89! 7 .247256 II Cat.!!- E-cess
54 1 Frcess Supplies - Mn t*k F .9426 4 .413365 It Cat.!!- Excess
52 S Excess Supplies - 6SD .939. i .43688 ! Cat.!!- Excess
so Tet Itos - Sp Lvl Equip .9860 ? !.29688 12 Cat.12- Special Leiel
59 Tet lIts -Sp Lvl Ergo -.9379 0 -4.a"902 12 Cat.12- Special Level
9. Just 0 - Life Cycle Ret -.8472 0 -1.49975 13 Cat.13- Minimum Le El
44 Just -All others -.9426 0 -4.6694 13 Cat.13- Minizum L'e1
67 Tot Detai, - -.9349 0 - .474037 14 Cat.14- WRSK,'tSK
?A Tot Pri Grp I - On Time .847( i 3.007 15 Cat.l!- Receipts on Time
,9 Tot P-j Orp I -Z on Tine .8704 3 4.02342 15 Cat.I5- Receipts on Time
71 Tot Pri Grp 3 - t in Time .2292 3 10.1739 15 Cat.15- Receipts on Time
74 Tat Itms CcuntEd - Id C*o -.8422 6 - .071251 16 Cat.16- Inventory Accuracy

'2 Tot Ites Counted -Complete .3291 - .015019 16 Cat.16- Ire.tory 4ccuracy
77 Arruracyo % Un:t - SP -.8 6 - .229S4 16 Cat.16- Inventory Accuracy
r- Tot It s Counted -SP -.93 2 - .02-2 16 Cat.I6- Inrentory Accuracy

45-29
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TAKE 2-2
ELASTICITY VITH MICAP

SUMMARY ANALYSIS
BY CATAGORY

SRAN 4678 LORING

CUELATION ELASTICITY YARIABLE #CAT VARS Z CAT VARS
CflTEBORYJ1 UC~IEmyJh HS h6 5 STO BEY. W.L AN SID DEV 11 Cal Sli SIB

IMeasures of size .8402 .00964 2.0611 2.2795 6 4 66.661
2 Activity Measures .8832 .04415 .94698 .3685 13 6 46.15
3 Effectiveness Measures .8459 .01067 5.4322 3.4272 7 6 85.78
4 NICAP N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A
5 Repair Cycle Info .8835 .02758 .6478 .4483 9 5 55.55
6 EMO Recove-able Mix .9701 0.0 6.0152 0 1 1 100.00
7 Urgency mix .8550 .02913 2.3276 .39714 2 2 100.00
8 Priority mix 0 0 0 0 2 0 0.0
9 Fundisq Mix .8720 0 8.0906 0 2 1 50.00
t0 Beach Stock .9242 0 1.03269 C 3 1 33.33
It Excess .9258 .02147 .3658 .0844 6 3 50.00
12 Special Levels .9029 .03493 3.0079 1.811 4 2 50.140
13 Miritun Levels .9954 .04817 3.0846 1.5948 4 2 50.00
14 WPSK/MSK .9348 0 .474097 0 3 1 33.33
15 Receipts on Time .8489 .8489 5.7347 3.1662 3 3 100.0c
16 !nvento~y Accurar'1 .9504 .8509 .2359 .3435 7 4 57.14

ip

45-30
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TABLE 2-3
CP IDRIES RANKED BY

I CF YoRIAELES/CATEGORY
SITGNIFICANT
AND BY TPE

AVP SS APSOLUTE ELASTICITY
-F V4RIABLES IN THE CATEGORY

CITAMOY I UTUYAK MUMYASJ16 A L IASEICIII

SEMO Recoverable Hix 100 (1/1) 6.0152
t5 Receipts on Time 100 (313) 5.7347
7 tiqency "is 100 1212) 2.3276
3 Ef4ectiveness easures 95.71 (617) 5.4322
1 Masures of Size 66.66 (4/6) 2.0611
Is Inventory Accuracy 57.14 (4/7) .2359
3 qepair Cycle Info-,ation 55.55 (5/9) .6478
9 Fu~dinj Nix 50.00 (112) 8.0906
1 1 13 Piaimum Levels 50.00 (2/4) 3.0946
12 Special Levels '4.00 (2/4) 3.0079

% . 11 Excess 50.00 (316) .365B
2 Activity Measures 46.15 (61/13) .8470

10 Bench Stock 33.33 (1/3) 1.0327
14 Ia/wNSI 33.33 (7/3) .47409

pir
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UTLE 2-4
CATAGORIES RANKED BY

AYERAGE ABSOLUTE ELASTICITY TO HICAP

VARIABLE I/ELASTICITY/V NAE 
Avg Abs Avg Abs HOST SALIENT VARIABLE

CameaY I OAT[ES -61E A STIC1IY MLAIIH. l UI60SI ISOLUIE ELASIICII1.;

9 Funding Hix 8.0806 .8720 47/ 8.08066 % Tot Ites c R/O -SSD
6 EO Recoverable Rix 6.0152 .8701 42/ 6.0152 EOQ Its Reqst - % Tot EOG
Is Receipts on Time 5.7347 .8489 71/10.1738 Tot Itas Counted - Complete
3 Effectiveness Reasures 5.4322 .3459 t 22/ 3.6884 Rec Stk Eff

13 inious Levels 3.0846 .954 64/-4.6694 Just All Others
12 Soecial Levels 3.0079 .9029 60/ 1.1969 Tot Ites Sp Lvl - Equip
7 Urgency Nix 2.327E .8550 44/ 2.7251 Ites Rqsted Urg C - Z Total
I measures of Size 2.0611 .8402 1/-5.9325 No Ito Reds -Overall

tO Bench Stock 1.0?27 .9242 49/-.0327 Beach Stk Auth - Total
2 4ctivitv Peasures .9470 .8832 19/ 1.3676 Tot Overall Regs - $ Total
5 Repair Cycle Info .6479 .883 33-1.2190 Ave RCT, Tot RTS -All Org
14 VR!/MSK .4741 .938 67/- .4741 Total Det - MSK
It Excess .3659 .9258 52/ .4368 S Excess Supp -GSD
16 Tnverfory Accuracy .2359 .9509 77/- .8296 Accuracy I Units - SP.

4 -
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Cat 6 - EOQ Recoverable Mix

Cat 15 - Receipts on Time

Cat 3 - Effectiveness Measur-es

Cat 7 - Urgency Mix

Cat 1 - Measures of Size

In an AFLMC report in 1981 report in 1981 Monaco and Esterby

(6) concluded that due-outs, availability measures and repar-able

variables are highly salient in controlling MICAP. This results

above appear- to agree with exception of reparable var.iables which

appear in the MAJCOM salient set but with lesser appare-,t

influence on MICAP.

'2- MICAP manaqement would be exercised by reference to Table 2-

a 4 and/or possibly Table 2-3. From Table 2-4 mariageri ent attention

would first focu-s or. the category fundirg m i x and within that.

cateqor"Y PM #47. P nt fT _aL t _ TI. I

proceeding by category and variable action would be taker, on the

salient variables in the order. prescribed by Table 2-4. Table 2-

3 can be used as a cross-reference and at times and based or, tne

number- (mer-certaqe) of category PM's signi f icant., one right charge

* the management. priority order as prescribed in Table 2-4.

~~~~Stase_2=_St e4sRl at igod1 eMl CaEt o~odelledeiri£canrie

Measuces

Returrirq to the issue of relating the F'M'- in the MA.JCOM

Salient set to MICAP recall that all have been regressed on tirte

using the model

'..q"
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In order to use all the PM's in the MAJCOM salient set Ir,

the prediction of MICAP assur.e that MICAP car. be functionally

related to each PM and each PM is equally effective (weighted) in

its forecastability of MICAP. Then the central limnit theorem and

the law of large numbers would lead to the assumption that the

average of the forecasts of MICAP made using each PM would be a

best linear unbiased estimator of future values of MICAP.

To test this hypothesis the observed FM values in the

salient MAJCOM (SAC) set we-e r,orl,,,ali ed usi1-g the followivg

equation.

in which NPM indicates a norrmali:zed value of PM Appendix F

contains the result of these calculations. The last page of the

appendix shows the observed MICAP values and the estimated MICAP

values. The estimated MICAP values are calculated as shown

below

in which MICAP- is the estimated MTCAP computed fror the average

of the normed values of al l the PM's Iu, the sal ie',t set at tlie

t.

Ppi~ere. :. t- thr .r,,r,,r ra-:31i ) -,f Apped L,, F idicates

that an averaging process rSLtlt- in a ra-irurn percentage error

of 22%.

ThIs 'e, ' rJi1'h averag i, g process, though indicative that

Averaqirr of estirates IS fPisible. but the process (,,ust be cast

"~' 'r "9'.* r~r~ -. rr~ f~. ~ 2.1 Atco'r').

45-34
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The averaging can be affected as follows. Since

and

M!CAP and the PM's are both functions of time using the same

model form MICAP can be expressed in a modelled nornmalized C~-';

similar to Eq 2.2 above by regressing th , model (regjressior

estimated) values of each MICAP or, the modal values (regression

estimated) values o; eacli PM in the Salient set. This is of th-

form
..- ,.

c. q C/ innd beinq estimated by regressior,.

MICe

To forecast MICAP we use the individual regressiors of thc

PM's on time to forecast each PM ahead sorfe rur.-nber of mo-th.,

or,. morth. Then we substitute these forecast PM valUeS in Eq 2.-

above _rid we aet forty-one forecast .,aluEs of MICAP w;'ich a: e

then Pver.Aqed tg qet a f iral for-ecast of MICAP one month ahead.

To test the model each PM is regressed or, time o\ er for niie

norths . r,:onti~h= 1 11 and t2 ,hich a- e 1 /32, 2-/83 aid 3/83 to be

forPcqt. Appendix G corntair:= these regressiors.

45-35
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The regressions of estimated (modelled) MICAP on modelled FM

values are shown in Appendix H. Reference to the Coefficents of

Determination. Multiple Correlation Coefficerts and F Ratios

indicate that the regressions are all highly significant. The

fact that the corrected values of the coefficient of

determination and multiple correlation coefficient are in some

cases low is a reflection of the fact that there are five terms

in a model expressed by only nine values. If the model were a

trackinq model as one would find ir, time series rethodology this

would indicate that the model is a case of "over-fit" that is

relatively few points fitted by a model with nearly as many

terms. However, since the model is a smooth trending model these

values mean only that the number of terms in the model is not

areatly fewer than the nUmber of data points.

Appendix H-1 contains the same regressions as in Apperdi;. H

but using the model

in which , is the nine month modelled MICAP elasticity to

These elasticities will be used in an alternate model of MICAP irs

what follows.

Stage2=Ste _ eesiosninEnastiit _Eor eat s£_MCAEI

The final step in the modelling is to compute MICAF

forecasts for. months 10. 11 and 12 using forecast values of tne

PM-s for months I0. 11 and 12. This is accomplished usirq Eq

* 2.3. Appendix I-1 containrs the result.S for mo,-,th 10, 11 arid 12

forecast usirq Eq 2.3. The results are 7tmriarized below.

45-36
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MICAP ACTUAL FORECAST - ACTUAL
MONIH EOBECASI MICAE DIEEEBENCE XDIEEERENCE

10 .00410811 .00433000 -. 00022189 - 5.124450

11 .00474079 .00336000 .00138079 41.094900

12 .00637311 .00291000 .00346311 119.007000

4 '

!
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The forecast deteriorates badly past one month in the future.

The results indicate that the method is reasonably reliable in the

short term but not beyond the next period.

The steps outlined above were repeated using ten (10) months

of data forecasting 11 and 12, The results appear below.

(Aeeend±x 2)

MICAP ACTUAL FORECAST - ACTUAL

OQNTH EORECASI dCie oIEEERENACE ZDIEEERENCE

II .00'85612 .00336000 .00049612 14. 765500

12 .00340055 .00291000 .00049055 16.857500

Finally the steps above were repeated using eleven (11) months of

data and forecasting month 1Q. The results appear below.

MICAP ACTUAL FORECAST - ACTUAL
MONIH EORECAST dICA DIEEERENCE %_DIEEEE.EUCE

12 .00314716 .0029 1000 .00023716 8.149720

The results abo, e were corputed usinq the regression rethod

of Eq. 2.4. This r.ethod is based on the trend ntodels of the

4
orrr, of Eq- .1. Because these r.,odels are stooth they are not

Ti- srom - ltc _  
-'F sbtsrr, d , lferer:t for ecastr 9 nq

mPthod which is sensitive to large changes in a few PM's and

which is based or the elasticity of MICAP to each FM. The model

Is o 4 he form. shown below and was used in place of Eq 2.4 to

5-3-r8tr ti- r SLlt tht follow.
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Given the equation for elasticity

e- c~ 0 / ;N C N, M IA(fA
• ~P = = , 78

T h e n ( M- - -- -

M# 41 
V)

t 1( . K,

S! Usin9 Eq 2.6 MICAP was forecast as above and the results are

as follows. See--Appendi > .I_-_4

5-.A} 
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MICAP
ELASTICITY FORECASTS
BASED ON 10 MONTHS

4FORECASTING 

MONTHS 11 AND 12

MICAP ACTUAL FORECAST - ACTUAL

MONTH EORECASI MICAE DIFEERENCE % _DIEEEREUCE

10 .00455481 .0043300 .00022481 5.192010
11 .00638392 .0033600 .00302392 89. 997700

12 -. 03382100 .00291000 -. 03673100 1262.2:30000

,,

4% 

M I C A P
ELASTICITY FORECASTS

BASED ON 10 MONTHS

FORECASTING MONTHS 11 AND 12

MICAP ACTUAL FORECAST_-_ACTUAL
MONTH -oRECAST MICE' DIEEERENCE VDIEEEEENCE

it .00427904 . 0033600 .00091904 2.7. 352400

12 .00399758 .0029100 .00108758 37. 374000

MICAP

ELASTICITY FORECAST
* BASED ON 11 MONTHS

FORECASTING MONTH 12

MTCAP ACTUAL FORECAST - _ACTUAL
MONTH FOEEC! T MICA' DIEEERENCE ZDIEEERENCE

12 00300048 0033600 C 00009048 -. 109270

e
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Comp ar in g the MICAP forecast results accomplished by the

Regression method arid the Elasticity mrethod the latter method

will be more sensitive to PM's that in many given forecast period

show large changes in valuie. whereas the Regression method will

be less effected arnd yield more stable resultS. As will be

noted fr-om the data~ shown above both methods appear to yield good

short range forecasts (on~e month ahead).

ApendluJ containis the results simfilar- to thzse above

for some other SACs bases.

As discussed in the for-egoing the MICAF' forecasting model

provides in-for-matior, about the impact of salie~-nt set PM-'s or;

MICAP that car, be used to devel op a base I ev..el maniagoeret.

strateqy,. In the retchapter a model is diSCUssed that prcviides

a wa'i to develop suippl"., per formr-ancs indices b-y. wl-,ich bases arid

ma jor. commands ma'ybe compared and gr-aded on tlheir pF-wr 4orrfanjce i1-

M=araqi- MICA~P using the reSL~jts 0-f theC forecast mi-odEl. ThE.

model developin~g the per-for-mnce indices a-rid grades is called Z,'.

"!Difference Analysis).

%
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CHAPTER 3

DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS (DA)

9 A commonr, paradigm in decision making and alternative

evaluation is to think of the decision problem ir1 terms of a

nurmiber of alternatives each character iZed. described ard set

apart from all others b,/ a set of attributes commo, to all

alternatives but differing ir, value or description for each

alter-native. For e<..ample. the decision pr'oble r may be choosir,.3

the "best" autoy-.obile. The alter-natives ard attributes appeat

below:

" Attributes

At ter nat i .=  Nof _Dcora CQsoc Stzll ite

Japanese Red Coupe ,J Yl CLA
Eur or'ear, 3 Gr eer, Seda Leat h-
Amer. i car, 4 E1 a Ck Wagon T'l A - t 1 C

When the number of alternatives and t'z ;_.Umber of attr inutes

gets large human deci-sion pr ocessa3 are sever I7 tai.ed ard ofter,

sir,,p ,, over come b,/ thT rumber of tr ade -of fs that rILISt be

considrmd. This is cil lad "Coo: it iv 3ver load". Fu, thur rou, e.

h,!rrir, decisior r,,al'iriq b se~ d or, -sUbjecti ,e con-siderati s Z E: n, ; Lj.

avoids thp irf I uerc of pre-dispositiors. preferece bia e

4;fnr-t r-educir, q afrateiies applied to the problc.r, itself.

i,-ot her. vrt', perpI ex i rg pr obI , 16 r, ul t i -al ter rat i .L.

mul t i-attr ibute problei c: rja ios is that of deterr il irC hCow Lu

comb i r,e i r orE, rer ur ab I e attr ibutes into a *alue for L. ,L I'

a t -r r, .. that Alow .at I ea-ot or d i. r.r .i 9  C) tl-,L.

al terr,at i'' fr orm "h est" to ".or st.".

45-42
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Most troubl esome, however-. is the pr obl ern of hay% V1 9

attr-ibutes, the values of which, o',er all alternratives a.re

distributed differently and perhaps in r on-rcrmal fashion. For

example, if we seek to compare the value of one basketball player

to another, the following c-iteria might be considered importacit

the player s height, average points cored per game, and frequency

of injury. Of course. there may well bs other cr.iteria to

consider but these thr-ee attributes ara enough to i Ilstr ate a

key point. The distr.ibution of the na, dom variable of player '

heights i- Normal. The distr ibution of the r-andom variable of

Seanr poi :.s scor.Ed per game is Normal but with a starld-,r J

devi at i on different than ths irst d ist i bUt.c0D. Thu.

distribution o+ the frequency o injury is F'Pisso,. _

these thr-ee attributes, we rtust C'ir-t create a C-

var-i ah fr cr:, the three diFferent d-st.riLi.t irs Elbo E

d d 7 -over its oro!.h b.bil it der,- i t (rict iL-, _--o I'a 6jc L .,,

,?--tabli sh a sta'-dard of ccr,,mar ior,. which. it: this case. would Lo-

ths mear, f the p-obab i lity ens i tv £urct 1ons. While tile r ir st

Pctivity is -ossiblE, the secr,d is an extraordinarily difficul

romputat inr?! ta-: and !r..a, i, fact. -tot alw a /s be possible.

-the Phnve 7-ase, these attr ibutes i ay La referred t.o a=

i icr rmenr pti Ib e i -.,antities b,, virt,:,- of the di--itmiilar it,/.L

0" their .,ar i OU 7 robabilit. dvOrsi ' -, Ur, ctiorn.

There re then. no statisticall/ defensible way/s to ad

these i =tr ib.t ior s or tm compar e :it at ist ics dj awn fr or,, the,, for

n,,rPose. of .'kn- i --A I t.r rat i'es. The attr ib b t.. .al ,,a; a!S s

b 1 men n~ .- A 1 1 ri i f Or t:-t ..rd 1 d I- L Fi r t E~ L Z L
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comp Iicatirg fur.ther. any attemps at a merger of the attributes

into a r.arkirq scale for the alter-natives.

., Even when only one attr ibute is used the rark alter natives

it carn be uncI ear how much difference exists betweeri the

alternatives since the or-dering based on the attribute values is

essentiall./ ordinaI.

Ir, the context of the Air Force ir ,ertory system what is

souqht is a technique that will develop supply per. f or mar:.c e

indices for bases and major commards and sets of bases grouped c/
~. -

weapons s/stems from which a grade can be determined for ba a,

qrouos of bases and MAJCOM" S that will indicate or, a ccmon c ro

scale -Cor example percentile scor.) "supply perforrarc-" w.:;

resoect t.o one or r'orc of the FM beit, r. r,agd to inpr v

operat ior:a! apabil it,. Fur rtherrfore E ", adin" i:,dirceL si-ul

or-ovi d- f or the d T t ori;- t i on of di f , a IICzOs in SLp 1-1 L /

oerfor~rrc hot-.or bases. qr oups of bases and MAJCOMS.

Th-- r.'.d-l -houtld pr -ovidte for ";radiry" to be .drie usir, 3 ,

or. all of the PM's i, a MAJCOM salient set or all sever.t>--o hLt

of FM's described it, Appendix A.

In the cortet oF the aut cnfob i a e 0rp I e 9 i.e-, boe

"al err, at iv " .il l .n-"'I refer to a base, r oup o-f S &- ,r

MA,rCnM. ar,d "Ptt-i bute" will I , wa,/s r efo; to one or rior e thE.

.t,.erty-eiqht suppl ,/ performance reasures giver, i,, Appe:di.. A.

Tho DP, riodeI h -zs thn FZII owi r FL, jCtior, al c r,,po,e -,ts.

%- 1. It i it.' Cor'v-rsior Mod, 1e ( JCM)

, 2. M,.Itiplo Cr itr- ia Decision AnalI/sis Module :MCDAI

'*Jt<.ir -J i :7 t or, -id Corpar iso,- Module1 P C 1 T
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Ut il-J tz rjvcsimri-Module (UCM)

As noted above when more than (or, one) PM is used to "grade"

supply per f or mance there ex ists a mu t i-di mensional scal irg

pr-oblem since the PM's r-epresent marY differ-ent units of measure

f$, #. etc. ) and many diFferent value scales. The UCM module

converts all the attribute (PM) values to utilities on a scale C

to 1. Utility theory is cover-ed ire detail in "Utility Theor,, for

Decision Making" by Fishbur-I (3).

Multi P LeCr- ter-i aPecizi anGnalysi aModule (MCDA)

The MCDA stage of the DA model is concerned with

I. A process for combirin9 weights (if any) and attribute

val ues to develop a composite value for each

a l t er nat i ve.
r,' ,' I Lte O

2. A erocess for rank ordering the forpositve ,alLies of

J. M-ternatives from "best" to "worst".

The 'oftpcsite al torrati .e values are f orr, ul at ed LiS i0i1

Lutilit" fur:ctiorn of the PM utility values for. the alternative.
a.

. Zele,y (4) notes that establishin9 individual attribute utilit,

f; urctions is often difficult enCu9h to make attempts at creati,,q

Iterrative cnriposit.es irsimractical.

Ther-efore Iinear utility funcr tio-,s are used based o , he

a sum rct ior of util i'tv indeoerdence between the PM's. Ut i I it,,

independence reans that a giver, valu,= of one PM (attrib-ito) L H

OcCur a i ver an.. set of vl Lies f or the r er',a i ri n , FM

(attr ibut e).
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A non-empty indeper.dznt set. of FM's alway, e.. ists since if

an,/ two PM's (attributes) are found tc be utilit', dependent t .E,,

are combined into a sirle PM (attribute) and redefined as a new

attribute indvpendent of the renairninr PM'".

The indeprdert PM' s. can be weighted to ird icate the

rel at ive ifiport ance of the PM's or. how Many Uri it_ o ut l it, o

ore iS i'hCUht to be equal to one utility unit of another.

The utility unctio'-, for a :2iver alternative (base) would

ben be qi'/en as

MCre c"nI'p le: Uti lit/ functions are possible -:% d-Cur ibod b,.

Ze! erv however. i, the cortext of the cut rent j-t obI E-.:, t!'J e

a. 'ear-s_ to be no rot. ivat i ig reas nr t-, i,, .zd,t:e them.

Tti -t.Pd.rdi zati or and corpar ison rodul e pr o-, ides +

follI owin- - pabil ities:

I. A process for def ining the "azver age" or "st ;:," d "

performrance le,v_=l for all alternatives as a b. .c .

2. A ProcPsn for compar ing the ;LFpl I per £ cr ran,a 

aIter n.It ives to the t7ndar d per forriacp fup F, A

alter nat i',es d:.idrig the alternati es ino t I- ee

r,.'r-F 4 r r'ar,ce qroums,

Thos7. alter.atives which e:.hibit.

"-ttistically aig;ific tl.'" above avera.ge

ei n.=-n nr r,na. .?
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- Those alternatives which exhibit "statistically

significantl-y" below average perforri, ar, ce.

ue. .Those alternatives which ex hibit "statistical Iy"

aver age Ferforrfiance.

3. A proces .or comparing alternatives to each other the

comparisons being expressed as percentile differe-rces.

These differences rJay be deter-rined to be:

Statistically significant

Statisticaly, riot siignificant

There.'ore two alter-natives r'ay be deterini ed a=

differin 9 significantly in supply Ferforr,an e regardless

of where they may rank relative to the overall average

for all lternratives. i .e. above a.erage, below average

or. .verago).

4. A pr,=ess for SLIp-C- yin9 corf id.nce 1 iriit. s or th

oer f cr rarIce indices and control I A i ts atout t!ho

ci"' a~n or "standar d" per 4 rrarc: val uE.

The RITT m ,thodolo97 was ori irall developed by Dr. Irwinr

D.J. Pross, ChiE* Statisticiar, at Roswell Park Memorial IrstitLitte

if, euff,?In, N.Y. (7)

PA is a hybrid computerized rodelling techriue coi,,pr ised of

the three comporents

v .,Utility Conversion Module (UCM)

Multiple Criteria Decision Aralysis (MCDA)

Standardization and Coripar iso- Module (FIDIT)

DA is a od duct dovel oped b- the author r, i S a cp' I,3ht e

f?. -kr . r' Ict The PFr odLct hai b-e.' l,- all d on th , I-',M
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4341 at Gu rter AFB in object code form for the use of AFLMC as

described in this report. Because of the proprietar',/ nature of

the Product no source listing of the code is supplied with this

! repor t.

The DA product was thcrouqhly tested dur ing the surfrfser of

1984 dur ini the author s tensure at Gunter wor k i rg on this

pro ject as a Suriimter. Facul tV Pesear-cher. Apperdix K contains a

sample output which is described below.

Th ; DA example uses all bases in SAC. the compar, is or, ard

arading indices calculated for one PM only, narnely. Recoverable

Stockaae Ef+ectiveness. (Variable 22, Appe-rdi: A).

Recall that var. iable #22 is one of the variables in. t I.c.

salient set fcr SAC hfvir; an elasticity w th MICAP of :3.0845 =t

rotation an ,d a correlation with MICAP of .9272 (See t ,blJ -- I'.

Th is r,.s7r!s thnt MTC, 'P ir: SAC is signiF-ic.a.tly cr r c at ed to

e Recover ab' e Stockaq: Effect. i venes s at the = . , - 1 e'. L-I .

FUrthern',ore rPfer r-ce to -ippendi'I B irdic.ate that For variable

#22 the ,a'iu; neqative correlation with MICAP of -.8007 ocCUrs

at rotation 0 (the current oeriod).

SThe nature of the relationship between FM #22 and MICAF t, .t

I would bF- e;'pected is th, t as Recover able Stock age Ef +Lct i.:-,r:-ss

- increases. MICAP decreases. Ir the early stages of the r,:odel tt-e

, -r iable werE rotated ir time seekirq the strorcjc--st Fo 0ible

correla tior, with MICAP in order to guaratee tt'.at the regre=-ios:

,j-ed lter it forecastinq MICAF showed the qreatEst po-5iblc

vMilt i l r -i-,d F '. LuC-S. Hewe -P I he ial > 1or A Eted

retat mr :- ' icblo with MIC,'F razi, ri.t be related diri-ctl, or
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inversel- as con'mor sense would predict. The logical. coMMon

sense. relationship would occur- at rotation 0.

-A At rotation 0 the correlation of variable #22 with MICAF is

neqative. The elasticity value 3.68845 indicates the r,aXimuM

ratio of the rates of change of the variable and MICAP but. not

necessarily the logical relationship. direct or inverse.

At rotation 0 Variable #22 is almost as hiqhl,, neqa vely

cor-related with MICAP as it is positi.e,, at. rotat io.-, . -

order. to achieve an ela~ticit.y bear. inq the ln14ca! a r.-

relationship to MICAP multiplv the r-'asticitv b, ,h rt.ti of the

correlations at rotation 0 and rettion 4.

i

or
P7

', \ .27

S;rd t'-. rsisd

L:..

.,1 The approac h hove oC.r: ho appl ied to ar',/ variable wl i h

dur. iq the MAJCOM m(,r-del 1 i.g ztage was az ig:-d a i,. iij U:,

cot r el at ior, rel at iornsh ip a)t. ithot ical to the 'o..pe tJd

r-. ltior, s hip. Thv ,'=tif tior of the . -Lcp -t. ; i uW .

Thp r,,ultioli? corrtl!:.ior coeffiia,t ' id i t f t e -, aS ,eI i;
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Let the reqression niodel f or the str ai t I ire be ,i ven as

- - I --

Ther, the slope of the regression straight li e is 9 iver, as

and

T .- r, dividirq each side b y the derori rator in, Eq $. I we get

--rL

,.- , ' .-'"--I". -;

From the above we see that

which car, be rewr itten as

Note that the MICAP elasticity to a variable X as a function

of t irre is

(, -I. 1

(xt.~4 ~45-50
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4

I rC' 7, r, LLuc.s ior r ruttloi u f a FMr rL

the same thr, for two di fferer, t rotat ioii of the PM the slopes of

the reqressior, straiqht I ires for ea-ch rot.atior, would be

6 '1 . 6 for rotationl arid rotatior k

But from the Eq. 3.2

Thor

.Sire the radical r_ prc3ior, 1r, Eq. -:.1 irvolves the save o:.

From Fq ?.3 - ( x._

P . for ary value of -

(N 12 in this model

Then 7

.

and Eq 3.5 becomes

• .'_ '- 6I , OS

Th r'- f ,is~ ' -

m ,;s .i ri, e

- . 4

'.*

Ther. 4 s - ,

.
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Variable #22 Recoverable Stockage Effectiveness is a merilber

"*, of the MAJCOM (SAC) salient set and highly correlated with MICAPF

(-.8007 at. rotatiorn 0). Also the MICAP elasticity (at rotatior

0) to variable #22 is -3.56569. Therefore Trout the currIatio;,

we irlfer that MIC'P is strorql y irverseiy in rluenced b / LI I,fi e

ir, Peccver.;ble Stoc ..age EF-f r--ti'er, ess ard from th el ti li t.; . e

will r esvI t or the ,.er =qc at at,' base ir the A.J:C.,, C i

*, ? ,7eq'. redL't- ". it 'o.idir:g i':cidz-c,ts. aLL ah , sCL jL-:..,

,.,r i ab -.r, ,-i,3 - icha ed.

Ths5 DA ar.l',i5 (Appendi'I K) contains two displays, fir-st i-

m able of c9radirg indices called RIDITS appearin or: the fir7t

I- D1 -1, er.t it 1 ed "S'jiriir." - _o ID IT C ,ui.au_._

Q r-s.-_F 1, vi On this displa-, ar-e I istEd the bases in S

it thp left hard COuLr::In, ard the following statistics reard.r,

e ch.

ALTERNATIVE GOUP!/ATTRIBUTE OROUF - Alterrates Z C

bases for the att r ibute group consistiry c.-. Var i ,1 e
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SAMPLE - The number of non-zer-o obser-vations of

recoverable stockage effectiveness for

the twelve (12) ronth period.

EXCLUDED - Upper number of obser-vations excluded from,

the computations.

LCL - Lower 95% confidence limit on the grading

index value (RIDIT)

RIDIT - Gradirg irdex.° a percetile score

UCL - Upper 95%k confidence limit or, the

grading irde: value (RIDIT)

LCNTPL - Lower control lirmit or, the average

PIDIT of 0.5 which corresponds to

average value of Recoverable Stockage

Effectiveress of .6668.

UCNTRL - Upper control liiit or, the average RIDIT

of 0. 5.

( .GT) or ti (LT) which indicates that the RIDIT

9r ad ir 9 i , de.: is above or below the upper or Iower

control limit respectively.

The second display is a graphic display of the data

presented in the SucLiacy table. The various statistics for

each base are represented or, the graphic display as follows

ALTFF'NATIVE GROUP/(TTr-IBLITE GROUP -- indicated aloi,g

-N, t-E ibsc Issa. Not C the ur der has bee,,

Ir i. , t I fr Or,, the oir der I t1 I

*L.:2-,r -. '. O D i, t , r -r t r L- t i .
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:9.

(bases) are arranged in order of decreasirn9

sariple size.

SAMPLE - Indicated along the abscissa

. LCL and UCL - Appear as a dotted l iriit around the

RIDIT Value

RIDIT  - Indicated by #

I CNTRL arid UNCTRL - Indicated by 4:44: **:1: above and below

01.5 the ,-verzqe RIDIT

The control I ir,,its or. the graph divide the bases i, SAC i nto

three Recoverable Stockage Effectiver,ess groups,

1. Those bases for which Recoverable Stockage

Effectiverness is "Statistically Significarntly"

above average. Or, the graph these are irdicated

by a # above the upper control 1 iri t 4.1 14A.. Or.

the RIDIT Suraary indicated t/ * (GT ).

2. Those bases for which Recoverable Stockage

Ef ect iveness is "Statistica II/ aver age" or

"Statistically eqtual" to .E. E6 the :-erjgc3c fur the

MAJCOM. Or, the graph these are irdicated b./ a

between, the cL),-,1ro1 irit ** * .. Or the FIDIT

,s 'umrmary these are rot ta9ged as either **t (GT) or

- tt (LT).

3. Those bases for which Recoverable Stockage

Effectiveness is "Statistically Sigr. ificartly

.,! :,.Er cQL. 01, t he qr oph t hizse r _- i d I cate d

,, t C C,-.~i t hr I ,Lqcr 'c., cI! I ri t t t i * . C,,

. -- . € Tr iT -. :,. ,,r . t! ,,-.s -. ,r ~ .,, e b ', L * ' 1 .
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From + hese DA displays a maragere-nt strategy for Recoverable

Stockage Ef ectiver-ess with SAC may be developed. Cer-t.ainI'

those bases "gr-aded" as below average (See list below) should

-.', seek. to imp.rove Recoverable St.okage Effectiveness. The bases in,

SAC for ,which a-, improvement St.rateq, in, Recover-able stockae

Effect i-ees- is indicated are seern frofi Apperndix K as follow,i.

-2 Minot Wur t sr; i th Bar i esda 1

Pl attsbur- Or.i f f iss Fair c:hi I d

Pease Blythevil Grand Fork

Castle K/I Sawyer

The bases which ex h i bit above aver age performance -

Recoverable Ftockaae Effectiveness are,

Petersor F / E/Warr en MCC C_ i$.: I I

Arder.or Wh i tErfar, H- I Lt r ors

March B a e .ar s w e'-

Clearly the highest scorirg base or, this per-for r,,arc r,,easu.re

is Anderse with a PIDIT qrade of .977G. The poorest prforLr,a,-,ce

is at PI at.sburo vi-ith a scor e oF .,250. These grades, are

oerce,-t i I r scores ard m subtracted to f i-,d a di -fer ei-,ce.

s,
% Andersor, er.-forms 95.26% better than Plattsburg in F.cover able

A. Stockaqe effectiveness.

-' Differences in Derforriance between an,. two bases ,a'y be

COMPLUted c imi I ar y•

,45'5
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For a difference in perforriance between any two bases to be

statistically siqnificant. regardless of their position relati.e

to the MAJCOM average the difference in their RIDIT scores rusust

be 9reater than the absolute difference between 0.5 and either

control I imrfit r a:,iel v .0S33 or 8.33%.

ITn addition to coruparin9 bases within a MAJCOM.. entire

MAJCOM"S cmrn be corfpared with respect to a single FM or g3roups or

PM's. Apnendix L contains the displays discussed above coripa, iq

the MAJCOMS with reEspect to performance i; Recoverable St-cicr age
S.

E-fectiver,ess.
It

The results indicate that. SAC, TAC and ATC all perfor r,
"4

Statisticl lv, Significaritly" below average for tho A ir orc-t= a

A whols- a r preserted by the MAJCOM's irjlued. The AF wide

aVer-aoe for Pe.over ab I e Stoccn3e Eff e.t i vhs s is .5:T3,

*" cor-r.espondir9 tc the averagq RIDIT value of .5000.

Sir, il riy it car, be seen that USAFE. MAC, Pi",CAF a-d ACC

e. 'hibit above aver age per f or ,'ance in Recoverable Stockagc-

E +ect iver, ess.

AlC- no MAJCnM is average itr this regard. but all are eit.her

above aver-age or. below aver age.

Many other evtl,.tations were run duriri, the cour=se of the

r-search iisirnq individual PM s and groups at F'M'= as attr i.tte s

and bases MAJCOMS and weapons s./steras a= alter nat i.'es. A,,

abbr.ev i ted list oF sor'e DA( anal', ,e s that were ac orp ii sk .ed

.pper,. mbelow.
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rqases ir, all MAJCOMS with respect to

Recoverable Stockage Effectiven~ess

EO Stockage Eifectiverness.

Pecoverable Issue Effectiveness

E012 Issue Effectiveness

* MAJCOMS with respect to

Pecoverable Stockage Effectiveness

EO Stockage Effectiven-ess

Recoverable Issue Effectiveness

-, EO Issue Effectiveness

Weapons Systems in SAC an~d TAC with respect to

Recoverable Stockace Effe~ctiveness

EO Stockace E~fectiveiiess

Pecovr-.b12 Isuz Efv~ctivEerss

EDO ISS-Ur- EffeCtiVel-ESS

. RasT i; all MAJCOMS with respect to

Effectiveness Measures

Repair Cycle Linforriation

Activity. Measures

MP.JCDM's with respect to all perforriaIc

rfleS. re categor ies

. Weaponis Systeres ir: SAC and TAC with respect to

se oct.'-d por forrFAImcE riic'aS~irt Lictte(30 1u.
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Cl early DA~ provides a ,ir tuall1y unl imited nmber- of wa/s to

jrade SLI~P PIY performran~ce providinrg rtariagerser~t visibil1ity an~d

fle,.fibility at a detailod level or- uacro level.
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CHAPTER 4

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Ths over-all rodel descr ibed in this study is a hybrid

involving the clustering of PM's by MAJCOM to find a salient set.,

4orecasti q of MICAP by base within MAJCOM using a robust

r-eqression mnodel and the deterrmination of indices to measure

diffrercies in supply per For-n',ance between bases, MAJCOM'S and

weapons sytems with respect to any one or more of the FM a.

At. this poirt. a summrfary oF the rijarasrzent, iwport, of the

resul ts is i-, .r-der.. 3irce ti.o o'vrridir purpcise oI t.h t-udy iS

to _',eml results thr.t c:r bc t.ransl .t.ed i'nto :a, .. r~ er, t .t -

-t th= bm._e or MA3COM lo,. l to r<ai:ir tzission cabi-t.

''-e irp1 icatior,- For MzkCAP rn-=nnt a e a-. Fol iows

1. The detarmi;-,)._tion oF a "Saliert." set o FM's for.

£a Ch MAjCDM w'hich forrn t.he Sriaraceinent." e of

' PM£: thoSE that beca.;.Le the/ are stati.=:icaill

-i fic .rtly hi4: I czDrrelate..d t.. MICAF a,

-.ft ih if -,:araged proparly .iill have the 3ea -

f ct o .... per a4o- al c apabilit.

T,7 r A,-, L :rder th. FM c-t.-. ot i - it, escendin

'r dvr oF av cr a4 ot c-ol ut.c e 0 st ci ty of the r,,eiriber

i , t - MIFCAP. This step supplies Air Foire

!7-c .7r IA=CM 1 Ze 1 rfNI's .7 F; a 9 :-B w h a iic

r, . r tcol i,-r the r ; r.;at -; -i ar,k
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cr der -d I ist oT si-teer, ( 16)or Ewer cate-or iec or,

wh ich to FOCUS risiaaeient att eb-:tior as-id ef foi t ir

dest:L-dirig r ari:- cr der o+ tot+.al iftipact. or, MICAF'.

?. To r.-Ank order the PM's within a category iri ran k

n -d e.r o~f 0 1 ast.I ci ty vi th P1I CAP, thus OcisI a

r-:;t e zor', iz i dest i f i d as h aving hi i(M p a c t c-)I,

M T CA P t h is step provides the a~r iablIes to citjE

rl a ri9e d in descending ran atb cder 0o 11 i.C t -DIJ

m T CP.

4. MTA car, b2 fort-cast b/ bzsE- "ithin MAJC-CM usig

.- r obUst r egr ess - on ruodel and the satibe "sali

se-t of ,-ri t',zs 4ar each tLtz.

'm z ab i I ity tl Yz de the sJFPpi pe, .or iia ,ce a o

r za: M A 3C 3M S ith, rESPF-Ct Co t he

c-7teq~r ies i,1i i3.i dudal F-11 s iti.ii- a

-A ~ c by vrF c I- byA% L T,- JC. L .o;I l

L'h i ch ba=-os nrid/or MAOIJC2i1S r 0 - L

att. er:t i n.: duL;e to0 5t -1ti St C. =IIV -- . i ~f i ca -I tlI b c.: b ,

% ~a V *~ -= -SLpplV p-:r orriv Th is st Ep pr c .1 u,:-

- cr-'edb -cU c-:- - l echai fi to zii rjiar .a C~efjl
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T t app,7ar s to be FOssible to devel op r eiisonztb I y r-Ob L at

model s to detern-sine "Sal iei-t sets" of F'M= 'or MA!CDM Sthat w

h igh i rfilact or, MICAF'. t~o r ar, k or der these PM' bl i rilp.*C-t. on-1-

MTCAP. FLurthermr-ore. I1ICAP can be predicted b,, LaSte L-111&' a -Et

*-f r ob'ist r4qrE, io £.r: rio d c s t o a r ?Et so-,ab I-- de 3r tz e o f cicu A &Cv

mrov-i ded thp forecasts -Arg sho t tarrnf.

Us i rq thF- L"' fl qcr ithri1 irndices car, be developed with wh IC11

to "ar ade ti'e ce'r frm-i-ce of SUpPIl'/ accou,;t= With r eSpFt. t IL asie

(-r rfinr e of P M's ir. a MAJCOM "sal ic-s-t sLt".

To rm-ike the --'SULI tS Pr esz-ted 11-1 ths 15ral 1 L~U

at tti S. b.s lev~1 sor lt e 3r I ct a 1.; L-, L1.s L 0~~ fiotp F.E:-it i

4-- proceedi!d th-re o er e a sijsbEr, cr F1 , -- s I)-, thL

dev.,n1ropr,Prt t tik ich il terrat :ve rniethods. Pr ocedUr es. &V- Se £ 1

Siq'.4 i Canc.- --i d n iaret er sEt t irg s wer & I r " f IE,. 1b I an

c aAb Ie c f r..rI P l :,ti Orp and c harge. I t 1. rinot u EFIb Ie. 1in l1

0-; tho r? unib Pr c-r p os!7i bIe QU t C OftC£ th1e Se f oI r,;Ibil1 1tIL?. P C pi aIda,

to A s =-r t '.i 1th (7 S t a -,t, th At t he O~CM or' : IE de -,7r 1 bed Z, 3'.E I.

'Feu: Sa:t i f =7t' *7 I c t he T L-r en t rie tuc ; h L.tii: I.. i

shoiild he e c:1.

%V N
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The rit ire of this f ffc)rt. La ig pure research perforr,,ed i , a

I ir'it.ed I e;gt- of t i rite. rit.i3ated aSaai rst. reat i s-iter ated

oac :,air q oF the results. Once alter-riati,,e OLtCOries have beern
4'

ex>plored and the inevitable improvererts which will rusult are

made to th- over-all model . the rethodolog/ car, be irtegrated ard

Pack.qed in such a wa/ as to be useful at. the base level for

strategic rf,ariaP.qCer,et of supply per f or rarce ard oper at ioral

capabil it'.

I

4.-
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Investigating the Linkages Between Family Factors and

Job Attitudes in the Air Force

Philip Lewis, Ph.D.

Auburn University

The research conducted under this Research Initiation Program

subcontract is divided Irfto three sections. Each reports on the

investigation of one facet of the work-family interface in the United

States Air Force. The first section focuses on the relationship between

family factors and the career intent of Air Force officers and

supplements work done by the principal investigator on family factors and

tne career intent of Air Force enlisted personnel. Important differences

oet.een the dynamics of career intent for officers and enlisted personnel

are noted.

The second section focuses on the impact of women's changing work

-3and marital roles on their attitudes toward the Air Force. These

attitudes are considered important, since they have been shown to be

4,F significant predictors of their Air Force husbands' career intent.

The final section of this report focuses on the dynamics of

'-." aerce;ved stress ana satisfaction of the wives of enlisted Air Force

personnel. Both environmental factors and personal attributes of the

vi ves wh1cn are predictive of perceived stress and satisfaction are

- tt There was also evidence that the level of stress experienced by

Sttse ovies and their satisfaction with the Air Force are predictive of

.ner nusbands' satisfaction with their Air Force careers.
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i,-11l i-r iiJ .J,)t) : It ud , in the Air Force

Pr d1it n I i r C ,- e r riten ot Of Air Force Ofticers

Philip Lewis and Dorothy Winther

Auburn University

. NTRJDUCTI JN. Mow lay, Porter, and Steers (1932) identified nunerous

! - ',,.J 11: I CJ r, k .L., Job enricinent , job strevs , ainbigu i'y) whiCf

influefce : ire r Int,,rt in d variety of employment settings. Recently,

however, researchers nave begun to consider fami ly variables along with

non-fanily factors in order to predict career intent. Lewis (1935) found

tint jdni ly vir i ib l Such as conpa 1bi1i ty of wOr K schedules, length of

Tiarriage, number of children, the spouse's view of the Air Force,

stre.sfulness of Air Force life for the faini ly, and Air Force member's

job s'rt,; , is percei ved by the spouse, were sign1 ficant predictors of

career intent rnong enlisted Air Force personnel. Tne purpose of this

jne t ) t 9 x ore tne influence of fani Iy var-i ble , the

stressors inf]luencing career intent among officers will differ from

tnose predicting career intent of enlisted personnel.

I[. METHOD. The data base utilized for this investigation consisted of

117U Air Force members dnd their spouses who were participants in a I
census survey of certain large Air Force organizations (e.g., an entire

46-2
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JfP 1 netIf tIe krfgJnfn Z ijr', Isnent PacdC Age JP), A P I q t ionna re

desi gned to ne3aure ,ork-re a ted attitudes. Subsequently, "heir spouses

completed trie Air Force Fami ly Survey (AFFS' wmich was deveoped to

assess attitudes concerning a variety of topics including involvement in

the Air Force lifestyle, marital satisfaction, career and ,narital role

- .rientation, ind family stress.

FOr jrj, )% t'i current invesItigitiofn, i subs 3'.1e of Air

.-9r's .2: i_, irh an rl.?r wi #es (!N=iD)4) wo', Jrbwn fr~~ T >i rger Jdt

b.ise. SubJ.Ct wiC ifldlCdted that they were expecting to retire within a

year ir wno were married to another Air Force menber were eliminated

from the sbs alp!e since tneir perceived career intent was expected to

J'r i U J tmi ren-d 'Jtr ur trIi s Sanp,,. Grv- n thnese exClusi On criteria,

the sample jas reduced to a subset of 78 matched pairs. Because of the

small sample size, results generated from this study must be interpreted

w I' h ca , t1'n 3nl broad jen,1r 1 zat ions ivo i ded . Resuls herein can only

suggest certain trends in the data with mmre conclusive evidence coning

"m fu ' ju r id1es i n this irea.

• '" ,;-, - ',,.:c y i'i m -. i :y vir; i . t-

predict career intent a multiple regression analysis qas conducted. Tne

predictor variables were 12 AFFS factors identified in a previous factor

analytic study (Lewis, 1985). These factors included (a) Air Force

" member's job stress, (b) stress of Air Force life for the family, (c)

marital satisfaction, (d) positive view of tne Air Force, (e)

sensitivity of Air Force to family needs, (f) commitment to the Air

-46..
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:.)r .. ,2 ] t,-'y ,..+  : ) "',:))j':,+ C+1rec "  ,)r ,..nt ,.iori , , , (n) fani ly ,

di en.lagiy;neriI , ) c oc 1 oI at ion, and (j i ne p-seeking i L L ude ..,

Additional predictors vere the compatibility between the marlitai pairs,

three dummy coded variables representing fani ly life cycle %tage (i.e.,

those families with preschool, school age, or adolescent chi ldren), and

seven demographic characteristics (i.e., TOY frequency, TDY length,

length if narriage, living location, educational level, number of

S1dre , hld v1)..Jrit )f t i:ne spent ,doing volunteer work).

['X' C¢e'. r l on i-ible fir" the aialysis was the Air Force imnnber's

stated cireer intent (iten 16 from the OAP). In order to assess the

nftluence of tne AFFS variables in predicting career intent; each

predictor was entered into the model as if it oere entered last and,

"u , -+ Ltn Irtf U ICi of eac ch prtdikctor after LTe ef 1ec t+ Of al1

Otner predictors had been accounted for. I

[i. RESULTS. The ability of the 23 variables to predict career

intent * -n~n t -e Air F -rCe ,fficers qas relatively strong (,2=.49).

However, only twu of the variables were able to improve thea prediction

of car.-er intnt tj a staitistically signicant degree ove,% ti e

first sign ificadnt predictor was that of spouse independence,

F(1,54)=5.02, p=.03. Air Force officers with independent gives were

likely to indicate less cornitnent in continuing their career with the

Air Force than were officers with more dependent wives. Thl second

yariab e naj1ig a i igni ficant impact on career intent was that of U.

46-4 -'



i~~"r ~ :)j eijt,~ ,4 ) =4 .0J3 P= A .O T'le loige- ',he coupi- ias 'n~rried

t , r 'lir e 1 the rkc :ib r cas tJo ntI I) j it Air -orce career

1. IMPLICATIONS. Together with findings from an eirlier investigation

(Lewis, 1935) where it oas possible to predict the career intent of Air

Force enlisted personnel from certain family factors and spouse

-ttitudes, the present findings for Air Force officers lend further

support to tlie general notion that family varfabl s are importantly

rated t,) tie cireer intent of Air Force personnl. Yet the

,J 2 lri I l'l lrmn ig, f -r of 1ceIs Ild e' iste d peroii el

under line tie impurtdnce of vie,4ing fani ly-work I inkages for the two

groups separately. Previous research with the wives of enlisted Air

Force personnel highlighted the important role of family size, work

bf,_ I" ibi i ty md Lte perte i ~vd s esfui imnpact ,t A1r Force
lif- on the Air Force member's career intent. In contrast the only

important predictor for tne career intent of officers was their wife's

level ,)f 1ndpendence . Off icers ' wi v-s o i f i te,1 that they nke

personal 3nd fmi ly decisions by themselves are trire li<ely t] have

husoands whose career intent is lowur than tht of those O9i cer- wnojSe

0 , ,i* ,* iAjmci . , :f)Jit. '1

officer/wife pairs makes interpretation of these differences a bit

risky, it appears that the career intent dynamics of Air Force officers

.,' is related to wife personality and family structure variables to a

-.rater extent than is the career intent dynamic of enlisted personnel.

For the latter group various stressors (e.g.,family size, perceived

stressful impact of Air Force life) seem more important with regard to
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A -' I ~t.flt.I~ ' j I 1 p e jr Jdt. j ) jde dv' >.p ng

p r "ri'% ri tn- A r ir e t a 1 aV, 're t" ar e . 2 dt Na 7, J t n 1 1 d per jfnl n

3nd their fain] ies ,hlc'i are based on the experiences )f officers.
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F ai ly Fact )irs and Jou AtIt i dt- in tie Air Force I I

Changing Marital Roles and the Support

of Air Force Wives

Philip Lewis, Dorothy Winther, and Angela Adan

Auburn University

.. '.,

0 '1 iickey R Dmrby

Leadersh ip arnd Managenent Development Center

Maxwell Air Force Base

'NT dDuCT1UN The cla;',l_ ie, i f nilitary life is tnat person

doe, not "take a job" in the military. Rather, he or she "joins" the

military, becoming a part of a community and lifestyle that assumes a

central role in one's life and, .f nar-ied, tne life of one's family

(Carr, Ortnner, & 6rown, 1980). Altnough this nilitary lifestyle can

have its own peci~l rewarIJs, it c a 11o i nAk,_k special demands,

away fron home (TUYs), frequent :noves, combat alerts, etc., the spouses

of military personnel are often expected to adapt their own personal and

0* vocational interests to the demands of military life. Spouses (typically

-% % wi ves) may have to assume full responsibility for household chores and

'V child care during extended TVYs., and relinquish jobs to move with their

spouses to remote or foreign duty locations where their own job

opportunities ,nay be limAted. Further, in fulfilling the role of an

46-7
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officer's wife one is often expected to take on volunteer

responsibilities connected with their husband's career (Finlayson,

1976).

Because these multiple demands are expected to be less burdensome

for a non-working wife who sees her marital role as that of a homemaker

supporting her husband's military career than they are for working,

career-oriented wives, there has been some concern about the impact of

the changing roles of women in American society on the support of Air

Force wives for their husbands' careers. American women are increasingly

likely to be employed full time, view their own careers as important,

and marriage as a partnership between equals (Bernard, 1981). These

changes have raised fears that these "new women" will be less involved

in and less supportive of military life, with a resulting negative

impact on the career commitment of their military husbands.

Are these fears warranted? Do the wives of military personnel WhOi

work and/or who have a more "modern" view of marital roles in fact have

a less favorable view of the military? And are they less involved in the

military lifestyle? Although a number of hypotheses are possible, the

qualitative literature suggests that it is the non-working,

traditionally oriented wives, and those who do not see their own career

as important who will have the most favorable attitudes toward the Air

Force and, concomitantly, will be the most involved in the Air Force

lifestyle. They presumably have the time to be more involved in Air

Force life than their nodern, career-oriented, working counterparts.

*With regjard to their attitudes toward the Air Force, the demands )f Air
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Force life (frequent moves, TDYs, etc.) are expected to be less
,- ,.

- disruptive of the dominant roles of the traditional wives (wife and

homemaker) tnan they are of those wives who work and/or see a career as

an important part of their identity.

Another question concerns the extent to which the changing roles of

women may have a different impact on the wives of enlisted personnel

than they do on officers' wives. Because of the status, education, and

income differences between officers and enlisted personnel, it is quite

possible that different patterns of results will be found for these two

groups. In addition, the greater role that officers' wives are expected

to play in their husbands' careers may leave tnem with less time to

pursue a career and may affect their attitude and level of involvement

in a manner somewhat different from that of the wives of enlisted Air

Force members. Accordingly, the relationships among attitude toward and

involvement in the Air Force and the wife's employment status, career

orientation, and marital role orientation will be examined separately

for officers and enlisted personnel in the present study.

I1. METHOD Tne sample was drawn from a large data base consisting of

1170 Air Force members and their spouses (14% officers and 34% enlisted

personnel) who were participants in a census survey of four different

air bases in the continental United States. Initially, the Air Force

member completed the Organizational Assessment Package (OAP), a

questionnaire designed to assess work-related attitudes (Short, 1985).

Subsequently, thieir spouses completed the Air Force Family Survey (AFFS)

46-9
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wnich was developed to measure attitudes concerning a variety of topics

influential in family adjustment to the Air Force lifestyle and, in

turn, on the perceived satisfaction and commitmnent of the Air Force

imember (Flannery & Dansby, 1985).

In an effort to test the effect of a spouse's employment status

career orientation, and marital role orientation on her attitude toward

the Air force and on her involvement in the military lifestyle, two

samples were drawn from the larger data base. The first sample consisted

of 311 enlisted men and their wives. The second sample consisted of 135

male officers and their wives. Information regarding Air Force tenure,

educational status and career intent of the Air Force members are

presented in Table 1. The demographic characterisics of the wives of

these Air Force members are presented in Table 2 with data presented

separately by enlployment status. The ages of the wives of the enlisted

subsample ranged from 15 to 50; for the officers' wives the ages ranged

from 20 to 52. It should be noted that due to the small sample size,

especially in terms of the subsample of employed officer wives (N=37),

results snould be interpreted with caution.

All analyses examined two dependent .neasures. Tne first dependent

iariable, a factor labele-J "attitude toward the Air Force," consisted of

tne su.m )f six AFFS items (2, 5, 7, 18, 26, & 32). A second dependent

neai-jre, "invol ement in the Air Force lifestyle," was derived from the

;um )f even AFFS items (1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 11, & 47) with the last item

b .n, rever~e scored. Both dependent :fedsures were factor scores

£ mi..rmfied hi ,_is (198b) in earlier research witi the AFFS.

46-10
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~Table 1

Air Force Tenure, Educational Status and
Career Intent of Air Force Members

Status Male Enlisted Male Officers
(N=811) (N=135)

Twelve Years or more
[ of Air Force Service 48% 49%

In Present AF Career
Field for 36 months
or more 69% 56%

Stationed at Current
Base for 36 months
or more 54% 37%

Earned College Degree 16% 53%

Earned Graduate Degree 5% 47%

Career Intent*
"will continue" 43% 60%
"will most likely

continue" 19% 22%
"may continue" 16% 12%

" will most likely
not continue" 6% 6%

"wi11 separate/
terminate" 5%

*Since the current study was concerned with factors bearing on

the retention of Air Force personnel, individuals within ne year
of retirement were not included.

46-11
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.-&

-.npl)yed WivEs of Unemployed Wives of
EnIi ted AF Members Enlisted AF Members

(N 331) (N=430)

Marrled Beteen One
ind F]ur Yeirs 27% 23

t

)irnp'._2tle d Co]L') ,7 2 '

Grjduate Degree 10% 5%

At _east One Child
iiiq ~Ho~.~ 9% 31%

,.IIlJ Livng at Hoyne 37% 56%

Eployed Wives of Unemployed Wives of
AF Oft icers (N=37 Al ifficers (N=9-3)

Married Between One
and Four Years 27% 25%

-)Il [I e te 3 ,31 ?j~ ] 35 ,.

At Least One Child I
Living at Home 43% 70t.

At Least One Preschool
Child Living at Home 1%45%

*wj .e5 hro w#re also Air Force members vere riot Included in the

,jrrepnt ,tuJdy, since tnei- attitudes, towird and support of the
Air Force could be expected to be heavily influenced by their own
.anployment experiences. ,
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ir nut r .. I rig (A F i ..n 32 ) , (1 4.. fac . . ..r S from tnhe AFF.

CJre-2r' ori entzat ion and jnar itad rule? :rientat I,)n 'iewi, 1985) Cadree r

or i~ftat ion was, repreSented by thje Sj i )f three iteins 24, 43, & 44)

-

a3nd i.rI tal role orientat Ion was the sijf n f two item s (45 4 46). --a reer

0rIentat 1,S the? wIf'S attILud tward workIig Tne AFFS item wI*h

the nfiqOlet loading on 'hi)s factir 44) stjt.r :1 )Ilr sroi ii

rin '~a, - nt-, ty. r 1 '2 wI n ) nti :,'tp w Ife'S V;ew WJ*

preferred rile relationsn rip fte itemn wrtf te i gher

loadding on tnis actor 4b 1 StaIted in a w3ay wrhich refIects a

vord ien iost wt tne Import ant de:IsI ofin our f aimIl Fr- tre 4 i v s of

andi ted Air Force metobers, the crrltion tot-eOn Ce 4er or ientation

c ,)r rta o s th rioet a d t a r -. Tne 19 .e .

jrr'Lto ' on.:9.

m. •

$N D-1O rwre ,dt I ngd j,. tnofe ro- 4)ond i ny t " n t ire AFFS 1 -n s i

sligjtly agree,' " i)ciderately agree, or "strongl I agree'. Wives

• 'I
"I

end or sing re pon ss of "strigIy 1gree, smader at e I y d 1s a or

' I " I y di sagree' an all three AFFS 'i it-s were defi ned a,, having 3 low

46-1
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, . a elitrel Anoce of"eihers age or dagrn eten ereerioint tfon

-p.
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I 13 . " rj 3r._rlt n i- qed t I t ; nI i

it-_emS representing a traditional orient 3tion toward narital roles

(N=363), and responses of "strongly disagree" to "slightly Jisagree"

defining a imore .odern orientation (N=261). Again, those responding in a

neutral manner (i.e. "neither agree nor disagree") were oinmnited from the

analyses (N=187).

Because of tie sna I samp.i; oif )ff cer wi ves career Orient it ion

4 r-o i ea '-I rin it i.n w t r-a3t ed Son..qnTl- i I fe r enty t hain i i

* tne er I sted su bOaip 1e. Ltn i -as., ri i)jn and ow. caree or e ntat on

l- and dern and traditional marital role orientation were defined by a

Siedan split Subjects scoring greater than 13 on the career orientation

,&.h,~~~~ ~ :i~1a ovny' ~t~td 13w' a _ Are T*A....

,4n l e those scoring 13 or less (N=30) were considered to nave a loo

orientation toward a career. Similarly, a score of 9 or- above

represented a :rre tradlt ional )rient3t ion t.)warJ narri ag, (N=54), and

score of 3 and below represented a ijre rjdr ori rentation (N=31).

.1, ++

- ESJJS irm + ii', * -, :;,,+: +n / ,I - .. j~,. .

enlisted wi ves. Two independent one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
"A .

'A were performed to assess the relationship between a wife's employment

status and her involvement in the Air Force lifestyle as well as herr-0;

attitude toward the Air Force. The analyses indicated no significant

differences between eiployed and ;nemfployed wives in terns of

involvement, but i signif icant difference was found in terms of attitiJde

p.
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'94

-~~tt - r'~ Or e*) ~ ~ . e t

o-i *,,.At step in the anal yses InvOl wed ConduCt i ng separate

".". - n 2 e t I ate t te iffects of car-,I - orientation and

"r '; t rien t ion on atti .ude toard and Invol vernent in the Air

I attit.de, InIff1cant na n effects vere found.

.. -. : . ; ,: ! ... "-' ,t r , -:< 44 )= ', ,_) ' 4 those Mi iS )r

,' I r , 'le . ' i l 'k)

-. "' )' , t'n._" . D r-9 {"I- ,.42) than JlId those witIn a

2 .... , 1 ve 4 1 ,tn a traditional marital role

" '" - v ,3r._ r ijr.ble t wards Lne Air Force (M=23.34) than the
' . , ; , b • '' *,, i I ; : ' j r ', iit Al ji Wan {;4= D0 ).

D -~ ~~ut5 wad ;ini Iar, neither career orientation,

., eiIltt ri, njr the Interact1 on between the two was

V A"'' I'A1 y - ',. -)er'f -r- nd Il )Y- Jir to as ess :i'rer prec i se

,-." '- . . 1" ,, ) ) anp oyed i -es o e n i s ted

"n, -njlta. rrle jrientation, and the interaction

w -'on tn i) 3 affected neither attitude toward the Air Force nor

-n n 'ni m nt i In t f lfestyle. Additionally, reasons for working were not

f,ijn,, 1)no ,jniicarit prd ictors )f attitude. However the reasons for

4 F",,( i n'; r i , ,i jn 1 1 cart predictor of invol ve'nent

S3' 7 ) = . , The wi ves who reported being more involved in the

46-15
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,, t -,; - )r9 i i , tj i y te nded t,) 03_ tiiOb. N . aJ .. C , t ,O ,, i , , of tnei

r re. ti~n- (M=39.S7), those who wanted t,) m itailin or ise tneir skills

(M=J .5d)U and those who want to earn extra imney (M=37.09). Women who

worked for personal and professional fulfillment tended to be least

involved (M=33.46), followed closely by those who worked for financial

necessity (M=33.98) and those who indicated they would rather work than

be at nome (M34.73).

To answer the question of whether or not the working wives having

%4

di fferent redons two separatt, one-way A NOVAs were ptrformed. Resu I ts

Ilndicited tnat neither marital role orientation nor career orientation

significantly predicted the wives' reasons for working.

W), Td diy1I

wives. Two separate two-way ANOVAs were performed to determine the

effects of career orientation, marital role orientation, and their

interaction on involvement and attitud9. '4 sgn,'icmnt effects were

found in terns or invol dmelnt. However, :iarer orientat ion was shown to

significantly predict a wife's attitude t)wTrJ t.ile Air Force,

F , 6/7 1. 3, : 4 r,. l)y,l, 4,) ,- wi,.,i i !11 q 1 ,) ir ,or ii ,t n.

•were_ found to have j rnore positive vie, of the Air Force (M=28.07) than

those with a low career orientation (M=25.08). Marital role orientation

and the interaction effect were not found to be significant predictors

of attitude.

Reasons qi yen by the unemployed wive; of rnlisted personnel for

not working were not related to their attitude r)r their involvement.

do 46-16
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(I .Ji ld I caLed thadt they did no) L oYk for "other reasori, ( 39-)A

stepwi.e regress1on analysis using several demographic predictors (i.e.

nu nber of c' Idren at home, age of youngest child, marriage length, Air

rForce tenure, frequency of TJYS, length of TOYs, education, ind

invol vement) indicated that some of the reasons for not working included

tioe number if cn i I dren at home 1 t. io ) and the frequency of the i r

lniit-_d tnat tney dId not wjr." bec iuse tney did not desire elp oyment

(371).

S~Equivalent analyses were performed on the sibsample of wives of

i i ,I ~ , h -- a 'jy. ' v > .n i rt ' it

attitude between the enployed and untmnpIoyed w ives F 1 133)=7.03

p=.4U9, with the unemployed wives having a ik) re positive .3ttitude toward

n- Air Forc (M= 12 .94) than i ri,J i t A by t'-, , ) ')yed i Z5.9).-

;. -- :11 Q>ymflt stLatLus sn ow eI a ;in I Ar e c t )I I'i IV eme T, F1 13 3 A39,

"- .34. gain unerlnpoye d ,i inJl i:ited r,hJ invol vemnent in the Air

* ',r , ',l y' 9 (.14J.97i I '1) )V' w ." , "', IS. V3C

Sub equen t ana/yses; revea ed that t titude of the employed wi ves

could not be predicted from their reasons for working. However, reasons

.•mf~r work ing proved to be a si gn ifI cant pred ictor of involIvement,

.F(5,29 )=3.46 , p=.01, among the employed subsample. Those indicating they

, 'r/, -,r(eI to earn extra f.kney (M=44 .(X)) , to maintam n )Y" use ski I s

(M=42.50), or for personal and professional fufi llment (M=38.84) were

46-17
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, s i, i8rt, i z,, ,,np oycd wi , Lf -e41 v.2 I " t, 1)iu' ,)'nlO 3i r

n li r_ ,j - ± :,j, drd the A r Foirc ta i r.3 . . i r ? rio .-ri p )y(2

Jsi of the home. A contrasting effect is seen axrknq officer wives

That is, unemployed officer wives have 3 ;1y)re positive attitude ind

detronstrate more involvement in the surround ing Air Force community than

do their Counterpdrts enployed in civilian jobs. In term of career

orIentat ion and marital role orientation, neIther factr is predictive

of t 1 t , )Y- i n lfev I we2nen r'non, ,fi ! sted ind off I cer n)- ; ,n oyed ti

1," ; o1 , ) rl:l 1j.i : t, ] 1 -_ .r . Irtr or en. " L I ri

si, 3. i gyni'lcant predictor or .titude wltfl t JloS d,'lririg to

*L rOuj a -.i reer being ii:)re positive tow3rd the Air Force. In addition

* career rientatiOn predicts involvement among the unemployed officer

,A' ,.. , '' '1 %h +,4 i',i ',J , tm v it d pur' ,r I ." nd Iq

- i)re invol ement in tne Air Force lifestyle.

,V WMPLICAT IONS Previous reseir,:h witn th ,'. ,n' , - ,

19-~5 nas demonstrated a strong posItive relatiionship ietwe..i tne

It itude f spouses t,)wird the Air ,orc. and tne n' _ Air

';'ong re_3tionshp between job satisfiction and career intent (Mowday,

Porter, & Steers, 1982) and between career intent and retention (Steel

Nestor, 1984), the present findings have implicatlons for tne ways in

ohlcn the changing marital and work roles of women may be impacting the

retenti(in )f Air Force personnel through the l2dit rn v -able )f tne

spouse's attitude toward the Air Force. However, the present findIrgs
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3. L tiidt t fi ,n d.n;.ct )t np '. )y .;i ri 3 j tuS irid r)le

SJr nt 3 o. if; fereit rr iff icer nd S ifI i r 'i Since rmSt

policy decisions in the Air Force are made by officers, it is critically

important that decisions affecting enlisted personnel and their spouses

not be based solely on the experiences and perceptions of officers and

their wives.

The most striking difference between the findings for officer and

enlisted wives concerned employment status. The wives if enlisted men

enjn a -, 3',sA j] ie h1noflr tid to not ire dos i e 3t, 'Itudes about tne

0 Air Force than do their noniwork Ing counterparts. The opposite was true

for officers' wives, where the nonworking wives had the more positive

attitudes. These nonworking officer wives also felt more involved in the

, .F -,, ', y ,e tna ri Aid working wi w,. It appeirs tnat the fear

tnat increasing employment among Air Force wives could have a negative

impact on their attitudes toward and involvement in the Air Force

lifestyle is unfounded, at least for enlisted personnel. Emp oyment

status per se appears to have no overall impact )n either )fficer or

enlisted wives involvement with the Air Force and, contrary to

* ~e<e t dt Ions , tne w, . ,) tvs- enf st' , - w .w,. , n qn iore

positIve attitudes toward the Air Force than tneir unemployedI] counterparts. Similarly, rather than eroding their support for the Air

Force, a favorable orientation toward having their own career was

positively correlated with enlisted wives' attitudes toward the Air

Force. For those wives who were currently not working, this relationship

held true for both enlisted and officer wives.

_,'G

,,
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t n a t Air, FOrc prgrat'ns Jes i ned t asis t r F or e Kn,+r, I W e n

, . f l n d i n g e n p l o y m , _m t a r e n o t . l i k e l y t o h a v e n e a v e , p a j

! retention. On tne contrary, particularly with regard to enlisted .

.,personnel, helping those wives who wish to work find jobs ay actually

'-" enhance their attitudes toward the Air Force and their support of their .,

husband's Air Force career. Even among non- working officer wir4es, it i s

those 4ith a positive career orientation who have .3 :-.oe positive

N w-

attitude _)waA Force s ir jned It seeis unlikely that assisting thein
fin their yreer aspiraions oull tKe them less positive in their

attitudes toward the Air Force.
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Family Factors and Job Attitudes in the Air Force III:

The Impact and Prediction of Family Stress and Satisfaction

Dorothy Winther and Philip Lewis

Auburn University' p.

I. INTRODUCTION Gone are the days of viewing the family in the

traditional mold of breadwinner husband, dependent homemaker 4ife, and

children and of considering the family environment and the workplace as

separate entities. Due to the major social changes which have taken

place in American society over the past 20 years (Bernard, 1981), the

tremendous impact that 4ork and family environments have on one another

has become increasingly apparent. Therefore, researchers have found it

necessary to jointly consider work and family factors 4ithin a single

framework in order to assess the reciprocal interrelationships between

the two domains (Osherson & Dill, 1983; Pleck, 1977).

One result of the past two decades of social upheaval is an

increase in the stress experienced by the American family. The family,

in turn, has had to develop coping strategies to deal with these

stresses. Air Force families are no exception in that they too have bee m

challenged by the same pressures as other American families, such as

inadequate finances, changing marital and parental role definitions, and

tne erosion of viable social and family support systems (Bowen, 1985).

The paradox of this nodern life predicament is that American families

lack many -f tne cnaracteristics which might serve as buffers agai 1st

re pr- ,';,ures of noderr lif., (Greenhaus & B3eutell, 1985). The ourpose )f
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this investigation of Air Force famlies was to examine some of the

work-family interrelationships influenced by the pressures of an Air

Force lifestyle.

Many factors contribute to a stressful family environment. For

instance, Beutell and Greenhaus (1980) found that parents of younger

children experienced more interfamily conflict than did parents of older

children. There is also evidence that the size of the family is

positively related to the degree of family stress, especially for women

whose husbands are highly involved in their careers (Beutell &

Greenhaus, 1982; Keith & Shafer, 1980). Evidence is mixed on the issue

of the effects of a wife's employment outside the home (Hall & Gordon,

- 1973; Locksley, 1980; Pleck, Staines, & Lang, 1930), and tne results

appear to depend on the wife's nierarchial level within the workplace

(Greenhaus & Kopelman, 1981) ana the number of hours she is employed

outside tne ho;ne (Hall & Gordon, 1973).

Other factors contributing to family pressure originate from tne

work domain. For example, there appears to be a significant positive

correlation between family conflict and the nunber of hours 4orke2d per

-4eek and the frequency )f overtime (Burke, 4eir, & Ouwors, 1980; Keitq

Shafrr, 1980) . 7u:thermure, family stress 3sca 3tes as cork scned.les

become more inflexible (Pleck et 31., 1980). Not nly njut nany ir

.or-: farnilies cope 4itn heavy 4ork hour J- .,qnjs ind riglJ ork

.cnedu es, but tne v,_ry nature of 3 nli 1 tary -areor p 3ces dd, lonal

pre, ires on the famni ly members , spec 1aI I y )n the wi _ ( unter, 19--r

Tn, m , ,I ary v i u .),jfne nuiI iple ro e, d 1 ji ql ho r iunbir I

, _ e i,: Jnjas e K. dy l nu V-- Mmi j Y I qut / 1 , fi -'m ma ' 0 In,l
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must endure social and cultural isolation in the case where assignments

are located in remote areas. She must also live with uncertainty when

her husband's duty carries him into dangerous environments. Such

additional stressors experienced by military wives could have

far-reaching effects on family dynamics, coping behaviors, and attitudes

toward the military member's job, career, and work environment. It could

be hypothesized, however, that the effects of stress on the spouse and

hnat her reactions to this pressure night also depend on the level of

satisfaction she experiences as a military spouse.

6. Tne current investigation examines several aspects of the work and

family domains which may influence and be influenced by an Air Force

wife's perceived level of stress and satisfaction. First, it will

examine some potential stressors which might serve to predict a wi:e's

level of stress and satisfaction. Second, the study qill assess the

effects of stress and satisfaction on her attitude toward her husband s

Air Force job, her perceived role mithin the fanily, and the tendency

fur the family to develop various support systems in order to combat a

stressful lifestyle. Finally, the current investigation examines the

effects of the wifle's level of stress 3nd satisfaction on the Air %ore

nemmer's pride in his 4ork, perceptions of work group effectivene; ,

job-related satisfaction, and general organizational clinate.

It. METHOL) Tne snple was drdwn from a large d.t hase con ti ing o

iL70 Air Force tmebers and ti eir )puses (14)f fters and :J4 _ym st.ml

-Imr bdD , In t.'me r- rt~mn rmt i l mm K- t~d .....~' [lm " Ii ly] I , tl?,,r
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;nenber completed the Organizational Assessment Package (OAP), a

questionnaire designed to assess work-related attitudes (Short, 1985).

Subsequently, their spouses completed the Air Force Family Survey (AFFS)

wnicn was developed to measure attitudes concerning a variety of topics

'.. influential in family adjustment to the Air Force lifestyle and, in

turn, on the perceived satisfaction and commitment of the Air Force

member (Flannery & Dansby, 1985).

From the larger data base, a sample of 320 enlisted men and their

qives was drawn, Demographic characteristics of the enlisted sample

reveal that 48% of the Air Force members had accrued 12 or more years of

Air Force service, 69% had been in their present career field for 36

nonths or more, 54% lad been stationed at the same base for 36 nontns or

- nore, and 43t of te enlisted members indicated that they had no

" intention of terninating their career with the Air Force. Further, 23

of tne couples had been married betveen one and four years, 75/ nad 3L

I.e-. le one coi ld ii v'ng at home with 47% of tnese children being of

. rescnooI age, and 41t of tue wives were employed in full-time ci il an

pos i ons.

Toe r rr±nt study ?xamined te wi es' per,:ei ved stress 3no

i f cton in two ways. First, in a stpwi se reression prce1ur-, 1

.n itlgatej t n I b iit y of 1 demogriphic va-i3 bles t% pred,-t -"t'e-

Ind -f] famm.)n in jur i;nple of Air Force wive.,. Tn e .v r ud o i j

t-m iot yd At, t4 nul,, var iate inaIys i > f vanr- anf:e le '] d'It"a

tn que,t ),n ) now yjr uu level; )f perciv'd id , it t ct . )

_- " , ' r-L~j' rl irir t. r" )l, ot the Itm(ii I I r IIr I,2A2,.

• "#'-'" T~1rbr , r,-.~ 1 J ,-:J%,1']I p,,rt . ll ri . ) tri lv7 It ,,1
1

t/'., ,Vr . ,. t, " :
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stress and satisfaction as criterion variables, while the second set of

analyses will refer to them as independent variables.

The variable of stress was represented by the sum of three AFFS

items (14, 17, 36) describing disruptions in family and social life due

to having a nusband in an Air Force career. Item #14 states, "Tne

special demands of my spouse's career cause problems for our family that

non-Air Force families don't nave." Item #17 states, "Being with the Air

Force makes it difficult to make friends and socialize." Item #36

, states, "My spouse's work hours disrupt our family life more than if my

spouse had a non-Air Force job." The stress factor was differentiated

into two groups. Tne high stress group (N=155) was defined by those

responding with "strongly agree," "moderately agree," or "slightly

agree" to all three items. All otner responses characterized the low

stress group (N=665).

The second variable, satisfaction, was represented by the sum of

three AFFS items (2, 18, 61) and constituted a measure of overall

satisfaction with the Air Force lifestyle and with life in general. Item

#2 states, "I would recommend the Air Force as a career to many people I

<now." t2m #13 states, "I am glad my spouse joined or works fjr tne Air

-7orce." Itemr #5 states, "Taking tnings ill tigetner, I'd say I"n very

happy tiese days.' A nigh satisfaction group (N=255) was defined i

nut wi ve responding t) all three statenents with "strongl / gree" r

"r F Lr ttly a gr_e." Ali ]trier repondent :fl,nposed a 1ow satisfaction

'irm- -)o )i -4 T ne r- 1,3t i oi s ii i p 5h' tweon s tres'; ind i ~t i Sf I: Ct on i n t tie

I ID 41 1 1, rl'i J J. I V r)I&O .35 md: i. n11 y at. tlit, r
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Tne first analysis used a combination of 11 demographic variables

as potential predictors of a spouse's perceived level of stess and

satisfaction. These included the attained grade of the Air Force ne'nber,

employment status of the wife (employed/unemployed), frequency of TJYs,

length of TJYs, length of time at current base, location of residence,

number of chi 1dren, number of children living at home, and age of tne

youngest onild. The last t.,o predictors, career orientation and iarital

role orientation, were factor scores derived from several AFFS items

(Lewis, 1985). Career orientation was represented by the sum of three

AFFS items (24, 43, & 44) and can be defined as the wife's attitude

toward working. Marital role orientation was the sum of two itens (45

46) representing the wife's view of the preferred role relationship

between spouses.

The second phase of the study investigated the effects of stress

and satisfaction on two sets of dependent measures. The first set va

composed of 17 AFFS items (40 through 56) and assessed tie 4ife 's

attitude toward her husband's Air Force job, perceptions of ner role

vitnin tne family, and the extent to whico the family had Jeveloped

various support systems. The second set of dependent varibles cons ste'i

Hf hur factor scores derived fron OAP items (-igntwewer Snort, 19,,.?

Tne first facLor, pride, neasured the pride the Air Force nenber leJe1

from hi 4ork -ind was represented by the sum f tqo OAP 3,tens ( H V 6

4or< jroup effectiv-nes, assessed the Air Force nember's vie,. ct 1,e

qian t i y , qual ity , ind fI c ency of work gener at Ld by v) . or . ,'ii

)rid -, tn o,.fn ,: j i ( > P it-n,, (77, 7'3, 7 , 30, J 1). ,J b-,i

i46- 27
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108, & 109) and measured the degree to which the worker was generally

satisfied with factors surrounding tne job. Finally, organizational

climate vas the sum of ten OAP items (87, 88, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97

98) and assessed perceptions of the organizational climate as a whole

(e.g., team spirit and communications).

IiI. RESULTS The first portion of this study investigated the

effectiveness of 11 demographic characteristics of the family and Air

corce lifestyle for predicting the criterion variables of stress and

4* satisfaction in tne sample of Air Force wives. Results of a stepwise

regression analysis identified six predictors as the best combination of

variables fhr predicting stress. These were frequency of TDYs (3=.43),

nunber of children (3=-.30), wife's employment status (B=.30), nusband's

* grade (3=.28), career orientation (B=-.15), and marital role Orientation

(3=-.iU). Therefore, it appears that a wife's level of perceived stress

incrases as the frequency of temporary assignments, the number of

children, and her husband's grade in the Air Force increases. Further,

higher levels of stress tend to be experienced by the unenployed qVF

wino nas a modern vie4 of ner marital role but has little desire t.)

pursue a career of ner own.

A second regression analysi identified four variables whic-

significantly predicted perceived satisfaction. These inclided l,)cati.)n

Sf -esidence (3=-.ZU), number of children (3=.27), career orient.ation

, ind narji:a rl e )rientation (3=.16). In brief, on-ba'e lii'iiq

, ,r'.,r' , f ~r cr1ll dren, lflor ,traditional diews f the nrmital vo],

46-28
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and tne desire to pursue a career tended to predict a higher level of

satis)faction with the Air Force lifestyle and aith life in general.

Tne second portion of this investigation addressed the issue of

toe effects of the wife's level of stress and satisfaction on the family

* and qo,,K donains. First, a two-factor multivariate analysis of variance

;*: (MANOVA), qitn two levels of stress (high and low) and two levels of

sat isfjc:ion (nign and lo4), was performed with the dependent variables

being the 17 AFFS items discussed previously. Examination of the results

revealed a ;,ain effect for stress, F(17,800)=3.02, p=.O01, using the

"ilk's Lambda Criterion. Follow-up analyses of variance indicated that

spouses in the high stress group felt more socially isolated,

F(1,816)=25.27, p=.UO1, believed off-base friends more important than

Air Force friendships, F(1,S16)=5.30, p=.02, and had friends visit thei

homes less frequently, F(1,816)=6.91, p=.O1, than did those spouses i'

the low stress group. In terms of their family and marital riles and in

contrast to tneir low stress counte rparts , the high stress group fl

less able to pursue their own interests, F(1,816)=3.38, p=.05, Deieved

their husbands snould not have tne final word in important Family

decisions, F(1,816)=6.91, p=.Oi, and, in fact, indicated they made

important family decisions on their own, F(i,816)=6.64, p=.0l. Fina' ly,

the spouses reporting a high level of stress perceived an Air Force

career as less fair in terms of pay, allowances, and benefits,

F(1,316)=4.67, p=.03, than did toe spouses reporting less strebs. Group

" rei ir- presented in Table 1.

S- 1 of the IMANOVA also revea led a main ef fec

I ,, F(17 , 0 2) .43, p t .J) . mi vn ria te tat. i st. i s ind i, ile-
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TABLE 1
Group Means for Stress

Hi h Stress Low Stress
N=155 N=665

"Pay & Benefits Fair" 2.90 3.40

"Able to Pursue Own 4.68 5.08
interests"

"Husband Should Have 3.30 3.97
Final Word"

"Off-base Friends More 3.73 3.27
Important"

"Have Friends Over to 4.36 4.91
Visit".

"Make Important Family 4.04 3.48
Decisions Myself"

"Feel Socially Isolated" 5.16 4.12

TABLE 2
Group Means for Satisfaction

High Satisfasction Low Satisfaction
N=253 N=567

"Aole t, Pursue Own 5.27 4.48
, " qnter.s ts"

"Jff-oase Friends More 3.28 3.72
) po,)r ant"

"3ol ie Prboolens Aitnout 5.99 6.28 ]
,.utside Help"

"Feel Socially Isolated" 4.27 5.02

"Outside Agencies Can 3.57 3.22
Help Solve Problems"
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that those spouses indicating a high level of life satisfaction believed

- tney were more able to pursue their own interests, F(1,816)=15.36,

p=.OU1 , felt Air Force friends to be more important than off -base

friends, F(1,816)=5.25, p=.02, and felt less socially isolated,

- F(1,8i6)=13.50, p=.O01, than did those spouses experiencing a lower

level of satisfaction. In addition, the high satisfaction group viewed

outside agencies as a helpful source in solving problems, F(1,816)=3.85,

S-'. p=.05, and more frequently sought outside help in solving their

problems, F(1,316)=3.84, p=.O, than did the low satisfaction group.

Table 2 presents group means for those dependent variables influenced by

spouse satisfaction.

Altnough the overall stress/satisfaction interaction effect was

not statistically significant, F(17,800)=1.21, p=.25, several of the

univariate ANOVAs were meaningful and, therefore, worth mention. First,

those spouses in the high stress/high satisfaction group indicated that

in their families everyone went their own way, F(1,816)=4.48, p=.U3, and

were the group most likely to seek outside help when facing serious

- family problems, F(1,816)=6.88, p=.Ol. Those in the low stress/high

satisfaction group felt the wife was primarily responsible for the home,

even if she was also employed outside the home, F(I,316)=5.56, p=.02.

Finally, in contrast to the other three groups, the low stress/high

9, satisfaction spouses indicated that their family almost ilways did

tnings together, F(1,316)=7.01, p=.O1. Group means for the four

Jpendent variables of interest are presented in Table 3.

In summary, the degree of stress an Air Force wie e xperi ences has

'", "-' i_ joificint influence on her at .ir ude t)ward Erie Air For '- , nr
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sipport systems, and family dynamics. A spouse experiencing a high

degree of stress tends to have a negative attitude toward the pay and

benefits afforded by an Air Force career, has few social relationships,

especially witn other members of the Air Force community, and assumes an

independent role in making family decisions. In contrast, an Air Force

wife who experiences less stress holds a more positive view of her

husband's Air Force career, has formed more social bonds within the Air

Force community, and tends to play more of an interdependent role qith

her husband in making family decisions.

SIt is also clear that the effects of satisfaction impinge on the

lifestyle and social relationships of the Air Force wife. Those

indicating a high degree of satisfaction feel free to pursue their 3wn

interests and tend to form more social bonds within the Air Force

community. On the other hand, the wife experiencing little satisfaction

tends to view herself as unable to pursue her own interests and as

socially isolated from others in the Air Force community. More

importantly, those experiencing little satisfaction are least likely to

seek outside help for family problems, a solution which has potential
•. A
* ' r increasing their level of satisfaction.

Turning to the interactive effect between stress and satisfaction,

there is a distinct contrast between the family relationships of the

6-, hign stress/hign satisfaction spouses and the spouses in the low

stress/hign satisfaction spouses with family members in the latter group

tending to be more cohesive. On the other hand, family nemnbers in the

f)rmer group tended to be more independent. Also, the high stress/high

,.tisfaclion spouses indicited they were ,rk)st likely to seek outside
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help when confronted with serious family problems This finding is in

contrast to their high stress/low satisfaction counterparts who were the

least likely to seek such help. Finally, a spouse experiencing a

condition of low stress/high satisfaction tended to hold a more

traditional view of their marital role by indicating that the wife

should have primary responsibility of the home, regardless of her I
employment status outside the home. In contrast, the high stress/high

satisfaction wife responded with the most fodern perspective on the

issue of responsibility for running the home.

The final question involved in this study dealt with what effect a

wife's level of stress and satisfaction has on her husband's perceptions t

of his Air Force job. To explore this question, a second two-factor

IMANOVA was conducted with the dependent measures being the four factors
of pride, work group effectiveness, job-related satisfaction, and

organizational climate. Examination of the Wilk's Lambda Criterion

showed a significant main effect for spouse satisfaction, F(4,813)=2.83,

p=.02. Husbands of wives with a high level of life satisfaction had nore

pride in the work they performed, F(1,816)=5.81, p=.02, and were more,

satisfied with their Air Force job, F(1,816)=10.02, p=.O02 , and with the

overall climate of their work group, F(1,816)=3.28, p=.O04, than Air

Force members having wives who experienced less satisfaction in their

lives. Table 4 sumTmnarizes these results by presenting the group means.

Although there was no overall main effect evidenced for stress,

univariate analyses indicated that those having wives experiencing

higher levels of stress were less satisfied with their jobs,

F(1,816)=4.9, p=.03, than were Air Force members with wives

.,.
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TABLE 4
Group Means for Satisfaction and Stress

Satisfaction

Hjqh Low
3 N=567

Pride 1J.46 9.63

Job-related Satisfaction 36.13 33.27

r,:jari Zdt rnal C lmate 47.21 43.17

Stress

Hi h Low
_T55 N=665

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Job-related Satisfaction 33.73 35.67

.46,-
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experiencing a less strE sful life. Neither multivariate nor univariate

statistics showed a significant stress-satisfaction interaction effect.

" In brief, evidence appears to indicate a spouse's satisfaction with her

lifestyle as an Air Force wife and her life in general has a significant

impact on her husband's perceptions of his job and the surrounding work

environment. Further, a wife's level of stress plays a role in the

satisfaction her husband derives from his job.

IV. IMPLICATIONS In trying to sort out the impact of Air Force life on

the wives of Air Force enlisted personnel, several interesting patterns

have emerged. The experience of Air Force life as stressful appears to

be a joint function of both the objective circumstances of family life

and certain personal attributes of the wife. Not suprisingly, Air Force

life is experienced as more stressful by those wives who have more

cniIdre1 living at home, who are unemployed, and whose husbands have

more frequent TDYs. Somewhat nore suprising, given the higher income of

these fanlies, wives are more likely to experience stress the higher

tneir husband's grade level in the Air Force.

With regard to their personal cnaracteristics, it is the "nodern"

as opposed to tne "traditional" wives and those with little interest in

pursuing a career that find life in the Air Force most stressful. Other

findings suggest that it is those wives who are less integrated into the

Air Force community who nay be experiencing the most stress. Those in

tne high stress gruup reported feeling more socially isolated, and

reported that friends visit in their homes less frequently, and reported

toat non Air Force friends are 'ore important than friends from the Air

Force community. It further ippears that those Air corce faml ics whi-;
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iveral , these findings suggest that integration intc tne Air

Force community may serve as a significant buffer against tne

predictable stresses of Air Force life. Given that earlier research

(Lewis, 1985) has shown that wives' perceptions of Air Force life as

stressful is a significant predictor of the career intent of their

enlisted husbands, Air Force programs and policies designed to increase

the involvement of faml ies in the Air Force community may we] I have a

poSltive impact oin retention.
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Abstract

We fo~low the resource management strategies in Arch OS and try to develop a

general control strategy in the resource management in a decentralized distributed com-

puer system.

A probabtiry is considered everytime when a newly created task are going to be

assigned to some processor, and a set of modified guarantee routines sLular to hose

developed by RamamrtL hn and Suinkovic in (4) are introduced. The heuris:c

approach for solving the problem of scheduling casks with deadlines and general

resource requirements developed in (5) by Zhao and Ramnamrihm, will be used, in

conjunction with the guarantee algorithms and the probability selection scheme to

fulfill the dynamic scheduling. The algorithms to determining the optimal paths in a

stochastic network, developed by Mischandari and Soroush in (7), (8), were applied to

achieve the system wide opuffuzaition when the Task is to be sent to some other node.

I
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This is a prrelu.miry report Of ,he resca-rch followed tWe one that developed at

Rome, sponsorship of the U.S. Air Force Research Office and RA-DCCOTD, Gnfriss

A.FB, New York.

We will follow the resource management strategies in Arch OS -- a decentralized

distrbuted operating system developed at the Carnegie-Mellon University and try to

develop a general control strategy in the resource management in a decentralized distri-

buted computer system.

A.rchOS has a sound theoretical base, as developed by Lui sha, Lzhoczky, P., and
Jenson, E.D. i (2) and (3). They used the classical set theoretical techniques to

approach the concurrency control, consistency and correctness problem. The database

was decomposed into the "consistency preserving" atomic data sets which are not

necessary disjoint, and the notion of compound transactions was introduced. A com-

pound transaction is defined as a partially ordered set of elementary transactions. Each

elementary transaction is then independently partitioned into a partially ordered set of

correct perserving" atoruc step segments according to certain modular generalizcd

setwise and serializable scheduling rule. The optirunality of concurrency control was

proved based on the completeness of the fuzzy sc-t of all modular generalized setwise
I

and senallzable scheduling rules. Some failure recovery rules were also introduced

based on the notion, of atomic commit segments. Although some basic techniques for

the resource control strategies were developed, they seem to be not very practical as

we mentioned in report (1). For example, in the Load Balance Problem, the assump-

tion of equal probability (for assigning a newly created workload to ot her processor% 1,

thc current processor is above the "threshold") is too strong a one, and the a., .

that the assignment (to the processor) is permanent even worsens ,'. a "...'

workloads of the new processor which were assigned t) rcc ::e ""
47-2
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workload irught itself be over the "threshold".

In this paper, a probability is considered every time when a newly created Task

are going to be assigned to some processor (probabilistic selection scheme (10)), and a

set of modified guarantee routines similar to those developed by Ramamrithm and

Stankovic in (4) are introduced. In (4), a bidding algorithm is used in conjunction

- .-. with a locally executed guarantee algorithm which either guarantees arriving tasks that

they will meet their deadline or invokes the bidding algorithms to find a suitable loca-

tion for the execution of the arriving task, if possible. The heuristic approach for solv-

ing the problem of scheduling tasks with deadlines and general resource requirements

developed in (5) by Zhao and Ramamnthm, will be used in conjunction with theet
guarantce algorithms and the probabilistic selection scheme to fulfill the dynamic

t., scheduling.

Stankovic argued in (6) that optimal decentralized control is not possible and that

achievable control is based on a number of fundamental concepts including the "level

' of observability" that the particular system being controlled allows, the concepts of

"towards", and the need for heuristics concerning entity interaction. He suggested also

the use of Bayesian decision theory and estimation theory in meeting the objectives of

achievable decentralized control. Although Stankovic provides a good start toward the

* goal for system-wide opurral decentralized control, many problems sul remain. In

this regards, we turn to the classical "shortest path" technique for a stochastic network.

Recently, Eiger, Mischandari and Soroush had introduced the concept of "path prefer-

ence" and developed an algorithm to determine the optimal path in the stochastic net-

work for the linear and exponential utility function in (7). An algorithm for determin-

ing optimal paths in probabilistic networks for the guadratic utility functions was also

developed by introducing the "temporary preference" paths in (8) by Mischandari and

Soroush. We will apply this algorithm to obtain a systme-wide optimal path for the
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stochajstic network spanned by an initial node PQ and an end node P, . corresponding

to p. , selected by the probabilistc selection scheme when a task could not be

guaranteed at Pi with the resource requirements.

U. General Assunptions:

'0

* ' We will restrict ourselves to the loosely coupled distributed computer system con-

sisting of % nodes (or processors)

p, ,p 1 ---- p,,.

Each node P4 (i=l,2,---,n) contains a local schedular, a dispatcher, a selection

*scheme, a set of guaranteed periodic tasks and a set of resources:

Rt . RA .---p Ryr, (i.1,2..--,n).

Assume that each node Pi , periodically sends an update message to each of the

other nodes in the system. Without of loss generality, we may assume that an update

message containing load and status information's on P, is sent at each time instant *'t

for k= 1 ,A.,3,---, where T may be taken as a number large enough to cover all periods

o.periodic k(e.g, the l.c.m. of all periods) the time interval 14= (kiz

(kt)Z ) is referred to as the k-h update period, andt is referred to as the update

period length (see 10).

let M. (k) be the message sent by Pi at the instant t'z , it may include any of the

following observation's and estimates of load parameters on Pi

i(P,) =Amount of unfinished work at *A? on Pj.

v/( ) =Number of jobs queued at P. at Ar.

47-4
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ft) =Number of jobs arrivals during LA.,.

=Number of local jobs departure during ..

, .jA)=Arnount of Lime Pi serves local jobs during [,..

Y'.(k)=Average local job service time during 1,.-,"

We assume also that a resource can be serially shared by tisks and that a passive

resource (it has no processing power, e.g., a file) must be used with some active

resources (it has processing power, like a CPU or a physical device).

* A task T is a scheduling entity, the following characteristics of a task T are

assumed known when it arrives at a node

i) the worst case computation time C(T).

ii) the deadLine D(T), by which the task must be completed.

iii) the resource requirements of the task T.

3. We will follow the scheme in (10) and calculate the propability (A)

for the pair of nodes Pj=i ,2,---, ), at the time

* tnstant kz:

It requires that the node Pi records the following observations during update

period I. " tl), Jk(k) , and v(s) for all i= I,2,---,n. Based on these inforrnations

the node Pi estimates the average service time of its local jobs as follows:

.. = ,hnode I I

where (o<'l) is an adjustable factor.
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Thc esurnatcd unfinished work on P jl.2,--,n, jI' is given by

where 2
calclat Ii( = -- b')

-d -F

4. Geteral Algorithnm:

It is assumed that a task ncds its resources throughout its cxccution and a

task will request at least one resources.

STEP 1: When'a non-penodic task T arrived at P4 .the "guarantee rouuncs" will

st=r to check to see Lf thte u. coLld be guasanteed to =eti the dcadine

D(T) at PZ with the resources required for this task T.

STEP 2: If the task T could not be guaranteed at node Pi then we

consider to send the task T to a remote no,. Pi . First we calculate , , " ,. )

and select the remote note P, which corresponds to the ma~imum

,a; at the umc instant kz(Here. we assume that the time to

calculate thas probability can be neglected).

STEP 3: Consider the stochastic network spanncd by all nodes in t.e€ distnbuted system wI:. 1

the iruual node P, and the end node P,

STEP 4" An opuwnal path can then be picked up by using the algonthm

developed by Mu'rhandan and Soroush (8) in terms of "pith pre:'trncc'

by rmLxirruzang the epcctced uti!hity unction.

4'
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STEP 5: If there exists no such node Px. which has the necessary

resources requirements for the task T or if there is such a node but

there does not exist paths connected to it from Pi, then,

in any case, the task T could not be garanteed.

STEP 6: The local scheduler at Pi can interact with schedulers at other

nodes by an appropirate communication through message updating.

Upon arriving at the destination node P , another attempt will be made to

guarantee the task T by taking into consideration of the travel time of the

optimal path from Pi to P, and of the time to execute the optimization

algorithms. (i.e. to see if *-z + travel-time of optimal path

* " -executng-Lime of the optirmization algorithm :< D(T)).

Eventually, the task will either be guaranteed or be rejected.

STEP 7:

Once the task is guaranteed at some node, then the dispatcher of that node will

actually schedule the task.

5 Guarantee Routine's:

We adopt the notion of "guaranteeing a task" as in (4). A task is said to be

graranreed if, under all circumstances, it will be scheduled to meet its real-time

requirements and other resource requirements. Once a task has been guaranteed, we

know that it will be completed before its deadline with all the resources required, but

not exactly when it will be scheduled. This depends on the scheduling policy, the

number of guaranteed tasks waiting to be executed, the nature of periodic tasks, new

arrivals and the amount of systems overheads.

J 47-7
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Periodic tasks are guaranteed; non-periodic tasks, after they arrive, may or may

not be guarante.d. However, once guaranteed, they will definitely meet their dead-

lines. The intent is to guarantee all periodic tasks and as many of the non-periodic

tasks as possible, utilizing the resources of the entire network.

Zhao and Ramaznitham defined in (5), a feasible schedule as a list of tasks that

have been guaranteed. And a schedule is "full" with respect to a set if it contains all

tasks in the set, otherwise it is "partial".

They modified the guaranteed routines in (4), using a heuristic approach to select

the task to be scheduled next. It is weighted three factors, each factor explicity con-

siders information about real-time constraints of tasks and utilization of resources.

We will modify the strategy of scheduling and searching in (5) with the proba-

bilistic selection scheme, to determine whether or not a new task can be guaranteed at

a node:

1) On each node P., there is always a set of guaranteed tasks, say 0o, and a current I
full feasible schedule for these tasks.

2) When a new task arrives at P, ,it can be guaranteed if a new full feasible schedule,

exists for the 2 1 tasks. (i.e. the I tasks in the current feasible schedule U
remain guaranteed and the deadline of the new task also can be met).

3) If the new task is guaranteed, then the new feasible schedule, containing the new tasks,

replaces the current one. the feasible schedule determines all the start times

for the tasks cuTrrently on the node, and will not be changed until another new

task is guaranteed.

47-8
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4) If the new task cannot be guaranteed at Pi , i.e. the local schedules cannot find a full feasible

schedule for all I tasks. then the probability selection t.heme and the optimal path a2;onLhm

is invoked, the new task is sent to the node P,. which has the maximrnum probability ,(

The orguial curmnt feasible schedule for tasks previously guaranteed on P, remains unaltered.

The local scheduler deter'runcs a full feasible schedule for a given set of asks in

the following way:

It begins with an empty schedule ard tries to extend it with one task at a time

until a full feasible schedule is derived. This is, in fact, a search problem. The swuc-

tur¢ of the search space is a search tree. The root of the search oee is the empty

schedule. An intermediate vertex of the search tree is a partial schedule. A desccn-

dant of a vertex is an immediate extension of the schedule corresponding to the vencx.

A leaf, a terninal vertex, is a full schedule. The Goal of our algonthm is to search for

a leaf that corresponds to a full feasible schedule.

The Heuristic Scheduling Algonthm in (5) introduce a vector EAT, to indicate the

Earliest Avaiable Tijcs of resources:

EAT=(EATI,EAT2,--,EATr).

Where EATi is the earliest time when resources R- will become available.

I. At each level of the seirch-trec. the local wheduler computes (update) thc

EST T), the Earliest Scan Time of the task T that remains to be

scheduled, EST (T)=:'-AA(EATi T needs RI}. and the NEW-EAT(T) which is counun

the idJc tictors ot cach resourcc.
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U. At each level of the search-tree, the scheduler calculates:

DRUTR=(DRURI,DRUR2,--,DRURr), the Dynamic Resource Utilization Ratio,

(which indicates the degree to which tasks that remains to be scheduled

will use the resources), where

(CM I T remains to be scheduled)

DRUR. = _____________________

Max (D(T) I T remains to be scheduled} - EATi.

In general, DRUR~ Iz 1.

The heuristic function which Zhao introduced is

H(T)=w X, (T) -w. X +T 4w XI (T'),

where X, MT= D(T - [EST(T) + C(T)I

X. M)= CM

X3 M.) DRUR - DRIP

DRIPF is the vector of Dynamic Resource Idle Factors.

*The simultarioni. result in(S) showed that, with properly chosen weight factorswI

*w w. , this heuristic algorithm is almost optimal.

We will adopt this heuristic scheduling algorithm at each node to fulfil the

resource requirements.
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6. Conclusions:

This is only a prclimary result of the research done in the dynamic task schedul-

ing problem with resource requirements in a distributed computer system. Several

* aJgorithms were introduced in this area of research but this is the first one to consider

the system as whole as a stochastic network in order to achieve the system wide

optimization. Certainly a lot of works still remain to be done but the simulation works

should be considered the very next.

4J
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF TWO AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL

GRID OPTIMIZATION METHODS

by

C. Wayne Mastin

ABSTRACT

* Optimization methods are developed and analyzed for the solution of

all the popular variational problems in grid generation. Comparisons are

made between the different variational methods.

I. INTRODUCTION: Variational methods in grid generation have recently

become a viable alternative to the more established elliptic methods.

Their appeal is likely due to the geometric foundation of the variational

methods. These methods were derived using grid properties such as

distances between grid points, orthogonality of grid lines, and the volumes

of grid cells. Because of the earlier successes of elliptic methods, the

first solution algorithms consisted of converting the variational problem

to a problem of solving the elliptic Euler equations. The Euler equations

were then solved using available finite difference algorithms. This

approach was used by Brackbill and Saltzman [I, and Roache and Steinberg [4].

One disadvantage in this procedure is that the Euler equations are con-

siderably more complicated than the original variational integral. Due

48-1
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to the complexity of the Euler equations, they are difficult to solve and

solution algorithms may not converge. These difficulties have led to the

*. development of algorithms for the direct solution of the variational

problem. This approach was followed by Kennon and Dulikravich [3] and

Carcaillet et al. [2]. In these two reports, different discrete problems

were formulated as unconstrained optimization problems and then solved

using a conjugate gradient iterative method. There are several advantages

in this alternative. The original geometric properties of the grid are

stated precisely by the discrete problem. Thus there is no truncation

error as there is in the numerical solution of the Euler equations. Also,

the conjugate gradient and similar descent methods will always converge to

a local extrema. However, the convergence rate may be very slow.

This report will present a survey of the types of integrals that may

be included in a variational problem and the geometric properties that each

integral imposes upon the grid. Optimization methods for the direct

solution of the variational problems will also be covered. A Jacobi-Newton

iterative method will be developed and compared with the Fletcher-Reeves

conjugate gradient method. By combining the simpler Jacobi-Newton

iteration with the direct solution of the variational problem, one has an

algorithm which is easier to program than the Euler equations and requires

less storage and less computer time per iteration than the conjugate

gradient method.

II. VARIATIONAL INTEGRALS: Variational methods may be used to influence

three geometric properties of a grid. These are the smoothness of the grid

point distribution, the size of the grid cells, and the orthogonality of

the grid lines. Each property, smoothness, cell volumes, and orthogonality,
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can be assigned a numerical value by evaluating an integral. Most of the

results will deal with three-dimensional problems, and the physical and

computational variables will be denoted by x, y, z and &, n, C, respectively.

There are two basic smoothness integrals, one using the gradient of

the physical variables and the other using the gradient of the computa-

tional variables. The integrals are denoted as S1 and S2 with D and R

the computational and physical regions.

s1- IVX12 . Ivy1 2  1Vz12 d~dndC (1

s2 = IV&12 _ jVn1 2 
+IV1

2 dxdydz

(2)

Sf(IrnxrC12 + Ircxr,1 2 + Irxr.12 )/J dFdndC

?(x,y,z)
where J is the Jacobian(XYZ) and r = (x,y,z).

The functions minimizing either of these integrals will define a smooth

mapping between the physical and computational regions in the sense that

the mapping functions are harmonic and therefore infinitely differentiable.

However, the mapping defined by the minimization of S1 may not be one-to-one.

The mapping defined by the minimization of S2 is one-to-one, but the

construction of the mapping is more difficult. Current methods require the

numerical solution of a system of nonlinear Euler equations.
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For the two-dimensional case, there is a simple relation between the above

integrals, (1) and (2), and the elliptic equations commonly used for grid

generation. Often control fuzitions are Included in grid generation methods

to distribute grid points in particular regions. On introducing arbitrary

functions P( ,n) and Q( ,n) into the two-dimensional version of S1 in (1),

it follows that

Sp2V1 + Q2 1VnI 2dxdy - (p2jri2 + Q2 1r T,
2 )/j ddn. where J is the

Jacobian . The Euler equations for minimizing this integral may be: ( ,n)

written as

'72 =-(ZnQ), IV 12

V2 -(ZnP)j1Vn 
2

or :n computational space, with r = (xy), as
ir 12(r •i Q r + r 1

-(LnQ)r) Ir K(rnn - (ZnP) nr ri) 2(r rnT)r n 0.

This is the elliptic system with control functions

- (ZnQ),. i = (InP) n .

if and p are given, then the corresponding control functions for the

variational integral are

P = exp(;iPdn).Q = exp(f¢d ).
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A uniform distribution of grid cell volumes would not be appropriate

in most practical applications. However a near constant value of some

weighted value is often called for. The weight may depend on some desired

distribution of volumes or a solution-dependent quantity used to define an

adaptive grid. From a variational point of view, the optimal volume dis-

tribution could be defined by minimizing the integral

=v - 3 ) dd d;. 3)

Here G is the product of a given weight function and the Jacobian, that is,

G 9(x,y,z)

'While there is no guarantee that the variational problem will have a

solution which gives a non-singular mapping between physical and compu-

tational spaces, it can be noted that if such a solution exists, then the

weighted Jacobian 0 will be constant. This follows from the Euler

equations. The argument is simpler in the two-dimensional case. The

Euler equations are then

G y n - Gniy = 0

"Gx n  Gx -0,

and if it is assumed that the Jacobian xy, - xny. 0, it follows that

48-5
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or G must be constant. The constant is determined by the physical region

and the value of w since

G dd -R wdxdy. 
(4)

There is one other volume integral that should be considered. If

V2 - IVGl2d drji , (5)

JDN..

then the integrand is a second order differential expression in the

physical variables x, y, and z. Consequently, the Euler equations are a

system of fourth order equations. Now there must be two boundary

conditions 4f a unique solution to the Euler equations is to be determined.

One condition is imposed by fixing the boundary correspondence. A second

condition can be motivated by considering a lower order problem whore 3,

t '.e integrand of V, is a single dependent function of tno vriabils

,and . he E.er equation would then be Laclaces ?uath

72G = O.

The equation has a unique solution lf G is given on the boundary of the

computational region. The function 5 would be uniquely determined up tc I
a constant value if on the boundary,

(7, for F constant

Gn - C for n - constant

r - 0 for r - constant.
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The constant value would again be determined by (4). Either of these types

of boundary conditions could be advantageous in grid generation. Being

able to specify the value of G along the boundary would aid in maintaining

desired distributions of grid points near boundaries such as is needed in

grids for the solution of problems with boundary layers. On the other

hand, the derivative boundary conditions for G would be of value when

several grids are patched together and it is desired that the cell sizes

vary continuously from one subregion into another. The latter condition

could also be used to generate a more uniform distribution of G over a

single region.

If a grid is orthogonal, then

r r, - r • r r •r =

where r - (x,y,z). Therefore, one measure of skewness is the integral

-Al A I (r C r rd 2 (rn.r 2 (r Cr )2 d~dndC.

The integrand depends on the size of the grid cells since, for example,

r * rn, - 11r,1 l r11r 11 cos e

°01 where 8 is the angle of Intersection between the and n grid lines. As a

result, minimizing the integral Al would have little effect in subregions

with extremely small cells. For grids with widely varying cell volumes, the

following integral would be more appropriate

48-7
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"r r n  r. r€  r C r

A2 + ddndt. (7)2 D Ir & I i 11l ri ln 11) (T rnn1 j j 11r ,1 )

Irrespective of the solution algorithm selected, the minimization of A2 is

a more difficult problem since the integrand is a rational function of the

physical derivatives rather than a multinomial as in Al.

With the variational grid generation methods one selects a nonnegative

linear combination of the form

I - aS i + BV + YAk, (8)

where i, j, and k are either 1 or 2. Since the S i , Vj, and Ak may be of

differing magnitudes, the coefficients a, 8, and Y may contain scaling

factors. One method of scaling that can be used is to compute values

si(0), V (0 ), and Ak (0) from an initial algebraic grid and then select non-

negative numbers a, b, and c so that

a + b + c= .

Now if we choose

s (0) s (0)

a =a, 8 b -- ,X =C

Vj (0 ) Ak (0)

then the initial value of I is the same for any combination of a, b, and

I.1

4 8- 8,
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III. OPTIMIZATION: In the direct solution of the variational problem each

integral is approximated on a square grid in computational space. Thus the

continuous problem of minimizing I is reduced to the discrete problem of

finding a minimum value of an objective function

F - I Fi,j,k (9)

where i, J, k ranges over the indices of the grid points. The grid points

Vi on the boundary would be included although it is assumed that these points

are fixed. Each term Fi,j,k is to contain all difference approximations

*centered at the grid point ri,j,k which are used in the formation of the

objective function F. The optimal grid is found by obtaining the uncon-

4,% strained minimizer of the objection function F. There are many algorithms

for solving optimization problems. An algorithm which has been success-

fully implemented in grid generation is the Fletcher-Reeves conjugate

gradient method. The method can be used with any of the variational

integrals of the previous section. Since the approximations of (2) and i7)

involve quotients, it is possible that somewhere in the iteration scheme a

division by a number close to zero may occur. This problem can be easily

avoided by placing a lower bound on the denominators. Only a two-

dimensional grid problem using (2) has been attempted because the three-

dimensional integral becomes very complicated when transformed to

computational space.

S The conjugate gradient and related descent methods nave the attractive~

feature of always converging to a grid which represents a local minimum

value for the objective function. Their use in the 3olution of large

three-dimensional grid generation problems may not be very efficient.
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At each iteration a one-dimensional minimization problem must be solved to

determine the optimal step-size in the descent direction. The step-size

problem can not be easily solved and frequently requires several evaluations

of the objective function. This is especially true when the integrals in

(2) and (7) are included. Therefore, alternate solution algorithms have

been investigated. The application of Newton or quasi-Newton methods for

nonlinear minimization problems in grid generation does not appear to be

practical because of the number of matrix operations. Motivated by

algorithms which are used to solve the discretized Euler equations, a

Jacobi-Newton method has been selected as an alternate algorithm for

solving the optimization problem. The following development covers the

basic steps of the algorithm.

A local minimum value of F occurs at points where

VF - 0,

or writing this system in component form

i,j,k

i,j,k

Fl . 0.
i,j,k

PI

48-10
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This system is to be satisfied at all interior grid points. Assuming that

F is given in the form of (9), these three equations can be equivalently

stated as

3Fi,j,k aFt,m,n

. I _ , " (,m,n) (i,J,k)axi,j,k 2 xlj~k

3Fi,j,k 3FL,m,n
- Z , (t,m,n) (i,j,k) (10)

3Fi,j, k  3FI,m,n

azj,k azi,j,k

The sum on the right-hand sides of the equations is understood to extend

over all grid point indices Z, m, n except i, j, k. Most of the terms

would vanish since the i, J, k point would only be included in a few

difference approximations at neighboring points. The exact number of non-

[J. zero terms would depend on the choice of variational integrals and the

derivative approximations used in the integrands. This is the first phase

of the development. The name Jacobi is attached to this phase only because

of the form of equations (10). For the next step in the development,

vector notation will be used and (10) will be expressed simply as

48-11
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f(r)- g(r)

where r - (xi,j,k, Yi,j,k' zij,k).

The grid optimization procedure is an iterative process. If r0 is the

initial grid point, then each new point is computed from the equation

f(rk) - g(rk_ 1 ), k - 1, 2.

This is a nonlinear system of three equations which can be solved using

Newton's method. In all of our examples only one Newton iteration was used

for each value of k. In fact, for certain variational integrals, this

system is linear and the exact solution is obtained in one iteration.

The Jacobi-Newton iterative method described above has been used to

solve a wide range of two and three-dimensional grid generation problems.

So far, it has not been used with the variational Integrals S2 and A2

because the quotients would cause the Newton iteration equations to be very

lengthy. Convergence problems have not been encountered except in some

cases where the grid folded. It is often necessary to use under-relaxation

for larger problems, so that actual Newton equation is of the form

rk k (S- ) - w[f'(rk(S-1))]-(f(rk(S -I ) )  - g(rk 1)), (11)

where 0 < w L 1. Unlike the conjugate gradient methods, this method may

diverge for certain Initial grids.

48-12
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III. RESULTS: The following examples are presented to demonstrate the

effect of the grid optimization procedure when applied to a large-scale

three-dimensional grid. As can be seen, the success of the optimization

process depends primarily on the proper choice of the variational integrals

included in (8). When a decision had to be made between efficiency and

robustness, it was the policy to develop a robust algorithm. A numerical

step-size determination was used in the conjugate gradient iteration even

though it was sometimes possible to calculate the exact optimal step-size.

A conservation value of w - .25 in (11) was selected although larger values

* led to faster convergence in some cases. Ten iterations were run in each

case.

A three-dimensional region with a portion of the boundary grid is

depicted in Figure 1. The bullet-shaped indention in the end of the region

causes the interpolated grid to be highly skewed. An interior surface grid

constructed by transfinite interpolation is shown in Figure 2. An optimized

grid appears in Figure 3. The objective function used for this grid was

I c S1 I BV+ yA 2

where

.- S (0 ) S (0 )

= 0.25, S - 0.25 , Y = 0.5

v2(0) A2 ( )

in an effort to maintain the same grid distribution as in the algebraic grid,

the volume weight function in V2 was chosen to be

Ion I r,.j) I r,(0 )l1.
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The derivative boundary conditions were imposed on G.

The selection of the wrong objective function may result in an

unusable grid. For example, if the choice a 0 8 = 0 is selected, then

the grid folds over the bullet as plotted in Figure 4. Even with the

same proportionality weighting of geometric properties, if A2 is replaced

by Al, the grid of Figure 5 is produced. The near orthogonality at the

boundary in Figure 3 has been lost. This last case has also been used to

test convergence rates for the Jacobi-Newton and conjugate gradient

iterative methods. The reduction of the objective function for both

methods is plotted in Figure 6. The advantage of the Jacobi-Newton method

is even greater than indicated in the plot, since a conjugate gradient

iteration step typically took twice as much computer time as a Jacobi-

Newton step. However, in cases where grid folding occurred, the

Jacobi-Newton method was often slower or even diverged. Grid folding is

less likely to occur when using S2 rather than S1 , but the integral S2 has

not been included in our three-dimensional code. The weighting used in

the volume integral is a significant factor in the success of the

variational method. If the function w( ,n, ) = 1 is used in V2 , then ten

steps of either optimization scheme produces the grid in Figure 7. Except

for the weight function, the variational integral is identical to the one

which generated the grid in Figure 5. -

4.

IV. CONCLUSIONS: There are many variational integrals used in grid

generation. The successful application of variational methods depends on

tailoring the integral to the physical region and the distribution of the

desired grid. The solution of the variational problem can be computed

using the traditional optimization methods or by iterative methods similar

48-14
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to those currently being used to solve elliptic partial differential

equations. The convergence rate for either iterative method is generally

slow when applied to large-scale three-dimensional grids.
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ABSTRACT

A commercial ion source was modified and used in a strong magnetic

field (19-38 Gauss) so as to enhance the background ionization in a vacuum

chamber. The exit grid of the 12cm ion source was covered to cut its

effective area in half so as to reduce the gas flow to the chamber and

allow for more variation in the chamber operating pressure--at an operating

pressure of 2 x 10-4 Torr and 19 Gauss the measured electron density was

3.5 x 10 7/cc. While the source operated in this manner a 1 kev electron

gun was turned on, coaxially with the ion source and the vacuum chamber.

The electron density was measured at several points across the electron

beam. Plasma densities were found to decrease exponentially from the

center of the electron beam to the edge of its self generated plasma and

then remain fairly constant out to the chamber wall. This region of

constant density was that of the ionization from the ion source. The

magnetic field was then doubled and the density profiles indicated that

plasma diffusion outward from the center of the beam was governed by

6oni diffusion.
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I. NTRODUCTION

The 12 cm electron bombardment ion source used here was previously

used in si,;all vacuum chamber applications but because of its large gas

throughput a very large pumping speed was required. The usual result was

that the chamber pumping system could just barely handle the minimum gas

load required to initiate a discharge in the source. As a result, there

-as no flexibility in the variation of test parameters.

in order to reduce the required gas throughput here, the exit grid

area of the source was reduced by one half. Chamber pressure could then
* -5 -4

ue controlled from 1 x 10 to 5 x 10 Torr for a wide range of gas flows

without losing the discharge. Measured plasma densities in the 3' x 8

cha:iber were 1-3 x 10 7/cc and varied by about 30% between the center of

tne chamber and the wall.

S Having achieved a relatively high, stable plasma density which was

readily controlled, our interest shifted to possible uses of this plasma.

Jne ,piiiortant use of this system could be in the area of beam-plasma

J interactions. A I key electron gun in the same chamber could produce a

7bea-; wnose self generated plasma was the order of 5-0 x 10 /cc. The

* - raum;C ~ 1 a ;.nd d fro; the ion source then could possibly influence inter-

actions between the self generated plasma and the electron beam. An

'* important contribution to the study of these interactions would be the

diffusion mechanism of plasma outward from the electron beam. If the

. diffjsion niodel could be identified then beam plasma interactions might be

better understood at a later time. The remainder of the work discussed

in this report was centered on the plasma diffusion mechanism.

49-2
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II. PLASMA DIFFUSION

When a large magnetic field is applied to a group of

electrons the electron motion along the field is not

effected but the motion transverse to the field is

constrained to circular motion about the magnetic field

lines. This constraint limits the transverse conductivity of

a plasma. The electrons and ions both orbit about the field

lines, but the ion radii are much larger because of their

larger mass. The ions in a plasma then are not as easily

magnetized as the electrons and their transverse

conductivity is less effected by the magnetic field.

The usual way in which electrons diffuse across the

field lines is through collisions. As the electrons orbit

about the field they eventually collide with other particles

and undergo a random walk type of trajectory. This is not a

very efficient process because of the relatively large mean

free paths for the electrons. A much more efficient way to

4 enhance the transverse diffusion of electrons is to have

them interact with plasma waves. Bohm(1)showed that plasma

instabilities can have high frequency plasma oscillations

associated with them which interact strongly with the plasma
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electrons. This interaction enhances the transverse electron

diffusion by orders of magnitude over that due to collisions

alone. Bohm also postulated that the form of the diffusion

coeficient due to plasma oscillations ( called the Bohm

diffusion coeficient ) should vary with magnetic field as

1/B. The collision dominated diffusion coefficient on the

2
other hand varies as 1/B , and so, in principle, the two

ft'

diffusion mechanisms can be differentiated by varying the

magnetic field.

The approach taken in this project was to inject an

electron beam into a plasma parallel to a magnetic field.

The electron beam tends to interact with the plasma and

generate plasma oscillations which in turn enhance the
i*1

transverse diffusion. According to Szuszczewicz(2), the

plasma density should decrease exponentially from the beam

center and the decay constant should vary as the inverse J

square root of the diffusion coefficient. By measuring the

plasma density transverse to the beam for two different

values of magnetic field, the field variation of the

diffusion coefficient can be found. For Bohm diffusion the

exponential decay constant varies directly as the square

root of the field while for collision dominated diffusion it

49-4 .
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varies with the first power of field.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

A 3' by 8' vacuum chamber was configured with an

electron gun on one end and a plasma source on the other.

* Both were aligned to produce beams centered on the axis of

the chamber. The plasma source utilized argon gas and

resulted in a chamber pressure of 0.2 millitorr. A hot

filament in the source emited electrons which were

accelerated and ionized the argon atoms. Equal numbers of

- electrons and ions were extracted through an exit grid so as

to produce a plasma density in the chamber the order of 107

/cc. The electron gun was operated at 1 key energy and 3-5

ma of current, well below the threshold for initiating any

beam plasma discharge. A set of magnetic coils provided an

*. axial magnetic field of 19 and 38 gauss. A cylindrical

Langmuir probe was moved in one half inch intervals across

the beam region. The function of the probe was to measure

the plasma electron density and temperature. The electron

density measuLements were ploted on semilog graph paper and

I., 49-5
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are shown in figure 1.

IV. DISCUSSION

As seen from figure 1, the density profile can be used

to identify the center region of the electron beam. The

ionization produced by the electron beam falls off

exponentially from the center region and far from the beam,

the background plasma density falls off nearly linearly to

the chamber walls. For both values of the magnetic field

used the background plasma density from the plasma source

was nearly equal. The electron density data shows that as

the field increased to 38 gauss the electron current to the

probe was decreased. The ion current to the probe was the

same for both magnetic field values so this decrease in

electron density is a real effect due to the magnetic field

constraining electron collection. The data also illustrates

the effect of a larger magnetic field in compressing the

electron beam diameter. Although the raw probe data is not

shown here, the probe characteristic curves indicated that

electron current exhibited strong saturation effects far

from the central beam region, while near the beam region

6h
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they did not. The likely explaination for this behavior is

that strong plasma oscillations in the central region result

in Bohm diffusio-n and a large transverse conductivity to the

probe. Outside this region the plasma oscillations are

absent or of a low amplitude and the transverse conductivity

to the probe is dominated by collisions and is much smaller

and the electron current saturates.The slope of the density

• data in figure 1 increases by a factor of 1.5 as the

magnetic field doubled. This implies that the slope varies

as the square root of the field, the diffusion coefficient

varies as the inverse of the field and Bohm diffusion

dominates the transverse motion of the electrons.

4"*d
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FIGURE CAPTION

FIGURE 1: Semilog plot of electron plasma density vs

relative position of the Langmuir probe for two values of

magnetic field.
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I. HIGH PERFORIMNCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY STULYE-S CF TILE !N AL

DECOM~oSITION OF1,.-BUTAiNED1AkMONI1UM DINI-:s'TE.

""I. S\NTHESIS OF INSENSITIVE ENERGETIC MIATERIAL-.

by

.. iurice C. Neveu

ABSTRACT

Samples of 1,4-buLant~diammonium dinitrate werc, thermallv icom.,--c

in the temperature range 175 0C to 275 0C and the decomposition pruocncts

were analyzed by High Performance Liquid Chromatogiaphv (HPLC).

tiSeveral compounds with possibly insur!titive high explosive properties

were synthesized: 3,5-dichiloro-Z-,4,6-trinitroanisole; 3,5-diomino-2,4,6-

trinitroanisole; 3-chloro-2,4,6-trinitrobenzoic acid; 3-aminQ.-2,4,')-

trinitrobenzoic acid; 3-chiloro-2,4,6-trinitroanisole; 3ain2-

3-chloro-'2,4,6-trinitr,,thi oanisole.
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INTRODUCT ION p

P

An explosives component of current interest is 1,4-butanediarmmonium

* .i~ra,.e (BDD).Mlchan-uitic situciecs on the thermal decomposiion of BD[1

* are being carried out mainly by Differential Scanning Calorimetry- (DSC).

:t is ti~e purpose of tnis work to supplement the DSC studie.; with Uigh

* .crtorrnance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) measurements, b% d;Eectlng chemical

v112u xes arising durn, .tEre thermal decomposition.

A:-,ther asn)ect 2 . .~s work is the synthesis )f insens-tive -igh

~..:~sive, speciali -. se drialogous to 3-amino-.,4,o-tninitrotoluene.

: as ,,een inown Eha!t ",T is marktedly desensi tizo: to irmuxc,. and - .ock

tEs movicj ilr n:odi: i; Eion Eu 3-rio2 bELitrotoluerit I ol-:'~

.e1naurl'E, c~lculattjd C-J pressures and -conation vclcc-it -

~..~Cd~cmyrovefd pt'r,, r,:ance over Ehat of 2, ', .- t initrotolu;ene.

c-.nflE'eti, *Etiway 'oL''owed was generally ThaL iowm;- 11 n 14

::&.v.:r,other pithways 'were follov;ed or a,-emptec isdsr~~ nte

Z.

section.

R R
NO >~NO

Cv I2 N' H .

NOZ O

Fig. I%
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"4 J
EXPE R E1 .T A L

Hieh Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC Studies ,F Thermal

Decomposition of 14-Butanediammonium Dinitrate (bDD)

Samples of BDD were heated in an open aluminum Perkin-Elmer

Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) cup on a Fisher-Johns melting

point apparatus hot stage for a given period of time at a given

temperature. The preweighed sample was weighed again after the heating

to determine any weight loss. The cup was then dropped in a vial

containing 2.0 ml of HPLC grade methanol to dissolve the residue in

the cup, and an aliquot of 0.15 ml was injected into a Waters High

Performance Liquid Chromatograph equipped witd a refractive index detectCr,

and the chromatogram was recorded on a Gow-Mi: Model 7C-)OO chart recorder.

The following cond:tions were used throughout Lhe serie of measurements:

*1

flow rate 1.5 ml/:ninite; pressure limit 4000 l:/in2; atenuator 64x;

chart speed I inch/minute. The mobile phase %,,,s HPLC gr ide methanol

and the column used was a Waters WBONDAPAK C containi ig low -olarity
18

stationary phase suited for reverse partition chromatography.

BDD was prepared by the addition of 3.0 ml of 15M HNO 3 to a well-stirred

solution of 2.0 g of 1,4-diaminobutane in 25 ml of absolute ethanol.

A solid precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration and recrvstallized

three times from 95% ethanol to give the BDD product melting at138.0-118.5°C.

BDD samples were dried in a vacuum oven at 700 C before, use. Many set.

of temperature and iating periods were used. Each set was run at least Tn

dupI icate. :'he da i :n Table I is a sclectio I ror, tl, ,, Ltaii v o1 - run.>

bet'.een 175 and - - ,', choren to give increr : ts '5

S,,52-3
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TABLE I

Temperature Heating Period % Wt. Loss Peat% Position (cm) Percent1
(C) (minutes) First Second 2nd Pea,

175 3C 12.2 5.'3 6.o9 2.3
175 60 15.8 5.25 6.16 1.6
200 30 9.1 5.25 6.04 3.2
200 60 13.6 5.25 5.9O 4.3
225 20 12 .0 5.25 5.78 9.0
225 30 40.9 5.25 5.74 57.0
225 60 50.0 5.21 5.74 44.7
250 20 22.7 5.20 5.83 68.4
250 30 27.3 5.25 5.85 75.0

250 40 43.5 5.25 5.35 76.9

275 5 53.3 5.25 5.93 74.1
275 10 41.7 5.20 5.35 76.0
275 15 65.2 5.15 5.85 87.5
275 20 53.3 5.25 5.95 79.1
275 30 56.0 5.30 6.00 86.7

275 40 41.9 5.30 5.90 79.0

5.23± 0.05 5.90± 0.12

"he chromatograms showed tao peaks. The first one %,as centered at 5.23 cm

from the injection position corro:s.onding to a retention time of 1-'- seconds.

he second peak at 5.90 cm corresponds to a retention time o- 139 seconds.

rhe intensity of the st-cond peak increases as tempcrature an( period of

.ieating are increased -ndicating that it is due to a decomposition product.

Ehe nature of the decomposition product cannot be ascertaintd at this

juncture without additional information such as mass spectror etric data.

It had been anticipated that pyrrolidinium nitrate, formed from cyclization

of BDD, might be a decomposition product. However, an authentic sample of

it run in the same manner gave a peak at 5.35 cm. The first peak is the

characteristic one for unreacted BDD. It might be noted that there is a

fairly good correspondence between %t. Loss and intensity of the second

:Deai tabulated as Percent 2nd peak. Especially to !c noted is the large

cIlange ii. the values .. e-n the 20 and 3. minut, runs at 2. - -.

5
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_-_ihlor,6-riitro__isole. T o a nitr a'ing i x ur - onsnstr 

of 4. ml of 3 0% olew_'. (30% SO3 in concfontrate,4 H 0,S) Fn(- of
3

90". M) 3 was added C-60 g of 3.5-dichloroanisoji-. The solk tion wa's

kept in ice bath for one hour vhich was then al!oved to 'a-rm to 250C

and kept at that temperature overnight. The temperature vas raised

slowly to 800C, kept there for two hours, then again raised slowly to

97 C and kept at that temperature fcr four hours. The reaction mixture

was then poured into 100 ml of ice rater to y, eli 0.61 g of a light

yellow solid, m.p. 83-86 0C. The NMR spectrum in.:ated, essentially,

replacement of the :-ree aromatic protons by n: gr U 3.

3,5-di~nino-2, 46-tr ,njt roanisole. Anhy. rous a- ;ia -a: b .-b le, for

• 15 minutes into a solution consisting of 3,5-d2cn1orc-2,4, -trntroanisole

dissolved in 2 ml of absolute ethanol. The solut.on underw.nt a change

from colorless to red to orange during the bubbling proces,. and then

to yeLlow after a 3C :-.=nute reflux period. The r,'action o: sure was

poudred into 20 ml of ice water to yield 0.051 g of a yello- solid which

did not melt when heated to 300°C.

3-chloro-2,h,6-trnirobenzoic acid. To a nitratng mixture consisting

of 1.5 ml of 30% oleum and 90% HNO 3 was added 0.270 g of 3-chlorobenzoic

% 0
acid. The solution was heated at 95 C with stirring for 5 days to

yield 0.116 g of white solid, m.p. 181-162°C. NM? analysis .nlicqte!
0

placement of three nitrc groups of the aromatic ing.

3-armino-2,I-,6-trinitrobenzoic acid. Anhydrous ar.-onia was bubbled into
.

a solution consisting of 0.034 g of 3-chloro-2, ,6-trinitrobenzoic acid

in 2.0 ml of absolute ethanol for fifteen minutes. The sol ition was then

refluxed for 50 minutcs and upon cooling added *.) 10 Ml of ice water.

Extraction with ether, followed by evaporation ct the ethe-, yielded

0.026 g of yellow so_-I which did not melt when :ieated to '0C.

S.
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IN

J-chr o-j - -tri: .. oanSoe. A miXt, re con ring 0' i ot C.nc

2 Sol2 I of conc N,40 and 0.50 g of 3-trIC canisole i heated

gradually to 95°C over a period of 4 hours ii .i water hac,. The heat

.4-w was then turned off and the bath allowed to srand overigt. The react in

m i*xt.re was poured into 100 ml of ice water tc Ield 0 59 < nf ,-

red solid, m.p. 75-78
0
C. N" Analysis Indicstel placement of tre' ntt.r2

groups on the aromatc ring.

3-amino-2,,6-trnltroanisole. Anhydrous anwnonia was bubbled for one-half

hour through a solution containing 0.051 g of ?-chloro-2,-.6-tr1niroan1.o-:.

0dissolved in 10 m.l of absolute ethanol. The solution turred brov"

immediately at the teginning of the bubbling process. The reaction

mixture was then re:'uxed for one-half hour. Te volume c the reaction

uas rcduced to 3 'U T'Is -as then poured Intc ) - o! e

'.ft..r centrif.,acl-u.013 g of startiv rat..: I1 . - . .

7he supernatant was ad,led to 20 nal of Lce wate: 4 ,o crys;; Ls fr3e .

even after allowi g it to stLnd in a cold-roon -aintain.-! it 3"-

overnight. The aque,us solution vas extracted -. th ethe: ,'

g of yellov s, AI. which did not elt h eate
. 

-'

!-e':oro-l.,6-'-r~n.trotoluene. To a nitratir.i -ixtur' : f

3.0 ". of 15: oleu.ti and 1.8 ul of 90- HNO was eided 03 .1 of

3-chlorotoluene. The mixture was maintsned at OOC over n pericd cr

one hour and then at 95°C for 3 hours after vh.:-% It $ ;o-jr, into

13C -. of ice water to yield 0.83 g of .Iht y, ..ov cr-:,s', s.

_n .,.'3! Indicated the placemer: of tnr4e '.tr? . .

on the srom-tlc ri:...

32-6
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mi

/3

-hi.s solid mnvy poss~bly lie im pure -L n - i. -. n tr - u.e . . ] ,'C

* -S..................

3 - chIo7o -2 4,_6 - tr In1 r__ochioan :o . To 0.,8 of KOH ssolved

o f1 a, bso u t c c thano L 1 -as ad d ecd 00 o f 3-c h.1 ro t t iophe: o I. tic

be:hrough Eie solution for ieen minutes. A hl' e recl

'.w ." ?:C!, .' forn" e'. 'ho rw;,.:,ri,.atnt .'s poured !:io. 14o :nll of co ,"' -r

'-'t~~~th r-agnesl. sulf.at,,e f I .terc and e'vaporazed eo 1oFa g-' : ,

• ' v'-el~~~ ~~~~~~d 0 .76 g, o f o I v I- ':d. T e '''c r ,s !. o ".c : :, * ..

c, 

-0

-7 : tc a -. , . , t, C ' : . - ,, " .. . . ., ..

t :w

),,ll::]-
2
Aj' flnir. thioan;. ::o To 0C;.48 of:' KO'I ;:ssolv.ed" :n,

Vatc

strict.-! <-1Q et1-r. 7.- ct
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Preparation of 3-chloro-2,4,6-trinitrobenzoic acid was carried

out via oxidation of 3-chloro-2,4,6-trinitrotoluene with a 2Cr 07.L-_'
2 2T

in concentrated H 2S0 o. In a representative reaction 3.30 g of

3-chioro-2,4,6-trinitrotoluene was dissolved in 50.0 ml of concentratea

H2 SO4 and 4.23 g of Na2Cr 072H 0 was added portionwise over a period
2 4 2C207 2

of 70 minutes. The temperature rose from 23.5°C to 33.0°C during the

addition and a color change from yellow to brown was observed during

that period. The reaction mixture was placed in a water bath maintained

anol cwe" to i stirring :'r 0 ays "

color had changeo to . reen.The reaction mix-ture was roured into 50 D:"

ice water, and 0.09 : of solid precipitated. 'NT analysis of tne solid

* indicated it to be about 6',0 starta- material and 3-5 3-chlorc- ,

, trinitrobenzoic acid. The aqueous layer was extracted with 350 m' of

ether. After evaporation of the ether, 2.6 c of a solid was obtained.

solution was acidfied with 2C and extracted with ether to yield aslid

whicn melted at !7-17 C. 2. analvsis o" both solids corresonced to

,- ,ite we. v"it!, the ::.:ci:. ¢:t o: t.w .rouuct c :t",tc.c

.,] :-ch~iorobenzoic acic re tiortec above.

*Attempts were mace to convert 3- nirotoluene to i- Tzno-.,- ,~u

Ctrinitrotouene by cynverting: the a sino froup to a carb r ate w:t.

ethyl chlorocartonate to protect it Juring the nitration of the aromatic

=r.i" and zu'cze'uently retheovin, t rotectini- i-roup by hydrolysis

tn , ; e t:, e : r' : ]-'m: o-2,.. , -triLnit~r( toiue.,.e. 7.e sc t:m( ",-

i, ,.
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1. Introduction

This report discusses recent progress in the development of a
real-time beam profiling system to be used in the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (AFWL) Laser Damage Laboratory [I]. The objectives of that

development effort are real time operation with adequate spatial
resolution and wide dynamic range. During the Mini-Grant period,

measurements were made to evaluate the use of two solid state imaging
devices (SSID) in the system. The results of those measurements are
presented and discussed here.

SSID's are attractive for beam profiling because they do not

contain a scanning electron beam. Thus many problems associated with
conventional camera tubes, such as geometric distortion, image burn-in,
and capacitive lag are eliminated or minimized [2]. The SSID's used in
the present study included a frame-transfer charge-coupled-device (CCD)

camera [3] and a charge-injection-device (CID) camera [4].

4' A brief description of the beam profiling system is presented along
* with the specific interfacing requirements of the SSID's used in the

study. Performance of each SSID was determined by measurements of fixed

pattern noise, dynamic range, and modulation transfer function. The
measurements are described and their results presented and discussed.
Finally, images of a CW diode laser beam, obtained with each SSID, are
presented.

2. System Description

A block diagram of the beam profiling system, as it was configured
for this study, is shown in figure 1. The spatial distribution of light

PTICAL r E PU% VIDEO IMAGE 8-BIT IMAE IVGE

INPUT _ LUDER PROCESSIN DISPLAY
NTERFACE COMPTER

TEST IR
CCNTROL CIRCUITRY

SIGNALS

. IEYBOArl IHARD DISK
KEYB ARQ MEMORY

Figure I. Block diagram of the SSID/8-bit image processor beam

profiling svstem.

(the image) incident on the sensor under test varied depending on the

specific measurements being made, but in all cases it consisted of the
coherent output of a 633 nm helium-neon laser. The camera video output

is digitized in the computer (an RCI Trapix 5500 image processing
system) to a maximum of 256 grey levels (8 bits) and displayed on the
512 pixel X 512 pixel monitor. An external and versatile set of
software programs, some of which will be described later, enable a wide
varijety ot interactive and hatch mode image analvsis/processing

53-1
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operations. Selected images may optionally be stored in the hard disk

memory.

The 8-bit image processor can accept camera data in either RS
170/NTSC standard video, non-standard video, or even digital format.
The CID camera used in this study (GE model TN 2509) outputs a
non-standard video signal. For the image processor to properly receive
such a signal, it must be accompanied by a pixel clock plus horizontal

* and vertical reset signals, all in TTL-compatible, differential form.
The CID camera provides these control signals in single-ended form;

thus, the interface circuitry for it (see fig. 1) consists of a simple

differential line driver. The CCD camera (VSP Labs model SC 505)
outputs standard video, which the image processor can format to 512 X
512 with a 1:1 aspect ratio without additional control signals. Thus no
interface circuitry is needed with that camera.

The fact that it outputs standard video gives the CCD camera a
significant advantage when used in the AFWL beam profiling system. This
is because many of the system's image analysis/processing software

* programs can be used only with standard video images. For example,
whereas both the gain and offset of the digitizer voltage window can be

adjusted to improve the grey level range of digitized standard video

- ." images, only the offset can be adjusted with non-standard-video images.

3. Fixed Pattern Noise

Also called spatial uniformity of sensor responsivity, fixed
pattern noise is the non-random pixel-to-pixel variation of sensor
output, both for dark current (no illumination) and uniform illumination
of the sensor. To obtain data, the grey level offset of each camera was

first adjusted (using system software) for optimal suppression of
background noise. Then, dark current frames were obtained and stored

(in the hard disk memory) with the sensors covered, and frames for two
levels of uniform illumination were obtained and stored using the
optical arrangement illustrated in figure 2. Neutral density filters

120 cm* O9X M I. -

NEO';lASERTEST

ND 23 ;Jm

FILTERS PINHOLE

A
Figure 2. Optical arrangement used to measure fixed pattern noise of

the SSID sensocs.

were used t. adjust the intensity of the laser Light, which was focused
with a LOX microscope objective and used to illuminate the 23 om diame-

ter pinhole of a spatial filter. The central lobe of the resulting Airy
diffraction pattern expanded to a diameter of approximately 8 cm at the

53-2
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plane of the camera sensors, whose positions were adjusted so as to be

optimally centered in the beam. The dimensions of the CCD and CID
camera sensors, 6.0 x 4.5 mm and 7.3 x 7.1 mm, respectively, were much
smaller than that of the diffraction pattern, thereby assuring

.: reasonably uniform illumination.

Typical data frames are shown in figure 3 for the CCD camera and in

figures 4 and 5 for the CID camera. The unenlarged images in figures 4a

and 5a show that the CID images do not use the full 512 X 512 monitor

frame. This is because of the non-standard video nature of the CID
camera output. The camera sensor has a 260 horizontal by 253 vertical
square pixel format which is transmitted to the image processor one

pixel at a time via the above-mentioned control signals. Thus, only the
central 260 X 253 pixels of the 512 X 512 image processor (and its
monitor) are used. System software also permits image enlargement up to

8X. For example, figure 4b and figures 5b and 5c are 2X enlargements of
figures 4a and 5a, respectively. The fringes evident in figures 3b and
3c are due to coherent interference effects caused by a protective glass

faceplate provided with the CCD camera, which could not be easily

* removed. The CID camera was provided with a protective faceplate also,
but it was easily removed. Thus, fringing was not a problem with that

S. camera as evidenced in figures 5b and 5c.

Analysis of the stored data frames was performed using a series of

system software programs that calculate grey level statistics of any

portion of an image. Thus, the superimposed histograms in figures 3, 4,

and 5 indicate the distribution of pixel grey levels (from 0-255)

throughout each frame. System software can also compute grey level
means and standard deviations; thus, for example, in figures 3b and 5b

the means/standard deviations are, respectively, 96.3/6.2 and 102.6/2.8.
The profiles superimposed in the figures indicate the variation of grey

levels along the line of pixels directly beneath the straight-line

cursor. Except for the effects of the interference-induced fringes in
figure 4, the profiles are quite flat, indicating the absence of

geometric distortion, which is a problem with electron-beam scanned

e.. devices such as the silicon vidicon [1,51. The integers 96 and 98 in
figure 3c illustrate the magnitude of the interference effect caused by

the faceplate on the CCD camera.

To quantify the spatial variation of sensor responsivity, the
percent pattern noise, defined as the ratio of grey level standard

deviation to grey level mean, was calculated for both the full sensor

and the central 2.5 X 2.4 mm portion thereof for each camera using
system software and the image frames shown in figures 3, 4, and 5. The

results are given in table 1, from which three observations can be made.
First, note that for each camera taken separately, pattern noise values
for the central 2.5 x 2.4 mm portion of the sensor are verv similar to
those for the full sensor. This further illustrates the absence of anv

serious geometric distortion with these SSID cameras. Next, the dark
current pattern noise of the CCD camera is significantly lower (better)
than that of the CID camera. Finally, the photosensitivity pattern

noise (responsivity to uniform illumination) of the CID camera appears
to be better than that of the CCD camera, an apparent contradiction
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%

Table 1. Percent Pattern Noise (grey level standard
deviation/grey level mean) of the two SSID

sensors.

CAMERA PORTION OF SENSOR DARK UNIFORM
CURRENT ILLUMINATION

CCD Full 6.0 x 4.5 mm 12.1 6.5 -

Central 2.5 x 2.4 mm 11.7 6.1

CID Full 7.5 x 7.1 mm 17.4 2.7

Central 2.5 x 2.4 mm 17.1 2.3

since the CID camera has a higher dark current pattern noise figure.
This can probably be explained in terms of the faceplate-induced

interference problem observed with the CCD camera (see figure 3) but

not with the CID camera. With its faceplate removed, the CCD camera's
photosensitivity pattern noise may be comparable to that of the CID

camera.

4. System Dynamic Range

In this study, dynamic range was defined in terms of the range of
input optical intensities producing a linear variation of video voltage

in one image frame. Since the beam profiling system involves two
voltage windows, i.e., that of the SSID camera and that of the 8-bit

digitizer, the dynamic range of the system is set by the component with
the smaller voltage window. Furthermore, since the camera video signal
can easily be attenuated before it enters the computer (see figure 1),
the voltage window of the camera can always be made smaller than that of

the digitizer, making the dynamic range of the system identical with
that of the camera. Alternatively, for cameras or video signals with
voltage windows much smaller than that of the digitizer, an amplifier

can be used to ensure full use of the 256 level grey scale range of the
digitizer.

To measure camera dynamic range, a suitable lens was added to the
arrangement of figure 2 such that the pinhole was imaged onto the device
sensor. The resulting video signal was monitored with an oscilloscope.

Starting with the illumination level at which sensor saturation became
barely evident on the oscilloscope (defined as the 100% transmittance
level), the laser was attenuated with neutral density filters of various
transmittances and the amplitude of the resulting video signal recorded

at each transmittance level. The results were then normalized to their

respective maximum values and least-squares-fitted with straight lines,

as shown in figure 6. The noise level line shown in the figure

k
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Figure 6. Results of the dynamic range measurements.

represents that of both cameras because their normalized noise values
were virtually identical. Note that this result is based on the

assumption that the data in figure 6 continues its linear dependence
from the lowest measured transmittance level (8.4%) to the noise level.
To verify this assumption, more data near the noise level would be
needed.

Assuming that the data in figure 6 is linear from the saturation
level (100% light transmittance) to the noise level, the dynamic range
is the ratio of the maximum and minimum optical intensities above the

* noise level, i.e., 100% divided by the percent light transmitted at
which the least-squares-fit and noise lines intersect. In figure 6, the

" intersections are at 5.9% and 2.1%, respectively, for the CCD and CID
cameras. Therefore, their dynamic range are approximately 17 and 47,

respectively.

. 5. Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

The MTF of an optical sensor is the rolloff of sensor response with
.4-, increasing spatial frequency. It characterizes the ability of the

sensor to resolve fine detail within the object. In beam profiling, theN 10detection of fluctuations such as hot spots would depend on this

property of the sensor.

To measure the MTF's of the two subject SSID's, the optical svstem
of figure " was modified as shown in figtire 7. The Airy diffraction
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TEST TARGET

L I  L,

SSID CA.MERA

f 2f 2f,

4q

Figure 7. Optical arrangement used to measure sensor modulation

transfer functions.
'.4

pattern produced by the pinhole was collimated with the first lens in

4 the figure and used to uniformly illuminate a chromium USAF 1951
resolution test target, which uses pairs of orthogonal 3-bar patterns to

* synthesize a wide range of spatial frequencies. Portions of the
* illuminated test target were then imaged onto the camera sensor with the
*- second lens, which was positioned for unity magnification. Typical
*' images are shown in figures 8 and 9 for the CID and CCD cameras,

respectively. Figures 8a and 9a show that the CID camera produces a
much smaller image of the test target than the CCD camera. This is a
result of the relative sizes of the active pixel elements in the two
sensors. The pixels in the CID sensor are approximately 3 times as
large on a side as those in the CCD sensor. Thus, the amount of light
that illuminates one CID pixel and is transmitted to one image processor
pixel will illuminate approximately 9 CCD pixels and occupy 9 image
processor pixels. This point is further illustrated bv figure 8b, a 3X
software enlargement of figure 8a, which shows approximately the same
portion of the test target as the IX image in figure 9a. Figures 8c and
9b illustrate the relatiye resolution of the two cameras at spatial
frequencies above 16 mm- (test target group 4 and above). The CCD %
camera is clearly better.

To obtain MTF curves, enlarged images of various portions (spatial
frequencies) of the test target were then analyzed using system
software. At each spatial frequency, the digitizer grey levels
representing maximum and minimum image irradiance (g and g ,•max m
respectivelv) were obtained from appropriate profiles and used to
calculate the relative modulation M using the expression M = (g -max
gmi )(g ax + gmin ). This was done for both vertical and horizontal

spatial trequences For example, the images used to measure the
vertical frequency responses of the CID and CCD cameras are shown in
figures 10 and 11, respectively. The decreasing minimum/maximuTm
excursion of the profiles shown in the two figures illustrate the
rol off of the vertical frequency responses of the two cameras. The
results of analvzing these and simi lariv images are iescribod and
plotted in figures 12 and 1 1, respectivelv, for the CID and CCD cameras.
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N 7. Summary and Conclusions

The AFWL beam profiling system, configured for the use of two SSID

cameras and an 8-bit image processor, has been described and evaluated.

The versatility of the system permits the use of a suitable video
amplifier or attenuator to ensure full use of both the dynamic range of

" the sensor and the 256 grey levels of the digitizer.

The CID camera requires a differential line driver in order to

interface with the image processor. Because the CCD camera outputs
standard RS 170/NTSC video, it needs no interface circuitry.
Furthermore, because of the CCD camera's standard video format, more of
the system's image analysis/processing software programs can be used
with it than with the CID camera.

The performance measurements showed that the CCD camera has better
dark current pattern noise and wider spatial frequency bandwidth
(resolution) than the CID camera. On the other hand, the CID camera
appears to have a slightly wider dynamic range than the CCD device, but
further measurements are needed to confirm this result. A fair
comparison of the photosensitivity pattern noise of the two devices
could not be made because the permanent protective faceplate on the CCD
camera caused interference fringes that were not present with the CID camera.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using laser

Raman spectroscopy as a structural probe in biophysical aspects of eye

p." research (1,2). The success achieved in the determination of sulfhydryl

concentration changes along the optical axis during aging suggests its

use In determining structural changes in corneal glycosaminoglycans. No

precedent for this type study exists in the biochemical literature. An

extensive literature review has indicated only one publication involving

Raman spectroscopy of glycosaminoglycans from commercial sources (3) and

one report of spectra of intact feline corneal collagen 4). Our

laboratory has been involved in a study of age related changes in

corneal glycosaminoglycans using high performance liquid

-'. chromatography. The use of laser Raman spectroscopy as a structural

probe for these changes is an extension of this work. We have developed

a microcomputer interfaced laser Raman spectrometer for this purpose.

Biological applications of Raman spectroscopy have increased with

the advent of reliable instrumentation, in particular, laser sources.

Raman spectroscopy offers several advantages over traditional methods

in determining structural characteristics of biomolecules. Spectra are

amenable to molecular-level interpretation with accessible low frequency

modes sensitive to conformational changes in the molecule. Sample size

requirements are small and spectra can be determined in *'e liquid or

solid phase 3r in sollition. There is minimal interference by water In

the spectral region from 2000-200 cm- 1 and therefore aqueous solutions

of biological systems may be studied. The primary disadvantage

*, encountered in biological systems is the interference from fluorescent or

Sp.
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luminescent background which accompanies irradiation of biological

systems with intense laser sources (5.6).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monochromator - The monochromator serving as the central element

of the spectrometer system is the SPEX Model 1403 which was made

available for this project through Los Alamos Laboratories. The 1403 is

a modified Czerny-Turner 0.85-m double spectrometer. It has an aperture

of f/7.8 and stray-light rejection of 10
- 4• The spectrometer is equipped

with two kinematically mounted 1800 gr/mm holographic gratings yielding a

resolution of 0.15 c&-1 at 5791 Angstroms. The spectral region of 31000-

S11000 cm- I is covered by a ministep drive unit allowing increments as

fine as 0.0025 cm
- 1 

with an accuracy of +/- 1 cm
- 1 

over 10000 cm
- 

and a

- repeatability of +/- 0.2 cm- 1
. The system has four straight, bilaterally

adjustable slits continuously adjustable from 3 microns to 3 mm. Scan

control of the spectrometer is via a SPEX CDZA COMPUDRIVE

microprocessor-based scan controller. In the present configuration, the
--

CD2A is operated in burst mode allowing incremental scan as small as one
-in

•' motor step. External triggering and status lines permit communication

with external peripheral devices. Shared control with a computer system

is available through a two-way RS232 interface.

-i". LASER - The laser source chosen for the spectrometer system is the

-6 Coherent INNOVA 70 series arqon ion laser. The laser is a two watt

* rnilt~iine ~laser ,:]pab.e t ;'ippl,'.n-i 900 millwatts at 514.5 nm in,

milliwatts at 488.0 nm. The laser uses a multiline/single line mirror

holder. For multiline operation, the reflector is mounted normal to the

laser bore. For single line operation, the reflector Is moved and a prism

6

in.
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is placed intracavity. The prism allows individual wavelengths to be

A selected when the vertical tuning knob is turned. The wavelength

selector assembly has a bimetallic design which compensates for changes

in angular alignment caused by temperature, thereby stabilizing output

power. The power supply provides dc power to the laser tube and head

from a 208 VAC three-phase line through a silicon controlled rectifier

circuit. The laser is operated in either a current or light regulated

-mode. In the current mode, passback current is fed back to the input to

A'. provide closed-loop regulation of laser tube current. In the light

regulated mode, a signal from a photocell is used to control the current

* regular to maintain constant laser output power.-A
DETECTION - The spectrometer uses a photon-counting detector

system. The system is developed around a Thorn EMI 9813A

photomultiplier suitable for low-level and photon counting applications.

The bialkali photocathode has low dark-current at ambient temperatures

permitting use of standard non-refrigerated photomultiplier housing. The

photomultlplier is powered by a Thorn EMI 300OR, 3 kv power supply.

Signals are detected in a Thorn EMI APED II high speed amplifier-

discriminator with pulse pair resolution of 15 ns. TTL output is

available directly from this unit.

A' DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL_- The ADALAB data acquisition system

by Interactive Microware is used for both data acquisition and instrument

-or tr)l. Thio ncrsompuer. base,1 system :ons; .sts )t both hardware he

ADALAB interface board, and extensive software, the OUICK 1,0 program,

for interfacing applications of laboratory instrumentation. Each module

consists of a 12 bit analog to digital (A/D) converter subsystem, a 12 bit

r.5,

-4
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e. digital to analog (D/A) converter subsystem, 8 bit digital and parallel

input/output subsystems, and a 32 bit countdown timer for a real-time

mm clock/timer subsystem. The latter three subsystems are utilized in the

I.

,w~spectrometer. The QUICK 1/0 program allows the use of short, easy to use

i" commands from within Applesoft programs. The system used is

- specifically designed for use with an Apple 11 series microcomputer.

, However, the procedures are general and adaptable to other systems,

W" particularly the IBM PC and compatibles, for which comparable hardware

~and software are available.

The other components of the spectrometer are standard optical

~~hardware. Oriel mirrors with appropriate mountings are used to direct r

' the laser beam Into an unmodified Oriel sample housing. The beam is

• introduced through the bottom of the cell housing and collected normal ,

to the cell surface. It is focused on the entrance slit through an Oriel

X-Y-Z lens assembly. kd~ustment of the image in the orthogonal X-Y

[. plane as well as focus in the Z plane allows for ready optimizing the b

"monochromator throughput. The sample compartment is coupled directly to 6 i

the monochromator through a specially machined aluminum flange.

11. RESULTS- AND DISCUSSION

The software for the control ot the spectrometer is written entirely e

in Applesoft Basic and is a modification of the program originally written '

by/ DeBellis and Low ..7). Th - chol(:e tf this language was, dictated by the _

av ~ ~ ) ii r i ',, n - AI'AL.AB 1,11, F l' , S'jS*eM inu' )I K )softwalr

which was developed tor the Apple 11 series computers. The normal BASIC

PEEK and POKE commands which respectively ret,irn one byte from memory

or place one byte into memory are replaced with Quiick 1,/0 statements

54-4
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used to access counters, timers. I/O ports and other memory mapped

devices. Thus, this wedge in the BASIC interpreter allows BASIC to

accept special commands which address the devices on the ADALAB board.

For example, the command:

D% = 1:&DOO

brings output bit 0 of the ADALAB digital output port high. All QUICK I/O

commands are preceded by the ampersand. Variable D% is the byte value

read from or sent to a port. DOO stands for digital output bit zero.

Similarly.

&AIO, &PIO. &T02

mean analog input on card zero, parallel input on card zero and timer

U. output two respectively. Card zero refers to channel zero or the first

ADALAB board in the system. Timer two refers to one of four timers per

board.

The spectrometer control program is completely menu driven with

each item in the menu generating a specific self-explanatory command.

The main menu is:

A. COUNT INTERVAL
B. SET SCAN PARAMETERS AND BEGIN
C. CATALOG A DISKETTE
D. SAVE DATA ON A DISKETTE

V E. READ A DATA FILE
F. PLOT DATA WITH CURSOR

%, G. ADD CONSTANT TO DATA
H. RUN PMT TEST
I. PLOT DATA ON THE PRINTER
PLT ')ATA )N A RECIcPDEP

K. END

Selection of opt ion "S" on the main menu brings up a submeno wh', h

addresses itself to :ontrol )t the monochromator through the CD2A

nmpudrive. consequenty. the items on the menu qenerally rorre~p~nd

-"U..%
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, the CD2A keyboard. Options for data entry on either the Apple II keyboard .'

alone or in conjunction with the CD2A keyboard are available. The latter

feature was Incorporated for development and testing purposes and the

former for actual spectra determinations. This mode of operation

" is initiated when the Remote key of the CD2A is pressed and two-way

RS3 communication ensues. All keys on the CD2A are then disabledan

r the parameters and instructions must be sent by the external device.

1.P

~The scan menu is:

5 A. START POSITION %
- B END POSITION."
~C. SET POSITION %

D BURST INCREMENT
Ii F SHUTTER HIGH POSITION "

F, SHUTTER HLGW POSITION

G. LASER LINE
H. NUMBER OF SCANS'"'
I. SET BURST SCAN,
J GO TO SET POSITION ,'

K. TRIGGER SCAN s"
RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Under normal operating conditions, a spectral scan would be rn by r_

entering parameters for A, B. D. G, H, 1, and K In sequence. Shutter

control E and F protect the photomultiplier from intense Rayleigh

s-atterl,nq at 'he laser trequent'/.

Upon entering the choice -K" from the scan menu, the followinq ,

sequ ence )f even's etccurs, The spectrometer slews to the start poDs, tDn. ,

'n the C2 keyoaf d.1,ntihe r2A dentryller rather than I ke yboard

a" o e ; r n co js waitrh -kne o a a le. Te l atter

fnrorporated fn he controllerv In order to prevent data acqusten

formng scan )peratlors and to synchronize mechanical movement ot he

ipeitrmter whth e eripheral omputer, three o the stats waney -t

.!
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the controller are employed. These lines are active low when the .

spectrometer is poised at the start position, when the spectrometer is

sitting at the end of scan, and when the spectrometer is dwelling between

increments in the burst scan mode respectively. Pauses in the program

are introduced by using these status lines as digital inputs to the

interface board and using the program line:

200 &D12:IF D%>O THEN 200

The program will then idle at this line until the status line becomes

active low, at which point the spectrometer is poised for the next

* operation.

TTL pulses from the photomultiplier are coupled to the interface

card through an open collector NAND gate. One of the gate inputs is

simply the TTL pulses originating at the amplifier-discriminator circuit.

the frequency of which are proportional to light intensity. The second

.nput of the gate is connected to one of the digital output lines of the

interface card. The time interval for which this output is high is

controlled by interval timer of the interface card and is programmed in

as "Count Interval". The output of the NAND gate flows to bit 6

of the digital output lines. In this case. bit 6 of the parallei output

has been changed to an input with the command. POKE 49714.191. And

serves as the Timer 3 input which has been confiqured for pulse

counting with the command POKE 49723.32. The proqram lnesper.'r 'n,

Irlctiaris are

-4
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265 D%=32767:&T03:REM SET TIMER 3 TO MAXIMUM COUNT
270 D%=O:&DOl:REM OPEN HAND GATE
275 D%=TIME*1O-&TO1:REM START TIME INTERVAL
280 &TII

285 IF D%>O THEN 280:REM CONTINUE TIME INTERVAL TO END
290 D%=O:&DOh:REM CLOSE NAND GATE
295 &TI3:DCOUNT=D%:REM READ NUMBER OF PULSES -

300 D=32767-DCOUNT '

Two spectra are displayed during each scan. the data for the

current scan and the updated average for previous scans of the same

sample. The display also gives the current location in wavenumbers, the

count for the particular data point as collected and the number

of the scan being run. After data collection is ended, the complete

spectrum is dispiayed on The screen. Facilities are included for

changing either axis for scale expansion and a routine for finding peak

intensities and positions called "plot with the cursor" Details of these

features are found in DeBellis and Low (7'. A complete program lstinq is

f: inl in Appendix

IV. CONCLUSION

The spectrometer system described represents a relati.,e,,

inexpensive device assembled from readily available components The

princ.ples employed in interfacin0  t.e spectrome-r and c:mp'i'. -

Spe:lfc '- he AALAAB b -3rl bu hc &nuiJ be , JAptable n r yy;'
wIlth suitable modfi.cations Phae c , "he ['re-' .

!eeriinai-i n D. Paman sp- >r .i x ,-3 : r .- : 'r' i5 1-

'

5--
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ABSTRACT

An adaptive grid generation technique is developed for

viscous flow problems. The equations governing the grid

adaptation are based on a variational statement resulting in a

set of elliptic partial differential equations in which

*-'" adaptation can occur independently in each coordinate direction.

The method allows for control of adaptation and orthogonality

while smoothness is implicit in the solution to the elliptic

equations. The method ha-s been designed specifically to provide

the highly stretched grids required for adaptation to the

0 boundary layer regions. The grid generation equations are

coupled with a thin layer Navier-Stokes code to solve a transonic

axisymmetric projectile flow problem. The grid is adapted to the

pressure gradient in the streamwise direction and to the velocity

gradient in the direction normal to the projectile surface. The

results for a projectile at Mach 0.96 show that the use of a

solution adapted grid can enhance the accuracy of the solution.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Armament Laboratory at Eglin Air Force Base is

, currently developing computational methods to determine the

motion of stores released at transonic speeds. Critical to an

accurate prediction of the store motion is an accurate

calculation of the aerodynamic forces acting on the store. For a

standard projectile configuration, the aerodynamic force

can be divided into three components: the surface pressure

-drag.the viscous drag and the baseflow drag of which the baseflow

55-1
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drag can be as much as 50% of the total drag. It is, therefore,

important to develop an accurate and efficient solution

technique for the computation of viscous transonic projectile

aerodynamics with baseflow.

The published results on the application of the thin layer

Navier-Stokes codes indicate that the thin layer Navier-Stokes

p approximation has the potential to give accurate solutions for a

projectile baseflow problem at transonic speeds provided a good

grid network is used. In fact, it has become evident that the

grid network can have a large influence on the solution, a

condition which has motivated research efforts to develop

adequate grid generation techniques. Analysis of the truncation

error terms arising from the discrete representation of the

governing equations in the flow domain has shown that the

curvilinear coordinates comprising the grid network must vary

smoothly, maintain orthogonality and be well adapted to the

physics of the problem in order to reduce the truncation error

magnitude and subsequently increase the solution accuracy. A

variety of proven methods are capable of providing grid networks U
with the first two grid characteristics, smoothness and

orthogonality, however enhancement of the third characteristic,

adaptivity, is difficult, especially if the location of the

important physical gradients is not known a priori. A promising

approach to this problem is that of solution adaptive grid

generation techniques.

One such adaptive grid generation technique was developed

during the 1985 GSSSP program at Eglin Air Force Base as reported

55-2
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in reference (i]. It is the purpose of this research to continue

development, testing and application of the method to solve

projectile baseflow problems. During the testing phase, however,

two problems were found that rendered the method insufficient for -.

application to the viscous flow problems. First, the equations

for adaptive gridding were not necessarily elliptic, which

created problems in the solution procedure. Second, the

extremely refined mesh required for resolving the boundary layer

region had poor effects on the convergence rate of the solution

to the grid generation equations. To resolve these difficulties

* a new set of grid generation equations were derived from a

conceptually similar approach and an efficient method for

increasing the convergent rate of the solution to the equations

in the boundary layer regions is included. The grid generation

procedure is coupled with a thin layer Navier-Stokes code to

solve a transonic projectile problem with sting. Results are

reported for Mach 0.96.

In preparation for tackling the transonic baseflow problem

with the adaptive grid generation technique, the thin layer

Navier-Stokes code has been used on a series of fixed grid

networks to solve a projectile baseflow problem to gain insight

on the maximum time step limitation, the required damping and to

* Oprovide some results for comparison with the adaptive grid

solutions. The results for a variety of grid networks are

reported. Also, a detailed investigation on the application and

implication of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes approximation for

accurate prediction of the transonic projectile aerodynamics had
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been conducted. Results obtained were presented at the 4th U.S.

Army Conference on Applied Mathematics and Computing. Attached

at the end of this report is a copy of the paper to appear in the

proceeding of the conference.

DIFFICULTIES WITH THE ORIGINAL EQUATIONS

In an approach similar to Brackbill and Saltzman [2], the

two dimensional adaptive grid generation equations, as reported

in reference [1], were derived from three functionals Is, Iv, Io

representing the three grid characteristics smoothness,

adaptivity and orthogonality, respectively. The functionals are

- listed below:

I s [(Vi) 2+ (V'7) 2Jdxdyrm

I v = J r)P + (r *r )Q]dxdy (1)

I = f (V 'V1 ) 2dxdy

where and q are the body fitted curvilinear coordinates, r is

the position vector of the grid points and P and Q are the

control functions. The resulting grid generation partial

differential equations and solution technique are reported in

reference [1]. The difficulty inherent in these equations is in

the antagonistic roles of the two functionals Is and Iv. The

extremely fine meshes in the boundary layer regions are due to a

response of the grid network to the control functions of Iv,
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however the portion of the equations resulting from Iv are not

necessarily elliptic. The ellipticity in the equations, which is

necessary to assure the existence of a unique solution, enters

through the functional Is, but, unfortunately, the effect of Is

is to smooth the grid spacing preventing the extreme mesh

refinement necessary in the boundary layer regions. This

inherent antagonism renders the equations unsuitable for

generating adaptive grids for viscous flow problems.

Another problem associated with the requirement of extremely

stretched grids is the convergence rate of the solution to the

grid generation equations. In the areas of extreme mesh
.. 4

refinement the grid spacing in one coordinate direction can be up

to 1000 times larger than that of the other direction creating

grid cells with very large aspect ratios, up to 1000. The qrid

points in these regions, therefore may require 1000 times as many

iterations to converge as that of grid points outside these

regions. The increase in the number of iterations results in a

substantial inefficiency in the procedure, again making it

unsuitable as an adaptive grid generation method for viscous flow

problems. Once these limitations inherent in the grid generation

equations became apparent, further development and testing were

,;."terminated. The effort wz:3 then focused on finding a set of'

equations to govern the grid generation in which the elliptic

nature of the equations did not inhibit the stringent ,:-n 2:

4'.4 adaptation in the boundary layer regions. f'ulch a st" "

wre drevelop-d bsed on a snilr vrit .
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equations were coded in fortran and coupled with a thin layer

Navier-Stokes code. Subsequently a method was developed to

increase the convergence rate in the extremely fine mesh regions.

A detailed description of the method as well as some initial

results for a specific transonic projectile problem are reported

in reference [3]. What follows here is a brief description of

the method and some computed results for Mach 0.96.

0. A:

*-/ THE ADAPTIVE GRID GENERATION METHOD

Following a similar variational approach, the following

Si! three functionals were used to derive the two dimensional grid

generation equations.

Ip dxdy

IQ f. dxdy (2)

Q

10I = (V ' 7 )
2dxdy

where P and Q are the control functions in the and
0

respectively. These functionals are combine/

functional I:

-I= + I + AI
P Q 0

¢.

44 Here A is a parameter repr!o,-: "

% relative to adaptation d#-*i:

-4

I 44mm
4-IM~ m mmim
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functional and employing local scaling of each functional the

governing equations resulting from the Euler-Lagrange equations

in the physical domain were found to be:

X 2 2XX + + - ('XX + 2"x+y7xy

,+ -T 1 (y)fxx + ( qy+Xy17 )', + ( i+ 2 +y ) yy)

((2 x7xy 7y ) 7xx + fx1y yx )7xy +( 1 y 7y y

P

(4)

A 2 2 V17 VQ

+7 -:x ((2 j ( X'7 )E, + 2f 'f 7 +~ f ) y +7 (y Q'+~
S+  y +  y j (x y y X x yy yy

V17 VQ

Q

where J - is the inverse of the Jacobian defined as

J- = x17y - y7 x (5)

These equations will be elliptic if the terms due to the

orthogonality functional are not to large. As long as A is

sufficiently small, the roots of the characteristic equation of

equations (4) will always be complex, and thus, the equations

will be elliptic. The smoothness of the grid then is controlled

by the smoothness of the source terms containing P and Q, a

condition that can be controlled through the definitions of P and
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Q. Equations (4) are transformed onto the computational domain

making x and y the dependent variables. The resulting equations

are rather complex and are available in reference [3]. They are

solved numerically using a Newton Raphson iterative scheme.

As reported earlier, the solution procedure for elliptic

* equations is an inefficient process when applied to grids for

viscous flow problems due specifically to the large aspect ratio

of the grid cells in the boundary layer regions. Movement of

grid points along the projectile surface in which the grid

spacing is larger is restricted by the smaller spacing of the

grid points in the direction normal to the surface, increasing

the number of iterations required for convergence. An efficient

solution to this problem is to remove, temporarily, many of the

grid points along the q coordinate (the direction normal to the

surface) leaving only a few points to represent the position of

the coordinate. Thus a new grid is constructed with a reduced

number of grid points in which the aspect ratio of grid cells in

the boundary layer region is similar in magnitude to that of the

outer regions. Once the reduced grid is adapted, the points that

were removed are inserted back along the q coordinates with their

spacing governed by the equation

* ss Q 0 (6)

which is the one dimensional analogy to the two dimensional

equations. Here, s measures the arc length along the

coordinate.
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When adapting along the , coordinate the control function Q

which dictates the spacing along the coordinate must be modified

to reflect the use of a few points to represent the spacing of

the many points removed. The proper modification is derived from

the equation governing one dimensional adaptivity. An

analytical solution to the inverse of equation (6) yields the

expression

17
7s = - (7)

where s is the grid spacing along the coordinate. The value of Q

at each of the points remaining in the boundary layer region can

be modified according to equation (7) to include the spacing

requirements of the surrounding points removed by summing as

follows:
• u

o

11 1

- (8)

Q. Q

where Q* is the modified value of the control function at a

0
T- remaining point (j) and (i) spans the grid points removed from

--the vicinity of point (j).

The extra computations required in this procedure to remove

iO* and insert points as well as modifying the control function

appear to increase the computational effort required to obtain a

solution, however, the time saved in solving the elliptic

equations for the reduced grid rather than the entire grid more

than compensates, resulting in an efficient means of providing
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the extremely refined meshes required within the framework of an

elliptic grid generation procedure.

RESULTS

The adaptive grid procedure has been coupled with the thin Jw
layer Navier-Stokes code to solve an axisymmetric transonic

projectile problem with sting. The projectile used is a 6

caliber secant-ogive-cylinder-boattail configuration which is

* shown in figure 1. The flow conditions are a Reynolds number of

710000 and Mach 0.96, a case for which experimental data are

available.

In the transonic regime, the solution to the projectile

flow problem is expected to contain pressure expansions at the

ogive-cylinder and cylinder-boattail junctures and normal shocks

are expected at locations along the projectile surface. An

important physical feature due to viscous effects is the boundary

layer region at the projectile surface. These phenomena require

refined grid resolution for an accurate calculation of the

solution and their presence motivates the choice of the control

functions.

In the streamwise coordinate direction ( - coordinate) the

control function P is defined in terms of the pressure gradient:

P. = 1.+ f f

i K-(9)
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Wi - Wi n

Wmax - Wmin

where f is the normalized pressure gradient and 7 is a parameter

reflecting the maximum deviation from smooth spacing allowable.

Here s is the physical arc length along the f coordinate and p is

the calculated pressure.

Similarly, in the direction normal to the surface (,

coordinate) a fine grid in the boundary layer region can be

obtained by using the velocity gradient in the control function

Q:

0'

Q =1 + 7f

V.v

wi ( 10)

Ww -"w
wi wmin

max - min

Here v is the fluid speed and s is the physical arc length in the

Scoordinate direction. The initial attempts at adaptive grid

generation using equations (10) as the control function produced

rapidly varying grid spacing along the " coordinate in the

boundary layer region and consequently yielded poor results.

The equation therefore has been modified to resemble the approach

of Nakahashi and Deiwert [4] to include an addition parameter to

control grid spacing:'V
1 +
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The value of a can be determined automatically to give a

prescribed minimum spacing by solving the equation

L 1
(S ) m (12)

17 mim1 z( ) (1 +7)

1+7 f'+

which is a discrete representation of the minimum spacing found

when solving equation (6). Here L is the total arc length of the

n coordinate and (S )min is the prescribed minimum spacing.

Application of this method produced uniform spacing at the

projectile surface and slowly varying spacing through the

boundary layer.

With the control functions defined in this manner a solution

for the transonic flow problem was calculated. The grid network

was adapted at intervals of 10 time steps for a total of 1600

time steps at which time the solution to the thin layer

Navier-Stokes equations converged. The choice of I for the

pressure gradient was 10 and for the velocity gradient it was

200000. The large value for the velocity gradient was used to

obtain the extremely refined mesh required in the boundary layer

region. The minimum spacing for determining a was 0.00002. The

initial grid network shown in figure 2 contains 90 points in the

streamwise direction and 35 points in the direction normal to the

projectile. As can be seen most of the grid points along the

coordinates are clustered near the surface in the boundary layer

region. In the first calculation of the solution, the results

agreed well with the experimental data for portions of the

projectile, but deviated in on other parts. Figure 3 shows the
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computed pressure coefficient along the projectile surface

compared with the experimental data. As is evident, the

calculations agree well along the ogive and upwind part of the

cylinder but varies from the expected solution near the boattail.

Figure 4 an expanded view of the grid near the projectile surface

shows clearly the grid adapting to the pressure gradient. There

is clustering near the junctures and in the shocks, however as

shown in figure 3 the shocks' positions are not predicted

accurately. The grid spacing in the coordinate direction (only

those points in the reduced grid are shown) appear to vary

- somewhat along the surface and it is this characteristic of the

grid that is thought to cause the error in the solution.

In order to isolate this problem, the case was run again

with one alteration. After each grid adaptation, the points in

the normal direction were redistributed according to the

logarithmic distribution function used in generating the initial

grid network. The computed results for this case, shown in

figure 5, show excellent agreement with experimental results. The

adapted grid network also shows the shocks to be in the proper

locations.

These results conclude the research on the adaptive grid

procedure conducted to date. The results indicate a great

potential for the adaptive grid technique to provide good grid

networks. Specifically, more work needs to be focused on

improving the adapted grid in the boundary layer region where the

extremely refined mesh is required. Experimentation with various

control functions and the number of grid point used should yield
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improved results. At this point, due to the problems with the

adaptation in the boundary layer region, the adaptive grid

procedure has not been applied to the baseflow problem. However,

a series of fixed grid solutions have been obtained to begin the

investigation of the transonic baseflow problem.

THE BASEFLOW PROBLEM

When solving the baseflow problem, the introduction of the

sharp corner into the flow domain is expected to require special

consideration. To investigate this situation a series of

solutions based on fixed gr'.ds were obtained using the thin layer

Navier-Stokes code. The grid networks, which ranged from 108 by

40 to 140 by 80 were generated with a hyperbolic grid generation

method described in reference [5]. One grid network, 120 points

in the streamwise direction and 60 points in the normal direction

is shown in figure 7. The grid is an O-type network in which the

streamwise coordinate wraps around the base corner and terminates

at the downstream line of symmetry. The points in the normal

coordinate direction are clustered near the projectile

surface using a logarithmic distribution with the spacing at the

surface equal to 0.00002.

For each grid network used, the maximum time step that could I
be used before the solution became unstable was 0.025 compared to

the value of 0.10 used for the projectile with sting. Also, the

explicit and implicit damping coefficients were increased from 1

and 2 times the time step for the projectile with sting problem

to 4 and 8 times the time step for the baseflow problem.

The computed results for the cases run did not vary much
55-14 I
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with the number of points in the streamwise direction. However,

as the points were increased in the normal direction the solution

*became oscillatory. Figures 8 through 10 show the computed

pressure coefficient along the projectile surface for three grid

networks, 140 by 40, 140 by 60 and 140 by 80. In figures

8 and 9 the solution appears to be well behaved. There is some

discrepancy between the computed and experimental solutions over

the cylinder and baottail. The pressure distribution over the

base is intuitively correct although some dispersive error is

evident near the corner in the solution obtained in the 140 by 60

a grid network. In the 140 by 80 grid, the solution, shown in

Figure 10, appears to be destroyed by dispersive effects up to

the cylinder-ogive juncture. At this time, insight into this

phenomenon is inconclusive. Additional attempts to solve the

projectile baseflow problem on this grid with various time steps

and damping coefficients should yield insight into the

oscillatory behavior. In general, these results will aid in

solving the baseflow problem with adaptive grid techniques as

information concerning the time step limitations and damping have

been obtained.

It is acknowledged that the first part of calculation was

performed with a Cray system at NASA Ames while the latter part

of numerical experiments was conducted with the Cray X-MP/48 at

Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center through an NSF computer time

grant ECS-8515761.
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developement of our research program in atmospheric modelling,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic oxygen has long been known to play an important role

in the heat balance and chemistry of the upper atmosphere. Bates

V 3
(1951] suggested that the fine structure transition O( F1 )

'- 3
O( F2 ) at 63um plays an important part in cooling the upper

thermosphere. The 5.3om emission from vibrationally excited

nitric oxide, which is produced mainly by collisions of the

nitric oxide in the ground state with atomic oxygen, was showr 1y

Kockarts (1980], Gordiets et al. (1982), Stair et al. (1985] aiu

Zacho'r et al. (1985] to be the dominant cooling mechanism in the

lower thermosphere. Around 100 km, 15pm emission from the bending

N mode of CO2 which again is excited primarily by the collisions of

oxygen atoms with ground state carbon dioxide [Sharma et al.

(1981)) plays a dominant role in cooling the atmosphere (Dickin-

son (1980)1. We thus see that atomic oxygen, directly or in-

directly, plays a vital role in the heat balance of the upper

atmosphere.

'A
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Offermann, et al. [1981] have reviewed the methods used, all

in situ, for the measurement of atomic oxygen densities in the

upper atmosphere. Sharp (1985] has commented on results of these

measurements: "The data show a variation in the concentrations by

over a factor of 10 at 120 km, a factor of 40 for the peak at

about 95 km and much larger factors below this. Peak concentra-

10 - 3 12 -

tions range from 6 x 10 cm to 2 x 10 cm -3 Within any one I
technique there are factors of 5 variations over altitude. Some

of this variation can be due to time of day, season and dynamics.

However, the principal source of the variation is probably the

differring measurement techniques."

In this report we describe a method of measuring the oxygen

atom density and temperature by remote sensing. The method con-

sists of simultaneous measurement of intensity in the 63 pm

3PI >3P 2 transition and the 147pm 3P 0-- >3 P transition (Figure

1) between the ground state fine structure levels. We assume that

these fine structure levels are in thermodynamic equilibrium with

the l6cal translational temperature (LTE), and that the atmo-

sphere is one-dimensional. Radiance in the 63pm and 147 pm lines
.%

is calculated using a model atmosphere and a modified form of the

radiation transport code of Sharma et al. (1983). An onion-peel

inversion is then carried out to show that it is possible to

recover the density and temperature. Although the present inver-

sion was performed on the data which had no noise, work in

progress adds noise to the radiance data before carrying out the -0

inversion. The principal aim of this work is to show that it is

possible to develop reliable procedures for the recovery of
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oxygen atom density and temperatures as a function of altitude

from the limb radiance data.

The assumption that the fine structure levels are in ther-

modynamic equilibrium with the translational temperatures (LTE)

needs some elaboration. Grossmann and Offermann (1978] concluded

from their measurements at 63pm that this assumption is not a

valid one and that the population of the 3P1 level is less than

that given by the LTE model. Iwagami and Ogawa [1980] argue that

the Grossmann-Offermann results are consistent with LTE formula-

tion if radiative transfer is properly treated. Fischer and Saha

... (1983] have calculated the radiative lifetime of the 63pm transi-

tion to be 3.192 hrs (11,491 seconds). Allison and Burke (1969]

estimate the cross-section for transition between the fine struc-

ture levels during collisions between two oxygen atoms to be

between 0.01 and 1 times the gas kinetic cross-section. At an

altitude of 250 km such collisions occur about once every second

or about 11,000 collisions per radiative lifetime. So it appears

reasonable to assume LTE even at altitudes where the density is

about .01 times the density at 250 km.

II. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY

A derivation of the radiative transfer equation has been

given by Sharma et al. [1983], Sharma and Zachor [1983] and

Zachor and Sharma [1985]. we present here a brief summary of the

formalism. In one-dimensional models of the atmosphere, the

atmospheric parameters, e.g., temperature, density, etc., depend
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only on the altitude z. To calculate the emission and transmis-

sion of radiation we divide the line-of-sight (LOS) into segments

of thickness (Az) such that the atmospheric parameters over each

segment may be assumed to be constant.

We express the radiance in terms of n , the number of

photons (of frequency vcm -1 ) per wavenumber per unit area per

steradian which are observed at a point z along the line-of-sight

per unit time. The change in n in a path length ds is described

by

dn V/ds - {-n (hv0/c)n 1 B(l->u)-n uB(u->l)]+A uln u/4nf(v-v0)  (i)

where h and c are Planck's constant and the speed of light; n

and n u are the number densities of the lower and upper radiating

states; B(l->u) and B(u->l) are Einstein coefficients for absorp-

tion and induced emission; Aul is the Einstein coefficient for

spontaneous emission, and f is a normalized lineshape function

such lhat

f(v - V0 )dv - 1 (2)

The Einstein coefficients are related by

g1 B(1->u) guB(u->l) (3)

and
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Aul 8nhv 0 B(u->l) (4)

where g, and gu are the statistical weights of the lower and

upper radiating states. Through use of Eqs. (3) and -A), Eq. (1)

can be cast in the form

dn /ds - (hv 0/c)B(l->u)n 1 [-n (l- y) + 2cv ylf( - 0 )  (5)

where y is defined as

y - glnu/gun1  (6)

V.
The factor (1-y) corrects the simple absorption term (which is

proportional to n1 n ) for stimulated emission. The second term in

brackets corresponds to spontaneous emission.

We now define the optical depth, -r by

dt/ds - (hv 0/c)B(l->u)f(v-v 0 )n1 (l-y) (7)

Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (6) we get the result

S2
dn /dT [-n + 2cv Y/(l-Y)l (8)

This equation has a very simple physical meaning. The rate of

. -, change of the number of photons with absorption depth decreases

as the numbers of photons incident on the segment and increases

with the source function. Under conditions of LTE the source is
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equal to the black-body function when we recall that y (Eq. 5)

under these conditions equals

y - exp[-(Eu-El )/kT] - exp[-C 2v 0 /T] (9)

F
where Eu and E1 are the energy levels of the upper and lower

states; k is the Boltzmann constant; C2 [ 1.4388 (K/cm-)] is

the second radiation constant, and T is the temperature.

This equation can easily be integrated across a segment. The

solution is

n (zi+l n (zi )exp(-A Vi) + 2cv 0 l-exp(-Ax i)]Yi/(l-y i ) (10)

where the segment-dependence of y has been made explicit with the

subscript i. In Eq. (10), the first term represents the absorp-

tion within the ith segment of radiance incident upon it at zi;

and the second term represents the contribution from the ith

segmeht alone.

A
The change in optical depth across a segment can be written

as

-v (Aulgu/8cV gl )nl(l-y)f(V-V0)~s (1)

where 6s is the length of the segment.

An energy level diagram for the ground state term of atomic
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oxygen 2s 2p(P) is given in Figure 1. Also given in this figure

are the Einstein coefficients taken from Fischer and Saha (1983).

In this study the Einstein coefficients for ground-state

atomic oxygen along with assumed density, temperature, and pres-

sure atmospheric profiles were input data for a modified form of

the NLTE computer code developed at the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory (Sharma et al. [1983]). The modifications were ac-

,d complished such that the program calculates the radiance for the

03P2 <_ O transition at 147 m and the <- P0 transition

at 63pm in the earthlimb geometry for any range of tangent

heights within the range of the assumed atmospheric profile.

The atmospheric density and temperature profiles used in

this study are plotted in Figure 2. This density profile was

selected by comparison with previous estimates of O-atom den-

sities, and represents a reasonable guess at the true density.

Two additional density profiles corresponding to atmospheres two

times' and five times as dense as that given in Figure 2 were also

studied in order to test the accuracy and reliability of the

numerical inversion technique.

The integrated line radiances calculated from Eq. 2 are

plotted versus tangent height in Figure 3 for both transitions

appropriate for the atmospheric profile given in Figure 2. In

% these calculations it was assumed that the energy levels were in

local thermodynamic equilibria. A voigt lineshape with a col-

lisional line width equal to 0.1 cm 1 per amagat was assumed in

,, . 57-7
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all of the work reported here. A weak T-1 / 2 dependence of col-

lisional linewidth upon temperature (Penner (1959)] was ignored.

' For the purpose of this initial study, it was pointed out earlier
.. 4.

4'. that, "exact" total integrated radiance data for the two transi-

tions were available. Consideration of errors due to finite

signal to noise and other experimental factors will be presented

and discussed in a later paper.

III. Numerical Inversion of the Integrated Radiance

In order to start the inversion procedure, it was assumed

that, at the highest tangent heights considered, the transitions

are optically "thin". That is, no significant self-absorption

takes place. In this case, the integrated radiance for the tran-

sition i<-j, Nij, depends only on the excited state (03 P) den-

sity profile, which is directly related to the ground state

density through the temperature under the assumed conditions of

thermodynamic equilibrium. Formally, we may write

4 NijlH 1/2n Ci (z)W(Z,HT)dz (12)

where cij (z) is the total volume emission rate at altitude z.

C .ij(z) " n*(z)Aij (13)

In Eq. (12), W(zHT) is a geometrical weighting factor cor-

responding to earthlimb observation geometry. .4
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W(z,HT) - (R + z)[(R+z) 2 - (R + HT ) 2 -1/2 (14)

R denotes the radius of the earth.

The high altitude density profile is obtained by first

.j. assuming that the density decreases exponentially

n .*(z) - n *(H T)exp(-Oz) (15)nJ j T

Using Eqs. (13) and (15) in Eq. (12) we obtain the result

N ij (H - (/2n)nj(HT)Aijexp(-Oz)W(zHT)dz (16)

The integral in Eq. (16) can be evaluated analytically with

the result

Nij(HT) -Aijn (H T)exp[1(R+HT)J(R + HT)KI[0(R+HT)] (17)

*' K1 is the modified Bessel function. The two unknowns in this

equation [n. and 01 can be evaluated by considering the in-

tegrated radiance at the two highest tangent heights for which

radiance data is available. An approximate excited state density

profile for the highest altitude regions can then be constructed

from Eq. (15). We have made the additional assumption that the

temperature in this region varies in a linear fashion, and can be

approximated from known temperature profiles. These approxima-

tions appear to be reasonable, and, in fact, as long as the

V 57-9
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highest measurement is far removed from the atmospheric region of

interest these "starting" values have little effect on the

results at lower tangent heights.

Inversion of the radiance through the lower tangent heights

is accomplished by solving for the minimum in the function

T,n,H2T -(H2HT)] + [01 (HT )  N (HT (18)
T 2 2 2T01T 0

N1 2 (HT) N 0 1 (H T
)

NP (HT ) denotes the predicted radiance at tangent height, H The

*O two terms in this equation have been separately normalized in

order for them to be weighted equally. In the work described

here, we have also multiplied this function by a "penalty" func-

tion in order to avoid mathematical diversions involving large

temperature changes. The resultant function is given below

f(Tn,HT) - &(T,n,HT)exp(0.01rTI) (19)

where 6T T - T . Tp denotes the temperature of the previous

slab, and the bar denotes that this function has been normalized.

tionally expensive, especially for low tangent heights where the

number of slabs is large, we have chosen to solve for the minimum

in Eq. (19) through a combined "steepest descent" and Newton-

Raphson numerical procedure. Efficiency of the solution of Eq. ,'

(19) is improved due to the insensitivity of the steepest descent

57-10
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method to the initial guess, and the rapid (quadratic) conver-

gence of the Newton-Raphson method. This numerical technique is

commonly referred to as a "modified Newton method" [Bazarra

(1979)]. In the work described here, this combined method is

found to converge for initial guesses far from the true value,

.5 while it converges at least supralinearly for convex regions

*- "close" to the true solution (Harlow and Riehl (to be

, * published)].

Solution of Eq. (19) for slab j begins with an initial

estimate for Tj and nj. In this work we have employed the results

0 from the previous slab as the initial estimates for the current

slab. One cycle of the numerical procedure described above yields

a next guess. For each new estimate of T. and nj, boundary condi-

tions are checked, and, if exceeded, the result is reflected back

"'. 'into a preset allowed region. The process is repeated until

convergence is obtained.

I

.'.'."IV. Results and Conclusions

The results from the inversion procedure described above are

plotted in Figures 4, 5, and 6 for the three different atmos-

pheric profiles. The solid lines in these figures are the assumed

temperature and density profiles. In Figure 4, it can be seen

that the inversion was started at a tangent height of 200 km,

i.e. below the highest altitude used in the calculation of the

radiances (230 km), in order to simulate the kind of data that

57-11
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would be available from an actual experimental measurement. In I
Figures 5 and 6, the numerical inversion was begun at the highest

value of the assumed atmospheric profile. [In these cases the

profile was extended out to 300 km.] As can be seen in these

figures, the errors associated with the assumptions for the high

altitude regions are not large, and are significantly reduced

after a small number of inversion steps.

As is evident from the results in Figures 4-6, the inversion

is quite successful for both temperature and density until the

*' very "optically thick" regions of the atmosphere are reached.

Below about 90 km ( 95 km for the high density atmospheres) self-Jr

absorption is so strong that the integrated radiances for the two

transitions are almost constant. This can be seen, for example,

in the plots of radiance versus tangent height in Figure 3.

Continuation of the inversion through these regions leads to

large oscillations in both temperature and density.

)ll three results show one or more small discontinuities in

the inversion results especially in the recovered temperature

values. In Figure 4, for example, these occur at approximately

120 and 130 km. These discontinuities, which are not unusual for

nonlinear optimization problems of this complexity, are due to ",

the fact that multiple solution pathways exist at these par-

ticular tangent heights. These oscillations are significantly

reduced through use of the "penalty" function as described above. '"a

. 4-

Extensions of the work reported here are underway. In par-
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ticular, more advanced numerical techniques are under study, and

procedures to invert radiance data in which noise and finite

spectral resolution have been added are under development. It is

felt that measurements of atomic oxygen emission at 63pm and

147pm have enormous potential in remote sensing of this species.
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Figure Captions -4

3
1. Schematic energy level diagram for the ground state ( P) of

atomic oxygen.

2. Assumed atmospheric temperature and density profile for atomic
oxygen.

23. Calculated radiance (watts/cm ster.) versus tangent height
(km) for the 63 Pm and 147 Mm transition of atomic oxygen
using the atmospheric profile given in Figure 2.

4. Oxygen atom density and temperature results obtained from
numerical inversion for the atmospheric profile given in
Figure 2. The solid lines are the assumed density and
temperature profiles.

5. Oxygen atom density and temperature results obtained from
numerical inversion for an atmospheric profile in which the
density is two times that given in Figure 2. The solid lines
are the assumed density and temperature profiles.

6. Oxygen atom density and temperature results obtained from
numerical inversion for an atmospheric profile in which the
density is five times that given in Figure 2. The solid lines
are the assumed density and temperature profiles.
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~I. BACKGROUND i

-- Readiness and survivability, important United States Air

Force (USAF) objectives for nonstrategic forces, must be achieved I
in the key area of sortie generation. Critical elements in

obtaining rapid and sustained sortie generation are aircraft

launch and recovery. The Air Force has many active and planned

programs aimed at providing improved launch and recovery

capability. The effective development, optimization, and

application of many of these actions depends upon reliably

preaictina aircraft capability to operate on various ground

surfaces.

Most USAF aircraft were designed for operation on hich-

strength, smooth paved surfaces, making these surfaces high

priority wartime targets and subject to damage. Reliable

prediction techniques exist for aircraft operation on

* conventional pavement surfaces. However, existing techniques for

predicting aircraft operation on soil are not reliable and[.J. accurate for operation on soil surfaces having significant

variations of soil strength and/or soiltype with depth. Also,

technicues have not been developec for predicting aircraft

operation on other contincency surfaces.

A finite element, viscoplastic analysis technique has been

developed to correlate layered soils to a sinni rrenct. media,

%. anc to compute tire sinkace and resulting rut depth. The

eN.58-1
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application of the analysis procedure in the form of a computer

program provides a promising approach to significantly improve

,. existing Air Force prediction techniques. It is considered that

the program can be applied to significantly improve the

reliability and accuracy for predicting aircraft operaticn on

soil surfaces havina larae variations in strength and/or soil

* type with depth. Also, it is considered that the analysis

procedure can be adapted for other contingency surfaces to

provide a basis for the development of needed ability for

predicting aircraft operation on contingency surfaces.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The existing viscoplastic layered model uses the state of

the art in both constitutive relations and numerical tecnnicues!

to model soils. However, it does not have the ability tc

consider soil work softening/hardening, such as causea by

multiple aircraft tire passes. Necessary tests have not teen

identified for determining the material properties needed as

program input. Testing has not been done to validate the

ccmcuter program. Also, simulations have not been accomclisneo

tc establish the program's applicability for improving ability to

predict aircraft operation on soil and other airfield ccntincency

surfaces. This powerful analysis tool promises to prcvice

urgently needed improvements to Air Force ability to preoict ,

aircraft ground operation. The described work needs to e cne ,

to maxe the program more suitable for potential Air Force

appiications, and to verify itz application feasibility anc

benefi ts.
58-2
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3. OBJECTIVES

The cc~ectives of the proposed reearc:. crzcram are to:

A. Identify work softenina/hardeninc 7cels and include

tnem in the finite element procra :emcnstrating their

capacility to simulate the ef:ect -Z c.cilc loacing

octained during multipass phen;e- -.:

B. Icentify the necessary tests neec-: t: determine the

material properties or soils -- il ce usec as input

cata to the finite element przcr-.

C. Validate or verify the finite elm - ,
7 pr-Cram.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF STRAIN HARCEN:NG/SCF', 0 'l

There are a numter of materials, . - -- rete, ana

dense soils, 1-.!_.1 when ccm r-ssec a,. -t r in

rate under cer _ :i , of eianer c;nia i .

compressio, exnlox a phencmenon "."

Materials wnich ex.7 ibit sucn sc. z 3n z eo ov a

constitutive response in tne axial airSv - ~ tne stress

rises monctonicaliv with strain to a pc-. :>n :ecreases with

-. further increases in strain. Under cen, r 3 i*-- :,- f small

deformation, a material element is zai.; -7,-:r~c strain

softening when its stress rate multa-ml.- £-:raan rate is

negative (Valanis 1964).

When sut3ected to a numb-_,r or cvc - " " r ., -a soil

sample fails at a stress level loer -n.- mcnctonic failure

stress. Five factors contricut2 to t.ni :" in varyina

degrees, cepenaina ucon the nature or :.e • hese factors

are (a) generation of pore pressures (t, :e r :rication or

~58- 3
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all respects and do not take into account tne rotation of

principal axes of stress tensor which, in most problems, always

takes place to some extent. The models do not account for the
'S

strength anisotropy induced by plastic flow, and this fault in

the model causes an error of unknown maanitude which makes

assessing the prediction, even in simpler benchmark problems,

impossible.

This paper presents a micro-structural model which was

first develoced oy Pande and Sharma (198C). This model was used

in con~unction with our existing viscoplastic finite element

program. Attention is devoted here to two aspects only:

Rotation of principal axes and cyclic strain softening.

The proposed model has conceptual links with the polycry-

stailine mocels of plasticity proposed a few decades ago by

Taylor (1938), BatJort and Eudiansky (1949) and Sanders (1955;

and others. The mcael is also a numerical implementation ana

further extension of the "micro-structural" view of the clays as r

propcsec y Calladine (1971). The first part of the paper sets

the mathematical basis of the model: the second part describes

the zetails of numerical implementation and solution of bencnmark

prcclems like a triaxial-axial test in monotonic loading: the

thiro part demonstrates the characteristics of the model in cases

of cyclic loacin .

The inL!uence ot the rotation of principal axes in the model

in comparison to the conventional Critical State Model is r

demcnstrated.

As tne sortware aevelopment involved in this model is

extremely simple, many relativel complex models incorporating8 c- 4

% N.
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other ractors like cyclic deformation, pore pressure generation

as in transient loadinas can be readily incorporated.

A SIMPLE CONCEPTUAL MODEL CF PARTICULATE MEDIA

First, one must consider a solid block of arbitrary shape of '4

nomogeneous isotropic, linear elastic material intersected by Ki

numer of randomly oriented planes. The planes render the solid

clock into an assemblage of perfectly fitting polyhedral blocks

(Fi g . 1). Next one must further assume that by some process the

noundaries of the microscopic polyhedral blocks are roughened,

wnicn creates asperities, and spot welded without inducing any

stresses in the block. The details of justification for this

ratner simple conceptual mocel are necessary because the key to

the detcrmational behavior of the block lies in an accurate

aescriotion of the sliding phenomenon under the current ettective

normal and shear stresses (a'n , T) along the bcundaries ot the

polyhedral blocks and opening/closing of the inter-oouncary gap

(void ratio) in relation to the initial gap (initial voic ratio)

caused by the process Lf creation of asperities. Callacine

(1971) employed this model to explain mechanical properties of

sat-rated clays, obtaining remarkably good comparison with

excerimental data. A similar model has been used y Zienkiewicz

and Pande (1977) and Pande (1977) for solving practical proolems

or jointed rock masses; however, their main purpose was tc mccel

strong strength anisotropy of rocks developed due to the presence

of 2 or 3 sets of families of planes of weakness. As tne numuer

ot contact boundaries approaches infinity, the isotropy of the

material is restorec.
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The philosophy of this conceptual model is comparable to the

finite element procedure. The mathematical expressicns necessary

to accurately describe the behavior of one contact surface are

examined. The assumption is that the same relationsnips hold

"ood for all contact surfaces, tne alocal tehavior being oczained

cy integration of contricutions made by each contact surface.

ASSUMPTICNS AND MATHEMATICAL FCRMULATION

Restricted to the case of small strains and detormatizns
U'.,

only, one assumes that tne cenavicr of soil grains is purey

elastic, wnile tnat of the contact ocunzaries is elasto/

viscoplastic. This mocel was develoced usinz

. elasto/visccplasticity assunmptions. Hc,-ever, the

elastoiviscoplasticity assumctions are ecually valid. This

assumption implies tnat wnen a soil element is sucjectec tz any

!.ac, tne stresses mani:es'e, are instantaneously elastlc. ,Ne -

:ur-tner assume tnat total str3ln (c, can be scllit into (a) an

e-as:ic cmccnent 'E> visccplastic component (E - and

n IrnII strain CO r'~flnt *E wnlcn is ncnstructural in

c"r " c I r..

in rcrc-enta.. ::C.mIZ 4- c-,-. 4

Sne oeveicc6 tne TatnC-2!c:ai tr3me-crk suitable tor eitect

stress analysis, thUS aSsLT n2 "tnat the total stress appliec cn a

saturated scil eLemert ,: )r: sc .t Int twc comconents. ne

co.mpcnent is carr ie, cV ' n. -:c i. qra ins et tect ive stress -

and the otner is carr i u- : e zcre ,j . r ,pore w'ater pressuro ?
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m.1*

(p"). Thus,

a =a' + mp (3

and in incremental form

do =do' + mdp (4)

where mT = (1,1,1,0,0,0) (5

" and x' ay, 0z' Txy' Tyz, Z x

The increments o effective stress are related to various

strain ccmccnents by

d = D T ( d -
vp - d£ °) (0,

.nere 0- is tne tangential drained elasticity matrix. It one

assumes :nat the soil grains are incompressible, then, for the

un.crainea condition, any volumetric strain is related to the

increment (or cecrement) of pore pressure by

d.. K r I -I
dp = dy

where 7-y is tne increment of volumetric strain

,the zul modulus of mne fluid

ls the porosity of the soil

Ecua:ions (!) to (7) are funcamental postulates of soil

. :st-cy ano nave oeen extensively used by many researchers

Sayor, 1975; Humpheson, 1976; and Chang, 1979). :n eiastc/

viaccpiasti city theory it is assumed that rate of visccpl13stc

-train is -i yen by

..d Vp = "( c iF) - ,

,. n ere y iz tne tluicity parameter

F s thne scalar yleld tunction
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Srepresents a monotonic function of F

Q is the scalar plastic potential function

<> indicates that J(F) = (F) if F > 0

=0 if F < 0

Most plasticity-based models assume that soil is isotropic;

* thus, tne scalar yield function (F) is a function of principal

stresses ( 1 ',z2 ,J 3 ) alone and not their directions. Yielc

functions are written in terms of invariant of stress (Nayak anc

- ZIenkiewicz, 1972; ZienKiewicz and Pande, 1977b), which precludes

tne possibility of anisotropic behavior. On the other hand,

sriinaily isotrcpic soils become strongly anisotropic after some4
plastic flow (Drucker, 1966). The yield function is expressed

, :n terms or certain stress components rather than invariants to

Tcdel tinis behavior.

One formulates the yield function for K contact boundaries

* encompassing a point in our conceptual model. Considering ith

ciane, tne effective normal stress (O and shear stress can

te written as

I fl

.rere T recresents a transtormation matrix, which is a function

tine direction cosines of the unit normal to the ith plane or

:ontact touncary. The current yielo function can now be

expressed as

F f(:' , vp) 0 (10)

Ecuation (10) represents the conaitions of sliding on the i t

contact plane. Assuming an associated form of tiow, frcm

58-10 .4
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ideal plasticity theory (no hardening/softening) then it reduces

to

Fi (on' T) i  0 (14),it,
Once all computations can be done for randomly oriented

contact boundaries, the yield function for the soil material is

not required in this model. However, it can be expressed as
~follows

F = F i  n F2 n... FiM.... Fk = 0 (15) (15)

* This yield function is isotropic for K-- and for ideal

plasticity (Equation 14) since, if the axes of principal stresses

are rotated, values of F for -ach plane would change, but the sum

total wcuid remain unaltered. Preferential hardening/softeninc

would take place, based on the direction of principal stresses and

tneir subsequent rotation during the process of incremental

loading and plastic flow, if hardening/softenina is considered.

SPECIFIC FORMS OF YIELD FUNCTIONS IN I'-T SPACE

A key to the constitutive modeling in the proposed framework

is the yield function in n - space. Much experimental as wellT-n

as tneoretical work (Bowden and Tabor, 1950, 1956; Tacor, l l,

19) has been cone chiefly in tribolocy to explain the benavicr

S Oo ot one metal plate sliding over the other. Here, the apprcacn is

that of stmpie model parameters which can be derived from

cznventional soil test data. The yield function in n' spac

(Figure 2) can be written in the simplest torm as,

F, rI .4 tans - c' =0(ic)
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equation (8) the contribution made by the it contact plane to

the VP vector (partial viscoplastic strain rate Elp), is

^ ~Fi  'P = y < (F i )  >i)

To obtain the expression for the viscoplastic strain rate,

sum up the partial viscoplastic strain rates for all the K -'

contact planes and let K- o. Thus,
MK

p K < jF i
ZyP <' (Fi )  > - (12)

The discrete summation in equation (12) can be replaced by

integration over the solid angle subtended by a sphere of unit

racius at its center if one assumes a continuous random

distriDution of contact planes.

Thus,

F
v (F') > d('1-

where d,2 represents an infinitesimal srlid ancle. Equations (12)

and (13) snow that a viscoplastic strain cate equation can be

cerived from the basic mecnanism of sliding on the contact

planes, wnich is more fundamental in nature. rhe flow equation

of soil oehavicr is automatically defined and can be computed,

once tne equatizn (l) is specified in explicit terms of I

effective normal stress, srear stress and viscoplastic strains,

It tne form of the equation (12) is chosen according to

58-12
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a representation of classical Mohr-Coulomb yield function. In

equation (16) ' is the apparent ancle of friction and c' is the

apparent cohesion. P' = 0 case is included in equation (15) when

* " it becomes

= TI - c' = 0 (17)

Equation (16), when substituted in equation (12), leads to

K F-
P= 2 < (I + G ntan'-c')i > (18)

.15
* ana can be conveniently used in computation and, as others have

sncwn (Pande and Sharma, 1979), leads to exactly the same results

as are obtained by using the Mohr-Coulomb yield function in

invariant form.

A critical state model accounts for rotation of principal

. axes and load cyclinc. The critical state model which interprets

-_zctrocic strain harcening was originally developed for normally

c:nsciidated clays by Schofield and ,roth (19bE), and now there

are a numcer of variants of this model (Naylor, 1975; Roscoe and

ar 3nc, l)6 ). Nova and Wood (1979) have extended the concepts

•* t-s moce. to sands. Gercgiannopculos anc Brown (1976) nave

t'emrted to crove tnat this model is applicable to rocks. All

atnors, however, have used an invariant formulation to the yielc

: nct on. Here we snall specify the yield function for eacn

rjn-Or.!y crientec plane in 7n - 7 space. This would induce .. -

3nicotroclc harcenina. Moreover, to account for the cycling of

":a';, cyc c strain softening shall be introduced. In our mcdel, .

vclic strain softening occurs as a function of cumulative value

58-14
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of absolute plastic strains on each of the planes. Thus, the

yield function and strain hardening/softening rules are given by

(i) on the wet side ( - P> 0)

Fi () +( )2 1=0 (19)
1-lp c PJc

C C4

whereu = tan '

,?P3 930 e x E n

SCen

* in which EVD = normal component of the viscoplastic strain on the
.,p. n

ith plane
- s..,

P = current value of pre-consclidation pressure for
c the jrn cycle

= initial isotropic pre-consolidation pressure fcrthe jtn cycle

X = haraening parameter

=.-- (2Ca
K

where e. = initial void ratio

S,, < = compression and swel>-ic. indices respectively

--.-" To account for the influence of the cyclic softening, tne

value of pco for the jth cycle (pCo) is defined as
.. -vP

n
j, ,, yvp (b

-o = -l (KKe
liZ

where K 1 , K 2 ' ! are constants and vP is the absolute value zr

the cumulative viscoplastic shear strain on the ith plane.

58-15



(ii) On the dry side (-On - < 0)

F i =- + on tan 00 - To= 0 (21a)
* J ,.

where o T are experimented constants defining peak strength

and a ncnassociative flow rule is used, as in

Qi = I]pc + (- j) 2 tan ' = 0 (21b)

with Qi representing the plastic potential function. The form of

this function ensures the continuity of strain rates at -_n = pit

which is important from a computational point of view.

Ficure (3) shows the yield function represented by equaticns

- (19) anc (21).

One must note the important difference between th is model

ana the conventional critical state model. In the proposed

Tocel, the evaluation of yield loci is traced indivicually for

each plane wnich is a function of etfective normal stress, smear

stress and a normal component of viscoplastic strain on tnat

plane. In turn, the effective normal stress and shear stress on

a 2lane are a function of not only magnituoe of princi;al

* stresses cut also of their directions. If loading is such that

the cirecticn of principal stresses stays fixed, as is the case

with triaxial-axial tests, then the hardening/softening proceecs

on some fixed planes and leads tc isotropic hardening. Cn tne

other hand, only selective hardeningsofteninc will take place

involving anisotropy inducec by plastic tlow if the direction of

principal stresses rotates durina loading. The main advantace or 0

the proposed model, which we shall term as "critical state mocel

58-16
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accounting for rotation" (CSMAR) of principal stresses and cyclic

softening, is its utmost simplicity.

DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The proposed numerical framework for investigating the

constitutive relationship, starting with a definition of yield

surface on a - plane, flow rule and hardening rule, is
.n

extremely simple in terms of computer programming.

The summation implied by equation (12) is accomplished

numerically. Several trial and error studies have led to the

choice of number of contact planes surrounding a point as 10 in

one octant. Another 10 planes are taken as mirror images in the

adjacent octant making K = 20. Because of symmetry, only one

quadrant of upper or lower hemisphere need be considered.

Details of direction cosines of these planes and associated

transformation matrices, etc. are indicated in Appendix I. The
,o5-.

computations involved are made only once and are then stored.

The equation (12) also involves the computations of the "

derivatives of a; and t with rescect to the stress vector. The '."

associated algebra is given in Appendix II. Once the vp is

computed for each Gauss point based on the contribution of 20

planes, the standard viscoplastic algorithm (Cormeau, 197E:

ZienKiewicz, 1977) is adopted involving repeated solution of

equations of the type

K6 - B, DS VPdv = R (22)

v
F.

where K is the overall stiffness matrix of the system, D is the

drained elasticity matrix and the righthand side term R includes

58-18



the influence of initial effective stress, initial pore water

pressure, body forces, imposed tractions, etc.

B is the strain matrix in

B= (23)

5 being the nodal displacement vector of the system.

The numerical examples in this section are designed keeping

the following aims in mind.

(a) to show that the proposed model, with the fixed

directions of principal stresses and monotonic loading, gives the

Vsame results as the conventional critical state model, but, in

%" contrast to the critical state model, the proposed model (CSMAR)

gives different results when axes of principal stresses are

rotated in truly triaxial-axial situations.

%(b) to show that, with proper choice of cyclic strain

softening parameters, experimentally observed behavior of pore

pressure generation can be simulated. At low intensities of

stress, such simulation leads to purely elastic behavior, while

at higher intensities, the failure occurs after a number of

cycles which can be controlled by the constant 8.

VALIDATOCN OF THE FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM

Scils Used

I One remolded soil was employed in this study. Kaolinite was

used because the variation among samples can be reduced and

because its engineering properties are well known.

The kaolinite used in this investigation is mined at Bath,

South Carolina. In the form of dry powder, it is available

commercially under the name of Peerless No. 2, supplied by R. T.

U58-19



Vanderbilt Company, New York. Occurring in a pure, highly

" crystalline form in nature, this clay is ideal for soil mechanics

research as it does nor undergo extreme purification treatments

such as acid washing. One important property of this clay is its

high permeability. Fig. 4 shows the grain size distribution,

determined from a hydrometer analysis.

Precaration of Kaolinite Samcles

Device ano Sample Preparation Procedure

The variations among samples should ce maintained at a

minimum in ne experimental study ot mecnanica' behavior ot scil.

therefore the kaolinite samples were preparec usina a special technique. V:

Fic. 5 shcws the device used preparing the sampies.

it consists of an aluminum tube 12 inches hich ana 4 inches in

diameter. The inside wall of the tube was lubricatec with Cow

Ccrnnc 2CC dielectric fluid in order to recdce friction dur-nc

consolidation and extrusicn of the specimen. The top and bottom

enc caps were comprised ct porous plastic ciscs, loading places,

an( mushincs tcr consolidating the soil. To measure pore

Pressure ano to oonitor lcacing rate during consclication, a

r2-Sure trunscucer - F inte a it t.e 71ne:':t te tu'..7e

The case ot cne tuce was connectec -o a ourette.

A ",o. zO U.S. stancar; sieove (. - -m op eilnc

r'm j v cri tinc sieve. A price-ure, sailed "wet um," was

addptec to prepare the scl sample. wo spccn:ulo c: air cry

kaoIinite were placed in the vlorat in sieve 3nc sSIttea Into the

ute. Tc e dater level in th burette was mantaini ec it the level

oD the s.l :rtaue. The soil then irrriteu ':ie -,tor or3cu ".y

58-20
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12 1- V"-a 1 2

: e 4aer just a;-peared over the tp ct tne clay. Mcre

onte .was then slated into t.e ute. The Procedz; e was

'7eeated until the desired sample heicnz (ascut 9 incnes) was

reached. It has been shown by .1artin and Lacd (197C) that tnis

procedure produces a randomly oriented particle structure. The

initial water content is acout 90 percent.

Consolidation or Slurry

•nce the desired heiant of the sci" sample was reached,

a snee- c' titer pa:er, a porous plastic CIsc and a lcacinc

plate were piacec on the clay surface. The connection at tne

-ase was removed. Two loadinc rams "were tnen inserted thrcuch

the bushings in the top and the base plates ano screwed on the

iacinc plates. Thus, the tube actec as a "flsatinc rina"

consolidometer. During consolidation, displacements were

directed towarc the middle from totn top and bottom.

scatter in the data points. This may, be zecause ot the

accuracies in determinina the int'ial compression ot scil', the

variations in the initial water content or the possible varia-II-,

C tO a in tne J-ecree sa:trt n. he i tu cound ce a2Crx1-

mated cy a straight line. The water content after consolidation

is about 40 percent. The time needec to consolidate the scil to

a vertical predetermined pressure depends upon the heicht ot the

*.. sample.

.[ "During the attachment of the loadino rams to the Icadino plates
and the placment of the tube on the loadina machine, the specimen
compressed under its own weicht and the weight of the loacino ram
and the plate. The amount ot compression was difticult to

., determi ne.
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Triaxial Test

The triaxial test is a very common soil test which is used

in both research and design practice. The outstanding advantages

of the triaxial test are the relative ease of preparing the

undisturced sample, the control of drainage conditions and the

measurement of pore pressure.

Ecuipment

* All triaxial compression tests were performed in r L-E

triaxial cells. The ram frictions of the triaxiai cells were

carefully calibrated at tne various cell pressures.

The imposea pressures or deformations during the test

snould be kept as uniform as possible in the experimental study

of mechanical behavior of soil. Therefore, the kaolinite samples

were tested with enlarced lubricated end platens (Rowe ano

Barden, 1964; Barden and McDermott, 1965). The top cap is mace

of lucite and the base platen is made of stainless steel. A

memorane, having a thicxness of 0.C15 inches, was piacec cetween

the soil sample and the end platen. The membrane was lucricated

wi-n Dow Corning hich vacuum grease and was cut at inter;as

acounc tne perimeter to helm relieve the circumferentiai stres

at large strains. the bottom porous stone was 0.21 inches in

i a me t er.

For all samples, only bottom drainace was allowed. Sice

crains were usea for tests with reaular end olatens.

Setup of Sample

Before the start of each test, tne crainace linez were

flusned with deairea water. The specimens were care uilv

58-24
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centered between the two end platens. Usina a membrane expander,

a rubber membrane (Trojan prophylactics) was slipped over the

sample. A rucber band was carefully rolled around the sample,

torcinc cut air trapped between tne sample and the membrane. The

mexcrane was secured to the platens with two O-rings, and Dcw

Ccrninc 2CC fluic was lightly applied to the membrane. Then the

second memorane was placed over the first and fastened securely

:the platens with 0-rings.

EXAMPLE 1: TRIAXIAL TEST UNDER MCNCTCNIC LOADING

A triaxial compression test under isotropic consolidaticn is

simulated usina the following data:

,. E = 21C0CC kN/m 2

-=0.3

ccr = 280 kN"/m
2

M = 772

x = 7CC(70CC for CS1MAR)

= 2Co

Computations are mace usin co:tn tne conventional cr:::cal

state model (CSM) and the proposed mocel (CSMAR). Fisure 0 shows

Se (> , ) versus axial strain ( anc volumetric str3:.n

versus uncer drainer ccnci:1zns. Fisure 7 snows tne ( .

.ersus Versus -i for the uncrainec

case. The ccmpariscn inclcates that results tron tre C 'IAi are

almost the same as those :rzm z . However, it to cireict sr. c:

.r.ncipal stress is rotatec t2rouch l8CC, as discussec in example

4 , then at some point in the stress path (Point z in Fics. 6 arc

7 tre stress-strain curve tcr tne CZMAR model woud rerra.

ncnancec. Ficure '" shows the ccmpar-scn ot ( - 'lersus

58-25
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4.

E (=E1 - -) curves for CSM and CSMAR with experimental
3

results of Boulder clay (Naylor, 1975; Jones, 1975). The

comparison of (u1 - o3) versus Ed is very good while that of cv

versus Ed is reasonable.

EXAMPLE 2: A TRULY TRIAXIAL TEST

In order to illustrate the response of the model to rotation

of principal axes, an imaginary truly triaxial test is devised

which could, in principle, be performed in the laboratory. It is

imagined hat a clay specimen is isctrooically or anisotrocically

consolidated to a specitied degree. One of the principal

stresses is then raised incrementally, Keeping the other two

.rincipal stresses ecual and unchanced. After a few increments,

a system cf stresses is successively applied so that the

Tacnitude of principal stresses is uncnanced but their directions

ar-e progressively rotatec in the plane passing through major and

minor stresses, as sncwn in Ficure 9.

Figure iC snows the total and erfective stress patns followed

oy the clay element in consolicatec drained and undrained tests.

The final stress situation at whicn the rotation ot principal

axes is incuced is Snown nv a larze zct. Usina the same oats as

given in Example 1, computations for plastic strains were mace.

Twc -arameters, r anc s, derined, as below were studied.

SigD C 4 V 3

r '-'4p
at a = 0

Vt =

a t25
.'.'" :' [" , t L =

58-29
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where EiI = second invariant of deviatoric viscoplastic strains

2 2 2
= /2[(,,vp)2 + vp) 2 + ( EVP) 3 xX y Y

EvP = volumetric viscoplastic strains
V

= the angle which the current major principal stress

axis makes with the initial position

Figures (11) and (12) show variation of r and s with 8 for

consolidated drainec ana undrained tests for various Ko

conditions.

These results clearly indicate that the influence of

rotation of principal axis could be considerable.

r and s, which are obviously constant and equal to 1 for

critical state model, vary up to nearly 10% in some cases when

tne CSMAR model is usec.

;;,XAMPL7 3: 'CSMAR' IN CYCLIC TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST

This example shows tne behavior of the model in the cyclic

triaxial compression test. The parameters chosen for the soil

sam cle are as follows:

E = 384C kN/m
2

7.= ', = (,... A 0 2
6.2

= 40 kN/m 2  e.= I.

x= lOC

6i4tn these parameters, the monctonic failure stress Lncer

consolidated undrained conditions is given by q =a., =
--" ji + 2 ]

kN/m = ana p = 2 44.5 kN/m4. Cyclic lcadina tcs wa _
.3

performea with q = The value of other constants relate(- Lc

cyclic loacina are as follows,
58-32
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K 0.95 = 0.025

K2 = 0.5

The effective stress path followed by the specimen is shown

on a q-p plot in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the pore pressures

versus the number of cycles. Fig. 15 shows the q versus
2

deviatoric strain being defined as - (F-1 - E) where El and
3

are axial and radial strains.

In this mcdel the generation of pore pressures is initially

• very gradual. The stress-strain and pore pressure generaticn

curves closely follow the experimentally observed pattern and the

cyclic strain softening depends on the level of cumulative cyclic

-lastic strains on incividual planes.

CCNCLU2IoNS

A micro-structure mccel which responds to the rctation cf

principal axes and accounts for the cyclic strain sctteninc has

teen presented. The model can be further extended to account for

cvclic decradation. A nonstructurA1 autcoencus strain component

n has ceen kect in tne formulation tc rccei transient lcacinc

zcractticns. Cznceptuaily very simcle, the procosec mccei can ce

inccrccrated in the tinite element code very easily.
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MICROBIOLOGY OF THE LEGIONELLAE

bv

Gordon D. Schrank

ABSTRACT

Efforts were directed at a study of the flagellar antigens of the

Legionellae, the recovery techniques for the isolation of the organisms

from natural aquatic habitats, and the development of techniques for the

isolation of bacteriophage capable of infecting Legionellae. Some

0 differences among species were noted with regard to flagellar antigens.

However, continued work is needed in order to consistently produce highly

purified preparations of these antigens. Membrane-antigen contamination

appears to be a major problem. The occurrence of Legionella-like organisms

in natural aquatic habitats follows a seasonal pattern with a maximum

number occurring in August. Standard enrichment techniques for phage

isolation failed to provide for recovery of these viruses. More work is

needed in this area. A lysogenic phage was demonstrated by electron

microscopy after treatment of Legionella lab cultures with ultraviolet

* light. Methods for propagation of this virus are under study.

.J,.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The family Legionellaceae contains the organism responsible for

Legionnaires' Disease (Legionella pneumophila) and an additional number of

species which may be associated with human disease. Currently 23 species

of Legionella have been proposed (Brenner, et al., 1985). The difficulty

in dealing with this large number of species is made more complex by the

large number of serogroups (at least 37). This group of organisms has been

characterized only recently due, in part, to the fact that Legionella

pneumophila was first described in 1977. These organisms are phenotvpically

unique from other known bacteria. Because the scientific communitv has had

" •only a short time for to study these organisms, basic research is needed in

regard to the microbiology of these organisms.

Areas of study needed have included the resolution of generic

designation among the various species. Also, more information is needed

-. regarding the cell structure, composition, and antigen analysis and the

methods for routine isolation and propagation of bacteriophages that might

infect this group of organisms.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of this research included: 1) studies of the flagella

* isolated from various species of Legionella: 2) continued study of methods

for improving the isolation of these organisms from potable and nonpotable

water suppLies; and, 3) the development of techniques for the isolation and

* .characterization of bacteriophages capable of infecting Legionellae.

11I. NOMENCLATURE:

Eight Legionella species were used in the present study. These

tncLuded L. bozemanii, L. dumoffii, L. gormanii, L. rnicdadei, L.

59-2
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pneumophila, L. Jordanis, L. wadsworthii, and L. longbeachae. All species

were serogroup 1 organisms.

IV. ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF FLAGELLA:

Elliott and Johnson (1981) first ioslated flagella of Legionella

pneumophila. These authors proposed the use of flagellar antigens in

serogrouping of Legionellae. This work has been followed by others that

have shown differences in passive hemagglutination patterns using various

flagellar antigens of the Legionella (Rogers and Laverick, 1984).

Therefore, the current study was undertaken to continue characterization of

flagellar antigens of the various Legionella sp. An initial study was done

using the procedures Elliott and Johnson (1981). Organisms were grown on

buffered charcoal yeast extract agar and flagella were removed by passage

of the organisms through a 27-guage needle. The flagella were then further

purified by cycles of differential centrifugation. Standard polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of nonsolubilized flagella showed few

-contaminating proteins (Figure 1). The use of solubilized flagella run on

a sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-PAGE gel stained with silver produced a

number of unexpected bands (Figure 2). The purity of such preparations

prepared by this method were then questioned.

Effort was directed toward other purification procedures. Removal of

the flagella in a TRIS buffer contain the nonionic detergent Triton X-100

resulted in flagellar preparations which were then subjected to cesium

'O

chloride density gradient ultracentrifugation. Before centrifugation,

flagella preparations showed considerable contamination (Figure 3).

However, after centrifugation, distinct bands of contaminating vesicles

(Figure 4) and flageLla (Figure 5) were obtained. However, an SDS-PAGE

l . 59-3
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analysis of solubilized flagella still showed come unexpected contamination

(Figure 6). It should be noted that the number of contaminating bands was

smaller than using the first procedure.

* These findings would indicate there are some antigenic differences

among species, particularly L. pneumophila and L. bozemanii that, when

using a more sensitive SDS-PAGE staining procedure (silver stain vs.

S, . Coomassie blue stain), additional protein bands exist in the gel and that

* some species differences exist regarding such flagellar-associated

antigens. Therefore, the use of flagella or flagellar associated antigens

warrants additional study. Because of species differences, such procedures

* may have potential for use in differentiating the various species of

Legionella. Recent studies of the outer membrane of Legionella by Ehret

and Ruckdeschel (1985) would indicate that both membrane and flagellar

".1,

antigens are important in antigenic differentiation of species.

V. ENVIRONMENTAL ISOLATION:

Eight lakes and one old quarry in the St. Cloud area were routinely

tested for the presence of Legionella or Legionella-like organisms. This

p.

. , aaspect of the study was conducted during the period from May to September,

1986. Both culture (using concentrated water samples) and fluorescent

- antibody staining were used to follow the presence of presumptive-

Legionella in these natural bodies of water. The term presumptive is used

because the identity of isolated organisms was not confirmed using DNA

homology testing. Three test sites yielded Legionella-Like organisms

during early August. Testing at other time periods gave negative results.

These findings are similar to those reported by Braun (1982) for natural

sodies of water in New York state. Apparently similar ecological actor

-9
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such as water temperature and growth of associated organisms (algae)

influence the seasonal distribution of Legionella organisms in natural

bodies of water in Minnesota.

VI. BACTERIOPHAGE:

Extensive efforts were devoted to the isolation of phage infective for

Legionella. This was a very difficult aspect of the study due, in part, to

the complex growth requirements of Legionellae in the laboratory. Attempts

were made to increase the number of phage present in water from a number of

sources. Water from cooling towers and a sewage treatment plant were used.

An attempt was made to find host cell populations among laboratory strains

as well as the presumptive organisms isolated from the environment.

Enrichment was attempted at a variety of temperatures (20°C, 25°C, 30°C,

and 37°C) and growth conditions (isolated cultures, shaking cultures,

biphasic cultures, and aerated cultures). Several months of efforts were

devoted to these studies using all eight laboratory organisms.

Results of such studies would indicate that recovery of phage is

difficult; propagation is even more complex. Treatment of laboratory

strains of Legionellae with ultraviolet (UV) light and mitomycin C would

4.- indicate that a small virus may be recovered after UV treatment (Figures 7

* and 8). Recovery of this particle was consistent with UV treatment of

Legionellae. This phase of the study must be continued to refine the

isolation of both lysogenic and free virus strains. To date, no

Ot satisfactory enrichment procedures has been developed although many

procdures have been tried.

A number of isolation protocols are under study. These include methods

for isolation of phage associated with Streptomvces azureus (Wgata, et al.,

-, 59-5
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$1985), Bacillus sp. (Seldin, et al., 1984), Yersinia ruckeri (Stevenson and

Airdria, 1984) and Brucella sp. (Corbel, 1984).
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FIGURE 1. Tracing of a standard PAGE analysis of nonsolubilized flagella

preparations isolated from six species of Legionellae. None of the

preparations showed major contamination with unbound proteins. S = stacking

gel; I = L. bozemanii; 2 = L. micdadei; 3 = L. longbeachae: 4 = L.

gormanii; 5 = L. jordanis; 6 = L. dumoffii.
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FIGURE 2. Tracing of an SDS-PAGE analysis of solubilized flagella

preparations prepared by the method of Elliott and Johnson (1981). A wide

distribution of unexpected proteins were observed. Lanes 1-4 represent L.

bozemanii, L. micdadei, L. longbeachae, and L. gormanii. Lane 5 represents

molecular weight standards with the following molecular weights from top to

bottom (A-F): 92,500; 66,200; 45,000; 31,000; 21,500; and 14,400. The S

represents the region of the stacking gel.
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he merjiod of Elliott anOi Johnson (1981). Note extensive contaminatiOnK -ith vesicular, membrane-like material. (Magnification: x'-&,0OO).
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Note the preparation appears to he clea-r of membraneous contamination.
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P r[nrIin -omparing preparations of -oi--,-ized flagella from

bozemanvi (Lanes I and 3) and L. pneumoDhila (Lanes 2 and '). The marker

,n Lane S has a molecular weight of 45,000. The preparations after density

gradient centrifugation were clearly purer than earlier preparations with

mi ajor ')ands, is expected, in the range of a molecular weight ot 45,000.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This work represents a continuation and expansion of studies originally

carried out during a faculty summer research fellowship period (1). In

connection with the computer-based pharmacokinetic model for inhaled vapors

developed by Andersen et al. (2,3), research was begun on means for estimating

the tissue solubilities and kinetic parameters of halogenated hydrocarbons

based solely on the structures of the compounds. In the present work these

preliminary studies have been extended and amplified. The results reported

stem from the efforts of graduate students Michael L. Gargus and Steve Dixon,

undergraduate student Diane E. Brooker, and the principal investigator.

* Reported are the extension of the structure-solubility relationships to

include new compounds, the examination of new parameter approaches, computer

hardware and software developments, and the status of investigations of the

kinetic parameters. Only brief summaries of the major results are presented;

more in-depth treatments are available in internal reports of our research

group.

II. STRUCTURE-SOLUBILITY RELATIONSHIPS

In our original studies a set of 25 halocarbons was examined (1). This

original set contained mostly chlorinated halocarbons and relatively few

fluorinated and brominated species. To improve our understanding of the

physical properties of the latter species seven fluorinated and brominated

compounds were added to expand the data set to 32 compounds. Broadly

speaking, no dramatic changes were observed in the forms of the resulting

regression equations obtained for eight representative physical properties; on

the whole the connectivity indices yielded slightly worse fits for the

expanded data set and the ad hoc descriptors yielded slightly improved fits.

Vd As expected, error limits for the coefficients of the numbers of fluorine and

61-1
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bromine atoms in the ad hoc descriptor regression equations were improved

substantially, allowing more meaningful comparisons of the influences of these

halogen atoms.

A number of different possible improvements in the parameterization

schemes for the halocarbons were explored. In the earlier work the Wiener

distance approach was found to be inadequate for description of the tissue

solubilities and physical properties of the halocarbons (1). This was

attributed to the failure of the original Wiener scheme to take into account

the electronic differences among halogen atoms. A scheme purporting to do so

has been proposed by Barysz et al. (4). This scheme was tested, but also

failed to yield any significant improvement in the analysis of the physical

properties and tissue solubilities. We conclude that an adequate electronic

parameterization for the Wiener scheme remains to be developed.

Molecular volumes and surface areas have frequently been suggested as

significant factors influencing solubility. E.g., Leo et al. (5) have argued

that cavity size (molecular volume) is a key determinant of the octanol/water

partition coefficient. Therefore molecular volumes and surface areas

calculated by several methods were tested as modeling parameters for the

halocarbon oil, water and saline solubilities. To account for electronic

effects molar refraction (MR) and the polar hydrogen factor QH (see below)

were included. In no case was a good regression fit obtained using volume or

surface area, although a satisfactory fit for the oil/air partition coefficient

2
(modeled as its logarithm, r = 0.961) was obtained using MR and QH alone.

0.1 Information indices have been used successfully to model a variety of

properties (6,7). The ability of such indices, using Kier's "negentrophy"
w J

S." definition (7), to model halocarbon solubilities was examined. The results

C.j were disappointing, and no satisfactory model for solubility was obtained

using these indices.
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coefficients, physical properties, and structural parameters of these

compounds. Both orthogonal and oblique rotations were employed. The results

were both interesting and informative. For the six partition coefficients two

significant dimensions were found, accounting for 97.7% of the variation in

the data. These dimensions can be interpreted as representing lipid and

saline solubilities. Analysis of the physical properties indicated that the

majority of these properties were heavily loaded on a factor most reasonably

identified as representing dispersion forces, or in Cramer's terminology (14),

4a "bulk" dimension. Melting points and water solubilities appeared largely as

* separate dimensions. For the structural parameters, six Wiener indices

, accounted for 3 dimensions, eleven convectivity indices 7 dimensions, and six

ad hoc descriptors, 5 dimensions. The greater dimensionalities of the

connectivity indices and the ad hoc descriptors compared to the Wiener indices

may explain, at least in part, the greater success of these indices in modeling

the properties of the 25 halocarbons.

III. COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT

Through a separate grant from the State of Ohio it was possible to

purchase several important computer hardware items, greatly enhancing our

abilities to perform a variety of calculations relevant to the present

project. A DEC VT 241 color graphics terminal and a Tektronics 4107A color

graphics terminal were initially purchased. Both allow excellent

communications with Wright State University's mainframe computers, most

importantly the VAX 11/785. In conjunction with these purchases we were

fortunate to acquire from colleagues at other universities two graphics

software packages, PLUTO and MODEL, both of which allow simplified compound

structure input and display. Other software acquisitions allow us now to

perform a variety of calculations ranging from Allinger's empirical molecular

61-3
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In our previous work the polar hydrogen factor QH developed by Di Paolo

et al. (8) was employed and found to be an important descriptor for both

halocarbon tissue solubilities and physical properties (1). This parameter is

intended to represent the influences of the polarized carbon-hydrogen bonds

arising from the inductive effects of nearby halogens. The origins of this

parameter are somewhat obscure, and it was deemed useful to explore alternative

ways of representing this important structural property. Alternative schemes

developed by Hansch et al. (9) and Davies et al. (10) were examined in detail,
S

but were judged to be less useful than the Q model of Di Paolo et al. (8).
H

However, it was noted that a simplified form of QH which treats all halogens

as equivalent, yields results virtually identical to those for QH"

In addition to the above studies, more sophisticated measures of

*carbon-hydrogen bond polarity were also examined. Gasteiger and co-workers

(11) have developed an emperical scheme based on partial equalization of

orbital electronegativities (PEOE) that appears to yield excellent values for

atomic charges in atoms. A computer program was developed to perform PEOE

calculations, and charges on the atoms of our basic set of 25 halocarbons were

determined. Based on these charges a wide variety of potential "polarity"

parameters was developed and tested, Most failed to yield improvements;

however, several indices based on halogen-halogen and halogen-hydrogenS
oil, interactions led to improved regression equations for both water and saline

solubilities of the halocarbons. The theoretical significance of these latter

indices remains to be elucidated.

i•  Factor analysis is a statistical technique which allows one to gain

insight into the inherent dimensionality of a set of properties or other

vvariables (12,13,14). In order to better understand the properties of our set

of 25 halocarbons the method of factor analysis was applied to the partition
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mechanics method through semiempherical (e.g. INDO, MNDO, AM1) and ab initio

molecular orbital calculations. Because of the great value of having a

flexible menu of techniques at our disposal, considerable effort was expended

to acquire, set up, and integrate these programs into our graphics system.

In some cases it proved desirable or necessary to write our own programs.

Programs were developed for the following purposes: (1) calculation of

information indices, (2) accurate calculation of molecular surface (cavity)

areas, and (3) calculation of atom charges by the PEOE method (11). In

addition, programs were written to interface the MOPAC (MINDO. MNDO, AM1)

program and the GAUSSIAN 82 ab initio program with our PLUTO color graphics

* system.

IV. KINETIC PARAMETERS

Because of the time required for the new developments in structure

property relationships and in the computer hardware and software areas, only a

very modest amount of time could be spent on beginning to examine the observed

enzyme (Michaelis-Menten) kinetic parameters. As expected, an attempt to

model these kinetic parameters using the structural parameters employed

previously for solubilities was not successful. A review was begun of the

current state of knowledge of the mode(s) of action of the cytochrome P-450

4enzymes and of previous attempts to calculate relevant behaviors of

halogenated hrdrocarbon in the context of their metabolism by the P-450

enzymes. It is anticipated that rather sophisticated molecular orbital

techniques will be required in order to understand the observed kinetic

parameters.

,e.
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ABSTRACT

Several computer programs for numerical solution of systems of Ist order

differential equations have been written for testing and implementation in the

digital simulation for the dynamics of surface-to-air missiles. Another

computer program for smoothing noisy data with spline functions have been

developed for use in smoothing of Cinetheodolite and Radar Data for Missiles and

Bombs.

The smoothing program can be modified to achieve higher degree of smoothing

dependent on the nature of data. This can be accomplished by developing

i "automatic" methods for choosing the smoothing parameter using cross-validation

ii! methods.

I
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I. Introduction

This report summarizes the development of more accurate methods for digital

simulation of surface-to-air missiles and smoothing of cinetheodolite and radar

data for missiles and bombs.

II. Methods for digital simulation of surface to air missiles:

Missile simulation models are 5 degree-of-freedom models. The missile is

assumed roll stabilized and flies in the 'X' configuration. That is, the

aerodynamic data base supports three lateral accelerations and only two

rotational accelerations. Each of these is computed in a body coordinate system

where the principal axis is coincident with the missile longitudinal axis. The

other two axes are each orthogonal and lie in the planes containing the yaw and

to pitch control surfaces respectively.

The lateral accelerations are computed using

U = f(Ca, C n, Cy, Cm, Cn9 P, q, A1 3, g, W, V, S, VM )

V = f2 (Cy, S, V , U, A2 3, g)

W = f3(p, Vm, S, Cn, U, q, g, A3 3

and the two rotational accelerations are computed from

q f4 (P, Vm, S, d, Cm, yy)

r f5(p, Vm, S, d, C, I yy)

where fl,. ' f5 are defined functions of

C the axial force coefficient

C the normal force coefficient

Cn, the side force coefficient

I.y'
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C . the pitching movement coefficient

Cn, the yawing movement coefficient

p, the air density

S, the surface area

Vm, the total missile velocity

d, the reference diameter

g, the gravitational acceleration

Aij, the elements of the body to inertial transformation matrix

I yy, the pitch-yaw moment of inertia

In order to compute the missile miss distance, we must keep track of the

missile in an inertial coordinate system. Using an inertial system with its

origin at the missile launch point and the three axes being positive in the

north, east and down directions respectively, the angular motion is expressed in

the inertial system by

= (q sin + r cos )/cos

= q cos4- r sin

4 = t~sin .

The initial conditions ofqi,, and+ are taken to be the angular orientation

of the missile launcher at time of launch. The body velocities U, V, anu W are

rotated into the inertial system to obtain

[J (Aij) V

Thus, in all, eleven parameters (five in the body system and six in the inertial

system) are to be integrated numerically.
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Let us arrange the above equations in the form dy/dt = f(t,y)

where y is the vector containing the eleven unknown parameters.

The sponsor uses a "modified Euler scheme" to integrate the above system of

governing differential equations. An examination of the underlying theory of

numerical integration of differential equations reveals that such a scheme is

one of a larger class of solvers denoted in the literature as the class of

one-step implicit methods of order one:

Yi+l = Yi + h[(l-6) fi+l +)fi'

such algorithm is stable if and only ifi 9 1/2

It is known that explicit numerical methods of higher order have rather

small regions of absolute stability when the system is "stiff" due to broad

varying rates of some components of the system. On the other hand, implicit

methods have a some what larger region of stability. However, recently

developed methods combine the predictor - corrector schemes and implicit schemes

for use when the system is stiff. In this option corrector's equation is

replaced by implicit methods and direct iteration of the corrector is replaced

by a form of Newton or fixed point iteration. Both step size and order are

variables in such schemes and the computer programs can automatically change

order as well as step length; the strategy here being to minimize the

computational effort required for local errors to be less than a stipulated

bound.

Unfortunately, it was found that variable step-size methods can not be

implemented in the overall missile models used by the sponsor because the use of

fixed step size is inherent in other parts of their subroutines. However since

the grant calls for developing such a program, we present here a program of
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higher order and variable step size that may be useful in modeling other

problems that permit the use of variable step size. We also present a few

programs of higher order accuracy and fixed step size. These latter programs

were modified for direct incorporation in the overall missile models used by the

sponsor. The computer programs for these methods are presented in appendix A,

and those with fixed step size have been modified for direct implementation and

integration with the mainframe programs for missile modeling at Eglin Air Force

Base. These latter programs have been given to the sponsor at Eglin, for its

testing and implementation.

It is appropriate that we summarize these methods and compare the accuracy,

required effort, stability, and other features of these methods.

i - Implicit modified Euler method with fixed step size

The method begins the solution at i th step using the predictor formula

Xi+l = Y + h f(t., yi),

for predicting an initial approximation of the solution at the (i+l)th step,

then uses the fixed point iteration formula:

+ h/2[ f (ti , Y + f(t., k = 1,2,3,...,," Yi+l =- Y-i 1 h2!il i+l + ( I , Ai

to improve the accuracy until Yi+1 - Y hE where F is a predescribed

tolerence error.

ii - Hamming method with fixed step size:

The method begins the solution with obtaining the starting values using

other methods such as modified Euler or Runge-Kutta method, and then continues

with a predictor - corrector. The equations employed are

yi+l,p = Yi-3 + 4h/3 (2f. -f + 2f i--2)

62-5
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yi+l,m li+l,p - 112/121 (y.,p - .i,

i+l,c 1/8 [9i - yi_2 + 3h(fi+im + 2f.i - I ) ]

Yi" - i+lc + 9/121 (yi+l, p - yi+lc )

It should be noted that the estimate of yi+, is modified using the difference

between the predicted and corrected values in the previous interval (this is

omitted in the first interval since these are not available). Note that, while

two additional equations are employed in each step, only two evaluations of the

derivative functions are needed.

The special merits of Hamming's method are stability combined with good

accuracy. The method has a local error of O(h 
5 ) and a global error of O(h 4).

iii - Adam-Moulton Method with fixed step size

Adam-Moulton method assumes a set of starting values already calculated by

some other techniques. It is usually employed in a computer program using the

equations

predictor: yi+l = y, + h/24 [55fi - i-l + 37fi-2 -9fi-3

corrector: Yi+l = yi + h/24 [9fi+l + dl9f. - 5 f i-l + fi-21

These fourth-order formulas are widely used, especially in combination with

Runge-Kutta, because both kinds of methods have local errors of O(h ). The

corrector can be modified at each step and be used as a fixed point iteration

for higher accuracy using

Yi = i +  h/24 [9f(ti+1, i + 19f. - 5 fi-1 + fi-23~i+1 =i 1+1 h/24 -

until j y _i1  y 1 1 < F where F is a predescribed tolerence error. The

* computer program computes the starting values using implicit modified Euler

method.
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iv. Gear's method with fixed step size

Gear (1967) has proposed a predictor-corrector method that has an 0(h )

local error but uses only three previous steps rather than the four previous

steps employed by Adam-Moulton. It obtains its high order of error by using

recorrected values of the function and derivative values. The formulas are:

li+l,p 18y, + 9yi, + 10yi- 2  + 9hy'i + 18hy'i-i + 3hy'i-2

h'i+l, p  -57y, + 24y + + 24hy'i + 57hy' +10hy'

F = hy'i+l, p - h f(xi+ll,+,p),

S-95/288F

-"/ -i+l - i+l,p -'

Yi, = Yi + 3/160F,
1, 1

Yi-l, =i-l, l1/1440F
c 2  c 1

hy'i+ I = h y'i+l,p - F

This method is stable, highly accurate and is normally used with variable order

and step size. Gear (1971) has a listing and a complete description of a

subroutine called DIFSUB, which includes options for stiff and non stiff

systems.

v - Runge-Kutta Felberg method with variable step size

This method uses adjustable step size in a Runge-Kutta method of order four:

Yi+l = Yi + 25/216 K1 + 1408/2565 K3 + 2197/4104 K4  1/5 K5
where K1 = hf(ti, yi).
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K= hf(t., + h/4, y, + 1/4 K1 )

K(3 = hf(t. + 3h/8, y. + 3/32 K, + 9/32K2)

%( = hf(t, + 12h/13, y, + 1932/2197 K, - 7200/2197 K 2+ 729629K3

K5= hf(t.+h, y, + 439/216 K, - 8 K 2+ 3680/513 K(3 - 845/4104 K 4)

K6=h~i+h/2, yi- 8/27 K,+ 2K2- 35426K3+ 1859/4104 K4-11/40 K 5)

The error can be estimated from:

E= K 1/3 60 - 128K(3 /4275 - 2197 K 4/75240 + K 5/50 + 21(6 /55

The basis for this latter scheme is to compute two Runge-Kutta estimates for the

new value of y,,but of different order of error. Thus, we compare the

estimates of y,+1 using fourth- and fifth-order Runge-Kutta formulas and

comparing the results. Moreover, both sets of equations make use of the same

K's, so only six function evaluations are used. In addition, one can increase

or decrease h depending on the value of E at each step.

III. Smoothing by Spline Functions

Estimation and smoothing is the process of extracting information from

data-data which can be used to infer the denied information and may obtain

errors. The sponsor uses "Moving Polynomial Arc Smoothing - IMPAS" techniques in

most cases and "Optimal Smoothing-OS" in selective cases.

Recent research work indicates that "smoothing by splime functions' is more

preferable to moving polynomial arc smoothing because of the nature of the

JiI

structure of splines with higher order differentiability and capability of

carrying the smoothing as close as needed to the boundary points.

We discuss here the computational aspects of cubic smoothing splines. Given

the approximate values y, g(t.i) + LE of some supposedly smooth function g at
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data points .,...,tn, a measure of the rapid local variation of the curve of g

can be given by a roughness penalty such as the integrated squared second

derivative. Various roughness penalties have been suggested and used but

f(g,,)2.L& is most convenient. Using this measure, define the modified sum of

squares

S(g) =(Yi - g(ti)2j+,O g"(t) 2 dt;

Minimizing S(g) over the class of all (twice-differentiable) functions g will

yield an estimate g which, for the given value of o<, gives the best compromise

between smoothness and goodness of fit. That is, a sort of compromise between

* our desire to stay close to the given data and our desire to obtain a smooth

function and the choice of ad-depends on which of these two conflicting goals we

accord greater importance.

It can be shown that the curve g has the following properties:

(i) it is a cubic polynomial in each interval (t., t i+l)

(ii) at the points ti, the curve and its first two derivatives are

continuous but there may be a discontinuity in the third derivative.

Any curve which satisfies (i) and (ii) is called a cubic spline with knots t..V1

It should be noted that one of the consequences of the properties of g is

computational. To find g, we need to find the four coeffients in the polynomial

A

form of g in each interval. These coefficients can, essentially, be found by

solving a band-limited linear system of size n. Stable and fast numerical

algorithms for solving such systems are available. De Boor (1978, Chapter 14)

gives a description of the way g can be found and a Fortran implementation.

Silverman and collaborators (1985) have adapted De Boor's programs to yield a

method which finds g using 35n multiplications/divisions for the first value of
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the smoothing parameter and 25n for the others, where n is the number of data

points. Thus, the computational burden in finding g goes up linearly as the

number of data points.

We present here a much simpler program based on an algorithm developed by

Reinsch (1967): let ti, yi), i, = 0, ..., n be given and assume that

t0 <t 1  ... <t n. The smoothing function g to be constructed shall

minimize fig" (t)l 2dt

among all functions g(t) such that

(t.) -y.)/ < S, gCC 2 [t", tril

Here 5Yi>0,i = 0, ..., n and S > 0 are given numbers. The constant S is

redundant and is introduced only for convenience. It allows for an implicit

rescaling of the quantities' yi, which control the extent of smoothing.

Recommended values for S depend on the relative weights Yij -2. If

available, one should use for 8yi an estimate of the standard deviation of the

ordinate yi" In this case, natural values of S lie within the confidence

interval corresponding to the left-hand side of (*):

N - (2N) /2. S4; N + (2N) /2, N = n + 1

Choosing S equal to zero leads to the problem of interpolation by cubic spline

functions. The extreme funtion 9(1) is composed of cubic spline
) 2 )3

,g(t) = a.i + b.i(t - i)+i(t - . d( - t i  ti.* t t+i

1 1,' A

which join at their common endpoints such that g, g , and'g" are continuous,
A , t! r.it(t

and g(t o ) = (tn ) = o.

The computer program in Appendix B computes the parameters ai, bi, ci, and d.

according to Reinsch's development of the algorithm.

6 ,
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IV. Summary and Conclusions

Several computer programs for numerical solution of systems of ist order

differential equations have been written for testing and implementation in the

digital simulation for the dynamics of surface-to-air missiles. Another

computer program for smoothing noisy data with spline functions have been

developed for use in smoothing of Cinetheodolite and Radar Data for Missiles and

Bombs.

The smoothing program can be modified to achieve:

a. a higher degree of smoothing dependent on the nature of data. This can be

accomplished by developing "automatic" methods for choosing the smoothing

parameter using cross-validation methods.

and

b. Accommodate other end (boundary) conditions

62-11
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Progqrams for solving 1st order systes of differential equations

1 - Iajnge-Kutta Felberg method with variable step size

C TEST PROGRAM FOR SYSTEM SIMULATION

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z), INTEGER(I-N)
DIMENSION HISTORY(150,4),STATEC3),RKOEF(31),VPARAM(1O)
EXTERNAL NLSYS

N=2
A =0.0
B =1.0
HMIN = 0.0001
HAX = 0.01
TOL = 0.0001

0 TOUT = 0.01
STATEMi = 1.0
STATE(2) = 0.0
NRH = 150

CALL RKFELB(HISTORY,NRH,N,A,B,HMIN,HMAX,TOL,TOUT,STATE,VPARAM,

50 FORMATC3FlO.4,I)
END

SUBROUTINE RKFELB(HISTORY,NRH,N,A,B,HMIN,HMAX,TOL,TOUT,STATE,
1 VPARAM,SYSTEM)

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C HISTORY :=ARRAY CONTAINING OUTPUT OF TIME SIMULATION.
C NRH NUMBER OF ROWS OF THE MATRIX HISTORY.
C N ORDER OF SYSTEM.

N NUMBER OF CONTROLLERS.
AB 1NITIAL AN~D FINAL TIME.

* HMIN :=MINIMUM STEP SIZE.
C HMAX MAXIMUM STEP SIZE.
C TOL ERROR TOLERANCE.
C TOUT OUTPUT PERIOD.
C STATE N-VECTOR CONTAINING CURRENT VALUE OF STATE.
C ON INPUT, IT CONTAINS THE INITIAL STATE.
C VPARAM VECTOR OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS.

C SYSTEM SSUBROUTINE CONTAINING STATE EQUATIONS.
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Apenix A

Prograns for solving 1st order system of differential equations

1 - R.nge-Kutta Felberg miethod with variable step size

TEST PROGRAM FOR SYSTEM SIMULATION

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z), INTEGER(!-N)
DIMENSION HISTORY(150,4),STATE(3),RKOEF(31),VPARAM(iO)
EXTERNAL NLSYS

N 2
A : .j

HM2; 0.001

HMAX = 0.J1
TOL = 0.0001
TOUT = J.01
STATE(1) = 1.0
STATE(2) = 0.0
NRH = 150

CALL RKFELB(HISTORY,NRH,N,A,B,HMIN ,HMAX,TOL,TOUT,STATE,VPARAM,
NLSYS)

FORMAT( 3F10.4,/)
EN D

A.. . O.A T :.- NG HOTPr. OF :ME -:M :'JLAT:7
:;ki := 5UM-E,% JF R WS F ,"?i H . 7 : i 1 H T)R

:RD-R OF JYSTEM.

:i:.;i;; ~ :: .:; :i ;. ST P ;N
MA X X,:A M ! TEP SIZE.

T L ERRRUr TOLERANCE.TgUT := OTPUTPERIOD.
STT :N-VECTOR CONTAININ. CURRENT VLE'FSAE

0:,1 1:1PUT, '.7 C",NTA '; ri{E, 1,NIT AL Z ATF
'JPARAM :: VECTR )F VARIrOUS; ?A'AHETFR,;.

,d
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SUBROUTINE STEP( STATE, ', T,H, TOL,HMIN ,HMAX ,RKOJEF,SYCT'EM, ''ARAMJ

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z), INTE3ER(!-:;)
DIMENSION STATE(1),RKOEF(1),VPARAM(l),

1 RK1 (15),RK2(15),RK3(15),RK4(15),RK5(15),RK6(15),
2 WORK(15)

ERREST ERROR ESTIMATE.
C STPMOD STEP SIZE MODIFICATION.
C WORK DUMMY STATE VECTOR.
C TWORK DUMMY TIME.

C RK1-b RUNGE-KUTTA VECTORS. 1

C------------------------------------------------------------------------------
E'RREST = TOL +1.0

5 TF(ERREST.J T.TOL) THEN

TWORK T

WORKKl) = 3TATEW'--)

CALL SYSTEM(RK1 ,TWORK,WORKVPARAM)

TWORK =T +RKOEF(2)'H
DO 20 I = 1,N

RK1(I) =RK1(I) *H

WORK(I) =STATE(!) +RKOEF(1)*RK1(I)
CONTfNUE

%LL 3EM~RK, D' ORK , JPARA,

TWORK = T + RKOEF(5VH
DO 30 I = 1,N

RK2(I = RK2(1) H
WORK(!) =STATE(I) +RKOEF(3),RK1 (I, +RKOEF(4)tRK2(:)

3') CONTINUE
CALL 3YSTEM(RK3 ,TWORK.WdORK,VPARAM)

7) W

DD 50 N :
RK 4 (I) RK..K) 1i
WO0RK(I +TrK R. RK DE hRIK 1 + RK 0E 11

+ R KJ EF12) RK 3( + R KCQEF 13 *R w,.

CA'L Z'Y J'iE( -M ,-K AHRK,W R;K V IPA ifAM)
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TWORK = T +RKOEF(20) I H
DO 60 1 = 1,N

RK5(I) RK5(1) 4 H
WORK(I) STATE(!)+ RKOEF(15),RK1(I) +RKOEF(1o)*RK2(l)

+RKOEF(17),RK3(i) +RKOEF(18)*RK4(i,'
2 +RKOEF(19),RK5(i)

oO CONTINUE
CALL SYSTEM(RKb,TWORK,WORK,VPARAM)

D0 61 1 = 1,N
RK6(1) = RK6(1) *H

ul CONTINUE

ERREST =2.0

C ES6TIMATE ERROR
DO 120 1 = 1,N

DLJMERR =(RKOEF(25),RK1(I) + KOEF(2o)PRK3(l)
RKOEF(27):RK.(I) + RKUEF(28) RK5(1J
RKOEF(29)*RK6(I) )/H

DUMERR =DABS(DUMERR)
IF(DUM1ERR.GT.ERREST) ERREST = DUMERR

130 CONTINUE
STPMOD = 1.01
lF(1.O+ERREST.NE.1.O) STPMOD = O.5* (TOL/ERREST)J*O.25)

C RKOEF(30) CONTAINS STEP SIZE USED IN THIS ITERATION
RKOEF(30) = H
:F-(sTFMlc .LT.1. = H/2

lF(H.LT.HMiN) THEN
PRINT -,** ...STEP SIZE TOO SMALL...'
ERREST = j.0
RKOEF(30) 1.OE+20

END DIF

+i~ -' .j.

RETURN
END

S..
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SUBROUTINE COEF(RKOEF)
uOUBLE PRECISION RKOEF(1)

COEF LOADS THE RUNGE-KUTTA COEFFICIENTS 1NTO RKOEF

RKOEF( 1) = 1.0/4.0
RKOEF( 2) = 1.0/4.0

RKOEF( 3) = 3.0/132.0
RKOEF( 4) = 9.0/32.0
RKOEF( 5) = 3.0/8.0

RKOEF( 6) = 1932.0/2197.0
RKOEF'K 7 = -72DO.J/21 97.0
RKOEK 2 : "72h9o. /21 97.0
RKiEF 9) = 12.0/13.j.

RKOEF(10) = 439.0/216.0
RKOEF(11) = -8.0
RKOEF(12) = 3b80.0/513.0
RKOEF(13) = -845.0/4104.0
RKOEF(14) = 1.0

RKOEF(15) = -8.0/27.0
RKOEF(16) = 2.0

RKOEF(17) = -3544.0/2565.0A. RKOEF(18) = 1859.0/4104.0

RKOEF(19) = -11.0/40.0
RKOEF(20) = 1.3/2.0

RF,) EF (21 1) = 25 7. ) / Z1, ). 3

RKOEF(22) = 14)8.0/25b5.D
RKOEF(23) 2197.0/4104.0
RKOEF(24) = -1.0/5.0

RKOEF(25J = 13
RKOEF(26) = -128.0/4275.0

RKOEF(27) = -2197.0/75240.0
RKOEF(28) = 1.0/50.0
RKOEF(29) = 2.0/55.0

RET U RN
END
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) NLSYS CONTAINS3 A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO E SOLVED VIA
-. RKFELB

SUBROUTINE NL3YS(DX,T,X,VPARAM)
IMPLIC.7T DOUBLE PREC:S1)DNkA-H.-Z), !NTEGERLI-'O)
DIMENSION DX~1 ),lPARAM(1 ,XWU(1

622
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2 - Naming method with fixed step size

C TEST-HAMMING
1MAIN PROGRAM FOR INTEGRATING A SYSTEM DX/DT=F(T,X)

C SYSTEM IS GIVEN IN "EXTERNAL SYS" SUBROUTICNE
C NMAX:=MAX NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
C H:=STEP SIZE
C N:=NUMBER OF EQUATIONS

TMIN:= BEGINING OF INTEGRATION TIME
C TMAX:= END OF INTEGRATION TIME

PARAMETER(NMAX=2
DIMENSION E(NMAX),DE(NMAX)
COMMON/TEMP/FOLD(3,NMAX),YOLD(4,NMAX),YPOLD(NMAX),YCOLD(,IMAX)

COMMONID FF/E, DE
COMMOi STEP/T,DT.,N

,.7 .ER AL AUTO

DC 5,. JJ , .X
CALL lNTEu

*JU CONTINUE
END

U1 NTEG-HAMMING
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STARTING VALUES OF THE SOLUTION FOR
c HAMMING USING MODIFIED EULER'S METHOD +HAMMING

SUBROUTINE INTEG
EXTERNAL AUTO
NMAX=MAX NUMBER OF E(UAT .DU,. THAT MAY BE CNSIDERED
P1A RA METE7--R, NXAX:

'XI., T EL i 1.,X

N A':A ;FZ>.:TI,
NYA:. :-"

A* ..*,7.

9..
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CALL AUTO
DO 10 Ii1 rJ
YoLD( 4,I) =E( I)

10 CONTINUE
IFIRST=2
ENDIF
T=T+DT4
IF(IFIRST .LE.4 .)THEN
DO 510 I=1,N
DES( I)=DE(I)
E( I)=E(f )+DES( I)*DT4

510 CONTINUE
CALL AUTO
DO 520 I=1,N

)20 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,7)T,E(l),E(2)
CALL AUTO
DO 530 1=1 , N
IF(IFIRST.EQ 2)FOLD(,1 0E\

4IF(IFIRST.EQ.2)YOL D(3,:I)=-7(!"
IF( IFIRST .EQ. 3) FOLD( 2, I =D,; T)

IF(IFIRST.EQ.3)YOLTD(2,IV=E(I)
IF(IFIRST.EQ.4)FOLD(1,I)=DE(I)
IF(IFIRST.EQ.4)YOLD(1,I)=E(I)

530 CONTINUE
LFIRs l=lFRi7?T 1
DO 540 I=l ,N
YPOLD(I)=YOLTD(1 ,I)
YCOLD( I) =YOLD( 1 ,I1)

540 CONTINUE
ELSE
CALLT HAMMING ( ATTO ,N T, DT

.ENDIF
7 FORMAT(4X,3F1C.4)

RE--T URN
END

C SUBROUTINE HAMMING(SYS,N,T,H)
C

SUBROUTINE HAMMIN6(AUTO,,N,T,.H,)
EXTERNAL AUTO
PARAMETER (NMAX=2

Cl N:=ORDER OF DIFFERENTIAL EjAI:
C T:= CURRENT TIME
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W AUT. NAME OF 5UBR0CJTINE OCrJTAINING DE'S
'ALL AUTO

:~3TRA0EOF PASr FOS
YiLD:=S'TORA 0 E OF PAST Y'S
POLD:=3TORA6E OF PAST YP'S

YlC0LD:=3TORA0E OF PAST YC2S
U;OMMON/TE-MP,'FOLD(3,NMAX),YOLD(4,NMAX)YPOLD(NMAX)L'COD)(NMAX
:OMMON/DIFF/E(NMAX),DE(NMAX)
DIMENSION YNEW(NMAX),YPNEW(NMAX),YCNEW(NMAX),YMNEW(NMAX;,
W ORK1(N'MAX)

PERFORM INTEGRATION STEPS

YPEW

Y YNE T' =YCN EW~ 1 0 YPN EW )Y CNEW(I 121.J
'ONTP1JE

'AL A,"

ADy N ~ -
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'N 3 - Gear nethod with fixed step size

G EAR-TEST
MAIN PROGRAM FOR INTEGRATING A SYSTEM DX/DT=F(T.X).

c SYSTEM IS GIVEN IN"EXTERNAL SYS" SUBROUTINE.
NMAX:= MAX NUMBER OF EQUATIONS

C H:=STEP SIZE
3 N:=NUMBER OF EQUATIONS

TMIN:=BEGINING INTEGRATION TIME
TMAX:=END INTEGRATION TIME
DTI.:= STEP SIZE
NOTATION FOLLOWS THAT OF THE WRITE UP

* NMAX= MAX NUBER OF EQUATIONS THAT MAY BE CONSIDERED
PARAMETER(NMAX=2e )
DIM4ENSION EcNMAX),DE(NMAX)
2DMMONITEMP/Y'DLD:,F-OLD ,YCIOLD ,YC20LD
')M!MON/DIFF/ E.DE
'OMMON/STEU DT. 2,N
EXTERNAL AUTO
'N-NUMBER OF EQUATION '
N=2

E2)=U.J
* DT4=UO1

DJ 500 JJ=1,100
Al NTEG

-''NUE

:NT_(G-OEAR
THIS~ SUBROUTINE FINDS THE STARTIN~G VALUES O THE SOLUTION FOR ;EA'R's
MT"'00 DD~ MoDT FIED EULERIS METHOD +6EARIS METHOD WITH FIXED

* MM ~ MA:( NM AX , .

F F '-, N.;HE

* A..L AU'17
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DO 10 T=1,N
YC2OLD( I) =E( )
FOLD(3,1)=DE(i)

10 CONTINUE
WRITE(-,7) T,E( ) ,E(2)

7 FORMAT(4X,3FI0.4)
IFIRST=2
ENDI1F

* T=T+DT4
IF( IFIRST.LE.3 )THEN
DO 510 1=1,N
DES( I) =DE( I)
EC I)=E(I)+DES( I)*DT4

51,J CONTINUE
CALL AUTO
DO 520 1=1,N

C )T 'NUE
:A-L AUTO
D)O 5i0 :=1,N

:F( IFRST.EQ.2)OLD(,)=DE( I)

IF(IFIRST.EQ.3)FO' D( 1 I)=DE( I)
IF(IFIRST.EQ.3)YOLD( IS=E( I)

530 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,7)T,E( ) ,E(2)
!FIRST=IFIRST*1

CALL 6EAR1(AUTO,:NT,DT4)

EDI F
RET 0RN
EN D

.~':E ;EAR1AIT ,H)~.
.- iNA AD,

?.AME'TER(NMAX=,
M X')'l 1 TFM P 'L,- M A X .'L .DA ,Y L2NMAX, .2L D N .AX

Y'INW 1 le5. DlYOLD( 1) 49.,OYC 1OLN I+I U. i I YC20-LD<
4 '(,i.,)*FOLD( 1 ,)+18.OIFOL-D(2,IT)+3.,,)OFOLD(3,1))

4 IW( 1' .,)*57.T2.O YCIOL)+10. 3.FOLD(I34) )

P .'?.W ( 1 )/ 1W H
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10 CONTINUE
DO 11 1=1,14
E( I)=YPNEW( I)

11 CONTINUE
T=T+DT4
CALL AUTO
T =T -DT 4
DO 12 I=1,N
'dORK1(I)=DE(r)
8IGF( I)=H' CFPNEW(I) -WORKl( I))
YNEW( I) =YPNEW( I)-95. 2BIGF( I)/ a.

III CONTINUE
DO 20 I=1,N
YC2OLD(I)=YC10OLD(j)i>..lcyBIGF(I)/

1 4 4 0 .0
YCIOLD(I)=YOLD(Ij+3.O'BIGF(I)/16o.J

23 ) CNTINUE
DO 31 1=0,1
DO 30 J =I,N

Jo CONTINUE
31 CONITINUE

4 DO 40 I=1,N
YOLD(I )=YNEW( l)
FOLTD(1,1)=P'PNEW(1)..aIGF(I)/H
EC I) =YOLD( I)
DE(I)=FOLtD(l 4)
O0NTINUE

SUBROUTINE AUTO
C SUBROUTINE COM~PUTES XDOT:=DE FROMi SY15TFM OF EOUATIONS

COMtION/OIFF/E(2 ,DE(2)
COMPION/STEP/ T,DT'.,N

DEC1)-E (2)
DE(2)- -9.O"Ewl
RETURN

4' END
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4 - Adam-Moulton method with fixed step and iterative impro.-ament

SUBROUTINE INTEG
C ADAM-MOULTON WITH ITERATION TO ACHIEVE A PREDESCRIBED ERROR-STARTING
C VALUES BY MODIFIED EULER.
C NMAX=MAX NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE CONSIDERED

PARAMETER(NMAX=2)
COMMON /DIFF/E(NMAX),DE(NMAX)
COMMON /STEP/ T,DT4,N
DIMENSION DES(NMAX),F(NMAX,4),ETEMP(NMAX),ETEMP2(NMAX),ERR(NMAX)
DATA IFIRST /l/
DT8 = DT4/2.0

CALL AUTO
T:T DT4
TOL=PREDESCRIBED ERROR
DATA TOL/O.3U1/
IF (IFIRST .EQ. 1 ) THE;
DO 5 1

=
1,N

F(I,1) = DE(W)
5 CONTINUE

!FIRST = 2
END IF
DO 400 I=1,N
ETEMP(I)=E(I)

41JO CONTINUE
IF IfFIRST .LE. 4)THENJ
DO 510 I=1,N
DES(I)=DE(I)
E(I) =E(I )+DES( I)4DT4

510 CONTINUE
C J RUNS FROM 1 TO LAST ITERATION

515 DO 53u J=1,4

IF(J. T.1) 3O TO 519
DO 518 I=i ,N
ETEMPF i =2

, ALL AUTh

DO 52u 1=1,N

*ERR()=E\,;-ETEM2(I)

ETEMP2(1 = , I)
SU~JMERR .

DJ 525 K=1,N
SUMERR=SUMERR+ERR(K) IERR(K)
SMNORM=SMNORM E(K)"E(K)

525 CONTINUE
IF(SUMERR/SMNORM.LE.TOL ) D0 TO 531

530 CONTINUE
551 DO 535 1 N

Ff:, ' R:T) = DE
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535 CONTINUE
!FIRST IFIRST +1

ZLSE

E(I)= (DT4/24.0)*( 55.O*F(I,4)-59.0*AF(I,3Yt

t~o CONTINUE

D~O 4UO =,N
F(J.EIA) 0 TO 6)

CO 1I0 =1,3)
ETEMP2)= E()

7(1( CONTINJUE

4~~6 TO CAL UT
00 oTO 1,,%

ETEM P2( I.E( I)
C ON T INU E

00 800 1=1 ,N

EUMNUR= (DT/240ORM+E(K() +790E(K3)

ER(I (SUMRR/MNOM TOl 0 O

u CONTINUE

d3( CNINE
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S5 - Modified Euler method with iterative improvement

SUBROUTINE INTEG
C MODIFIED EULER WITH ITERATION TO ACHIEVE A PREDESCRIBED ERROR
C
C NMAX=MAX. NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE CONSIDERED

PARAMETER(NMAX= 2)
COMMON /DIFF/ E(NMAX),DE(NMAX)
COMMON /STEP/ T,DT4,N
DIMENSION ETEMP(NMAX),ETEMP2(NMAX),DES(NMAX),ERR(NMAX)

C
C ,THETA IS A STABILITY PARAMETER LESS OR EQUAL 1/2

DATA THETA/.5 /
c TOL = PREDESCRIBED ERROR

DATA TOL/.001/
CALL AUTO
T=T+DT4
DO 510 I=1,N
ETEMP(I)=E(I)
DES(I)=DE(I)
E(I)=E(I)+DES(I)*DT4

510 CONTINUE
C J=1 TO LAST ITERATION
515 DO 530 J=1,4

IF(J.GT.1) GO TO 518
DO 516 I=1,N
ETEMP2(I) =E(i)

516 CONTINUE
518 CALL AUTO

DO 520 I=1,N
E(I)=ETEMP(!)+DT4*((l.-THETA)*DE(I)+THETA*DES(I))
ERR(I) =E( 1)-ETEMP2(I)
ETEMP2(I) =E(I)

52u CONTINUE
SUMERR=O.
jMNGRM=0 .0
DO 525 K=1,N
SUMERR=SUMERR+ERR(K) *ERR(K)
SMNORM=SMNORM+E(K) E(K)

> 5 CONTINUE
!F(SUMERR/SMNORM.LE. TOL) GO TO 5)1

FORMAT( 4 X,FlJ.4)
RET URN
END
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Appendix B

Program for smoothinq by spline functions

C SMOOTHING
C CONSTRUCTS THE CUBIC SMOOTHING SPLINE F TO GIVEN DATA (X(I),f(I),
C I=I ,.. N.
C NMAX=MAX NUMBER OF DATA POINTS THAT MAY BE CONSIDERED

2d PARAMETER (NMAX=100)
REAL S,X(NMAX),Y(NMAX),DY(NMAX),A( NMAX),B(NMAX),C(NMAX),D(NMAX),J
REAL iF1A,F2,G,H,?,R(NMAX ),R (MAX),R2(NMAX),T(NMAX) ,T(NMAX)

&V(MAX),XM(NMAX),Z(NMAX),W(:IMAX),U( N ,T(AX)
INTEGER NiN2,1

C

c WRITE(*,I)
c 1 FORMAT(/2X,'INPUT THE INITIAL VALUES-N,,N2..FIRST LAST DATA ?OINTS')
c READ(*,2)Nl,N22.FRT&LSDAAONS)
c 2 FORMAT(4I3)

c WRITE(*,3)
c 3 FORMAT(/2X,'INPUT A NON-NEGATIVE PARAMETER S, TO CONTROL',/2X.'

&THE EXTENT OF SMOOTHING')
C S= UPPER BOUND ON THE DISCRETE WAIGHTED MEAN SQUARE DISTANCE JT
C APPROXIMATION F FROM THE DATA. rEINSCH PROPOSED TO CHOOSE S SOME
C WHERE WITHIN SQUARE ROOT OF (2N OF N.
c READC(,4) S
c 4 FORMAT(F8.3)

N2=NUMBER OF DATA POINTS

N2 1 C
'PART ERAE. A DATA SET R THE F'NCT:3N X:s::; N:,-

A F rINT A B
" 3: [:E'-TIMATES D3F ;:rERTA[,:;TY :;DATA, AS::;ME: TO EE POS:TIVE. i.E.

! . A wE " . TA:LA : DEV AT.3:;

SL
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U(N1 )=O.O
U(N2)=O.0
U(M2)=U.0

C RESTORE VALUES OF Ml,M2,I.E. M1=Nl AND M2=N2
Ml =N 1+ 1
N2=N2- 1

C
C
C SET VALUES OF X,Y,DY OR READ FILE
C
C

H=X(M1 )-X(Ni )
F=( Y(M1 )-Y(N1 ))/H
Do 1 1 = LM1 ,1i2
J =H

* H=X 1 )-XkI)
E= F

ACI) =F-E
T(1)=2*(G+H)/3
Ti (I)=H/3
R2(I)=DY(I-1 )IG
Ri (I)=-DY(I)/G-DY(!)/H

10 CONTINUE
"0 2) !=MI,M2
B(I) =R( I) *R(I) +Rl(I) R1(I)+R2 1 *R2( i)
D( I) =R( I) *R2(I 1+ !)R(

20 (I)=R(I)*R1I11)R2(1+
20CONTINUE

c SET F2 TO -S

F2=-S
IJ CO0N TI1NU E

DC jlMM
Ri (I-i)=F*R( 1-1)

IJ( I'A(l)-RI (I-i ) LJ(I-1 )-R2(I-2)IJ(I-2)

DO 5u !=M, M1-

50 CONTINUE
E=0.0
H=.0

DO 60 I=Nl,M2
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u'=H

V( 1)=(H-C)*DY( 1)

E=E*V (I) *( H-3)
60 CONTINUE

J=-H*DY(N2)*DY(N2)
GC
V(N2)=J
G=F2
F2 =E *P*P
IF(F2.GE.S.AND.F2.LE.G) GO TO 80
F=0 .0

DO '70 I=Ml,M2

F=F+CGrt((l) G
R 11 ) =IL

7u CONTINUE

IF(H.LE.P)GO To do
P=P+CS-F2)/( (SQRT(S/E)+P)*H)
GO TO 30

C
C USE NEGATIVE SQR ROOT,IF THE SEQUENCE OF ABSCISSA X(I) IS STRICTw!

DECREAS ING

du CONTINUE
DO 90 I=N1,N2

C( I)=U( I)
9u CONTINUE

DO 100 I=N1,N2
H=X( I1)-x( I)

=((1+ -A I /H- H~D I) I

THIS PART 6CVE'S OUTPUT FORF O3EFFIIE-NT,.: 7H2,V

101T A o2 ) 3 TI I 1'

WR T l I 1 )

URAi5X, X: * X, F')
.diS PART COMPUTE ' HE CUB- AT XHMDL SR&EF X AN
COMPAIRS REjULT:3 WITH ACTUAL Z(L)
H~t). .905
DO 1 1u I= I ,q
X (!) =X (:) H
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> 12='DN(X(I)+H)

DO 115~ ~DI1,99 (I) )*q( I)W T) 4+' )

115 CONTINUE

120 FORMAT(i.X,3F15.5)
STOP
END
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